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July 1, 1941 

CAPITAL STATION QUITS NAB IN FURTHER CHAIN ROW 

In keeping with the 4th of July fireworks, there was 
another explosion in the fight between the networks when Station 
WOL, outlet in the National Capital of the Mutual network, resigned 
from the National Association of Broadcasters. The main reason 
given was the charge that when he testified at the recent Senate 
hearings, Neville Miller, the NAB President, neglected to present 
the minority viewpoint. It was claimed that he expressed only the 
opinion of the majority. The Mutual network, headed by Alfred J. 
McCosker, has strongly supported the Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion in its new rules and a number of Mutual stations, including 
WOR in New York, and WGN in Chicago, resigned in protest at the 
action of Mr. Miller in adjourning a session of the NAB convention 
at St. Louis without giving Chairman James L. Fly an opportunity 
to reply to an attack made on him by Mark Ethridge, of Louisville, 
a past president of the Association. 

Here again Mr. Miller was accused of attempting to allow 
only one side of the case to be heard. Fly was later given an 
opportunity to reply. Though the Convention backed up Mr. Miller, 
nevertheless there was serious criticism of what was characterized 
as a “terrible blunder'* in his not giving the FCC Chairman an 
opportunity to reply immediately. 

As a result apparently, instead of leading the battling 
forces in the Senate, Mr. Miller seemed to take a very minor part 
in the Capitol proceedings and sat at the witness table day after 
day almost like the “forgotten man**. When finally Miller did 
testify, his statement entirely lacking the fire of his St. Louis 
and previous challenges, was a very tame affair. 

In his letter of resignation from the NAB, William B. 
Dolph, General Manager of WOL, questioned whether the memorandum 
presented to the Senate Committee by Mr. Miller “represents the 
viewpoint of the majority of the industry'*, and added: 

"But assuming that it does, where is the report represent¬ 
ing the minority? Certainly NAB as a trade association of the 
industry, if it undertakes a reportorial service, is duty bound to 
furnish an imbiased account of the proceedings. I have carefully 
followed the reports of NAB since the start of the hearings on 
June2. Each and every one of these reports has presented only 
the *majority* viewpoint. There can be no valid excuse for such 
undemocratic treatment to your constituent members, be they in the 
majority or the minority, “ 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TWENTY-TWO TELEVISION STATIONS SOON, FOG SAYS 

Television is priming for the opening gun which will 
inaugurate visual broadcast service on a full-fledged commercial 
basis today (July 1). 

Two television stations in New York will begin this new 
public service immediately, the Federal Communications Commission 
announces. Three more stations - in Los Angeles, Chicago, and 
Philadelphia - expect to make the transition from experimental to 
commercial operation in short order, and 17 other stations in 
various parts of the country signify their intention of going com¬ 
mercial as soon as it is possible for them to do so. 

The National Broadcasting Company’s television station 
located atop the Empire State Building, New York, has received the 
first license for commercial operation, and will render 15 hours 
of program service a week, beginning July 1. Formerly on an experi¬ 
mental basis with the call signal W2XBS, in its new commercial 
status, NBC’s New York television station has been assigned the 
call letters WNBT. As soon as other experimental television sta¬ 
tions are licensed commercially they, too, will receive new call 
le tters. 

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc,, is authorized to 
begin program tests over its New York station, now identified by 
the call signal W2XAB, the same day. 

Don Lee Broadcasting System, W6XA0, Los Angeles; Zenith 
Radio Corporation, W9XZV, Chicago, and the Philco Radio and Tele¬ 
vision Corporation, W3XE, Philadelphia, will continue to transmit 
scheduled programs over their respective stations pending the 
formality of shifting from experimental to commercial operation at 
the earliest date possible. 

Allen B. Dulvfont Laboratories proposes to begin commercial 
operation at its New York station, W2XWV, soon after July 1, but 
not later than August 1. This same company is also pushing work 
on its Washington station, W5XWT, so that this outlet, too, can go 
on the air quickly. 

National Broadcasting Company intends to proceed promptly 
with construction of its Washington station, W3XMB, with the pros¬ 
pect of test programs in the capital city by November 1. It 
anticipates that its Philadelphia station, W3XPP, will be completed 
and in operation by July 1 of next year. 

Thirteen other television stations are likewise arranging 
to go commercial in ensuing months. Their locations are: 
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Albany - W2XB, General Electric Co. 

Chicago - W9SBK, Balaban & Katz Corp. 
W9XCB, Columbia Broadcasting System 

Cincinnati - W8XCT, Crosley Corp. 

Los Angeles - W6XEA, Earl C. Anthony 
W6XHH, Hughes ProducLions, Hughes Tool Co. 
W6XYZ, Television Productions, Inc. 

Milwaukee - W9XMJ, The Journal Co. 

New York - W2XBB, Bamberger Broadcasting Service 
W2Xr^iIT, Metropolitan Television 

Philadelphia - W3XAU, WCAU Broadcasting Co. 

San Francisco - W6XDL, Don Lee Broadcasting System 
W6XHT, Hughes Productions, Hughes Tool Co. 

Television stations licensed on a commercial basis are 
required to furnish at least 15 hours of program service a week, 
which may include Sundays, and on each day, except Sunday, "there 
shall be at least two hours program transmission between 2 P.M. and 
11 P.M., including at least one hour program transmission on five 
weekdays between 7:30 P.M. and 10:30 P.M." 

Persons within the reception areas of commercial televi¬ 
sion stations will be able to see on their receivers, with accompany¬ 
ing sound, studio productions with live talent, motion picture films, 
and "pick ups" of special events outside of the studio, such as news 
happenings, sports, parades, etc. In making spot news visible, as 
well as furnishing visual education and entertainment, this new 
broadcast medium expects to speedily develop popularity and interest. 
As a result of tests with television projection on large screens, a 
New York theatre is already being so equipped. Light-weight portable 
"pick up" equipment has been developed, and a special type of studio- 
craft is being evolved. 

The existing coaxial cable between New York and Philadel¬ 
phia is useful for the exchange of television programs between those 
cities. A similar cable is being laid between Baltimore and Wash¬ 
ington. When the link between Baltimore and Philadelphia is added, 
all three cities will constitute outlets for television programs 
originating in either city. A television radio relay system is 
also being worked out. 

In view of the impending demand for television receivers 
as new localities are opened to television service, the industry is 
seeking an orderly production consistent with requirements of 
materials for the National Defense. In this respect the Radio 
Manufacturers* Association is rendering continued and efficient 
cooperation. It was principally through its efforts that the 
engineering minds of the industry agreed on basic principles which 
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enabled the Federal Communications Commission, on April 30, to 
adopt rules and regulations and standards and set the July 1 go- 
signal for regular television service. It was to pave the way for 
this commercialization that the Commission last year specifically 
licensed some two score individuals and firms, which had budgeted 
^8,000,000 for the purpose, to engage in preparatory experimental 
ope ration. 

After six months of practical tests of the present tele-= 
vision s tandards, the Commission will consider further changes, 
with particular reference to new developments. Meanwhile, program 
stations are encouraged to experiment with color television. To 
guard against monopoly in this new field, not more than three tele¬ 
vision stations can be under the same control. 

Development of frequency modulation makes it possible to 
use FM for the sound accompanying the pictures. And the location 
of the television frequencies offers an opportunity to make tele¬ 
vision sets which will also receive FM broadcasts, and FM sets 
which will receive the aural part of television broadcasts. 

XXXXXXXXX 

WAR DEPT. TRIES TO SEPARATE SHEEP FROM GOATS 

Somebody got the bright idea at the War Department last 
week of preparing a regular schedule evaluating the work of the 
best known radio commentators and newspaper columnists. Several 
released were mimeographed when the matter came to the attention 
of Gen. Robert C. Richardson, Jr., head of the War Department Press 
Relations Bureau, who very promptly put his foot down on the whole 
business. 

No standa.rd basis for the evaluations was set out on the 
sheet. Newscasters who had devoted their discussions to entirely 
different subjects were rated in a single issue without reference 
to the fact that they had not discussed the same news developments. 

”Most radio newscasts are editorial in tone", the self- 
appointed analyst declared in one edition. Ratings were indicated 
by numerals set opposite the names of persons whose products were 
evaluated, and the numerals were explained in a "key” as follows: 
(2) very favorable; (1) favorable; (0) non-commital; (-1), unfavor¬ 
able; (-2) very unfavorable. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 
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BOARD TO COOPERATE IN CIVILIAN DEFENSE APPOINTED 

Appointment of a subcommittee of the Defense Communica¬ 
tions Board to collaborate with a similar subcommittee of the 
Office of Civilian Defense was announced yesterday by James Lawrence 
J'ly, Chairman of the Defense Communications Board and of the 
Federal Communications Commission. The action followed a confer¬ 
ence between Chairman Fly and Mayor Fiorello LaOuardia of New York,. 
Director of the Office of Civilian Defense. 

Members of the DCB subcommittee named were Capt. Donald S. 
Leonard of the Michigan State Police, representing the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police; Herbert A. Friede of the District 
of Columbia Fire Department, representing the International Associ¬ 
ation of Fire Chiefs; l^aj. Francis H. Lanahan, Jr., of the War 
Department; and Commander E. M. Webster, Assistant Chief Engineer 
of the Federal Communications Commission. 

Effective use during war or other emergency of police 
radio systems, several thousand of which are now in operation, is 
one of the topics to be considered jointly by the DCB and OCD sub¬ 
committees, it was announced. These police radio systems have 
various potential defense uses in addition to their normal opera¬ 
tions. The Defense Communications Board will Integrate plans for 
emergency use of police radio with its general plans for emergency 
utilization of the nation's wire and radio facilities, while the 
Office of Civilian Defense will integrate them with other civilian 
defense plans. 

Use of fire department communications systems is a second 
topic on the agenda of the subcommittees. Most fire departments 
have wired alarm systems, and many in addition have two-way radio 
communication facilities, generally through cooperation with police 
radio systems. In case of air attack or natural catastrophe, radio 
has proved of the utmost importance in the prompt routing and super¬ 
vision of municipal fire-fighting forces. 

To facilitate emergency use of municipal police and fire 
communications system, the Defense Communications Board has in pre¬ 
paration a special manual, to be distributed to all municipalities 
operating police or fire alarm systems. The manual is designed to 
aid in the maintenance of these systems at the peak efficiency 
required by emergency needs. It discusses the expansion of existing 
plant and equipment, the availability of auxiliary electrical power 
supplies in the event that regular power service is interrupted, 
the protection of communications centers against accident and 
sabotage, and other steps designed to increase the efficiency and 
dependability of municipal communications systems. Special atten¬ 
tion is given to the use of these systems to protect defense plants 
and other key points located outside of municipalities but within 
the range of their alarm equipment. 
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Various State defense councils he,ve proceeded with state¬ 
wide plans to supplement the National Defense effort. It is thought 
that the Office of Civilian Defense will serve as liaison between 
these State councils and the Defense Communications Board, which is 
charged with nation-wide coordination of all telegraph, telephone, 
radio, cable, and other rapid communications services, both domestic 
and international. 

XXXXXXXX 

GALLUP POLL CREDITS MOVIE DROP TO RADIO 

Astonishing to movie leaders was the authoritative report 
that two of their most important stars, Jack Benny and Bob Hope, are 
largely responsible for the current frightening slump in theater 
attendance, according to a North American Newspaper Alliance dis¬ 
patch. 

Dr. George Gallup, hired by the R-K-0 Studio to conduct 
film surveys, told the company’s sales convention that the drop 
continuing since last %)ril is due to radio - especially to the 
tremendous ’listening' power of a few headliners. 

Gallup said his week-end surveys showed that Benny had 
attracted 36,000,000 listeners to Sunday programs, whereas picture 
theaters haven’t been able to sell more than 11,500,000 tickets all 
day Sunday. A Monday night radio show strikes a similar paralyzing 
blow. 

The poll conductor told salesmen that attendance dropped 
to 52,000,000 weekly from a 54,000,000 estimate made by his group 
in July, 1940. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FCC WORK ASSIGNMENTS FOR JULY 

The Federal Communications Commission has announced that 
the work, business, and functions of the Commission for the month 
of July have been assigned as follows: 

Commissioner Case - Designated to detemine, order, report 
or otherwise act upon all applications of requests for special 
temporary standa.rd broadcast authorizations. 

Commissioner Wakefield - Designated to hear and determine, 
order, certify, report or otherwise act upon: (a) except as other¬ 
wise ordered by the Commission, all motions, petitions or matters 
in cases designated for formal hearings, including all motions for 
further hearing, excepting motions and petitions requesting final 
disposition of a case on its merits, those having the nature of an 
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7/1/41 

appeal to the Commission and those requesting change or modifica¬ 
tion of a final order made by the Commission; provided, however, 
that such matters shall be handled in accordance with the provisions 
of Sections 1.251 and 1.256, inclusive, of the Commission’s Rules 
of Practice and Procedure; (b) the designation pursuant to the pro¬ 
visions of Sections 1.231 to 1.232 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice and Procedure of officers, other than Commissioners, to 
preside at hearings, 

XXXXXXXX 

CBS’S BERLIN NEWSCASTS CANCELLED 

The Columbia Broadcasting System’s News broadcasts from 
Berlin have been canceled by the German government, it was announc¬ 
ed last night in an International News Service item. 

Harry W. Flannery, Chief of the CBS Berlin Bureau, tele¬ 
phoned to New York the news of the ban on broadcasting facilities 
which, he said, came as retaliation for remarks made last Thursday 
by Elmer Davis in New York, following a radio interview with P. G. 
Wo dehouse. Wodehouse was recently released from an internment camp 
by the Nazis. 

Mr. Flannery was permitted to give other news in his tele¬ 
phone report. He said the extraordinary refusal to allow broad¬ 
casts was subject to review by unnamed higher authorities. The ban 
may be lifted at any time, it was pointed out. 

In connection with the action of the German government, 
Paul W. White, Columbia’s Director of Public Affairs, issued the 
following statement: 

•’The Columbia Broadcasting System will submit to no foreig 
dictation as to its broadcasts in this country. 

”We will not seek to please Germany in pr*esenting the news 
over here as the price of being allowed to broadcast from Berlin. 
If the motive behind the German government’s action is to compel us 
to color our analysis to its liking, that action has failed. 

"When Flannery communicated the German decision to us, he 
was immediately instructed to make no compromise with the integrity 
of our news broadcasts in an effort to remain at his post. He was 
further instructed to make clear to the propage-nda ministry that our 
broadcasts outside Germany and German-controlled territory were 
behond the censorship of the Reich." 

In the Wodehouse radio interview, the English novelist 
said he did not mind being a prisoner of war since he had a suite 
at Berlin’s famed Adlon Hotel at the expense of the Nazi government, 
and that he could come and go pretty much as he pleased. 

In commenting on the Interview, Elmer Davis pointed out 
that the German treatment of Wodehouse was somewhat different from 
that accorded other prisoners with less publicity value. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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7/1/41 

McDonald glider windwagons attract wide attention 

The "windwagon" Instruction device Invented l:or Commander 
E. F. McDonald, Jr. , of Chicago, President of the Zenith Radio 
Corporation, and his single-handed effort to develop gliders in 
National Defense, have not only had official recognition in the 
War Department assigning officers to study the project but now are 
attracting country-wide attention. Commander McDonald, who long 
has been a student of aeronautics, started the glider ball rolling 
sometime ago by an article in Collier*s Weekly. Then came the 
battle of Crete, which focussed world attention on the subject of 
gliders. McDonald then followed through with a double-page spread 
in the New York Times Sunday Magazine section and most recently an 
article in the July issue of the Scientific American. 

Last week the Associated Press C8.rried photographs of 
the artificial wind-making machines and finally nearly all the 
news services in the movies released pictures of the machines in 
their newsreels. 

In explaining his new device, which maizes it possible 
for glider students to practice whether there is any wind or not 
(and only being about 10 feet above ground like a kite), Commander 
McDonald concluded with this plea: 

"If we make it easy for American youth, through subsidy, 
to purchase and own gliders; make it easy for them to become licens¬ 
ed, they will train themselves and will build for us an enormous 
reservoir of pilots, just as we have built a valuable reservoir of 
young amateur radio operators, all of them ready at a moment's call 
to respond to government and military communication needs in time of 
emergency. " 

XXXXXXXX 

RADIO BALLOONS IN NEW CAPITAL AIRPORT FORECASTS 

An added feature to the New National Airport in Washington, 
said to be the world's finest, is a station of the United States 
Weather Bureau which will use radiosonde balloons in forecasting 
the weather. Hereafter forecasts for numerous neighboring states 
including New York and as far West as Ohio and south to Tennessee 
will be made 'direct from the Washington Airport station. 

Twice daily, at 12:30 P.M. and 2:30 A.M. , the station 
send up 6-set helium balloons equipped with a radio-sound recorder 
forbroadcasting the temperature, humidity and pressure at levels 
up to a high point in the stratosphere where the expanding balloon 
bursts and drops the broadcasting unit in a small parachute. 

Four times daily, at 6-hour intervals, the bureau dis¬ 
patches pilot balloons to determine wind velocities at altitudes 
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7/1/41 

within sight of ground observers. The radio balloons are released 
from about 30 stations scattered over the United States and the 
pilot balloons from some 180 stations, Including two on Coast Guard 
ships near the North Atlantic airways. 

Data gathered from the ballons and from ground observa¬ 
tions are put on interconnecting teletype systems for the compilation 
of weather charts. The station here gets clearance from the air 
control tower before releasing the larger balloons to prevent pos¬ 
sible collisions. The lighter balloons could scarcely damage an 
airplane in flight, it was said. 

On slow-moving scrolls of paper tiny crustal pens trace 
tell-tale lines to record permanently the sunshine, the rainfall, 
the temperature, the atmospheric moisture, the wind’s direction and 
speed. Many of these are connected with instruments 1,500 feet 
away, well apart from any local influence of the building or the 
flying field 

All these readings and several more are going out over 
the teletype network of the Civil Aeronautics Authority to all parts 
of the United States, and by radio to ships at sea, while from all 
these points readings like them are pouring in, with an ease and 
quickness never possible in the old main Weather Bureau station in 
Georgetown. 

xxxxxxxx 

:::: TRADE NOTES :::: 

The National Broadcasting Company has Just issued a time¬ 
saving reference folder of the radio broadcasting stations of the 
United States and Canada as of May 1. In it is listed the new broad¬ 
cast allocations of all United States and Canadian stations as order¬ 
ed by the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement. There is 
also a chart of allocation of frequencies in the United Sta.tes. 

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute of Washington, D.C. 
awarded diplomas to 68 graduates, many of whom are scheduled to 
enter work connected with the defense effort. 

The staff of the new intelligence agency to be headed by 
Col. William^J. (Wild Bill) Donovan is expected to be made up of 
experts from the State, Justice and Treasury Departments, intelli¬ 
gence officers of the Array, Navy and Marine Corps, and specialists 
from such agencies as the Federal Communications Commission. 

NOTE - DUE TO THE FACT THAT FRIDAY IS THE FOURTH OF JULY 
THERE WILL BE NO ISSUE OF THIS SERVICE ON THAT DAY. 

XXXXXXXX 
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7/1/41 

AMERICAN CABLE & RADIO QUARTERLY $271,542 

Consolidated net income of the American Cable & Radio 
Corporation and subsidiary companies for the three months ended 
March 31, 1941, amounted to $271,542, as compared with $348,455 
for the corresponding period of 1940, as shown in the accompanying 
statement of consolidated income accounts. Consolidated net income 
of All America Corporation and subsidiary companies for those per¬ 
iods amounted to $427,909 and $291,711, respectively, whereas oper¬ 
ations of Commercial Mackay Corporation and subsidiary companies 
resulted in a consolidated net loss of $149,988 for the three 
months ended March 31, 1941, as against consolidated net income in 
the amount of $59,183 for the first quarter of 1940, after deduct¬ 
ing in all cases the full interest accrual on the outstanding 
Income Debentures for the respective periods. As previously reporb 
ed, cable communications to continental European countries over 
the lines of The Commercial Cable Company have been completely 
interrupted since June, 1940. 

X X X X X X X 

NBC PROPOSES ASCAP SOLUTION 

Niles Trammell, President of the National Broadcasting 
Company, announced that he had submitted a proposal to the American 
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers for the use of ASCAP 
music on NBC networks and Managed and Operated stations. 

”0ur proposal", Mr. Trammell said, "represents our best 
efforts to solve the music problem which has existed since January 
1, 1941, when former licenses from ASCAP expired. I have sent our 
proposal to all of the independent stations affiliated with the NBC 
for their study and consideration." 

The essential points of the new agreement between ASCAP 
and NBC as outlined by Trammell are: 

1. NBC agrees to pay 2^^^^ on network commercial business 
while it proposes that the individual stations pay 2^ 
on local and national spot commercial business. 

2. NBC will clear and pay for the use of ASCAP music on 
all network sustaining auid public service prograjns. 

3. NBC proposes that ASCAP offer to the independent net¬ 
work stations four alternative methods for the use of 
ASCAP music locally. 

4. NBC proposes that the new services of Television, 
Frequency Modulation, Shortwave, Etc., pay for the 
ASCAP music on the same basis when commercial revenue 
for such services is received. 
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7/1/41 

The proposal ms tendered subject to the acceptance by NBC 
affiliates of their portion of the network coraniercial license fee 
which the NBC, under the terms of the ASCA? consent decree, must 
pay for clearing all network music at the source. 

xxxxxxxxx 

NBC ISSUES FIRST TELEVISION RATE CARD 

Said to be the first rate card in the history of televi¬ 
sion, was one issued by the National Broadcasting Company. 

Beginning today, NBC started its regular commercial 
television service of 15 or more hours per week. 

Covering the costs to advertisers for time on the air 
and studio facilities, the NBC card gives prices for time of from 
$120 per hour for evening broadcasts on weekdays, to $60 per hour 
for weekday afternoon shows, and $90 per hour for Sunday daytime 
broadcasts. 

In addition to the time costs, charges also are to be 
made for the use of both studio film and mobile transmitter 
facilities. These range from $150.00 per hour for the use of the 
main studio in Radio City to $75 an hour for the use of the small 
and film studios and for the field pickups. Service spots, for 
televised programs of news, weather, time, etc., are priced at 
$8.00 per minute in the evening and $4.00 per minute daytimes. 

The Columbia Broadcasting System has received authoriza¬ 
tion from the Federal Communications Commission to conduct tele¬ 
vision program tests for at least thirty days starting July first. 
It has not, however, received a license for commercial television 
broadcasting as had been anticipated. Upon completion of the pro¬ 
gram tests, CBS expects to receive a commercial license. 

CBS plans to continue its color television exiDeriments, 
but no definite transmission schedule has yet been established. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 
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July 8, 1941 

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE MAINTAINED 

The Defense Communications Board, which has Just completed 
its first six months of service, has drafted plans to prevent inter¬ 
ruption of international radio and cable communications between the 
United States and foreign countries. Chairman James L. Fly stated 
Monday. 

Plans Include the widening of bottlenecks, maintenance of 
alternative or "standby” routes and circuits, maintenance of auxili¬ 
ary power supplies, message priorities, and other steps designed to 
maintain service at peak efficiency. Fly said. 

Since its formation under the Executive Order of the Presi¬ 
dent, dated September 24, 1940, the DCB has been concerned, among 
other things, with the maintenance of adequate communications routes 
with foreign countries in the event of various foreseeable contin¬ 
gencies. During the last war, serious inconvenience both to military 
and to diplomatic services was occasioned by communication obstacles. 
The DCB has completed certain plans to prevent similar hindrances 
hereafter. Additional plans are in preparation. 

International communication service may be impeded in 
various ways. Fly said. As examples, he cited; 

(a) The cutting of cables 
(b) The Jamming of radio circuits 
(c) Injury to equipment 
(d) Cutting off of power supply 
(e) Volume of message traffic in excess of capacity 

Many of the steps designed to prevent such interferences 
must remain confidential, he declared. However, six aspects of the 
plans were discussed. 

The DCB has made a careful survey of existing cable repair 
ships, and has checked to make sure that such ships will be made 
available for emergency use regardless of where the break occurs 
or what company owns the cable which hs.s been interrupted. Specifi¬ 
cations for converting additional ships for cable repair purposes in 
case of need have also been prepared. 

Supply of cable. The DCB has surveyed existing supplies 
of cable on hand, as well as cable-manufacturing facilities, and has 
found that one special insulating material universally used in sub¬ 
marine cables, gutta percha, is grown only in certain distant tropi¬ 
cal areas. Accordingly experiments are under way by various inter¬ 
ested companies to find a substitute for gutta percha. 
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Alternative radiotelegraph routes are in readiness. If, 
for example, the direct radiotelegraph circuits from here to London 
were to be interrupted by Jamming or otherwise, relay routes and 
ali-ernate or "standby*’ frequencies can be immediately placed in 
service. Similarly, alternative routes are available for communi¬ 
cation with other foreign cities. Also, in the event that radio¬ 
telegraph circuits are internapted or overburdened, various radio¬ 
telephone circuits can be quickly converted into radiotelegraph 
circuits. 

At the request of the DCS, each communications company 
has appointed a liaison officer at every major operating office to 
facilitate the interchange of traffic, interconnection of facilities 
and other means of coordination in the event of an emergency. 

Reserve equipment. Various surveys have been made to 
ensure the continuous operation of existing facilities under emer¬ 
gency conditions. One example is the DCB questionnaire sent all 
international broadcasting stations to determine the stocks on hand 
of tubes, condensers, resistors, relays, chokes, transformers, 
crystals, meters, motors, batteries, and a variety of other parts 
and supplies. 

DCB committees have uncovered five potential supply 
bottlenecks, none of them serious as yet. At the head of the list, 
it might be mentioned, is fabricated aluminum, which is vital for 
the shielding of important radio parts because it ha.s a low con¬ 
ductivity. While aiiiminum is therefore essential in communications 
work, the quantity needed is fortunately not large, and needless to 
say will be kept at a minimum. 

Auxiliary power supplies. Power supply is an essential 
part of all communications work, and one of the most vulnerable 
points. Accordingly, the DCB has taken steps to ensure that each 
vital unit in our communications system has an auxiliary power sup¬ 
ply available in the event of power failure of the main supply. 

The DCB has prepared a manual dealing with auxiliary power 
supplies, outlining the various possible means of insuring adequate 
power in case of emergency. 

Priorities. While all emphasis has been placed on putting 
our international communications system in such shape that it can 
handle peak emergency demands, the DCB has not been unmindful of 
the possibility that in spite of these efforts specific routes may 
be swamped beyond capacity with urgent messages. To meet such a 
contingency, a message prioritie plan has been readied, under which 
messages of military importance will be granted immediate precedence 

The DCB is confident that through the use of foresight, 
through plans of the kind described above, and through the harness¬ 
ing of modern scientific techniques which must, of course, remain 
defense secrets, our communications system can be kept operating at 
high efficiency through any future emergency, without interruption 
and without unnecessary delay. 

XXXXXXXXX -2- 
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FLY SAYS RADIO SHOULD HAVE PRIORITY PREFERENCE 

Chairman James L. Fly, of the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission, told a press conference on Monday that he believed the 
radio industry essential to Nativnal Defense and suggested that it 
should have a priority preference in the allocation of vital raw 
materials such as aluminum. 

He revealed that he had discussed the threat to the 
industry as a result of the shortage of aluminum and other mater¬ 
ials with J. S. Knowlson, President of the Radio Manufacturers' 
As sociation. 

If radio manufacturers cannot get necessary materials - 
particularly aluminum - 85 percent of them will be idle by Fall, 
he said. Only a small part of the industry's facilities are devoted 
to defense production. If the radio manufacturer cannot get 
aluminum in July, Fly pointed out, he will be unable to produce 
radio sets in October. 

Radio broadcasting has a definite morale value, the FCC 
Chairman sa,id, and is certainly more important than many civilian 
industries. He predicted that unless the industry is given a prior¬ 
ity preference that there will be a substantial reduction in produc¬ 
tion of receivers. 

XXXXXXXXX 

HIOHER TAXES ON RADIO PROPOSED 

Higher taxes will be imposed on the radio industry to help 
finance the Defense program. The House Ways and Means Committee 
has included in the new defense tax bill several increases which 
will affect the broadcasting industry. 

Among the increases affecting radio is a boost in the 
excise levy on radio sets and parts and a revision of the base for 
taxation, expected to yield $9,400,000 a year. As now written the 
tax on radios and parts will be 10^, instead of the present 
The 10^ levy is in line with Treasury recommendations. 

The committee voted to tax telephone, cable and radio 
leased wires'. The new tax, expected to bring $27,600,000 in revenue, 
will be imposed on any leased wire or talking circuit, and includes 
those not now taxed, such as teletype service, it is understood. 

During its consideration of p2?oposals advocated to supply 
new tax revenues, the committee voted down the plan of Representa¬ 
tive Sauthoff (Prog. Wis. ) for a franchise tax on radio stations. 
Such a tax had been urged strongly by John B. Haggerty, President 
of National Allied Printing Trades Association early in the Ways and 
Means hearings and the proposal had several Congressional advocates. 

XXXXXXXX 
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TEN ISSUES OUTLINED FOR NEWSPAPER PROBE 

The Federal Communications Commission last week announced 
its procedure for the hearings to start July S3rd on newspaper con¬ 
trol of radio stations. 

The hearings will be conducted before the full Commission, 
which is now short one member. The terra of Frederick I. Thompson 
expired last Monday, and the President h?,s not nominated his suc¬ 
cessor. 

The hearings will collect a mass of information on which 
to base a policy concerning the issuance of licenses to applicants 
for frequency modulated stations associated with newspapers, and 
for the future acquisition of standard broadcast stations by news¬ 
paper interests. It was asserted that any policy concerning these 
new acquisitions probably would affect presently owned newspaper 
stations, because their licenses must be renewed annually. 

The inquiry, according to the FCC, will center around 
the following questions: 

1. To what extent broadcast stations are at present associatec 
with persons also associated with publication of one or 
more newspapers, the classification (in terras of power, 
location, network affiliation, etc. ) of broadcast stations 
so associated, the circumstances surrounding such associa¬ 
tion, and the tendency toward such association in the future 

2. Whether joint association of newspapers and broadcast sta¬ 
tions tends or may tend to prejudice the free and fair 
presentation of public issues and information over the air, 
or to cause editorial bias or distortion, or to inject 
editorial policy or attitude into the public service render¬ 
ed by broadcast stations as a medium of public communication 

3. Whether joint association of newspapers and broadcast sta¬ 
tions tends or may tend to restrict or distort the broad¬ 
casting of news, or to limit the sources of news to the 
public, or to affect adversely the relation between news¬ 
gathering services and broadcast stations. 

4. Whether the joint association of newspapers and broadcast 
stations has or may have any effect upon freedom of access 
to the radio forum, for the discussion of public issues. 

5. Whether the joint association of newspapers and broadcast 
stations tends or may tend to lessen or increase competi¬ 
tion among broadcast stations or to result in the monop¬ 
olization of local broadcast facilities. 

6. Whether the joint association of newspapers and broadcast 
stations tends or may tend to increase or decrease concen¬ 
tration of control over broadcast facilities or the use 
thereof. 

5 
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7. Whether the Joint association of newspapers and broadcast 
stations constitutes or may constitute an undue concen¬ 
tration of control over the principal media for public 
communication. 

8. Whether joint association of newspapers and broadcast 
stations tends or may tend to result in the utilization 
of improved facilities and skilled, experienced personnel 
for the procuring and dissemination of information and 
opinion by broadcast stations. 

9. Whether Joint association of newspapers and broadcast 
stations tends or may tend to insure greater economic 
stability for broadcast stations and to encourage the 
maximum technological development of radio. 

10. What considerations influence newspaper interests to 
acquire broadcast stations. 

Editor & Publisher, in an editorial on the projected 
inquiry, was critical of the questions. It said: 

”The Federal Communications Commission appears determined 
to find out every last fact that can be turned up in the relation¬ 
ship between newspapers and radio broadcasting. Some of the 
information sought in the questionnaire sent this week to broad¬ 
casting stations seems, indeed, to have very little bearing on the 
question of whether sound public policy is served by newspaper 
ownership of a radio station, or vice versa. Some of the questions 
have no apparent relevancy at all to that problem, or to any other 
problem in which the FCC has reason to concern Itself. 

"For instance, it is difficult to see what the Commission 
can do with data on the policies of newspapers within station areas 
on free publicity, listing of programs, radio comment columns, etc. 
That is a matter of newspaper administration; it is not a field in 
which a radio station can exercise any rights or privileges, and 
certainly it is a field in which neither the FCC nor any other branch 
of government has any right to interfere. 

"Our suspicions may be entirely unfounded, but the feeling 
cannot be escaped that the Commission, in addition to seeking facts, 
is looking for data that can be used for hypodermic cross-examina¬ 
tions of newspaper people in the forthcoming hearings. Whether or 
not that is the intent behind some of the questions, we'll bet a 
red apple against a burned-out radio tube that some of the FCC law^ 
yers will turn them to that or similar uses when the inquiry gets 
under way. And we submit that that is not a sphere of proper 
activity for the Federal Government. " 

XXXXXXXXX 
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ASCAP ANSHVERS BMI CLAIM 

The claim by BMI that its suit against ASCAP over perform 
ing rights of songs in the E. B. Marks catalogue written by ASCAP 
writers is "by no means a suit against the songwriters”, brought a 
blistering reply last week from John C. Paine, General fifenager of 
ASCAP. 

”How can BMI make any such contention”, said Mr. Paine, 
"when ASCAP does not exist apart from its membership? The suit 
plainly seeks to take away the writers’ rights from their own 
Society and to vest these rights solely in BMI, which is owned by 
the radio broadcasters. It is simply one more attempt to destroy 
the value of rights now vested in the creators of American music. 

"The BMI explanation takes the form of a plea of guilty 
when it declares, ’BMI has acquired a grant of the rights from a 
former ASCAP music publisher.' On the one hand they claim to have 
purchased the composer’s rights from his publisher and on the other 
hand they say their suit to legalize ownership of these rights is 
not aimed at the songwriter. ” 

At the same time, the American Society of Composers, 
Authors and Publishers demanded that BMI answer some questions con¬ 
cerning BMI*s relations with composers. Variety last week listed 
a number of Composers and publishers affiliated with BMI who are 
protesting over recent BMI payments covering the first quarter of 
1941. Variety quoted Sidney Kaye, Executive Vice-President of BMI, 
as saying that his bookkeeping department has made "quite a mistake 
in royalty allocations. 

Following are the questions ASCAP would like to have BMI 
answer for the benefit of composers: 

1. How much money has BMI received for performing rights 
during the past year? 

2. How much money has BMI paid composers during the past 
year for performing rights of their music? 

3. What provision has BMI made for the relief of composers 
during sickness and distress? 

4. What provision has BMI made for the widows and orphans 
of composers who die but whose works live? 

5. What provision has BMI made to make payments to composers 
of standard music whose compositions are rarely, if ever, 
played on the air but whose work is e ssential to the 
development of American musical culture? 

6. What provision has BMI made to insure continued payments 
through years to come to composers who write hit songs now 
but whose output may dwindle or cease in a few years? 

7 
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The very existence of BMI under radio domination, 
declares ASCAP, is a threat to rob composers of the rights granted 
them by the copyright laws of the United States. The American 
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers is a voluntary associa¬ 
tion of composers and authors and their publishers maintained by 
its members for their collective security and to guard against 
piracy of their works. 

ASCAP is dedicated to the principle that "no man or woman 
in the United States who writes successful music, or anyone depend¬ 
ent upon him, shall ever want." BMI is attempting to destroy all 
this, in the words of one of its recent song titles, "With a Twist 
of the Wrist . 

xxxxxxxxx 

RADIO REPAIRS GIVEN PRIORITY STATUS 

Priority status for repair and maintenajice materials and 
equipment required for uninterrupted operation of radio communica¬ 
tion and broadcasting facilities and a wide range of industrial 
processes and public services was assured last week when the Clvlliar 
Supply Allocation Division of the Office of Price Administration and 
Civilian Supply promulgated an allocation program covering such 
items. 

Action was necessitated by growing demands on raw materials 
as result of the defense program and the priorities granted in con¬ 
nection therewith which have made it difficult for manufacturers of 
repair and maintenance materials and equipment to fill their orders. 
Effect will be to assure continued operation of essential Industrie 
and services which otherwise might have to curtail because of inabi 
ity to secure needed repair or maintenance parts. 

The program covers 26 Industries and services whose con¬ 
tinued operation is essential to the public welfare and maintenance 
of civilian supplies. Other industries will be added when their 
problems have been analyzed. The program provides that such mater¬ 
ials and equipment shall be allocated prior to all other civilian 
requirements and prior to defense requirements to the extent con¬ 
sistent with the defense prograjn as determined by the Office of 
Production Management. Administration and enforcement of the pro¬ 
gram will be carried out by the 0PM. 

"Increasing demands from all sources and the priorities 
granted to defense requirements have made it difficult for other 
enterprises to obtain materials and equipment needed for purposes of 
maintenance and repair quickly enough so that e ssential operations 
can be maintained without interruption", the OPACS order stated. 
"It is necessary, therefore, to provide priority status for the 
materials and equipment required to maintain such existing facil¬ 
ities in a satisfactory operating condition. 

- 8 - 
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”Furthermore, in cases where unforeseeable breakdowns 
occur and the need for equipment and materials becomes acute, a very 
high level of preference is required. * ♦ * 

’’Emergency Maintenance and Repair. Materials and equip¬ 
ment necessary for emergency maintenance and repair of facilities 
in the above classifications shall be allocated to such use prior 
to all other civilian requirements and prior to defense requirements 
to the extent consistent with the defense program as determined by 
the Office of Production Management. 

"Avoidance of Excessive Inventories. Allocations made 
under this prx)gram shall not be used to accumulate excessive 
inventories, or to divert parts still serviceable. 

"Definitions. As used herein, the term 'maintenance* 
means the upkeep of property and eqaipment, and the term 'repair' 
means the restoration of property and equipment to a sound state 
after wear and tear, damage, destruction of parts, or the like. 
These terms include replacement of parts which have been worn out, 
damaged or destroyed, but do not include replacement when the new 
part or parts represent a changeover in model, the Introduction of 
superior type equipment to replace usable equipment of an older or 
inferior type or design, or a substitution more extensive than that 
which is necessary to replace the part or parts that are worn out, 
damaged or destroyed. " 

XXXXXXXX 

MINIMUM SERVICE FOR OPERATORS IS ELIMINATED 

Congress last week passed and sent to the White House a 
bill which removes requirements of a minimum of six months previous 
training for radio operators on cargo ships. 

The measure authorizes the Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion to determine the qualifications of such operators. 

XXXXXXXX 

COAST GUARD TO OPERATE RADIO DIRECTION-FINDERS 

The Treasury Department last week announced that the U.S. 
Coast Guard has taken over the operation of 22 radio direction¬ 
finder stations on the Atlantic, Pacific, and G-ulf coasts formerly 
operated by the Navy as a result of an agreement between Treasury 
Secretary Morgenthau and Navy Secretary Knox. 

XXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES :: 

Alfred J. McCosker, President of WOR, and Chairman of 
the Board of the Mutual Broadcasting System, has Just been elected 
to membership In the Song Writers* Protective Association, according 
to an announcement by Irving Caesar, President of the Association. 
Mr. McCosker's work as a song writer during his early days in broad¬ 
casting and show business qualifies him for membership. 

NBC's International Short-Wave Division celebrated Inde¬ 
pendence Day by quadrupling its radio-service to Europe. WNBI 
and WRCA, with a combined power of 1CX),000 watts. Inaugurated a 
regular service beamed particularly to France and England. Trans¬ 
mitter WNBI has been newly reconstructed and Its power Increased 
from 25 to 50,000-watts. 

An Interesting sidelight of the National Defense Program 
is the fabulous increase In the refinement of pure selenium in the 
United States which, according to George Lewis, Vice-President of 
International Telephone and Radio Manufacturing Corp., has increased 
one hundred fold this year over last. Selenium is one of the lesser 
known of the physical elements but is employed In the manufacture 
or red glass, certain pharmaceutical products and now In the I.T.T. 
Selenium Rectifiers which are being used extensively by various 
National Defense suppliers. 

Maurice G. Randall, star of the first television drama 
presented by General Electric Company September 11, 1928, over WGY, 
has passed away at his home in T^ynantskill, N. Y. 

Because every station on the network provides Its own 
program schedule and since the CBS folio cannot adequately cover 
the field, they have discontinued this service. The logical source 
of all information regarding station schedules is the individual 
outlet, CBS believes. To cover the New York area, WABC will provide 
its programs, together with a summary of other network features. 

As of'August 1, next, billings of the NBC Red and Blue 
Networks will no longer be combined for discount purposes. All 
current contracts renewing without lapse will receive protection for 
one year up to and including August 1, 1942. 

Establishing a record for a six months' period, orders 
received by General Electric Cq. during the first half of this year 
amo^ted to ^521,139,000 compared with $212,653,000 for the same 
period last year, an increase of 145 percent. President Charles E. 
Wilson announced this week. This included $216,000,000 in the 
first six months of this year for Na.tlonal Defense purposes, 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC O.K*S $5,000,000 TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION 

Nearly $5,000,000 in new telephone construction was approv¬ 
ed by the Federal Communications Commission last week. 

The largest item involved Joint application of the Ameri¬ 
can Telephone and Telegraph Co. and the New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Co. to supplement existing facilities between Boston,Mass. , 
and Brunswick, Maine, at an estimated cost of $2,279,800, of which 
amount $698,600 will be for carrier and associated equipment. A 
pair of cables will be buried for a distance of about 146 miles. 

The American Telephone and Telegraph Co. was also author¬ 
ized to improve facilities between Salt LakeCity, Utah, and the 
Idaho-Oregon State line, via Pocatello and Boise, Idaho, by install¬ 
ing open wire for about 464 miles, building 302 miles of new pole 
line, and installing carrier equipment thereon. The estimated cost 
is $1,270,000, of which amount $340,000 will be for carrier and 
associated equipment. 

This project will connect with new construction of the 
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. from the Idaho-Oregon State line 
to Hood River, Ore., authorized at the same time. The htter will 
consist of an open wire line for 307 miles and cable for four miles. 
The estimated cost of this unit is $767,500, of which $192,500 is for 
carrier and associated equipment. 

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. received a grant 
to augment existing facilities between Wyeth, Ore. , and The Dalles, 
Ore., at a cost of $453,000, of which $189,000 is for carrier and 
associated equipment. A poir of cables will be constructed for 
nearly 34.4 miles, part of which will be aerial and the rest buried, 
with K carrier equipment installation. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

G.E. BOOSTS POWER FOR TELEVISION 

Broadcasting of original television programs over W2XB, 
General Electric station at Schenectady, N. Y., will be resumed with 
greatly Increased power upon completion of the new studio building 
and changes in the transmitter to Incorporate the new standards 
within a few weeks, according to Robert S. Peare, Company Manager 
of Broadcasting. 

Power at the transmitting station in the Helderberg moun¬ 
tains, 12 miles south of Schenectady, will be Increased from 3 to 
20 kilowatts for sound and eventually from 10 to 40 kilowatts for 
scene transmission. Locally originated programs, discontinued last 
December after 18 months of experimentation, will be of both live 
and film nature. 

General Electric ha-S been telecasting under an experi¬ 
mental license in Channel 3 and expects to apply for a commercial 
license in this channel. 

XXXXXXXXX 11 - 
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RADIO SHORT WAVE BROADCASTING ADVANCES 

Behind the curtain of raystern which war drops on scientif¬ 
ic research to guard devices developed for military purposes, radio 
engineers report it is no secret that outstanding advances are being 
made in shortwave broadcasting, according to a review released this 
week by the Radio Corporation of America 

•’Ey means of electrically steerable aerials fed by high 
power, the National Broadcasting Company is putting Uncle Sam in a 
dominant position on the international radio map, hurling spoken 
words across the hemispheres with efficiency undreamed of during 
World War I”, the RCA states. "How the redio engineers have har¬ 
nessed the short waves, which in 1918 were Just beginning to indi¬ 
cate their value, is one of the miracle stories of the current war 
period. Modestly, the engineers credit the great advances to the 
vacuum tube and to other developments, such as the steerable or 
"searchlight" antenna, designed" to throw a fan-shaped beam of radio 
energy Instead of broadcasting it to the four winds. * * * 

"Since the European war broke out, America’s horizon of 
steel towers and tall wooden masts has widened in the Interests of 
National Defense and international communications. Despite the fact 
that heavy penalties are meted out in oppressed countries on the 
Continent of Europe to those caught listening to foreign broadcasts, 
mall reaching the United States from foreign shores furnishes proof 
that the American short-wave broadcasts of unbiased news are ove3>- 
spreading the hemispheres and finding ears that are long-distant 
targets for truth. 

"Mindful of the importance of this short-wave service, the 
National Broadcasting Company has redoubled its efforts around the 
clock, operating a minimum of 16 hours a day, and at times 24 hours. 

"Tabulating the number of radio sets in the countries of 
South America, the ’RCA Review’ lists Argentina first with 1,050,000 
sets; then in order Brazil, 500,000; Mexico, 300,000; Chile, 160,000 
Uruguay and Cuba each 150,000; Venezuela, 138,000; Colombia, 100,000 
Peru, 68,000, and all other Latin American countries below tha.t 
number. 

"The North American broadcasters consider the most import¬ 
ant language areas of South America are centered around Rio de 
Janeiro and Buenos Aires. These areas are twenty degrees apart as 
viewed from New York. By means of the electrically steerable 
antennas, the NBC’s radio beams are steered to serve either Rio or 
Buenos Aires. The radio energy is handled in much the same way as a 
searchlight is turned to cut a swath through the darkness in a deslr 
ed direction. 

"As an illustration of the effectiveness of the short-wave 
system: President Roosevelt’s ’fireside chat’ on May 27, 1941, pro¬ 
claiming an unlimited emergency, was broadcast through the NBC Bound 
Brook short-wp.ve transmitters to every one of the American republics 
as well as to Europe and Asia. Stations in the 20 Latin American 
republics and in Puerto Rico rebroadcast the Spanish and Portuguese 
versions which were given from Radio City simultaneously with the 
English broadcast from the White House. The speech was rebroadcast 
by the British Broadcasting Company and Italian, German and French 
translations were beamed to Europe on the regular times assigned to 
those languages." 
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DEFENSE PROGRAM TO CHANGE RADIO MRKET 

Fewer radios, more limited choice of models, and an 
emphasis on the more expensive radio-phonograph combination are 
expected in government circles as a result of the National Defense 
Program. Listeners also may make their present radios last longer. 

The reasons for this change in the market are three-fold: 

1. Curtailment of raw materials, particularly aluminum, will 
compel manufacturers to reduce production, probably by Fall, unless 
the radio industry is given a much better priority status. 

2. Officials of the Office of Production Rfanagement are urg¬ 
ing sharp reductions in the varieties of many articles, including 
radios, in order to release both materials and skilled workmen for 
de fense. 

3. Dealers and manufacturers already are preparing for demands 
for more expensive radio receivers and combination sets due to the 
rising national income. This trend, it is predicted, will be appar¬ 
ent in the 1942 models and may be emphasized as the defense program 
continues. 

Robert E, McConnell, Chief of the Conservation Unit of 
the 0PM, at a recent press conference said: 

"There is going to be without any question fewer auto¬ 
mobiles, as we have more defense, also fewer refrigerators, vacuum 
cleaners, radios and the like. 

"Now to overcome these deficiencies the first Job is con¬ 
servation, This country has been for many years the most extrava¬ 
gant, wasteful nation on earth because we are so rich in resources 
that we can afford to use things until they are partly worn out and 
then throw them away and replace them with new products. 

"Many of the products could have been made to last longer 
with a little repair, and the material in them could have been re¬ 
claimed and used over again. 

"Careless, thoughtless, selfish waste must be avoided 
wherever possible, and in this connection the rich, as well as the 
poor, have to hold down their purchases on these materials.” 

Regarding aluminum, the shortage of which is threatening 
the radio industry^ Mr. McConnell said: 

- 2 - 
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"As regards aluminum, I don't see any way out. Aluminum 
is going to be unavailable to my mind for ordinary consumption until 
the emergency is over." 

While he did not mention radios, Mr. McConnell did say: 

"It is perfectly obvious that it is not patriotic to buy 
and operate a yacht every year, and so, in the future, it will be 
unpatriotic to own two automobiles when one will do, " 

Previously, Donald M. Nelson, 0PM Director of Purchases, 
designated radios as an example of a manufactured article that might 
be simplified by reducing the variety of models. 

He explained that he did not mean that radio receivers 
should be standardized so that the consumer would have no choice, 
say between an RCA, a Zenith, or a Philco, but that there should 
not be so many models of each brand. Designs mi^t be simplified, 
he said. 

A more definite pronouncement along this line, covering 
many manufactured products is expected from the 0PM in the near 
future. 

The substitution of other materials for those which are 
vitally needed for defense industries meanwhile is being given 
impetus by the 0PM. Plastics as a substitute for aluminum are being 
encouraged. 

"We are at the beginning of an ersatz program", Mr. McCon¬ 
nell said. "There is much that can be done,, but it must be borne in 
mind thst the demand for raw materials, especially the metals, is so 
great that there are very few substitutes, and you can go from one 
metal to another until you run into another shortage." 

XXXXXXXX 

LINDY RADIO DISPUTE AIRED ON HOUSE FLOOR 

Correspondence between Representative Lambertson (R.), of 
Kansas, and Samuel R. Rosenbaum, President of the WFIL Broadcasting 
Co. , Philadelphia, regarding the broadcasting of the Philadelphia 
address of Col. Charles Lindbergh was placed in the Congressional 
Record of July 3 by Representative McCranery (D.), of Pennsylvania. 

Congressman McG-ranery came to the defense of Mr. Rosenbaum 
and Dr. Leon Levy, President of WCAU, in response to an attack made 
on them by Representative Lambertson. 

X X X X X X X X :c X 
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THOMPSON JOB NOT EXPECTED TO BE FILLED NOW 

The Federal Communications Commission is expected to func^- 
tion for the time being as a six-man agency as the President is not 
expected to fill immediately the vacancy caused by the expiration of 
the term of Frederick I. Thompson. 

Observers point out that any person named to the FCC at 
this time would be placed in an unfortunate position at the outset 
due to the controversy over the monopoly report. His examination by 
the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee might well become another 
FCC investigation. 

Mr. Thompson returned to his home in Alabama immediately 
upon the expiration of his term June 30th. He had told friends that 
he did not wish to be reappointed, but there was some expectation 
that he might be retained because of his part in drafting the Monopoly 
report. 

xxxxxxxx 

COMPROMISE SOUGHT AS RADIO PROBE PAUSES 

The future of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee’s 
hearings on the radio monopoly report was uncertain this week as 
representatives of the three major networks sought to reach an agree¬ 
ment on compromise regulations. 

Chairman James L. Fly has received no information as to 
whether the Senate inquiry will resume. Observers are inclined to 
think it will not unless Senator Tobey (R.), of New Hampshire, pro¬ 
duces some additional witnesses. 

Ed. Craney, Montana broadcaster and friend of Senator 
Wheeler, is said to be sitting in on the conferences of the networks 
as an unofficial observer for theCoramittee Chairman. 

It was generally expected meanwhile that the August 2 
effective date for the FCC chain monopoly regulations will be post¬ 
poned. 

xxxxxxxxx 

A Washington, D. C., resident objects to the "squawking” 
of a neighbor's loud speaker until 2 A.M. The Federal Communications 
Commission advises that operation of receivers is outside of its 
province and that any nuisance problem is a matter for local civil 
authorities to consider. 

XXXXXXXX 
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PRIORITY ORDER NO HELP TO HOIvIE RECEIVING SET 

The action of the Office of Price Administration and 
Civilian Supply in including radio broadcasting among the services 
to be given priority preference for repairs and maintenance will 
not help listeners. 

A spokesman for radio manufacturers this week pointed out 
that the order applies only to radio transmitters and not to receiv¬ 
ers. An effort is being made by the industry to have the OPACS 
order amended to cover receiving sets. 

The OPACS order was due to be followed late this week by 
a supplemental order from the Priorities Division of the Office of 
Production Management. 

Meanwhile, it was learned that the amount of aluminum 
used in the manufacture of radio sets already has been reduced from 
2,000 tons, last year's consumption, to 15 tons a month this year. 
The reduction has been accomplished through the use of substitutes. 

The ra.dio industry estimates tha.t a million sets must be 
produced annually to take care of replacements of obsolete receivers 
regardless of the limitations on new purchases. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

NAB REORGANIZATION IS RUMORED 

Rumors were current in Washington this week that the 
National Association of Broadcasters may be reorganized as an out¬ 
growth of the intra-radio fight over the FCC monopoly report. 

In addition to the resignations of nearly a dozen stations 
from the trade association since the development of the monopoly 
controversy, it was reported tiiat a substantial group of stations 
are contemplating concerted action in resigning from the trade 
association, in protest against the position taken by President 
Neville Miller on the chain-monopoly proceedings. 

Resignations are being solicited, it is reported, on the 
purported ground that the NAB has not represented independent sta¬ 
tions, but rather has reflected the viewpoints of the major networks 
in the current controversy. The criticism is largely directed against 
President Miller, who joined NAB in 1938 as its first president at 
$25,000 per year, plus $5,000 in allowances. His salary was increas- 
ed by $10,000 at the San Francisco convention of the NAB in 1940 and 
his contract was extended fro.m 1942 until 1944, at the NAB convention 
in St. Louis last May as a vote of confidence in the position he had 
taken both in connection with the monopoly regulations and the copy¬ 
right controversy. 

XXXXXXXX 
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MATEURS GIVEN ADDITIONAL CHANNELS 

At the request of the American Radio Relay league, the 
Federal Communications Commission has amended its rules governing 
amateur radio service to make an additional 400 kilocycles available 
for voice communication (Section 12.115), and has allocated 50 kilo¬ 
cycles for utilization of frequency modulation (Section 12.117). 

As a result, radiotelephony is now authorized on the amat¬ 
eur band 28,100 to 30,000 kilocycles Instead of the 28,500 to 30,000 
kilocycles as heretofore, and the frequencies 29,250 to 30,000 kilo¬ 
cycles are assigned for FM transmission. The present extent of the 
amateur band remains unchanged. 

This action was taken to accommodate the increasing number 
of amateur radiotelephone stations and, at the same time, to encourage 
activity of amateurs in developing FM equipment, as well as to ob¬ 
tain data respecting characteristics of this band for FM use. 

At the same time the Commission, on its own motion, amended 
Section 12.63 to clarify operation of amateur stations by remote 
control. This amendment will tend to eliminate mi sundersta.nding 
about the Commission’s requirement that an amateur desiring to oper¬ 
ate a station by remote control must submit complete information 
regarding location of the control point, his right to the use of the 
prmises, the means by which remote control is effected, and the 
equipment to be used to monitor the transmissions from the control 
point. As has long been the case, amateur operation, directly or 
remotely, is prohibited on premises controlled by an alien. 

Section 12.83, which concerns transmission of call signals, 
was amended to facilitate Commission monitoring of amateur stations 
in the present emergency. 

XXXXXXXXX 

INDUSTRIAL SPECIALISTS ON RADIO ARE SOUGHT 

The U. S. Civil Service Commission has announced an 
examination for Industrial Specialist positions paying from $2,600 
to $5,600 a year. One of the Industries cited for which applicants 
must have had some experience is ’’radio and other electrical equip¬ 
ment”. 

Industrial specialists may be called upon to perform any 
of three types of jobs. The first is that of liaison representa¬ 
tive in developing and maintaining working relationships with manu¬ 
facturers of materials or equipment vital to the defense program. 
Secondly, they may act as consultants on industrial materials, 
methods and processes, or they may examine and evaluate data secur¬ 
ed from the reports of various industrial concerns. The third pos¬ 
sible assignment is that of investigator and analyst in the field of 
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j.ndustrial materials, which involves the collection of data on pro¬ 
duction techniques, uses, consumption, and market supplies of partic¬ 
ular materials. 

Applications are acceptable at the office of the Civil 
Service Commission until August 7. 

XXXXXXXXX 

LISTENERS FOOT BILL IN N.Y.C. EXPERIMENT 

A new kind of radio program service in which the listeners 
rather than sponsors pay the bills is to be tried on an experimental 
basis in New York City. 

The Federal Communications Commission last week granted a 
construction permit to the Muzak Corporation, New York City, for a 
developmental M broadcast station. This coriDoration, which is now 
in the business of furnishing wired musical programs without adver¬ 
tising to hotels, restaurants and home subscribers on a contract 
basis, contemplates experimenting with a like service by means of 
radio. 

According to the applicant; 

’’The purpose of the experiment is to determine whether 
the public or a sufficiently large portion of the public 
would prefer to obtain radio programs by direct payment for 
the service. The experiment will be conducted by offering 
a service to the general public in New York City and fur¬ 
nishing this service to those of the general public who pay 
the service. There will be no advertising in connection 
with the service and the success or failure of the experi¬ 
ment will depend upon the willingness of the public to pay 
an amount which will warrant the furnishing of such a ser¬ 
vice as an established business.” 

The applicant intends to restrict the reception of its non¬ 
advertising programs to subscribers by transmitting an accompanying 
"pig squeal" or discordant sound which can only be eliminated by 
special receivers leased from the applicant. 

Pointing out that this will enable persons to obtain select¬ 
ed radio programs by direct payment rather than by indirect payment 
through purchasing products advertised on the air, the Muzak Corpora¬ 
tion holds in connection with its application that "there is no 
basic or inherent reason why the American public should be compelled 
to pay for its radio orograras by submitting to advertising announce¬ 
ments. " It adds: 

"There is no reason why the public should pay directly 
for moving pictures and indirectly for radio. It is merely 
a matter of circumstance that radio in the United States is 
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available to the public only in connection with advertising 
announcements which freouently are highly disturbing or ir¬ 
ritating. The American people have never decided or been 
given the opportunity to decide that radio should not be 
sold in the usual manner by direct payment for the service,” 

The applicant will broadcast no commercially sponsored pro¬ 
grams, and no advertising continuity whatever will be used. Because 
of its regular business, the applicant states that it has a great 
volume of transcribed prograjn material available for use in connec¬ 
tion with the experiment, and that engineers from Associated Music 
Publishers, Inc., and Wired Ra.dio, Inc., have been added to its 
staff. News will be obtained from the United Press. 

The Muzak transmitter for this purpose will be located at 
11 West 42nd Street, New York. It will use power of 1000 watts. It 
will ojErate on the frequency 117,650 kilocycles ''on an e xperimental 
basis only, and upon the express condition that this authorization 
is subject to cha.nge or cancellation by the Commission at any time, 
without advance notice or hearing, if, in the Commission’s discre¬ 
tion, the need for such action arises, ” 

In authorizing the experiment, the Commission observes that 
the use of this frequency must be temporary, since it is in a crowded 
part of the spectrum devoted to other established services. Any 
action looking to establishment of the projected new type of service 
upon a regular basis would require consideration of the problem of 
finding frequencies for allocation to such service. Therefore, the 
immediate grant ”10 not to be construed as a finding by the Commis¬ 
sion that the operation of the proposed station upon the frequency 
authorized is or will be in the public interest beyond the express 
terms of the grant, ” The Commission stipula,tes that FM must be used. 

The Commission stresses that the Muzak opsration will be 
purely experimental in connection with ’’the development of a sub¬ 
scriber broadcast service in^accordance with Sections 4,151 and 4,153 
subject to the condition that no interference is caused to any 
established services,” 

The proposal, according to a Commission memorandum opinion 
issued in conjunction with the grant "is unique in the annals of 
radio broadcasting in this country." Such an experiment has not 
been conducted in this country, and the Commission believes it 
worthy of investigation in the public interest. It comments: 

"A braadcast station is defined, both by treaty and 
statute, as one licensed for the transmission by radio¬ 
telephone emissions primarily intended to be received by 
the general public. The first such stations licensed in 
this country were sought and obtained by individuals or 
organizations engaged in manufacturing or similar enteIn¬ 
prise s who desired either to advertise their own produce 
or to promote public good will in their own behalf. 
Licensees, in order to meet the increasing cost of pro¬ 
viding broadcast programs, gradually entered into the 
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practice of transmitting, for a fee, advertising matter 
for other persons. As the effectiveness of radio as an 
advertising medium developed broadcasting became a busi¬ 
ness in its own right. Thus arose the practice in this 
country of public support of broadcast service, not through 
any direct charge, but through the purchase of articles 
and services advertised by radio. This is not true in all 
countries of the world. 

”The service which this applicant proposes will be 
available to the general public; any member of the public, 
without discrimination, may lease the equipment to receive 
the service. The distinguishing feature will be that those 
receiving the programs will pay directly rather than indir¬ 
ectly therefor. Operation of a station in this manner is 
within the definition of broadcasting. 

”... A charge to the subscriber for the program ser¬ 
vice is an integral and inseparable part of the experiment. 
The rule prohibiting a direct or indirect charge by the 
licensee of a. developmental broadcast station for the trans¬ 
mission of programs was promulgated in the light of the 
existing practices of broadcast stations. Under the circum¬ 
stances here presented, we are of the opinion that the rule 
should be construed in such a manner as to permit the 
proposed operation. ” 

xxxxxxxx 

PRANKSTERS IN DANGER NOW, FCC SAYS 

The Federal Communications Commission this week warned 
that the present emergency invites serious complications for the 
"prankster” or operator who does not conform to requirements. The 
FCC pointed out that the ether highways are now so effectively 
patrolled in a hunt for illegal ojErators that trespassing or erratic 
driving thereon is quickly detected. 

Of particular concern to the Commission is a mistaken 
notion that the ultra-high frequencies are open to transmission with¬ 
out license or regulation. The fact is that some of our most vital 
safety services are assigned to this particular sort of the mdio 
spectrum. Included are police communication systems and aircraft 
navigation aids. 

”I didn't know I had to have a license, since my low- 
powered transmitter can't be heard outside of my State”, is one 
frequent explanation. It is an established engineering fact that any 
radio signal will at times have effects which extend beyond the bor¬ 
ders of a State, or interfere with reception of interstate communi¬ 
cations. The courts have held that a radio signal is interstate in 
character and that the Communications Act applies to all radio emis- 
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sions intended for reception. Accordingly, any person operating a 
radio transmitter must be licensed by the Commission. 

When the Commission's monitoring service notes the pre¬ 
sence of a suspicious signal and the field division is put to work 
tracing its origin, there is no way of knowing whether the case 
Vvlll develop subversive aspects or prove to ba an ordinary viola¬ 
tion. However, defense ether-policing requires each and every case 
to be investigated. This entails considerable expenditure of public 
money and time. 

If, after much effort, it is determined that the offense 
is a minor one, routine proceedings are instituted against the cul¬ 
prit. Should the case have more serious aspects, it is turned over 
to some other agency. But the fact remains that under present condi¬ 
tions every violator is subjected to inquiry and penalty. 

The imprudence of trifling with the ether patrol is well 
illustrated in the case of a student at a certain western university 
who thought it 'Was "fun" to hold telephone conversations with a 
monitoring station and imply that he was one "Edgar Von Spiegel" 
engaged in mysterious activities. The upshot was that he was appre¬ 
hended, detained in Jail for 24 hours for questioning, and released 
with a warning after he had signed a confession in which he admitted 
that he had been "very foolish" to engage in such a stunt. 

Strange signals appearing in the ether lanes were recently 
traced by the Commission's Defense Operations Section to Swainsboro, 
Ga., and Springfield, Mass. They proved to be simple cases of un¬ 
licensed operation. In the Georgia case Ed Schrader pleaded guilty 
before a United States Commissioner and was released on $1,000 bond. 
At Springfield, Mario La Zazzera had to post bond of like amount. 

xxxxxxxx 

TELEVISION ABSOLVED OF WOMAN'S ILLNESS 

A California woman in a complaint to the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission attributes her illness to television and other radio 
signals which permeate her home and person. The Commission, while 
sorry to learn of the complainant's illness, states definitely that 
no case has ever been brought to its attention where either tele¬ 
vision or broadcast signals received at a distance from transmission 
have any physical effect on humans. Ifeny tests have been made, the 
FCC said, and it has been found that these emissions are sc weak and 
insignificant that they are incapable of harming anyone. Since it 
would appear that the woman's illness must be due to some other 
cause, the FCC recommends that the woman consult a physician. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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: TRADE NOTES : 

The Federal Communications Commission will meet every 
Wednesday this Summer so long as a quorum is available. There will 
be no Summer recess due to the urgency of National Defense. 

Station WHIS, Bluefield, West Virginia, has joined the 
National Broadcasting Company as a basic supplementary outlet to 
both the Red and Blue Networks. This station will not join the Blue 
Southeastern Oroup as had been previously announced. 

Robin Kinkead has been assigned to cover news and special 
events broadcasts, the Columbia shortwave listening station, and 
engineering developments for the Columbia Broadcasting System 
Publicity Department, Louis Ruppel, network Publicity Director, has 
announced. Kinkead has been a staff writer in the magazine division 
of CBS Publicity. In his new post, Kinkead takes over the work of 
Arthur Perles, who was recently assigned by Ruppel to cover Columbia’s 
Latin American affairs. Perles was detailed to CBS Latin American 
headquarters in the Studio Building at 49 East 52nd Street,but he 
continues to report directly to the network press department. 

Reductions approximating 14 percent in long-distance 
telephone tolls became effective July io as a result of the 
^14,000,000 rate adjustment negotiated by the Federal Communications 
Commission applicable to the Bell System telephone companies. Inter¬ 
state message toll rates and incidental charges of The American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company were reduced $12,500,000 and other 
Bell System associated company interstate rates and incidental 
charges will be reduced $1,475,000. 

Eugene Fubini this week became Acting Engineer-in-Charge 
of the Short Wave Division, as William H. Moffat, who had held that 
post, was called to active duty in the United States Naval Reserve. 
The appointment was made by E. K. Cohan, CBS Director of Engineering. 

Radio sets are now barred from the Yankee Stadium. New 
York Yankees' management issued the ban last Sunday. No similar 
action has been taken by the N. Y. G-iants' management but in the 
matter of public policies one team usually follows the other. Port¬ 
ables have been banned at college football games for two years. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RCA GETS FIRST SOVIET RADIOPHOTOS 

The first radiophotos ever transmitted directly to the 
United States from the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics were 
received in New York this week by R.C.A. Communications, Inc., a 
service of the Radio Corporation of America. The photographs of 
war scenes were made available to American news photo services for 
publication in Wednesday's newspapers. 

The radiophotos were received in a test transmission from 
Moscow. The testa were highly successful, according to RCAC techni¬ 
cians, and if further test transmissions prove as good, a regular 
commercial radiophoto service between Moscow and New York will be 
inaugurated. 

According to RCAC's information, radiophoto equipment 
recently has been installed at Moscow, and this week's transmission 
wore believed to be the first ever made to a ooint outside of the 
USSR. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

END IN SOLAR "STORI^” FORESEEN 

Although the solar disturbance that has marred interna¬ 
tional short-wave radio reception for the past six days continued 
this week over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, radio men professed 
to see signs of a general abatement of the "storm", according to the 
New York Times. 

Reception was "spotty", Berlin and London b roke through from 
time to time with fair signals, then faded out again. Rome was 
reported weak and unreliable throughout the day. Moscow was scarcely 
heard at all. Radio men of the National Broadcasting and Columbia 
System's listening posts, who monitored the European waves, noted a 
general clearing of the channels but all were called far short of 
perfection. Land wires, #iich sometimes suffer, too, were operating 
normally. 

The disturbances, scientists said, are due to powerful 
solar radiations that make turbulent the earth's ionosphere. 

This trouble often recurs at intervals equal to the period 
of rotation of the sun on its axis, or about twenty-seven days. 
Therefore, a disturbance is likely to be felt at monthly intervals 
on long-distance radio channels. 

The trouble, however, is not due so much to the pijjimary 
effects of a solar storm, as to the secondary or "hangover period 
that often occurs months after the original trouble is past, it was 
said. 

xxxxxxxx 
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July 15, 1941 

BITTER BATTLE SEEN IN NEWSPAPER INQUIRY 

Advance indications are that the forthcoming inquiry of 
the Federal Communications Commission on newspaper owned and con¬ 
trolled radio stations will be a knock-down, drag-out fray with no 
quarter asked or given. 

Chainman James L. Fly, questioned at his weekly press 
conference Monday, admitted that a "few subpoenas" have been pre¬ 
pared, but he insisted that this was not unusual. He did not dis¬ 
close upon whom they were to be served. 

Mr. Fly said he knew of no plan to postpone the hearing, 
which is scheduled to begin July 23. He estimated that it would 
consume at least a week. 

The American Newspaper Publishers Association announced 
last week that it will intervene in the investigation as publishers 
expressed resentment of the tone of the FCC questionnaire sent out 
in preparation for the hearing. 

In a lead editorial Editor & Publisher warned newspaper 
owners that it is "time to be alarmed." 

"From many indications, it appears that the FCC is bent 
upon proving that newspaper ownership or opEration of broadcasting 
stations is not in the public interest, and that its ultimate aim 
is to b ar newspapers, as a class of business, from such activity", 
the editorial said. "If that is so, it represents a trend the 
importance of which cannot be exaggerated, for newspapers, for radio, 
and indeed for every branch of American business. If the FCC has 
power, under existing law, to disqualify newspaper interests from 
radio ownership and to destroy the many millions of investment that 
newspapers have made in radio, it is difficult to see where the 
power of government over private business can be limited. . . . 

"The fight for survival of radio as a private enterprise 
can be lost or won in these hearings on newspapers as radio owners 
or operators. If newspapers can be barred, the Commission’s right 
to set up further discriminations may be considered as established, 
barring new legislation by Congress. We don’t believe that the 
radio people can make the fight, representing as they do a diversity 
rather than a community of interests. Newspapers can, and we believe 
that they should. 

"They are evidently facing a hostile tribunal in the 
forthcoming hearings, and unless they come to grips with their 
situation in short order, they may presently find that newspapers 
as a radio factor belong to history and not to now. From the stand- 
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point of the newspaper business, the radio business, and the public 
at large, that would be a most unfortunate outcome. It need not 
happen if newsp^ ers fight their case strongly before the Commis¬ 
sion, and, even more important, keep their readers completely inform¬ 
ed of what goes on and #iat hidden facts lie behind the Commission* s 
hearings. ” 

Editor & Publisher, in its news columns, quoted a number 
of indignant publishers after the following preface; 

’’Prominent newspaper executives, some of them owners or 
operators of radio stations and others having no ra.dio comraections, 
this week expressed their resentment at the nature and tone of the 
questionnaire sent last week by the Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion to all U. S. radio stations. The questionnaire, described in 
Editor & Publisher for July 5, put especial emphasis on the rela¬ 
tions between radio stations and newspapers within their broadcast 
territory - a feet which led several newspaper executives to believe 
that the Commission was more intent upon investigating all news¬ 
paper practices than those dealing with newspapers using the ether 
waves. 

’’The American New'spaper Publishers Association will be 
represented at the hearings before the Commission, now scheduled for 
July23, by Elisha Kanson, its general counsel, and according to ?fe.lter 
M. Dear, AMPA president, ’’everj’’ effort will be made to protect all 
engaged in our business from discriminatory action”. The Newspaper- 
Radio Committee, headed by Harold Hough, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 
is also gathering data from newspaper-owned stations, in preparation 
for the Commission* s hearings. ’* 

xxxxxxxxxx 

RADIO EQUIPMENT ON PRIORITIES CRITICAL LIST 

Radio sending and receiving equipment, radio direction 
finders, and radiosondes and equipment are on the revised Prior¬ 
ities Critical List issued this week by the Priorities Division of 
the Office of Production Management. 

The list contains over 300 items and classes of items 
on deliveries of which Army and Navy contracting officers may assign 
preference ratings. 

Except for certain specified items which are subject to 
industry-wide control by the Priorities Division, most of the 
materials which appear on the list are subject to priority control 
only in the sense that Army and Navy orders for these items may 
automatically be assigned preference ratings. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FLY HINTS AT MONOPOLY REPORT MODIFICATIONS 

HVhile insisting that the Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion was not preparing to postpone indefinitely the hi^ily contro¬ 
versial network regulations, due to become effective August 2, 
Chairman James J. Fly stated at his press conference Monday that 
some modifications may be accepted. 

He stated that progress had been made at a series of con¬ 
ferences with network officials but that it is too ear?.y to predict 
the outcome. The parleys are continuing. 

A hint that a delay may be granted, if requested, was 
thrown out by the FCC chairman, but he said that the Commission will 
not consent to an indefinite postponement. 

Asked about the forced sale of the NBC-Blue Network, Mr. 
Fly said that the network would be granted whatever reasonable time 
it needs to effect the sale. He said that there was no disposition 
upon the part of the FCC to force a sacrifice sale and that the date 
of the transfer is not important. 

He told the press tha.t he had heard nothing further about 
the recessed hearings of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. 
He expressed the opinion that there will be no further testimony on 
the HHhite resolution and that the Committee's action will not depend 
upon the outcome of the current conferences with network officials. 

xxxxxxxx 

DU MONT PICKS SITE FOR D.C. TELEVISION 

The Federal Communications Commission Saturday received 
an application from Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. , to place the 
transmitter for its proposed new Washington television broadcast 
station at 726 Eleventh Street, N.W. This, it was said, is the 
site of the former transmitter of Radio Station WMAL. 

The DuMont application said the studios of the proposed 
new station would be placed at the same location. A prior applica¬ 
tion of the DuMont Laboratories had sought to place its transmitter 
on top of the National Press Building, at 14th and F Streets, N.W., 
and its studios in the building. 

The original Dulilont application also specified that work 
was to begin on July llast, and be completed on January 1, 1942, 
but the new application seeks an extension of this time from 30 da.ys 
after the Commission grants the request, and requiring 180 days to 
complete. 

The National Broadcasting Co. also is constructing a new 
television sta.tion in Washington. It is expected to be ready for 
service during the Fbll. Its transmitter is to be located at 
Wardman ^ark Hotel 

XXXXXXXX 4 - 
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MEDIATION BOARD GETS RADIO LABOR DISPUTE 

The Labor Department Saturday certified to the National 
Defense Mediation Board a labor dispute at the Breeze Corporation 
in Newark and Elizabeth, N. J. 

The Department said C.I.O.*s United Auto Workers Union 
was threatening a strike there in a dispute involving questions of 
a 10 percent wge increase a union shop contract and dues check-off. 

The corporation employs 520 workers and manufactures radio 
equipment for theArray Signal Corps. 

xxxxxxxxx 

WGN TO OPERATE FM STATION 

Authority to construct a frequency modulation (FM) station 
immediately was granted to WGN, Inc. , last week by the Federal Corn-- 
munications Commission. The FCC order authorized WGN, Inc., to 
constmct station #59C, to operate on a frequency of 45.9 megacycles, 
with temporary transmitting equipment of 1,000 watts. 

Station W59C, it is expected, will be on the air with 
regular programs in a week or ten days, Carl J. Meyers, Chief Engi¬ 
neer of WGN, announced. It will be the second M station for 
Chicago, W5ic, owned and operated by the Zenith Radio Corporation, 
broadcasting on 45.1 megacycles, is on the air daily from 8:30 A.M. 
to 1 A.M. 

W59C’s transmitter will be installed on the 29th floor 
of Tribune Tower, with temporary antennae atop the Tower. Meanwhile, 
WGN will go ahead with plans for a 50 kilowatt station for which 
the transmitter already has been ordered. Meyers said that he 
expected tha.t the high powered FM station would be ready for service 
in December. 

XXXXXXXX 

The radiolocators used in Britain to warn against the 
approach of enemy planes are being developed and produced in Canada 
Orders to manufacture and assemble $‘40,000,000 of the locators have 
been placed with Research Enterprises, Ltd. , a Canadian government- 
owned company. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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DANAHER HITS FLY ON •’CENSORSHIP" 

Senator John Danaher (R. ), of Connecticut, assailed 
Chairman James L. Fly, of the Federal Communications Commission, 
last ireek after the latter had suggested to Washington newspaper 
and radio commentators that they refrain from using the descrip¬ 
tive term, "Stalin Line". 

"Now we have come to the point where newspaper and radio¬ 
men must get approval of news, not from a Cabinet official, but 
from the head of an administrative agency", the Sanator said. "The 
news the American people read and hear is being colored at the 
source. 

"Things have come to a pretty pass when a nation not at war 
has its newspaper and radio reporters - the latter servants of com*’ 
panies operating with licenses from the G-overnraent - told how they 
should present the news to which the American people are entitled 
without coloring. Probably the next step will be to censor the 
Congressional Record. " 

The conference was called suddenly last Thursday afternoon.. 

News commentators H. R.Baukhage of NBC, Fulton Lewis, Jr., 
of MBS, and Albert Warner of CBS, of whom only the latter directs a 
network news bureau, were among those summoned to the Chairman’s 
office. Others asked to attend included representatives of the 
United Press, International News Service and Associated Press as 
well as the New York Times. 

The meeting was called as a part of the activities of 
the Defense Communication Board, it was reported. It was "highly 
confidential" until the "news" leaked out. 

Chairman Fly suggested to the radio and newspaper repre¬ 
sentatives that they refrain from use of the phrase "Stalin Line" 
in their broadcasts or dispatches. He pointed out that it was 
merely a suggestion, not a request or an order, and that if they 
didn't agree with the idea to disregard his request. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

An Illinois radio fan complains to the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission about the use of the expression "now we have news" 
in connection with commercial announcements. The Commission itself 
can do nothing about this, but suggests that comments regarding 
radio presentations, if addressed to the station concerned, will 
receive attention. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RADIO DEFENSE COMMITTEE NAMED 

The National Association of Broadcasters last week set up 
a National Radio Defense Committee to collaborate with U. S. defense 
agencies in future planning. The Committee was appointed pursuant 
to a resolution adopted at the NAB convention in St. Louis May IS-15 

John Shepard, 3d, Yankee Network, was named Chairman of 
the Committee, which was scheduled to hold its first meeting in 
Washington this week. Other basic committee members are Ben Ludy, 
WIBW, Topeka; Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit; H. Vernon Anderson, 
WJBO, Baton Rouge; A. J. Fletcher, WRAL, Raleigh. 

NBC and CBS have not yet formally named their representa¬ 
tives but they are expected to be F. M. Russell, NBC, Washington 
Vice-President, and Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington Vice-President. 

In addition the 17 District NAB Directors will designate 
a broadcaster in each district to serve as field liaison representa¬ 
tive for the Committee. District members, however, will not attend 
the Washington conferences regularly. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

SHIP RADIOTELEORAPH OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS MODIFIED 

To help meet the demand for radiotelegraph operators in 
the expanding United States merchant marine, the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission has ordered suspension for six months of the 
requirement in Section 13.61 of its Rules Governing Commercial 
Radio Operators that such operators possess six months previous 
ship service to be eligible for employment as the single radio 
operator on a cargo ship. 

This action is pursuant to public law number 155 approved 
July 8, 1941, amending Section 353(b) of the Communications Act. 
The ne?/ law is an emergency measure. The action taken by the FCC is 
in accordance with the express intention of Congress in enacting the 
legislation that the suspension of the six month service requirement 
be placed in effect immediately to meet a shortage of operators 
which. Commission investigations disclosed, resulted in delayed 
sailings of cargo carrying ships. 

The provisions requiring the holding of a suitable license 
showing the operator is qualified by reason of having passed the 
prescribed examination, remain in effect. Under the Commission's 
order, graduates of the ^^^aritime Commission’s radio schools who 
have secured FCC licenses will be eligible for employment on cargo 
ships. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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PRESIDENT SILENT ON FCC VACANCY 

At his press conference last Friday, President Roosevelt 
said he had not decided on the FCC appointment to fill the vacancy 
left by Frederick I. Thompson. Asked about the possibility of nam¬ 
ing Edward Roddan, Assistant Publicity Director of the Democratic 
National Committee and a former Washington newspaperman, theChief 
Executive said he had no information. 

FCC Chairman James L. Fly, according to some reports, has 
been urging reappointment of Thompson, primarily because the Com¬ 
missioner has voted with the majority on controversial issues and 
was in the forefront of both the chain monopoly regulations and the 
newspape]>-3?adio proceedings. 

Other possible appointees have been rumored in Washington. 
Possible promotion of T. J. Slowie, FCC secretary and loxm Democrat, 
to the Commissionership is the latest report. Other names pre¬ 
viously mentioned are those of 0. W. Johnstone, former Radio Direct¬ 
or of the Democratic National Committee and pioneer network public 
’relations officer: Fulton J. Redman, Portland, Me., attorney, and 
Thomas E. (Buster) Lawson, Jr., Attorney G-eneral of Alabama. 

xxxxxxxx 

ARMY TRAINING- THOUSANDS OF RADIO OPERATORS 

The Array is training thousands of radio ojErators and 
mechanics both for active military service now and a vocation after 
they are discharged, the War Department disclosed recently. The 
principal training schools are the Signal Coips School at Fort 
Monmouth, N. J. , the Air Corps Re.dio School at Scott Field, Ill. , 
and the Armored Force Radio School at Fort Knox, Ky. 

At the Array Air Corps Radio Operators and Mechanics 
School at Scott Field, Belleville, Ill., the largest of the Air 
Corps radio operator schools, SO,000 operators and mechanics are 
instructed a year in a 22-week course which trains them in the 
operation and line maintenance of aircraft radio equipment and in 
the installation, operation and field maintenance of tactical ground 
radio equipment. The soldiers, who enter in classes of 800 approxi¬ 
mately every two weeks, spend 770 hours in the classrooms and 
laboratories and many hours of study in their quarters. 

At the Armored Force School, the radio training comprises 
the inst2ruction of 60 officers for 3 months and 10 days, 100 radio 
electricians every 3 months and 1,280 radio operators for a three 
months course. 

The Scott Field course comprises 70 hours on radio hand 
tools and beginners code; 385 hours on code practice, radiotele¬ 
graph and radiotelephone procedure and handling of radio traffic and 
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handlirib of radio traffic and fliglit radio operation; 175 hours on 
trade science on electricity and studying transmitters and receivers 
105 hours on circuit analysis, test sets, frequency meters and 
interphones, command and liaison sets, and radio compa.ss; and 35 
hours on marker beacons, antenna ties, and maintenance and inspec¬ 
tion of apparatus. 

xxxxxxxxx 

BRITISH WOULD SUPPLY ALLOY DENIED IN U. 3. 

English metallurgical companies have offered to supply 
an alloy denied radio makers in this country by the government’s 
strict priority regulations, according to Eugene E. McDonald, Jr. , 
President of the Zenith RadioCorporation. He told the Chicago 
Tribune that his company several Y\reeks ago had been informed by a 
a British producer tha,t the alloy could be delivered here. Mr. 
McDonald said that his company had deferred cabling an order in the 
hope that the (Government would relax its regulations and enable 
domestic mailers of the alloy to fill the order. 

The alloy, known as alnico because it contains aluminum, 
nickel, and steel, is needed urgently by radio manufacturers in the 
production of pennanent magnet speakers for portable and rural 
receivers. The radio industry has reported that thousands of sets, 
needing only the tiny magnet for completion, have accumulated in 
factories. 

Alnico, for which no satisfactory substitute is known, is 
made by smelting companies under license from (General Electric 
Company, which owns the patent covering the alloying process. 
Government priorities created a grave shortage of alnico by with¬ 
holding aluminum and nickel, needed critically in armaments. The 
radio industry has not received any allotments of aluminum since 
May, when it was allov^ed only one-tenth the amount it used in May, 
1940. 

With alnico supplies dwindling in this country, radio 
makers had hoped to be able to acquire some of the alloy from Engl¬ 
ish producers, and recently had been informed by the English that 
a supoly would be available. Since then, however, some uncertainty 
has developed as to whether the promise will be kept. 

Commander McDonald reported that 10,000 battery sets have 
piled up in Zenith’s plant, their completion held up by lack of 
the speaker magnets. In these particular sets, only 5 ounces of 
alnico is needed, Mr. McDonald said. 

He declared that the shortage not only has serious aspects 
for the radio producers, but that it threatens to interfere with the 
building of morale in Array camps. 

"There are few things that do more than a portable radio to 
help a boy in the Army keep in touch with the world and keep up his 
spirits while he is away from his home and friends”, McDonald said. 

XXXXXXXX -9- 
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TRADE NOTES 

The application of the Crosley Corporation (WLW), Cincin¬ 
nati, Ohio, for a perroit to increase its power from 50 to 500 KW 
on 700 KC, was retired to the closed files of the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission last week. 

Further indications of the tightening G-erraan policy on 
American broadcasters in Berlin was evidenced last week as Charles 
Lanius, NBC correspondent in the Nazi capital, was cut off the air 
by censor for 40 sedonds during the regular morning broadcast last 
Thursday. 

Secretary of the Navy Knox will be the principal speaker 
at a luncheon in Washington Thursday, to be given by leaders of 
the United Service Organizations campaign in honor of newspaper and 
radio officials. 

The luncheon will be at the Mayflower Hotel. Final 
reports will be made by those who have been directing the campaign 
to ra.ise $250,000 in the District for the U.S.O. 

Martin J. Levin, 18-year old former student at DeWitt 
Clinton Ki^ School, New York, pleaded guilty in Federal Court last 
week to a charge of operating a short-wave radio station without a 
license. He was freed ”in his own custody”, on bail of $100, pend¬ 
ing sentencing. FCC officials had been listening to the signal of 
the station and finally tracked it to Levine's home at 667 Crotona 
Park North, the Bronx. The youth's equipment was seized. 

John S. Royal, National Broadcasting Company Vice President 
in Charge of International Relations, left Sunday on a Latin-Araeri- 
can mission in the course of which he will confer with NBC Pa.n- 
.American radio executives in twent3/’ countries. 

Among the subjects of discussion will be programs now on 
NBC networks using Latin-American talent and material, plans for 
short-wave radio programs originating in Central and ^outh America 
for rebroadcasting in the United States, and arrangements for the 
enlarging of programs for short-v^ave transmission to the Pan-American 
network. 

The Federal Communications Commission has granted a license 
to Edgar Bergen to operate a radio in his private plane out Beverly 
Hills way. But Charley McCarthy need not be jealous. By a coinci¬ 
dence, the call letters contain his initials -KH3CM! 

xxxxxxxx 
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RCA CONTINUES RADIOPHOTO TEST WITH MOSCOW 

Successful reception of the first radio-pictures from 
Moscow has inspired the engineers of R.C.A. Communications, Inc., 
to continue the tests, the outcome of which may lead to establish¬ 
ment of a regular commercial radiophoto service between the United 
States and Russia. The 4,615 miles circuit between New York and 
Moscow passes through one of the most turbulent magnetic regions in 
space and, therefore, much depends upon favorable atmospheric condi¬ 
tions. 

Soviet war scenes, which appeared in American newspapers 
last week, are being received at "R^dio Central” at Riverhead, L. I., 
for relay to the radiophoto machines of R.C.A. Communications, Inc., 
at 66 Broad Street on Manhattan Island. 

Moscow has become the fifth addition to the RCA radiophoto 
circuits, the others being London, Berlin, Buenos Aires and Tokyo. 
Observers now note that radiophoto service is world-wide, and mili¬ 
tary commentators, recalling there were no pictures on the wave¬ 
lengths during the first World War, see new advantages to be gained 
on the side of truth. They point out that Berlin has taken every 
opportunity to use radiophoto circuits for international dissemina¬ 
tion of pictures. Now it is expected that, with Russia broadcast¬ 
ing pictures, the photographs of the battle-fronts will not appear 
to have been taken only from one side of the line. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

CBS LINES UP 62ND S-A STATION 

With the addition of Radio Nutibara - Station HJDT - in 
Medellin, Colombia, the Columbia Broadcasting i^ystem has engaged 
the 62nd station in its Latin American chain. 

Negotiations are also under way to sign additional affil¬ 
iates for the new ’’Network of the Americas” - ’’Cadena de las 
^ericas” - which, according to Edmund A. Chester, CBS Director of 
Shortwave Broadcasting and Latin American Relations will provide 
programs for every one of more than 4,000,000 radio sets below the 
United States border. 

Meanwhile, CBS engineers are pushing construction work on 
the two 50,000 watt transmitters for Columbia's international sta¬ 
tions, WCBX and WCRC, in Brentwood, Long Island. Erora this point, 
programs originating anywhere in the world, are to be short-waved 
to -^atin American station affiliates for broadcasts within their own 
listening areas. 

The two high fidelity stations will devote eight directional 
antennas exclusively for transmissions south of this country. Even 
thou^ these are capable of 19 different broadcasting combinations, 
five other antennas, with 13 more broadcasting combinations, have 
been assigned to blanket coverage of Mexico, with provisions for 
shifting to shortwave toward Europe. 

XXXXXXXX 
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July 18, 1941 

WAR DEPARTMENT SPENDS MILLIONS ON COmJOJNICATIONS 

A substantial share of National Defense appropriations 
is finding its way into radio communications equipment for aircraft, 
tanks, armored cars, as well as for infantry. Under Secretary of 
War Robert P. Patterson told the Senate-Truman investigating 
committee this week. 

Discussing the role of radio and wire communications in 
modern defense preparations, Mr. ^atterson said: 

’’The Signal Corps functions have a far wider scope than 
the mere wig-wagging of flags implied in 'its corps insignia. The 
Chief Signal Officer is charged with the procurement of all com¬ 
munications equipment used by all branches of the Army, whether it 
be by radio, by wire, by carrier pigeon or by visual signal. It 
also obtains meteorological and photographic equipment. 

”The most important and expensive materiel assigned to 
the Signal Corps relates to communication by radio, and one of the 
most important types of radio equipment relates to aircraft. Every 
aiiplane, except certain training planes, is equipped with a radio 
command set, a low power receiving and transmitting radio set which 
enables communication between airplanes for purposes of direction. 
All bombardment and transport planes, in addition, have a radio 
liaison set, a low or medium power receiving and transmitting radio 
set, which in one type has a range as great as 2500 miles, for use 
in communication with other airplanes, or with vehicular or other 
ground points. The bombardment, transport and advanced training 
planes are also equipped with a radio compass, which is a dual 
remote control radio set, to be operated by either pilot, for 
ascertaining the location of the plane with reference to ground 
radio stations. For use with aircraft there are also receiving and 
transmitting ground sets, some of which are built into trucks and 
trailers for mobile use, for communication from ground to pla.ne. 
Airplanes are also provided by the Signal Corps with interphone 
equipment, for communication within the plane. 

”In July, 1940, there was being delivered monthly 
$500,000 in cost of aircraft equipment. There was no stock on hand, 
outside of insignificant amounts delivered to the services and 
installed in planes. The programs for the Fiscal Year 1941 called 
for an expenditure of $103,742,000 for this type of equipment. By 
June 21, 1941, aircraft equipment costing $11,521,475 had been 
delivered. The 1942 program, as thus far approved, will call for 
about $208,000,000 more to be expended on this materiel, and it is 
expected to reach an ultimate rate of delivery amount to $12,000,000 
in value of aircraft radio and interphone equipment each month. 

- 2 - 
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•'In present-day wprfare, radio equipment is also needed 
in combat vehicles. Tanks and araored cars are designed to be 
equipped with receiving and transmitting vehicular radio sets pro¬ 
vided by the Signal Corps, issued to the Armored Force, Cavalry, 
Field Artillery, and Signal Corps units for communication between 
vehicles and with ground stations and aircraft. These sets are 
of varying power and able to communicate with each other in 
column or with headquarters located many miles distant. Tanks 
are also provided by theSignal Corps with interphone equipment. 

’’On July 1, 1940, there was no vehicular radio eq’aipment 
on hand unissued to troops; new units were being delivered at the 
rate of $115,000 per month. The programs for the Fiscal Year 1941 
called for an expenditure of about $41,000,000 for this type of 
equipment. By June 21, 1941,vehicular radio equipment costing 
$5,270,230 had been delivered. The 1942 program as presently 
approved calls for $6,825,000 more to be expended for this type o;"" 
equipment, and an ultimate delivery is expected at the rate of 
$3,000,000 in value of vehicular radio equipment each month. 

"There is also need for portable ground equipment. 
Portable ground radio sets, both transmitting and receiving, are 
procured by the Signal Corps for issue to the Infantry, the 
Cavalry and the Field Artillery, etc. These sets vary in power 
and portability from the light weight sets carried by parachute 
troops to the heavier and more bulky set carried by man pack or by 

truck. 

"On July 1, 1940, there was none of this equipment on hand 

other than that in hands of troops, and a monthly rate of delivery 
of equipment costing $62,000. Ihe 1941 Fiscal Year programs called 
for an expenditure of $38,000,000 for this type of equipment, and 
by June 21, 1941, ground equipment having a value of $4,881,895 
had been delivered. The 1942 program thus far approved calls for 
the expenditure of an additional $789,000 under this head, and it 
is expected to reach a delivery rate of $3,400,000 in value of 
ground ra.dio equipment each month. 

"There remains a type of radio equipment which has 
received much public notice of late - aircraft and surface vessel 
locating equipment. Not much can be said of this important part 
of the radio equipment procured by the Signal Corps, because of 
the necessity for secrecy. Certain secret ground apparatus already 
under construction under the 1941 program is included in the figures 
given above for portable ground equipment. A further expenditure 
of some $118,000,000 for aircraft equipment of this nature is in¬ 
cluded in the $208,000,000 previously&entioned as already approved 
for the 1942 aircraft radio equipment program. Suffice it to say 
that the equipment now being delivered is the equal of that in use 
by any foreign power and is a powerful asset to the defensive system 
of this country. 

"Communication by wire remains important to the Army, in 
spite of the great development of radio communication. Wire cable 
of various kinds is needed by front-line units, in addition to 
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heavier types of field wire for communication over longer distances 
In addition, there are various portable field switchboards and 
field telephones required. The switchboards vary in size from 
the small raonocord type used by assault units to the larger port¬ 
able type which approach in size those used in large commercial 
e xchange s. 

’*0n July 1, 1940, there was a stock of wire cable and 
wire communications equipment of $1,500,000, with monthly delivery 
of $66,000. The 1941 Fiscal Year progra.m called for the expendi¬ 
ture of $52,500,000, and by June 1st equipment costing $3,853,248 
had been delivered. A monthly delivery is expected of $2,300,000.. 

”In addition, a considerable amount of miscellaneous 
equipment, such as flags, panels for signalling airplanes, codes, 
ciphers and wire cards and meteorological and photographic equip¬ 
ment has been ordered and received, while the homing pigeon, in 
spite of all modem Inventions, is still a valuable messenger in 
charge of the Signal Corps. 

'•The entire programs of the Fiscal Year 1941 for procure¬ 
ment by the Signal Corps totalled over $223,000,000, and the 1942 
progrpjn, thus far approved, will add another $221,000,000. To 
date material costing $25,771,544 has been delivered, and a total 
monthly delivery rate of communications equipment costing 
$21,500,000 is in sight. In estimating the progress in procurement 
in the communications field, it is the building up of the capacity 
for production of military equipment that is most important. It 
is noteworthy that the small existing stock of communications 
equipment has been increased by a delivery of $25,750,000 in new 
equipment. But it is more significant that a capacity for produc¬ 
tion of such equipment amounting to less than $750,000 a month in 
June, 1940, will shortly have become a capacity for $21,500,000 a 
month. It is this rate of production which will eat up the balance 
of the 1941 fiscal year program and any>' increases which may be 
approved for 1942 and succeeding years. 

"This result has been achieved largely by education of 
the existing huge communications industry to make equipment suited 
to military needs. Only one facility to date has been enlarged at 
public expense under the sponsorship of the Signal Corps; to wit, 
the erection of a plant for the construction of special type of 
radio equipment. In addition, a plant is under construction for 
the manufacture of Carbonyl E iron powder used in electrical cores, 
and 3 plants for the manufacture of the new ligiit assault wire. 
Expansion is also planned for the ceram.ics industry in the manu¬ 
facture of insulators. All told, the total cost to the public of 
the expansion in production capacity of the communications industry 
so far as now planned, will probably not much exceed $3,500,000," 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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NEWSPAPER HEARING GETS "GO” SIGNAL DESPITE OPPOSITION 

The Federal Communications Commission was preparing to 
go ahead with its scheduled investigation of newspaper ownership 
and control of radio stations next Wednesda.y, despite a challenge 
of its authority by the American Newspaper Publishers* Association. 

The hearing will be held in the auditorium of the Natiorj.-. 
Archives Building, Pennsylvania Avenue at Seventh Street, N.W., 
with entrance on Pennsylvania Avenue. Daily sessions will open at 
10 A.M. and close at 4:30 P.M, 

Elisha Hanson, general counsel of the ANPA, asserted tha' 
the FCC is legally powerless to inquire into newspaper ownership 
of radio broadcasting stations and asked the Commission to call 
off the investigation. 

In a formal motion filed with the Commission, Mr. Hanson 
said the Federal agency was "without authority under the statute 
governing its operations to conduct such an inquiry", or to adopt 
any policy or rules governing future application for newspaper 
radio stations. 

Likewise, he said the Commission could not "conduct a 
general inquiry into the newspaper publishing business”. 

He moved that the Commission vacate its orders for the 
hearings. 

The A.N.P.A,, its counsel noted, comprises more than 
425 newspaper publishers whose papers represent more than 80 per¬ 
cent of all daily and Sunday circulation in this country. 

f-Iany association members, he went on, hold radio broad¬ 
cast licenses, and others are applicants, and while many do not 
possess licenses, "all are vitally interested" in the question 
precipitated by the commission's questionnaire preliminary to the 
hearing. 

The association, Mr. Hanson asserted, holds the Commis¬ 
sion "without power under the Constitution of the United States, 
to lay down a policy, the purpose of which is to bar persons, firms 
or corporations engaged in the newspaper publishing business from 
engaging in the radio broadcast business." 

The hearing is expected to continue a week or longer. 
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mA MATERIEL BUREAU STUDIES RADIO SUBSTITUTES 

The Radio Manufacturers' Association, alarmed at the pros- 
pect of the radio manufacturing industry being unable to get alumi¬ 
num and nickel, has set up a Materiel Bureau to find substitutes 
for the metals taken over for National Defense. 

The Materiel Bureau has set up several sub-committees to 
study particular problems, especially in connection with the manu¬ 
facture of electrolytic capacitors, tubes, variable condensers, 
and permanent magnet speakers. 

The objectives of the Material Bureau are explained in 
the following memorandum prepared by Dr. R. G. Baker, Director 
of the RMA Engineering Department: 

"The Radio Industry, like other consumer goods industries 
is beginning to feel the effect of priorities on materials. In 
certain instances such as aluminum and nickel, the limitations are 
such as, in effect, to withdraw such materials f?oom the industry. 
Many other materials have been partially restricted due to priority 
action. In cases of other materials shortages have resulted from 
their increased usage as substitutes for materials under either 
complete or partial priority restrictions. 

"The Board of Directors of RMA believes that the material 
situation will become increasingly difficult. It believes that 
there is required an immediate and continuous effort toward the 
conservation of materials. Such action is necessary not only for 
defense purposes but also in order that the radio industry may coii- 
tinue to manufacture its various products in quantity and with no 
decrease in quality. 

"To that end the Board has instructed the RIvlA Engineering" 
Department to establish a Materiel Bureau, whose function is to fi 
substitutes for, or more effective use of, materials under priority 
regulations. This Bureau, with the cooperation of the engineers of 
the industry, is to undertake the problem of material utilization, 
not only through substitute materials, but also, from the viewpoint 
of mechanical design, circuit design, and standardization, both 
electrical and mechanical. It is planned that the Materiel Bureau 
will cover all product lines in which the members of RI^IA are inter¬ 
ested, such as receivers, transmitters, tubes, and other component 
parts. 

"Of the many projects sponsored by the Ri4A Engineering 
Department, the Materiel Bureau is one of the most important, and 
at the same time, undoubtedly, the most difficult. To function 
successfully and to bring to the industry the results anticipated 
by the Board, the Materiel Bureau will require the maximum in 
voluntary cooperation. 
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”The members of the Board were info me d by the Director 
of the RMA Engineering Department tha.t no important results might 
be expected of this Bureau, unless the executives of the various 
companies inform their engineers as to the importance of the pro¬ 
ject, instruct them to actively contribute to the work of the 
Bureau, and emphasize to them the absolute necessity for full co¬ 
operation. It was further pointed out that the efforts of the 
Bureau would be completely vitiated unless the industry accepted 
and acted on such findings of the Bureau as were deemed by the 
Advisory Council to be in the best interests of the industry. It 
is on this basis that the Materiel Bureau has been established. 

”16 have two approaches to the problem of material con¬ 
servation. The first is through the better 8.nd more efficient 
utilization of such normal material as may be available. 

"The second approach is through substitution of mater¬ 
ials, a.nd even in this instance, the utilization factor must not 
be neglected lest a shortage of the substitute materials results. 

"Running through both the utilization and the substitu¬ 
tion methods is the need for the maximum in stp.ndardization of 
types, sizes, shapes, values, etc. An immediate acceleration of 
our noma.1 program of standa.rdization, well planned and executed 
will, in itself, result in appreciable conservation of material." 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FCC WARNS AGAINST AXIS PROPAGANDA 

The Federal Communications Commission has served notice 
on the broadcasting industry that it will "not tolerate hostile 
propagandizing in the interest of any foreign government which has 
repeatedly and flagrantly expressed its enmity to this country and 
to the continued existence of its basic system of government". 

Tlie warning came in a decision involving two New York 
stations. Station WCNW, licensed to Arthur Faske, had accused 
Station WWRL, operated by Long Island Broadcasting Cor^poration, 
W oodside, of pro-Nazi leanings. Investigation failed to establish 
the charge but the Commission took occasion to deliver an admoni¬ 
tion. 

FCC conceded that radio stations have "a recognized duty 
to present well rounded programs on subjects v/hich may be fairly 
said to constitute public controversies of the day within our demo¬ 
cratic system of government", but set bounds beyond which radio 
must not go if a licensee is to remain on the air. 

Both licensees were granted renewals of their permits to 
CDntinue present opera,tions. The Long Island station had requested 
permission to a.ssume the operating hours of WCNW, but this proposal 
was rejected. The controversy was part of the "Little Brooklyn 
Cases" which involved 11 Brooklyn radio stations or applicants. 
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DEFENSE PROGRALIS GIVEN PRIORITY ON ETHER 

The broadcasting industry is going to give priority to 
those Government programs dealing with the essentials of National 
Defense, the National Defense Committee of the National Associa¬ 
tion of Broadcasters, announced Thursday, following the adoption 
of a ''priorities" resolution for the guidance of the industiiy. 

The Committee pointed out that governmental agencies had 
made so many requests for time on the air that many stations were 
finding it impossible to grant all of them and, at the same time, 
to preserve a balanced program service. Such a balanced program 
service was necessary, the Committee said, to continue to attract 
and hold the large listening audiences, without which governmental 
programs and announcements would be ineffective. 

Therefore, the Committee recommended that all stations 
give priority to governmental programs in substantially the follow¬ 
ing order: 

(1) Enlistment of man power for both the armed services and 
National Defense industries. 

(2) Defense financing, such as the sale of Defense Bonds, 
(3) Morale building 
(4) Activities of government agencies not primarily connected 

with National Defense. 

The Committee also approved the resolution adopted by 
the N.A.B. Executive Committee reaffirming "the industry's desire 
to continue its present practice of making its facilities available 
at no cost to government agencies engaged in promoting the National 
Defense program. " 

Among other aspects of the relationshi’o between radio 
and the Defense program discussed at the Committee's two-day meet¬ 
ing was the development of an adequate supply of radio technicians 
for both the government and the industry. Hie Committee p.dvised 
both the War and Navy Departments that the industry was rea.dy to 
do its part in a large-scale training program to help fill any need. 

According to the United States Civil Service Commission 
radio has contributed in large measure to prompt locating and secur¬ 
ing of over 500,000 skilled workers for War and Navy Departments. 
A large proportion of these were for the field. 

X X X X X X X X X X 

"The British Grenadiers", a marching tune known all over 
the world, has become a signature-tune for the British Broadcast¬ 
ing Company's Empire Services. A I’ecording specially made for the 
purpose by the Grenadier Guards Band now introduces each of the 
transmission periods of the day's broadcasting. In all the tune 
is heard by overseas listeners ten times each weekda.y and seven 
times on Sundays. 
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G.E. GETS TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION PEMIT 

The Albany-Schenectady-Troy area was brought a step near¬ 
er commercial television service this week when the Federal Com-^ 
munications Commission granted a construction permit to the General 
Electric Company for such a station to operate on Television 
Channel No. 3 (66,000-72,000 kilocycles) to serve 3,320 square 
miles with some 572,000 residents. 

The applicant proposes to remodel its present experimental 
television station, W2XB, in the Helderberg Hills, New Scotland, 
N. Y., for commercial purposes by September 1. Incidental experi¬ 
mentation with color television is contemplated. 

XXXXXXXX 

BIDS ASKED ON COAST GUARD RADIO STATION 

Bids have been solicited for the construction of build¬ 
ings and accessories for a new Coast Guard radio station to be 
located at East Moriches, N. Y. This station will be the first of 
nine similar stations to be constructed in the near future, eight 
in the United States proper and one in Alaska. 

The new station will consist of an operations building 
in which the actual radio communications work will be performed, 
two small transmitter buildings, an equipment building, which will 
house two radio communications trucks and a truck for radio test¬ 
ing in the field, a two-story barracks building, and a dwelling 
for the officer in cha.rge. 

The site for the station was selected after extensive 
radio tests on the basis of minimum interruption and interference 
by power plants, power lines, industrial plants, and other sources 
of interference. At the same time the new station is so located 
that radio communication of the Service may be carried on with the 
highest degree of efficiency. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FCC CAN'T STOP "THIRTY" SIGN-OFF 

A New York radio listener has written the Federal Commun- 
ica.tions Commission on several occasions objecting to the use of 
the term "ajid thirty" at the conclusion of broadcasts by a certain 
news commentator. 

The FCC has advised the complainant it does not have 
authority to order discontinuance of the use of this term. How¬ 
ever, it explains that "thirty" is a term traditionally used by 
telegraphers. It means "that is all", "the end", or, in this 
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particular case, ''goodnight'*. It is said to have originated in 
the following manner; In the early days of news reporting, 
Washington correspondents wrote by long hand, and their copy was 
transmitted by telegraph. Operators at the receiving end had to 
make as many as a dozen copies of each dispatch. To mark the end 
of an item they adopted the symbols "XXX". Since three X*s const!- 
tu e the Roman numerals for "30", this practice was not only popu¬ 
larized by telegraphers but by copy desk men as well. By the same 
token, the following numerals have special significance to old-time 
telegraphers: '*4" (where?); "8" (wait); "13" (understood); "19" 
(railroad order); "31" (other order); '"73" (best regards), and 
"22" (kisses). 

XXXXXXXXX 

THREE m STATIONS AUTHORIZED BY FCC 

Construction permits for two commercial FM stations in 
California and a non-commercial educational station in Illinois, 
were authorized this week by the Federa.l Communications Commission. 

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. , of Hollywood, was 
granted a Class C station construction permit, for extended urban 
and rural service from an antenna planned atop Mount Wilson, Pasa¬ 
dena, subject to certain engineering and legal requirements. It is 
authorized to use the frequency 43100 kilocycles for this purpose. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc., proposes to locate a 
station in the Santa Monica Mountains to cover the Los Angeles 
metropolitan district and adjacent basis trading areas of Los 
Angeles, Orange, and Ventura counties, as well as the western por*'- 
tion of Riverside County. More than 2,500,000 persons reside in 
this 7,000-mlle service area. Pending approval of the antenna 
site by the Civil Aeronautics Administration, the applicant can 
arrange to use the frequency 46,100 kilocycles. 

The University of Illinois was granted a construction 
permit for an FM station which will supplement its educational ser¬ 
vices. The station will operate on 42*900 kilocycles, using power 
of 250 wa.tts. 

The university, which is at Urbana, Ill., intends to 
utilize the antenna of its present standard broadcast station, WILL, 
located south of Chpumpaign, Ill. , for the new service. Its non¬ 
commercial educational service will provide supervisory and admini¬ 
strative instruction as •'^ell as supplementary educational programs 
for the Champaign and Urbana elementary and secondary public schools 
supplement teaching in the rural schools of Champaign County, and 
augment the educational services of the University High School in 
the College of Education. Programs will be determined by the Dean 
of the College of Education in cooperation with the supervising 
head of the unit to which the particular program is directed but, 
in general, will embrace history, civics, economics, literature, 
music, and speech. 

XXXXXXXX - 10 - 
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c • • • • 
::: TRADE NOTES :: 

General Electric Company's profit available for dividends 
for the first six months of this year amounted to ^26,005,665 com¬ 
pared with $25,981,572 for'the same period last year. President 
Charles E. Wilson has announced. These earnings, which were equiv¬ 
alent in each case to 90 cents a share of common stock, were after 
provision for Federal income and excess profits taxes of approxi¬ 
mately $52,000,000 for the six months' period this year compared 
with $19,000,000 for the same period a year earlier. 

The first citation ever made by the United States Treasury 
Department as the result of a television broadcast, was made this 
week by Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau to Alfred H. Morton, 
Vice-President in charge of Television for the National Broadcasting 
Company. The citation reads: "In recognition of distinguished and 
patriotic services to our country rendered in behalf of National 
Defense on a nation-wide broadcast on the date of May 1, 1941, 
televised. ” This was the coast-to-coast broadcast ushering in the 
sale of Defense bonds. 

The fourth annual Spanish edition of the American Radio 
Relay League’s "Radio Amateur's Handbook", the standard manual of 
amateur radio communication, made its appearance in the United 
States this week. 

William S. Paley, Columbia Broadcasting System President, 
has set Monday, October 6, as the date for the 1941 meeting of the 
CBS Adult Education Board. Invitations are going out to the 13 
leaders in education and the country's public life who make up the 
Board's personnel, to convene at Columbia's New York headquarters 
for the annual session. 

Station WBAL, Blue Network outlet in Baltimore, is no 
longer synchronized with Station WJZ, New York, key station of the 
Blue Network, William S. Hedges, Vice-President in Charge of Station 
Relations has announced. Station WBAL is now on full time operation 
on the 1090 channel with 50,000 watts power. 

General Electric stockholders on June 27 totaled 217,340. 
an increase of 6223 over a year ago, W. W. Trench, Secretary of the 
company, has announced. The present number to whom the July 25 
dividend will be paid is an increase of 1782 over the last record 
date, March 14, 1941. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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MBS AND AFRA SIGN NO-STRIKE ACCORD 

The Mutual Broadcasting System and the American Federa¬ 
tion of Radio Artists have signed an agreement which will prevent 
strikes against programs transmitted by this network to a station 
engai-gedin a labor dispute with AFRA, providing the outlet agrees 
to arbitration of its local negotiations. This new pact, combined 
with earlier agreements between Mutual originating stations and 
the union, thus frees the network from involvement in the labor- 
talent disputes of its affiliated stations where arbitration is 
accepted, and leaves AFRA free to strike where the affiliate 
refuses arbitration. 

The agreement, signed by W. E. Macfarlane, President of 
Mutual, and Mrs. Emily Holt, National Executive Secretary, and 
George Heller, associate secretary and treasurer of AFRA, marks an 
important step in network-labor relations. 

Simultaneously it was announced by Fred Weber, General 
Manager of Mutual, that the servicing of network programs to all 
its affiliates continues without interruption, following settle¬ 
ment of differences between AFRA and radio station WKRC, Cincinnati 

xxxxxxxxxx 

DCB LAUDED ON INITIAL REPORT 

The following editorial Oii the Defense Communications 
Board appeared in the Washington Post; 

*‘A nation, like an Array, must be forever on guard lest 
its communications be interrupted. In time of trouble cables may 
be cut, radio circuits jammed, equipment damaged, power supply cut 
off, and there might be an overconcentration on particular methods 
of communication. In the original defense setup preparedness for 
these eventualities was intrusted to the Defense Communications 
Board. Little has since been heard of it, but this is because, 
under the energetic chairmanship of James L. Fly, it has been too 
busy to say much. Now we are told what the DCB has been up to. And 
the report on progress testifies to the Industry of the DCB staff. 
Here are a few of the items: Cable repair ships have been surveyed 
and checked to make sure of their avaiiability in time of emergency 
arrangements have been made to add to their number; resources of 
cable, together with insulating material, have been tabulated, 
sources checked, and substitutes experimented with; interconnec¬ 
tions sjnong communications companies have been worked out, and each 
communications company now has appointed a liaison officer for this 
job; bottlenecks have been examined, and methods for dealing with 
them are under study. The DCB seems to be confident that none of 
the problems remitted to it is insoluble. For the release winds up 
’Our communications system can be kept operating at high efficiency 
through any future emergency without interruption and without 
necessary delay.* ” 
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BULLETIN 

The Federal Communications Commission at its Tuesday 
meeting granted a petition of the National Broadcasting Company 

I and the Columbia Broadcasting System to postpone the proposed net- 
I work regulations from July 30th to September 16th. 
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July 22, 1941 

POSTPONEB/IENT OF NETWORK RULES IS EXPECTED 

The National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broad¬ 
casting System, without opposition of the Mutual Broadcasting System, 
this week made a formal request for postponement of the effective 
date of the FCC monopoly-chain regulations until September 16. 

The Commission was scheduled to consider the petition at 
its meeting Tuesday afternoon, and it was expected that the request 
would be granted. 

The FCC released the joint NBC-CBS statement at the dost 
of a conference between representatives of the networks and Chairman 
James L. Fly, who had indicated previously his willingness to grant 
a postponement under proper safeguards. 

The Joint statement follows: 

"On petition from National and Columbia, without opposi¬ 
tion by Mutual, the Commission is being requested to postpone the 
effective date of its Order of May 2, 1941, from July 30 to September 
16, 1941. This postponement is being requested by National and 
Columbia in order to permit more time for the discussions that have 
been going on during the past ten days in which the various problems 
that confront the Commission and the networks are being explored. 

"The officials of the networks are hopeful that the addi¬ 
tional time will permit of a satisfactory solution of the various 
problems involved. " 

Chairman Fly agreed with the networks to present the 
motion to the Commission at its meeting Today (Tuesday ) and expressed 
appreciation for the cooperative attitude of the network officials 
and for their willingness to devote themselves continuously to a 
discussion of the problems. 

Chairman Fly, at a press conference on Saturday, had 
stated that whatever time is necessary to accomplish adjustments 
probably would be granted. He said he would be inclined to recommend 
more time under a particular rule. 

He said that the heads of the networks had been in for 
three conferences during the past week and had held numerous meet¬ 
ings among themselves in Washington and Nemr York. All the confer¬ 
ences, he said, had been of a constructive nature and everybody 
was in a splendid mood. He expressed optimism over the ultimate 
outcome. 
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A different report came from Broadcastinp;. trade magazine, 
whicli statedt 

"Anything but optimism prevailed among the major net¬ 
works last Friday after their top executives had conferred three 
successive days with FCC Chalrmah James L. Fly on modification of 
the radical network monopoly rules, still scheduled to become ef¬ 
fective August 2. 

"When the secret informal conferences recessed Friday 
forenoon, to be convened again Monday (July 21), only one topic - 
time options - had been discussed, and no solution was in sight 
even on that issue. 

"Though Chairman Fly steadfastly has declined to recede 
from the • principles' enunciated in the eight rules, several of 
which are no longer in controversy, it nevertheless was expected 
that before the Aug. 2 deadline something would be worked out. 
Chairman Wheeler (D. Mont.), of the Senate Interstate Commerce 
Committee, who instigated the conference method, has not participat¬ 
ed in the sessions but is sitting on the sidelines, keeping posted 
on every development. 

"NBC and CBS representatives appeared pessimistic because 
of the slow progress, while MBS conferees, apparently supporting 
the rules in toto, were represented as Just as well satisfied to 
see them go into effect as written." 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FAVORABLE ACTION SEEN ON RADIO PRIORITY REQUEST 

The Priorities Division of the Office of Production Manage¬ 
ment is understood to have agreed to a plan for allocation of a 
limited amount of aluminum and other vital materials to the radio 
industry for the manufacture of radio and television receivers this 
year and next. 

An announcement is expected to be forthcoming within a 
few da,ys. Conferences have been held over a period of several weeks, 
and an accord is said to have been reached. 

One report was that sufficient scarce metals will be 
allocated to permit the manufacture of 2,000,000 receivers. Another 
report wa.s that the industry plans to turn out 25,000 television 
receivers within the year if granted a priority rating. 

xxxxxxxx 
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FCC PREPARES FOR PRESS HEARING DESPITE CHALLENGE 

Barring a last-minute alteration in plans, the Federal 
Communications Commission will open its investigation of newspaper 
ownership and control of radio stations on Wednesday at 10 A.M. in 
the auditorium of the Archives Building. 

The Newspaper-Radio Committee, throu^ Harold Hough, its 
Chairman, followed the lead of the American Newspaper Publishers’ 
Association in challenging the authority of the FCC in filing a 
request to be heard. 

The FCC was scheduled to consider the petition filed by 
Elisha Hanson, counsel for the ANPA, at its Tuesday afternoon meet¬ 
ing. No delay in the hearing was expected, although Chairman 
James L. Fly indicated that the petition might be set down for oral 
arguments as requested by ANPA. 

Meanwhile, Arthur T. Robb, Editor of Editor & Publisher, 
declined an invitation from the FCC to testify at the hearing on 
the ground that the Commission does not have authority to make the 
inquiry. 

The Hough petition denied the right of the FCC to lay 
down any rules, or regulations affecting broadcasting ownership 
and differing from "those generally promulgated". To do so, said 
the petition, would interfere with freedom of the press and violate 
other constitutional guarantees. 

At the opening of the hearings July 23, said the Newspaper 
Radio Committee, it would not be in position to present evidence, 
but, making studies now, it wished to be in position to speak as 
the hearings developed. 

From appearances already filed, it was shown that many 
interested persons will not be ready to testify this week, but it 
was indicated by the FCC Chairman tha.t the Commission will hear 
available evidence and then present data collected by the Commission’ 
investigating unit. 

Station WGN, Inc., owned and operated by the Chicago 
Tribune, in filing a formal appearance, said it reserved the right 
to question the power of the Commission in this matter. 

The file of appearances disclosed a new network of fre¬ 
quency modulation stations is being formed, and that a number of 
newspapers which have made application for FM stations are stock¬ 
holders in the new venture, which is known as the American Network, 
Inc., a Delaware corporation. It disclosed to the Commission that 
23 individuals and organizations, including newspapers, contributed 
$500 each to defray the cost of making studies before incorporation. 

4 
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7/22/41 

The projected new network informed the Commission it 
desired to offer evidence to show ”the adverse effect which pro¬ 
hibition against ownership or operation of an FM station by news¬ 
paper publishers or interests would have on the organization and 
operation of the proposed network. Such an order would preclude 
several of those who have indicated their desire and interest in 
joining the new network and aiding in financing and operating it 
from doing so, it was asserted. 

While Commission experts are understood to have a mass 
of data collected over a period of weeks by the investigating unit, 
it was disclosed that attorneys for the unit have met difficulties 
in efforts to obtain data from various sources in the radio field. 

Although a number of subpoenas calling for the production 
of papers and documents were issued, it was learned that the on].y 
ones which were served were those where the parties were willing to 
accept services. 

In one instance, it was said, the attorneys were met v/ith 
a refusal of their requests for data, and were invited to serve 
the subpoenas, which they are alleged to have refused to do. It 
was said they did not want the authority for the hearing tested on 
the matter of issuance of subpoenas. 

xxxxxxxxx 

FCC STAFF OF 515 FOM^S DEFENSE UNIT 

The Federal Communications Comjnission has a staff of 515, 
mostly technicians which has^ been mustered by the Field Division 
of the National Defense Operations Section headed by George E, 
Sterling to man the 91 monitoring stations that have been establish¬ 
ed throughout the United States and its territories. Of the staff, 
99 are designated as monitoring officers, 126 assistant monitoring 
officers and 255 as operators. 

There are 11 supervisors at as many primary monitoring 
stations, eight of them with assistants. The monitoring officers, 
their assistants and most of the operators are located at the 
secondary stations. 

The primary stations are equipped with long-range, high 
frequency direction finders, long-distance intercept apparatus and 
machines for recording propaganda programs from abroad as well as 
foreign-language programs on United States stations. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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OP ACS SAYS RADIO PARLEY UNNECESSARY 

A conference planned for the entire radio industry, simil¬ 
ar to the automobile, refrigerator and other industry conferences, 
by the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply (OPACS) 
is regarded as unnecessary by OPACS, and will not be called, accord¬ 
ing to the Priorities Committee of the Radio Manufacturers’ Associa¬ 
tion. OPACS officials also have assured RI/iA that radio is regarded 
as “essential” and that there will be preference allocations for 
mainta.ining supplies of ra,dio repair and maintenance parts to keep 
in operation receiving sets now in the hands of the public. Alloca¬ 
tions of materials for new radio production are still under con¬ 
sideration. 

The reason that OPACS has cancelled its plan for a general 
radio industry conference, simila.r to that of the automobile, 
refrigerator and other industries, held recently, is because the 
BMA, through its Priorities Committee, in previous conferences has 
already submitted extensive briefs, memoranda, and statistics on 
radio requirements for civilian use. Also, HAA has previously held 
conferences with many OPACS officials. 

Communications, regarded as including the 50,000,000 radio 
sets now in public use, has already been classified by OPACS on its 
"essential" industry list. Pursuant to this policy of supplying 
adequate repair and maintenance parts for consumer goods now in use, 
OPACS, on July 12, issued a formal allocation order for such repair 
and maintenance parts for automobiles, household refrigerators and 
a few other articles. RMA has been advised by OPACS officials that 
radio receiving sets in public use are similarly regarded as 
"essentials" of communication, and that OPACS’ action to provide 
radio repair and maintenance parts for such privately-owned receiver 
will follow in due course, with a similar priority allocation order 
for radio repair parts to 0PM. 

xxxxxxxx 

D.C. RADIO TOWERS ASKED IN NAVAL BILL 

Construction of three 150-foot radio towers for the Naval 
Air Station in Anacostia, D.C., is needed for the simultaneous 
transmission and receipt of messages, Rear Admiral Ben Moreell, 
Chief of the Bureau of Naval Construction, told the House Naval 
Affairs Committee last week ps it took up a $300,000,000 expansion 
program for shore facilities. 

Admiral Moreell said it was planned to put up the towers 
near St. Elizabeth's Hospital, which would take them out of air- 
traffic lanes, and was the best available site. 

Representative Cole, R., of New York,rBnarked that the Nav;^,’’ 
tore down radio towers in one soot and put them up in another, 
referring to the Arlington (Va.), towers. 

XXXXXXXX -6- 
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CRANEY PROPOSES ORGANIZATION OF ’’INDEPENDENTS’* 

Ed Craney, friend of Senator Wlieeler (D.), of Montana, 
and operator of Station KGIR, Butte, Mont., is trying to organize 
the independent broadcasters to supplant the National Association of 
Broadcasters. 

His trade association would admit no network or network- 
owned stations. He made an attack upon the NAB because ”it can’t 
represent us as independent broadcasters, at the White House, in the 
Capital, before the FCC, or with the Department of Justice*'. 

In a letter prepared for circulation to independently-owned 
stations, Mr. Craney attacked what he described as ’’industry boon¬ 
doggling” and ascribed to the networks domination of the NAB, In 
parallel columns he gave his version of industry activities - one 
'devoted to copyright and the other to regulatory problems under the 
NAB dating back to the ”good old days before 193S”. 

Mr, Craney's outburst followed his own resignation from the 
NAB several weeks ago, largely as a result of the 3t. Louis NAB 
convention episode, which has seen the resignation of nearly a score 
of stations from the trade group. MBS, which has broken off with 
NAB and its president, Neville Miller, is understood to be fostering 
a reorganization, and a half-dozen of its most important stations 
are among those that have resigned. In addition at least two other 
station owners are reported to be promoting what amounts to blanket 
resignations. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

TWO-YEAR LICENSES UNDER CONSIDERATION 

Two-year licenses for broadcasters are being considered 
seriously by the Federal Communications Commission, according to 
Chairman James L. Fly. 

He told a press conference Saturd8..y that negotiations for 
"workable modifications" of the Commission's new regulations govern¬ 
ing chain broadcasting had made "very considerable progress". He 
added that he felt "pretty optimistic about the ultimate outcome" of 
the negotiations which he is conducting with representatives of the 
three major networks. 

The Commission Chairman made it clear no definitive conclu 
Sion had been reached at the conferences, w^hich are being continued 
early this week. Any proposed changes in rules tentatively agreed 
upon by net?>rork representatives would be the subject of forma.l 
applications to the Commission. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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Mr. Fly said there has been considerable complaint about 
the option time of networks, particularly in cases where much had 
been set aside and little used. There had been consideration of 
the question of extending the limitation of option time as fixed 
in the new relies. There had been no extensive discussion up to 
this time, he said, of disposal by NBC of its Blue network or of 
rate control. 

Despite the August 2 deadline for the nev; rules, Mr. Fly 
suggested tha.t stations affected stand pat under their present 
system until there was further definite action by the regulatory 
body, in the light of the discussions now going on. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

SOVIET EMBASSY SETS UP WASHINGTON STATION 

The Russian Government, after consultation with the State 
Department, has constructed a powerful short-wave radio in Washington 
to make possible direct communication between the government in 
Moscow and the Soviet Embassy here. 

The apparatus has been set up on the estate of the late 
Rudolph Kauffmann, 2607 Military Road, N. W. , which the Embassy has 
leased. The Embassy has assigned a number of its staff to permanent 
work at the radio setup. The State Department monitors the messages 
that pass through the apparatus. 

The apparatus thus far has been used only for receiving 
purposes, but it is equipped with a rhombic antenna, which, fre¬ 
quently, is an adjunct of a transmission station. The antenna is 
strung around four towers set on the ground. 

Communications by normal channels between Washington 
and Moscow have suffered interruption recently, especially since 
the outbreak of the German-Russian war. The State Department was 
cut off from the American Embassy in Moscow for 48 hours ater the war 
began. 

The question of whether the apparatus’ use is to be limit¬ 
ed to receiving signals or whether it will be used also for trans¬ 
mission is something the State Department and the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission are unwilling to discuss. Section 310a of the 
Communications Act forbids the licensing of a transmitting station 
controlled by a foreign government or its representative, but the 
problem has never arisen whether a diplomatic mission needs a license. 

The British Embassy has a receiving appratus of moderate 
power. One factor in the considerable size of the Soviets’ appara¬ 
tus is that it is a diversified receiver, which can catch a signal 
that the ordinary receiver would not be able to get. 

- 8 - 
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The State Department authorized construction of the 
apparatus so the Soviet government would approve similar construc¬ 
tion bythe American Government in Russia if the United States want¬ 
ed one. The Navy Department for three years has been broadcasting 
to American Embassies and Legations a news bulletin prepared by 
the State Department. Already this short-wave bulletin service 
reaches Btoscow, but there is no transmission from Moscow to 
Washington. 

A Soviet Embassy spokesman said there was nothing about 
the station that was worthy of public interest in it. 

”Just some people listening to the news from Moscow", he 
said. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FCC COMMENDED FOR DEFENSE OF FREE SPEECH 

The American Civil Liberties Union recently commended 
the Fee's attitude on free speech, as reflected both in the Network 
Monopoly Report and in an opinion involving WAAB, Boston. 

In its review of the year, the Union cited that radio, 
as the single greatest instrument of free speech, has been strength 
ened not only by the two-^year-old code of the National Association 
of Broadcasters, but was reinforced by an order of the Commission 
directed to WAAB, whose license "was challenged on the ground of 
favoritism" in the discussion of public issues. 

"The Commission", contended the report, "held tliat a sta¬ 
tion is 013B rating in the public interest only if it affords equal 
facilities to all sides of controversial questions. 

"Even more important from the Doint of view of long-range 
effect on free speech was the Commission's monumental report on the 
monopoly practices of national networks. Diversity in ownership 
and control is an obvious requirement for greater freedom on the 
air; and the Commission directed its order tp restore a greater 
degree of freedom and competition. The Commission also insisted, 
during the political campaign, that ca,ndidates for national office 
must be afforded equal facilities even in States where their partie 
were not on the ballot". 

- 9 - 
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7/22/41 

In what it described as a “Balance Sheet of Civil 
Liberties", the Union commended the FCC decision in the WAAB case, 
the monopoly report and the FCC action in "insisting on the ri^ts 
of candidates in the national election to equal facilities on the 
radio, even in States where national candidates were not on the 
local ballot". 

XXXXXXXXX 

KENTUCKY LISTENING CENTERS REHABILITATED 

A complete rehabilitation of the equipment in the Univer¬ 
sity of Kentucky's forty listening centers in southeastern Kentucky 
is planned for the near future because of a gift of thirty-ei^t 
new batter^’’ and two electric radio sets to the University. The gift 
made by radio station WHA3, Louisville, as a part of their policy in 
furthering the University's work in equalizing listening opportun¬ 
ities for those portions of Kentucky remote from radio stations, 
will enable the University to replace every one of the sets now in 
use by new ones of the most modem design. 

The listening center system was started by the University 
of Kentucky in 1933 for the purpose of providing facilities for 
listening to educational and other worthwhile broadcasts. While the 
number of radio receivers in the Kentucky mountains has increased 
several hundredfold since that date, the centers are still proving 
their usefulness as focal points for educational listening activitie 
Last Fall a similar system of listening centers was started in 
eastern Tennessee. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

: :: TRADE NOTES ; ::: 

The Board of Directors of the American Society of Compos¬ 
ers, Authors and Publishers last week announced the election of 
thirty-three new members to the Society. Of this number, twenty-six 
are writers and seven are publishers. This brings the total member¬ 
ship of A3CAP to 1,192 writer members and 146 publisher members. 

The first commercial FM station that has no alliance with 
any existing broadcast interest went on the air last week when W47A, 
serving Albany and Schenectady, N.Y., began regular programiraing. 
Operated by the Capitol Broadcasting Company, an independent concern 
devoted solely to FM, W47A will be heard 16^ hours daily, and 1&| 
hours on Saturdays. Its coverage is to embrace some 6,500 square 
miles in mid-state New York. 

The Columbia Broadcasting System has accepted the invita¬ 
tion of the government of Mexico to hold the first Latin American 
Conference of the "School of the Air of the Americas" in Mexico 
City, on August 14, 15 and 16, 

XXXXXXXXXX 10 - 
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ETHRIDGE, SARNOFF APPOINTED TO DEFENSE JOBS 

Tm) outstanding figures in the radio industry were given 
special defense Jobs by the President last week. 

Mark Ethridge, former President of the National Associa¬ 
tion of Broadcasters, and General Manager of Station WHAS, Louis¬ 
ville, was appointed Chairman of a committee to investigate com¬ 
plaints of discrimination against Negroes seeking work in defense 
industries and the government. 

Other members are David Samoff, President of the Radio 
Corporation of America, Philip Murray, President of the C.I.O.; 
William Green, President of the A.F. of L., and two Chicago Negroes, 
Milton P. Tfebster, Vice-President of the Brotherhood of Sleeping 
Car Porters, and Earl B. Dickerson, an attorney. 

The committee was created under an Executive Order of 
June 25, which reaffirmed the policy of the government against 
discrimination in the hiring of defense and government workers 
because of race, creed, color or national origin. 

Serving without pay, the Committee will investigate com¬ 
plaints and take steps to redress grievances. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

CUBA CONSIDERS FOR DEFENSE CONTROL OF RADIO 

The establishment of a system for efficient control of 
radio throughout Cuba, is regarded in Havana as one of the primary 
defense needs, according to a Havana dispatcili to the New York Times. 

At present the authorities are greatly handicapped by 
lack of proper technical equipment. No efficient vigilance can 
be maintained over channels utilized by communication companies, 
vessels in Cuban waters or the regular commercial broadcasting sta¬ 
tions. Nor is it possible to locate clandestine transmitting sta¬ 
tions with accuracy and rapidity. Also, stringent regulations are 
needed to give the National Radio Bureau adequate authority to deal 
with violators. 

XXXXXXXX 

The Italian government has silenced America.n radio corres¬ 
pondents at Rome, according to information received by the Nationa.i 
Broadcasting Company from David Anderson, its representative in the 
Italian capital. Anderson gave no explanation of the Italian orde 
The government had ’’removed facilities”, he said in his radiogram 
NBC hea.dquarters at Radio City. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC PRESS HEARING RECESSES UNTIL WEDNESDAY 

After only two days of testimony, the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission late Thursday recessed the hearing on newspaper 
control of radio stations until 10 A.M. Wednesday. 

Hi^lights of the hearing for the two days were: 

The FCC denied a motion by the American Newspaper Publish¬ 
ers’ Association to halt the inquiry on the ground that the Commis¬ 
sion lacked jurisdiction. 

A similar plea by the Newspaper Radio Committee was denied. 

FCC witnesses testified that during 1940, some 214 news¬ 
paper stations made a profit while 68 operated at a loss. 

At the outset of the hearing when Attorney Hanson was 
trying to challenge the authority of the Commission to hold the 
investigation. Chairman Fly said: Please don't interrupt us 
further. We are going to proceed with the hearing. You may file 
your objections at any time." 

"Then I’ll file them right now", said Hanson angrily, and 
he handed a brief to the Commission secretary. 

"Your powers", said Hanson in his brief, "do not embrace 
authority to adopt any policy or rules the purpose of which is to 
prohibit persons engaged in the newspaper publishing business from 
operating radio stations. Being without power to adopt any such 
policies or rules you are without power to conduct an inquiry for 
the purpose of determining whether or not you should adopt such a 
policy or rules. " 

In a formal order denying Mr. Hanson’s motion, the Commis¬ 
sion stated that "with the recent advent of frequency modulation 
(F.M. ) broadcasting this question has taken on an increased import¬ 
ance. " It was added that out of 116 applications for F.M. licenses, 
45 were filed by newspaper interests, confronting the Commission 
"with the necessity of determining whether or not the granting of 
F.M. licenses to such interests will serve the public interest, 
convenience or necessity." The Commission’s duty to act on these 
applications, it was pointed out, "carries with it the duty to deter¬ 
mine the qualifications of the applicants." 

Citing court decisions in support of his position, the 
counsel for the newspaper publishers said; 

"There is no statutory authority empowering the Commission 
on its own motion to make general classifications of persons 
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otherwise qualified under the statutes for the purpose of laying 
down apolicy or adopting rules either for the purpose of prohibit¬ 
ing persons belonging to a certain class from holding licenses or 
limiting the number of persons within a certain class who may hold 
licenses. ” 

Mr. Hanson declared that the questionnaire which the 
Commission sent out to publishers throughout the country in prepara¬ 
tion for these hearings ”is nothing more nor less than an imperti¬ 
nent effort on your part to Inquire into the newspaper publishing 
business, the business policies of newspapers, the editorial 
practices of newspapers, the promotional activities of newspapers, 
the news policies of newspapers, the nature of the work performed 
by newspaper employees and the business connections of newspapers, 
over none of which does this Commission have any authority whatso- 
e.ver. ” 

Mr. Hanson said the Commission* s own General Counsel had 
held that the Commission had no authority to take up the question 
of whether it was for or against the public interest for newspapers 
to operate stations. 

Exhibits showed that newspapers or their employees or 
stockholders had an interest in 298 standard broadcast stations, 
including 243 in which they owned an interest of 50 percent or more. 

Another exhibit purported to show that the number of sta¬ 
tions in which newspapers or their employees or stockholders had 
interests incireased from 85 in 1931 to 298 as of June 30, 1941, 

Mr. Hanson told reporters that four persons he had 
advised not to appear in answer to subpoenas were Edwin S. Friendly, 
business manager of the New York Sun; Lt. Comdr. James G. Stahlman 
of the Nashville Banner, former publisher of the Publishers' 
Association and now on active duty with the Navy; Arthur Robb, 
editor of Editor and Publisher, newspaper trade paper, and William 
A, Thomson, Director of the Bureau of Advertising of the Publi.shers* 
Association of New York. 

The FCC developed at the opening session of the hearings, 
a statistical background on the number of newspapers interested in 
broadcasting outlets and other pertinent figures. 

The Commission learned from figures and charts offered in 
evidence that advertisers spent an estimated ^545,000,000 on news¬ 
papers and ^200,000,000 on radio last year. 

The total circulation of daily newspapers in the United 
States, the Commission was told, increased from 29,080,323 in 1922 
to 41,009,258 in 1941, although the number of daily papers decreas¬ 
ed from 2,033 in 1922 to 1,877 at the close of 1940. 

The figures showed that during the same 19 years the 
number of broadcasting stations increased from 30 to 882 and the 
number of radio receiving sets from 400,000 to 50,100,000. 
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Chaimian Fly asked whether there were estimates of how many 
of these receiving sets were in actual operation a good part of the 
time, pointing out that some households might own several, and auto¬ 
mobile sets were included. Allen W. Saylor of the Commission* s 
research staff said information on this subject would be presented 
later. 

Another witness Elmo Roper, a research expert for the 
Fortune Public Opinion Service, introduced the results of recent 
polls intended to develop the popularity of radio and newspapers, 
respectively, as sources of news. 

Iiir. Roper said, in answer to a question, that a poll he 
conducted on the last presidential election was only one-half of 
1 percent off in predicting the popular vote. Analyzing public 
opinion samples on the newspaper-radio news questions, he said: 

"They show without question that the radio has come up as 
a source of news. And we know that people think, rightly or wrongly, 
that the radio gives them news more quickly.” 

The polls established beyond question, in his opinion, 
that "radio increases as a source of news as you go down the econom¬ 
ic ladder and newspapers increase as you go up." He point to 
tables in which persons of varied economic status were interviewed. 

Harold Hough, Chairman of the Newspaper-Radio Committee, 
a group of the interests concerned in the Commission's inquiry, 
issued a statement expressing disappointment that the Commission 
had refused, at the outset of the hearings, to consider the question 
of whether it had power to take up the issue involved. 

Differences and similarities between radio and newspaper 
methods of present news were discussed Thursday at the FCC as the 
Commission continued its inquiry into newspaper ownership of radio 
stations. 

Mitchell V. Charnley, Professor of Journalism at the Univer¬ 
sity of Minnesota, pointed out that the "ear audience" listening to 
radio news-broadcasts included many living room groups, with the 
whole family addressed. This, he said, had led to certain taboos 
on radio which newspapers did not observe. Some stations, he said, 
never use the word "smoke”, because it is objectionable to many 
persons- 

Necessarily, Prof. Charnley said, radio news is briefer and 
less complete than accounts in newspapers. Both media of news, he 
added, must select a comparatively small portion of the many thous¬ 
ands of words a day they receive from press associations and local 
reporters, because of the space limitation which both must meet. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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TAXES PUT ON RADIO TIME SALES 

Taxes on ’’net time sales" of radio networks and stations 
above ^100,000 a year, were written into the defense tax bill 
reported by the House Ways and Means Committee this week. 

The bill also carries excise levies on radios and radio 
messages. 

As the "net time sales" of radio broadcasting, the 
Committee voted to impose this tax: on less than $100,000 income, 
no tax; from $100,000 to $500,000, a 1 percent tax; from $500,000 
to $1,000,000, a 10 percent tax; above $1,000,000 a 15 percent tax. 

The Committee will ask the Rules committee for a rule 
"protecting" the bill against amendments from the floor, which 
means if the rule is adopted by the House, that only changes sug¬ 
gested by the Ways and Means Committee can be considered, 

XXXXXXXX 

BILL PERMITS SUSPENSION OF RADIO "SABOTEURS" 

The House this week passed and sent to the Senate a bill 
giving the Federal Communications Commission power until July 1, 
1943, or until the end of a national emergency, to suspend radio 
operators in the U. S. Merchant Marine, and to refuse licenses to 
applicants believed to be subversive. 

The bill would give the FCC power to inquire into the 
"capacity, experience, habits of life and character" of applicants 
for licenses. 

Operators already in the service who are believed to be 
subversive may be immediately suspended but have the right to 
appeal and a hearing before the Commission. 

The bill defines "subversive" activities to include member¬ 
ship in the Communist Party, German-American Bund, or advocacy of 
overthrow of the government, 

XXXXXXXXXX 

B. F. McClancy, NBC Traffic Manager, is leaving the 
National Broadcasting Company on August 15 to accept an executive 
position with the Eaton Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 
makers of precision parts. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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FLY EXPLAINS PURPOSE OF PRESS INQUIRY 

Following are excerpts from the opening statement of 
Chariman James L. Fly at the newspaper-radio hearing; 

"The general question of joint control over newspapers 
and broadcasting stations has been a topic of interest, both in 
Contress and elsewhere, for a long time. , . . 

"The importance which has thus been continuously attached 
to the problem and the further fact that the Commission is now faced 
with a grx)up of newspaper applications for FM facilities, have 
caused us to conclude that a general inquiry is advisable. Out of 
99 applicants for FM licenses as of June 30th, 43 are newspaper 
Interests. These newspaper applications raise the common question 
of the extent to which and the circumstances in which grants to 
newspapers will serve the public interest. We could, of course, 
have considered the question separately as to each of the 43 appli¬ 
cants, The proper dispatch of business, however, as well as the 
need to achieve that degree of uniformity, consistency, and inform¬ 
ed judgment properly expected of administrative bodies, clearly 
indicate the advisability of these general hearings. 

"I would like particularly to emphasize that the puri^ose 
of these hearings is to inform the Commission. No conclusions or 
opinions have been formulated by the Commission. The facts and 
circumstances which will be developed in these hearings may lead 
us to the conclusion that no rules or policies whatsoever need to 
be developed. Or they may lead us to the conclusion that recom^ 
mendations to Congress should be made, and the problem handled by 
way of legislation. Or we may conclude that certain policies or 
regulations can and should be developed within the jurisdiction 
already committed to us by Congress. 

"The Commission believes that discussion of its juris¬ 
diction under existing law to take action with respect to joint 
control of newspapers and radio stations would be premature at this 
time. The jurisdictional question itself must be detennined partly 
in the light of the facts and circumstances which the hearings 
develop, and argument should be based on concrete rather than sup¬ 
posititious proposals. The Commission will afford ample opportunity 
for the expression of views of the jurisdictional question if and 
when it contemplates the issuance of any rules. 

"I have emphasized the fact that the sole purpose of these 
hearings is to inform the Commission. I want to add, with equal 
emphasis, that the Commission is determined to be informed. Our 
jurisdiction to formulate rules will be determined subsequently; 
our jurisdiction to make a study of the problem we think clear, as 
stated in our decision released on the petition filed by the Ameri¬ 
can Newspaper Publishers* Association. Government commissions have 
a duty to inform themselves of problems pertinent to the field in 
which they function. The public and the Congress would rightly 
criticize us for passing over without consideration problems basic 
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to the welfare of the radio industry and the public which it serves. 
It is for Just such reasons that Congress has empowered this Com¬ 
mission to hold hearings concerning any question which may arise 
under the Act which we administer, and to require the attendance 
and testimony of witnesses and the production of relevant documents 
and to pay the attendant expenses of such proceedings. liUrther- 
raore, it is wholly in accord with the traditions and institutions 
of our form of government that we should carry on such a study, and 
it has been familiar practice at least since the establishment of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission half a century ago.” 

XXXXXXXX 

NEW RADIO TAXES APPROVED 

The House Ways and Means Committee Tuesday night gave 
final approval to the #3,529,800,000 defense tax bill. 

Nearing completion of the #3,500,000,000 tax bill, the 
House Ways and Means Committee formally approved 12 new or increas¬ 
ed excise levies to raise approximately #325,000,000 annually. 

The so-called "hidden" taxes officially incorporated into 
the bill were, in addition to taxe on automobiles, tires and tubes, 
imposition of a flat 5 percent tax on telephone bills, #43,000,000; 
lower exemptions and increased rates on existing telephone and 
telegraph toll taxes to raise #27,600,000; commercial trucks and 
automobiles, 2^ percent to 5 percent, #16,100,000; imposition of 
a 5 percent tax on total bills in cabarets, #1,500,000; reduce 
exemptions in club dues, #2,800,000. 

Ten percent tax on phonographs, records and musical 
instruments, #15,000,000; increase tax on radios from 5^ to 10 per 
cent #9,400,000; increase tax on mechanical refrigerators from 5^ 
to 10 percent #21,000,000; and imposition of a tax of 2 cents per 
1,000 on matches, #8,200,000. 

XXXXXXXX XXX 

Declaring that Mayor LaOuardia‘s broadcast over WNYC, the 
city station, constituted the "most overworked commercial on the air 
today". Vice Chairman Joseph T. Sharkey of the City Council criti¬ 
cized the Mayor and his third-term backers Wednesday for using the 
city station to announce his candidacy at the FS.11 election. Mr. 
Sharkey, leader of the Democratic majority in the Council, said the 
city station was "airing nothing but Fusion medicine shows" at a 
cost of #125,000 yearly to the taxpayers. He threatened Council 
action to limit the station activities. 

XXXXXXXX 
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300 KC. ASSIGNED TO DEFENSE PURPOSES 

So that adequate protection through the use of radio com¬ 
munication may be given the many thousands of military pilots under¬ 
going training to serve the nation's augmented air force, the 
Federal Communications Commission is notifying amateurs that 300 
kilocycles in one of the bands normally allocated to amateur use 
will be assigned for this important national defense puri'^ose. 

The frequencies in which amateur operation will give way 
to the military are from 3650 to 3950 kilocycles. To cause the 
least interference to amateurs, these frequencies will not be immed¬ 
iately withdrawn, but will be transferred by degrees between Sept¬ 
ember and March next. 

In order to provide the widest possible development of 
amateur activities, the Commission intends to rearrange the amateur 
allocations so as to make additional frequencies within the remain¬ 
ing amateur bands available for amateur radiotelephone. In that 
way, although the amateurs temporarily vacate some ether space, 
opportunity will remain for their valued service in developing all 
forms of 3?adiocomraunlcation. 

"There is under way in this country a vast plan for the 
training of many thousands of additional military aircraft pilots 
at a large number of new air fields located throughout the United 
States®, the FCC explained. "An essential part of their training 
involves a large-scale use of radio communication. Amateurs are 
well aware of the congestion existing throu^out the frequency 
allocation know that in the medium-high frequencies the congestion 
has been acute for years. 

"It is the desire of the Federal Communications Commission 
to cause the least Inconvenience to existing services and to divert 
for any defense requirements the minimum number of channels possible. 
The Commission is also aware that the amateurs maintain some of 
their most imoortant services in the band 3500-4000 kilocycles but 
the new pilot training program is a vital component of the defense 
plans of the country, and from the considerations of the equipment 
available for it and the number of frequencies required, no other 
portion of the spectrum is capable of accommodating this need. " 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

Commercial television by the National Broadcasting Company, 
in operation only since July 1, has already so increased the work 
and staff of the NBC Television Division, under Alfred H. Morton, 
Vice President in Charge of Television, that it has been necessary 
to seek new quarters. All units of NBC Television are being moved 
from the main NBC studio building in the RCA Building to the Fourth 
Floor of the Sixth Avenue Building. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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CENSUS REPORTS ON RADIO MAKERS' SALES 

The following report was released, this week by the Census 
Bureau: 

"Approximately one-half, 51.0 percent, of the radios, 
radio tubes, and phonographs produced in the United States in 1939 
were sold to wholesalers and jobbers; one-fifth, 18.6 percent, went 
direct from point of production to industrial, commercial, profes¬ 
sional, and institutional users; and 14.0 percent were sold direct 
from plants to retailers for resale. In addition, 5.2 percent of 
the total 1939 output was produced for export direct from plants 
to buyers in other countries. Sales through selling organizations 
owned and operated by manufacturers amounted to 6.5 percent (5.1 
percent through wholesale branches and 1.4 percent through retail 
outlets). 

"This industry, as reported by the Census of Ti/Ianufactures, 
consisted of 224 establishments with value of products for the year 
1939 amounting to $275,870,165 (preliminary figure). Of these 
establishments, 217, with products valued at $270,693,254, reported 
an analysis of their sales. Sales and intra-company transfers of 
these 217 plants amounted to $270,614,000. Sales may differ from 
value of products for several reasons: (l) Receipts for contract 
work ar^ included in value of products but not in sales; (2) sales 
are affected by changes in inventory between the beginning and end 
of the year; (3) in a few instances, sales were distributed on the 
basis of selling price rather than value of products; and (4) some 
plants in the industry purchase and sell goods which they do not 
process. The latter, included in sales but not in value of products, 
amounted to $8,435,000 in 193 9. " 

XXXXXXXXX 

FTC HITS S-W DIATHERMY CLAIMS 

The Federal Trade Commission, in complaints issued against 
two Los Angeles firms, charges misrepresentation and false advertis¬ 
ing in the sale of short wave diathermy devices for treating dis¬ 
eases. The respondents are Nolan B. Stadley, trading as Sterling 
Appliance Co., distributor of the "Sterling Short Wave Diatheray", 
and George S. Mogilner and James Walker, trading as Merit Health 
Appliance Co., selling the "Merit Short Wave Diathermy". 

In both cases the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of California recently restrained the respond¬ 
ents from disseminating certain advertisements of their products 
pending issuance of Federal Trade Commission complaints and their 
final disposition. The court actions were taken upon application 
of the Commission under the amendment to the Federal Trade Commis¬ 
sion Act providing injunctive relief in cases involving advertised 
commodities the use of which may be injurious to health., 

XXXXXXXXX 9 
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FCC GRANTS FM; CONDITIONS CBS GRANT 

Construction permit for a new M broadcast station, to 
serve the Lansing, Mich., basic trade area, was granted this 
week by the Federal Corninxinications Commission to WJIM, Inc. , of 
that city. The proposed station is authorized to use 47,700 kilo¬ 
cycles to cover an area of 3,800 square miles with more than 250,000 
population. The proposed antenna location is the Olds Tower. The 
applicant now operates standard broadcast station WJIM, affiliated 
with the Michigan F&.dio Network. 

In connection with grant to Columbia Broadcasting System, 
Inc., for a Class C FM station at Hollywood, Calif., (announced 
July 16), to use 43,100 kilocycles for a service area of 38,000 
square miles embracing San Diego and Bakersfield, the Commission 
stipulated that prior to issuance of construction permit the appli¬ 
cant shall obtain approval by the Commission of the exact coverage 
pattern and shall submit proof satisfactory to the Commission that 
the applicant's lease agreement of December 3, 1940, with Mount 
Wilson Hotel Company, is so modified as to eliminate the provisions 
therein pertaining to exclusivity of use for broadcasting purposes 
of property on Mount Wilson controlled by the lessor. 

xxxxxxxxx 

FCC ESTABLISHES "FLIGHT TEST STATIONS" 

The Federal Communications Commission this week establish¬ 
ed a new class of radio stations called "Flight Test Stations” in 
the aviation service to provide facilities for communication with 
aircraft undergoing flight tests. 

Adopted modification of Ship Rules (Part 8) and Rules 
Governing Coastal and Marine Relay Services (Part 7) necessitated 
by developments in maritime telephone service on the G2?eat Lakes, 
communication between ships and Government stations, interference 
caused by improperly adjusted ship radiotelephone transmitters, 
and misinterpretation of certain regulations. Sections 7.30; 7.38; 
7.61; 7.62; 7.77; 7.90; 7.93; 7.96; 8.54(f); 8.91; 8.98; 8.114; 
8.116; 8.132; 8.237; 8.108). 

Adopted amendment to Section 13.61'a) of Rules Governing 
Commercial Radio Operators to require operators of commercial high 
frequency and television broadcast stations to hold radiotelephone 
first class operator license as in the case of standard broadcast. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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ILLNESS OF MISSIONARY DIAGNOSED BY RADIO 

A battle against infantile paralysis that took him half¬ 
way around the world, after his illness had been diagnosed over the 
radio thousands of miles away, is ending in victory for the Rev. 
James Harold Shultz, 36-year-old missionary of the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church, who has lived since 1933 in the wilds of Tibet. 

Seized by a strange illness, the Rev. Mr. Shultz wrote a 
letter to his brother Gerald, who is employed at Washington Sanitar¬ 
ium, Tak;oraa Park, Md., explaining the symptoms. 

Gerald Shultz took the letter to Dr. Robert Hare, chief 
of the medical staff of the sanitarium, and talked the case over 
with Dr. Hare and Dr. C. H. Wolohon. The doctors said: ”It looks 
like infantile paralysis. Tell Harold to come home where he can 
get the proper treatment." 

Gerald knew of one quick way to communicate with his 
brother. The missionary is an amateur radio operator. In Tibet 
he had set up his own transmitter, powered by two automobile batter¬ 
ies and a motor generator. Each Monday night at 8 o’clock, from 
Tibet, he conversed with a National Broadcasting Co. radio engineer 
in New York. Gerald was in New York, standing by the engineer’s 
side, on the Monday night following his conference with the doctors. 

The atmosphere was unusually clear that night, so clear tha1 
the engineer and the Rev. Mr. Schultz could talk by radio telephone, 
rather than by code. Gerald took over the phone after contact had 
been made. 

''Harold”, he told his brother in Tibet, ”Dr. Hare and 
Dr. Wolohon say you have infantile paralysis. Do the best you can 
for yourself with what you have in the clinic. But come home as 
soon as you can. ” 

The message from New York was beamed over the ether waves 
southward through the South ^ole, and then sped northward to Tibet, 
a distance estimated at 17,000 miles. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

NBC Research Division has Just completed an analysis of 
the choice of media by the nation's 50 largest advertisers. This 
analysis covers their gross expenditures in 1940 in the three 
principal media - network radio, magazines and newspapers. In 
compiling the 50 leaders, the statisticians omitted 5 liquor 
advertisers which are not acceptable as network clients. The 50 
leading advertisers - all spending more than $1,000,000 and know 
best the relative values of various media - spent 12.5^ more for 
network time than they spent for newspaper space, and 27.3^ more 
for network time than they spent for magazine space. Of the 50 
advertisers 40 used network radio. Each of these 40 advertisers also 
used magazines and newspapers, but spent 27.3^ more for netf/ork 
time than for newspaper space and 51.9^ more for network time than 
for magazine space. 

XXXXXXXXXX 11 
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7/25/41 

PAUL KLUGH, FORMER ZENITH V.P., DIES 

Paul B. Klugh, retired Vice President of the Zenith Radio 
Corporation, of Chicago, and Executive Chairman of the National 
Association of Broadcasters from 1924-1927, died last week in 
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, while on an extended vacation trip. Mr. 
Klugh, who was 62 years old, lived at 20 Prospect Hill Avenue, 
Summit, N. J. and was touring the West with his wife at the time of 
his death. 

As Executive Chairman of the National Association of 
Broadcasters, Mr. Klugh in 1924 directed the first fight of broad¬ 
casting stations against the demands of the American Society of 
Composers and Publishers for fees for the use of copyrighted music, 
a controversy which broke out again January 1st of this year. In 
1924 broadcast station representatives appeared before the Senate 
Patents Committee to support a bill designed to relieve them of pay¬ 
ment of copyright dues on broadcast music. Altogether seven bills 
to amend the 1909 copyright law were introduced in Congress but all 
failed of passage. In 1926, Mr. Klugh stated that continuation of 
broadcasting was doubtful unless music copyright owners agreed on 
reasonable fees and asked for legislation fixing them. In 1926, 
after two years of controversy, Mr. Klu^ again supported a bill 
designed to fix a flat fee for broadcasting all copyrighted music, 
on the grounds that such a fee would also include benefits to non- 
ASCAP members. 

Mr. Klugh served for a number of years as Chairman of the 
Annual Trade Shows and Industry banquets of the radio industry. 

A Native of Detroit, Mr. Klugh lived in Chicago until six 
years ago when he took up residence in Summit, N.J., a year follow¬ 
ing his retirement as Vice-President of Zenith Redio Corporation. 
At the time of his death he was a Director of the Corporation and of 
the Ra.dio Manufacturers’ Association. 

Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Rhoda Corwin Klugh and two 
daughters, Iiirs. Irvin G. Gaverick of Chatham, N.J, , and Mrs. Gordon 
P. Stearns of Rohoboth, Mass. 

xxxxxxxx 
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July 29, 1941 

WAK NAB LEADERSHIP BLAMED FOR $12,000,000 TAX 

Caught off its gaard - although there were at least 
three distinct warnings by the Allied Printing Trades believed to 
be responsible for the tax - the National Association of Broad¬ 
casters, weaker on Capitol Hill than at any time in its history, 
has begun the fight of its life upon the proposed $12,500,000 tax 
on radio broadcasting net time sales. This unprecedented assess¬ 
ment was embodied in the House Ways and Means Committee's 
$3,500,000,000 defense tax bill which is expected to be immedi¬ 
ately taken up and debated in the House. 

In addition to the broadcast advertising tax which was 
new and cajue out of a clear sky to the rank and file who were 
depending upon their national organization to keep the Washington 
front manned, the defense tax bill dealt radio another stunning 
blow by increasing the rate on receiving sets and parts from 5^ to 
10 percent. This is expected to yield an additional $9,400,000, 
making the grand total which the radio industry may be assessed 
somewhere around $22,000,000. In the same bracket are the kindred 
fields of phonographs and records to yield $4,500,000 and musical 
instruments $3,600,000. 

Telephone, telegraph and cable messages, where the charge 
is 25 cents or more, tax of 5 cents for each 50 cents or more, 
$26,600,000. Refrigerators and air-conditioning apparatus, raises 
increased from 5|- percent to 10 percent to yield $21,000,000. 

The provision of the defense bill to tax broadcasting 
stations says "the right to operate a broadcasting station in 
particular areas carries with it a measure of monopolistic 
privilege and the opportunity for an extremely profitable invest¬ 
ment 

Radio stations are divided into these classofications 
with resultant taxation rates: 

1. Stations with net time sales between $100,000 and $500,000 
5 percent. 

2. Stations with net time sales between $500,000 and one 
million dollars - 10 percent. 

3. Stations with net time sales in excess of one million 
dollars - 15 percent. 

The number of stations each with time sales within the 
amounts shown for the group: $100,000 to $150,000 - 49; $150,000 
to $200,000 - 45; $200,000 to $250,000 - 25; $250,000 to $500,000 - 
69; $500,000 to $1,000,000 - 42; $1,000,000 or more - 8; Total 
238. 

- 2 - 
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7/29/41 

The debate on the defense tax bill in the House is 
scheduled to last four days and its passage anticipated by the 
end of this week or the early part of next. The bill will then 
go to the Senate where it will be referred to the Senate Finance 
Committee where hearings will be held prior to the bill's con¬ 
sideration by the Senate. This may take several weeks during 
which time the radio industry will bring its heaviest artillery 
into action. It is believed that the interval will be too short 
to accomplish a great deal in the House, though hopes are held 
for a reduction, therefore the big plea will likely be registered 
in the Senate. 

’ In the meantime no cheers were heard for the National 
Association of Broadcasters, which was charged with having been 
absolutely asleep at the switch in the tax matter. The opinion 
was expressed even had the Association been alive to the situation 
that under the present leadership of Neville Miller, it would not 
have been able to do anything about it. 

Those credited with giving the broadcasters "the works" 
and giving it to them good and plenty, were John B, Haggerty, 
President of the Allied Printing Trades Association, and his right- 
hand man Mike Flynn. Mr. Flynn, one of the shrewdest public 
relations men in the business, told the writer almost a year ago, 
and repeated the prophecy thereafter (See Heinl Radio Business 
Letter, issues of September 20, 1940, March 18, and April 22, 1941) 
that the broadcasting industry would sooner or later be taxed "in 
the millions". It was the argument of the printers that radio 
with the spoken word was putting the printed word out of business 
and pointed to casualties among the newspapers as evidence. It 
was their contention that radio had thrown thousands of printers 
out of work. 

To offset this, the Printing Trades advocated the present 
heavy tax and having a stronger organization than the broadcasters, 
and one which knew its W8,y about on the Hill unquestionably brought 
the $12,500,000 tax down upon the heads of the broadcasters. 
Whether or not it is too late for the broadcasters to do anything 
about it, their efforts during the forthcoming critical weeks will 
tell. 

XXXXXXXX 

Radio news services in Canada have been substantially 
expanded by entry into the field of Press News, Ltd. , a major new 
project supplying bulletins for broadcast on a paid basis. The 
concern is already serving a number of radio stations in Ontario 
and Qpebec with bulletins based on regular news reports of the 
Canadian Press, Associated Press and other allied agencies. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PRINCETON DISCONTINUES LISTENING CENTER 

With the Government now in the field, Princeton Univer¬ 
sity Listening Center has discontinued its work. A pioneer under¬ 
taking to ascertain the character of foreign propaganda broadcast in 
this country, it is closing down with the following announcement: 

•’The Federal Communications Commission has established 
a number of Listening Posts throughout the country and will main¬ 
tain a comprehensive coverage of short wave radio transmissions 
directed to the United States by other countries. 

”Our recording and transcribing of broadcasts, therefore, 
are being discontinued and the publication of our reports will 
end with the issuance of Report No. 20. 

‘^John B. Shit ton, Director. ” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

TO SEE IF THEY ALL LOOK ALIKE 

The naming of ferk Ethridge, General H'lanager of WHAS, 
Louisville, by President Roosevelt, Chairman of a committee to 
investigate complaints of discrimination s^ainst Negroes seeking 
work in the defense industries, has occasioned considerable com¬ 
ment in the radio world, especially since it so closely follows 
what friends of Ethridge declared to be the "double-crossing" of 
the Kentuckian when the President appointed him to investigate 
the radio situation which resulted in the Ethridge-Fly-NAB explo¬ 
sion at St. Louis recently. 

Equally puzzling was the inclusion of David Sarnoff, 
President of the F&dio Corporation of America, on the Negro dis¬ 
crimination committee. Just what qualifications for this particular 
task these two outstanding radio leaders had. Administration 
critics declared they failed to see. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

The Associated Press will soon have its own radio "listen 
ing post" to facilitate access to broadca.st war communiques, it was 
announced this week in the AP house organ, Inter-Office. A site 
has been picked in Westchester County, about 20 miles from New 
York, whence the AP*s reception station will feed its reports by 
land line to the cable desk, 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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MORE TORRID NEWSPAPER SESSIONS AHEAD 

With the heat in Washington sufficient to fry an egg on 
Pennsylvania Avenue, and the temperature of the newspaper pub¬ 
lishers about the same, the Federal Communications Commission 
will resume its hearings tomorrow (Wednesday) on the question of 
newspaper ownership of radio stations. Up to now anyone who has 
had the temerity to question the right of the Commission to pass 
upon whether or not a newspaper is qualified to operate a broad¬ 
casting station has gotten the axe. Chairman J. L. Fly seems to 
take such an assumption as a personal insult and has been acting 
accordingly. It has brought about a renev/al of the charge of one 
prominent broadcaster that the Chairman is acting as "complaining 
witness, prosecutor, judge, jury and hangman, all in one". 

This resulted in an editorial of warning in the 
Washington Post, owned by Eugene Meyer, an independent publisher. 
The Post does not own a broadcasting station, is not affiliated 
with any station, and has been generally friendly to Mr. FLy. The 
editorial follows: 

"It is not surprising that the Federal Communications 
Commission's hearings on the question of newspaper ownership of 
radio stations took on a controversial tone at the very beginning. 
The issue which the Commission has set out to investigate is a vital 
question of public policy. Indeed, it is far too important an 
issue to be decided by the FCC, even though extensive hearings may 
be held. 

"Chairman James L. FLy explained that, because of the 
large number of newspaper applications for frequency modulation 
stations, the FCC has launched a general inquiry instead of trying 
to decide each case separately. Apparently the Commission hopes 
to work out a general policy to guide its future action in granting 
F. M. licenses to newspapers. Such procedure is constructive when 
it relates to issues "that may be properly decided by the FCC. In 
this instance, however, the Commission is dealing with a broad 
question of public policy T/shich no small group of appointed offici¬ 
als can properly decide. 

"The FCC has the duty of licensing broadcasters on the 
basis of the public service they are equipped to render. That is 
a complicated and delicate task, and the Commission must have some 
leevjay in shaping regulations to accomplish it. But it does not 
appear that Congress intended to authorize discrimination by the 
FCC against the category of broadcasters. Thomas D. Thatcher, 
counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, flatly asserts that the 
FCC has no pOTpjer under the law to make such arbitrary distinctions 
between applications. Certainly it is reasonable to suppose that 
Congress would have given specific instructions as to the denial of 
licenses to newspapers or other institutions if any such policy had 
been contemplated. 

- 5 - 
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”Resardless of what the findings of the FCC may be, 
therefore, it would be inadvisable for that agency to adopt a 
policy of discrimination against the press in granting frequency 
modulation licenses. The chief effect of such a course would be 
greatly to strengthen the demand for a general review of the 
Federal Communications Act by Congress. ” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

NEW RADIO ALERT TO REVOLUTIONIZE AIR RAID WARITINGS 

The new RCA I^dio Alert Receiver for air raid warnings 
demonstrated for the first time in Mew York City on Monday received 
the instant endorsement of Mayor LaGuardia, National Director of 
Civilian Defense, and at the samd time aroused great interest in 
the Federal Communications Commission, the Army and Navy and other 
defense circles in Washington. The new set turns on automatically 
when it receives a special inaudible signal from a broadcasting 
station, rings a bell to summon listeners, and then shuts off when 
an all-clear signal is flashed. 

Mayor LaGuardia became so enthusiastic over the device 
that in a two-way talk to England Monday night with Major F. W. 
Jackson of the London Fire Brigade and W. B. Breet, Chief of 
Operations Office of the London Civil Defense, he said he believed 
the new "Alert Receiver" might eventually replace all other air 
radio warnings. The Britishers sho^;'red the greatest interest in 
the new invention and asked many questions, one of them being 
whether or not the "Alert" transmissions migb-t be used as direction¬ 
al beams by raiding planes. 

David Samoff, President of the RCA, answered that they 
were giving much thought to this but didn't believe it would prove 
a handicap as the signals only had to be transmitted by one sta¬ 
tion. Finally the British asked if they could actually hear how 
the thing worked. "Say when", LaGuardia replied, "and I'll push 
the button." The British said "when” and they were instantly given 
a thrilling and noisy demonstration, first with the siren and "all 
the works", as Mayor LaGuardia put it, and later the milder signal 
just the bell. 

There was a prior test Monday for the benefit of New 
York City listeners, participated in by Mr. LaGuardia and Mr. 
Sarnoff at LaGuardia Field. It is the plan to have the "Alert 
Radios" located throughout the country. "We will notify the entire 
population tlirough this means", LaGuardia declared. 

As explained by Mr. Sarnoff, the Alert Receiver, which 
he called the modern "Paul Revere" is a simple instrument, about 
the size of a portable radio set, and can be carried just as con¬ 
veniently. So successful is its application that radio engineers 
believe the day will come when radio sets throughout the country 
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will be provided with the simple Alert attachment, to summon 
listeners when an important message, news item or television event 
is about to be broadcast. Present radios are not designed to hear 
the inaudible signal. In no way, however, does it interfere with 
the broadcast program on the air over the same station simultan¬ 
eously. 

Widespread application of the Instrument is possible in 
the interest of Civilian Defense, since manufacturing rights have 
already been made available tc/all RCA licensees. 

The Alert Receiver was developed by Arthur F. Van Eyck, 
Stuart W. Seeley and Harmon B. Deal, engineers of RCA Laboratories. 
They describe it as a small, three-tube receiver requiring neglig¬ 
ible power for operation and, therefore, it can be operated 
twenty-four hours a day over a long period of time at low cost. 

The receiver can be fixed-tuned to any one broadcasting 
station. It is then receptive to the inaudible signal from that 
transmitter. The RCA Alert has a loudspeaker of its own, which 
normally is silent until the special electric flash is received. 
When the signal arrives, it energizes an electric relay which 
clocks the loudspeaker into the circuit to reproduce the program 
from the broadcasting station. Simultaneously, the bell rings. If 
the Alert signal is flashed in the night, the bell, acting as an 
alarm clock, will awaken the listener. The bell, if desired, may 
be located away from the Alert Receiver so that the listener, 
although in another part of the house, will not miss the call. 

At the transmitting station, the apparatus is even simpler 
than that at the receiver. It consists merely of a vacuum tube 
oscillator which generates the two sub-audible frequencies - one 
to turn on the Alert Receiver, while the other will turn it off. 
The signal generating unit is connected to the broadcast trans¬ 
mitter like a microphone. In fact, the control room operator plugs 
the oscillator device and electric button into the microphone 
circuit. When the button is pressed it released the '^On'^ sub- 
audible signal, which turns on all receivers equipped to be actu¬ 
ated by it. 

Application of the Alert to Civilian Defense communica¬ 
tion obviously is valuable, since it provides a local, regional or 
nation-wide instantaneous radio call system without expensive new 
equipment. 

The Alert does not require even one additional frequency 
allocation for its full use. The instrument is so designed that it 
can be installed at a broadcasting station without disturbing a 
single wire used for normal broadcasting service. 

In New York City there will be nearly 200,000 Air-raid 
and Fire Wardens and others trained for civilian defense. They 
will be directed by hundreds of zone and district chiefs. The 
problem is to reach them all simultaneously and instantaneously. 

- 7 - 
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This, of course, would require considerable time by telephone, 
telegraph or by radio broadcasting since, up to now, there has 
been no way of suddenly calling all to listen. The Alert Receiver 
is designed to solve that problem. 

In a similar way, should the President desire to deliver 
an unscheduled “fireside chat" to the Nation, he might summon a 
record-breaking audience by means of a signal flashed from the 
White House through broadcasting stations everywhere. As a result, 
the bells on Alert Radios throughout the country would ring. 

Similarly, in television, the Alert can be made to 
notify set owners of an unscheduled event. Also, vast public 
service can be performed by the Alert Receiver in time of earth¬ 
quakes, fires, floods and storms. In the police field, wide appli¬ 
cation of the Alert Radio idea is envisaged. In wartime, the 
Alert might be built, according to the engineers, to sound a 
series of one-ring to signify the approach of enemy bombers, while 
a series of two-rings would give the signal to evacuate schools. 
Three rings might be the warning for all in a certain area to seek 
air-raid shelters. It is even possible for the Alert signal to 
be keyed as three dots and a dash, forming the Morse code letter 
"V" for Victory. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

PHILIPS CO. STILL POWERFUL IN RADIO TRADE 

The Philips company of Eindhoven, Holland, said to have 
been the largest radio exporting company in the world, has been 
able to maintain a considerable part of its world operations 
despite the Nazi occupation of The Netherlands, according to 
Chicago radio manufacturers. 

"Before the Nazi invasion of the Low Countries, the 
Philips organization did an export business equal to 75 percent 
of the export volume of all American radio manufacturers", the 
Chicago Tribune states. "It dominated the European markets, with 
the exception of Great Britain, Germany, and Italy, and, according 
to radio men, was able to eliminate American competition in Europe 
through aggressive use of patent controls. 

"When the Germans seized the Netherlands, Philips offici¬ 
als fled to England and later came to the United States. They form¬ 
ed the Philips Export corporation, with headquarters in New York 
City, and obtained the release of capital transferred to this 
country which had been frozen with other Dutch assets to prevent 
them from falling into Nazi hands. 

"The new corporation entered into agreements with several 
American companies for the manufacture of parts and equipment to 
be shipped to the Philips* company’s branch in Buenos Aires, 
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Argentina. The parts made in America, together with some raa.de in 
Argentina, are being assembled in two factories in Buenos Aires 
owned by Philips for sale throughout Argentina and the other South 
American countries. 

"American radio manufacturing companies are said to have 
long dominated the Latin American markets. Now, according to 
Chicago manufacturers, the philips company is able to compete 
with American companies largely as a result of its being able to 
obtain parts and equipment in this country. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

# 

; tra.de notes 

station W2XBB, Bamberger Broadcasting Service, of New 
York has been granted a modification of its construction permit 
as modified for a new television broadcast station, for extension 
of commencement and completion dates from January 22, 1941, and 
July 22, 1941, to August 22, 1941 and January 22, 1942, respectively. 

Hygrade Sylvania Corporation - Six months to June 30J 
Net profit, $530,693, equal, after preferred dividends, to $2*19 
a share on 207,184 common shares, against $416,378, or $1.68 a 
share last year; net sales, $8,992,878, against $6,313,756. 

Six WOR engineers are now working all night shifts to 
install the new 10,000-watt Frequency Modulation transmitter which 
the station recently purchased for W71NY, its FM station. 

The 10-kilowatt transmitter, which incorporates several 
innovations in FM design and engineering features, is being set up 
at 444 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Immediate creation of a Pan American Broadcasters' Union 
was suggested last ?/eek by John F. Royal, Vice-President of the 
National Broadcasting Company in Rio de Janeiro during his accept¬ 
ance speech as an honorary member of the Brazilian Broadcasters' 
Association. 

Mr. Royal envisages the creation of a Pan-American 
Broadcasters' Union modeled along the same lines as the Interna¬ 
tional Broadcasters' Union, with headquarters in Geneva, Switzer¬ 
land, which was successful until the outbreak of the present 
European conflict. 
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7/29/41 

The Crosley Radio Corp. showed a net profit of $798,634 
for the first six months of 1941 after setting aside $300,000 for 
Federal income taxes, R. C. Cosgrove, Vice President and (General 
Manager, announced. The figure compares with a net profit of 
of $96,660 for the first six months of 1940, based on sales of 
$8,596,613 after providing $85,774 for Federal income taxes. 

Profit for the first half of this year was based on sales 
of $12,868,956, and the $300,000 set aside for taxes allows for 
possible increased rates and changes in present laws. 

The Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, has applied for a 
construction permit for a new commercial television broadcast sta¬ 
tion (formerly W3XZY) to be operated on Channel #1, 50000-56000 
kilocycles, A5 and special emission for frequency modulation, 
unlimited time. 

A thirty day extension of the original thirty day pro¬ 
gram test period that started July 1st has been requested of the 
Federal Communications Commission by the Columbia Broadcasting 
System for its television station, WCBW. 

Paul Forman Godley, Newark, N.J. , a pioneer broadcaster, 
has applied for a construction permit for a new broadcast station 
to be operated on 1230 kc., 250 watts, unlimited time. 

Audience mail received by the National Broadcasting Co., 
during the first six months of this year reached an all-time high. 
From January to June the total mall was - Sponsored 4,027,261; 
Sustaining - 835,420. 

This compares with January through June, 1940 - 
Sponsored 2,094,136; Sustaining 837,872. 

Station WLAP of Lexington, Ky., seeks to increase its 
power from250 watts to 1 kilowatt, using directional antenna night, 
install new transmitter and directional antenna, and to change its 
frequency from 1450 to 610 kilocycles. 

Judge A. L. Ashby, Vice President and General Counsel 
for the National Broadcasting Company, was appointed Chaiman of 
the Committee on Communications of the New York County La.wyers 
Associp.tion. Among the others chosen by former Justice Robert 
McC. Marsh, President of the Association, to serve on Judge 
Ashby*s Committee were; Manton Davis, of RCA, and Bethuel M. 
Webster, formerly of the Federal Radio Commission. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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RMA SECURES ALUMINm! FOR '^ESSENTIAL'* RADIO SERVICES 

Special allocation of aluminum for radio, announced 
today (July 29) by Director Stettinius of 0PM Priorities Division, 
results from months of effort by RMA, through its Priorities Com¬ 
mittee of which Paul V. Calvin of Cliicago is Chairman. It is 
based on recognition by 0PM officials and also OP ACS that the pre¬ 
sent radio service is "essential” for many important Government 
and public service functions. 

The order is designed (1) to provide repair parts and 
also a limited amount of new radio sets to maintain existing radio 
use by the public; and (2) also for the industry and its employees 
on a reduced production basis until national defense work is more 
available. 

The extent of the reduced production of new radio sets, 
as stated by 0PM, cannot be approximated, but the tentative aluminum 
program for radio, reduced gradually, is generally expected to 
carry along the industry during the approaching season and until 
radio defense contracts are available more extensively. 

The July aluminum allocations were divided as follows: 
60,000 pounds of scrap for manufacturers of variable condensers; 
40,000 pounds of new metal for electrolytic and fixed paper con¬ 
densers, divided about equally; 10,000 pounds of scrap for PM 
speakers, and up to 150 pounds of new metal monthly for tube 
"getters", all comprising the radio components requiring aluminum. 

The metal allocated will be distributed by 0PM among the 
respective parts manufacturers on an equitable basis, according to 
the mtio of their 1940 sales and, through them, on the same basis, 
to set manufacturers, parts jobbers, dealers and service men. 
These customers of the parts manufacturers will secure their quotas 
through their regular parts resources, not 0PM. 

Priority for supply of maintenance and repair parts in 
the allocation for electrolytic capacitors and fixed paper con¬ 
densers, the principal replacement parts using aluminum, was 
stipulated by 0PM. These condensers will be supplied by the manu¬ 
facturers in the amount needed on a general basis of 25 percent 
of 1940 condenser sales for such repair and maintenance purposes. 
The balance of aluminum allocated for electrolytic and fixed con¬ 
densers may then be used for production of new sets and so dis¬ 
tributed to the set manufacturers. 

The special aluminum allocation provides for participa¬ 
tion, on an equal basis, by non-members, as well as members of RIvIA. 
The July aluminum allocation will be gradually "tapered doviTi" eech 
month through December to about 50 percent of the July quotas, i 
under the tentative 0PM program for the industry, depending on 
aluminum defense dema^nds. 
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Use of aluminum for many purposes - coll cans, chassis, 
etc. - was voluntarily discontinued by the industry several months 
ago, and there already has been wide resort to substitutes, such 
as scrap, instead of the scarce virgin metal, for variable con¬ 
densers and PM speakers. Further substitution and also conserva¬ 
tion of metal is now being actively pressed by the RMA Materiel 
Bureau so that, in every way possible, the industry will be using 
less and less critical national defense materials. 

Following the RMA procedure in connection with aluminum, 
which was in direct charge of 0PM Aluminum Administrator Frank B, 
Cliffe and his staff, conferences are proceeding with 0PM and also 
OPACS on nickel needed by tube and also PM speaker manufacturers. 

The RMA Priorities Committee, acting for the industry 
and headed by Chairman G-alvin, comprises the following: Paul V. 
Calvin, of Chicago, Chairman: Fred D. Williams of Philadelphia, 
Vice G-iairman; H. G. Bonfig, of Camden, U.J.; Janes }. Quam, of 
Chicago, Ill.; A. Bloom, of Elizabeth, N.J.; John R. Howland, of 
Chicago, Ill.; Ray F. Sparrow, of Indianapolis, Ind. 

XXXXXXXX 

RCA REPORTS ON DEFENSE MTERIAL SAVINC 

How industry and the Government can work together to 
save on materials needed for National Defense was shown when the 
RCA Manufacturing Company made known that, on one item alone, 
there has been more than 66,000 pounds of aluminum conserved by 
the substitution of steel in the manufacture of radio receiving 
set cases for the Army. 

The suggestion that the use of steel be extended where 
aluminum previously had been used, was made some time ago by the 
Signal Corps Laboratory, at Fort Monmouth, N.J. 

Immediately an elaborate series of tests were begun at 
RCA* s Camden plant to determine: if steel were to become the tem¬ 
porary standard for use in Army radio cases; how it ought to be 
treated to insure the cases against all harmful influences to which 
aluminum presents a natural barrier. 

After several months' work a sample case was produced, 
subnitted and approved by Array officials. 

In the treatment of steel used in the new receiving set 
cases, the base plate first is cleaned of all substances having a 
tendency to encourage rust. Later it is coated with enamel before 
the finishing touches are applied. The parts of the case are 
copper^plated before being assembled. After assembling they are 
copper-plated a second time to secure to the over-lapping parts 
protection from rust encouragements that may have developed as a 
result of welding or riveting, A zinc chromate is applied as a 
primer before the completed case receives its regulation Signal 
Corps finish. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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ASCAP BOARD TONIGHT (FRIDAY) APPROVED TERI^S OF PROPOSED 
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SIGNED BY MONDAY. 

THE NEWSPAPER-RADIO HEARINGS RECESSED UNTIL SEPTEMBER 17. 
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CRUCIAL SENATE TAX HEARINGS ABOUT AUG. 11 

With a mighty roar of protest from the radio industry - 
both the broadcasters and the manufacturers - the public hearings 
on the mammoth 1941 Defense Revenue Bill will be begun by the 
Senate Finance Committee probably on Monday, August 11th. The 
hearings, during which the radio people will voice their grievances, 
are expected to last two or three weeks. 

In the meantime, the House, which is now considering the 
Bill, has been debating it daily with a vote expected about the 
first of next week (Monday, August 4). It is reported that network 
heads and others high in industry councilss have already personally 
visited various Senators laying the groundwork for a strong plea 
for a reduction of the levy on radio broadcasting: 5 to 15 percent 
tax on net time sales, with $100,000 exemption; exceeding $100,000 
but not exceeding $500,000, 5 percent; exceeding $500,000 but not 
exceeding $1,000,000, 10 percent; in excess of $1,000,000, 15 percent 
This schedule is expected to yield $12,500,000, whereas a doubled 
boost in the radio receiving set rate is counted on for $9,400,000 
additional. 

Evidently the tax on broadcasting, as differentiated from 
the tax on advertising, one medium of which is radio, was intended 
to compensate the Government for the free use of the public domain. 
The House Ways and Means Committee report argued: 

”Fladio broadcasters are the possessors of a valuable priv¬ 
ilege awarded to them free of charge, on the condition that they 
operate in the public interest. Because of the technical limita¬ 
tions of the broadcasting band, the number of commercial broadcasters 
at any one time is for all practical purposes limited. In conse¬ 
quence, the right to operate a broadcasting station in particular 
areas carries with it a measure of monopolistic privilege and the 
opportunity for an extremely profitable investment. Through the 
exercise of that privilege and the exploitation of that opportunity, 
many broadcasters make substantial profits and virtually all broad¬ 
casters derive less tangible benefits in the form of publicity and 
goodwill. 

"The principal operators in commercial broadcasting earn 
high rates of return on relatively small investments. They possess 
unusual taxpaying ability which, in view of the Government's present 
revenue requirements, can properly be subjected to special taxation. 

"Radio broadcasting requires public regulation. Such 
regule.tion is provided at public expense, with great benefit to the 
Industry but without any special costs to that industry. 

- 2 - 
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”The tax Imposed Is to be equal to a given percentage of 
net time sales made during the year. A net time sale is in effect 
defined as the gross amount received or accrued from the sale of 
radio time, not including the amount of any commission (not to 
exceed 15^ of the gross amount) paid to or deducted by an advertis¬ 
ing agency, and minus any amount paid by the taxpayer, pursuant to 
the sale by him, for broadcasting time to other persons operating 
radio stations or engaged in network broadcasting. ” 

Assisting the National Association of Broadcasters are 
Alvord & Alvord, noted tax experts, but not much can be done until 
the legislation reaches the Senate as the revenue bill is going 
throu^ the House under a gag rule which allows only amendments 
sponsored by members of the Ways and Means Committee. In the House 
debate, Representative Knutson, of Minnesota, said that the Defense 
Tax Bill raises more money that we raised in taxes during the first 
World War. Representative Treadway, of Massachusetts, intimating 
that more and heavier taxes were yet to come, declared that already 
the defense program involves total appropriations, authorizations 
and new supplemented requests aggregating $50,000,000,000 — twice 
the direct cost of our country*s participation in the first World 
War. 

It was made known that radio stations would be exempted 
from excise taxes proposed in the new tax bill on leased wires and 
long distance telephone calls provided they use these facilities 
either for the collection or the dissemination of news. 

The new tax on telephone toll calls, telegraph, cable or 
radio messages would be levied on those for which the charge is 
more than 24 cents. The tax would be levied at the rate of 5 cents 
for each 50 cents or fraction thereof. Treasury experts said the 
press, radio and similar businesses would continue to be exempt 
from these taxes as well as from the leased wire taxes. 

Newspapers and radio stations will be subject, however, 
to the proposed tax of 5 percent on their local telephone bills. 
Congressional attaches said. 

The exemption from the leased wire and toll call taxes 
would apply specifically to news circuits or services '^utilized 
in the collection of news for the public press or radio broadcast¬ 
ing or in the dissemination of news through the public press or by 
broadcasting. " 

The tax on radio sets and parts, originally scheduled to 
expire June 30, 1945, is made permanent in the pending bill, the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association explains, and is estimated to 
raise $9,400,000 during the present fiscal year. The House Coramittet 
comment, in the majority report, noted that under the previous law 
the tax had applied only to certain radio components and accessor¬ 
ies but will now be "expanded to include completed radio sets, 
phonographs, phonograph records, automobile radios and musical 
instruments". Under the present law, automobile sets were taxable 
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only at the automotive accessory rate of percent and, therefore, 
the proposed new law would substantially increase the tax burden 
on auto radio. Also, the 10 percent tax will apply to the princi¬ 
pal set components when sold separately but apparently will exempt 
parts, components and accessories (when sold separately) not 
specifically named in the new legislation. This also restores the 
tax on phonograph records, at a rate of 10 percent, 

XXXX XXXXXX 

INDEPENDENT STATIONS QUICKLY JOIN IN TAX PROTEST 

Declaring that the owners of the independent broadcasting 
stations though not as yet directly affected, are also greatly 
disturbed over the "discriminatory tax on gross receipts from sales 
of radio time to the great detriment of broadcast stations in com¬ 
parison with the other advertising media such as newspapers, maga¬ 
zines and billboards", there was an immediate plea by the National 
Independent Broadcasters to Senator George, Chairman of the Senate 
Finance Committee for reconsideration. 

"There is no intention of broadcasters to seek to evade 
their just and proportionate share of tax increases necessitated by 
the present emergenty", the Independent Broadcasters declared. "On 
the contrary, broadcasters have given and are continuing to give 
every assistance to the Federal Government and its various branches 
in defense matters for which no charge has been made or asked. The 
requests for additional time by the various Federal defense agencies 
are multiplying ra.pidly, all of which not only deprives stations of 
time which might be sold for advertising purposes but adds to the 
operating cost. This is a service which radio is rendering gladly, 
thou^ I am informed the other advertising media receive their regu¬ 
lar rates for Government announcements appearing in the form of 
a dve rtisements. 

"We respectfully call to your attention the fact that the 
American system of broadcasting is made possible solely by the 
revenue which a station is able to derive from its advertising. 
When broadcasters are subjected to taxation which is not imposed 
upon other advertising media, they are placed in a position which 
may result in driving many radio advertisers to newspapers, maga¬ 
zines and other forms of advertising. This loss of revenue cannot 
but seriously affect the service which is rendered to the public 
and may result in destroying many of the stations which are collab¬ 
orating with the Government in this time of need. The last avail¬ 
able tabulations compiled by the Federal Communications Commission 
show that over two hundred and fifty of the broadcast stations in 
the United States operated at a loss. In this connection, we would 
like to point out that the tax contemplated by the Ways and Means 
Committee*s new revenue bill is not based on profits but is based 
on gross income - it is in addition to all other taxes,” 
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Representative Hook, of Michigan, made public the fol¬ 
lowing telegram received from N. C. Ruddell, Vice-President of 
Upper Michigan-Wisconsin Broadcasting Co. : 

’’In behalf our two radio stations, WATW, Ashland, Wis. , 
and WJI\^S, Ironwood, Mich. , we protest as unfair, confiscatory, and 
discriminatory, the proposed taxing of radio and outdoor advertis¬ 
ing revenue in occupational tax provision of general tax bill. 
Urgently request you consider carefully all points brou^t to your 
attention by National Association of Broadcasters and proceed to 
drastic modification or elimination of advertising taxation feature 
of the bill. Certainly due consideration should be given to great 
demands made by Government Department and defense program for free 
radio and billboard publicity. 

“We have always .complied with each request and propose 
to continue to do so, but such discriminating taxes, omitting news¬ 
papers, magazines, direct mail, etc., will make our costs much 
higlier. Though applying to large stations now, the step will 
affect small stations as well.“ 

XXXXXXXXXX 

ASCAP-NBC PEACE NOT YET BUT SOON? 

Just when a settlement between the American Society of 
Composers and the National Broadcasting Company seemed to be all 
over but the shouting, word came from New York that though the 
ASCAP Board had put in a long hard day on Thursday, they had fail¬ 
ed to ratify the proposed pact. The stumbling block this time 
were the laws of Nebraska and Florida, now operating against ASCAP. 

Another session of the Composers Board in New York is 
scheduled for today (Friday) and hopes are still held out that an 
agreement may be reached. It was admitted that much progress had 
been made. 

ASCAP said the agreement thus far arrived at represented 
concessions on both sides under which NBC would pay 2f percent of 
network commercial receipts, compared with 5 percent previously 
paid by local stations to ASCAP on their respective share of net¬ 
work receipts. 

The new agreement, ASCAP said, would specify payment of 
percent by individual stations on their local receipts. 

ASCAP said that the settlement would probably reduce its 
radio revenue from these sources by about 40 percent. The organiza¬ 
tion originally demanded that networks pay 7^ percent. The con¬ 
tract which expired last December 31 provided 5 percent. 

Under the settlement it is estimated that ASCAP's revenue 
from the whole industry would be somewhere between $3,500,000 to 
$4,000,000 annual, where in the year before the fight started, it 
was $4,750,000. Negotiations with Columbia will follow those of 
NBC. XXXXXXXXXX -r- 
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FCC GRANTS NUMEROUS APPLICATIONS 

Despite the famous Washington heat, the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission has granted the following applications: 

WFAM, Inc., Lafayette, Ind., construction permit for a 
new station to operate on 1230 kilocycles, 100 watts, unlimited 
time; Howard H. Wilson, Oshkosh, Wls., construction permit for 
new station to operate on 1490 kilocycles, 250 watts, unlimited 
time; Trent Broadcast Corp.. Trenton, N. J., construction permit 
conditioned upon certain Interference precautions, for a new sta¬ 
tion to operate on 920 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt power, unlimited 
time, using directional antenna day and night; KUTA, Utah Broadcast¬ 
ing Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, modification of construction permit 
to increase day power to 5 kilowatts, make changes In equipment, 
changes in directional antenna and move transmitter locally; WAGA, 
Liberty Broadcasting Corp., Atlanta, Ga., construction permit to 
change frequency from 1480 to 590 kc., increase power from 500 
watts nl^t, 1 kilowatt day, to 5 kilowatts day and night; install 
new equipment and directional antenna for night use, and move 
transmitter locally. 

Also, KVOD, Colorado Radio Corp., Denver, Cola# construc¬ 
tion permit to Install a new transmitter. Increase power from 1 to 
5 kilowatts and make changes in directional antenna for day and 
night use, 630 kilocycles; KMYR. F. W. Meyer, Denver, Colo., modi¬ 
fication of license to increase night power from 100 to 250 watts; 
1340 kilocycles, 250 watts day, unlimited time; WGES, Oak Leaves 
Broadcasting Station, Inc., Chicago, Ill., modification of license 
to Increase time of operation to unlimited; 1390 kilocycles, 500 
watts night, 1 kilowatt-LS, unlimited time. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

CHICAGO SCHOOLS GET ONE OF FEW FM LICENSES 

The Chicago Board of Education was granted a construction 
permit for a new non-commercial educational broadcast station to 
serve the elementary, high school. Junior college, and adult 
educational classes In that city’s public school system. The sta¬ 
tion, which will use FM (frequency modulation) omission, is author¬ 
ized to operate on 42,500 kilocycles with power of 1000 watts. 

The Board of Education which now broadcasts approximately 
25 programs each week over local standard broadcast stations, pro¬ 
poses to use the non-commercial service to transmit scholastic pro¬ 
grams during school hours, and for perhaps one hour in the evening 
on five days a week. Subjects will embrace music, art, science, 
literature, news, social studies, safety, national defense, and 
Pan Americanism. The board has appropriated $10,750 for this pur¬ 
pose. The transmitter will be at 228 North LaSalle St. This is 
the seventh station of its kind which the FCC has authorized to date 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PRESS RADIO STATION DATA CHALLENGED 

Quite a commotion was stirred up at the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission inquiry into newspaper ownership of radio 
stations which was resumed last Wednesday when DeQuincy Sutton 
of the FCC research staff presented a table showing that 282 radio 
stations owned by newspapers represented an investment of 
$20,288,993 in broadcasting property. With depreciation figured, 
this total shrank to $12,014,497. The table showed 482 other 
stations, not affiliated with newspapers, had radio property 
worth $27,744,819 - or $15,986,159 with depreciation deducted from 
the original investment. 

In response to questions by Louis G. Caldwell, attorney 
for WGN, the Chicago Tribune station, Mr. Sutton admitted that 
the location of a station in a "highly developed" area of merchand¬ 
ising markets would affect its revenues. 

The witness, Mr. Caldwell suggested, surely would not 
attempt to reach any conclusions regarding the revenues of news¬ 
paper owned stations with "a set of determining factors". 

Mr. Sutton agreed he would not. 

"Then you wouldn't attempt to reach any conclusions on 
the basis of present exhibits as to newspaper ovmership of radio 
stations?" Mr. Caldvrell asked. 

"No, I would not", Mr. Sutton said. 

Mr. Sutton denied that Commission statisticians had left 
out non-newspaper stations having the largest revenues in its 
tables comparing investments and profits of stations owned by news¬ 
papers and those not so affiliated. 

Some highly profitable non-newspaper stations had been 
included, the witness said. 

Sidney M. Kaye, counsel for the Newspaper Radio Committee, 
also challenged the Sutton table, asserting that at least 17 of 
these stations had been sold. Nevertheless, Chairman J. L. Fly 
declined to reject the tabulation. 

A newspaper-radio situation in Charleston, S. C., was 
discussed during the Thursday session. 

"I understand", said Mr. Cotsworth P. Means, a South 
Carolina State Senator, "that the News and Courier and the Evening 
Post control all news service appearing in the newspapers, or heard 
over the radio in Charleston except one service." 

He referred to a commercial news service which a compet¬ 
ing radio station carried. 

- 7 - 
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J. M. Rivers, President and Manager of the competing 
station, WCSC, testified that the two Charleston papers did not 
carry the log of programs on his stations, tut "played up" their 
own station and news concerning it. 

Asked by Thomas E. Harris, Assistant General Counsel of 
the FGC, if he thought there had been abuse of the power concen¬ 
trated in this management, Mr. Means said: 

"I don’t think there have been any commercial abuses". 
He explained that in seeking to curb such power by legislation he 
had been more concerned with "the inherent da,nger" of such a situa¬ 
tion. 

Mr. Means conceded, under cross-examination,that his 
quarrel with the Charleston papers was 75 percent because of their 
editorial policies. 

Ben S. Fisher, attorney for WTMA, the station owned by 
the Charleston News and Courier and the Evening Post, asked: "You 
have spoken over WTMA?" 

"Once", said the witness. 

"You never have been denied time on that station?" 

"No, sir." 

Mr. Means admitted, under further questions, that the 
news columns of both papers were "essentially fair". 

Dr. L. D. H. Weld, Director of Research for the McCann- 
Erickson Co. , an advertising agency, and President of the American 
Marketing Association, told the Commission that advertisers "have 
been using radio much more than formerly". 

Resolutions urging speedy and favorable action by the 
Federal Communications Commission on qualified applications for per¬ 
mits to operate Fli radio stations, without prejudice to newspaper 
interests, were presented by John R. Lathami of New York, Executive 
Vice President of the American Network, Inc., and by John Shepard,3d 
of Boston, President of FM Broadcasters, Inc. Both executives have 
applications pending. 

They protested against any policy of exclusion of news¬ 
papers from this field as disadvantageous alike to the development 
of frequency modulation and to the public interest, which, they 
insisted, newspaper publishers and organizations were best fitted 
to serve. 

It was expected that today (Friday),or if not then very 
soon, the hearings which are now believed to be drawing to a close, 
might take a long recess to meet the needs of the parties conr- 
cerned and would not move continuously through. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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CALLS RADIO*S PUBLIC RELATIONS A FLOP 

Voicing the opinion expressed in these columns, Variety, 
the amusement trade paper, credits the radio tasing smacked by a 
$12,500,000 tax on broadcast time to poor public relations. An 
editorial in Variety reads, in part, as follows: 

"The Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representa¬ 
tives last week reminded the broadcasting industry - again - of 
its (radio’s) greatest failure - public relations, . . , 

"It is a stupendous oversight by broadcasting to have 
blindly allowed men of influence to build up in their imaginations 
a completely untruthful picture of how radio stations and networks 
survive. Radio did not, like Topsy, Just grow. It was built. . . 

"Broadcasting was painfully achieved, not miraculously 
produced, full grown like an Olympian god. The only trouble is 
that radio forgot to tell the world and forgot to tell Congress 
and forgot to sell its audience as smartly and as resourcefully 
as it sold its customers. The flop of radio's public relations 
consists in this: that it fought for the means and the right to 
survive without making adequate provision to picture to outsiders 
the walls of opposition and obstruction it had to get around. . . 

"Other advertising media seem about to escape substantial 
taxation although not one of them is expected, as is radio, to plow 
back millions of dollars in public service, in experiment, in such 
Government pets as shortwave radio and such far-off, unknown quan¬ 
tities as television and frequency modulation. The justification 
for the new tax sock against radio is the hobgoblin of the ’free 
license*. And because this something-for-nothing connotation has 
been allowed to flourish, unchallenged and unweeded, it now becomes 
necessary for radio to organize a panic-Inspired last-minute 
counterdrive. 

"The radio share of the total advertising expenditures 
in the United States is approximately $200,000,000 out of a 1940 
estimate for all advertising of $1,600,000,000. 

"Congress seems prepared to penalize radio in the hard 
fight for revenue on the fallacious assumption that getting busi¬ 
ness is easy for radio, hard for others. Ths,t such a fantastic 
and cockeyed notion is apparently so widely held is, however, 
basically nobody's fault but radio's. Its public relations couldn't 
qualify for a Major Bowes unit. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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TRADE NOTES 

Special posters were sent out this week to the more than 
800 taverns and restaurants in the Metropolitan Area that have 
television sets, advertising the fact that the Izzy Jannazzo-Cocoa 
Kid fight at Ebbets Field next Tuesday evening, August 5, will be 
televised by NBC*s television transmitter WNBT. 

Earle C. Anthony, Inc., of Los Angeles, Calif., has 
applied for a construction peralt for a new high frequency station 
to be operated on 43500 kilocycles; coverage: 21,071 square miles; 
Population: 3,311,399. 

Plans are being made by WLW and Cadena Radio Inter 
Americana, Crosley’s shortwave network, for extensive coverage of 
the war maneuvers in September. The war games between the 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd Armies of the United States will be held next month 
over a 20,000 square mile area in Lousiana. 

TOjW will send a crew of five men, along with its newest 
and largest mobile unit, to work in cooperation with the radio 
publicity division of the War Department. 

Eugene H. Price has been appointed Commercial Ifenager 
of the Ivlackay Radio and Telegraph Company at New York. Mr. Price 
served for ten years as radio officer in the United States Navy 
and has been with Mackay Radio for ninetten years during which he 
has been District Manager at Los Angeles, San Diego, and Portland, 
Oregon, and Commercial Manager at San Francisco. 

Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co., Pasadena, Calif. , is 
seeking authority for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1110 kilocycles, 10 kilowatts, unlimited time, using directional 
antenna day and night. 

Applications to practice before the FCC were approved by 
the Commission for the following: Leo J. Bartoline, Chicago, Ill. 
Herman Jervis, New York, N. Y.; Camden, R. McAtee, Morris Miller, 
and Frank IIL. Schap, Washington, D. C. 

Station KTKC, Visalia, Calif. , has been granted a con¬ 
struction permit to change frequency from 920 to 940 kc. , increase 
power from 1 to 5 kilowatts day and night, make changes in direc¬ 
tional antenna system for day and night use and install new trans¬ 
mitter. 

The Milwaukee Journal, Biilwaukee, Wis. , has applied for 
a new commercial television broadcast station (formerly WO^J) to 
be operated on Channel #3, 66000-72000 kilocycles, A5 and special 
emission for frequency modulation, unlimited time. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 
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NEW TELEVISION ANTENNA CAN BE HEATED 

A novel antenna, encased completely In a big wodden box 
nhlch can be heated electrically, has been built atop a 128-foot 
tower in Schenectady as a part of G-eneral Electric’s expanding 
television facilities. 

The antenna, when completed, will relay the picture part 
of programs from the company’s new television studio to the main 
transmitting station in the Helderberg Mountains 12 miles south of 
Schenectady. The accompanying FM sound will be relayed by a 
separate antenna located on top of the box. From the Helderbergs, 
the relayed programs will be telecast for reception in the 
Schenectady, Troy, Albany distri cb within an estimated 50 mile airea. 

The wooden box, 13 feet high and four feet square, is 
the answer of General Electric’s television engineers to the prx)b- 
lems created by weather changes. Comfortably housed inside the 
box, the picture-wave antenna is protected against rain, snow or 
sleet that might affect transmission unfavorably. An electric 
heater inside the box will prevent any seeping moisture from freez¬ 
ing on the antenna in cold weather and interfering with the normal 
path of high frequency current flow. The box is of wooden rather 
than metal construction to avoid any field distortation. General 
Electric engineers believe that this is the first instance of a 
wooden housing of such a size being used to shield an antenna from 
the elements. 

The picture-wave antenna has been pierced on the tower to 
provide a clear path for the waves to travel to the main transmit¬ 
ting station. The hi^-frequency waves, like light rays, travel 
in a straight line and would be deflected by intervening hills or 
buildings. 

As the function of the antenna is to relay the picture 
waves to the main transmitting station, it was desired to beam the 
waves as directly as possible to the station in the Helderbergs, 
To accomplish this, a four-unit system with the units stacked 
vertically was built. The vertical stacking assists in controlling 
the wave direction and the degree of beaming improves with an 
increase in the number of units. 

Each unit consists of two parallel dipole antennas con¬ 
nected at their feed points by a quarter-wave coupling line that 
gives the imit the shape of the letter H. The proper phase rela¬ 
tions for the currents in the dipoles are provided by the coupling 
line. 

A transmission feed line is connected to the feed points 
of one of the dipoles of each unit. This dipole acts as an antenna 
and the other dipole of the unit serves as a director. Reactance 
and resistance variations caused by the antennas are compensated 
for by similar variations caused by the antennas are compensated 
by the directors. Characteristics of the system are uniform over 
a band wider than that required for high quality television. The 
system is designed to operate on a band of 162 to 168 megacycles, 

XXXXXXXXXX -11- 
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CBS TO FACILITATE TELEVISION CHANGE-OVERS 

The black-and-white television test pattern of the 
Columbia Broadcasting System is transmitted an extra hour dally 
from 3:30 to 4:30 P.M. to facilitate testing of the change-overs 
required by existing television receivers to pick up Channel #2 
on which WCBW, the CBS television station, is operating. 

In addition, the test pattern continues to be transmitted 
each afternoon from 2:00 to 2:30 and each evening from 7:30 to 8:00. 
Program transmissions continue under authorization of the Federal 
Communications Commission, which has granted WCBW a 30-day exten¬ 
sion of the original 30-day program test period. 

CBS plans to continue daily experimental color transmis¬ 
sions from 4 :45 to 5 :45 P.M. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

PLAYS BOTH RECORD SIDES WITHOUT TURNING OVER 

The ’’Magic Brain” with the Tandem Tone Arm, a new type 
of automatic record changer which plays both sides of phonograph 
records without turning them over, has been perfected in the RCA 
Research Laboratories and is being Introduced in the new series 
of 1942 RCA Victrola Phonograph radios. The new instrument pro¬ 
vides two hoursof uninterrupted music at the touch of a button. 

Further, the ’’Magic Brain” mechanisms eliminate the use 
of old-fashioned needles, extend record life indefinitely, sjid set 
a new standard in tone quality for home entertainment instruments, 
according to Allan B. Mills, RC^ Victrola Sales Manager. One of 
the Magic Brain Changers, equipped with the Tandem Tone Arm, makes 
it possible to play both sides of a record without removing it from 
the turntable. 

”The 'Magic Brain* is really a combination of several 
important developments perfected by RCA research engineers after 
many years of study and experiment”, Mr. Mills said. ”That it 
represents one of the major advances in the 43-year history of the 
RCA Victrola is evident. As a matter of fact, I think the only 
development of comparable importance in that time was the introdu¬ 
ction of electric recording and reproducing methods a number of 
years ago.” 

Mr. Mills said that among the other new features of the 
device are the Magic Tone Cell (the pickup cartridge), the Flex¬ 
ible Tone Bridge and the Jewel-Lite Scanner. The new RCA Victrola 
equipped with these innovations and the Tandem Tone Arm will play 
both sides of 15 records without attention once a starter button 
has been pressed. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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August 5, 1941 

CONGRESSMEN THEMSELVES LAMBAST RADIO TAX 

A heartening thing to the industry is the alacrity with 
which members of Congress have begun to attack the ^12,000,000 tax 
on broadcasting time in the Defense Revenue Bill. It is predicted 
that this is only a beginning and that many Senators will back the 
broadcasters when the bill reaches the upper House. 

”Let me raise a warning finger", declared Representative 
Luther Patrick, (D.) , of Birminghajn, Ala. "The United States of 
America has no child who is more loyal, who is more cooperative 
than her radio industry. She has not one ^dio renders such magnifi¬ 
cent service; no, not one. The sale of defense bonds and the search 
for skilled mechs.nics in the defense industry was aided very 
materially by free time given through her agencies, her radio sta¬ 
tions. 

"The Civil Service Commission ha.s credited the e fforts of 
the radio chains with producing 500,000 skilled workers in the 
year ending July, 1941. 

"This part of the tax levy is expected to produce only 
about $5,000,000 revenue if sustained. This means that many men 
will be thrown out of employment, because the radio stations must 
do something tremendous to equalize themselves with this tax and 
still compete with the untaxed newspapers if they are not going to 
be put out of business.. . . If this tax is maintained, the news¬ 
papers ought also to have to meet it. 

"The radio broadcasting companies report to me they would 
suffer in many instances a reduction of 50 percent or more in their 
net income, even after allowing for savings and excess-profits 
taxes.. . . Her« is a business kept short of breath by us, because 
we only license a station a year at the time. This ties them down 
to short contracts. It Just cannot be worth the candle. 

"There is not in the United States an organization or a 
band of people who has come forward with more full-hearted support 
of the Nation and who have given more time than the radio stations. 
Radio is a fine art that as a matter of public good should be en¬ 
couraged and supported. If you wish to sell bonds, or if any need 
arises in the land, the radio stations respond not only willingly 
but valiantly, because they are the one great voice that can be 
heard in the far corners of the earth when a cry is heard in the 
land. They cheerfully and gloriously give of their time. It is 
an exceedingly patriotic group, these radio people, providing an 
effective medium for inter-association and all-out service communi¬ 
cation among the people of this great country. Whenever a thing 
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like this comes up, they should be given consideration, because they 
are part of the pulse and responsive chords of the Nation today. ” 

Another vigorous protest vies voiced on the floor of the 
House by Representative Charles H. Leavy, (D.), of Spokane, who said: 

"This, apparently, ie the first time that this type of ta.:: 
has ever been written into a tax bill. You will find that the two 
groups whose business and property is being vitally affected had 
little, if any, opportunity to present their side of the case.... 
The Tax provisions seem extremely discriminatory...The fact remains 
that billboards and radio, when used as advertising media, are being 
subjected to a burden not placed on other business. 

"There are three great mediums of advertising, the news¬ 
papers, magazines and kindred publications, the billboard and the 
radio. The tax is levied here on the last two named, and the 
first. The printed page, is entirely omitted. I am not here to 
say that it is wise to tax any of the three, but if you do tax any 
one, they ought all to be taxed, otherwise the power to tax, whether 
intentionally or unintentionally, has become the power to destroy. " 

Also packing a punch for the radio industry was Represent¬ 
ative Bertram W. Gearhart (R.), of Fresno, Calif., who declared the 
special penalty on radio advertising will unquestionably drive many 
advertisers from radio to other competing media. The resultant loss 
of revenue would undoubtedly impair the ability of radio stations 
to serve the public. 

Mr. Gearhart pointed to the fact in corjiection with the 
proposed advertising campaign in behalf of the Navy Department that 
the broadcasters offered their facilities at no cost. 

"In the light of the broadcasters' generous offer, it is 
also interesting to recall that the Navy Department advertising 
campaign is a test campaign using only newspapers, which will be 
paid $1,000,000 for their defense efforts in this connection". 
Representative Gearhart said. "This serves only to heighten the 
discrimination against radio inherent in the proposed tax." 

Representative Overton Brooks,(D.), of Shreveport, La., 
told the House that he had been deluged with telegrams. 

"The burden of these protests is that they have not been 
heard and, in fairness to these people, I think they should ha.ve an 
opportunity to present their views, their facts, and their arguments 
in support of the proposition that they should not be included in 
the tax bill", Mr. Brooks insisted. 

One of the telegrams was from P. K. Ewing, General IJIanager 
of Station WDSU, New Orleans, which read: 

"Sincerely hope tha.t you will do all you possibly can 
to either kill discriminatory tax on radio advertising or have news¬ 
papers included. Remember that when Huey wanted to tax newspaper 
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advertising in Louisiana they yelled ‘bloody murder'. They said it 
was discriminatory. Now the shoe is on the other foot and we are 
perfectly willing to pay any tax the Governments wants to impose on 
radio stations for defense purposes provided it not only applies to 
radio and billboard but to newspaper advertising as well. To omit 
newspaper and magazine advertising seems a little out of reason, 
and we do not see how they could object to being taxed same as other 
advertising media. Please understand that we here at WDSU are not 
complaining about paying our Just share of defense taxes but v/e 
don't think it fair to let the alleged free press get by with only 
a laugh. " 

xxxxxxxxxx 

U.P. CLAIMS HAD LISTENING POST 12 YEARS 

The United Press revealed last vjeek that for the past 
eight years it has maintained a wireless receiving station and 
short wave listening post in Valhalla, Westchester County, N. Y. 

The post, according to the Editor & Publisher is manned 
24 hours daily, seven days weekly, by 12 operators and monitors. 
It is equipped with nine specially selective radio receivers and 
various types of recording equipment. The station has been built up 
gradually, starting with one operator, one receiving set and one 
small aerial in 1933. 

The post, located in a farm house, receives scores of 
special U.P. broadcasts daily from six European capitals. In addi¬ 
tion, the operators monitor dozens of short-wave voice and code 
propaganda broadcasts. A high speed printer circuit connects the 
post with New York headquarters of U.P. 

xxxxxxxxx 

PALEY ONLY RADIO EXEC IN ^200,000 BRACKET 

William S. Paley, President of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System, was the single radio head listed in the ^200,000 a year 
salary cla.ss in the list given out by Secretary of the Treasury 
Morgenthau. Mr. Paley's annual compensation was ^204,270, and 
Edward Klauber, Vice-President, $94,484. 

Other salaries of those in the radio industry, or in some 
way identified with it, released by the Government were; 

American Telephone and Telegraph Company: C. P. Cooper, 
$102,199; W. S. Gifford, $209,550; General Electric Company; 
Gerard Swope, $164,987; Charles E. Wilson^ $97,484; Owen D. Young, 
$164,987; Radio Corporation of America: David Sarnoff, $100,240; 
W. E. Macfarlane, President, Mutual Broadcasting System, $111,419. 
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Also, Philadelphia Storage Battery Company; James T. 
Buckley, $75,432; Westlnahouse Electric & Manufacturinp; Company: 
George H. Bucher, $97,77l; A. W. Robertson, $137,431. 

xxxxxxxx 

HAMS' HEARING ON GIVING UP BAND TO DEFENSE 

A hearing has been called for Monday, August 18th, to 
detennine whether the Federal Communications Commission shall 
temporarily restrict amateur radio operation on the frequencies 
from 3650 to 3590 kc. for use in the Army's pilot-training program. 

There is under way a vast plan for the training of many 
thousands of additional military aircraft pilots at a large number 
of new air fields located throughout the United States. An essen¬ 
tial part of their training involves a large-scale use of radio 
communication. Amateurs are well aware of the congestion existing 
throughout the frequency spectrum and those who are students of the 
problems of frequency allocation know that in the medium-high fre¬ 
quencies the congestion has been acute for years. It is the desire 
of the Federal Communications Commission to cause the least incon¬ 
venience to existing services and to divert for any defense require¬ 
ments the minimum number of channels possible. The Commission is 
also aware that the amateurs maintain some of their most important 
services in the band 3500-4000 kilocycles, but the new pilot train¬ 
ing program is a vital component of the defense plans of the country, 
and from the considerations of the equipment available for it and the 
number of frequencies required, no other portion of the spectrmim is 
capable of accommodating this need. 

Dr. Lawrence J. Dunn, a dental surgeon of Brooklyn, has 
been appointed Chief Civilian Representative of Maj. Gen. J. 0. 
Mauborgne, head of the U. 3. Signal Corps. As such. Dr. Dunn will 
supervise the entire Army Amateur Ra,dio System composed of 2,400 
amateur operators. 

After graduation from Pennsylvania University in 1916, 
he joined the Array Dental Corps. Upon re signing, and radio being 
his hobby, he became a Reserve Captain in the Signal Corps. He 
later became head of the Array Amateur Radio System, and attained 
the rank of Major. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

A station asks whether its customary use of the Morse 
Code "V" before and after news broadcasts is complicated by the 
fact that this symbol has become a victory signal by Great Britain 
in her war efforts. The Commission replies it has no reason to 
believe that continued use of this symbol by the station in question 
violates any law or is contrary to the public interest. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC COOL TO WHITE BILL 

The bill introduced by Senator Wallace White, of Maine, 
overhauling the Federal Communications Commission, wasn*t greeted 
with any enthusiasm at the Commission. Apparently Chairman James L. 
Fly hadn’t even read the bill. At least that was what he said at 
his press conference last Monday morning, though he added that he 
had a rough notion as to its scope. 

When an inquirer expressed the view that the new White 
Bill followed Committee on Administrative Procedure recommendations, 
the Chairman replied that he didn’t really know. 

Senator White expressed the hope that there might soon be 
hearings on the bill (S. 1806). Considerable doubt, however, was 
expressed as to its chances for passage at the present session of 
Congress, which is so badly clogged up with defense matters. Never¬ 
theless, Senator White has made a thorough and scholarly job of it 
and the bill is conceded to be an Important step in the effort to 
curb the FCC in the alleged abuse of its powers. Also there was an 
indication that further legislation was contemplated by Senator White, 
who said when he introduced his present bill: 

”1 should like to say that this bill does not attempt to 
deal in any respect with the question of chain broadcasting, or the 
regulations of the Federal Communications Commission recently issued 
on that subject, which have been a matter of a hearing before the 
Committee on Interstate Commerce of the Senate. I thought, that sub¬ 
ject matter already being under consideration by the committee, I 
might with appropriateness await the conclusions of the committee 
before attempting to deal with it in the proposed legislation." 

The bill of Senator White, who is the outstanding radio 
authority in Congress and co-author of the present Radio Act, would: 

Set up a separate three-man, fully autonomous division 
within the FCC, having its own Chairman, as a Division of Public 
Communications to handle all broadcast, television, FM and related 
matters. 

Create a parallel statutory division of Private Communica¬ 
tions to handle public-utility common carrier pursuits. 

Make the Chairman the executive officer and coordinator, 
but with no regular functions on either division, except as a pinch- 
bitter for a sick commissioner or in case of a vacancy. 

Clearly define broadcasting as not subject to common car¬ 
rier concepts, and prevent the Commission from usurping authority 
over business aspects, programs, rates, or other fields upon which it 
recently has Impinged. 

Block repetition of the current newspaper-divorcement pro¬ 
ceedings by preventing the Commission from throwing any class of 
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applicant into the suspense files, as it has done with new newspaper 
applications. 

Clearly delineate the Commission’s functions as to hear¬ 
ings, transfers of licensees and appellate procedure by eliminating 
loopholes and making mandatory full hearings. 

Broaden provisions on use of facilities by candidates for 
public office, and require identification of speakers on controversial 
issues, with equal time for all sides. 

Authorize the issuance of stay orders against Commission 
decisions by the courts, and allow reviews on the facts, as well as 
the law, with additional time in which to seek rehearings or appeal. 

xxxxxxxxx 

HUGE RADIO TAX REMAINS IN HOUSE BILL 

As had been expected, the tl2,500,000 tax on broadcasting 
time and the $9,400,000 tax on receiving sets, remained intact when 
the House passed the 3-billion dollar defense tax bill by a 569 to 
40 vote yesterday (Monday). Although individual members protested, 
no attempt was made to amend those clauses having to do with radio, 
or anything else, in fact, except the mandatory joint return provi¬ 
sion which was knocked out. 

President and Mrs. Roosevelt were among the married couples 
benefitting from the House refusal to approve joint returns on hus¬ 
bands and wives. 

Current estimates, according to the Washington Post, were 
that the House saved the White House couple between $15,000 and 
$16,000 in income taxes by striking out the proposal. 

Combined income of Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt was variously 
estimated at betv/een $250,000 and $275,000, a year at a recent 
executive meeting of the Ways and ^^eans Committee”, the Post stated. 

"Possible effects of joint returns on Mr. and Mrs. Roose¬ 
velt were fully aired at the Committee meeting, which followed 
receipt of the President's letter asking modification of the tax. 

"No member of the Committee alleged personal interest. 

"During last Saturday's Committee tete-a-tete, it was men¬ 
tioned that Mrs. Roosevelt, through radio broadcasts, columns and 
lectures, must be earning about $200,000 against her husband's 
$75,000. " 

The big effort of the radio industry to be heard is now 
being concentrated upon the Senate, where the Defense Revenue Bill 
went immediately after its passage by the House. Public hearings 
will be conducted by the Senate Finance Committee but the time of 
these hearings he„d not been set at this writing, 

XXXXXXXXXX -7- 
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STOHLMAN ORDERED TO APPEAR AUG. 11 

An order has been issued by Federal Judge James W. Morris, 
of the U. S. District Court for the District of Columbia, for James 
G. Stohlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner, and former President 
of the Newspaper Publishers' Association, to appear before the Court 
Monday, August 11th, to show cause why an order should not be issued 
requiring him to appear before the Federal Communications Commission 
to testify as to the newspaper ownership of radio stations. 

Chairman Fly appealed to the District Court after Elisha 
Hanson, counsel for the American Newspaper Publishers' Association 
had told the Commission for the second time that it was conducting 
an unlawful and illegal inquiry into newspaper affairs, and that the 
Commission did not have the power to issue such a summons, and 
accordingly had advised Mr. Stohlman to ignore it, Mr. Hanson 
reiterated that he didn't believe the Commission had the authority 
to investigate the newspaper business. 

Whether the Commission had the right to make an inquiry into 
the newspaper business seemed to be an open question but those talked 
with at the Commission seemed to feel there was not doubt that it had 
the power to subpoena such a witness as Mr. Stohlman, hence the appeal 
of Chairman Fly to the District Court. 

In connection with the Stohlman case, Mr. Fly said that the 
Court action would go ahead without impeding the press-radio hearing 
which last week was adjourned to Wednesday, September 17th, 

XXXXXXXXXX 

INDUSTRY SLU5IBERS AS FCC APPOINTMENT LAGS 

With the President away from Washington for an indefinite 
period, the impression prevails that the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission may wag along for wometime without a seventh member to take 
the place of Frederick I. Thompson, whose term expired a month or so 
ago. 

As usual, a half a dozen names are being mentioned as pos¬ 
sibilities for the new coramlssionership, and as usual, the National 
Association of Broadcasters, whose members are so vitally concerned, 
is either indifferent to the situation or feels that it is too weak 
at the White House to do anything about it. 

Can you imagine the American Federation of Labor, or the 
CIO, similarly standing idly by where an important Government labor 
appointment is involved? Though they might not always get away with 
it, it would be a good deal easier to imagine them telling the Presi¬ 
dent exactly who to appoint and why. 

- 8 - 
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As a re'sult of the NAB* s present weak leadership., when, as 
recently, the FCC cracked down upon it with its regulations or when 
Congress smacked a $12,500,000 tax on it, the leaders of the industry 
themselves were required to rush down to Washington to help close the 
barn doors after the horse had been completely stolen. 

In the present comraissionership vacancy, there is still 
time to work on but when the President finally makes the appointment, 
the prediction is made here that unless the industry performs a 
miracle, the appointee, as usual, will likely be some politically 
deserving gentleman the industry has never heard of, 

xxxxxxxxxx 

ASCAP AI^D NBC PACT BRINGS MUSIC PEACE NEARER 

It was believed that with the National Broadcasting Company 
and the American Society of Composers having come to terras, that the 
Columbia Broadcasting System would soon secure a similar settlement 
bringing the seven months' music war to a speedy ending. NBC is now 
seeking approval of Its station affiliates of the deal made with 
ASCAP. 

The principal terms agreed upon, Niles Trammell, President 
of NBC, said, were; 

1. NBC will pay ASCAP at the source 2f percent on network com¬ 
mercial business, while NBC's managed and operated stations will pay 
8^ percent on local and national spot business, 

2. NBC will pay at the source $200 a year for each managed, 
operated or affiliated station on its networks for ASCAP music on all 
network sustaining and public service programs, 

3. NBC's managed and operated stations will pay ASCAP these fees 
on local sustaining programs: If net receipts from local business 
exceed $150,000, 12 times the station's half-hour rate; if between 
$500,000 and $150,000, 12 times the quarter-hour rate; a nominal sus¬ 
taining license fee of $12 a year to stations earning less than 
$50,000. 

4. NBC*s new frequency modulation and international short-wave 
broadcasting will pay on the same basis. 

Originally ASCAP demanded that networks pay a flat fee of 
percent. The contract which expired provided for 5 percent, but 

was collected from individual stations. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 

Harry R. Booth, Chief of the Telephone Rate Section of 
the Law Department of the Federal Communications Commission, has 
resigned to Join the legal staff of the Office of Price Administra¬ 
tion and Civilian Supply. 

During his connection with the Commission, Mr. Booth pre¬ 
pares the legal framework for the Commission*s proceeding involving 
long lines telephone rates. He was formerly counsel of the Illinois 
Commerce Commission and Assistant Attorney General of that State. 

Mutual will enter Florida through Stations WJHP, Jackson¬ 
ville, and WSTP, St. Petersburg-Tampa, this week. The move will 
establish the network*s first outlets in the southern States. 

"Radio’s Listening Groups", a book dealing with a survey 
of educational radio experiments of the United States and Great 
Britain, has just been published by the Columbia University Press. 

More than 340,300 copies of William L. Shirer*s book, 
"Berlin Diary", are now in print. It is largely the story of 
Shirer’s experiences inside Nazi Germany while Berlin correspondent 
for the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

The National Broadcasting Company last week added its 
fifth sponsored television program when a contract was signed with 
the Frank K. Lee Co., 358 Fifth Avenue, for "Sports Interviews and 
the Lee Hat Parade". 

Amateur Stations W7GNE, W7HSC, W7GVH, and W7CRJ, all of 
Seattle, Washington, were granted permission to communicate with 
Station WTED on board the EXPLORER of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey and with Station KVD, an associated shore station. 

The National Broadcasting Co. last week asked the Federal 
Communications Commission to extend the completion dp,te of its pro¬ 
posed television broadcast station in Washington, D. C. to March 1, 
1942. Its original application called for completion of the station 
on July 28th, 1941. 

Stewart-Wamer Corporation and Subsidiaries - Six months 
to June 30: Surplus net profit was $770,272, after provision of 
$2,112,607 for present and contemplated Federal and other income 
taxes, equal to 61 cents a share on 1,273,063 common shares. This 
compares with net of $612,245 in the first half of 1940. 

Two National Broadcasting Company network stations are 
now operating with increased power. KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
on 5000 watts Sunday, and WAPO, Chattanooga., Tenn. , now operates 
with 5000 wa.tts days and 1000 watts nights. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 
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ARGENTINE SURVEY SHOWS U. S. PROGRAM PREFEREl^CE 

Short~wave radio programs from the United States are more 
popular in Argentina than those of any other country, according to 
a listener survey financed by the Columbia Broadcasting System, 
Crosley, General Electric, National Broadcasting Company, Westing- 
house, and World Wide Radio Foundation. A total of 1518 persons of 
selected ages and incomes were interviewed in forty areas of the 
South American republic in April and May of this year. 

Of the owners of short-wave sets interviewed, 23.3 percent 
said that they listened oftenest to the stations of the United States 
Germany was next with 19.5 percent and Great Britain third with 17.4 
percent of the audience. Italy had 11.3 percent. Spain and others 
were favored by still fewer listeners. 

The survey also revealed signal strength of U.S, shortwave 
stations as stronger than that of European stations during April and 
May, autumn months in Argentina. Fifty percent of the listeners 
reported U. S. signals ’’very good”, 36. S percent listed them as ”good” 
and 13.2 percent said they were “ordinary”. There were no ”bad” 
reports. 

German signals were listed as “very good” in strength by 
46.1 percent, and “good” by 34.8 percent, “ordinary” by 16.5 percent 
and “bad” by 2.6 percent of the listeners. 

British stations were reported “very good” by 37,3 percent, 
"good” by 36,3 percent, “ordinary” by 24.5 percent, and “bad” by 1.9 
percent. 

The average set of persons Interviewed was found to be two 
to three years old, 47.7 percent were equipped to receive shortwave 
programs, and 16,72 percent said they were short-wave listeners. 

News programs were the most popular with both short- and 
long-wave listeners. Next in order in the short-wave choice came 
dance music, classical music, light music, sports, comedy and variety 

Next to news on the long waves, Argentine listeners pre¬ 
ferred tango and “caracterlstica” programs. The latter is the 
Argentine equivalent of “hill-billy” music in the United States. 

Listeners said that short-wave reception from the United 
States was best from 9 P.M. to midnight and most preferred to listen 
at that period especially during the 10 to 11 P.M. hour, 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RCA INCREASES HALF YEAR INCOME' 

The consolidated statement of income of the Radio Corpora¬ 
tion of America and subsidiaries for the second quarter of 1941 and 
the first six months of the year shows, for the first half of the 
current year, a consolidated net profit of $5,306,494. This result 
was after taxes and all other charges, and compares with $3,185,222 
net profit in the six months to June 30, last year, or an increase 
of $2,121,272. 

The profit for the first six months of 1941 is after pro¬ 
viding $4,740,000 for Federal income and excess profits taxes, com¬ 
pared with $1,579,900 for the corresponding period in 1940, 

Total gross income from all sources amounted to $72,583,659 
in the first half of 1941, compared with $56,854,182 in the sme period 
in 1940, an increase of $15,729,477. 

After payment of Preferred dividends, earnings applicable 
to the Common stock were equivalent to 26.6 cents per share, compared 
with 11.3 cents per share in the first half of 1940. 

Quarterly dividends of 87|- cents per share on the Radio 
Corporation of America First Preferred stock, and $1.25 per share on 
the ’’B” Preferred stock, were declared by the Board of Directors. 
These dividends are for the period of July 1, 1941, to September 30, 
1941, and will be paid October 1, 1941, to stockholders of record at 
the close of business September 5, 1941, 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FIRST INDEPENDENT C0MR5ERCIAL PM STATION HAS 36 SPONSORS 

W47A, claimed by General Electric Company to be the first 
independent commercial FM station in the United States, went on the 
air for the first time on July 17, with 36 sponsored programs weekly, 
not including station-break commercials. Most of the equipment for 
W47A, which is located in the Helderberg mountains, 12 miles outside 
of Schenectady, N.Y.,was manufactured by G.E. The station is owned 
and operated by the Capitol Broadcasting Co. 

The outstanding item of the new station’s equipment is the 
high-fidelity one-kilowatt G-E PM broadcast transmitter of the latest 
design. The 250-watt exciter - the basic unit - and the 1000-watt 
radio-frequency power amplifier form a single streamlined cabinet. 
The low noise level of this transmitter permits a wide dynamic range 
of volume, the lowest and highest volume passages being carried 
equally well. The maximum audio distortion of the unit is about one- 
half of one percent; the transmitter covers the full audible range 
of from 30 to 16,000 cycles, and has an extremely low phase-shift. 
The transmitter circuit operates by the G-E simplified method of 
frequency modulation and frequency control. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RADIO PREPARES FOR TITANIC TAX BATTLE 

No argument is being overlooked in the preparation of 
the arguments against the proposed 500,000 tax on broadcasting 
time when the public ]^earings on the Defense Revenue Bill begin 
before the Senate Finance Committee, of which Senator George, of 
Georgia, is Chairman, next Monday (Aug. 11). In the meantime, a 
heavy barrage is being laid in advance of the hearings by certain 
members of Congress, who themselves oppose the tax, and by high 
broadcasting and advertising officials. 

An unexpected development is the fact that if the broadcast 
tax is not eliminated, or even if it is substantially reduced, it may 
result in a similar proposal to tax newspaper advertising. 

In a warning directed to Representative Doughton, Chairman 
of the Ways and Means Committee, John Benson, of New York, President 
of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, said: 

'‘When you tax advertising or any medium of advertising, 
whether outdoor, radio, or printed space, you slow down the movement 
of goods upon whichmges and profits depend and from which taxes can 
be derived. It is so much more economic to tax wealth and net in¬ 
come than the means of producing them. To do the latter is like 
consuming seed corn instead of planting it and producing abundant 
crops for consumption." 

"If the manufacturer’s selling depends upon creating good¬ 
will or a conviction about his product in the minds of millions of 
consumers", Mr. Benson continued, "he will find it cheaper to put 
an advertisement costing several thousand dollars in a publication, 
on billboards or over the air, reaching several million consumers, 
than to hir*e an army of salesmen to call on these consumers and tell 
them his story personally, or even write them a letter about it. 

"When you increase the cost of distribution by burdening 
it with taxes, you at the same time do one or more of the four fol¬ 
lowing things injurious to national defense and to public welfare: 

"1. You slow down civilian production and non-defense employ¬ 
ment - a bad thing for labor. Printing labor is not benefited by a 
discriminatory tax like this one. 

"2. Or, you deprive business of volume and reduce net profit 
on which taxes are paid at an upward moving rate. 

"3. Or, you reduce the margin between selling price and cost 
of distributing goods which might or could be used in increasing 
wages to labor, or improving the product. 
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”4. Or, vdien you raise the cost of selling, you add to the 
upward spiral of prices with its dangerous trend toward inflation 
and public discontent." 

Also protesting to Congress was Charles E. Murphy, General 
Counsel of the Advertising Federation of America. 

^Business uses advertising to maintain and increase its 
outlets for goods'', Mr. Murphy states. “Unless such outlets are 
maintained and increased during the coming years, the expanded 
income on which taxes are based will not be forthcoming. Nothing 
should be done, therefore, to cripple the merchandising machine 
that produces income, and a tax on advertising will bring that very 
result. Income must be taxed, but to tax the process which creates 
income is an economic fallacy.“ 

Calling attention to the fact that no newspaper advertis¬ 
ing tax had been proposed, Representative Thomas F. Ford (D.), of 
Los Angeles, Calif. , said: 

“The idea of taxing radio and billboard advertising and 
exempting magazines and newspapers, both of which already enjoy a 
substantial subsidy amounting to some $129,000,000 per year in the 
way of postage, rates, seems to me in just. 

“If I may, I would like to ask the Committee if a tax on 
newspapers and magazines was proposed; on what ground it was elimi¬ 
nated; and just what argument was presented to justify the exemption? 

“This was partially answered by one member of the committee, 
who stated that newspapers and magazines, as a source of revenue, 
had not been reached. " 

Another echo of this came from Representative Milton H. 
West (D.), of Brownsville, Texas: 

“The radio broadcasters did not receive such reasonable 
consideration. The Committee proposes and recommends what in effect 
is a gross sales tax on this industry. If the proposal becomes a 
law, a broadcaster may operate at a heavy loss and yet be compelled 
to pay an enormous tax. Not only that, while we seek to collect 
this unfair and discriminatory tax from broadcasters, some of their 
competitors are not taxed, and are in fact subsidized by the Govern¬ 
ment in the amount of nearly $80,000,000 per year.“ 

Pointing a finger at the Allied Printing Trades Representa¬ 
tive Bertrand W. Gearhart (R. ), of Fresno, Cs.lif. , said: 

“The first to agitate for a special, punitive tax on radio 
broadcasting was the International Allied Printing Trades Council, 
allegedly seeking to promote more jobs for the printing trades by 
means of penalizing radio advertising. It has been noised about that 
this te.x has the support of the American Federation of Labor. In 
contradiction of this let me point out that just last week William 
Green, President of the A. f. of L., wrote the Chairman of the Ways 
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and Means Committee stating that the A. F. of L. had taken no posi¬ 
tion on the measure. 

"To show that all labor unions do not share the ideas of 
the printers, it is only fair to point out that three large A. F. 
of L. unions, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
the American Federation of Musicians, and the American Federation 
of Radio Artists, have registered their opposition to this discrim¬ 
inatory tax, " 

XXXXXXXX 

STATION OWNERSHIP LIMITATION PROPOSAL HEARING OCT. 6 

Ban on more than one standard broadcast station under the 
same ownership serving a substantial portion of the same area is 
proposed by the Federal Communications Commission, which has drafted 
a proposed rule to that effect and has scheduled oral argument on 
it for Monday, October 6 next. 

In an order issued this week, which was drafted upon 
instructions of the Commission en banc at its previous meeting, the 
Commission expresses the opinion that public Interest, convenience 
and necessity may be served by prohibiting such multiple operation. 
Accordingly, it proposes a new section (Section 3.35) to the Rules 
Governing Standard Broadcast Stations to become effective immedi¬ 
ately upon adoption. However, with respect to existing stations the 
effective date would be six months from the date on which the rule 
might be adopted, with provision for extension of time where orderly 
disposition of properties may be necessary. 

The ban would apply to persons under common control, as 
well as to individuals. The word "control" in this connection would 
not be limited to majority stock ownership but would Include 
"actual working control in whatever manner exercised". 

The contemplated rule has a basis in certain restrictions 
now applicable to multiple operation of FM (frequency modulation) 
and television stations. However, it differs in that it imposes no 
limitation on the total number of standard broadcast stations which 
may be owned or controlled by the same person so long as they serve 
different areas. 

All interested persons are afforded opportunity to file 
briefs and to appear before the Commission en banc on the October 
date and argue orally for or against adoption of the proposed rule. 
The briefs may be filed up to within two weeks of the oral argument. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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0PM ALLOCATES NICKEL FOR PM SPEAKERS 

Beginning with a July quota, the 0PM Priorities Division 
is making special allocations of nickel, extending through December, 
for permanent magnet speakers to match the previous 0PM aluminum 
allocations for magnets. 

Special nickel allocations for alnico magnet material were 
announced on Thursday by Nickel Administrator David A. Uebelacker 
and, like the aluminum allocations for the radio Industry, result 
from the past several months of effort by the Radio Manufacturers' 
Association's Priorities Committee of which Paul V. G-alvin, of 
Chicago is Chairman. IMA negotiations for additional nickel, largely 
needed for tubes and also volume controls, are proceeding, and an 
industry nickel conference with 0PM is scheduled in about a fortnight. 

For July 0PM allocated 18,340 pounds of nickel, including 
25 percent prime nickel and 75 percent secondary scrap, for perman¬ 
ent magnets. This is about 50 percent of the monthly average of 
permanent magnet manufacturers during 1940. The August nickel 
allocations are 16,822 pounds, and the tentative program proposes 
gradual allocation decreases until December, when the December allo¬ 
cation would be one-half of the July quota. However, there is a 
possibility of increases ineach future monthly allotment if more 
nickel becomes available. 

1940 sales, respectively, of the permanent magnet manu¬ 
facturers and also of the loud speaker manufacturers and their 
proportionate delivery of PM speakers to set manufacturers, are the 
basis of the nickel distribution ordered by 0PM. Efegnet manufactur¬ 
ers will receive their quotas on the basis of their respective sales 
last year, and from them the loud speaker manufacturers will receive 
their respective and proportionate quotas of magnets on a compara¬ 
tive basis of their 1940 magnet purchases in pounds. They, in turn, 
will take care of their set manufacturer customers on the same res¬ 
pective 1940 quota PM speaker purchasing basis. Monthly reports of 
all magnet distributions are required from the magnet manufacturers 
to 0PM, and they must use all of the special nickel allocations only 
for radio speaker magnets. 

Details of the special nickel allocation for magnets were made 
at a Washington conference on July 31, following previous months' 
negotiations by Chairman Galvin and the RIvlA Priorities Committee 
with Nickel Administrator Uebelacker and his staff. At the Washing¬ 
ton conference, presided over by Mr. H. Leroy Whitney, Chief of the 
0PM Iron and Steel Section, and with Administrator Uebelacker and 
Deputy Aluminum Administrator Gordon V7. Reed attending, the radio 
manufacturers were represented by Chairman James P. Quara of the 
Speaker Division and Bond Geddes,Executive Vice President, together 
with all magnet manufacturers. 

That the special nickel allocations were not a definite 
guarantee but the most available under present conditions was stated 
by Mr. Uebelacker. He said the six months' program, from July to 
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December, was ”the best we can see at this time**. He personally 
instructed the magnet manufacturers that they would be required to 
distribute their magnets to their customers on the basis of their 
1940 respective magnet sales, and that the distribution should be 
worked out directly by the manufacturers without further mandatory 
control of 0PM. 

xxxxxxxx 

DON LEE OPENS WEST COAST’S FIRST COMIilERCIAL m STATION 

The first commercial FM station on the Pacific Coast will 
begin regular operation next Monday (August 11) when K45LA of the 
Don Lee Broadcasting System goes on the air. 

Located on the 170C-foot summit of Mount Lee, overlooking 
Hollywood, California, the newest and 13th FM station in the country 
on a commercial basis will be heard 12 hours daily, from 10 A.M. to 
10 P.M. 

K45LA, licensed by the Federal Communications Commission 
to serve an area of 7,000 square miles surrounding the Los Angeles 
district, will begin operation with a 1000-watt transmitter, prior 
to installation of a 50,000-watt plant expected to be ready for 
service later in the year. 

Three other FM stations for Los Angeles have also been 
authorized by the FCC, to be constructed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
studios, the Columbia Broadcasting System and the Standard Broad¬ 
casting Company. The CBS transmitter, atop Mount Wilson, will 
have a coverage ar^a of 38,000 square miles. 

XXXXXXXX 

NETWORK CONFERENCES REPORTED NEAR FAVOPJIBLE ENDING 

The netwrork regulations conferences participated in by 
chain representatives and Chairman James L. Fly and officials of 
the Federal Communications Commission, are said to be progressing 
so favorably that the sessions may soon end with a definite announce 
ment as to progress made. Whether this will be sufficient to make 
further hearings by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, which 
has been investigating the matter, unnecessary is not known. 
Nevertheless an optimistic tone prevails on the part of the FCC and 
good results are therefore expected when the exact work of the con¬ 
ference is made known. 

It was said that option time had taken up most of the dis¬ 
cussion but that this was now pretty well ironed out. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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A SECOND BILL INTRODUCED TO REVAMP FCC 

Despite the fact that Capitol Hill is paying little atten¬ 
tion to anything else but defense matters, a second bill was intro¬ 
duced within a week in Congress which would provide for a complete 
reorganizatior; of the Federal Communications Commission. The latest 
proposal (H. R. 5497) was sponsored by Representative Jared Y. 
Sanders, Jr., (D. ), of Louisiana, and referred to the House Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, of which Mr. Sanders is himself 
a member, for further consideration. 

Representative Sanders' bill is somewhat similar to the 
measure introduced last week by Senator White, (R.), of Maine. 
However, the Sanders bill does not contain any amendments to thd 
present Communications Act, but would leave such changes for recom¬ 
mendation by the reorganized Commission after the latter has made 
an inquiry into the following proposals. 

"1. Whether and upon what terras and conditions Congress 
shall by statute confer upon the Commission the power to regulate 
the contractual or other relations between the licensees of radio 
broadcast stations and networks or other organizations which supply 
program material to such licensees. 

"2. Whether and upon what terras and conditions the Congress 
shall provide by statute for the licensing of networks. 

”3. Whether and in what terras the Congress shall by statute 
redefine and fix the qualifications of the licensee of any radio 
station which is intended to and does communicate with the public. 

”4. Whether and upon what terras and conditions the Congress 
shall by statute limit the number of services which may be conduct¬ 
ed by any network organization and the number of stations of any 
class which may be licensed to any network orgs.nization, " 

The bill would authorize the reorganized body to make the 
study and to report to Congress by next January 1. 

Mr. Sanders said the whole question of communication 
regulation and radio legislation should be looked into by Congress. 
Where Senator White's bill provides for a three-man Commission, Mr. 
Sanders would retain seven Commissioners as at present. 

The members of the Commission other than the Chairman 
would, by the Sanders bill, be organized into two divisions of three 
members each, said divisions to be known and designated as the 
Division of Public Communications and the Division of Private Com¬ 
munications and no member designated or appointed to serve on one 
^ivision shall have or exercise any duty or authority with respect 
to the TtTork or functions of the other division, accept as hei^ein- 
after provided. 

- 7 - 
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The Division of Public Communications would have Juris- 
diction over all cases and controversies arising under the provi¬ 
sions of this Act and the rules and regulations of the Commission 
enacted pursuant to this Act relating to wire and radio communica¬ 
tions intended to be received by the public directly. 

The Division of Private Communications would have Juris¬ 
diction over all cases and controversies arising under the provisions 
of this Act relating to wire and radio communications by a common 
carrier or carriers, or which are Intended to be received by a 
designated addressee or addressees. 

The whole Commission would have Jurisdiction over the 
adoption and promulgation of all rules and regulations of general 
application, including procedural rules and regulations for the 
Commission and the divisions thereof; over the assignment of bands 
of frequencies to the various radio services, over the qualifica¬ 
tion and licensing of all radio operators; over the selection and 
appointment of all officers and other employees of the Commission 
and the divisions thereof. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

HOUSE ALSO SEEKS TO INVESTIGATE WAR PROPAGANDA 

Closely following the adoption of a similar resolution 
in the Senate, Representative William B.Barry (D.), of St. Albans, 
N. Y., introduced a resolution in the House authorizing an investi¬ 
gation ”of propaganda disseminated by the motion picture and radio 
Industries, tending to influence participation of the United States 
in the present European war”. 

The Senate investigation was asked by Senators Nye, (R. ), 
of North Dakota, and Clark (D. ), of Missouri. 

Senator Clark (D.), of Idaho, appointed Chairman of the 
Subcommittee of the Interstate Commerce Committee by Senator Burton 
K. Wheeler, said the group would hold public hearings ”to get at the 
bottom of these complaints about war paopaganda in the movies and 
radio ”. 

Others, also mostly isolationists, named to the Subcommit¬ 
tee were Senators Bone (D.), of Washington; MacFarland (D.), of 
Arizona; Tobey (Re.), of New Hampshire, and Brooks (R.), of Illinois. 

XXXXXXXXX 

A certain West Coast amateur sent the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission a routine application for modification of license 
to permit change of address. Tlie amateur became impatient that he 
did not receive instant action and sent a follow-up “letter” trans¬ 
cribed on a phonograph record. After playing it to see what itwas 
all about, the Commission attached the disk to the ”ham‘s” applica¬ 
tion papers. 
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DCB PLANS AIR RAID AND EMERGENCY BROADCASTING 

Nation-wide plans to use standard broadcasting stations 
for air raid warnings and other announcements in the event of emer¬ 
gency were outlined by the Defense Communications Board today through 
James Lawrence Fly, Chaiman. 

The Chairman emphasized that broadcasting would remain in 
private hands and that all utilization of broadcast facilities will 
be on a cooperative basis except for possible areas of actual combat. 
The DCB finds the broadcasting structure well adapted to air raid 
warnings. 

Plans now under consideration by the DCB and the Office 
of Civilian Defense, are concerned with ways of linking of broad¬ 
cast stations to local civilian defense centers for instantaneous 
receipt of local and regional warnings. A potential nation-wide 
supemetwork is available for messages of national scope. 

Of approximately 880 standard broadcast stations in opera¬ 
tion, nearly 500 are already connected to the potential supernet¬ 
work carried on telephone lines. An additional 132 have studios in 
cities now served by the supernetwork, so that only local links need 
be secured; and 240 are located along the lines of the supernetwork 
and so can be tapped in. Only 12 stations in the country are locat¬ 
ed away from the regular program lines; and these can’be hocked in 
for emergency, by means of telephone. Thus substantially every 
broadcasting station in the country can be promptly utilized for 
military broadcasts. The program transmission network is also avail¬ 
able for instantaneous warnings to a particular station that it is 
in danger of becoming a beacon for enemy aircraft. 

Even with evefy station in the country tied in for emer¬ 
gency broadcasts, certain rural areas would be without reliable 
reception, e specially during daylight hours and during Summer months 
in the Southern States. Various plans for providing reliable broad¬ 
cast service to such areas are now under consideration. 

Successful use of broadcasting for military or civilian 
defense under private ownership and operation, the DCB notes, depends 
upon the reliability of transmission and its freedom from accidental 
or deliberate interruptions. Preliminary reports that a high degree 
of ff’eedom from program interruptions can be attained. Thus 20 
selected stations were found to be losing an average of less than a 
minute and a half per week from program interruptions of all kinds. 
Reliability of these stations was calculated at 99.982^. 

Electric power failure, it was found, is the most frequent 
Cause of interruptions, accounting for about 50^ of all program 
oreaks. At present 10^ of all broadcast stations are equipped with 
emergency generators which will enable them to continue operations 
under any conditions except actual demolition of the transmitters. 
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Reports indicate that the 45,000 mile s of program trans¬ 
mission circuits provide alternate routes to all hut two of the 
310 cities now served. If all network stations were mobilized for 
a nation-wide broadcast, any particular circuit interruption could 
be compensated by rerouting over alternative transmission lines. 
Alternative power supplies for these program transmissions are pro¬ 
vided by storage battery reserves in 4,000 relay centers, by two 
or more independent public power supplies in 800 centers, and by 
stationary engine-driven generators at 50 centers now, with 350 
more on order. To provide for emergencies, 200small and 25 large 
portable engine-driven generators are available at key points 
throughout the country. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FCC ACTION 

Greensboro Broadcasting Co., Inc., Greensboro, N. C. , 
granted construction permit for a new station to operate on 980 
kilocycles, 1 kilowatt, daytime only; Findlay Radio Cornpan./, Findlay, 
Ohio, granted construction permit for a new station to operate on 
1330 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt, daytime only; Frank T. Nled & Perry H. 
Stevens, Warren, Ohio, granted constmction permit for new station 
to operate on 1400 kilocycles, 250 watts, unlimited time. 

WI>dC. Memphis Publishing Company, Memphis, Tenn. , granted 
construction permit to increase night power from 1 to 5 kilowatt, 
and install a new directional antenna for night use; 790 kilocycles, 
5 kilowatts day, unlimited time; WWVA. West Virginia Broadcasting 
Corp., Wheeling, W. Va., granted construction permit to increase 
power from 5 to 50 kilowatts night and day; increase hours to un¬ 
limited; install new transmitter and directional antenna for day and 
night use, 1170 kilocycles; KVOO, Southwestern Sales Corp., Tulsa, 
Okla., granted construction permit to increase power from 25 to 
50 kilowatts day and night; increase hours of operation to unlimited; 
install new equipment and new directional antenna for nl^t use, 
1170 kilocycles. 

The FCC granted the application of the Broadcasting 
Corporation of America, of Riverside, Calif., for a new station on 
1440 kc., 1 kilowatt, unlimited time, but denied the petition for 
a new station by the Riverside Broadcasting Co., also of Riverside 
Calif. 

Earle C. Anthony, Inc., of Los Angeles has asked to have 
construction permit for a new hi^ frequency station to be operated 
on 44900 kc. , recently aoplied for amended to change frequency to 
43,500 kc. 

The application for a construction permit for Hugh McClung 
of Fresno, Calif., has been designated for a hearing. This is for a 
new broadcast station to operate on 1590 kc., 5 kilowatts, unlimited 
time. 

xxxxxxxx 
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TRADE NOTES 

June collections of $534,872.56 of radio excise taxes 
broUi^t the total for the fiscal year ended June 30 to $6,935,182.03. 
This was a percentage increase over the 1939-40 fiscal year of 14.1 
percent, the Radio Manufacturers' Association explains, but during 
the last fiscal year a tax rate of 5-1/2 percent was in effect, 
while in 1939-40, the old rate was 5 percent. 

Chairman James L. Fly will be the principal speaker at 
the Chicago Convention of the National Independent Broadcasters, 
September 22nd. 

A country-wide network of weather-reporting telegraph 
stations is being extended under authorization of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission and will be used by the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration. The network now being installed, will be used to 
relay weather information to printer connections at 175 airfield 
stations throughout the country, Denver and Louisville, Ky., will 
serve as clearing houses. 

The Radiobroadcasting Research Project has published the 
third of a series of six small volumes each of which is a study in 
the control of radio. The third book is devoted to "An Analysis of 
the Radiobroadcasting Activities of the Federal Agencies" and its 
price is 50/. The publication of the book is sponsored by the 
Rockefeller Foundation. 

R. C.A. Communications, Inc. - Six months to June 30: Net 
income, after charges, $788,382, compared with $780,103 in the first 
half of 1940. 

The practice of clients switching from one NBC network to 
another, or from one group of stations to another in the same cover¬ 
age area and to do this at any time, irrespective of cancellation 
dates, "will not be countenanced hereafter", according to orders 
issued by Roy C. Witmer and Edgar Kobak, Vice Presidents in charge 
of sales for the Red and Blue Networks respectively. 

Harry T. Burlei^, noted Negro composer, has been nominat¬ 
ed for the Board of Directors of the American Society of Composers, 
Authors and Publishers. Mr. Burleigh is one of eight candidates named 
for three vacancies on the ASCAP board to be filled by Standard com¬ 
posers. Others nominated are Deems Taylor and Oley Speaks, present 
Board members, and Clara Edwards, Horace Johnson, Geoffrey 0*Hara, 
John Tasker Howard and Harvey Enders. 

Mrs. Stanford C. Hooper, wife of Admiral Hooper, Navy 
radio expert, has been designated sponsor for the submarine U.S.S. 
Grunion. The Grunion is scheduled to be launched at the plant of 
the Electric Boat Co., Groton, Conn., in December. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 
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SEES ASCAP BADLY WORSTED IN MUSIC DEAL 

ASCAP publisher affiliates make no bones about admitting 
that they have emerged from the row ^-ith radio in a ’’badly dented 
condition”, according to Variety, which continues: 

”Not only will they be collecting less from radio but 
it will take many of them from six to nine months to recover the 
losses suffered in their business since the first of the year. It 
is estimated that some of the large firms have been hit for as much 
as $40,000 a month, while not a few small ones, with no standard 
catalogs to fall back on, had reached the point where they had 
exhausted their reserves and were going along on borrowed money. 
Some pubs estimate that actual losses plus potential profits during 
this period might easily total $2,000,000 for the industry. 

"Decision of the ASCAP Board to take less than the Mutual 
deal from NBC, which also meant from CBS, resulted from a gruelling 
fight put on by Bernstein and a combination of disturbing circum¬ 
stances which had developed on the West Coast. 

"Hollywood writers were getting restive over ASCAP*s fail¬ 
ure to make a deal with NBC and Columbia, and that unless ASCAP 
acted soon the disaffection from this quarter might become serious 
and strengthen the position of the two older networks. " 

XXXXXXXX 

MILLION OFFERED TO SETTLE RCA DAMACE SUIT 

An offer by the General Electric Company and the Westing- 
house Electric and Manufacturing Company to pay ft,000,000 in cash 
to the Radio Corporation of America, in full settlement of all 
claims involved in several pending suits by RCA stockholders, was 
presented to Supreme Court Justice Aaron J. Levy in New York last 
week in connection with the trial of one of the actions, instituted 
in Supreme Court by Rose Druckerman and eleven other RCA stockholders. 

The two companies made the offer "with the distinct under¬ 
standing that no liability is admitted". They explained that final 
adjudication could only come after long and expensive litigation 
that would seriously interrupt the work of executives and other per¬ 
sonnel and would impede the production of equipment vital to the 
national defense program. 

The Druckerman suit originally charged waste of RCA 
assets in transactions involving $500,000,000, beginning in the 
period before 1932 when General Electric and Westinghouse were large 
RCA stockholders. Justice Bernard L. Sliientag dismissed last year 
Causes of action involving losses of more than $262,000,000. 

XXXXXXXX 
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TO PRINT U.S. SHORTWAVE PROGRAMS IN 3 LANGUAGES 

One of the most important things which the Rockefeller 
Committee on the Council of National Defense has undertaken will 
be, beginning within the next month or so, the distribution of 
the short-wave programs of the United States broadcasting stations 
to South America in three languages. They will be printed in 
English, Spanish and Portuguese in six editions which will aggre¬ 
gate 50,000 copies a week. 

The short-wave stations whose programs will be included in 
this hemisphere distribution to the Southern Hemisphere are: 

Columbia Broadcasting System - WCBX, New York City; Crosley 
Corporation - WLW), Cincinnati, Ohio; General Electric Company - 
WGEA-WGEO, Schenectady, N. Y.; KGEI, San Francisco, California; 
National Broadcasting Company - WNBI-WRCA, New York City; WCAU 
Broadcasting Company - WGAB, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Westinghouse Radio 
Stations, Inc. , - WBOS, Boston, Mass. ; World Wide Broadcasting 
Foundation - WRUL, Boston, Mass. 

The Rockefeller Committee will avail Itself of a $50,000 
appropriation from Congress for the project. Primarily the new 
programs gotten up in a convenient pocket size are intended for 
publication in South American newspapers, but they will go to 
Embassies, Consulates, American exporters, banks. Chambers of Com¬ 
merce and every other possible distributing point. It was origin¬ 
ally hoped to air-mail them down, but that has been found to be 
Impractical. Instead, printing schedule will be arranged so that 
the deadline immediately precedes sailing date of boats, which take 
about 2^ weeks to reach Buenos Aires. 

Don Francisco, Chief of the Communications Division of the 
Council of National Defense, said last week that a plan is afoot to 
rotate the privilege among the short-wavers of slipping an insert 
into the pamphlets each week to announce new programs or special 
broadcasts. Otherwise the logs will be limited to listings. 

For sometime the Commerce Department, under the direction 
of John K. Payne, now with the Rockefeller Committee, has been dis¬ 
tributing the U. S. short-W£,ve programs to newspapers throughout the 
world but the weak spot has been that they were not translated into 
the language of the countries to which they were sent. Even so, a 
remarkably large number of papers reprinted them. 

The present Rockefeller undertaking is the outgrowth of a 
suggestion several years ago of Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr., of 
Chicago, vho noticed that though the programs of other nations were 
being printed abroad that those of the United States were not. There 
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was a theory at that time that this was because of a prejudice of 
foreisri editors against us. Commander McDonald discounted this 
theory, saying he believed it was simply because other countries 
sent their programs to the editors and we did not. 

This proved to be the case. A consolidated program com¬ 
piled by the Radio Manufacturers' Association, and at the suggestion 
of Mr. McDonald, sent throughout the world by the Commerce and 
State Departments was widely printed abroad and no doubt will be 
even more so now that the programs are to be sent to the countries 
In their own languages. The Commerce Department and the IMA will, 
however, discontinue participation, and from this time on the work 
will be done entirely by the Rockefeller group. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

WOULD STUDY SENATE ACOUSTICS 

Primarily to remedy bad acoustical conditions in the 
United States Senate, where in the Press Gallery, for instance, it 
is at times almost impossible to hear what the Senators are saying, 
Senator Charles 0. Andrews (D), of Orlando, Fla., has introduced 
the following resolution (S. Res. 150); 

"Resolved, That the Senate Committee on Public Buildings 
and Grounds be, and it is hereby authorized and instructed to make 
a study of (a) better lighting system for the Senate Chamber and the 
Senate Office Building; (b) plans for redecorating; and (c) better 
acoustics in the Senate Chamber; and report to the Senate, within 3 
months after the date of approval of this resolution, the results of 
its study, together with its recommendations and suggested improve¬ 
ments and their approximate costs. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

COAST GUARD RADIO CLASSES NEXT MONTH 

A call has been issued for applicants from Coast Guard 
enlisted personnel who desire training as student radiomen. All 
applicants will be given a preliminary examination prepared by head¬ 
quarters to determine their fitness for training. 

The classes for the student radiomen will begin in Sept¬ 
ember and will be held at the radio school in New London, Conn. , and 
at the Coast Guard Yard, Curtis Bay, Md. Accommodations for 50 stu¬ 
dents will be available at New London, while the Coast Guard yard 
will be able to train 80 students. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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WAR RADIO PROPAGANDA HEARING SEPT. 3 

Because of the pressure of other defense matters at the 
Capitol, the hearing on the resolution introduced by Senators Champ 
Clark (D), of Missouri, and Nye (r), of North Dakota, will not be 
held until after Labor Day. The date set is Wednesday, Sept. 3. 

It promises to be a field day for the isolationists. 
Although Senator D. Worth Clark (D), of Idaho, Chairman of the 
Interstate Commerce Subcommittee, will preside. Senator Burton K. 
Wheeler, of Montana, Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, 
will no doubt be a prominent figure at the hearings - the main 
"prosecutor” very likely because of numerous changes he has made of 
both radio and the movies fostering war. Senators Champ Clark, of 
Missouri, and Tobey (R), of New Hampshire, having practically the 
same views on the subject as Senator Wheeler, will no doubt leave 
no stone unturned to make it as warm as possible for the witnesses. 
Both Clark of Missouri and Tobey are members of the inquiring sub¬ 
committee. 

The resolution outlining the scope and purpose of the hear¬ 
ing follows: 

'•Whereas the motion-picture screen and the radio are the 
most potent instruments of communication of ideas; and 

"Whereas numerous charges have been made that the motion 
picture and the radio have been extensively used for propaganda pur¬ 
poses designed to influence the public mind in the direction of 
participation in the European war; and 

"Whereas all of this propaganda has been directed to one 
side of the important debate now being held, not only in Congress 
but throughout the country; and 

"Whereas this propaganda reaches weekly the eyes and ears 
of a hundred million people and is in the hands of groups interest¬ 
ed in involving the United States in war: Therefore be it 

"Resolved, That the Committee on Interstate Commerce, or 
any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized and directed 
to make, and to report to the Senate the results of, a thorough and 
complete investigation of any propaganda disseminated by motion 
pictures and radio or any other activity of the motion-picture 
industry to influence public sentiment in the direction of partici¬ 
pation by the United States in the present European war. " 

XXXXXXXX 

The Civil Service Commission advises that the National 
Defense Program still needs men with experience in radio and other 
electrical equipment, supplies and apparatus. Salaries range from 
§8,600 to $5,600 in the various grades. No written examination is 
given. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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NEMA ALLOY SECTION ON FTC GRILL 

The Electrical Alloy Section of the National Electrical 
Manufacturers* Association, New York City; George B. Gumming, and 
William J. Donald, its Executive Secretary and Managing Director, 
respectively; Alloy Metal Wire Co., Inc., Prospect Park, Pa.; 
Hoskins Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Wilbur B. Driver Co., Newark, 
N.J.; C. 0. JelliffManufacturing Corp., Southport, Conn., and 
Driver-Harris Co. , Harrison, N. J., are charged in a complaint issu¬ 
ed by the Federal Trade Commission, with entering into and carrying 
out an agreement having the effect of restricting and hindering 
price competition. 

The respondent Electrical Alloy Section of the National 
Electrical Manufacturers' Association is an unincorporated trade 
association the membership of which, the complaint charges, is com¬ 
posed of the five respondent corporations, all engaged in the manu¬ 
facture and sale of copper and nickel alloy wire. The respondent 
association and its executives are not engaged in commerce but are 
charged in the complaint with having aided, abetted and cooperated 
in the performance of some or all of the acts and practices charged 
in the complaint. 

Pursuant to an agreement and combination, the complaint 
charges, the respondents have fixed and maintained identical prices 
at which alloy wire is to be sold by the respondent manufacturers 
and fixed and maintained uniform discounts and other conditions for 
the sale of alloy wire by the respondent manufacturers; the respond¬ 
ent manufacturers have filed with the respondent association their 
price lists for alloy wire and have adhered to filed prices until 
new and different prices have been filed by them; the respondent 
association has disseminated the price information so filed to all 
of its members and price and discount information has otherwise been 
exchanged between and among the respondent manufacturers, and the 
respondent manufacturers have submitted uniform bids in connection 
with the sale of the alloy wire manufactured and used other means 
and methods designed to suppress and prevent price competition and 
to accomplish uniform prices and a monopoly on the part of the res¬ 
pondent manufacturers in the sale of alloy wire in commerce. 

xxxxxxxx 

DUFF COOPERS GUESTS OF PALEY 

While the Right Honorable Alfred Duff Cooper, newly appoint¬ 
ed Coordinator of British activities in the Far East visited 
Washington this week, his wife, the former Lady Diana Iiilanners and 
their son John Julius Duff Cooper, 11 years old, were the guests of 
William 3. Paley at Manhassett, Long Island. 

Mr. Duff Cooper, former British Minister of Information, 
will confer with Secretaries Hull, Knox and Stimson in Washington. 
Returning to New York, he will later take a plane for his new 
iieadquarters at Singaoore. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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COURT WEIGHS FCC POWERS OF SUBPOENA 

Just how much power the Federal Communications Commission 
has in requiring witnesses to appear before that body will soon be 
decided by Justice James W. Morris of the District Supreme Court 
following court proceedings on the issue on Monday. It was said 
the decision of Mr. Justice Morris might be forthcoming by Saturday. 

Although the case argued before the Justice in the District 
Court Monday involved only one subpena - directed to James G, 
Stahlraan, Nashville publisher - counsel for both Stahlman and the 
FCC drew the basic issue of the powers of the Commission. 

Accordingly the decision will have broad effects on the 
Fee's future policy. The case is the first in which FCC power to 
require testimony has been questioned in the courts. 

Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield subpenaed Stahlman on 
July 29 to appear August 1 at a hearing on the FCC's future policy 
toward applications of newspaper owners for licenses for frequency 
modulation (FM) or standard broadcasting stations. 

Elisha Hanson, General Counsel of the American Newspaper 
Publishers* Association, forced the issue after he had been denied 
permission to argue the subject orally at the outset of the newspaper- 
radio hearings which began July 23rd and are now in recess until 
September 16. Following a heated flurry with Chairman J. L. Fly, 
Mr. Hanson retorted: "You have had newspaper witnesses subpenaed 
but upon my advice they will not appear. That will give us the 
opportunity of having this issue decided with propriety, ” 

Thomas E. Harris, FCC Assistant General Counsel told 
Justice Morris that the Commissioners wanted to ask Stahlman about 
the attitude of organized press groups toward radio a few years ago. 

Mr, Hanson appeared for Mr. Stahlman and said he had advis¬ 
ed the Nashville man not to appear because the FCC has no right to 
call him. The FCC then asked the District Court to compel Stahlman 
to testify. 

Mr. Harris told the court Monday that the FCC had power to 
hold hearings about any subject in its field of regulation. 

Mr. Hanson replied that any FCC policy singling out news¬ 
paper owners from other applicants for radio licenses, whether 
favorably or unfavorably, would be invalid because of the discrimina¬ 
tion. And if the policy being considered was invalid, said Mr. 
Hanson, hearings on the subject would be without authority and wit¬ 
nesses could not be compelled to appear at them. 

A brief on behalf of the Commission presented by Mr. Harris 
stated; 
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Section 403 of the Communications Act provides in part 
as follows: 

”Sec. 403. The Commission shall have full authority 
and power at any time to institute an inquiry, on its own 
motion, in any case and as to any matter or thinp; concern¬ 
ing which complaint is authorized to be made, to or before 
the Commission by any provision of this Act, or concern¬ 
ing which any question may arise under anv of the provi¬ 
sions of this Act, or relating to the enforcement of any 
of the provisions of this Act.” (Emphasis supplied) 

"For the purposes of this case the significant words in 
this section are those giving to the Commission authority to con¬ 
duct an investigation into "any matter or thing * * * concerning 
which any question may arise under any of the provisions" of the 
^ct. The meaning of these words would hardly seem open to doubt: 
Any question which might reasonably be expected to arise under any 
provision of the Act may be inquired into by the Commission. * * * 

"Consideration of the basic theory underlying the creation 
of administrative agencies reinforces the conclusion reached from 
the clear wording of the statute. One of the principal reasons for 
the establishment of administrative agencies is to be found in the 
expectation that such agencies will develop expertness in the 
administration of difficult specialized matters. If the problems in 
the regulation of an industry are complex enough to warrant the 
establishment of an administrative agency to deal with them, it 
would seem unlikely that Congress would limit its usefulness by 
withholding from it the power to conduct general hearings for the 
purpose of better acquainting itself with the industry which it 
must regulate. Such an intention is not to be imouted to Congress 
unless the basic law creating the agency explicitly so provides. 
No color of such provision is to be found in the Communications Act. " 

xxxxxxxxx 

FCC LOOKS UPON NETWORK PARLEYS AS ABOUT COMPLETE 

Insofar as the Commission is concerned. Chairman J. L. 
Fly believes the conferences on the network-monopoly rules are 
about at an end. At least he doesn’t plan any further long confer¬ 
ences. This does not imply, however, that they may not be held if 
the occasion arises. 

The main discussion centers around option time. Apps-r- 
ently other points are not giving so much concern. At least there 
has been no prolonged discussion on other points. The broadcasters 
are getting up a list of the number of cities served by a given 
number of stations. There seems to be some difference of opinion 
here among the broadcasters and the difficulty is on getting an 
agreed list. The FCC may have to adjust a few differences in such 
a list itself. 

- 7 - 
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Lengths of contracts were taken up and two year licenses 
discussed. The Commission may do something about that. 

It was said the results of the network conferences may 
be clarified at an early date, in fact an announcement may be 
expected within the week. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

RADIO TO HAVE ITS TAX SAY NEXT WEEK 

After an intensive month*s preparation, the radio industry 
will make the fight of its life to have the $12,500,000 tax on 
broadcasting time in the Defense Revenue Bill reduced or eliminated 
when the industry has its day in court with the Senate Finance 
Committee beginning next Monday, August 18th. Doubling the previous 
rate, the bill also places a tax on the manufacture of receiving 
sets which will amount to $9,400,000. 

In addition to outstanding witnesses, representatives of 
the National Association of Broadcasters, National Independent 
Broadcasters, Radio Manufacturers' Association, Association of 
National Advertisers, Advertising Federation of America, American 
Federation of Radio Artists and other organizations will be heard. 
The NAB arguments will be directed by Ellsworth C. Alvord, nationally 
prominent tax attorney. 

Although the newspapers have joined in condemning the 
taxing of broadcasting time, they may ha.ve to show why newspaper 
advertising should not also be taxed. Opponents of the levy on 
radio and billboard advertising argued that the tax discriminated 
in favor of newspapers and magazines. That contention was met by 
Representative Jerre Cooper of the Ways and Means Committee, with 
the statement that, while newspapers and magazines do not pay a 
specific tax on advertising, they are subject to other levies. 

Nevertheless other members of Congress have been hammering 
away at the newspapers and magazines. 

”It is patently unfair and discriminatory that the House 
Revenue Bill proposes to tax only a portion of outdoor advertising 
and radio advertising and levies no tax whatever on the other na¬ 
tional advertising mediums, such as newspapers, magazines, and 
direct-mail advertising”. Representative Joseph A. McArdle, of 
Pennsylvania argued. 

”If one national medium of advertising is to be taxed by 
the Federal Government, then certainly all should be taxed, but I 
do not believe in excise taxes upon any of them, because they all 
produce sales and profits and we should tax profits instead of the 
source of profit. ” 

XXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES : *. 

Station K45LA Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, 
Calif., has been granted extension of special temporary authority 
to operate frequency modulation station commercially on 44500 kilo 
cycles, 1000 watts power, with transmitter located on top of Mt. 
Lee, Los Angeles, power 1000 wats and using a 4~bay turnstile 
antenna, for the period September 5 to November 3. 

Guy Hutcheson, CBS engineer, left last week-end on a six- 
month, 20,000 mile tour of inspection of all the stations in 
Columbia’s new Latin American network. He will survey reception 
conditions and technical facilities of the 67 CBS outlets in all 
20 neighbor Republics. 

Alfred J. McCosker, President of WOR and Chairman of the 
Board of the Mutual Broadcasting System, sailed last Saturday with 
Mrs, McCosker on the Swedish American line's "Kungsholm" for a 
twelve-day cruise to Central America. Mr. and Birs. McCosker's 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Van Dolen, accompanied 
them. After their return to New York, Mr. and BJrs. McCosker will 
spend some tim.e at the B^/Ianoir Richelieu in Murray Bay, Quebed. 

Because of the city's central location and because of 
other advantages which made it the popular choice of the membership, 
the 1942 convention next May of the National Association of Broad¬ 
casters will be held in Cleveland. 

Scripps-Hovjard Radio, Inc., was denied its motion for 
postponement of hearing indefinitely, now scheduled for September 
15th, on the applications of itself, the Texas Star Broadcasting 
Co., and Greater Houston Broadcasting Co., Inc., for new stations 
at Houston, Tex., with leave to petitioner to file within 5 days 
a petition to delete issue No. 6 in the notice of hearing. On 
Commission's own motion, continued hearing to September 29, 1941. 

The stockholders of Columbia Broadcasting System approved 
contracts made by the corporation for the sale of its interest in 
its artist management subsidiaries, Columbia Concerts Corporation 
and Columbia Artists, Inc. The Concerts Corporation stock is to be 
sold to the Concert Conooration itself and the Columbia Artists* 
stock is to be sold to an affiliate of Biusic Conporation of America. 

Bids have been received for the construction of a new 
Coast Guard radio station to be located a.t East Bloriches, N.Y. The 
low bidder was Robert P. Vignola, Harrison, N.Y. , in the amount of 
$113,909. 
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The current FM schedule of NEC in New York Mondays through 
Fridays, from 3 P.M. to 11:00 P.M, , EDST, over Station W2XWC will 
be continued through September 5. The station will not be on the 
air from September 6 to September 9. On September 10, W2XWG will 
return to its original schedule broadcasting Wednesdays through 
Sunday s. 

A leading newspaper of El Salvador has opened a brodcast- 
Ing station dedicated to the defense of the democracies. No 
advertising by totalitarian firms is accepted. 

Closely following this the Minister of Interior of Chile 
Issued an order banning all types of propaganda by radio broadcast¬ 
ing stations in favor of any of the belligerent countries. The 
stations are forbidden to broadcast any news except that already 
published in the press or furnished them directly by news agencies. 

The total volume of radio sets used Sunday evenings during 
the past Winter far outnumbered those of any week day, according to 
a report issued by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Thurs¬ 
day evening, based on 7 to 11 P.M. Eastern time, ranked second with 
Monday a close third. 

The Weather Bureau re"'■orted that it had let a contract 
for 31,200 radiosondes to be made in part of plastic, thus saving 
six tons of aluminum, and the little devices to cost $10.10 each. 
The radiosondes are carriee aloft by rubber balloons, and float to 
earth with parachutes when the balloon reaches its maximum height 
and bursts. The higli altitude weather observations are essential 
to operation of high-flying planes. 

The typical listener to an all-night program is a Defense 
or service worker, and if he is listening to WOR’s all night pro¬ 
gram, he is likely to come from New York but may be tuning in from 
as far away as Texas. That is the conclusion of an analysis of 738 
typical letters and other communications received on WOR* s all-night 
program during its first six weeks on the air - June 17th to July 
25th. 

Thousands of businessmen in Latin America depend on short¬ 
wave radio for New York stock market quotations, according to mail 
received by WGEO, General Electric station in Schenectady. WGEO 
recently indicated that the comprehensive list carried week days at 
6:00 P.M., E.S.T. , by the station for the past twelve years would 
be discontinued unless a definite listener interest were manifested. 
Hundreds of letters immediately began to arrive, many by air mail, 
from every country in South and Central America and also from Curacao. 
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Barbados and other islands of the West Indies. 

Frank E. Mason, Vice President of the National Broadcast¬ 
ing Company, and now on leave as Radio Advisor to Secretary of the 
Navy Frank Knox, addressed the Kiwanis Club of Salt Lake City,Utah, 
on ”Air Defense”, returning from the West Coast. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 
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GROUND BROKEN FOR RCA LABORATORIES 

Ground was broken last week at Princeton, New Jersey, 
for the Research Laboratories of the Radio Corporation of America. 
lHhen completed, the buildings to be erected on a site of more than 
250 acres, It Is said, will constitute the world's outstanding 
center for radio and electronic research. 

The first spadeful of earth was turned by Otto S. Schalrer, 
RCA Vice-President In charge of the Laboratories. The ceremony was 
attended by a group of 40 RCA directors and executives, Including 
David Sarnoff, President, and Gen. James G. Harbord, Chairman of 
the RCA Board of Directors. 

Mr. Schalrer called attention to the fact that the most 
immediate requirement of the new RCA Laboratories will be to Increase 
the usefulness of radio to national defense. 

"We stand on historic ground", Mr. Schalrer said, "where 
165 years ago Colonial soldiers under George Washington fought and 
gave their lives to defend the freedom of the American people. It 
is a solemn thought that the most pressing and immediate task of 
the Laboratories to be erected here will be again to defend that 
freedom, by applying the resources of radio and electronic science 
to the urgent problems of national defense. " 

Pointing out, however, that the greatest usefulness of 
radio is in the realm of peace, not of war, Mr. Schalrer continued: 
"The inventions and accomplishments of the past are but omens and 
forerunners of those to come. Great and marvelous as they have been, 
they represent but a small part of the progress which science and 
invention promise to make in the future. " 

The designer and builder of the new RCA Laboratories is 
the H. K. Ferguson Company of New York and Cleveland. It is expect¬ 
ed that the main building will be completed and occupied by the 
RCA research organization early next Spring. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

CBS CLEARED $2,418,087 IN HALF YEAR 

The semi-annual statement of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System, Inc. , and subsidiary companies, mailed to stockholders, 
(ilsclosed that gross income for the six months ended on June 28, 
amounted to $29,134,776 compared with $24,952,294 for the corres¬ 
ponding period last year. Profit before provision for Federa.l in¬ 
come and excess profits taxes was $4,471,550, against $3,793,655. 

After deducting $2,053,463 provision for Federal income 
and excess profits taxes and supplemental provision for estimated 
additional Federal income and excess profits taxes, ca.lculated under 
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the Revenue Bill of 1941, the net profit for this year’s period 
amounted to $2,418,087, equal to $1.40 h share on 1,716,277 shares 
of $2.50 par stock outstanding on June 28, or to be outstanding 
upon completion of exchange for the old $5 par value stock. 

The net profit for the six months ended on June 29, 1940, 
after taxes totaling $1,299,936, amounted to $2,493,719, or $1.45 
a share. 

xxxxxxxx 

SURVEY SHOWS MANY ALL NIGHT LISTENERS AVAILABLE 

A vast new all-night bonus radio audience has been created 
during the past months by defense activities, according to a WOR 
Trade News Release. Eighty-nine percent of all industrial and non¬ 
industrial workers interviewed in New York were found to be avail¬ 
able to listen to the radio between the hours of 2 A.M. and 6^. M. 
Figures for the towns of Dover, N.J., Bridgeport, Conn., and Bethle¬ 
hem, Pa., are approximately the same. 

These facts are revealed in a survey ”A Tale of Four 
Cities” just released by Station WOR and prepared by Joseph Creajner, 
Director of Sales Promotion for the station. 

The survey set out to determine (1) what kind of people 
make up all-ni^t audience, (2) what they can buy, (3) do they 
listen, (4) where do they listen. The survey was made in connection 
with WOR’s 24-hour-operations in effect since June 17, 1941, when 
the station first started its new all-night program "Moonlight 
Saving Time”, conducted by Jerry Lawrence. 

That a boom is in full effect is revealed by the figures 
that 66^ of 452 industrial and non-industrial workers interviewed 
stated that they had received substantial increases in salaries 
compared to a year ago. 

A survey of cars used by night workers in the four cities 
investigated (Dover, Bridgeport, Bethlehem and the industrial and 
non-industrial sections of New York) revealed that 55^ of cars in 
use by night workers were equipped with radios - that is based on 
the 840 cars examined. All of the cars carried 3 to 5 occupants 
to and from work. 

An analysis of the mail received since the program first 
went on the air June 17th showed that it came from 25 States and 
891 towns and cities in the United States and Canada and numbered 
889 pieces, 153 of which came from women. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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FCC ASKS $209,000 MORE TO PERFECT FCREICN WORK 

An additional appropriation of $209,000 will likely be 
included in the Senate supplemental defense appropriation bill to 
aid the Federal Communications Commission's Foreign Broadcast 
Monitoring Service in checking up on propaganda being broadcast 
by other nations. Previously the Monitoring Service had been 
allotted $600,000 which, with the forthcoming money, would provide 
close to a million dollars for the propaga.nda listening service. 

"We are now coming up with a further request for $209,000 
based on a reorganization plan and an augmentation of our first 
service", Lloyd A. Free, Director of the Monitoring Service told 
the Senate Appropriations Committee. "This reorganization plan is 
based essentially on what we find to be, in the face of a deepening 
emergency, a very urgent need for speedup in our operation. 

"Primarily our Job is to give a picture to the Government 
of the propaganda lines being taken by other powers, so that we will 
be in a position to take counter-measures, ifnecessary, in terms 
of that propaganda.. The situation is that the short-wave broad¬ 
casts give a model of the propaganda lines through all other media - 
and give it first. 

"Almost invariably we find that the propaganda in terms 
of print, word of mouth, meetings, pamphlets, and so on, follows the 
line given originally in the short-wave broadcasts from abroad. It 
is our function, primarily, to report immediately on that line so 
that counter-measures can be taken by our Government before those 
ideas sent out, first, by short-wave and, later, by other forms, 
become implanted in the minds of people in Latin America, for exam¬ 
ple, or in the United States or other parts of the world. 

"Unless we are able to give our reports literally within 
a few hours or minutes of the time a given campaign is started, our 
own people run into the difficulty of having to blast out those 
notions in the minds of the people affected by this foreign propag¬ 
anda before we can carry out our own affirmative propaganda. " 

The bill also contains provision for stationing in the 
British Broadcasting Corporation's London headquarters two Americans 
to listen in on Russian, German, Italian and other continental 
"domestic" broadcasts and telephone a daily report on these to 
Washington. 

The British outpost will be addition to four listening 
posts already established, including one at Guilford, near Laurel, 
Md. 
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Had the proposed new instantaneous comnunications facil¬ 
ities between HDhshington and the listening posts been in operation, 
Mr. Free testified, ”we would have been able to report on that 
(Japanese) situation four days before we were able to under the 
present plan.” 

Mr. Fi^e told the Senate Committee that the Portland, 
Ore. listening post is now recording broadcasts assigned to record¬ 
ing "broadcasts from the Far East, including Japan, China, Saigon, 
Australia, the new station in the East Indies and Delhi, India. ” 

The Kingsville station in Texas listens in on broadcasts 
"from South and Central America” and in Puerto Rico "we get the 
broadcasts to Latin America on the Latin-American beams that we are 
not able to receive on the Continent." 

"And", Mr. Free said, "at Guilford, near Laurel, Md., 
Tue get all the rest, amounting chiefly to European and North African 
transmissions to North America." 

"Under the present plan of operation", he said, "we have 
been sending these recordings into Washington so that all the work 
is centralized here. It was not until four or five days after the 
Axis started the campaign in connection with Latin America to the 
effect that the dispute between Ecuador and Peru wa.s instigated by 
the United States that we were able to inform the State Department 
and the Nelson Rockefeller organization of that fact. 

"The same thing happened in connection with the Bolivian 
affair. Once again the Axis started a campaign to the effect that 
the United States instigated it. We should have been in position 
in connection with both of those instance to inform the State 
Department and the Nelson Rockefeller organization, as well as the 
others, immediately or at least within a few hours after these 
campaigns had begun." 

xxxxxxxxxx 

IRELAND LISTENERS RENT SETS FOR WAR NEWS 

Renting radio sets is becoming popular in Ireland so 
that listeners may hear the war news. 

The number of receiving sets in use in Eire as of Dec. 
31, 1940, is estimated by the U. 3. Commerce Department at 180,000, 
or about one set for every 16 people. No accurate information is 
available as to the number of sets sold annually, but it is estimat¬ 
ed that, up to 1940, 30,000 sets were sold each year, consisting 
largely of replacements. Exports of receiving sets from Great 
Britain to Eire have been banned since May, 1941, as most of the 
British radio manufacturers are engaged on work for the Government. 
Thus Eire must depend upon the United States for imports of radio 
sets and accessories. 

Private users ha.ve been forbidden to use transmission 
equipment since the outbreak of war in Europe. 

XXXXXXXX 3 - 
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NEW HOLLYWOOD AND CHICAGO TELEVISION STATIONS 

The television situation showed further signs of life 
this week when the Federal Communications Commission granted 
construction permits for two new commercial television broadcast 
stations, one for Chicago and the other for Hollywood, Calif. 

The Zenith Radio Corporation, in the first named city, 
is authorized to operate unlimited time on Channel No. 1 (50,000- 
56,000 kilocycles), using special emission for FM (frequency modu¬ 
lation). The applicant proposes to use the facilities of its pre¬ 
sent experimental station W9XZV for the purpose. 

Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, will use the same 
channel. It, too, contemplates utilizing the equipment of its 
experimental television station, W6XA0. 

Station W9XBT, Balaban «& Katz Corp., Portable-Mobile, 
Chicago, was granted reinstatement of construction permit for a 
new relay television station to operate on frequencies: Channel #11, 
204000-210000 and Channel #12, 210000-216000 kilocycles. Emission: 
A5, 40 watts night and day. 

The Commission also granted consent to transfer control 
of experimental television Stations W3XE and W3XP, Philadelphia, 
from stockholders of Philco Radio and Television Corp. to Philco 
Corporation, The transferers agreed to exchange all the Issued and 
outstanding capital stock of the licensee (13,826 shares, common, 
par value $100 per share) for an equal number of shares of the com¬ 
mon voting stock of the transferee (par value $100 per share). 

The Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia, was 
likewise granted renewal of experimental television licenses; W3XP 
to operate on frequencies 230,000-242,000 kilocycles 15 watts, 
portable-mobile relay. W3XE 66,000-72,000 kilocycles, 10000 watts 
visual and aural. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS BOARD SUGGESTS FREQUENCY CHANGE 

On recommendation of the Defense Communications Board, the 
Federal Communications Commission has withdrawn the frequency 3105 
kilocycles from use by scheduled aircraft and substituted the 
frequency 3117.5 for such use. This action, prompted by conges¬ 
tion on 3105 kilocycles and communication needs for off route 
flights of aircraft in connection with defense, necessitates the 
withdrawal of the frequency 3120 kilocycles from availability for 
assignment to aircraft. However, the latter is little used at the 
present time and the private flyer will benefit materially by now 
having exclusive use of 3105 kilocycles. 

Section 9.72 of the Commission’s Aviation Rules and 
i^pendix B of Part 2 of the General Rules are amended accordingly. 
The change does not involve modification of existing aircraft 
licenses. 

- 4 - XXXXXXXX 
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PHILIPS ACTIVITIES NOTED IN ARCENTINA 

The great increase in shipments of radio sets and acces* 
series from Argentina in 1940 is believed, according to the Indust¬ 
rial Reference Service of the U. S. Department of Commerce, to be 
due largely to the activities of the Philips Company (the Nether¬ 
lands), which is now reported to be supplying South American markets 
from its Argentine plant. 

Radio tubes are not classified separately in Argentine 
export shipments; therefore it is difficult to estimate the number 
of tubes exported to Brazil and other markets which receive a large 
proportion of Argentina's exports of radio sets. The local trade 
believes that a large part of the reported exports comprise radio 
sets, including the necessary tubes; although separate shipments 
of tubes have also been made. 

The exTDorts of the leading countries of radio rei 
from Argentina were: 

1939 1940 

Brazil ^10,509 ^288,690 
Chile 226 159,480 
Uruguay 2,302 30,879 
Peru 164 28,113 
Bolivia 3,437 21,906 
Paraguay 5,339 14,627 
Netherlands West Indies 447 11,662 
Other 3,753 10,428 

The total radio set 0 X]p 0 G 

were S26,207 $565,785 

Argentina is one of the leading foreign markets for United 
States radio materials. While the value of such exports decreased 
in 1939 from those of 1938, the figures for 1940 are slightly higher, 
with a combined value of ^1,306,827. 

Competition is active in all phases of the Argentine 
radio market. The Argentine industry is now well established, and 
the majority of the receiving sets, chassis, cabinets, loudspeakers, 
transmitting equipment and various other components and accessories 
are now made within the country. A large number of receiving sets 
are still sold under their original United States brands, but most 
of them now rely on the domestic industry for at least a part of 
their components and accessories, and few are still assembled from 
100 percent United States parts. 

Another feature of the radio market is the large number of 
sets which are assembled and sold by amateurs (including those 
assembled in small factories as well as in homes) and dealers. It 
has been estimated that this non-factory output in past years amount¬ 
ed to almost half of the total niimber of sets sold annually. Aside 
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from the Philips Company and a branch of a well-known United States 
company, 10 or 12 companies account for the remaining production 
of radio sets by local factories. The Philips Company is the 
principal competitor of United States radio manufacturers. 

Price cutting is so prevalent in the tube business that 
Argentina is a relatively unprofitable market. There is seldom 
more than a 15-percent margin between retail prices and the impor¬ 
ter's (or local manufacturer's) set quotations. It is said that, 
in their effort to lead the Argentine radio market, the local 
branch of the Philips Company has granted exceedingly long credits 
to numerous retail outlets. This practice has had an unsettling 
effect on the industry as a whole, and has tended to place reliable 
independent Importers and distributors at a disadvantage. 

Estimates place the number of sets sold annually at 
200,000. The number of sets in use is estimated roughly by the 
trade at 1,050,000. Over two-thirds of all receiving sets sold are 
believed to be home receivers of the standard socket-power types. 
Most of these operate on both alternating and direct current. 

The largest seller is the five-tuba mediura-and-short-wave 
model, with 6-inch speaker of popular design and style manufactured 
in the United States. Band-spreaders for short-wave tuing are now 
offered on a wider range of sets, and it is expected that this 
feature will be extended to low-priced models during the coming 
year. One or two local laboratories have developed their own band- 
spreader devices independently of American designs. 

During the last 4 months of 1940, permits were denied on 
most radio materials from the United States. Current regulations 
provide that importers may bring in radio materials from the United 
States up to 50 percent of their corresponding imports during the 
first quarter of 1940. This applies to tubes and most radio acces¬ 
sories and components, but does not cover complete receiving sets, 
permits on which have not been available since the beginning of 
1939. A former provision allowing each importer to bring in a 
small annual quota of merchandise outside the scope of the exchange- 
control lists (a privilege used by some firms to import radio receiv 
ing sets) has been r escinded. 

xxxxxxxx 

This interesting item appears in the August issue of 
Relay, the family magazine of R. C.A. Communications, Inc,: 

"A historic event took place in Room 404 of the Main Office 
between 10:08 and 10:21 A. M. on July 8. During those thirteen 
minutes. Technician Matty Rehm received the first radiophoto ever 
sent from Russia. Transmitting station RYG-, in Moscow, is 4,614 
®iles away. To equal our delivery time, an airplane would have had 
to fly at a rate of 21,500 miles per hour. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC HEAD WILL OPPOSE BROADCAST TAX 

Heading the list of witnesses who will oppose the pro¬ 
posed $12,500,000 tax in the Revenue Defense Bill on broadcast 
time before the Senate Finance Committee Monday, August 18, will 
be Chairman, J, L. Fly, of the Federal Communications Commission. 
Commissioner Fly has expressed himself as being against such a high 
tax. Others who will testify at the hearing will be Ellsworth C. 
Alvord, Jr, , nationally known tax expert in behalf of the National 
Association of Broadcasters, Harold A. Lafount, President of the 
Independent Broadcasters' Association, Maurice Lynch, Station WCFL, 
Chicago Federation of Labor, Miss Emily Holt, American Federation 
of Radio Artists, and Lawson Wimberly, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers. 

Charles E. Murphy of New York City, General Counsel of the 
Advertising Federation of America, told the Senate Committee last 
Thursday that "any tax on advertising, regardless of the media 
affected, is harmful to the economy of our Nation and detrimental 
to our well-established system of distributing consumer goods. " 

Senator Danaher, Republican, of Connecticut, asked whether, 
if radio and outdoor advertising were to be taxed, levies should 
not also be placed on newspaper and magazine advertising. 

"We hope you won*t tax any adveirtising", Mr. Murphy replied. 

Adoption of a general manufacturers' sales tax as a sub¬ 
stitute for the list of special excises in present law and the pend¬ 
ing tax bill, and as a means for adding several hundred million 
dollars to the yield of the latter, was urged repeatedly before the 
Senate Finance Committee. 

Despite these recommendations, and the feeling expressed 
by Senator Barkley, of Kentucky, Senate majority leader, that Con¬ 
gress might have to come to it sooner or later. Senator George of 
Georgia, Chairman, said the majority sentiment of the committee 
appeared to be against a sales tax, even if levied on manufacturers 
alone. Even Senator Barkley indicated that he did not believe it 
necessary at this time. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FCC ACTION 

WIvBG, Havens & Martin, Inc. , granted construction permit 
to make changes in directional antenna system for night use only. 
Present assignment; 1380 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt night, 5 kilowatts 
^y, unlimited time. DA night and day (Under ML granted subject to 
installation of DA for night use only, using 5 kilowatts ni^t and 
<iay; Western Radio Corporation, Pendleton, Oregon, granted con¬ 
struction permit for a new station to operate on 1240 kilocycles, 
850 watts, unlimited time. 
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Also, W67NT, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., New York, 
N.Y., iias applied for modification of C.P. for new H.F.B. station 
for extension of completion date to 3/88/42; W67C. CBS, Chicago, 
Ill., has applied for modification of construction permit for new 
HFB station, for extension of completion date to 3/14/42; WKAL,Inc, 
applied for construction permit for a new station to be operated on 
1080 kc., 1 kw, daytime hours of operation; James F. Hopkins, Inc. 
Ann Arbor, Mich., construction permit for a new station to be oper¬ 
ated on 1050 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt power, daytime hours of opera¬ 
tion; Etowah Broadcasting Co.. construction permit for a new station 
to be operated on 860 kilocycles, 250 watts power, unlimited time; 
Ke.nnebec Broadcasting Co. , Augusta, Maine, construction permit for 
a new broadcast station to be operated on 1400 kc., 250 watts, un¬ 
limited time, requesting facilities of WDRO. 

Also, WCAR, The WGAR Broadcasting Co. , Cleveland, Ohio, 
has asked that its application for construction permit to make 
changes in equipment and directional antenna for day and night use, 
change frequency from 1480 to 1220 kc. , and change power from 1 KW 
night and 5 KW day to 50 KW day and night; amended: redirectional 
antenna and move of transmitter from Cuyahoga Heights to Broadview 
Heights Village, Ohio. 

Also B. S. Sadler. New Bern, N. C. , has applied for con¬ 
struction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1340 kc., 250 watts, unlimited time; The Continental Broadcasting 
Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, ha-s applied for construction permit for 
a new broa.dcast station to be operated on 610 kilocycles, 1 kilo¬ 
watt, directional antenna, unlimited time. 

XXXXXXXX 

FCC OETS CLOSE-UP OF ALERT RECEIVER 

The Radio Corporation of America demonstrated its new 
"Alert Receiver" to members of the Defense Communications Board, 
Federal Communications Commissioners and staff at the FCC offices 
in Washington yesterday (Thursday), the brass hats at 10:30 and 
the staff, plus newsmen, at noon. 

This is a type of receiver that is turned on automatically 
by subaudible frequencies, and can be used to signal fire wardens 
and others on call in the civilian defense program. It had a thrill¬ 
ing debut last month when De.vid Sarnoff, President of the Radio 
Corporation of America, and Mayor LaGuardia, National Director of 
Civilian Defense gave it a try-out in a two-way short-wave con¬ 
versation from New York with Major F.W. Jackson of the London Fire 
Brigade and W. B. Breet of the LondonCivilDe fense in London. 

Finally the British were allowed to hear exactly how the 
new radio air raid warning sounded, first with the bell only and then 
as Mlayor LaGuardia said: "With the bell, the siren and all of the 
works. " The noise almost took the roof off the place. Mayor 
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LaGuardia seemed to be as excited and pleased over the new device 
as the proverbial little boy with his first pair of red-topped 
boots. LaGuardia went so far as to say the ”alert” might replace 
all other air raid warnings. Mr. Samoff called it the modem 
"Paul Revere". 

The low frequency of the Alert Receiver, sent out simul¬ 
taneously with the regular broadcast, will not be heard on ordinary 
receivers but will ring a bell, siren, or light a light in the 
special set and so have the defense worker on the alert. Any spoken 
message would have to come via regular broadcast. The set is very 
simple, being made up of parts from a $9 set, but with a special 
relay system. 

xxxxxxxx 

COURT ORDERS NEWSPAPER WITNESS TO TESTIFY 

Deciding that the Federal Communications Commission had 
the power to require a witness to appear before it. Judge James W. 
Morris of the District Supreme Court last Friday ordered James G. 
Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner to accept a subpoena 
issued by the Commission. The case had been argued earlier in the 
week. 

The court test came in the Commission*s inquiry into 
newspaper ownership of radio stations. Elisha Hanson, Counsel for 
the Merican Newspaper Publishers' Association, expressing the 
belief that the Commission was conducting an unlawful and illegal 
investigation, ordered LIr. Stahlman and several other newspaper 
witnesses not to appear. Whereupon Chairman Fly took legal steps. 

The other witnesses summoned were Edwin S. Friendly, Busi¬ 
ness ivlanager of the New York Sun, Arthur T. Robb, editor of the 
Editor & Publisher, and William Thomson, Director of the Bureau of 
Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association. It 
is assumed that now they will all appear to testify at the continua¬ 
tion of the FCC radio newspaper inquiry September 17th. 

Mr. Hanson asserted that a possible purpose of the investi¬ 
gators was to bar persons or firms engaged in the newspaper publish¬ 
ing business from taking part in the radio broadcasting business, 
which, he maintained, would be an unlawful enlargement of the Com¬ 
mission's powers. 

In a three-page typewritten memorandum ooinion, Justice 
Morris said: 

"The act (creating the FCC) authorizes the Commission to 
make recommendations for proposed legislation germane to the field 
which the Act gives it the power to regulate. Certainly such recom¬ 
mendations should not be made without diligently undertaking to 
secure relevant data and the informed thought of those likely to be 
affected. 
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"The surest safeguard against uninformed and arbitrary 
action is to be found in securing information from those best quail 
fled to know the results of any governmental action. Certainly, 
until such action, if any, be taken, its constitutionality cannot 
be weighed and determined by a court and, indeed, no presumption is 
to be indulged in that any action will be taken that is unconsti¬ 
tutional; nor is it to be presumed that the respondent will be 
required to give testimony of an irrelevant or privileged nature. 
The inquiry should be conducted fairly and reasonably and it must 
be presumed that it will be. " 

XXXXXXXXX 

AFMY WANTS STILL MORE RADIO OPERATORS 

The Amy*s demand for more radio men is still urgent. 
There is an opportunity for commissions as Second Lieutenants for 
500 civilians and soldiers who can qualify as operators of the 
Army's new radio beam devices for detecting enemy bombers. 

It was said the opportunity to win commissions quickly 
might not be offered again and that it was a good time for properly 
qualified applicants to enter military service. 

Any unmarried male citizen between the ages of 21 and 
36 who meets the requirements is eligible for the appointments, 
whether he is a civilian, a member of the organized reserve on 
active or inactive status, an enlisted man of the Regular Army or 
National Guard or a trainee taken into the Army under the provisions 
of the Selective Service Act. 

XXXXXXXX 

• • • 

TRADE NOTES ;;; 
• • • 
J • • 

still another major city will soon be able to enjoy M 
reception when Station W47p of the Walker-Downing I^.dio Corporation 
(WWSW) in Pittsburgh begins daily operation on August 28. 

Two new programs will be beamed to England by NBC short¬ 
wave stations WRCA and WNBI, powered by the two new 50,000-watt 
transmitters and augmented by directional beam antennas. 

One of these, on Fridays at 12:45 P.M. EST, "Resistance 
in Europe" will be devoted to the factual details of resistance in 
currently conquered countries and occupied territories. 

The other, "Comments on Current Events", on Mondays at 
10:45 A.M. EST, will feature an objective and factual script. 
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Applications of attorneys Randolph E. Bell, Miami, Fla., 
David W. Louisell and Ernest L. Wilkinson, of Washington, D.C. , and 
J. D. Merill, Safford,Arizona, were approved to practice before 
the Federal Communications Commission. 

Philco Corp. reported net income for the first half of 
1941 of $919,108, or 67 cents a common share, compared with $519,394 
or 38 cents a share, in the like period 1940. 

William Dow Boutwell, Chief of the Division of Radio, 
Publications and Exhibits in the U. S. Office of Education, has 
written, in collaboration with five other authors, a 612-page com¬ 
pendium entitled, "America Prepares for Tomorrow: The Story of Our 
Total Defense Effort. " It sill be published by Harper & Brothers. 

Out of the 22 men killed in a flying accident last Sunday 
in Britain, the Royal Air Force Ferry Command announced that 10 of 
the fatalities were radio officers. 

Harry A. Woodman has been appointed Traffic ^fenager of the 
National Broadcasting Company, according to an order issued by Frank 
E. Mullen, Executive Vice President of NBC. Mr. Woodman, who has 
been in Station Relations, succeeds B. F. McClancy, who resigned to 
join the Eaton Manufacturing Company, Cleveland. 

"This is a radio war, and the winner may well be the one 
naking the best use of radio", Fred D. Wilson, of Camden, N.J., RCA 
Manufacturing Co. field sales manager, told the 14th annual Radio 
& Appliance dinner in San Francisco. 

Princeton University, long the Ivy League’s last stronghold 
against radio broadcasting, will air its football games commercially 
this season over WOR. 

FCC Chairman FLy, accompanied by Commissioners Walker and 
Wakefield will attend the convention of National Railroad Utilities 
Commission in St. Paul, Sept. 26. 

Decca Records, Inc., and Subsidiaries - Six months to 
June 30: Consolidated net income before provision for Federal 
excess profits tax $383,591, equal to $1.02 a share on stock out¬ 
standing, compared with $170,571, or 45 cents a share, last year. 
Earnings for 1940 were $433,713, or $1.15 a share. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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CROSLEY REPORTS NEW STEEL PROCESS 

The Crosley Corporation of Cincinnati has announced 
development of a process whereby ordinary steel may be substituted 
for aluminum and special alloy steel in certain airplane parts with 
no added weight and in some cases a slight saving. 

Lewis M. Clement, engineering director, said the process 
was being used on Army Air Corps contract work. Essentially, he 
said, it is a method of joining pieces of shaped steel so that they 
have the same strength as aluminum die castings or chrome molybdenum 
steel forgings in certain bearing assemblies. The weight saving 
results from the smaller size of the steel pieces needed as compared 
with the aluminum or chrome molybdeniun. 

xxxxxxxx 

NATIONAL INTEREST INVENTIONS BILL Aim^DED 

The following amendment was added to the Bill (H. R. 4784) 
to amend the act relating to preventing the publication of inven¬ 
tions in the national interest: 

*^Sec. 5. Whoever, during the period or periods of time an 
invention has been ordered to be kept secret and the grant of a 
patent thereon withheld pursuant to the act approved July 1, 1940, 
(Public No» 700, 76th Cong. 3d sess., ch. 501), shall, with know¬ 
ledge of such order and without due authorization, willfully publish 
or disclose or authorize or cause to be published or disclosed such 
invention, or any material information with respect thereto, or 
whoever in violation of the provisions of section 3 hereof, shall 
file or cause or authorize to be filed in any foreign country an 
application for patent or for the registration of a utility model, 
industrial design, or model in respect of any invention ma„de in 
the United States, shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than 
$10,000 or imprisoned for not more than 2 years, or both, 

xxxxxxxxxx 

The Commission is unable to help a New Yorker who claLms 
bis invention '•for the development of music” has been suppressed by 
certain business interests. Md the only thing the Commission can 
do with a sample of corn remover sent to it is to turn it over to 
the Federal Trade Commission, to which it should have been addressed, 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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INDUSTRY REGISTERS STRONG PROTEST AGAINST BROADCAST TAX 

Led by Jaraes L. Fly, Chairinan of the Federal Coinmunicat ions 
Commission, the broadcasting industry solidly voiced its disapproval 
of the proposed tax on broadcasting time at the hearing on the Defense 
Revenue bill before the Senate Finance Committee last llonday morning. 
In the absence of Senator Walter George (D) of Georgia, Chairman, 
Senator Josiah Bailey (D) of North Carolina presided. 

Among the other senators present were Champ Clark (D) of 
liissourl, Peter Gerry (D) of Rhode Island, Edwin C. Johnson (D) of 
Kansas, Arthur H, Vandenberg (R) of I.Iichigan, James J, Davis (R) of 
Pennsylvania, John A, Donaher (R) of Connecticut, and Robert A* Taft 
(R) of Ohio, 

There were indications that some of the Senate committee 
members v;ere themselves far from being satisfied with the proposed tax 
on broadcasting time. At one stage of the proceedings the acting 
cliairnian. Senator Bailey, said, "I don’t like this tax but we have to 
do sore thing to raise the money,''’ Senator Vandenberg, a former 
IJichigan newspaper publisher, declared the tax was unfair, discrimina¬ 
tory and indefensible," There were those among the observers at the 
hearing who thought the proposed tax on time sales might be dropped 
in favor of sane sort of a franchise tax to raise enough revenue - 
say 1)2,000,000 annually - to pay for the operating expenses of the 
Federal Communications Commission, Hr, Fly had said it nav took about 
two million a year to run the Cormnission, 

Chairman Fly seemed to favor a franchise tax but believed it 
should also be borne by the other branches of the communications 
industry - telephone, telegra]±L and cable. He explained that only a 
portion of the Commission’s time was taken up by radio, Elr, Fly said 
it might be difficult to Imov/ how much to charge for a radio station 
franchise but that this might better be on a basis of coverage rather 
than povi'er. Senator Bailey remarked that the broadcasting industry 
"enjoying the franchise given to it to operate in the public domain" 
should be willing to pay well for it. Hr, Fly said he thought that 
night be true, 

Ellsworth C. Alvord, tax expert, speaking in behalf of the 
National Association of Broadcasters, said he assumed the radio indus¬ 
try wouldn’t object to a noii-discri:linatory franchise tax. Hr, Alvord 
however suggested if the government is to embark on a policy of making 
industries pay for their own regulation that radio should not be the 
first industry picked out for the experiment, Hentloning railroads 
and some others, he said radio should really be the last. 

Remarking that a franchise to broadcast in the public domain 
oust be a very valuable thing. Senator Bailey asked wliat the NBC 
franchise v/as probably worth. 
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"Probably depends upon who tried to buy it" Senator Clark 
broke in. "In the case of Noble it v/as probably loss," Senator Clark 
referred to the sale of Station 71.ICA of N.Y. not long ago to Edward 
j, Noble, forr^ier Under Secretary of Comiaerce who was reported to have 
grabbed it off on account of his political influence at a bargain 
price, Chairi.ian Fly explained that I.Ir, Noble had tv/o options, one 
for 0875,000 for the station m th Don Flamm, the latter agreeing- not 
to go into the broadcasting industry for a period years, or O850,000 
"/ithout any res trictions , The vi/itness said Noble accepted the latter 
proposition and that there y/as therefore adequate ground for him 
going this. 

\vhen asked by Senator Vandenberg if he was opposed to the 
proposed tax on radio time sales. Chairman Fly replied, "I think it is 
d pretty dubious tax," Senator Johmson v/anted to lcno¥>/ if it really 
wasn't a tax cn the freedom of eocoression. The vi/itness seemed to 
be of this opinion, hr. Fly called attention to the amount of time 
devoted to public service and to carrying the speeches of senators 
and congressmen, l.Ir, Alvord later went so far as to say that the 
government takes two-thirds of the radio cime leaving the industry 
only Qie-third of the time for commercials, 

"V/hen you spoke of the free time which radio gives to the 
government you omitted any mention of the President's 'Fireside 
Chats'*" Senator Bailey said, bringing a laugh. Senator Vandenberg 
asked Harold A, Lafount, President of tlie Independent Broadcasters 
Association if he had ever figured up what one of these Fireside 
broadcasts yyould cost if the President had to pay for it, 

"Several thousand dollars" vms the reply. Evidently not 
satisfied with tlie answer, Senator Vandenberg got at it a different 
way when he later asked I.Ir, Alvord how much a half an hour's time 
would cost on everv station in the United States, 

"If that is related to the question you asked LIr, LaPount", 
Hr, Alvord replied, "I should say H50,000," 

I hear the government las set up a station for broadcasting 
its ovwi praises," Senator Clark remarked, "No sir,"' Nr, Fly ansv/ered, 
''but they have the nicest little broadcasting studio you ever saw at 
the Interior Department," Nr, Ply said the additional expense and 
burden yvould he placed on the broadcasting industry by national de¬ 
fense, He explained that stations might have to keep on the air long 
hours for air raid warnings. Also that they would have to go to the 
extra expense of putting in oriergency transmitters in case the regular 
power was bonbed. The witness also pointed out the possibility of 
loss cf revenue by the stations from clients as the oil, aluminum, 
automobile and silk industries ceased advertising. Broadcasting, 1:© 
added, would have to go on whether these advertising returns came 
in or not, 

Nr, Ply said the industry felt that this tax on advertising 
i^ight be a burden on distribution and that conceivably might be im¬ 
portant in a time of business recovery. The witness also pointed to 
the fact that nev;spapers and magazines - competing media - were not 
taxe d. 
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In addition he said the latter media were favored by the heavy second 
class mail subsidary privilege. 

The PCC chairman said soivie of the smaller stations would be 
hard hit. ”Take the Don Lee system*’, he went on, ’’this is an exten¬ 
sive and important regional network on the ..ea: Coast, Yet it is not 
coirposed entirely of big and profitable stations. The proposed tax in 
the Defense revenue bill might cause the abandonment of some of the 
stations in this netv;ork,” LIr, Lafount asserted that 300 broadcasters 
already operated at a loss in which case the neij levy would have the 
eifect of taxing a loss, liaurice Lynch, of tlie Ghijcago Federation of 
Labor, opposing the tax, told the Senators that his station V/CPL in 
Gilcago vi?as operating at a loss, 

SenatD r Davis inquired into the charges of the long-lines 
telephone service for connecting the broadcasting stations, hr. Ply 
said this varied with the location of the studios and the distance 
covered, Mr, Alvord said he had had to advocate all sorts cf taxes 
in his long experience, but that he hoped tlie state of the treasury 
would never be so low tliat he v/ould have to favor a tax such as this 
on gross receipts, "That sort of a tax is unsound because it is 
based solely on dollars received and lias nothing to do with profit and 
loss" the tax expert argued, "Also tliero is no justification in 
taxing cne iraport£int advertising medium vi/itliout taxing all of them," 
This again referred to the advertising in newspapers and magazines 
for which no tax is provided in the Defense lievenue bill," "An ad¬ 
vertising tax is nothing but a tax on the dissemination of urns and on 
a free press," Alvord declared. 

Testimony was given the committee to the effect that the 
gross yield of the nev/ tax would be more than :".12,000,000, but that 
its net addition to Federal receipts v;ould not exceed ’;5,000,000, 

Mr, Ply said that is not a large amount, but v;ould have a 
substantial effect on the broadcasting industry. He said it is not a 
big industry "in a money sense," 

Senator Clark pointed out tliat in a Louisiana case the 
ouprenie Court held a tax on nev;spaper advertising of doubtful con¬ 
stitutionality, He said he understood the contention of the radio 
industry is that, since radio and newspapers are competing media, 
radio ought not to face tliis tax. 

Others appearing in opposition to the tax were Mrs, Linily 
Holt of New York, for the American Federation of hadio Artists, and 
by Lawson IVimberly of the International Brotherhood of Blectrical 
V/orke rs, 
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PUBLISHERS TAIGE FIGHT TO HIGHER COURT 

Continuing the fight despite the adverse ruling of Justice 
James V/. Morris of the U, S. District Court of the District of Colum¬ 
bia, Elisha Hanson, counsel for the American Newspaper Publishers 
Association, will go up to the District Court cf Appeals in an effort 
to keep James G, Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner, from 
testifying in the radio station ncv/spaper ownership hearings which 
reconvene before the Federal Communications Commission, September 17, 
Judge Morris had backed up the Co; ’municat ions Commission by ordering 

Stohlman to appear, 

I'.Ir, Hanson said the appeal v/ould contain about tiie same 
arguments as he used v/ith Judge Morris maintaining that the Corimiission 
•^s no authority to discriminate in favor of or against newspaper 
j-vnership of broadcasting, 

"There is nothing before the court on the question of power 
to make recommendations to Congress," Jif, Hanson emphasized in his 
agrument before Judge Morris, "If the Commission lias the pow’er to dis¬ 
qualify newspaper interests from obtaining radio facilities it has the 
power to ccnduct these hearings; if it liasn't the power it has no 
right to inquire," 

The statute enumerates with preciseness the classes to whom 
radio facilities may be denied, and because newspapers are not in the 
prescribed class, the Commission has no power to take an action the 
effect of vfnich would be to expand the act, the publisher’s counsel 
continued, 

I;Ir, Hanson cited local and Supreme Court decisions delimit¬ 
ing the power of the Federal Communications Commission, One of these 
was the Sanders Brothers Radio Corporation case in which the PCC was 
instructed to confine its inquiry to questions of equipment, compe¬ 
tence, financial ability, and interference with the transmission of 
existing stations. 

To lay down a policy that "newspaper interests" were to be 
denied licenses would violate Hie due process guarantee of the United 
States Constitution, the lawyer argued, 

*\r -^r ~r v* V’* V" ’\r -y* 
d\. A u\. A 

. CHARLES TRAVIS, RADIO ENGINEER, DIES 

Charles Travis, geologist and radio engineer, died of a heart 
ailment last Saturday night in Germantovra Hospital in Philadelphia 
after an illness of three months. He was 53 years old, 

Mr, Travis had been a consultant fox’ the Philco Corporation 
since 1935 and was the inventor of many radio devices, including an 
automatic frequency control radio,* He had served at various times as 
consultant for the A, Atwater Rent 'Manufacturing Co,, RCA Manufactur- 
iiig Co,, and the Tacony Steel Company, and the arsenal at Rock Island, 
XU, 

Mr, Travis was the author of many papers cn geology and 
radio engineering. 
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IIAUBORGNE 'JIJTIONED FOR G0I,a.IIS3I0N 

Spoken of as a possibility in tlie selection of a new 
Federal Cciranunications Coirunissioner to succeed Frederick I, Thompscn 
is liajor General Joseph 0, Ilauborgne, chief of the U,S, Army Signal 
Corps, v/ho is tb retire the latter part of September. 

Gen, Ilauborgne is an old timer in radio, holding many 
catents of iiis oxin, lie joined the Army in 1903 and serving from 1917 
CO 1921 as chief of engineering and research of the Signal Corps under 
Gon, Squier , the inventor of v\?ired wireless. During that tine he 
served in Paris with the American delegation to the International 
ladle Conference, Subsequently he was commanding officer of the 
lignal Corps Laboratory at the Bureau of Standards, director of the 
Aircraft Radio Laboratory at ilright Field, 0,, and radio expert v;ith 
the V/ar Claims Commission, 

Others in the service who have been named commissioners are 
Coniiiander T. A, li. Craven, i.Iajor General Charles Saltzman and the 
Iste Admiral Bullard, Admiral S, C. Hooper also once served the Com- 
iT.lssion in an advisory capaclt y, 

*'.** ’r \r “7 -.r “r 
J'- J\. J\. J\. J\. 

LET liRS. R. TRY IT UNDER MOTHER HiilYi, DR ITER 

Considerable comment has been occasioned in the Capitol by 
an article written by Franlc Kent, whose column "The Great Gann of 
Politics" is printed in the Baltimore Gun, the Washington Star and 
other leading newspapers, taking Ilrs, Roosevelt to task for her 
forthcoming series of commercial broadcasts, 

"It is a strange thing that Hrs, Roosevelt has never been 
able to appreciate the basic argument against her money-making activi¬ 
ties - to wit, that the important thing is not what she does with 
the moneybut hav she gets it," Hr, Kent v/rites, "She gets it solely 
because she is the v;ife of the President, That is why her publishers, 
sponsors and managers pay her prices. If she wants to be convinced of 
this she might try selling an article or a column or a broadcast under 
an assumed name, or anonymous, sometime, 

"I.Irs, Roosevelt does not sell her services cheaply. She 
gets top prices. For example, last year, whoi she radioed for the 
Little Sv/eetheart Toilet Soap Co,, it ¥;as stated that she received 
^2,500 for each broadcast. That, as General Jolmson would say, ir 
not hay, In^ her nev/ role, Hrs, Roosevelt undoubtedly v/ill exude the 
same sort of sweetness and light, interspersed with cunning littlu 
eulogies of her special proteges, projects and policies, which mark 
her lectures, syndicated columns and magazine articles. There will be 
nothing remotely offensive in what she says. There never is. She is 
the most consistent and articulate advocate of the true, the good and 
the beautiful in the country today, 

"Nevertheless, her broadcasts v/ill not promote national 
unity because the unfortunate truth is that while Hrs, Roosevelt has 
a very large following which thinks she is perfectly splendid and 

- 6 - 
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regards her as the embodiment of all virtu.e and wisdom, it is equally 
true that there are several million men and women vdiom she irritates 
very much and v/ho think she is unpleasantly self-satisfied. And, 
whether the money is given to charity or not , they always will resent 
the use of her VvTiite House connection to extract large sums from 
conmiercial enterprises. To the:.i, it is a revolting thought that any 
ccncem can bid high enough to buy the serv5-ces of the v/ife of the 
President of the United States," 

"A great proportion of these people are patriotic Americans 
•.vho have been strongly anti-New Deal but are now in favor of the 
President’s foreign policy, anxious to support him in international 
affairs and to aid in the defense job. These v/ill not be pleased v^fith 
ms. Roosevelt’s new venture. They will not like having her inter- 
meting the news and instructing them as to the facts. It is true she 
'las her millions who cannot get enough of her, and will welcome her 
'jack on the air, but there are these other millions who already have 
had too much. Another weekly dose for a tiiree-month period will not 
go down with them very well, 

"It will revive their resentment about the v;hole i/hite House 
commercial capitalizaticn business. It will recall to them other 
af'tivities of I.Irs, Roosevelt, such, for example, as her recent en¬ 
couragement of strikes, her former coddling of young Communists at 
the ^Vhite House and her membership in the ComiTiunistic newspaper Guild, 
Of course, it v/ill not change their feeling about the President’s 
foreign policy, nor cause them to withdraw their support. That v/ould 
be silly. But it is bound to darpen their enthusiasm. It will chill 
the spirit with which they would like to support the President at a 
time like this. It will make then think of things thej’- would rather 
forget. It will not promote good feeling," 

X -r '-r \r ’’ *'7 v v V 
j\. j\. j\. j\, Ji. 

HEW ifEST COAST TELEVISION STATION SOUGIPT 

Earle C, Anthony, Inc,, of Los .uigeles, Calif,, has applied 
for a construction permit for a nev/ commercial television broadcast 
station (formerly W6XEA) to be operated on Channel - 96000-102000 
kilocycles; A5 and special emission for frequency modulation; un¬ 
limited time; Coverage: 2215 square miles; Population; 2,645,521, 

X X X X X X X X X 

PTC CITES KTSA FOR OVERSTATING POVvER 

Sunshine Broadcasting Co,, San‘Antonio, Texas, engaged in 
interstate commerce in communication b^r radio and dissemination of 
such communications, including commercial and other programs, by and 
through its broadcasting station designated by the call letters "HTSA", 
has entered into a stipulation with the Federal Trade Commission in 
which it agrees that in selling the facilities and services of its 
station, it v/ill cease and desist from using the slogan or words "KTSA 
3an fjitonio, Texas, 5,000 WP.TTS, DOING A 50,000 V/ATT JOB," According 
to the stipulation. Station KTSA operates on 5,000 watts in the day¬ 
time and on 1,000 watts at night. 

X X X X X X X 
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V/ARTILu] CUNSORSHIP PL'.N DISAPPROVED 

President Roosevelt has disapproved an Army-Navy proposal 
for a war-time censorship, Stephen T.Early, ’^liite House secretary, 
told a press conference today. The disapproval, I.Ir, Early said, v/as 
esr.pressed some time ago to a plan v;hich would not reqeiire legislative 
sanction and which would be invoked only if this country became 
actually involved in war. 

At the same time, the secretary said he had never heard of 
the reported draft of censorship legislation whicii is supposed to be 
before the Chief Executive on recommendation of the V/ar and Navy 
Departments, 

''I don't know the source of that report,Plr, Early said, 
'•'but I don't believe it, I never heard of any bill presented for 
approval of the President, 

"I 'know that some time ago he disapproved an Army-Navy 
plan, but that was one that did not call for legislation and v\fas for 
use in v/ar time only,” 

Plans for Navy censorship on all outgoing communications 
from the United States, to be Imposed as soon as the necessary legis¬ 
lation is enacted, vi/ere disclosed sometime ago in a House Appropria¬ 
tions Committee report. 

The Navy sought ,)796,500 to establish the necessary offices, 
the largest of which would be in New York, but the committee rejected 
the item pending the passage of enabling legislation v/hioh a Navy 
spokesman said the Justice Department was preparing with President 
Roosevelt's approval. 

The proposed censorship presumably v/ould cover commercial 
wireless messages as well as cables. Although the testimony did nob 
refer specifically to wireless messages, reference v;as made to an 
''international censorship on outgoing cormnunications,” 

At the time Hr, Early said.* ”1 can't imagine that it is 
anything more than a precautionary move to apply the censorship that 
the Army and Navy do and alv/ays use when certain eventualities take 
place 

nr nr nr nr nr nr nr nr 
yv j\. A A A ^ yv 

Jarfles P, Buckley, president of Philco, is one of fifteen 
executives of industries with large plants chosen by O.P.Ii, to con¬ 
sult with fifteen leaders of labor for a conference on. common prob¬ 
lems, the first of which v;lll be the diversion of idle silk v;orkers 
into other industries. 

X X X X 
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: TRADE NOTES 

The I.Iackay xladio and Telegraph Company lias compiled current 
rate information in a folder helpful at this time in sending business 
communications, The rates are included for Europe, and other parts 
of the v/orld, ships at sea, and also the lov;er per word radiotele¬ 
graph rates between New York, Chicago, Washington, Boston, Philadel- 
pliis, Baltimore, Detroit, Nev/ Orleans, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Portland, and Seattle, 

Among the 135 leaders from many sections of American life 
who will serve as sponsors of the V/illiamstown, iiass. Institute of 
Human Relations which opens at W/illiams College, ..ugust .14, v/ill be 
David Samoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, 

Bice Cleraow, president of Hartford (Conn.) Nev/sdailies, Inc., 
and editor of the former Hartford Newsdail:/-, offset tabloid, announced 
ohat all physical assets of the paper had been sold to the Hemisphere 
publishing Company headed by Herbert Hoore, president of Trensradio 
press Service, New York, Hr, Iloore made it clear that the purchase 
was a personal venture and not connected with Transradio, 

Pamsv/orth Television and Radio Corporation -- Year to 
April 30: Net loss, after depreciation and araortization of gl94,522, 
(.181,858, compared with H749,741 loss in preceding fiscal year after 
depreciation and amortization charges of (^118,795, 

Nathan II, David has resigned from the Law Department of the 
Federal Coiumuni cat ions Commission to join the staff of Coordinator 
of Information V/illiaiii J, Donovan, Hr. Davis, who is 28 years old 
and a native of Hassachusetts, joined the Coimiission in 1939 as 
Assistant to the Chairman, Subsequently transferring to the legal 
staff, Ms most recent assignment has been as Chief of the Litigation 
Section, 

Silent or supersonic sounds so pov;erful that they can 
scorch wood, kill germs, scrape soot from the inside of chimneys or 
make oil and water mix will be discussed b_ Dr, Orestes H, Caldwell 
during his ’’Radio Haglc” program over the NBC-Dlue Netword, Fridav, 
Aug. 22, at 7:15 p,m., ED3T. 

The National Broadcasting Company is ma]cing special ar¬ 
rangements/to carry daily by V/illiam. Hillman and Dari Godwin direct 
from the annual convention of the National Ifnolesale Druggists Con¬ 
vention at White Sulphur Springs, west Virginia, September 29 to 
October 2, 

WAGA, Blue Atlanta Outlet of the National Broadcasting 
Company, has been granted a construction permit to change its fre¬ 
quency to 590 kc and to increase day power to 5000 watts. 

9 - 
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I, S, Becker, vice president of Columbia Artists, Inc,, v/ill 
join the Columbia Broadcasting Bsstem’s operating department as 
general assistant to Lawrence \'J, Lowman, CBS vice president in charge 
of operations, 

James Bell Coviipany, Inc,, 56 Green St,, Newark, N.J,, 
engaged in the sale and distribution of aluminun ware, enamel ware, 
radios and other articles of merciiandise, is charged, in a complaint 
issued by the Federal Trade Cpmmission, with using lottery methods 
in the sale and distribution of its products, 

X X X X X X X X 

PCC ..CTION 

WBEN, Inc,, Buffalo, ii,Y,, granted license to cover con¬ 
struction permit for increase in power to 5 kilowatts day and night, 
installation of nev\/ transmitter, directional antenna for night use 
and move of transmitter. 

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y,, granted license 
to cover construction permit winch authorized increase in pov/er, new 
equipment and additicnal freciuencies in international broadcast 
station; frequencies 6190, 9559, 15330, 21500 and 21590 kilocycles; 
50 kilowatts, 

Edwin H, Armstrang, Alpine, N.J,, granted special tem.porary 
authority to operate an additional transmitter on 43 megacycles with 
power not in excess of 40 kilowatts, using PI.I for a period ending no 
later than September 8, in order to conduct further experiments on 
adjacent channel operation of PI.I broadcast stations and demonstrate 
such operation to certain engineering corrmiittees of the RI.IA.* 

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc,, New York City, granted 
extension of special temporary authority to'Sept, 17, to use a 25- 
watt test transmitter on 330,4, 333,4 and 336,4 megacycles in order 
to conduct tests. 

National Broadcasting Co,, Inc,, New York City, granted 
extension of special temporary authority to operate on 

9670 kilocycles, v/ith effective power of 100 kilowatts using separate 
power amplifiers feeding separate directional antennas, to Sept, 17, 

Edwmn A, Kraft, Kodiak, Alaska, has applied for construc¬ 
tion permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1230 kilo¬ 
cycles, 250 watts, unlimited tiiue, 

B, S, Sadler, Nev/ Bern, N.C., has applied for construction 
permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1340 kilocycles, 
250 watts, unlimited time. 

X X X X X X X X 
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OTJIl SOiriH AIEKIC.^T PROGRAMS RAPPRD 

States Quite a v/hack is taken by Variety in the procrams which tPie 
United/short-wave stations are beaming to Latin-America, 

■'One annoyed New York listener has recently said of an 
international ’good v/ill’ program he heard on the U,S, radio that 
it sounded like a 1904 hdison disc/* the entertainment trade journal 
states, "This was picturesque imagery suggesting that a lot of 
time-wasting, piffle-saturated radio nonsense is being passed off 
from north to south and from south to north. It just isn’t creating, 
and it just v;on’t create, good v/ill. Because this kind of radio 
program is too often dull and phoney and so unnaturally polite, it 
hurts to hear, 

''\ALiat Latin American good v/ill relations apparently needs 
is not a sudden burst of serenading, but some patient study of the 
history of the U,3oA, as taught in, and believed by, the Latin ropub^ 
lies. Charm has definite limitations and showiianship provides no 
magic in overcoming generations of teaching. Big Stick Uncle Sam is 
not runner-up to Santa Claus in the minds of Latins, So why kid our¬ 
selves? And v/hy not stop thinking that miracles are going to be 
achieved in weeks or months? Any genuine, deep-rooted improvement 
in good feeling may take a decade or more. In particular, the Latins 
are not going to be convinced until the good v/ill stuff is a normal 
feature of Yankee policy in normal times. These are not normal times 
and the serenading is tuned in \;ith that reservation in mind, 

‘’There seems too little blunt speaking about this good- 
neighbor business. Until the resentments on both sides are talked 
out in the open they cannot bo ansv/ered and neutralized. It takes 
a lot more than a change of heart and personnel at the State Depart¬ 
ment; it also takes a change of attitude among the run-of-mill 
Yankees, 

"An occasional Chilean, Brazilian or Argentinian has also 
been heard speaking the language of sensible men, not of fatuous 
Alphonses and Gastons. Excessive bowing may be good for the v^faist- 
line, but not for much else. Let’s have some good healthy, frank 
talk on the radio. Our radio first, 

‘'Let’s face the facts I A lot of South Americans don’t like 
us on any basis; a lot more don’t trust our recent prote.stations, 
Against this a lot of Yanks are underestimating the culture, the 
meraories and the shrewdness at the other end,*' 

■\r 
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S:JNATE TJi^G-ED TO DOUBLE BROADCASTING TAX 

Bar from backing down John B, Haggerty^ Chairr.mn of the Inter¬ 
national Allied Printing Trades association, held by many to be 
responsible for the proposed levy on broadcasting urged the Senate 
Finance Committee to double the House tax oT $12,500,000. 

The indications at this writing were tliat the controversial 
paragraphs in the Defence Revenue Bill v/ould not be voted upon for a 
week or more and that the bill v/ould not be reported to the Senate 
until after Labor Day, probably Tuesday, September 2. 

Hr, Haggerty*s recommendations to the Senate Finance Committee 
were, in part; 

"This presentation, in behalf of the International Allied Print¬ 
ing Trades Association, comprising the five international unions in 
the printing industry, representing almost 200,000 skilled v/orkers, 
favors the doubling of the taxes voted by the House on net time 
sales cf radio broadcasters. It is our understanding that this 
Revenue Bill is to be based ON TIL. ABIH IT OP Till TAXP.iYLR TO Pi.Y. 
The presentation of the opposition carefully avoids this question of 
the ability to pay. The Printing Trades Association advocated the 
levying on the net time sales of radio broadcasters v/ith two purposes 
in mind. First, the ability of the broadcasters, based upon their 
own reports to the Federal Communications Commission, to pay, and, 
secondly, to protect the job opportunities of printing trades workers, 

"The opposition to the levying of this tax presented no figures 
to disprove the contention we made of the ability to 'pajm They raise 
the cry that this is a tax on advertising. No one has advocated a 
tax on advertisiiTg , The first questicn is the ability to pay. It is 
YioTthj of note that the two major networks, y/ith a combined total 
investment of $4,614,000 had net profits of v,-'59,509,549 for the ten 
year period 1931-1940 inclusive, also, the net prafits for the years 
1931-1935 inclusive, v/ere ..-19, 017,613, while the net profits for the 
five year period following, 1936-1940 inclusive, were ',.40,491,736, an 
increase in net profits of some 215 per cent. These net profits are 
after stated deductions for depreciation of some ,..10,182,021 (1931- 
1940) inclusive, and the payment of taxes, including Federal Income 
and all other operating costs, 

''In addition to these unusually high net profits, mainly in 
depressicn years, the networks principally and the larger radio 
stations allov/ed to be deducted, by advertising agencies, in the form 
of rebates and discounts, an additional twenty millions of dollars 
yearly. These figures do not shov/ in the financial reports of the 
networks or the radio broadcast stations, as the deduction is allowed 
before the presentation of the bills, V/hether the broadcasters’ 
attorney was fearful that your committee might seek to tax such rebates 

2 
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or discounts or possibly having in mind that the Treasviry or Federal 
Trade Commission might see the v/isdom of questioning such practices 
I do not know. However, you will note he sought to justify the con¬ 
tinuance of these rebates and discounts of taxation. We are opposed 
to the lowering of the income tax base until such time as those with 
proven ability to pay are properly taxed. The taxes v;hich tije Print¬ 
ing Trades have advocated will collect more net revenue than the 
total amount which the Treasury v/ill receive from taxes received 
through the lowering of the income tax base. We understand that 
tlirough the lowering of the income tax base it is expected tliat the 
Treasury vdll collect some nineteen millions of dollars and the cost 
of collecting will be some fifteen millions of dollars, 

”The taxes v/hich we suggest will raise at least twenty-five 
millions of dollars. Of this amount some twenty m.illions of dollars 
oould accrue through the elimination of these rebates and disco'untS;, 
which do not show in the receipts of the radio broadcasting companies 
and the netv/orks, and the payment of this money into the Treasury as 
taxes. The networks, with their increased net profits of 213 per 
cent for the period 1956-1940, inclusive, alone can pay an additicnal 
five million dollars yearly. They would still 'nave according to the 
Federal Communications Commission, for 1939 and for 1940 some four 
millions of dollars yearly as net profits, after all taxes, on their 
investment of :ii34,614,000, In addition, there are a number of other 
stations, the net profits of which range from 63 per cent to 133 
per cent. 

"The net profits of the entire Industry as shovm by the reports 
of the Federal Communications Commission. 1959, uvas some ^24,000,000 
on a declared value of properties worth ^28,000,000, Radio broad¬ 
casters v/ould have you believe the proposed tax on radio broadcasting 
statiens is a tax on advertising. That they do not believe such 
themselves is best evidenced in the brief of the Hati'jnal Association 
of Broadcasters, You will find on page 18 they say 'radio broad¬ 
casting is the principal source of entertainment in America’," On 
the same page they emphasize their insistence that radio broadcasting 
is an amusement and entertainment enterprise as you will note they 
say that radio broadcasting "enjoys t'ne favor of half again as many 
people as its closest competitor, the motion picture," 

"Surely, no one will contend that the motion pictures, radio 
broadcasting's closest competitor, is advertising. During the 
J:^inance Committee Hearings, in response to a query as to placing a 
tax cn advertising. Senator Bennett Clark said; 'You cannot con¬ 
ceivably tax newspaper advertising imder the Supreme Court decision 
in the Louisiana case,' 

"Reference was made before the comrnittee that the Executive 
^oimcil of the American Federation of Labor had voted to oppose this 
L'Sx, The A, P, of L, v/as not consulted by the Printing Trades Unions 
as to whether or not such tax should be levied," 

•y* y -^r \r “yr y 
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PCC IIOVEG TO HvIPROVH CILl PORPIGN BROADCASTS 

In an effort to make our foreign short-wave service second 
to none in the v/orld the Federal Communications Gonniission has re¬ 
laxed one of its stringent rules governing the shortwave broad¬ 
casts of statiois in the United States to Central and >->outh iimerica^ 
to Europe and the Par Bast, 

The shortwave stations of other countries such as Great 
Britain, Italy or Germany are either government-owned or controlled 
wtereas the shortwave stations of this country are privately ovmed, 
'i’hey are; V/CBX, Columbia Broadcasting System, llev/ York City; Vi/InIBI 
and iVRCA, National Broadcasting Company, Nov; York City; WGEA and 
JGEO, Schnectady, and RGBI, San Francisco, all owned by the General 
Electric Coiipany; UBOS, u'estinghouse Company, Boston; V/CAB, Columbia 
Broadcasting System; Philadelphia, V/L’BO, Crosley Radio Corporation, 
Cincinnati; and ;iRUL, V/orld Wide Broadcasting Company, Boston, 

AS a short-cut to improving reception abroad of shortwave 
broadcasts emanating from this country, the Communications Commission 
modified a section of its rules governing international broadcast 
statiens to permit greater flexibility in the choice of operating 
frequencies available for this purpose, 

''International broadcasting has passed through its experi¬ 
mental stage and has developed into a service of the utmost impor¬ 
tance,” the Commission states, ‘'Existing v;orld conditions demonstrate 
the necessity of the United States being well represented in the inter¬ 
national broadcast band, and of maintaining an adequate service to 
the people of foreign nations. At the present time the expansion of 
international broadcast facilities in other countries lias resulted 
in considerable and increased interference to the transmissions of 
United States stations engaged in international broadcasting,” 

The changes made in the rule will make it possible to 
assign mors than one frequency in the international broadcast band 
to a single domestic licensee. This v/ill enable the licensee, should 
interference be experienced on one frequency, to shift operations 
to another frequency not subject to the same degree of interference. 
In addition, due to the time differential in foreign lands served by 
our international broadcast stations it is possible to assign the 
same frequency to tv/o or more stations broadcasting to different 
portions of the world v;ithout confusion, 

TheComnission's requirement of a minlmuin power of 50 kilo¬ 
watts insures transmissions of reasonable strength reaching the 
countries for which they are intended. Technically, the new order 
of the Commission reads; 

”The revision of Rule 4,44(a) brings the frequencies 
listed in this sub-section up to date with current assignments and 
notifications to the Bureau of tlie International Telecommunications 
Union, Included therein arc the so-called “Pan American” frequencies 
which have been in the past authorized for use subject to a num.ber 
of restrictions. 

4 
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"Revision of present sub-sections (b) anci (c) provides 
for a greater flexibility in the choice of operating frequencies, 
permitting more efficient use of the limited number of frequencies 
available, making it possible to assign more than one frequency in 
any band to a single licensee, and should interference be experienced, 
that licensee may shift operations. to another frequency not subject 
to the same degree of interference. In additon , due to the time 
differential of various foreign countries served by our international 
broadcast stations, it is possible to assign the same frequency to 
two or more stations without conflict or interference," 

Y Y Y Y ^ Y j\. j\. A. J\. j\. 

ST, LOUIS GETS A HEW Eli STATION 

The Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc,, has been granted 
a construction permit by the Federal Communications Commission •for a 
new high frequency (PI,I) station at St, Louis, lio,, to serve 13,000 
square miles with more than 1,800,000 population. The proposed site 
of the transmitter is the Mart Building, 12th and Spruce Streets, 
The station will operate on 45,900 kilocycles. Its assigned channel 
is 45,9 megocycles, 

CBS now holds construction permits for Fli outlets in Nev; 
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and St, Louis, A fifth station is planned 
at Boston, although permission has not yet been given. Several months 
ago the PCC also approved construction of another PM station for St, 
Louis, to be operated by St, Louis University, This makes a total 
of 54 commercial Pli transmitters now granted throughout the country. 
Some 55 applications still await PCC approval at V/ashington, 

X X X X X X X X 

ELLIOTT RECEIVES [)25,486 PROM HIS RADIO 

Captain Elliott Roosevelt, second son of the President, 
received 025,486 out of 63,715 distributed to Class A stockholders 
in settling the affairs of the Transcontinental Broadcasting System, 
it was disclosed by the report of Daniel P, Wolcott and Harry H, 
Stehman, receivers, filed last 'Wednesday in the Court of Chancery 
in iiVilmington, according to an Associated Press dispatch. 

Fees, payments to stockholders and other claims amounted 
to 0*70,345, leaving 024,528 now held by the receivers out of cash 
assets of 94,874, 

V ~r V ' Y wV yv yv. A .'s. A 
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PTC RAPS RADIO SERVICHIG COURSE 

The Federal Trade Commission accepted from liorris H, Beitman, 
trading as Supreme Publications, 3727 vVest 13th St,, Chicago, a stipu¬ 
lation to cease certain representations in the sale of a book entitled 
''Complete Authorized- Radio Servicing Course,.” 

Under his stipulation the respondent agrees to cease adver¬ 
tising that publication of his book as authorized or approved by any 
competent authority, or accepted or backed by the radio industry; 
that the book is a complete course, or a course of study, instnic- 
ticn, education or training in radio service, electricity, or tele¬ 
vision, and that it is an exact reprint of a course of lessons sold 
by the Radio Technical Institute for (^39 or any other price. 

The respondent further agrees to cease representing that 
the quantity of the books is limited; or that the price is an amaz¬ 
ing or unusual bargain. The respondent agrees to cease disseminating 
any advertisement containing a testimonial v/ritten end signed by 
himself, which advertisement fails to disclose that he is an in¬ 
terested party in the sale of the book. 

■\r -r -»,r •\r *v/* 
j\. yv J\. J\. j\. 

ACCESS TO COIldJITICnTIOIT PLAITS AIJD 
STATIONS RESTRICTED 

Chairman James Lav/rence Ply of the Defense Communications 
Board has addressed notices to all persons engaged in the wire or 
radiocoramunicat ions industry, including manufacturing, directing 
attention to a resolution adopted by the Defense Communications Board 
restricting access to communication plants and stations, to employees, 
federal, state or local government officers acting in their official 
capacity, and other persons considered necessary by the management 
in the conduct of its business. 

Also that the Industry be requested to exclude representa¬ 
tives of any foreign government, persons, associations or corpora¬ 
tions, from access to the premises containing communications equip¬ 
ment or facilities except only upon express permission granted by 
the Defense Communications Board, 

•Kr ~r -"sT -^r •r -r -y 
j\. yv, yV 

TELEVISION iuT ONCE FOR PHILADELPHIA 

To enable the Philadelphia area to liavc scheduled tele¬ 
vision program broadcasts as soon as possible, the Cormnission has 
given the Philco Radio and Television Corporation special authoriza¬ 
tion to so operate its present experimental television station W5XE 
for a period of 60 days on television Channel No, o (66,000-72,000 
kilocycles) pending the furnishing of additional engineering data re¬ 
quired by the Coram.ission to pass on that company’s pending application 
lor a construction permit for a full-fledged commercial television 
station in Philadelphia* 

V ““ 
j\. y\. X X X 
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FIRST DRAF, DUI.IB AND DLIND AIRTRUR II YORir ■P) 
11 

The enthusiastic interest which radio holds for the 
amateur equals, if not transcends, that of an3^ other hohhy. Unlike 
some pursuits, there is no pecuniary motive for the radio amateur; 
he functions solely for his own entertainment and enlightenment • 
His ardor has built up an exemplary fraternal spirit vdiL ch has con¬ 
tributed much to the advancement of radio in .general. In flood, 
hurricane, or other localized eraergenc^^ the "ham” can be depended 
upon to establish communication when v/ire service is temporarily 
disrupted. And from the patriotic amateur ranks Uncle Sam is now 
obtaining many operators and other technicians urgently needed for 
the national defense. In the theatrical profession the term "ham" 
is more or less derogatory, but among radio amateurs it is a coveted 
honor. Amateur licenses are eagerly sought, and proudly cherished. 
It is a personal distinction to be a "ham"i 

Therefore, there was nothing singular that Leo Sadousky, 
a Brooklyn 3^outh living at 482 Asliford Street, was among the man^r 
who of late applied to the Conmiission for an amateur radio operator's 
license. But remarkable is the fact that this particular applicant 
is deaf, dumb, and blindl Despite his handicaps, Leo took the pre¬ 
scribed ’written examination at the Commission's nearest field office. 
To- 10 pages of questions and problems, he submitted 30 pages of 
answers written by himself on a Braille tp-pev^riter, In the practi¬ 
cal tests the candidate demonstrated that he could "hear" radio¬ 
telegraph signals through vibrations produced bir special devices. 
The result is that this aspiring 21-year-old is, according to Com- 
nission records, the first deaf, dumb and blind licensed amateur 
radio operator. 

'•s/* V V 
yi. A 

JAP V/AS PIONBER BP0N30R 

In his book, "lien of Great health", John T, Flynn writes 
describing I.Iitsui the great Japanese merchant back in 1673; 

"On rainy days he would lend customers umbrellas flaunting 
on their roofs the name of i.Iitsui, He used billboards printing the 
name of liitsui in large black letters. He subsized producers and 
actors to v;ork the name cf Mitsui into the lines of dramas so popular 
in that 6.a.j thus becoming a sponsor and by 250 years anticipating 
the radio commercial of today," 

X X X X X X X X 

"The Treasury Hour" for selling Defense Bonds v/ill make 
Its^debut over a 100 station hookup on the Blue Network of the 
National Broadcasting Company on Tuesday, Geptember 30, at 8;00 p,m, 
EST, for 13 weeks under the sponsorshin of the Bendix Aviation 
Corporation, 

X X X V A 
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PlilLCO ELECTS GUBB CIIAIRTIAN 

Larry E, Gubb, well-knov/n to the industry, was elected 
cliairman of the board of the Philco Corporation in Philadelphia 
last Thursday, I.Ir, Gubb has been connected with Philco since 1920, 
He was elected president of the Philco Radio and Television Corpora¬ 
tion in July, 1934, Hr, Gubb has been executive vice president of 
the Philco Corporation since April, 1940, when philco Radio and Tele 
vision became a subsidiary. 

Other Philco elections include that of John Ballantyne, 
who was raised from treasurer to vice president in charge of opera¬ 
tions, Thomas A, Plennally from general sales manager to vice presi- 
dQit in charge of sales, u', R, Wilson from controller to treasurer, 
and James H, Carmine, former general sales manager, to general sales 
•.nanager, James T, Buckley, president since 1939, continues in that 
office. 

X X X X X X X X 

APPROVE iKS. ROOSEVELT’3 CONTRACT 

This letter was v\?ritten to the editor of the Washington 
Star by a reader P,G.S, from Kitty Hawk, N.C,; 

‘'I read Prank Kent * s column on I.Irs, Roosevelt’s new radio 
program, ilfter thinking about it, I decided that Hr, Kent and the 
‘'several million men and women*' v/hom lie says LIrs, Roosevelt "irri¬ 
tates very much" should have pointed out to them the main point of 
the broadcasts, v;hich they evidently missed — namely, to encourage 
better and inore extensive economic relations v/ith our neighbors, 
which she, as the President’s wife, can certainly do, 

"Of course. Hr, Ivent had no thought of bringing about 
disunity by rekindling for and against Eleanor Rtoosevelt factions 
by enumerating past criticisms of her, but in suggesting that she 
''try selling an article or a column or a broadcast under an assumed 
name, or anonymous", he did bring up an interesting question, I 
wonder just how many columnists could sell an article or a column 
under an assum.ed or anonymous name," 

firs, Roosevelt’s new series of weekly 15 minute broadcasts 
will begin over 122 NBC-Blue Network stations at 6:45 p,m, EST under 
the sponsorship of the Pan-^^merican Coffee Bureau composed of the 
coffee growers in seven South and Central American countries, 

X X X X X j: X X 

More than tv/enty advertisers in as many cities already 
imve contracted for the second annual edition of Touchdown Tips with 
Sam Hayes, recorded football series syndicated by the NBC Radio- 
Recording Division and to be ready for the air. 
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8/22/41 

WNDC DISSOLUTION ASKED FOR 

A petition for dissolution of the Capital Broadcasting Co,, 
which operates Station IVWDC, Washington, D, C.’s newest outlet, was 
filed at District Court by Dyke Culluin of Silver Spring, lid,, vice 
president and one of the three turstees of the firm. 

On I.iay 2 Hr. Cullum filed a complaint for accounting and 
for appointment of a receiver for the firm, Stanley 11, Horner and 
Edwin I.I, Spence, the company’s two other trustees, are president and 
secretary-treasurer, respectively. 

In his petition filed yesterday Ivir, Cullujn told the court 
that the property and effects of the company have been "so far reduced 
by wasteful expenditures, losses or otherv;ise, that it v/ill not be 
able to pay all just demands against it or offer a reasonable security 
to those who deal v/ith it," 

The plaintiff said he thought it would be "beneficial" to 
the interests of the stockholders if the firm were dissolved, 

V V V -r -'r y 
j)i. Jl 

ADVERTISERS APPARENTLY PLEASED WITH 
TELEVISION 

One of the most important coiimiercial television broad¬ 
casting contracts ever entered into was made this week by Adam Hat 
Stores, Inc,, ?;ith the National Broadcasting Company for exclusive 
rights to sponsor all sporting events televised by NBC, 

The agreement also calls for broadcasting of sports events 
to he televised by NBC's new television station in Washington, D,C,, 
which is scheduled to begin operation, and from the NBC television 
station in Philadelphia, Penna., due to take the air on July 1, 1942, 
Adam Hat Stores, Inc., is already sponsoring boxing bouts staged by 
"Chick" Meehan at Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, 

It was the success of the televising of the Ebbets Field 
fights end the audience response that led to the present agreement, 
according to Alfred H, Horton, Vice President in charge of tele¬ 
vision for the National Broadcasting Company. 

John David, Inc,, retailers of men’s wear, also signed a 
contract v/ith the National Broadcasting Company for a half hour week¬ 
ly television program, on 'Wednesday nights at 9»00, EDST, The 
program will be called "Men's Wear Highlights of Television," 

‘\r •\r v V V 
w'w A A 
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PORL'IGN LANGUAGE PROGRAIIS OLD STUTF FOR NBC 

V/e are indebted to Bill Neel, of the Press Department of 
the National Broadcasting Company in V/ashington for the following 
correction: 

''I noticed in yopr August 12 Letter a note on United 
states shortwave programs being printed in three languages for dis¬ 
tribution outside the United States, 

"I thought you might be interested in the enclosed - NBC 
has been printing short-wave programs in foreign languages for 
some years, and mailing them all over the v/orld,” 

The enclosure Llr. Neel sent v;as a copy of the ''Short Wave 
News'* containing the programs of NBC-RCA short-wave stations V/RCA 
and \TO3I for the month of July, These programs v;ere printed in 
inglish, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and German, P’urthermore, 
as Hr. Neel correctly states, and this writer in his lucid' moments 
well knows, these programs have been sent out by NBC for several 
years, 

X X X X X X X X 

AI.IATEURS COOPERATE IN WAR GAII^S 

The Army is trying for the first time, apparently with 
success, the voluntary mobilization of amateur radio operators for 
defensive aid in the current West Coast war 'maneuvers of 100,000 men. 

Two h'undred operators are cooperating in a secret radio 
espionage network by which the defending forces learn of 

troop, mechanized and motorized movements long before they could be 
ascertained by normal chan-nels. The radio plan was developed by 
Haj, Gen, Kenyon A, Joyce, commander of the 9th Corps Army, and has 
proved particularly valuable in the ¥/ild Olympic peninsula forest 
area. The civilian operators include farmers, forest rangers. State 
patrolmen, water patrol'men, fishenmen. Coast Guardsmen and others, 

}r Ar V V -\r 
i. j\. jL a. ys. y\. yv 

FOURTH ANNIVERSARY OP BROADCASTS TO EUT.OPE OBSERVED 

The fourth anniversary of regularly scheduled daily programs 
in German, French and Italian, heard by European Short-Wave listeners 
over stations ’iVRCA and V/NBI, was observed last Wednesday by NBC*s 
International Division, virhich recently celebrated its tenth birthday, 

XTr -r V v •'r 
u\. j\, J\. y\. 
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8/22/41 

\\\\ TRADE NOTES 

The VYestinghouse Radio Stations, Inc,, Hull, I.Iass,, have 
been granted a construction permit for a new developmental broadcast 
station to operate on frequency 9570 kilocycles, v;ith power of 700 
watts, for the purpose of furnishing a signal for the National Bureau 
of Standards in V/ashington, in connection Y;ith radio wave propagation 
studios made by the Bureau, 

K45LA, the PM outlet of the Don Lee netv\/ork on the 'Rest 
Coast which began operations August 11, now lists 18 different 
sponsors, some of them national accounts, PI.I Broadcasters, Inc,, 
report, W55M in Milwaukee has eight accounts, vdiile W51R, Rochester, 
airs two commercial half-hour programs daily, V/47A of Schenectady, 
at last report, had 26 sponsors. 

Programs of music v/ill be exchanged once a month by a net¬ 
work of Brazilian stations and V/OR-Mutual, according to an arrange¬ 
ment completed by Dr, Julio Barata, director of the radio division 
of the Departinento De Imprensa E Propaganda of Brazil, and Adolph 
Opfinger, program manager of Mutual, 

The Parnsv/orth Television and Radio Corporation reported 
from San Prancisco a net loss of /181,857 for the fiscal year ended 
on April 30, against one of R749,741 in the preceding year. Sales 
rose to ^5,165,905 from ;j2,922,576, while orders on file increased 
about (.7,000,000 from B550,469, Almost a third of the company's 
current production is going to defense equipment. 

The applications of the following attorneys were approved 
to practice before the Federal Communications Conmiission: Edward H, 
Begroot, '.Washington; Fred Pelty, San Antonio; Harry Ossen, Torring- 
ton, Conn,; N, L, Schoenfeld, Hot Springs, Ark,; Joseph C, Suraci, 
V/ashington; and Kenneth L, Yourd, v/ashington. 

An ixSheville resident requests copies of Commission ''regu¬ 
lations” requiring written scripts of programs to be submitted to 
broadcast stations 24 hours in advance of their presentation. The 
Coinmission has adopted no such regulations; it is within the discre¬ 
tion of the individual broadcast station whether or not to require 
submission of written scripts in advance so long as the license re¬ 
tains full control over programs. 

A Boston broadcast listener has written the Commission sug 
seating that an arrangement be made w'nereby dramas be transmitted 
over cne netv;ork, symphonic music over another, and that varied pro¬ 
grams be carried over a third netv/ork. But the Commission has no 
authority to direct this or other programming. 
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TV/ENTY-OIE lEXICAN STATIONS JOIN NB3 NETVifORK 

Mexico^s largest netv/ork - 21 radio stations - Tlinrsday 
became affiliated v/ith the Pan-ihiierican Network of the National 
Broadcasting Company, as another major step in the development of 
a unified inter-continental hroadcasting service, Frank E, ilullen, 
NBC vice president and general manager announced. 

I.ir, I.Iullen made this loiown following a radiophone conver¬ 
sation with John F, lioyal, vice president of NBC's International 
Relations Department, I.Ir, ho^ral is on a 20,000 mile air tour of 
Pan-Anerican republics, visiting many of the South American stations 
affiliated with the National Broadcasting Company and arranging to 
expand NBC's broadcasting activities tliroughout the Americas, Mr, 
Royal telephoned Mr, Mullen from Colon, Panama, where Charles W. 
Horn, assistant vice president of the department, joined him after 
completing details of the contracts in Mexico City, 

In his announcement Mr, Mullen said that arrangements 
for the Mexican Network affiliation had been made v/ith Don Emilio 
Azcarraga, president of XEW, Mexico's largest broadcasting station, 
Xaw now operates'With 100,000 watts, but its power will soon be 
increased to 200,000 watts, making it the most powerful radio station 
in the Western Hemisphere, 

"This is another step,” Mr, Ilullen said, "on the part of 
the National Broadcasting Company to cooperate v/ith our government 
in its 'Good Neighbor’ policy to promote further understanding, 
friendship and cultural relations between the people of the United 
States and its neighbors - the people of the Pan-American Republics, 

"We are pleased to have this great Mexican Network join 
us in another forv/ard step in the extension of our Pan-^mnerlean 
Network, which the National Broadcasting Company has been developing 
for more than ten years, 

"In serving the vast Mexican audience, tlie National 
Broadcasting Company will pursue its policy of providing unbiased 
information and the best of entertainment over its tv/o interna¬ 
tional short wave stations, WRCA and Y/NBI, under the direction of 
Mr, Jolm Elv/ood, In addition, many of the popular entertainment 
and public service programs regularly broadcast in this coimtry 
over both NBC’s Red and Blue networks will be made available, A 
series of exchange programs is included in the plans," 

-VJ- V V -r -r -sr 
.A. J\. J\. jC\. 
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SAY PvADIO SET SALES IMHURT BY INSTALU.ESNT CURB 

The new regulations requiring down parents of 20^ on 
radio sets on installment sales and balance payment required 
in 18'months are not expected to affect radio receiving set 
sales, the Radio I.Ianufacturers Association advises, explaining 
that few installment contracts for radio extend beyond 15 moimths. 
The maximum amount of the purchase price v/hich may be paid in 
installments is 80 percent. The same terms that apply to radio 
sets hold good for mechanical refrigerators and musical instru¬ 
ment s, 

Present installment contracts will not be affected, 
nor v/ould credit extensions to wholesalers or retailers to 
finance the purchase of such articles. More rigorous credit 
terms on automobile sales, v/ith one-third down payment, and 
slightly more lenient restrictions of IS^^ down payments in the 
case of oil burners, air conditioning, plumbing and sanitary 
supplies would be required under the tentative Federal regula¬ 
tions, announced ilugust 15th, 

Restrictions on future ccns-umer purchasing of d-urable 
goods using ‘'critical'* defense metals are the principal objec¬ 
tives of the new installment sales restrictions promulgated by 
the Federal Reserve Board under President Roosevelt's Order based 
on his t/orld War powers. The regulations are nov/ scheduled to 
become effective September 15, 

For the radio industry, the principal effect would be 
upon dealers and particularly smaller concerns. The radio 
interests involved have been discussed with Federal Reserve 
officials by Bond G-eddes, Rllk Executive Vice Pres,, tonder di¬ 
rections of Chairman Paul Galvin of Chicago of the Association's 
Set Division, The officials were advised of the sharp reduction 
in radio manufacture and the industry's curtailed use of defense 
materials voluntarily and also already ordered by 0PM. Interests 
of radio dealers in the new installment credit restrictions were 
especially detailed to officials, but the 20^ down payment re¬ 
quirements on radios and the other consumer goods covered in 
the official order will be general. It has nob yet been deter¬ 
mined when the credit restrictions will become effective. 
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Calculating the 20^ down payr^ient on radio sets, refrigera¬ 
tors and other household articles, the down payment will be cal¬ 
culated on a '■’basis*' price. This is defined as the "bonafide 
cash purchase price of such article, minus the amount of any 
allowance made by the seller for any article traded in by the 
purchaser (including as such a trade-in anything which the seller 
buys from the purchaser at about the time of the purchase of the 
listed article )," 

The proposed credit regulations apply to sales under 
(Jl,000 and do not affect open or outstanding accounts nor the 
present credit arrangements of department and furnitiore stores. 
The proposed regulations also would exempt "any extension of 
credit to a dealer in any listed article, whether wholesaler or 
retailer, to finance the purchase of any such article (including 
radio sets) for resale," Registration and licensing of install¬ 
ment credit organizations is proposed, to enforce the Federal 
Reserve Board*s future regulations, 

X\r -v \r y -.r v -/ y 
A A A j\. j\. A A 

AMTFbHS GIVE UP BAND FOR MILITARY TRjilfllNG 

Showing the proper spirit in cooperating with the 17ar 
Department in national defense the radio amateurs have agreed to 
temporary cessation of amateur activities in the 3800-3900 kilo¬ 
cycle band, as ordered by the Federal Coriimuni cat ions Commission 
to make those frequencies available for the training of many 
thousands of additional aircraft pilots in the large number of 
new airfields throughout the Unitd-States, An essential part of 
such training involves a large-scale use of radio communications. 

The order v;as entered subsequent to a hearing from 
which it appeared that the amateurs recognized the necessity of 
the withdrav/al for defense purposes and refrained from entering 
any protest against such military use. At this hearing it was 
indicated that there was objection to the elimination of the 
exclusive Class A privileges for amateurs and the order has been 
modified to retain such privileges. 

The V/ar Department has carefully studied the progress 
of the pilot training program, which will eventually require 
exclusive use on a temporary basis of the 3650-3950 kilocycle 
portion of the amateur band, with a ^/lev/ to determining the 
extent to v^hich it my be possible to defer cessation of amateur 
operations in various ]portions of this band. As a result of 
this study it appears that it v/ill be necessary to initiate ' 
partial use of the band 3000-5900 kilocycles about October 1, 
1941, but that it maybe possible to'use this band jointly vhth 
the amateurs until about December 20, 1941, 
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”The importance of listening-in on foreign transmissicns 
is attested in the fact that all propaganda instigated abroad al¬ 
most invariably follov/s the example set in sha? t-wave broadcasts, 
but follows it with a lag. Consequently, it is necessary for our 
Government to have knov/ledge of the short wave "’model”. Speed 
here is the essence, in order that counter-measures may be taken, 

’'At the same time, a considerable amount of nev/s and 
intelligence information canes over the short-wave which is not 
available from other sources, and vfnich must be transmitted im¬ 
mediately to tin proper Government officials, 

”Today almost every move is presaged by shifts in propa¬ 
ganda treatment. Consequently, through study of propaganda trends 
it is often possible to predict such moves, A new course in policy 
can be reflected in broadcasts long before it is announced official¬ 
ly, or rumored in the press. Indeed, the altered tone of certain 
foreign broadcasts gave the first indication tliat Germany v;as about 
to invade Russia, and that Japan intended to occupy Indo-China, 

”With foreign censorship becoming sterner and ordinary news 
sources abroad drying up to an alarming degree, it is pertinent that 
the llonitorlng Service probe the great volume of recorded foreign 
radio pronouncements for clues to transpiring events, 

”The foreign Broadcast Service operates in a sort of 
"belt line" process, which can be described in the following steps; 

"Four ’listening posts’ of the FCC’s National Defense 
Operaticns Section are exclusively attuned to foreign broadcasts. 
They are so located that each may hear transmissions from a parti¬ 
cular region of the world. Thus, a listening post at Portland, 
Oregon, coicerns itself with Far Eastern broadcasts; another at 
Kingsville, Texas, has to do v;ith Latin American events; the third, 
at Santurce, Puerto Rico, v\ratches Eastern European trends, vtiile 
the fourth, at Guilford, liaiyland, covers the rest of Europe and all 
of Africa and the Near East, 

"Ilonitors listen to all of the major broadcasts, and 
information about content significant either from the Intelligence 
or propaganda point of view is flashed imiiiediately to appripriate 
Government officials. In the case of the field offices, such items 
are transmitted first to the ’dashington office, from whence they are 
relayed to other Federal units. In the case of the adjacent lis¬ 
tening post, telephonic lines can ’pipe’ a short-wave broadcast as 
received there direct to the ..’ashington office, where the same is 
scanned for significant developments to flash various Government 
offices by telet^rpev/riter, 

"Concurrently, broadcasts are recorded in the field offi¬ 
ces, As each cylinder is finished, if it is in a foreign language, 
it is turnved over to the Translation Section, Vfnen the translators 
have made a rough draft, such transcript is typed and duplicated. 
If the broadcast is in English, the cylinder goes to transcribers 
who similarly prepare verbatin copy oh duplicating sheets, 
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HOKE COIiaSGIONZHGIIIF N/vI;lES 

Two more names were mentioned in connection mth the 
PCC Commissionership vacancy Clifford Durr, assistant general consul 
of the Deconstruction Finance Committee and former Representative 
Charles 'v/est of Ohio, Both are active New Dealers but Durr, who 
hails from Alabama and is a brother-in-law of Supreme Court Justice 
Hugo Black, is said to have turned down a previous offer to the 
FCC, stating at that time that he preferred to remain v/ith the RPC, 
Mr. Durr is 42 years old and has strong political backing. 

President Roosevelt has been trying to find a place for 
ex-Congressman West, who for a time served as a V/hite Rouse secre¬ 
tary incognito, but didn^t make a success of it. Later Hr, Roose¬ 
velt named him for a railroad inquiry commission, but withdrew the 
nomination in the face of Senate opposition, 

A story that the President v/il hold off naming the nev/ 
FCC Commissioner until he can revamp the entire Coimnission has been 
heard on Capitol Hill, 

X X X X X X X X 

PCC LISTRITS TO FOREIGN PROPAGMDA IN BARNBST 

For the first time in history the United States Govern¬ 
ment, through special national defense units of tlie Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission, is officially “listening in'* and dissecting 
foreign short-wave broadcasts. The Commission lias just given out 
a detailed explanation of this work. 

The Foreign Broadcast Monitoring Service is now actively 
translating, transcribing, analyzing, and reporting on from 600,000 
to 900,000 words transmitted daily by foreign broadcast stations 
tliroughout the entire world as recorded by the Commission’s National 
Defense Operations Sections, 

Working in tliree shifts of eight hours each, a special 
force of teclmlcians, translators, analysts, and other experts 
is keeping abreast of all international broadcasts which emanate 
outside of this country, 24 hours of the day, 7 days a week. 
Speeches, newscasts, and entertainment to the inclusion of some 
musical programs, are carefully v^atched for intelligence and trends, 
which are reported iimuediately to Governraent officials responsible 
for counter-propaganda or other action, if necessary. The PCC 
statement continues, in parts 

"For obvious reasons, the reports of die Foreign Broad¬ 
cast ilonitoring Service are confidential. 
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23,000 pomds of alutniniun for* such purposes until November 30th, 
This supplements the recent 0PM detailed allocation of aluminum 
for electrolytic and fixed paper condensers in the program beginning 
with 40,000 pounds of prime aluminum in July, reduced gradually 
but extending through December, 

XXXXXXXX 

CALLS RADIO SERVICING GYPPERY 

Lashing out at radio repairmen the Reader^s Digest for 
August says; 

*Li/hen the average American takes his radio set into a 
repair shop, his profound ignorance of the set’s v/orkings will be 
fuly rewarded, for he v;ill be cheated 64 out of every 100 times 
by repair men who will sell him tubes, batteries and service vifhich 
his set doesn’t need, or charge him for nevi/ parts they didn’t put 
in. In some cases they v/ill even remove good parts and add them 
to the supply on their shelves, substituting inferior equipment, 

"Such is the conclusive evidence produced by The Readers 
Digest investigation which tested 304 radio repair shops of every 
type, in 48 states from coast to coast, from the Great Lakes to 
the Gulf» 

”The investigators (the same two, John Patric and Miss 
Lioy May, who conducted the automobile inquiry) started out with 
brand-new portable radios of two nationally known makes, in flaw¬ 
less condition. A few minutes before each shop was entered, the 
radio had been playing perfectly, but was deliberately put out of 
order by the investigators, sometimes by disconnecting a snap-on 
wire, usually by loosening a tube. When the backs of the sets were 
taken off - which could be done v;ith the fingers - even a layman 
would not fail to notice either the dangling vi/ire or the wobbly, 
projecting tube, A repair m.an who didn’t see them, and speak up, 
was taking the first step tovirard petty thievery. 

"That the test was fair is proved by the 76 repair men 
who spotted the trouble as soon as they opened the back of the 
set, and made no charge* 33 others made a charge so trifling as 
to class them also as honest. But these 109 honest men were in a 
sad minority. 

"Of the 304 shops tested, 195 tried by one dodge or an¬ 
other to take advantage of the customer. That’s a score of 64 per 
cent in favor of gyppery," 

X X X IC X X X X 
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Consequently, today*s order is issued v;ith the under¬ 
standing that it may become necessary to advance the date speci¬ 
fied, and it is recognized that in the interim, a certain amount 
of interference may result from the joint use of the frequencies 
within this band by the War Department and the amateurs, 

XXXXXXXX 

MNUFACTUESRS AGAIN IN JAM ON PRIORITIES 

New 0PM priority troubles for radio manufacturers are 
being faced' in connection with recent Liandatory controls ordered 
over copper, steel and plastics. The Radio Manufacturers Associa¬ 
tion Priorities Committee, which recently secured special alloca¬ 
tions of aluminum and nickel for reduced civilian radio produc¬ 
tion, is advising members in connection v/ith the procedure now 
necessary to secure copper and other materials. Steel priority 
ccntrol becomes effective September 1 and will involve further 
procedure by the RMA Priorities Comraittee, of which Paul V, 
Galvin, of Chicago, is chairman. Difficulties in securing copper 
have already been encountered by radio manufacturers. The copper 
supply situation is becoming as difficult as that of aluminum, 
with only about 20/ of normal capacity production reported avail¬ 
able for civilian industries. 

An 0PM order just issued prohibits delivery of plastics 
for radio cabinets, escutcheons and also many other plastic pro¬ 
ducts, This serious situation for the industry has irmiediate 
attention of the Priorities Committee, which has arranged for a 
conference today (Tuesday, August 26) with the 0PM Chemical 
Priorities Committee, An effort tt^n will be made to secure a 
preferential rating and exemption for plastic cabinets and other 
plastic radio parts, 

0PM also has issued a general order for priority of 
mintenance and repair parts in a few'essential industries, includ¬ 
ing utilities, transportation, mining, fire and police, and similar 
services. This will be extended to radio transmission service in 
the near future, and its application to repair parts for receiving 
sets in general public ownership is belp.g urged by industry in¬ 
terests in behalf of parts manufacturers. 

Specific allocations of metals fbr manufactuie of re¬ 
placement tubes and also of aluminura for replacement electrolytic 
condensers were announced yesterday by Administrator Leon Henderson 
of OPACS, The allocations for tube replacements, in substantial 
quantity, follow the series of recent conferences Y^lth OPACS 
officials by RMA, The metals allocated for tube replacements apply 
for a period ending November 30th* The OPACS order relating to 
electrolytic condenser replacements provides for allocation of 
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"Decentralization of the Foreign Broadcast I.Ionitoring 
Service force makes each listening post, in effect, a complete unit 
in Itself, v/ith engineers, translators, transcribers, stenographers, 
and persons who prepare reports. Thus, each can tackle an overseas 
broadcast as quickly as it is recorded. From the far-flung listen¬ 
ing posts, master reports are speeded by air mail to V/ashington, 
where all analysis work is done, 

"In Vi^ashington, as tlie master sheets covering each broad¬ 
cast are finished, they go to another section, which prepares 
copies of the transcript on duplicating machines. 

The'transcripts then go to the Deport Gection, which is 
able, by noon, to get out a dally summary covering broadcasts over 
the whole world the night previous. This report describes the 
content of foreign broadcasts, and analyzes them from the viavpoint 
of propaganda strategy, 

"At the same time, copies of transcripts go to the Analyst 
Section, which is charged v/lth the work of long-range 'scientific* 
analysis. This task is also performed cn a hir^ly current basis, 
so that it is possible to study daily trends, and so deduce the in¬ 
tention of foreign propagandists and the probable effect of such 
propaganda on various audiences throughout the \yorld, 

"To take the utmost advantage of such advance infor?'nation, 
interested Government officials must have flashes and reports 
within the shortest time possible, hven an hour*s delay may mean 
the difference betvirecn 'tip* and fact. Therefore, the four foreign 
broadcast monitoring units have almost instantaneous communications 
by means of radio, telephone, teletype, and telefax vdth the Wash¬ 
ington central office, 

"Clearing through the ’Washington office of the Foreign 
Groadcast honitoring Service, pertinent information is dispatched 
to a selected list of military and other Government officials in the 
form of spot bulletins, dally reports v;ith over-all content and 
analysis, weekly summaries of propaganda methods on the long-range 
basis, and special reports and analyses in particular matters, 

"Continuous listening is necessitated by the difference in 
time throughout the vi/orld, l//hat might be the best listening period 
in one country may be early morning in another. Also, programs 
which come over different frequencies at the same time must be re¬ 
corded separately, 

"The volume of international broadcasts is tremendous. 
The German radio bombards the United Gtates alone v;ith nearly 11 
hours of emissions daily, the British send us about 6-|- hours, Japan 
4-g-hours, and Italy more than 4 hours, and a score of other nations 
in lesser proportions. Significant to our Foreign Broadcast lionitor 
ing Service are the different treatments accorded the same news by 
a country in broadcasting to various nations," 

X X X X X X X X 
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Virtually full control of radio exports, both, of receiv¬ 
ing and transmitting equipment, has been ordered by the Administra¬ 
tor of Export Control. It becomes effective August 29, A similar 
order this month covered radio transmitting apparatus. The new 
radio and other export control orders were published in the 
''Federal Register”, but are not available in quantity. 

The Crosley Corp, of Cincinnati seeks to inake changes in 
equipment and'increase power of its station W8X0 from 100,000 and 
500,000 watts to 100,000 and 750,000 watts. 

Station Vi/RIIL, Richmond Radio Corp., Richmond, Va,, has 
been granted a construction permit to install a new transmitter, 
make changes in directional antenna for night use, only, and in¬ 
crease power to 5 kilowatts,. 

Life Savers Corporation, Port Chester, N. Y,, the presi¬ 
dent of which is E, J, Noble, president of Station V/I,ICA, New York, 
is charged in a Federal Trade Commission complaint, vi/ith violation 
of the Robinson-Pitman Act through price discrimination and tlirougli 
allowances made to some of its retailer CListomers for services and 
facilities furnished by them, in the sale of the respondent’s con¬ 
fection product "Life oavers," 

"Give He Your Answer," the Hills number whose title sheet 
shows the name of "Hollywood" llcCosker as lyricist, topped all 
songs played on the Mutual network last vifeek end definitely entered 
the hit class. Oddity about the song - which was written by Alfred 
J. IlcCosker, president of UOR - is that its success now entitles 
him to be a writing member of ASCAP as an active songwriter, should 
he so desire. 

The American nations may some day become bilingual as a 
result of extended use of "Columbia’s School cf the Air of the 
Americas," Dr, Luis Sanchez Ponton, Mexican Minister of Education, 
predicted recently as the air school conference in I'hxico City 
closed, 

On V/ednesday, September 17, the Colony Opera Guild v/ill 
put on a television presentation of the second act of "Faust" 
over station \VNBT of the liatiaial Broadcasting Company, 

WICC, Bridgeport-New Haven, 600 kilocycles, with 1,000 
watts day and 500 night, a m.ember of the Yankee and Colonial net¬ 
works, will become a full-time Mutual network outlet next June. 

X X X X X X X 
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8/26/41 

R, C. A. COra.TUlTICATIONS ALSO ON TIE JOB 

This letter was received from F. P, Guthrie, of i/ash- 
ington. District Communications Manager of R,C,A* Communications, 
Inc,: 

”1 was interested to read j.n your letter of August 19 
about the I.IacKay Radio and Telegraph Company compiling some current 
rate information, 

”ln order that you may he further informed on such mat¬ 
ters, I take pleasure in sending you herewith an R.C.A, Folder 
giving the rates to all parts of the v/orld as well as a booklet 
covering restrictions of service, a couple of maps, and a card 
which will enable you to tell what time it is on the other side 
of the world," 

One of the miaps which Hr, Guthrie so kindly sent showed 
the R,C,A, radio telegraph circuits to foreign countries and dif¬ 
ferent parts of the U.S.A, Another was of the \7estern Hemisphere 
also showing R,C,A, telegraph circuits cautioned "The Good Neighbor 
Route to the Americas via the R.C.A," and a sub-caption "The Short¬ 
est Distance Between Two Points is a Straight Line." 

X X X X X X X X 

§2,400,000 EXPANSION OF G-E RilDIO 
FACILITIES 

Construction of a nev/ §1,275,000 building for the assembly 
and testing of radio equipment for the Army and Navy has been 
started here according to an announcement by Charles E, Wilson, 
president of the General Electric Company, 

The building, to be equipped at an additional cost of 
000,000, is part of a §2,400,000 project of the Defense Plant 

Corporation for expansion of radio manufacturing facilities at the 
General Electric Plant in Schenectady, The program includes pur¬ 
chase and renovation of the old ?ifeber Electric Company plant. It 
will provide employment for approximately 2000 viforkers. 

The nev/ building, a single-story wooden structure 1000 
feet long and 200 feet wide with 200,000 square feet of floor space, 
is expected to be finished by Oct, 1 and all equipment installed 
by next June, The V/eber plant renovations, v/liich will provide 
approximately 60,000 additional square feet of floor space, are 
expected to be completed by the first of next month. Production is 
already under way in part of this space. 

The buildings and equipment financed by the Defense 
P^ant Corporation will be operated by the General Electric Company 
but title vi^ill remain v;ith the government. 

10. - 
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8/2G/41 

Last week it was announced that construction will he 
started soon on another nev/ building to be erected by the General 
Electric Company in Schenectady for the manufacture of Industrial 
and radio tubes to be ready for operation in'February. A single¬ 
story manufacturing section v;ill contain 120,OjO square feet of 
floor space vi/hile 15,000 square feet of floor space will bo avail¬ 
able in a twoy-story office section. 

The new facilities will provide greater capacity for the 
manufacture of the company’s lines of vacuum tubes which include 
air-and water-cooled radio transmitting tubes, ignitrons, hot 
cathode mercury vapor rectifiers, thyratrons, high vacuum recti¬ 
fiers, phototubes, cathode ray tubes, special receiver tubes, 
vacuum capacitors, measurement tubes, vacuun switches, vacuum and 
ionization gages, ballast tubes, vacuum flasks and similar products, 

V 
j\. .A. 

ilLW Pli ilONITOR LOUDSPEAKER 

A new high-fidelity loudspeaker and high-fidelity ampli¬ 
fier for use in PM broadcast stations is offered by the General 
Electric Company at Schenectady, The speaker, of single-unit 
construction, provides high-quality reproduction for the station- 
operating staff and for parts of the station where true high- 
fidelity reproduction is desirable, such as in audience and 
sponsor rooms. 

■\r -.r -y- \r y -r v* "r 
J'i, A yw A A 

PCC ACTIOK 

Southern Calif. Broadcasting Co,, Pasadena, Cal,, granted 
construction permit for a new station to operate on 1430 kilocycles, 
1 kilowatt, daytime, 

Washrigton Broadcasting Co,, u'ashington. Pa., granted 
petition for reconsideration and grant without hearing the applica¬ 
tion for a new station. 

Seaboard x^adio Broadcasting Corp,, Philadelphia, Pa,, 
granted construction permit for a'new (Pk) station to operate on 
frequency 48,100 kilocycles for coriuiercial PH broadcasts; coverage 
9,300 square miles; population 3,900,000, 

iVescoast Broadcasting Co,, \7enatchee, k7ash,, granted 
construction permit to install a now transmitter and antenna, 
increase power to 500 watts night, 1 kilowatt day, snd change 
frequency to 560 kilocycles. 

- 11 
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8/26/41 

VVGN, Inc,, Chicago, Ill#, granted modification of special 
temporary authority to operate frequency modulation (FM) station 
oommerdaily on 45,900 kilocycles, v/itii pov/er of 3 kilowatts, on a 
temporary basis only for a period of 60 days, 

J, B, Kodman, Fresno, Calif#, has applied for construction 
permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1340 kilocycles, 
250 watts and unlimited hours, (Requests facilities li/lRI.I) # 

\VKZ0, Inc,, Kalamazoo, Mich#, has applied for ccnstruc- 
tion permit for increase in nighttime power from 1 to 5 kilowatts# 

B3-Z-1210, iVendell liayes, Joe II 
Hossier Broadcasting Col, Indianapolis, Ind#, lias applied 

for construction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated 
on 810 kilocycles, 250 watts daytime# 

V V V V V 
A A yv A A ^ ^ 
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FRANCHISE SUGGESTION BECLOUDS TAX VICTORY 

The belief that there will be some kind of a working agree¬ 
ment between the Senate Finance Committee and the x^ederal Communica¬ 
tions Committee in an effort to levy a franchise tax on radio stations 
somewhat dampens the sweeping victory of the elimination from the 
defense revenue bill of the proposed '^12,500,000 tax on broadcast time. 
The tl:eory that the broadcasters v/ere still in for something was 
strengthened by Senator George of Georgia, Chairman of the Senate 
Committee, saying that the senators had not given up the idea of taxing 
radio stations and the Treasury Department and the Joint Sub-Committee 
on Revenue taxation had been requested to study some sort of a 
franchise tax. The idea of such a tax would be to raise approximately 
„2,000,000, enough to pay for the operating expenses of the Federal 
Coi.imuni cat ions C oimni s s ion , 

In addition to eliminating the tax on .broadcast time the 
Senate Committee also threw out the proposed tax in billboard adver¬ 
tising, Approved without change v/as the House schedule which doubled 
the excise tax on radio sets. On long-distance telephone calls, 
telegrams, radiograms and cables, the Senate Committee levied a flat 
10 per cent tax. The House bill j^rovided a 5-cent tax on messages 
and conversations costing betv/een 24 and 50 cents, end 5 cents per 
50-cents charge above 50 cents. The Senate coimnittee approved the 
House tax of 5 per cent oi all telephone bills. It voted a tax of 10 
per cent on leased wire talking circuits; and it voted to exempt leased 
wires and general tlclnr circuits and burglar alarm systems from the 
tax on communications. 

It was very apparent to those who attended the Senate Finance 
Coininittee hearing the day the radio industry presented its case, that 
sovae senators were not enthusiastic about the broadcast time-sales 
tax. Although it is believed there must have been some previous dis¬ 
cussion between the Senate Committee and the FCC of the aiatter, as it 
is known their experts had been conferring, the first public discussion 
of a franchise tax was when Chairman James L, Fly, of the Communica¬ 
tions Commission, appeared before the senate Conmittee as a witness. 
Senator Vandenberg asked Hr, Fly if he v/as opposed to the tax on radio 
time sales. 

"I think it is a pretty dubious tax,” Chairman Fly replied. 

It was then that Hr, Fly expressed a preference for a fran¬ 
chise tax, but said he believed it should be borne by tl:ie other bran¬ 
ches of the comraunications industry - telephone, telegraph and cable. 

2 - 
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8/29/41 

He explained that only a portion of the Coinmission ’ s tiine was taken up 
tiTT radio, and mentioned the telephone people as those v;ho should carry 
a'^ccnsiderahle portion of the burden. Zir.Fly said it might be diffi¬ 
cult to loiow how much to charge for a radio station franchise but that 
this might better be on a basis of coverage rather than power. Senator 
Bailey remarked that the broadcasting industry "enjoying the franchise 
riven to it to operate in the public domain should be v/illing to pay 
well for it," llr. Fly said he thought that might be true, 

EJ-lsworth C, Alvord, tax: expert, speaking in behalf of the 
National Association of Broadcasters, suggested if the government is 
to embark on a policy of making industries pay for their own regula¬ 
tion that radio should be one of the first industries picked out for 
the experiment, hentioning railroads and some others, he said radio 
should really be the last. It is almost certain that the broadcasting 
industry- will take this as its cue and put up t he hardest kind of a 
fight to keep from being an initial group for such an action. 

Unquestionably the big factors in the defeat of the proposal 
bO tax broadcast time were (a) that it would h_ave set a precedent in 
the taxing of advertising, inasmuch as a broadcast station revenue is 
derived from the sale of advertising, and (b) that it v;ould have been 

tax on gross income wliicli it was argued v/ould have caused a deteriora¬ 
tion in the quality of the service the radio stations are nov/ giving. 

Just how soon the Senate sub-committee and the Treasury De¬ 
partment, and as indicated above, tte Federal Communications Coiimilssion 
:aay agree upon recommendations to the Senate Finance Comraittee with 
regard to a franchise tax is not known. Senator George remarked if 
the time were too short for the question of a radio broadcast tax to 
be considered in the pending bill, it would corae up with a later 
revenue measure, 

X X X X X X X X X 

A, F, OF L, LEGISIFJTIVL CHAIRIIAW OPPOSED BROADCAST TAX 

With the Senate Finance Committee dropping the proposed tax 
on broadcasting stations from the defense revenue bill attention is 
called to the fact that though the tax v/as advocated by John B, 
Haggerty, President of the Allied Printing Trades Association, whose 
organizations are affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, 
it was strongly opposed by another representative of the American 
Federation, W, C, Hushing, Cliairmn of the Legislative Committee of 
the A. F, of L, 

Testifying before the Senate Committee, I.Ir, Hushing said; 

"The American Federation of Labor, Executive Committee, in 
its meeting at Chicago this month, adopted the following motion; 

"While labor believes that the United States Government 

- 5 - 
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should levy extra taxes on the people to pay for defense work we do 
not believe in punitive or discriminatory taxation as a special levy 
on radio advertising broadcasts,*' 

Now this proposed tax is exactly the type of tax the Araeri- 
can Federation of Labor, Executive Council, objects to in that state¬ 
ment. I had no intention of mentioning or 5ji any way referring to in 
any way those arguments made for or the organizations v/ho advocate 
this tax. Pour of them are affiliates of the American Federation of 
Labor, and have joined with one organization not an affiliate of the 
American Federation in advocating this tax. None of the organizations 
advocating it has a single member employed by the radio stations. It 
is simply an attempt to deprive the radio industry, a nev; industry, of 
some of the v/ork or some of their income and transfer it to an older 
industry where those who advocate the tax do have members employed, 

"On the other hand, we have four organizations directly em¬ 
ployed by the radio stations. The radio stations employ approximately 
40,000 people. The total membership of the organizations advocating 
tills tax is but 36,000, and it is an interesting thing to note the 
main point of their contention, which, as I get it, is that it will 
deprive them of work, 

•'Of course they do mention the exorbitant profits made by 
radio stations, but it is not my intent to go into that phase of the 
question, because I believe that should be and will be taken care of 
by the excess profits tax, 

■’Their main idea, apparently, is to transfer v/ork thd: is 
secured now by the radio stations, to the newspaper business, and, 
they contend that their members v/ill lose work as a result, 

"Nov/ then, according to official figures submitted by those 
who advocate the tax, to the American Federation of Labor, since radio 
stations have come into existance, in the last sixteen years, one of 
chose organizations has increased its membership 11,7 per cent, anothe 

per cent, still another 57,5 per cent; still another 45,8 per 
cent, and still another 23,5 per cent, 

"This is not a new question to us by any means. In the mid- 
middle 1890’s there was another new industry coming into existance 
and in one of the Central Labor Unions on the West Coast, which was 
located in the largest V/est Coast city, there was an organization 
which came in with a proposal tliat no member of the organization of 
organized labor, ride in an automobile, even to a funeral, and the 
motion v/as adopted. This proposal here is on all-fours with and is 
made for the same reason tliat that motion was passed through that 
central body over 45 years ago; and in the future you will probably 
look back on this proposal in the same manner that you do on the one 
I have just mentioned," 
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Here Senator Vondenberg of Ilichigan inquired: 

"Isn't it true that these unions who are suggesting these 
punitive taxes at the present time may be opening the way for a tax 
on all advertising by suggesting such a dangei'ous precedent?" 

"That is true," Hr.Hushing replied, "There is some adver¬ 
tising, outdoor advertising, being taxed, but I have left those 
organizations to speak about that. Now a new industry does make 
wliat may be called excess profits, because the pioneers in the field 
aave things pretty much to themselves, but as others see that it is a 
good thing, they enter that field and competition becomes great with 
profits correspondingly decreased, 

"That happened I think in the automobile industry. The 
proposal in this bill could well have been made against electric 
lights, because they put the manufacturers of oil laraps out of busi¬ 
ness, or could have been made by the candlemakers with the same force 
when the oil lamp came into use, 

"Nov; that is our viev; in regard to this broadcast tax sec- 
ti<ii, and we hope you v/ill wipe it out of existance when you report 
the bill," 

X X X .X X X X X X X 

RADIO SAIDS SOAR APTJJR ilEvV RECORD LAST YEAR 

As a news-hungry public grows more and more eager to follow 
latest war developments sales of radio receivers have been soaring 
to new highs. Dun. and Bradstreet report. Retail sales, after setting 
an all-time record for unit volume in 1940, v;ere running about 20 
per cent ahead of last year during the first half of 1941. The ex¬ 
panding demand has outpaced production and dealers have been finding 
it increasingly difficult to secure v,-.erchandise as manufacturers have 
been forced to allot supplies to distributors on the basis of past 
orders. Delivery dates have been pushed further and further ahead 
while backlogs of unfilled orders have piled up at factories. 

Producers have been seriously hampered by raw iiiaterial 
shortages although no formal reduction in outpu.t has been introduced. 
As defense requirements have tightened supplies the Industry has found 
it necessary to seek substitutes for aluminum, steel, tungsten, nickel, 
ard other materials for civilian production, 

Ivlany manufacturers have been able to maintain operations at 
a high rate through work on defense contracts. It is estimated that 
Governraent orders accounted for about 15 per cent of output in August 
as the industry virorked on over E200,000,000 worth of defense contractsc 

- 5 
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I.Iari'UJ'acturers have advanced prices from 5 to 10 per cent on 
rjany models and have moved to curb the price cutting which iias been 
orcvalent in retail channels. Profit margins have been widened by 
these policies, as well as by a general trading-up tendency on the 
part of consumers, and eamings of leading manufacturers were well 
above last year during the early months of 1941, These were some of 
the recent developments disclosed in a survey of the radio industry 
wlich has just been completed by Dun and Bradstreet, Inc, 

I.Ianufactuning activity, as evidenced by employment statis¬ 
tics, has continued at a good rate since last Fall although it has not 
reached the 1936-1937 peaks, Bmployment in radio factories advanced 
ccntra-seasonally during the early'months of 1941 and in Jul^r was at 
the best level since October, 1937, 

Sales have made an even better showing than production and 
unit volume has exceeded all past performances. 

Retail sales of receivers in 1940 totalled 11,750,000 sets, 
12 per cent above the 1939 peak of 10,538,000 (Radio Today), Dollar 
volume, reflecting lov/er unit prices, did not reach 1937 levels al¬ 
though it exceeded both 1938 and 1939, 

Sales of all types of sets increased last year v/ith the ex¬ 
ception of console models. Auto radios and portables continued to 
gain wide consumer acceptance, accounting in poTt for the Increase in 
total sets in use in this country from 45,200,000 in 1940 to 50,197,- 

t 000 in 1941, 

The broadcasting division of the industry ccntinued its 
steady advance last year with radio advertising showing a faster rate 
of growth than any other major media. Gross time sales of stations 
and networks set another record in 1940, reaching ;^207,956,000 which 
represented an increase of 22 per cent over a year ago. Time sales of 
national networks w'ere running about 10. per cent ahead of last year 
during the first six months of 1941, 

Broadcasters* profits liave not kept pace wdth the marked 
sales expansion. During 1940 increases in operating costs, higher ' 
taxes, and expenditures for the development of frequency modulation, 
among other factors, v/ere responsible for a 5 per cent decline from 
1939 levels in the earnings of the three major networks. 

The average retail price of radio receivers in 1940 held at 
the 1939 lov/ of 334, compared v;ith ,.>135 in 1929, 

Television has suffered a temporary setback duie to the de¬ 
fense program despite the PCC order peruiitting corimiercialization this 
S\^er, Priorities on metals, particularly aluminum, affect tele¬ 
vision receivers more seriously than other types. 

- 6 - 
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In the first six'months of this year exports totalled 
^12^076,000 as arjainst (.11,054,000 in 1940, a gain of 9 per cent (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce), 

All branches of the radio industry showed an improvement in 
the failure record in 1940 and this trend was continued in the first 
seven months of 1941, Failures among manufacturers, wholesalers, and 
retailors totalled 76 last year as against 99 in the previous yec.r, 
a decrease of 23 iier cent. 

"•r "/* V ~sr -^r V 
2\. J\. J'L J\. ^ Ji. UV Ji, 

EXPIXTS DEFENSE 3UBSTITUIES TO IMPROVE SETS 

Stating that he had visited more than 100 plants in 12 
states, Lewis Winner expresses the opinion that changes in radio ijanu- 
facture designed to release essential defense metals, will result in 
the ii'iiprovement of 1942 radio sets. 

"Variable condensers, which consumed over 50 per cent of the 
2,000 tons of alirminum used by the radio industny last year, are being 
replaced v/ith lead-coated steel condensers," he discloses in the 
Septei'dber issue of Radio News, By treatment with special liquids, 
corrosion is. entirely averted and there will be less drift and less 
licrophonics, tv/o difficulties tliat have previously stumped engineers. 

Aluminum pieces v;ill be absent from many other portions of 
the 1942 receiver, ./inner adds. Shield cans will be of steel or pov/- 
dered Iron, Impregnated kraft paper, cardboard containers or plastic 
tubes v/ill cover electrolytics, 

"with the pronouncement tint nickel was on the critical list, 
cane the fear that tube production would be stoppjed," he reveals in 
the Radio News article, "Thus far, production has been reduced, but 
not sufficiently to cause shortages. Some substitutions that have been 
affected have to an extent cased the situation, .fnether or not 'metal 
tube 'manufacture will be curtailed soon is problematical," 

The chassis of 1942 v/111 be of steel or iron, co'pper flashed 
or scrap metal sprayed. Winner reports, explaining tla± plastic chassis 
for fall production do not seem a probability because of die problems 
and present fragility of the structure , 

Because of the shortage of cliromium he says, the beautiful 
nirror-like finish found on many parts will not ajpear in 1942, but 
new designs will actually be an improvement, 

“.r ’\r •*>- -j- -r "T ■'/* 
J\. A A J\. A A J\. A 

NOTE - Due to the fact that the Government offices v/ill be 
closed Labor Day there will be no issue of this service Tuesday, 
September 2, 

XV* -r mr \r mr v ‘V’' V 
A yv A A -/v A 
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H..GGi:ilTY HITS DROPFING OF RADIO TAX 

John B. Hc'.ggerty, chairman of the hoard of governors of the 
Allied Printing Trades Council, criticized the coLim.ittee ’ s elimination 
of the radio hroadcasting time sales tax. He said; 

”It is difficult to understand how the members of the finance 
Comriiittee can justify levying taxes on millions of wage workers earn¬ 
ing less than 01,000 yearly, those least able to pay, and exempt from 
excise taxes the privileged few who operate radio networks and who are 
yearly deriving millions in wage profits, w’ni ch prifits represent more 
than 200 per cent and 300 per cent yearly on their investment, 

"Vife have every reason to believe that the Treasury Department 
and committee experts, as well as the subcorairdttee appointed by Senator 
leorge, will find that the radio networks after payment of rebates 
and discounts in addition to agency conmiissions liave deprived 25,000 
printing trades workers of their jobs and have received net profits of 
(p40,000,000 in the period 1931-40'inclusive, vdiile the profits for the 
1931-35 period were less than $20,000,000, The printing trades are 
right and righteousness will prevail,'* 

xxxxxxxxxx 

PAN AlidHICAN NLT NOW 35 STATIONS 

The National Broadcasting Company lias added 14 stations in 
I six Central American Republics to its Pan American netvi/ork, P'rank B, 

Ilullen, vice president and general manager of the company anuiounced, 
I 

Covering Costa Rica, Panama, B1 Salvador, Nicaragua, 
C-uateraala, and Honduras, this nev; extension assures complete short¬ 
wave coverage by NBC’s International Division of all the Central 
American countries and Rexico, Affiliation with Mexico’s largest 
network, 21 stations, was announced by NBC last week, making a total 
now of thirty-five stations just added to the Pan-American notv;ork, 

V V V V* V V A A A yi. A .A. yv 

OPM LIFTS BAN ON PLASTIC CnBINI.T3 

The OPLi, follov/ing representations cf the Radio Manufacturers 
Association last Thursday, modified its August 23 order prohibiting 
plastics for radio cabinets. Following a conference with OPM and 
OPACS officials, the OPM yesterday removed its complete prohibition 
of plastics for radio cabinets and authorized reduced quotas of 75/ 
iuriag September of receiving set manufacturers’ orders for plastic 
cabinets. For October and future months, the OPM in mid-September 
will review the situation and make further orders. 
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I'Vliile the OP !.I relief ruling on plastics is temporary and 
is designed to reduce gradually the production of p •. tic cabinets, it 
is expected that plastics for the September 75/ quotas of set manu¬ 
facturers will be substantially availablCe Also the 0PM order of 
August 23 does not freeze stocks on hand of plastics for radio cabinet 
production and their use for current orders v/as also authorized b^r 
Deputy Administrator Arthur E, Peterson of. the OPM chemical section. 
The OPM withheld action regarding re-classification of phonographs, 
escutcheons and other radio parts, which also was urged by RMA, The 
prohibition of plastics for their manufacture still remains, 

X X X X X X :: ic x x 

PCC ATTORNEY HARRIES SENATOR V7ESELE1»3 DAUGHTER 

Allen Sayler, 31 years old, supervising T.nvestigator of the 
Inquiry Section of the Pederal Communications Commission, was married 
August 15 to Miss Prances i/Tlieeler, daughter of Senator and Mrs, Burton 
K, IVheeler of Montana, The marriage, just announced, took place while 
the bride's parents were out of tov/n, 

Mr, Sayler, an attorney from Illinois, was the PCC's chief 
witness in the recent press-radio hearing. Miss ..'heeler had recently 
had a position with the National Labor Relations Board ct St, Louis, 

Senator ’elieeler is chairman of the Senate Interstate Com¬ 
merce Committee wli ch passes upon all FCC matters in the upper House, 
The marriage of the daughter of anotlier member of Interstate Coimnc-rce 
Committee took place when Miss Prancelia P’obey v/as v>/ed to Dr, Edward 
Ten Eyck Munson, a physician of Rochester, H.Y, The ceremony took 
place at the ancestral home of Senator and Mrs, Charles V/, Tobey, 
built in 1789 in Ter.ple, N,H, 

X X X X X X X X X X 

The Seaboard Broadcasting Corporation (\7IBG) of Glenside, Pa, 
was granted a construction permit for an PM transmitter serving the 
Philadelphia area. Using the call letters V/31PH, the nev; station 
'aakes the fifth PM transmitter approved for Philadelphia, 

X X X X X X X X X X 

Station ITirVA, V/heeling, i'/est Virginia, an NBC Blue Network 
outlet, has been granted a construction permit to increase its power 
from 5000 to 50,000 v/atts, unlimited time. 
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TRADE NOTES \ : ': l 

Listeners in Latin America . and thro-ughout the Orient report 
greatly improved reception of KGEI, General Electric shortwave hroad- 
saf-ting station in San Francisco, since tiio recent increase in the 
jtation*s power from 20 to 50 kilov;atts, 

'’Better than local” read a cahlegram from Shanghai .Trade 
Coraiiissioner vVilliams in Tokio reported "Reception excellent." The 
Oiitch East Indies gave the same report "Employees Royal Dutch Shell 
this city compliment you on initial hroadcast. Reception excellent," 

In Singapore KGEI comes in equally v;ell. 

A report on "Furniture hanufacturll^g Corporations" in the 
lederal Trade Cormiissicn * s project for the collection of annual finan¬ 
cial reports from a large number of industrial corporations operating 
in nmny of the principal industries of tire United States was issued 
last Thursday, The fifteen manufacturers of furniture, vfnose financial 
reports are combined, represent fifteen of the more important con¬ 
cerns in this industry from the standpoint of investment and value of 
goods sold. The classification of ‘'Furniture", refers to corporations 
primarily engaged in the manufacture of household furniture made of 
wood commonly used in dwellings, including cases and cabinets for 
radios and numerous other uses. 

Roxie Thorson, trading as Thorson's Soap Lake Products Co,, 
according to P’edcral Trade Coumission findings, represented by circu¬ 
lar matter and radio broadcasts that her packaged mineral salt pre¬ 
parations v/ill prevent or cure or be beneficial in the treatment of 
some oO ailments, when in fact tloe therapeutic benefits, if any, of 
the preparations, are limited to those resulting from their laxative, 
diuretic and cleansing properties and the products will not accomplish 
the results claimed. 

The 0,P,I.I, Fair Employment Practice Committee to eliroinate 
colored discrimination against colored persons in government jobs, the 
cliairman of v/hich is hark Ethridge, former President of the National 
Association of Broadcasters, and a member is David Sarnoff, President 
of the Radio Corporation of America, reported personally to President 
Roosevelt at the ’./hite House last V.ednesday, Ethridge told the Presi¬ 
dent that the coi'imittee thus far had received only scattered complaints. 

More than 20,000 employees of the RCA Ilanufacturing Company, 
Inc,, will inaugurate publicly at noon on Gept, 2 a campaign"to beat 
the promise’' made several montlis ago to meet national defense produc¬ 
tion requirements. 

Recommendations for civilian defense for Washington, D, C., 
include an emergency air raid precaution equipment $17,550, and emer¬ 
gency radio for fire department $13,625, 

- 10— 
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PCC AGABf DPL'iiS NEV/ RULES; CBS PREPARES TO SUE 

Following notification frora the Coliinihia Broadcastirg System 
that it intended filing suit the P’ederal Communications Co?ninission 
postponed indefinitely the effective date of its new chain-broad¬ 
casting regulations, wri ch grevi; out of its two-year investigation of 
alleged monopolistic practices in radio broadcasting. Hie new regula¬ 
tions, the effective date of wP.ich had already been twice postpore d, 
hui been set for September 12, 

It was expected at the Commission that the rlational Broad¬ 
casting Company would join CBS in the court appeal. 

Through Commissioner T, A, I,I, Craven, who is himself a one- 
nan coimiiission, all other commissions being away over Labor Day, the 
PCC announced, in the following statement, that it would hold still 
another hearing in the bitterly contested matter; 

"On August 14, Mutual Broadcasting System, filed with the 
Cwp.ission a petition requesting it to amend its regulations dealing 
'V-th nctv/ork option time and the term of affiliation contracts. This 
petition has been set for oral arguments before the Commission en banc 
on Friday, September 12, at 10 A.i.I, At tliat time tlie Commiission v;ill 
hear oral argument by I.Iutual Broadcasting System, and by any other 
licensees and network organizations who desire to be heard with 
respect to the chain broadcasting regulations as promulgated, the 
Lutual petition, or any other -lodlfication of any of the chain broad¬ 
casting regulations w-iich those appearing desire to propose. All 
persons wishing to be heard are requested to file appearances v\?ith 
the Secretary of the Commission on or before September 10th, Written 
briefs may be filed on or before September 12th, 

"Broadcast licensees vnlll be afforded opportunity to adju^ 
their operations to accord with rules with respect to chain broad¬ 
casting following the Commissi'n*s scheduled September 12th oral argu¬ 
ment on petition of the Ilutual Broadcasting System, Inc., to amend 
the same. Reasonable time v/ill elapse after disposal of this, rmd 
any other petition offered on that occasion, before making such rules 
effective, 

The chain broadcasting regulations will not be placed in 
effect with respect to existing affiliation contracts, or network 
organization station licenses, or the maintenance of more tman one 
network by a single network organization, until after the disposition 
of the Mutual petition and of any other v/hi oh may be filed," 

■\r ^.r “r v ~r ‘’-j- yr yr 
J\. A j\. jv j\. 

PIDLIR CBS ROD RIL.CISS GOUGRESS 

The switching of Jimmie Pidler, IIolly\70od commentator,from 
Columbia to Mutual, v/ho claimed that his radio talks had been censored 
has been brought to the attention of Congress by Senator G-erald P.Nye 
of I'lorth Dakota, CBS had previously issued the following statement 
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in connection v/ith the affair: 

“'Columbia has often differed v/ith II, Midler as to v; hat is 
legitimate motion picture criticism. If he has found a network which 
will wholly accept his viev/s on this subject, we are pleased,” 

Senator llye addressing the Senate, said; 

"Those who are at all conversant with the radio laiow who is 
Jhm:-ie Fidler, a radio commentator of wide renown, v/ho, with his 
sponsors, has recently seen fit to transfer his program from one chain 
to another because of what appears very obviously to be a control in 
some manner over radio broadcasting by the moving-picture industry, 
IT. Fidler issued a statement entitled 'Radio Censorship Unbearable,’ 
I ask that it may be printed in its entirety in the Record,” 

Ivir, Pidlcr’s statement read, in part, as follov;s; 

“’IX^e to a policy of censorship of speech iraposed by the 
Columbia Eroadcasting Co, on me and which has proved oppressive to me, 
I Ir.ve asked my radio sponsor (the Ta2,~bcn Co,, manufacturer and dis- 
butcr of cosmetics) to cancel its contract, or obtain a release of 
its contract, with that network and permit me to carry on my program 
over a" other broadcasting system, 

"Despite the fact tlsat I am a recognized motion-picture 
authority and critic with 21 years' experience, the Columbia Eroad¬ 
casting Co, insisted that I must give a ’favorable* notice (three or 
more bells) to all so-called ’big pictures’reviewed by me, and no 
less than two bells and favorable notice to any ’E’ product reviewed 
by me. 

"In other words, even though a picture was downright bad, I 
was not permitted to say so. If I reviewed it at all, I had to give 
it good bell ratings and praising reviews. In such cases I chose the 
only other path left open; I refused to reviev; bad films, 

"The only motion pictures the Columbia netv/ork v/ould permit 
me to reviev; honestly (if they deserved panning) were ■;iovies produced 
by independent or small companies, or in other countries, 

”lvly liollyvv'ood column is published in well over a hundred 
daily and Sunday papers from coast to coast. Certainly they are not 
going to jeopardize their good rmutations by publishing editorial 
natter that is dishonest, malicious, or unfair, 

"I am sending a copy of this statement to the Federal Com- 
nunlcati ons Commission, It seems to me merabors of that CoKimlssion 
will be Interested in Columbia’s attitude concerning the rights of fair 
cornment and free speech. Broadcasting systems are not a public utili¬ 
ty, but they certainly must owe their public a reasonable responsibili¬ 
ty.” 
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pcc pikNS pimNCiiisi: tax oit all 
COIIiUNICATIONS 

That the Federal Commimicat ions Coisr-iission v;ould expand 
the defense tax levy to the telephone and telegraph companies 
and not confine it to the broadcasting industry was stated by 
Chairman James L, Ply in discussing the proposed plan of a franchise 
tax now being worked out by the Commission in cooperation with the 
Treasury Department and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue, 
The study v/as undertaken at the request of Senator George, of 
Georgia, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee in lieu of the 
proposed tax on radio time sales v;hich v/as throv/n out of the first 
1941 Defense Revenue Bill, V/ith the franchise tax every branch 
of the communications service v;ould be called upon to help pay 
the freight instead of the broadcasting alone being called upon 
to contribute, 

}ilr. Fly said tliat telephone and telegraph companies as 
well as point-to-point radio telegraph companies were to be made 
subject of the proposed tax when the plan is finally completed. 
In effect the chairman disclosed ”the whole v/orks" v/ould be taxed. 
Prom one source came the report that the telephone md telegraph 
companies might have to pay about half of the new tax, 

I,h?. Ply said that the commission at this time did not 
have the tax plan in any concrete form but in view of the indica¬ 
tions that Congress might not approve proposed tax on time sales 
of the radio broadcasting companies he would start work on the 
tax scheme v;ithin a short time. He said the broadcasters had 
indicated a sympathetic interest toward the proposed franchise 
tax but that he had not yet talked over the matter with the repre¬ 
sentatives of the telephone and telegraph companies, Kov/ever, 
he didn^t seem to anticipate any great difficulty. 

The tax plan would include, he said, practically every 
phase of the radio branch of the industry except, perhaps, the 
amateur stations, I.Ir, Fly said that after the cominission experts 
have \7orked out tentative formula for the proposed tax, that it is 
his plan to call in all of the representatives of the communica® 
tions companies v/hicli v/ould be affected by the tax for a round¬ 
table discussion. 

Hr, Ply said that the franchise tax proposal has nothing compara¬ 
ble in revenue to the provision struck out of the Defense Bill 
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which called for ^12,500,000, At the Senate hearing itr. Ply said 
the annual operating expenses of the PCC v/ere about ;|j)2,000,000 a 
year and it is the belief that this is approximately the amount he 
had in mind raising by means of' the-franchise tax, with the broad¬ 
casters paying half or about $1,000,000, since only about half of 
the Commission's time is taken up by radio. He seemed to think the 
stations tax should be based upon coverage instead of pov;er, A 
subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee - Senator Prentiss 
Brown of Michigan and Senator Donaher of Connecticut studying the 
radio question are said to be working on a proposition basing the 
tax on the time sales rate of the individual station, 

Mr, Ply said that the study of the franchise tax was 
moving along without further loss of time. It is therefore ex¬ 
pected that the House v/ill approve the Senate’s action in deleting 
the radio time sales tax when the differences in the House and 
Senate bills must be reconciled in conferonce, V/hen the Senate 
itself took up the tax bill last Thursday it almost immediately 
approved the Senate Finaiice Committee’s elimination of the taxes 
on radio time .sales and billboards. 

XXXXXXXX 

SOUTHEAST PROBABLY IH DAYLIGHT TIMS INDEPL'ITELY 

Although other daylight saving zones will go back to 
standard time Sunday, September 28, it looks as if the South¬ 
east portion of the United States will have to stay on daylight 
time indefinitely. Due to drouth the Federal Power Commission has 
declared a pov/er emergency and has requested advanced time as an 
electric energy save. That area is a center of aluminum produc¬ 
tion requiring huge amounts of electricity and the Southeast 
has had a drought. 

How long the Southeast stays on daylight time depends 
upon how much rain they have dov/n there between now end Christmas, 
If there is sufficient water to fill up the hydro-power reservoirs 
then there is less danger of a power shortage. In that case the 
Power Coimnission would probably go off daylight time. It is ap¬ 
parent, however, that the FPC is not going to give up daylight 
time until dead sure that they will not need it later,^ 

That this is a matter of apprehension to broadcasters is 
an inquiry from the head of an important radio station in that 
section who writesj 

"I am sure that the South is rather unanimous in its 
opposition to remaining on daylight saving time if the balance of 
the country is to operate on standard time," 
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V^ile the power situation in the Southeast has been 
Improved by the summer rains it will have to await Fall showers 
before a decision as to changing time is reached, 

r,Ir. Roosevelt has asked Congress for authority to blanket 
regions with daylight saviin g time whenever it becomes essential to 
conserve electric energy needed for defense purposes, and a bill 
to confer such power is now before Congress, 

Under the bill introduced by Representative Clarence 
F. Lea, of California, the President could order clocks throughout 
the country, or in any part of the country, to be turned as much 
as two hours forv/ard. for the whole year. It v/as not expected, 
however, that I-ir, Roosevelt at any time would order a blanket ad¬ 
vance for the whole country. 

The bill is nov; being considered by the House Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce Committee and is expected to be fovorably 
reported at an early date. 

XXXXXXXX 

DCB PRIORITIES LIA3IS0N COLFIITTEE FORLTID 

A priorities Liaison Committee lias been created by the 
Defense Communications Board to study material and equipment re¬ 
quirements for all types of v/ire and radio communications, and to 
make reports relative to priorities for these services. This 
action is primarily for the purpose of affording cooperation and 
assistance v/hich may be required by the office of Production i.Ianage- 
ment, 

The Board has already planned for utilization of existing 
communication facilities in the coordinated interest of military 
industr;^, and civilian activities. The need of mat en a Is for 
extensions, interconnections, and alternate circuits constitutes an 
important related problem. The Board has been greatly concerned 
about the availability of such equipment, Vi/hile it is gratified to 
know that a priority status has been assigned to repair and main¬ 
tenance materials, it feels that it is equally, and in many cases 
more, important to provide a high order of priority for nev^ 

materials and equipment. This is particularly true of new and 
supplementary facilities directly or indirectly related to national 
defense expansion. 

Consequently, the new committee (v/hich will be Imom as 
Committee XIII) has been assigned to this task. It v/ill consist of 
a representative each to be appointed by the Telephone, Telegraph, 
Cable, Radiocoramunications, Domestic Broadcasting, International 
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Broadcasting, Aviation Coinniunications. Amateur Radio, and State 
and Ilunicipal Facilities committees. 

R X X X X X X X 

V/ILLKrC APPRARARCE DELilYS IR'IDIO PROPAGANDA REARING 

Wendell L, Willkie being called in by the notion picture 
people and asking for more time to prepare his case caused, the 
inquiry into v/hether the motion picture and the radio industries 
have disseminated pro-war propaganda to be dela^Ted until next 
Tuesday (Sept, 9), This means that it may be considerably longer 
before the radio representatives will be heard as the motion 
picture phase of the investigation coriies first and nobody seems 
to know how long that v/ill take. 

It was said at the office of Senator Clark of Idaho, 
Chairman of the Subcommittee holding the hearing that as yet 

the radio witnesses had not yet been sum.moned and it v/as not known 
who they would be. One of the names mentioned was Walter V/inchell, 
Also other commentators the isolationist senators have had their 
axes out for. 

Unquestionably an enjoyable time will be had by all when 
Ur, Willkie faces such isolation senators as Wlieeler of I.Iontana, 
Tobey, of New Hampshire, and others. Senator Wheeler will no 
doubt particulai'ly welcome putting hr, Willkie on the grill as he 
had repeatedly jibed him not only for siding with the President 
in his war viev/s, but as a representative of Wall Street, At a 
Senate radio hearing not long ago, evidently having Willkie in 
Eiind, I.ir, V/heelcr remarked: ’’Vife ought to get some of these Presi¬ 
dential candidates down here to see what they think about this 
radio situation,” 

V ~r -rr ~^r \r 
J\. ww J\ Jv J\ . 

PCC WON»T UNDULY TRAIIP ON BROiiDCASTERS’ TOES 

Although it v/as denied that the FCC was softening in its 
stand in the chain monopoly regulations. Chairman James L, Fly 
declared that every censideration v;ould be given to the netvi/orks, 
%, Fly said that the Federal Communications Commission intends 
to move expeditiously, but will not unduly step on the toes of the 
broadcasters in so doing. 
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I/Ir, Fly reiterated that the broadcasters v/ould be given 
a reasonable time to do v/hat needs to be done • But first the 
Commission must dispose of the rntter now pending and give due 
notice to the industry. The chairman said that may run into weeks. 
He concluded that it was not tl"^ Commission's inclination to have 
any unnecessary extension of time. 

An editorial in the New York Times criticizing the action 
of the majority members of the FCC in "the sweeping new rules read, 
in part, as follows: 

“No abler analysis of the harm that the Commission’s 
order may do to the radio industry has come from any source than 
from the minority report of two members of the Commission itself, 
T, A, H, Craven and Noman S, Case, Their analysis deserves con¬ 
siderably more attention that it has yet received. They declare, 
first, that the Commission is v/ithout jurisdiction to promulgate 
regulations which undertake indirectly to control the business 
arrangements of broadcasting licensees. And they contend that the 
proposals of the majority ’v/ill result inevitably in impaired 
efficiency of the existhg broadcast organization of the country,’ 

*’\Vhlle the minority does not condone any form of monopoly 
which concentrates power contrary to the public interest, it points 
out that the iriajority is apparently trying to force a sort of 
academic ’unlimited’ competition in broadcasting v^hich cannot in 
any case be wholly achieved because the number of air channels is 
physically limited, 

"The undisputed fact, declares the minority, is that 
'radio broadcasting has been utilized as an open forum,* "No one 
has complained officially to the Commission of any abuses arising 
from' the existing network systems. But if there v/ere monopoly or 
restraint of trade, then, declares the minority, the Commission 
v^ould still have no jurisdiction under the lav^. It v;ould be its 
duty either to ask the Department of Justice to investigate the 
matter, or to ask specifically for more power by referring the 
entire question to Congress, 

"The subject of radio regulation is a very'complex one. 
Apart from the question of the FCC's legal authority, some of the 
recommendations v/hicli the majority make may be in the direction 
of desirable changes. But there seems little doubt that if all the 
proposed new regulations are forced through in the present form, 
their main effect v/ill be what the minority fears," 

At the moment everything seems to remain in status quo 
pending the forthcoming oral arguments on the petition of the 
Mutual Broadcasting Company at the public hearing Friday, September 
12, 

X X X ’\r 
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I.iRS. ROOSEVELT DEPENDS EARNINGS OP EERSELP 
-IND PALIILY 

I.Irs, Pranklin D* Roosevelt, whose new series of com¬ 
mercial broadcasts for the Pan American Coffee Bureau, over NBC 
begin Sunday, September 28, was asked the follov\ring questions by 
a reader of her coluinn “If You Ask Lie'* in the September issue 
of the Ladies Home Journal; 

“We liave read that you and your family have cleaned up 
a cool two and a half million out of writing, lecturing, broad¬ 
casting, fat insurance commissions, and so on, since LIr, Roosevelt 
was elected President. How can you defend this commercialization 
of the IVhite House to those of us v^ho have been taught to die for 
our country, not make money out of it?'* 

To which LIrs, Roosevelt replied: 

"I have no idea on what inform.ation this statement v/hich 
you have read is based, I Imow that as far as my husband is con¬ 
cerned, he has spent, in fulfilling the obligations of his office 
as President, somev/hat more than his salary, 

"Where I am concerned, I earned money by v/orking for it 
before my husband was President and I have gene on doing so, I have 
made more money, but I haven’t as much principal as I had before 
my husband went into office5 and v/hen I am not in the White House 
I live simply, 

"The demands on anyone in the Viliite House are very great. 
One could, of course, refuse them all. If one could not do any¬ 
thing to earn money and did not have a large personal fortune, the 
demands v/ould have to be ignored, 

"It wearies me a little to hear criticism of what the 
children do and make. They have to v/ork in any case, or be sup¬ 
ported by their families, and no good American v;ho is able to earn 
a living desires to be supported by his or her family. Because 
their father happens to be in the V/hite House, they are not com¬ 
mercializing the Wliite House or their father’s position. If their 
father were not in the Wliite House, they would not have lacked 
opportunities or contacts, 

'*! personally do not think that earning a small or a 
large amount is commercializing the White House, llien you make 
money and help to employ people, you make money for your country. 
The point in making money is to earn it honorably and always to 
feel an obligation to u.se your v/ork and what you r.iake out of it 
for the benefit of the coirmmnity as a v/hole as well as for yourself. 

7 
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'HVhen it comes to being taught to die for your country, 
I doubt if that has been left out of the education of the children 
in any branch of the Roosevelt family*" 

Asked "Vifhat is your favorite radio program?" Mrs, 
Roosevelt answered: 

"The news of the day. Information Please, and Raymond 
Gram Swing," 

XXXXXXXX 

RCA STARTS "BEAT TliE PROMISTl" DEFENSE CAMPAIGN 

Inaugurating a "Beat the Promise" campaign aimed to give 
national defense orders a fast right of way throughout the entire 
organization of the Radio Corporation of America, David Sarnoff, 
President of RCA, tapped off the letter "B" in the radio code 
with a key on his desk in Radio City last Tuesday. It was a signal 
to the world that the men and women in the RCA plants, offices 
and coinmunlcation centers are doing, and will continue to do, v;ith 
intensified effort, all within their pov/er to beat the promise of 
delivery of products needed for the nation’s defense program, 

While Mr, Sarnoff v/as sending the "B" - a dash and tliree 
dots - the same combination in reverse of the "V" for victory - 
three dots and a dash - the factory whistles at Csimden, N.J., the 
home of the RCA Manufacturing Company, tooted the "B" in code. 
It v;as part of the ceremionles held in Johnson Park, at Camden, 
where the RCA Victor Banli played "The Stars and Stripes Forever"; 
Barry Wood sang "Gonna Beat the Promise" and Lucy Mairoe sand "The 
Star Spangled Banner," Similar ceremonies were held in the RCA 
plants at Harrison, N.J,, Indianapolis and Bloomington, Indiana; 
and Hollyv/ood, California, 

Enthusiastically, the RCA Manufacturing Company’s 19,000 
workers patriotically^ liave taken up the challenge "'Beat the Pro¬ 
mise", Most of them have signed pledges to avert v;aste of ma¬ 
terials, gain the fullest productive use of every tool and machine, 
and through efficient operation rush the work in radio that is so 
vital to defense on land, sea, and in the air. To date, the RCA 
has met and beaten most of its delivery dates on equipment for 
the armed services. Now the all-out effort wil^. be to surpass 
the records already established, 

Xnr -xr \r ’\r yr 
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DEFEN si: brings FEW WAR ON INTERFERENCE 

Technical experts of the Department of Commerce, the 
Federal Communications Commission, the National Bureau of 
Standards, and other government agencies are uniting in a defense 
effort to eliminate man-made interference vi/ith international 
broadcast stations 'I'vhich have assumed a nev^ importance in carry¬ 
ing messages abroad during the present emergency. The automobile 
or motor truck in ordinary operation is a rough-and-ready broad¬ 
casting station and interferes seriously with short wave radio 
communicatiois, according to radio experts of the Department of 
Commerce , 

"Host motorists are unaware of the annoyance they cause 
as they drive along city streets, Eov/ever, radio broadcasting 
companies, radio manufacturers, government experts in the communi¬ 
cations field and automotive engineers are fully alive to the 
problem,"a coimiiunique from the Commerce Department states. 

One leading braodcasting company has conducted a series 
of tests and made a large number of measurements to determine the 
extent of interference from different types of ignition systems 
installed in motor vehicles, 

”A special committee set up by the American Standards 
Association is giving the problem close attention, A com'iittee of 
engineers appointed by the Radio Manufacturers Association also 
is actively at work and a committee of automotive engineers is 
cooperating, 

‘^One way to eliminate interference of this kind is to 
place a shield over the spark plugs and other exposed parts of 
motor vehicle ignition systems. Experiments along this line are 
understood to liave eliminated the interference at least to a 
large extent. Other means have been devised, 

"This type of interference is understood to be especially 
serious in television operations. Even frequency modulation, de¬ 
signed to eliminate much of the interference normally encountered 
in radio communications, is said to be affected under certain 
conditions, 

'’Technical experts of the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission, the National Bureau of Standards and other interested 
government agencies are keeping in touch with developments, 

’’The automobile is by no means the only offender. 
Electrical paraphernalia used by the edical profession in the 
treatment of human ills creates similar interference. That is 
especially noticeable in a building where a considerable nuraber 
of physicians have such equipment installed, although certain 
types of equipment in which bulbs are used are understood not to 
create this type of Interference with short wave radio,” 

Tr v v* *'r 
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TRADE NOTES 

A new radio transmitting tube especially designed for 
high-frequency applications has been announced by the Vacuum 
Tube Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York, 
Designated G-L-8009, this wateiv cooled tube is similar to the GL- 
880, but has a six-pole terminal mount, and can be used as a 
Class B modulator, a radio frequency amplifier, and an oscillator. 

Seventeen new accounts, taking the air in late sumi'iier 
and early fall, liave started WABC on its best advertising season 
in history, Arthur Hull Hayes, manager of the CDS key station, 
reported today. He described increasing business on all fronts, 
witli veteran V/ABC clients renev/ing — and adding broadcast periods 
— and a troop of advertisers using the station for the first time, 

YIAB'O records siiov/ a doiibling in nuinber of sponsors 
since September 1, 1940, At that time, VAiBC served seven clioits, 
with nine more signed and ready to broadcast, making a total of 
16; September 1 this year found V/ABC with 25 advertisers and nine 
about to start, for a total of 32, 

Dr, John R, Brinkley, 56-year-old gland specialist and 
former radio celebrity of Del Rio, Tex,, was reported in good 
condition after surgeons amputated his left leg because of a 
blood clot. 

Dr, Brinkley has been confined to the hospital in Kansas 
City, IIo,, since he suffered a heart attack last June, He suffers 
also from arterio sclerosis and the amputation became necessary 
when a blood clot formed in the main artery of his leg, 

A new General Electric publication (GEA-3570) ”PM Police 
and Utility Radio" tells how PI.I is succeeding in three typical 
installations, -Douglas County, Neb,, Watertown, L'lass,, and River¬ 
side, Ill, 

EliPC, "The Station of the Stars", BL’veMy Hiils, Cal,, 
bas been granted p modification of construction permit to Install 
transmitter, increase power to 10 kilowatts, for approval of di¬ 
rectional antenna for day and night use, and for approval of 
transmitter site between ;viiitsett and Coldwater Canyon, Van Nuys, 

The following stipulation (#02871) v/as issued b^ the 
Federal Trade Coirn'ilssion; 

"Thomas Patrick, Inc,, St, Louis, engaged in the radio 
broadcasting business and in preparing and disseminating adver- 
tisem<^.ts for various comn.o ditles, disseminated advertisements 
over its Radio Station KWIC for a good designated 'Colonial Dread’ 
on^behalf of Colonial Baking Company, St. Louis, The respondent 
stipulated with the Federal Trade Cormnission that in disseminat¬ 
ing such advertising it will cease representing that Colonial Dread 
IS not fattening or is necessary in a reducing""diet; that it helps 
ourn up body fat or helps to reduce safely, and that six slices of 
Colonial bread in a reducing diet will give one pep and energy and 
prevent one from becoming tired/ fatigued, irritable or experienc¬ 
ing nervous strain," 
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RESPONSIBILITY GRANTINO CONVICT LICENSE IS 
COIZIISSION ’ S 

”Has a person who has been convicted of a felony and 
has served the prison sentence imposed the right to make applica¬ 
tion for a radio operator’s license?*’ a Californian asks. The 
Commission replies; 

’’Section 305(1) of the Coimnuni cat ions Act of 1934; as 
amended, provides that the Commission shall 'have authority to 
prescribe the qualifications of station operators, to classify 
them according to the duties to be performed, to fix the forms 
of such licenses, and to issue them, to such citj-zens of the 
United States as the Commission finds qualified,’ The act doss 
not specifically prohibit the issuance of a rad5.o operator’s 
license to one convicted of a felony, unless, of course, loss 
of the individual’s United States citizenship resulted from such 
conviction. The duty of determining the qualifications of any 
applicant for any operator’s license is, however, imposed upon 
the Commission, and in the itilfillment of that duty all of the 
facts concerning any particular application must be weighed. 
In any event, there is no statutory bar to the filing of an 
application for license by such person,” 

•\r y V* V V V Y Y 
A. u'L y\. A, 

RADIO lai’T TIE ONLY ONE 

That radio isn't the only industry hit by the national 
emergency is seen in Panshawe Lindsley, editor and publisher, of 
Golf magazine, announcing that due to impossible conditions 
existing in the golf field he had been forced to cease publication. 
Rubber and steel priorities have thrown the golf industry into 
confusion, he said, \/ith the result that the 1942 advertising 
outlook is so bad that it would require at least (,.75,000 in addi¬ 
tional working capital to see Golf magazine through the crisis, 
Upoto July the magazine showed a 78 per cent gain in advertising 
over last year. 

}r V V "v* V V 
A, A, j\ A, J\. 

VICTORY SYIEOL [IIS IDEA RADIO evangelist 

Elder Lightfoot Solomon Hichaux, Washingtoi ’ s '’Happy Am 
I" colored radio evangelist has staked claims to having originated 
the "V” symbol ?/hich now is giving hope to oppressed Europeans, 

11 
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Elder I.Iichaux was discovered and first put on the radio 
by Harry C, Butcher, then manager of Station WJSV, nov^ V/ashington 
vice-president of the Columbia Broadcasting System. Elder liichaux 
maintains that on September 18, 1938, the V v;as set into inoticn in 
his broadcast to the British Empire, 

"\7e styled Jesus Chriht as the Leader of the largest 
army the v^orld has ever known, made up of men who had once been 
the enemies of His form of government* • . Me offered as the 
war cry the slogan ’V/,J,S,V,*, which means W for v/illingly, J 
for Jesus, S for suffered and V for victory, 

"Through our broadcast, the*V for victory’ found its 
way into the minds of the British people and now is being used to 
a great advantage to arouse the spirit of the people of the 
occupied countries," the Elder said. 

X X X X X X X X 

TELLS HER TO GET WAVE TRAP 

Radio interference is bothersome to a District of Columbia 
woman, The Coramission advises: 

"Ordinarily, a frequency separation of 50 kilocycles or 
more, such as is employed in 'i/ashington, is si^fficient to prevent 
objectionable cross-talk interference even when the receiver is 
operated at a location in the immediate vicinity of the transmitter. 
Unfortunately, receivers of certain designs, v/hen operated near 
the transmitter of one station, a.re not capable of separating the 
signals of that station from those of another station even when 
the latter is 50 kilocycles removed. The performance of such sets 
so located may be improved materially by employing a ’wave trap', 
a simple and inexpensive device which is easily installed and 
operated," 

xxxxxxxx 

Fee’s Foreign Broadcast honitoring Service has translators 
to dissect most foreign broadcasts. But v/hen Berlin recently 
started to shortwave to Iceland in the latter’s ov/n lingo. Uncle 
Sam’s propaganda analysts seemed momentarily stumped. The Honi¬ 
toring Service was just about to SOS the State Department when one 
of the former’s ov/n translators. Hiss Dema Westman, mentioned that 
she talked Icelandic to her parents in their own home. Result: 
German "bombeasts" in Icelandic are nov; also being thawed out, 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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September 9, 1941 

NEW PRIORITY ORDER ON RADIO PARTS PROMISED 

A new priority order giving all divisions of the communi¬ 
cations industry a priority rating is scheduled to be issued by 
the 0PM Priorities Division this week. 

This order is expected to ease somewhat restrictions on 
the allocation of scarce materials to the radio manufacturing 
industry. 

Meanwhile, 0PM Priorities Director Donald M. Nelson, 
promised more prompt handling of all priority requests under the 
reorganized 0PM set-up. 

Thousands of pieces of mail and thousands of applications 
for preference ratings which had become "bottlenecked" during the 
last several weeks were cleaned up over the week-end, completely 
processed, and are now on their way back to industry. 

New techniques were used to cut through normal procedure, 
and top members of the Priorities Division*s staff worked until the 
early morning hours several nights to clean up the accumulated paper 
work. 

As a result of this clean-up, Mr. Nelson said, the Divi¬ 
sion of Priorities is back on nearly normal schedule. 

Hereafter it is expected that all ordinary applications 
or mail inquiries will be handled within forty-eight hours. This 
will make it possible for business men to get prompt answers to 
questions without coming to Washington. 

"When a business man files an application or sends us an 
inquiry", said Mr. Nelson, "he deserves a prompt answer. Even if we 
cannot give him what he wants, he has a ri^t to know where he stands 
without undue delay. We think we have broken the bottleneck and 
that from here on we can handle all routine expeditiously. 

Steps taken during the last few days to solve the problem 
Included: 

(1) Thousands of pending applications for preference ratings 
were processed by means of a special stamp which turned ea,ch approv¬ 
ed a.pplication into a legp.l preference rating. Instead of having 
the usual priority certificate made out, which takes considerable 
time, the application blanks themselves have been officially stamped 
with preference ratings on their face, carrying the signature of the 
Director of Priorities, and are being returned to the applicants, 
who can use them just as they would an ordinary certificate. 
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(2) A crew of experts at handling mail and paper work was 
borrowed from private industry for special duty. Working with top 
officials of the Priorities Division, these experts cleaned up 
thousands of pending letters. The emergency work was carried on 
in the Board Room of the Social Security Building and also in the 
Old Police Station at 462 Indiana Avenue, where some of the operat¬ 
ing sections of the Priorities Division have recently been relocated. 

(3) A new routing system has been set up so that applications 
coming into the Social Security Building can be sent without delay 
to the proper Commodity Section. Routing slips will be colored - 
a different color for each day - so that applications close to the 
forty-ei^t-hour deadline can be expedited. 

During the past several weeks a number of factors combined 
to build up a large back log of applications for preference ratings 
which it was impossible to process promptly. Lack of space, lack of 
sufficient personnel and a marked rise in the number of applications 
received were all responsible. 

In ilay preference rating applications were being received 
at the rate of 600 a week. Recently this rate has risen to between 
4,000 and 5,000 a week. As a result, the number of applications 
"in process” has increased. 

With insufficient personnel and lack of space hampering 
normal operations, the back log was growing more rapidly in size ev¬ 
ery day. 

However, this special plan for granting preference ratings 
and the new handling system for mail will bring all operations up to 
date this week and operations hereafter, said Mr. Nelson, ca.n be kept 
on schedule. Applications will be handled in the usual way in most 
cases, but the special stamp system can be used whenever there is 
danger of delay. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

MBS TO HAVE WHOLE SHOW FRIDAY 

The Mutual Broadcasting System is the only radio repre¬ 
sentative to request time for the Friday hearing, FCC Cha,irman Fly 
stated Monday. 

The hearing, before the full Commission, is on the peti¬ 
tion filed by MBS requesting amendment of FCC regulations dealing 
with network option time and the term of affiliation contracts. 

Chairman Fly said that the hearing will be in Room 6121 
and apologized that there will be so little space for spectators. 

Other networks have until Wednesda.y to file appearances 
and until Frida.y to file briefs in the controversy. 

XXXXXXXX 
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MELLETT WOULD NOT DISTURB RADIO 

Lowell Mellett, Administrative Aide to President Roosevelt, 
believes the radio and the press are doing a splendid job for the 
United States and that they will be more effective if left alone 
by the Government. 

Writing in the September issue of The Atlantic Monthly. 
Mr. Mellett, who is Chief of the Office of Government Reports, 
praises both the radio and the press. 

In virtually every country, he said, the press associa¬ 
tions and the American radio ’’have set a standard of truthful report¬ 
ing that has caused their reports to be believed, particularly the 
nations of South and Central America. 

’’Nothing save a sudden switch to dishonesty on our part 
can take this advantage from us”, he said. 

’’Some would have us out-Kitler Hitler or out-Gabble 
Goebbels. The American people have been exposed freely to practi¬ 
cally every trick in the Berlin bag for several years, and the net 
result is nothing to make Berlin happy. The net result of it all 
is that America is lining up solidly and effectively against all 
that German propaganda represents. The softening-up process appar¬ 
ently has served only to make America hard.” 

Discussing possible propaganda media, Mr. Mellett said it 
was a curious fact that, ’’notwithstanding that it takes months to 
make a picture as against minutes to write an editorial”, the motion 
picture industry has been first to sense the deep determination of 
the American people and to respond to it. 

Second in response, he said, has been the radio, ”an 
industry wise beyond its years in its understanding to popular feel¬ 
ing. ” 

Third, but rapidly catching up with the other two, he said, 
is the press - ’’and we can leave, it to the press itself to explain 
why it elected to be the laggard. ” 

’’What would or could the Government do better in the mat¬ 
ter of pictures (or radio)”, he continued, ”if it were the kind of 
government that wanted to try it? And what would or could it do 
better than the press will be doing when it finally dawns on the 
publishers - as it has on very many of them - that if Hitler wins 
this war on democracy there will be no freedom of the press. ” 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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17 COMPANIES NOW MAKE FM SETS 

Manufacturers of FM receivers planning to put models on 
the market this Fall, other than those alreac3y producing them, are 
The Crosley Corporation, Fada Radio & Electric Co. , Brunswick 
Radio & Television, and Howard Radio Company. 

A total of 17 concerns are now making radio sets equipped 
for satisfactory FM reception. Among others are Stromberg-Carlson 
Telephone Mfg. Co. ; General Electric Co.; Zenith Radio Corp. ; Pilot 
Radio Corp.; Espey Mfg. Co.; Ansley Radio Corp.; The I^ilagnavox Co.; 
Meissner Mfg. Co. ; Stewart-Wamer Corp.; Scott F^dio Laboratories; 
Farnsworth F^dio & Television Corp.; Freed Radio Corp.; and Halli- 
crafters, Inc. 

In addition, a few other receivers are being offered to 
the public that do not incorporate the basic principles of noise- 
free FM reception established under the Armstrong frequency modula¬ 
tion patents. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

LATINS WANT MORE U.S. NEWS, SAYS ROYAL 

The Average Latin American wants news broadcasts of the 
objective kind prepared by The Associated Press and The United 
Press, but is getting instead a preponderance of Axis propaganda 
programs and bulletins issued by the British Broadcasting Corpora¬ 
tion because not enough money is being spent for sponsoring rebroad¬ 
casts of American news, according to John F. Royal, Vice President 
of the National Broadcasting Company in charge of international 
relations. 

Mr. Royal, who arrived in New York last week after a 
20,000-mile trip to most of the South and Central Aoierican countries, 
was interviewed in the RCA Building. He declined to offer any opin¬ 
ion as to how money should be prbvided for sponsorship of rebroad¬ 
cast programs of news. 

"The Axis powers are spending money, and the United States 
must spend money to compete with them", Mr. Royal declared. "Ger¬ 
many and Britain are b\;iying space in South American newspapers call¬ 
ing attention to short-wave programs. The United States is not." 

The problem is not in getting news to South America, he 
explained, for his company devotes fifty-six hours a week to broad¬ 
casting to Latin America, but in getting it rebroadcast through 
sponsored programs. 

xxxxxxxx 
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RADIO "ESSENTIAL TO MORALE", SAYS OPA 

Leon Henderson, Administrator of the Office of Price 
Administration, believes maintenance of the broadcasting system in 
the United States is important to national defense, 

A recent OPA release on the allocation of scarce metals 
to manufacturers of replacement tubes and condensers, stated: 

"Since the maintenance of existing communications is con¬ 
sidered essential to morale, the replacement of bumed-out radio 
tubes and defective condensers in radio sets is a matter of prime 
importance. Manufacturers of tubes and condensers have found it 
difficult to obtain metals in the face of increasing demands from 
the defense program and competing civilian Industry." 

XXXXXXXXXX 

RADIO SPOTS USED IN WASTEDAPER CAMPAIGN 

Radio spot announcements in 33 of the Nation*s largest 
cities will be used in the wastepaper salvage campaign opened this 
week under the auspices of the Office of Price Administration and 
the Office of Production Management. 

The campaign is being financed by the Wastepaper Consum¬ 
ing Industries which have raised $228,000 for a four-months’ trial 
campaign. If successful, the drive will be extended for a year or 
more. 

Defense agencies are backing the campaign because paper 
board boxes are needed to pack and transport defense food, clothing, 
and materials. 

xxxxxxxx 

ENGLES RESIGNS AS NBC VICE PRESIDENT 

George Engles, Vice President of the National Broadcasting 
Company, announced last week his resignation of that post, and 
also of the Managing Directorship of the NBC Concert Service and 
presidency of the Civic Concert Service, NBC affiliates. He had 
been associated with the broadcasting company since 1928. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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9/9/41 

BOMB DROPS IN "INDUSTRIAL PARADISE" 

Under the heading "Trouble in Paradise", Time Magazine 
carried the following on September 1st: 

"Radio manufacturing has recently looked like the first 
U.S. consumer industry to take the guns-v.-butter dilemma in its 
stride. Although it faced a 75^ cut in its normal business and 
already felt the metals shortage, Bond P. Geddes, Executive Vice 
President of the Radio Manufacturers’ Association, last fortnight 
said the industry had 'no squawks'. But last vreek he was squawking 
as hard as the rest. 

"As long ago as last April, 0PM had told radio manufactur¬ 
ers, with no trimmings, to count on little or no magnesium, aluminum, 
other scarce materials. Their own leaders said the same, warned 
them to 'get out and dig' for defense business to survive. The 
radiomakers paid good heed. Already they are about 2b% engaged in 
defense work (ammunition and machine-gun parts, wartime radio devices, 
including the ^walky-talky', a two-way battery set for field use). 

"By mid-1942 Mr. Geddes expects his industry to be 75^ oc¬ 
cupied with defense. In the meantime, its good-soldierliness had 
caused 0PM and OPACS to give it enough materials to keep going while 
the change-over takes place. The manufacturers were reconciled to 
making only 2,500,000 sets for the civilian market next year (v. 
11,600,000 in 1940). They began 'upgrading' sets in quality and 
price, to cut down demand, increase longevity (and unit profits). 

"Last week a bomb dropped on this comparative industrial 
paradise. 0PM still remained, precariously, in the 'no squawks' 
category, but OPACS was now, according to one radio bigwig, *a bunch 
of goddam, nit-witted, half-baked college graduates. ' Reason, a new 
civilian allocation order for plastics raw materials (induced by 
an 0PM priorities order on formaldehyde, other chemicals, and their 
synthetic resins). The order eliminated their use for radio cabi¬ 
nets, 40^ of which are now made of plastics. 

"If the order sticks, radio manufacturers face a painful, 
costly switch to wood cabinets to house even 2,500,000 sets. It 
would also mean a 20^ Jump in radio prices, additional layoffs and 
losses, and a possibly ruinous scramble for lumber. It would mean 
still more trouble for radio dealers, already understocked, and for 
the small manufacturers (30-40^ of the Industry) who cannot switch 
over to defense business so readily. 

"This week radiomakers were still swearing gently, still 
pinning their hopes on a change of OPACS' heart." 

XXXXXXXX 
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9/9/41 

ROLE OF RADIO IN INTER-AI^IERICAN RELATIONS CITED 

An extensive program of local long-wave news broadcasts in 
Latin America, based on the news reports of the United Press and 
the Associated Press has been inaugurated, under the auspices of 
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, a 
report Just issued states. 

"United States industrial concerns are sponsoring these 
programs locally", the report explains. "In addition, arrangements 
have been made for recording in this country of special programs 
using talent from the other Republics. The recordings are then 
distributed to local stations in Central and South America. Arrange¬ 
ments have also been completed for a substantial increase in long¬ 
wave re-broadcasts in the United States of programs originating in 
the other American Republics. 

"In the field of short-wave broadcasts, arrangements have 
been made for better editing of news broadcasts by all short-wave 
stations in the United States, and o,^.e of the country's most power¬ 
ful short-wave stations has agreed to broadcast 700 hours a year of 
special short-wave news, entertainment, and educational programs to 
the other American Republics. " 

xxxxxxxxxx 

RADIO MANUFACTURER EXPLAINS PRIORITY PLIGHT 

As an example of the plight of small business men in the 
Defense program, the following letter was published in the September 
5th issue of the Congressional Record upon request of Senator 
O'Mahoney (D.), of Wyoming: 

Gray Fi9.dio Co. , 
West Palm Beach, Fla., August 23, 1941. 

Senator O'Mahoney, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

We have tried everywhere we can think of to get consideration 
for defense work as a small manufacturer. 

Unless we get a Government order, we are going to be out of 
business, and soon. 

Our specialty is the manufacture of light two-way radio equip¬ 
ment for use in aircraft and small boats. We have been doing all 
right up until a few months ago. Now we can't get materials, even 
though we could sell enough equipment commercially to stay in busi¬ 
ness. Without priority certificates the big parts manufacturers 
simply ignore our orders. 
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We are really small, about 10 employees, but we have 
built hundreds of radio units and we could build thousands, for 
we have the nucleus of trained men and the "know how". But all the 
orders are going to the big radio concerns. 

We have written O.P.M., the Army, Navy, Defense Contract 
Service, etc., all without getting even a chance to bid on contracts. 

Unless the small manufacturer gets some consideration - and 
we represent at least 40 percent of this country's production capac¬ 
ity - the conclusion will be: "National emergency, hell! just a 
grab bag for the big outfits. " And what effect will that have no 
national morale? 

What do you suggest? 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) Gray r^dlo Co. 
F. E. Gray, President 

XXXXXXXXXX 

PRESIDENT PRAISES ETHRIDGE REPORT 

The report of the Committee on Fair Employment Practices 
was praised last week by President Roosevelt. 

The report cited racial discriminations in Federal employ¬ 
ment. Mark Ethridge, prominent in broadcasting, is Chairman of 
the Committee. David Samoff, President of the Radio Corporation of 
America, is a member. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

RADIO'S ROLE IN WAR HELD Ul^DETERlCCNED 

"War on the Short Wave", by Harold N. Graves, Jr. (Foreign 
Policy Association,25 cents) has been published recently. 

Radio, as a weapon of war, is still in the experimental 
stage and it may be many years before any definite conclusions can 
be reached concerning its value and importance in the dissemination 
of propaganda and in the influencing of civilian and national morale, 
the author asserts. This pamphlet, written by a, former director of 
the Princeton Listening Center, an organization established in 1939 
to study international broadcasting in wartime, may serve as a pros¬ 
pectus of some of the more academic works which are certain to fol¬ 
low upon the close of war. It does not pretend to be an analysis 
of the problem of radio in relation to war, but merely a summary of 
the part it has played in the present conflict. But it permits the 
reader to reach some iinderstanding of the problem, and gives him 
some idea of the potential value of this new weapon. As the United 
States is at present the world target of short wave propaganda, this 
volume carries a message to all who listen to foreign stations. 





9/9/41 

: TRADE NOTES 

Tlie National Broadcasting Company has signed a contract 
with Dan Topping, President of the Brooklyn Dodgers Football Team 
to televise all the Dodgers home games over NBC*s television station 
WNBT. 

Alexander Woollcott will go to London soon to make exclus¬ 
ive broadcasts for the Columbia network. Woollcott is to report 
conditions in England in a series of programs - short-waved directly 
to this country - which are expected to start early in October. 

Tom Hargis, member of the NBC Central Division production 
staff, Chicago, has resigned to Join the Russel M. Seeds Advertising 
Agency as producer-director of the Brown and Williamson Tobacco Cor¬ 
poration* s "Renfro Valley Enterprises” program. 

Five new stations become available to NBC Blue Network 
advertisers within the next sixty days, William S. Hedges, Vice 
President in charge of Station Relations, has announced. 

KCMO, Kansas City, Mo., is immediately available to 
advertisers purchasing time on the Basic Blue; effective October 1, 
WAYS, Charlotte, N.C. will become available to Blue Southeastern 
Group advertisers; WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn. will become available 
to Blue Southeastern advertisers on October 15 as a "package” out¬ 
let; On October 1 WMRC, Greenville, S. C., Joins the Blue Southeast¬ 
ern Group; WCHV, Charlottesville, Va. has become a supplementary 
outlet for the Basic Blue Network; WSYR, Syracuse, N.Y. has notified 
NBC that it now expects to start operation with 5000 watts day and 
ni^t the latter part of September; WMUR, Manchester, N.H., will Join 
the Blue Network as a basic supplementary outlet on the opening of 
business September 14, 

The U.S. Government assumed operation of the nineteen 
story St. Louis Mart Building, home of KMOX - CBS fifty-thousand 
watt key station in the Mississippi Valley, AugustSl at midnight. 
Plans call for the Army to move in more than eight- hundred civilian 
employees to take over the entire building with the exception of KMOX 
studios which occupy approximately 40,000 sq. ft. of space on the 
second and third floors. 

At least 25 radio stations throughout the Midwest are ex¬ 
pected to rebroadcast the programs which WLW will air from the gi¬ 
gantic U. S. Amy Maneuvers in Louisiana starting tentatively on 
September 15. The programs will be heard nightly at 6 P.M. , EST. 
Six members of the WLW staff will make their headquarters at Win¬ 
field, La., and will make mobile unit expeditions to points through¬ 
out the war game territory. All programs will be by transcription. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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9/9/41 

KOSTKA QUITS AS NBC PRESS CHIEF 

William Kostka, Publicity Director of the National Broad¬ 
casting Company, has resigned, effective September 26, to accept a 
position with the Institute of Public Relations. Mr. Kostka Joined 
the staff of the Press Department in September 1938. In May, 1939, 
he became Manager of the Magazine Section and, in August, 1939, he 
was appointed NBC Press Manager. 

A native of Chicago, Mr. Kostka, after being graduated 
from Knox College at Galesburg, Ill. in 1927, became telegraph 
editor of the Chicago Daily Drovers Journal. Later he joined Inter¬ 
national News Service in New York, and returned to Chicago as Central 
Division linager. 

Mr. Kostka also was active for several years in the maga¬ 
zine field, serving as Managing Editor of Fawcett Publications, 
magazine editor for the Frank A. Munsey Company, and publisher of 
Everyday Photography Magazine. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa 
and of Sigma Delta Chi, the professional journalistic fraternity. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

RCA TRAINS EMPLOYEES FOR DEFENSE 

The RCA Manufacturing Company has more than 300 employees 
enrolled in special instruction courses designed for production in 
defense equipment. Additional courses for employees, who will 
study defense problems along electrical and radio engineering lines, 
will be instituted in September, in collaboration with the Federal 
Office of Education and the Engineering Training for Defense Program. 
These classes will be held at the RCA Plant in Camden and at the 
University of Pennsylvania. 

More than 300 RCA employees were graduated from a similar 
20-weeks course during the past season, and when the instruction is 
resumed it is expected that from 600 to 700 new employee-students 
will be enrolled. There is also a course in job-training known as 
the ”0PM Training for Defense", from which 120 RCA employees 
recently were graduated. Sixty now are enrolled in a new class 
with expansion in membership expected. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Station WCRS, Greenwood, S. C., has become a bonus outlet 
of the NBC-Red Network Southeastern Group, as of September 1st. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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DEFENSE THEME OF EDUCATIONAL PROORA.MS 

Emphasis on National Defense in broadcasting was reflect- 
ed in action taken last Friday by the CBS Adult Education Board in 
approving the experiment represented by the program "Report to the 
Nation. " 

Convening at Columbia’s New York City headquarters, under 
the chalnnanship of Lyman Bryson, of Teachers College, Columbia 
University, the Board voted to place the "Report" in one of the 
important evening periods originally wltheld from network sales for 
the development of adult education programs. 

After careful review of two other programs, "People’s 
Platform" and "Invitation to Learning", the Board decided that 
both should be continued. Those series were put on the air - the 
"Platform" on July 20, 1938, and "Invitation to Learning" on May 
26, 1940 - on the Board's recommendation. 

"Report to the Nation", which continues in its Tuesday 
at 9:30 P.M. spot as the result of the Board's action, was first 
heard last November 30. The program was developed as an experiment 
in civics education by radio, along lines suggested at an earlier 
Education Board meeting. 

Although the series was originally designed to present all 
aspects of non-political activity of the "biggest business on earth" 
— the United States Government — in recent months it has been 
devoted principally to depicting various aspects of preparations for 
National Defense. 

Sterling Fisher, CBS Director of Talks and Education, 
reported on three other new programs in the interest of National 
Defense. He told how "Proudly We Hail" each week signalizes the 
achievements of the humbler production line defense workers in Anerl- 
can industry; how "Spirit of *41" is designed to bring listeners 
dramatic, first-hand information about the United States fighting 
forces, and how "You Decide" was aimed to impress children of high 
school age. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

R.C.A. COMIvlUNICATIONS RETURN HIGHER 

. R.C.A. Communications, Inc., reports net income of 
$917,241 for the seven months of 1941 through July. The corres¬ 
ponding return in 1940 was $893,521. 

The July gross was $806,788 against $657,116 last year. 
The seven months gross was $5,584,045 as against $4,457,010. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RADIO INCLUDED IN PRIORITY REPAIR ORDER 

Radio communication and broadcasting equipment, but not 
home receiving sets, were included in a plan to keep defense and 
civilian industries going full speed as announced by 0PM Priorities 
Director Donald M. Nelson this week. 

The plan grants immediately a preference rating of A~10 
for repair parts required by twenty industries without the necessity 
of an application to the 0PM for a preference rating certificate, 
since the purchaser may simply note on his order that the commodity, 
equipment, accessory, part, assembly or other product is required to 
fill a repair order of an industry classified as essential. It 
affects tens of thousands of business concerns. 

Mr. Nelson said that the plan displaced the Maintenance 
and Repair Order announced by E. R. Stettinius, Jr., former 0PM 
Priorities Director, on Aug. 8, "but which was never actually issued 
because of administrative difficulties in handling the paper work it 
would have involved. " 

"The present order is designed primarily to protect 
industry against sudden breakdowns and is regarded as an interim 
measure", Mr. Nelson said. "The entire inventory problem is to be 
studied further with a view to providing broader priority assistance 

"It is felt, however, that the present plan will keep the 
essential industries covered running on their normal basis and will 
prevent serious interruption to defense production by giving produc¬ 
ers a simple method for obtaining vital repair parts." 

It was said that the list of essential industries might be 
expanded from time to time. The order, effective immediately, will 
expire Feb. 28, 1942, unless it is revoked sooner or extended by 
administrative action. 

As the order does not solve the problem of providing 
materials for new manufacturing by the radio industry, the Defense 
Communications Board will continue its study of the critical situa¬ 
tion. 

Like other DCB subordinate units, the new committee will 
be limited in its scope to studies for DCB itself and will function 
through the main coordina.ting committee headed by Lieut. E. K. Jett, 
FCC Chief Engineer, a strong advocate of prompt remedial action. 
When organized about a fortnight hence, the new committee probably 
will be asked to plan, study and report on particular situations 
involving priorities so that OPH and the new SPAB - super defense 
steering agency headed by Vice President Wallace - can be advised 
through OCB of minimum requirements. 
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Membership of the Committee is being drawn, one each, from 
the following DCB subcommittees; Domestic broadcasting, interna¬ 
tional broadcasting, amateur, aviation, cable, radio communication, 
state and municipal facilities, telegraph and telephone. Excluded 
will be the three purely government subcommittees. 

Through the individual members representing industrial 
groups, the Priorities Committee would be enabled to advise DCB of 
manufacturers* requirements and of replacement needs. The immedi¬ 
ate effort, of course, will be to secure preference ratings in 
emergent situations, such as broadcasting, and to insure so far as 
possible that adequate materials will be given essential defense 
activities. 

In an announcement last Friday DCB said it has already 
planned for utilization of existing communication facilities in 
the coordinated interest of military, industry, and civilian activ¬ 
ities. The need of materials for extension, interconnections, and 
alternate circuits constitutes an important related problem, it 
added. 

"The board has been greatly concerned about the avail¬ 
ability of such equipment. While it is gratified to know that a 
priority status has been assigned to repair and maintenance 
materials, it feels that it is equally, and in many cases more, 
important to provide a high order of priority for new materials and 
equipment. This is particularly true of new and supoleraentary fac¬ 
ilities directly or indirectly related to national defense expansion.'* 

XXXXXXXXXX 

PAUL PORTER, 0PM HOST TO BRITISH VISITORS 

Paul Porter, energetic young attorney for the Columbia 
Broadcasting System in Washington, has been loaned temporarily to 
the Office of Production Management to play official host to a 
email delegation of British visitors. 

The Britishers, representing both management and labor, 
were invited to the United States by 0PM to inspect defense 
Industries. The first party was due in New York today. 

. Mr. -Porter will accompany the visitors on a flying tour 
of the Nation's defense centers. Army planes will be used. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PRESS-RADIO HEARINGS MAX RUN SIX WEEKS 

Another month or six weeks of testimony in the Federal 
Communications Commission's investigation of newspaper-radio tie- 
ups is in prospect. 

The hearings are to resume on September 17th and continue 
until the inquiry is concluded, with only brief recesses for FCC 
meetings and the October 6 hearing on multiple ownership. 

The FCC investigating staff is still in the field exam¬ 
ining station correspondence a.nd files, to ferret out data for the 
inquiry. This work is being carried on under the direction of 
David D. Lloyd, chief of the Inquiry Section of the FCC s Law 
Department. Mr. Lloyd, along with Mr. Harris, conducted all of the 
Commission's examination of witnesses during the five days of hear¬ 
ing in latter July and Aug. 1. 

The hearings will be resumed in Room 6121, New Post 
Office Building, which is little longer than a conference chamber. 

xxxxxxxx 

RADIO RESEARCH, TECHNICAL JOBS OPEN 

Two Civil Service examinations were announced this week - 
one for radio mechanic-technician positions, and the other for 
technical and scientific aid positions. 

The need for radio mechanic-technicians is so pressing 
that the Commission called for applications even before the formal 
announcement was off the press. Technical and scientific aid posi¬ 
tions in many Government agencies will be filled by persons who are 
qualified, under the terms of that announcement, to do research and 
testing in radio, explosives, chemistry, physics, metallurgy, and 
fuels. 

Men and women are needed to do research and testing in 
radio, explosives, chemistry, physics, metallurgy, and fuels. The 
Jobs pay from $1,440 to $2,000 a year. 

Among the Government agencies that are expected to utilize 
the employment lists set up as a result of this examination are: 
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Department of 
Agriculture; Bureau of Mines, the Department of the Interior; and 
the Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce. The War and Navy 
Departments also have vacancies - the War Depart.ment in its Quarter¬ 
master Corps, and the Navy Department in its laboratories. 

Applications will be rated as soon as possible after they 
are received at the Commission's Washington office until June 30, 
1942. However, since many of these positions are connected with 
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the National Defense Program, persons who are qualified for and 
interested in these positions are urged to apply at once. 

Radio mechanic-technicians will be paid salaries ranging 
from $1,400 to $2,300 a year. They may file their applications until 
November 6, 1941, In their applications they must show that they 
have had appropriate training or experience in one or more of the 
following: 

1. Paid experience in technical radio work such as radio 
repairman, operator, or electrician. 

2. Technical study in residence at a radio school. 

3. Resident study including courses in radio in a school 
of engineering or technology. 

4. Completion of an approved Defense Training Course in 
any branch of radio work. 

Further information and application forms may be obtained 
from the Civil Service Commission's representative at any first- or 
second-class Post Office, from any District office, or from the U.S. 
Civil Service Commission in Washington, D. C. 

XXXXXXXXX 

NETS REPORTED SPENDING $1,500,000 ON TELEVISION 

NBC and Columbia are now vSpending between $1,500,000 to 
$2,000,000 a year on television, according to Variety. NBC, operat¬ 
ing on a commercial license, has a budget of nearly $1,000,000 and, 
with five regular sponsors, has a gross income of around $50,000- 
$75,000 a year from commercial programs, the weekly states. 

CBS declines to reveal how much it is spending a year, but 
indicates the amount is not much less than NBC’s budget. Since it 
has only a construction permit for commercial operation, CBS has no 
sponsors as yet and therefore no income. But It claims to have 
several sponsorship requests. 

There is still wide divergence in estimates of the number 
of television receivers in actual operation in the New York area. 
NBC officials say their surveys have shown there are 4,500 sets in 
private homes and 600-odd in public places, mostly cafes and bars. 
They exioect these figures to be doubled by next Jan. 1, they assert. 

CBS officials estimate there are between 3,000 and 5,000 
sets in the area, inclusive of private homes and public spots, but 
that not many of these are adjusted to the new television channels. 
CBS men are pessimistic about future sales, at least for some time, 
mostly because of the situation in metal priorities. 

xxxxxxxx 
_ a _ 
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NBC, CBS JOIN ARGUMENT ON NET RULES 

The National Broadcasting Co. and the Columbia Broadcast¬ 
ing System at the last minute announced they would participate in 
oral arguments before the Federal Communications Commission today 
on a suggested revision of the stringent chain broadcast rules 
recently issued. 

The arguments which ooened in the Commission's hearing 
room in the new Post Office Building, were ordered on the petition 
filed by the Mutual Broadcasting System suggesting certain clianges 
in the rules originally laid down by the Commission as a result of 
its long investigation of alleged monopoly in broadcasting. 

MBS asked the Commission to cnange its rules so as to per¬ 
mit the chains to make two or three year contracts with their affili¬ 
ates, The regulations, which have been held in abeyance for some 
time, permit only one-year contracts whereas it has been the pract¬ 
ice for major chains to make contracts for as long a period as five 
years. 

UBS also asked that the call period under which the chains 
may exercise their option of time on affiliated stations be made 42 
days. The option time now in practice by the large chains is 28 days. 

Neither CBS nor NBC accompanied their notice of appearance 
with briefs. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

FCC ACTION 

Independent Broadcasting Co. , Springfield, Mo. , granted 
construction permit for new standard broadcast station to operate 
on 1400 kilocycles, 250 watts, unlimited time; Pacific Coast 
Broadcasting Co. , Pasadena, Calif, granted construction permit for 
new standard broadcast station to operate on 1110 kilocycles, 10 
kilowatts power, unlimited time, using directional antenna day and 
night, subject to whatever action the Commission may finally adopt 
with respect to Order No. 84 (multiple ownership), and approval of 
antenna site. 

National Broadcasting Co. , Inc., New York, N. Y., granted 
extension of authority to transmit recorded programs to all broad¬ 
cast stations in Canada licensed to operate by the Canadian 
Government, which may be heard consistently in the United States, 
thereby continuing the exchange of goodwill programs, 

WSXFM, The Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio, granted exten¬ 
sion of special temporary authority to operate a high frequency 
experimental broadcast station on 43200 kilocycles, 1000 watts power, 
special emission for frequency modulation for the period beginning 
September 29, 1941, and ending not later than December 27, 1941, 

XXXXXXXX 
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NAB APPROVES ASCAP-NET CONTRACTS 

The way was cleared for resumption of general broadcasting 
of A3CAP music and conclusion of the radio-music war this week in 
New York. 

The Executive Committee of the National Association of 
Broadcasters endorsed the contract forms negotiated between ASCAP 
and the National Broadcasting Company and Columbia Broadcasting 
System. 

The Committee's action brought to an end, officially, the 
war between these two interests which started in ^''^arch, 1939, and 
which resulted in the absence of ASCAP music on the major portion 
of America's broadcasting facilities since Jan. 1, 1941. Along 
with the Committee's endorsement came an announcement that Columbia, 
like NBC, had agreed to terms and conditions with ASCAP. 

As for the date of the resumption of ASCAP music, NBC is 
planning on Sept, 28 and the indications are that the opening of NBC 
and Columbia facilities to ASCAP music will be simultaneous. 

With the signing of contract, ASCAP will release the net¬ 
works and affiliate stations of all infringement violations from 
Januaiy 1, 1941, to date. It is understood that before the contract 
foms receive the actual signatures of NBC, Columbia and ASCAP they 
v/ill have been gone over by Thurman Arnold, Assistant TJ. S. Attorney 
General. 

Neville Miller, President of the NAB, issued a statement 
recommending that members accept the new NBC licensing contracts. 

The Executive Commi-ttee of the NAB, he declared, "has had 
ample opportunity to study, through a series of meetings, the terms 
and conditions of the proposed ASCAP contract. It is the concensus of 
the Executive Committee that these terms in their present form are 
highly satisfactory and also broadcasters who desire to use ASCAP 
music, an eminently fair and equitable basis for such use, provision 
having been made for the various operating problems which confront 
the industry. The NAB therefor recommends favorable consideration 
of that form of contract which best suits the station's individual 
operating need. 

"The contract in its present form", continued the state¬ 
ment, "achieves principles for which broadcasters have been contend¬ 
ing for many years. It enables broadcasters to take their choice 
of a blanket contract for all ASCAP music, or to purchase this music 
for the programs on which it is played. Moreover, the contract 
reduces substantially the basis which our industry has hitherto 
^een compelled to pay. " 

"The proposed contracts with ASCAP, in their final fom", 
said Mr. Miller, "will be mailed to all stations within the next 
few da.ys and will be subjected to the scrutiny and approval of the 
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individual broadcaster. ” Mr. Miller added that the terms and condi¬ 
tions of the proposed contracts were acceptable, he had been infomw 
ed, to NBC and CBS. Signaturing by these networks, it is under¬ 
stood, is contingent upon the agreement of affiliated stations to 
bear their portion of the cost of the license. ” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FCC BELIEVED AWARE OF FBI STATION 

FCC officials are believed to have been aware of the 
operations of the Federal Bureau of Investigation short-wave station 
which is said to have been in constant communication with Nazi 
secret service in Hamburg, Germany. 

While officials declined to comment on the case during 
the trial in New York by 16 persons accused of espionage, it is 
known that the FCC has worked closely with the FBI in the past. 

As one FCC official said: "We hardly could have not known 
about the station's operations if it actually existed." 

The FCC has maintained a constant lookout for outlaw 
short-wave stations since the war began. 

For sixteen months the FBI exchanged worthless "informa¬ 
tion" about the American defense program for accurate reports on 
the activities of Nazi spies in this country by means of a short¬ 
wave station on Long Island, according to testimony at the Federal 
trial in New York. 

As related by William C-. Sebold, 4 2-year-old naturalized 
American citizen, it was the German espionage system itself that 
had conceived the idea of a short wave station in the United States 
that would enable it to check on American defense preparations and 
at the same time regulate the activities of their secret agents in 
this country. 

The plan booraeranged because, Sebold testified, he had 
turned over the information to agents of the FBI on his return from 
Germany early in 1940. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

Consular representatives of the twenty Latin American 
republics spoke in a dedicatory broadcast last week over the new 
50,000-watt transmitter of Station KGEI, General Electric Company's 
international short-wave station at San Francisco. KGEI broadcasts 
to ugtin America five hours daily from 4 to 9 P.M. pst. Also 
nine hours daily to Asia, the Antipodes and Africa. 

XXXXXXXX 
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ORGANIZATION PLANS '^PACKAGED** TELEVISION 

Announcement was made this week of the formation of a new 
organization to function as an intermediary between television broad¬ 
casting stations and advertising agencies. It is known as Telecast 
Productions, Inc.’, with offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 
City. Ivlyron Zobel is President. 

"Our new organization is designed to render a personal 
service to agencies and advertisers by producing ’packaged’ televi¬ 
sion prxDgrams for commercial sponsors", said Mr. Zobel. "Telecast 
Productions, Inc., has assembled talent, writers and producers from 
the small number now available who have already had television exper¬ 
ience, and has made arrangements with others from the fields of the 
theatre, motion picture, and radio to apply their specialized know¬ 
ledge to television. 

"Telecast Productions, Inc., is pioneering in the commer¬ 
cial use of television Just as others did In the early days of the 
radio and motion picture. And we are encouraged by the reception 
which television’s ^onsors and potential sponsors have already shown." 

Mr. Zobel has been associated with advertising since 1921 
when he founded "Screenland" magazine. Since 1928, he has been 
president of The Graduate Group, Inc., advertising representatives 
of alumni magazines of colleges and universities. 

Associated with Mr. Zobel as Production Director for 
Telecast is Kenneth Shaw. Mr. Shaw was with the Television Division 
of NBC for the past two and one-half years and previously was stage 
manager and assistant director for key theatrical producers, includ¬ 
ing Herman Shumlin, the Group Theatre and the Chautauqua Opera Co. 

Telecast Productions, Inc. has already scheduled a dozen. 
"packat,ed productions" and negotiations with agencies and advertisers 
for sponsorship are now under way, Mr. Zobel stated. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

1650 KC. ADDED TO POLICE RADIO BAI'JD 

The Federal Communications Commission this week took the 
following action on Rules and Regulations: 

Amended in part Appendix B, Part 2, General Rules and 
Regulations, and Section 10.41 of the Rules Governing Emergency 
Radio Services, effective immediately, by adding the allocation of 
frequency 1650 kilocycles to the police service. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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EDITOR CONFUSED BY VARIETY OF RADIO SURVEYS 

'‘Of all the radio’s many and mildly insane aspects none 
is more fascinating than the little question of who listens to 
what, and why, and at what time of day or night”, John K. Hutchens 
writes in the New York Times. ”lt is particularly fascinating 
because no one can discover the answer with exact, altogether 
scientific precision; wherefore it becomes a sort of perpetual 
guessing game, the more entertaining because the findings not only 
vary from month to month but are apt to contradict one another at 
any given point. 

"probably this is not so entertaining to radio advertis¬ 
ers, who like to know what they are getting for their money, or to 
actors, who like to know who (if any one) is listening to them; but 
to almost any obec else who pores over the records there is a cer¬ 
tain academic interest in the grim determination with which the 
survey conductors go about their business, putting in telephone 
calls and ringing door-bells in large cities and small, and then 
coming back to note solemnly the results of their cross-country 
labors. 

”Do they never have their doubts, these seekers after the 
truth, these takers of the listening public’s temperature? You 
would not gather so from the finality with which they present their 
figures, complete to the last decimal point. Do they never awaken 
in the night, wondering feverishly if perhaps some one who said he 
liked Jack Benny really did not like Jack Benny? But in the final 
listings there is no margin for error. 

"Having collected a stack of surveys, this confused cor¬ 
ner had thought to make, as it were, a master survey, thus arriving 
at a kind of super-perfection and modestly earning the gratitude of 
all who care about such things. It won’t work out. Here is the 
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, with a semi-annual report 
entitled ’Radio Program Audiences - October, 1940, to April, 1941’, 
based on 405,000 completed telephone calls made in ’thirty-three 
major cities’. Now 405,000 telephone calls obviously represent a 
lot of work, not counting wrong numbers, and they ought to mean 
something. In fact, they probably do. But what are you to think 
when Station WOR announces, as it did the other day, that it will 
presently use a new survey which does away with phone calls and 
instead employs only the personal interview?” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

A. B. Chamberlain, Chief Engineer of the Columbia Broad¬ 
casting System, recently delivered an illustrated lecture before 
the ^New York Chapter of The Institute of Radio Engineers on the 
subject, "CBS International Broadcasting ?b.cilities 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 
i 

Top-flight entertainment for service men on leave in New 
York will he provided throu^ distribution of tickets to NBC broad¬ 
casts by the New York City Defense Recreation Committee, according 
to Vincent J. G-ilcher, Director of General Service for the National 
Broadcasting Company, Passes for tours of the Radio City studdos 
will also be provided. 

Robin Kinkead, CBS publicity staff writer, has taken 
leave of absence from the netwrk to join Col, William 3, Donovan’s 
Office of the Coordinator of Information, Mr. Kinkead will start 
work Monday, September 15, in the New York Bureau of the Office, 
headed by Robert E. Sherwood, author of ”Abe Lincoln in Illinois" 
and other Broadway plays. Mr. Kinkead’s position will be that of 
news analyst in the shortwave intelligence unit, and he will work 
directly under Ed Johnson, formerly Director of Columbia’s short¬ 
wave listening station. 

With a collective average topping 97 percent, 26 feminine 
members of the first American radio industry class in air raid pre¬ 
caution work received diplomas Thursday from Niles Trammell, Presi¬ 
dent of the National Broadcasting Company. 

Ivlembers of the American Women's Voluntary Services, the 
girls, all NBC employees, have established a class record higher 
than any previous group, according to their instmactor, Msy Binghi 
Breen. More than 5,000 American women have been trained by the AWVS 
since March. 

Two hundred and ten different advertisers chose WOR dur¬ 
ing the first six months of 1941 as contrasted with 146 during the 
first six months of 1940, and 207 during the entire year, 1940. 

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has notified NBC of 
ten new supplementary stations which are now available in conjunc¬ 
tion with CBC network facilities. 

Samuel Bruce White, Jr., 25-year-old trainee who only a 
fortni^t aeso wrote his mother that he was "dead broke", has just 
learned through the Columbia network program, "Are You A Missing 
Heir?" that he was left 813,000 by his father, who died at sea last 
April. 

Through the same source, Mrs. Delia Hoagland, 67, of 
Beaverton, Ore., who always thought her husband died 30 years ago in 
an avalanche in the Alaskan gold fields, learned that he had only 
passed away last February leaving an estate of 86,000. 

XXXXXXXX 
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ZENITH REPORTS $302,956 QUARTERLY PROFIT 

The Zenith Radio Corporation reports a consolidated oper¬ 
ating profit for the first quarter ended July 31, 1941, of its cur¬ 
rent fiscal year, amounting to $302,956 after depreciation, excise 
taxes and liberal reserves, but before provision for Federal income 
and excess profits taxes, as per the company*s books, the report 
states. "Estimated Federal income taxes on this profit, based on 
the Tax Bill recently passed by the Senate, will approximate $91,000. 

"Shipments during the first two months of the quarter 
were limited because of the company’s inability to secure sufficient 
quantities of certain materials”, according to E. F. McDonald, Jr., 
President. "This situation was somewhat relieved during the third 
month, however, total shipments for the quarter were below those of 
a year ago. Sub sequent I3'' shipments have been very much improved 
so that the total for the fiscal year to date now exceeds that for 
the same period a year ago. Orders on hand from Distributors and 
material commitments made to cover give promise of a continued 
larger volume of shipments for the balance of the current season. 

"Outstanding features and advanced engineering have again 
contributed to the continued popularity of the company's product. As 
a result of its early pioneering and development of the new Frequen¬ 
cy Modulation type of receivers, the company now holds a dominant 
position in this new field of radio broadcasting and reception. The 
demand for this new type of receiver has greatly increased the sale 
of higher priced consoles and radio-phonograph combinations. 

"The demand for the company’s current line of receivers has 
greatly exceeded that of any previous year. Difficulty in securing 
materials is the only limiting factor in satisfying this demand. 

"Shipments have started on defense contracts and it is ex¬ 
pected they will be sufficient to at least take up any slack that may 
develop in the production of regular products due to possible further 
curtailment of materials for civilian use.” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

CBS SHOWS RADIO’S SALESMANSHIP 

The first extensive study of the influence of radio listen¬ 
ing on buying habits, based on 10,000 personal interviews by Elmo 
Roper, was published this week by the Columbia Broadcasting System, 
and is available to business executives on request. 

Entitled "Roper Counts Customers", the book offers a 
scientific count of actual customers won by CBS advertisers as a 
direct result of their radio programs. The study measured all 40 
CBS evening programs, and it was found that the 40 programs won 53^ 
more customers for their sponsored products than the same products 
had won among non-listeners to those programs. 

The 40-page book reveals that the 40 CBS programs reached 
91 percent of all U.S. adults in a four weeks’ period. One program 
alone, the study discloses, was heard by 55^ of the adult propula- 
'tion, a monthly audience of 50,336,000 men and women. 
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September 16, 1941 

EAFILY ACTION PROMISED ON MBS PETITION 

Cbairman James L. Fly told newspaper men at h.is weekly 
press conference Monday that the Federal Communications Commission 
will act promptly on the petition of the Mutual Broadcasting System 
which was argued last Friday. He would not predict the time, how¬ 
ever, when a decision may be made. 

Fbur networks were represented at the hearing: MBS, NBC, 
CBS and the Yankee Network, 

Suspension of the rules regulating radio chain broadcast¬ 
ing for the duration of the national emergency were proposed by 
the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

John J. Burns, counsel for Columbia, told the Commission 
the broadcasters must devote themselves wholeheartedly to their 
share in the defense effort and that the national interest could best 
be served by the proposed action. The National Broadcasting Company 
joined Columbia in asking for a suspension of the rules. 

Mr. Burns attacked the authority of the Commission to 
issue the rules, but suggested that if the rules are suspended dur¬ 
ing the emergency the FCC go to Congress with representatives of 
the industry and ask for legislation to provide more stability in 
network operation. He said such action would permit networks to 
plan operations in advance without risk of having rules changed sud¬ 
denly. Mr. Burns, a former General Counsel of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, said this method of approach had been used 
successfully in working out a new law for the investment trust 
industry. 

Louis G. Caldwell, Counsel for Mutual, e xpressed hope 
that there will be no delay in putting the FCC chain-monopoly rules 
into effect. He offered two proposals: 

(1) Longer terms for contracts, possibly two or three years 
instead of one year, with license periods corresponding 
in length. 

(2) Permit option time under certain restrictions. 

Mr. Caldwell said Mutual could operate under the new 
regulations without option time, but added that it now recognized 
that the practice was a convenience. He urged the Commission., how- 

to put the rules, either as originally written or as 
modified, into effect Immediately, adding that Mutual was suffer¬ 
ing from the delay. 
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However, Mr. Caldwell admitted under questioning by 
Commissioner T.A.M. Craven that Mutual's business had substantially 
increased over that of last year. 

Mutual, he said, prxDposes to permit time options under 
certain restrictions. It suggested that the broadcasting day be 
divided into three five-hour periods, namely from 8 A.M. to 1 P.M. , 
1 to 6 P.M. , and 6 to 11 P.M. In each five-hour segment Mutual 
would have the Commission permit 5^ or possibly 4 hours of option 
time. It would not permit any optioning of time between 11 P.M. 
and 8 A.M. 

Mr. Caldwell suggested that the Commission make certain 
that a fair amount of time in each segment is left free of control 
by the networks. 

Both NBC and CBS challenged the power of the FCC to pro¬ 
mulgate regulations governing them. 

Describing the regulations as arbitrary and unreasonable, 
Mr. Bums reitereated Columbia's position that Congress had not 
given the Commission power to regulate network-station regulations 
and practices. 

"The language of the Act makes it clear that the only 
power to make regulations with respect to chain broadcasting which 
Congress intended to confer upon the Commission is that dealing 
principally with the physical operations of stations", Mr. Burns 
said. 

"The record before the Commission demonstrates that the 
Commission has founded its regulations upon speculation. It has 
drawn on its imagination to find evil without adequate appraisal of 
the confusion its reforms will bring to radio broadcasting. We 
repeat that these regulations are not justified by any existing or 
threatened evils. They are not founded upon adequate demonstrable 
facts or upon common knowledge or experience." 

"The effect of the Commission's order", Mr. Cahill, counsel 
for the National Broadcasting Company, said, "-^ill be the destruc¬ 
tion of nation-wide broadcasting." 

Paul Spearman, attorney for the Yankee Network, urged 
that exceptions be made for regional networks in the chain regula¬ 
tions. He was given permission to file a brief. 

XXXXXXXX 

Peter Q. Nyce, Alexandria (Va.) attorney, has amended his 
application to ask for a permit to construct a broadcasting station 
in Washington rather than Alexandria. He wa,nts assignment on 
1600 kc. with 5 KW power. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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DEFENSE AGENCY DISTRIBUTING S-W PROGRAMS 

The Of fl. ce of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs 
has begun weekly mailings of United States short-wave radio pro¬ 
gram schedules to the other American Republics, the Coordinator* s 
Office announced today (Tuesday). 

Forty thousand programs for the week of October 12 were 
distributed in the first mailing which went out last week. The 
programs are printed in three languages - Spanish, Portuguese and 
English. 

Distribution of these schedules is designed to supply 
detailed Information on all short-wave programs broadcast from this 
country which can be heard in the other American Republics. Each 
program on the schedules is listed by title, the hour at which it 
may be heard and the wave length of the broadcasting station. 

Only programs broadcast in Spanish are listed in the 
Spanish language schedules, and similarly, Portuguese programs are 
listed in the Portuguese schedules, and English in the English 
schedules. To further facilitate the location of programs, the 
Spanish schedules are published in four separate issues, each show¬ 
ing the time in effect in the area in which it is distributed. 

The distribution is being handled by the Radio Section 
of the Coordinator’s office under the direction of M. H. Aylesworth, 
formerly President of the National Broadcasting Company. Joh_n H. 
Payne, Associate Director of the Radio Section has developed this 
project in cooperation with the Columbia Broadcasting System, the 
Crosley Corporation, the General Electric Company, the National 
Broadcasting Company, WCAU Broadcasting Company, the Westinghouse 
Radio Stations, Inc., and the World Wide Broadcasting Foundation - 
all international short-wave broadcasters. 

Don Francisco, of Chicago, former Chairman of Lord & 
Thomas, is head of the Communications Division of the Coordinator's 
Office. 

The U. S. short-wave broadcasters, in order to make their 
programs attractive to the millions of listeners am.ong our neigh¬ 
bors to the South, regularly direct their broadcast to them by 
means of antennae which greatI3/ increase the signal strength in 
each locality in which they are directed. 

There has been a crying need for these U.S. short-wave 
programs, which were published for about five years by the Depart¬ 
ment of Commerce under the direction of Mr. Payne, but only in 
English and thus had a very limited distribution, and it is believ¬ 
ed that this new service will largely fill that need. They should 
develop a vastly increased audience for these short-wave broadcasts 
and t-ius greatly increase a common understanding and improve rela¬ 
tions throughout the Western Hemisphere. 

note: a SAIiiPLE OF THE NEW SHORT-WAVE PROGRAM SCHEDULE IN 
ENGLISH IS INCLUDED WITH THIS LETTER. 

XXXXXXXXXX -4- 
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FCC HELD BIASED IN NEWSPAPER INQUIRY 

Charges that the Federal Communications Commission is 
discriminating against newspapers were made last week by the 
Newspaper-Radio Committee as the Commission prepared to re sum the 
radio-press inquiry on Wednesda,y. 

The statement, released by Harold Hou^, of the Fort Worth 
Star-Telegram. Chairman of said committee, asserted that this hear¬ 
ing has singled out newspapers from all other classes and kinds of 
owners and prospective owners and that no comparative study of other 
kinds of ownership has been sought. 

'•The Commission should not point a discriminatory finger 
against a few newspapers, any more than it should against a few 
bankers, clergymen, lawyers, electricians, equipment manufacturers, 
merchants, insurance companies, utilities, fraternal and economic 
groups, or any other group or kind of those who may own or seek to 
own radio stations", it says. 

"The proceedings had the appearance not only of an attack, 
but of being a deliberate attempt to discredit newspapers and to 
prejudice their case before the public." 

The fact is brought out that the Commission apparently 
had an afterethought in its second order and three months later 
brought in the alternative purpose of recommendations to Congress. 
The Newspaper- Radio statement asks, "What next?" and raises the 
question of whether the Commission is now aiming to lay the evidence 
before Congress. 

"If this investigation is to proceed with the punoose of 
making recommendations to Congress, it should be carried on with 
such impartiality that no one could assume that newspapers were 
already indicted and were being tried", the statement says. 

It then points out that proceedings at the first hearings 
in July were not carried out with such impartiality. "Class journals 
committed to a policy of hostility to the daily press hailed the 
proceedings as an ’attack' upon newspapers, and such they appeared 
to be", it adds. 

The Committee asks "whether or not the FCC questioning 
has been directed to setting up a case for the divorcement of news 
service to radio stations from that to newspapers. " 

"This unquestionably ?/ould inaugurate more supervision 
over news dissemination than has heretofore existed in this country", 
it continues. "It raigiit pave the way to control and censorship of 
news by a Government agency. " 

The Newspaper-Radio Committee will be represented at the 
reopened hearings by Judge Thomas D. Thacher, Chief Counsel, and 
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Sydney M. Kaye of New York and A. M. Herman of Fort Worth, as 
Assistant Counsel. 

The renewed hearings in the newspaper-radio inquiry 
will run for several weeks, Ghairaan James L. Fly predicted this 
week. The sessions will not be continuous, however, but will run 
two or three days a week, he said. 

Questioned about the case of James G-. Stahlman, Nash¬ 
ville (Term.) publisher, Mr. Fly admitted that the inquiry may be 
over before the U. S. Court of Appeals finally acts on the case. 
However, he argued that the FCC had won its point regarding its 
ability to subpoena witnesses and would see the matter through. 
No other publishers are to be summoned, he indicated. 

xxxxxxxx 

PRESIDENT EXTENDS WORKING Tlt/E OF W. D. TERRELL 

By Executive Order, President Roosevelt has waived the 
Retirement Act to pemit the Federal Communications Commission to 
retain William D. Terrell, as Chief of the FCC Field Section for 
at least another year. 

Mr. Terrell, who at one time was the one-man authority 
directing U. S. radio operations, was 70 years old on August lOth. 
He would have had to retire at that time had not the President 
Interceded. 

Beginning his career in communications with the Postal 
Telegraph Company in Washington, Mr. Terrell was with the U. S. 
Treasury for a few years before boing to the Department of Commerce. 
He was in charge of the Radio Section of the Commerce Department 
from 1915 to 1930 when radio was in its infancy. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

LEWIS, CBS VICE PRESIDENT, JOINS OFFICE OF CIVILIAN DEFENSE 

W. B. Lewis, Vice President of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System in Charge of Programs, has accepted an important radio 
assignment in Mayor Florello H. LaGuardia‘s Office of Civilian 
Defense. He assumed his new responsibilities yesterday (Sept. 15). 

Edward Klauber, CBS Executive Vice President, announced 
that Coliombia had gladly extended Lewis an indefinite leave of 
absence for the period of his service in defense work. While he is 
away, Douglas Coulter will be acting head of the Program Division. 

XXXXXXXX 
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CURB ON RADIO EXPORTS TO SOUTH AFRICA FORECAST 

Curtailment of American shipments of radio equipment to 
the Union of South Africa was forecast this week when it became 
known that South Africa had placed restrictions on the imports of 
goods from non-sterling countries. 

Coincident with the imposition of the restrictions, a ban 
was issued on a long list of articles, mostly luxuries, the importa¬ 
tion of which is halted entirely. 

During the first six months of this year, according to 
statistics of the Department of Commerce, exports to the Union of 
South Africa, exclusive of war goods, amounted to $76,966,000, or 
almost as much as for the twelve months of the last pre-war year, 
1938. During the same period of 1941 imports from South Africa, 
largely manga.nese and chrome, amounted to $82,000,000, also more 
than double the figure for the whole of 1938. 

Principally affected are American ma,nufacturers of auto¬ 
mobiles, machinery and ready-to-wear goods, which make up the bulk 
of the exports from the United States to South Africa. Radios and 
refrigerators also are exported in considerable quantity. 

With shipping space at a premium, imposition of the new 
restrictions will mean a double check on our exports. After a 
"certificate of essentiality’*, is obtained by the South African 
importer and "the order placed, the goods will be subject to shipping 
priority as decided by the South African Purchasing Commission which 
began functioning here a few weeks ago. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FLY OUT? CET THE FLIT 

In New York last week this writer ran across the trail of 
an impression that has prevailed in Washington from time to time 
chat Chairman J. L. Fly in some way was to be rubbed out of the 
Federal Communications Commission picture because of supposed dis¬ 
satisfaction of the White House at his handling of the broadcasting 
situation. 

The question was asked in New York if Mr. Fly were not 
removed outright might ther^ not be a chance of transferring him to 
some other job just as he was himself wished on to the broadcasting 
and communications industry. The story was prevalent at that time 
that the power industry was good and sick of him and was just as 
anxious to get rid of him as the radio people apparently now are. 

Leonard Lyons in his New York column "-by Another Name" 
wrote today (Tuesday): 

Cha.innan Fly of the FCC soon will be the loser in his 
dispute with Mark Ethridge 

XXXXXXXXXX 7 - 
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HEAFCENG SET ON 7 FM APPLICATIONS FOR NEW YORK 

The Federal Conimuni cat ions Commission has decided to hold 
g joint hearing on seven of the applications still ungranted for 
F.M. channels in New York, where the demand exceeds the supply. 

Eleven commercial M licenses for New York City have 
already been approved. Most of the stations are now under construc¬ 
tion. 

The seven applications to be considered at the joint hear¬ 
ing will be those of the New York Daily News; FM Radio Broa.dcast¬ 
ing Co.; Debs Memorial Radio Fund, Inc^ TWEVD); Knickerbocker Broad¬ 
casting Co. (WMCA): WBNX Broadcasting Co.; Greater New York Broad¬ 
casting Corp. (WOV); ajid Wodaara Corp. (WNEW). In addition, the FCC 
will consider at the saine time the application of the Mercer Broad¬ 
casting Co. (The Trenton Times) for a station at Ewing Township,N.J. 

In announcing the hearing - for which no definite date 
has been set - the FCC pointed out that only three Class B channels 
remain unassigned in the New York region. (A Class B type FM sta¬ 
tion is one intended to cover the basic trading area of a city 
over 25,000 population. It may be as large as 15,000 squa,re miles. 
New York's established area is 8,500. 

The three remaining stations available to New York - but 
not yet assi^ed, will have the call letters W 79NY, W83NY and li787NY, 
conforming with their channel frequencies. 

xxxxxxxx 

TELEVISION TO AID DEFENSE STAMP SALES 

Under the auspices of the State Committee for Defense 
Savings Bonds and Stamps, in cooperation with fashion editors, 
department stores and specialty shops, the National Brcadcasting 
Company will televise a fashion pageant in the sunken gardens in 
Rockefeller Center Friday at 2:45 P.M. , it was announced Sunday by 
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., Chairman of the Treasury Department's 
Committee promoting the sale of Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps 
in Nev; York State. 

American Fall fashions to be displayed will include furs, 
evening gowns, dresses, coats, suits and millinery. Each purchaser 
of a Defense Savings Stamp Book containing ^5 worth of Savings 
Stamps or more will receive a ticket of admission to the pageant. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

The International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation in 
a statement for the six months ending June 30, 1941, report net in¬ 
come of ^73,760 after payment of all interest charges of parent com¬ 
pany as against a loss of''^126,977 for the corresponding period in 
1940. H & n 
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FCC KNEW ABOUT FBI STATION ALL ALOirc 

Confirming a report in the previous issue of the Heini 
News Service, Chairman James L. Fly told his press conference this 
week tnat "of course the Commission knew" about the secret short¬ 
wave station which was disclosed at the current New York trial of 
Nazi spies. 

In connection with this same Nazi spy trial, William G-. 
Sebold, who turned his German assignment in espionage over to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, testified that a German 
Gestapo leader had given him five micro-photographs of instruc¬ 
tions to be distributed to spies here. One of the postage stamp 
size documents, which Sebold said was addressed early last year to 
Frederick Duquesne, a defendant, asked for detailed information, 
among other things, on: 

Catalogue of newest radio sending and receiving devices 
and latest operators' majiuals. 

An American Telephone & Telegraph Co., bombing device, 
believed offered to Britain and France, under which one ray would 
direct a bomber to its target while another ray would release the 
bombs over the target. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FLY TO ADDRESS INDEPENDENT BROADCASTERS 

Giving his implied blessing to a movement to organize 
independently-owned radio stations. Chairman James L. Fly has agreed 
to be the principal speaker at a meeting in Chicago September 22-25. 

Na.tional Independent Broadcasters, Inc, sent to some 750 
station owners formal invitations for an extraordinary convention to 
be held at the Palmer House, Chicago. 

All stations but those ovmed, managed or operated by NBC 
and C35 were extended invitations to the convention, called to 
appraise the whole regulatory and business outlook for broadcasting 
stations. 

Among other Government officials scheduled to address the 
broadcasters are Victor 0. Waters, Special Assistant to the Attorney 
General in charge of copyright and music activities, and Maj. Gen. 
Joseph M. Cummins, Commanding General of the Sixth Corps, area, 
Chicago, who will discuss radio's role in National Defense. 

Despite lack of official comment from NIB, it is believed 
that the Association may make an open break with NAB, on the ground 
that the latter organization is in serious conflict with the FCC 
and other governmental agencies with which broadcasters must main¬ 
tain context and araica.ble relations. 
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Impetus was given the report of a bjilt from the NAB ban¬ 
ner by Chairmian Fly*s active collaboration with the NIB executives 
in arranging the Chicago convention. The FCC Chairman bitterly 
condemned the NAB as a result of developments at the trade associa¬ 
tion's annual convention in St. Louis last May when a serious rift 
developed. 

XXXXXXXX 

"ELECTRONICS'^ SCHOOL CITED IN FTC COIvIPLAINT 

Thomas J. Casey, formerly doing business under the name of 
National Institute of Technology, and since June, 1939, doing busi¬ 
ness under the name of National School of Electronics at 529 South 
Seventh St., Minneapolis, Minn., is charged, in a complaint issued 
by the Federal Trade Commission, with misrepresentation. 

The complaint charges that the respondent has been engaged 
in the sale and distribution in commerce of courses of study and 
instruction designated "Electronics" which includ such subjects as 
pirto cells, television, ultra short waves, sound broadcasting, talk¬ 
ing movies, public address system, commercial and aircraft radio, 
and design construction research. 

The respondent, in the conduct of his business, the com¬ 
plaint continues, has, through letters, circulars and catalogs cir¬ 
culated in commerce, represented that the school is a residence 
school occupying a large six-story building covering half a block; 
that the respondent is connected with most of the larger electrical 
companies, airports and radio and police broadcasting stations; that 
some of the best engineers in the country collaborate in preparing 
the courses and that a staff of engineers corrects each lesson for 
inaccuracies; that students have the benefit of frequent visits from 
"field engineers" who act in the capacity of traveling teachers or 
instructors; that the respondent's airplane, equipped with radio 
devices, and the respondent's trucks, similarly equipped, will be 
floTOi or driven to the student's home and used for the purpose of 
testing equipment built by the student; that only a limited number 
of applicants in each community will be accepted; that a United 
States Government radio operator's license will be issued to the 
student upon completing the course of study; that the prospective 
student will receive remunerative employment or special paying assign¬ 
ments from the respondent while taking the course of instruction or 
thereafter; and that many graduates of the school are drawing high 
salaries in the radio field, and that several of its graduates are 
heads of broadcasting stations. 

All these representations are declared by the complaint 
to be grossly exaggerated, false and misleading. The complaint 
alleges that the trade school occupies only a small portion of one 
floor of the Sexton Building in Minneapolis; that it has no connec¬ 
tions with any electrical companies, radio or police broadcasting 
stations or airports; that the members of the respondent's field 
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force are merely high school graduates who have received their radio 
or electronic training from the respondent's school; that the res¬ 
pondent does not visit, nor do his agents visit, students at fre¬ 
quent intervals or at all with airplanes and trucks for testing the 
equipment built by students, and that the respondent does not pro¬ 
vide students with employment or special paying assignments. 

The complaint also charges that the respondent has pre¬ 
sented that a powerful short-wave radio station, W9VXZ, is a part of 
the school’s operating equipment, when in fact, the respondent does 
not control or operation Station W9VXZ, the license for which is 
held by a trustee for an amateur society known as "National Insti¬ 
tute of Technology Radio Club". 

Twenty days are allowed the respondent for filing answer 
to the charges. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

FCC FINDS ICELANDIC LINDUIST WHEN NEEDED 

Federal Communications Commission’s Foreign Broadcast 
Monitoring Service has translators to dissect foreign propaganda. 
But when G-erraany recently started to shortwave to Iceland In the 
latter’s own lingo. Uncle Sam's propaganda analysts were momentarily 
stumped. FCC was about to S 0 S the State Department when one of 
its own translators, Miss Doma Westraan, mentioned that she had been 
taught the Icelandic language by her parents. Result: Nazi "bomb- 
casts" in Icelandic are now being thawed out. 

xxxxxxxx 

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY WIRED FOR SOUND 

Using a new sound amplification system to give added 
appeal to its lectures, the American Museum of Natural History in 
New York, has opened its annual education program. 

The Museum described its sound system as a "long step 
forward in graphic museum presentation". It was installed after a 
year of experimentation under the supervision of Dr. Charles Russell. 
The apparatus makes it possible to broadcast from a central control 
room such subjects as travel talks, recordings and music of foreign 
lands to 100 outlets in the Museum's exhibition halls, classrooms 
and offices. It includes facilities for direct lines to three radio 
oroadcasting stations. 

XXXXXXXX 
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WESTERN THEATERS SUE ASCAP, ASK $235,000 

in Los Angeles 
Suit was filed in Federal Court last week/by 137 Western 

theater owners against the American Society of Composers, Authors 
and Publishers charging violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in 
its music licensing arrangements and demanding triple damages of 
$235,000. 

In addition to ASCAP, the complaint named as defenda.nts 
Gene Buck, its President, 25 individual officers and Directors and 
19 corporations, for the most part with offices in New York. 

The complaint charged the defendants employed "threats, 
coercion and intimidation" in demanding license fees from the 
plantiff theaters covering use of copyrighted music, and asked an 
injunction against the practices complained of. 

It declared ASCAP controls more than 75 percent of the 
musical compositions demanded by the public, but that the theaters 
were able to use only a small portion of the music rights for which 
they were forced to contract. 

XXXXXXXX 

GENERAL ELECTRIC TO PROMOTE FM 

A substantial part of the advertising and sales promotion 
for the 1942 line of General Electric radios is designed to do an 
educational job on the advantages of frequency modulation radio, 
according to H, J. Deines, Advertising Ivlanager of the G. E. Radio 
and Television Department. 

Cooperative newspaper, national magazine and radio adver¬ 
tising is pla,nned. The campaign will open with full-page, two-color 
advertisements in three national magazines late in October. Two 
types of ads will be used in newspapers. One, designed for markets 
where FM is already on the air, will go "all-out" for Fid. For 
general use, there will be other newspaper ads in which M is men¬ 
tioned but not featured. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

John Roland Pinelli, a, second class radio man in the Navy, 
whose home is in Trenton, N. J. , won special commendation last week 
for his "interest and ingenuity" in developing an improved type of 
radio sending key. According to a Navy announcement, the key makes 
possible the speedier transmission of messages. 

XXXXXXXX 
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BROADCASTERS SEE MESS IN SPLIT-DAYLIGHT TIME 

Broadcasters in the South are up In arms over the mixup 
that will be caused Sunday, September 28th, when clocks in all other 
Daylisbt Saving areas will go back to Standa.rd Time but because of 
the Federal Power Commission declaring an emergency, the southeast 
portion of the United States will remain on Dayli^t Time. Aluminum 
is produced there and the demands for electricity for defense pur¬ 
poses have doubled and tripled. However, there has been a lack of 
rain to fill the reservoirs to keep the generators running. To 
save power, the Power Commission proposes to keep that part of the 
country on Daylight Time at least until they see how much the Fb.ll 
rains yield. Even if the downfall is satisfactory, because so much 
more power is required, the chances are that the Southeast may stay 
on Daylight Time indefinitely regardless of the inconvenience caus¬ 
ed to broadcasters and others by one time there and Standard Time 
in the balance of the country. 

The Power Commission hasn’t asked for Daylight Time for 
any period and the assumption is that they can keep it as long as 
needed. 

”It would be very foolish for us to ^ve it up now and 
find that we needed it later and then have to go through all the 
readjustment of putting it into effect again”, an official of the 
Power Commission said, adding, "Somebody has got to quit using 
electricity and somebody has to get hurt.” 

It was said at the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com¬ 
mittee in the House where a bill is pending which would give the 
President the power to move the clocks up in any part of the country 
as much as 2 hours if he feels there is any necessity for doing it, 
that protests had been received from numerous broadcasters and from 
the National Association of Broadcasters. The bill introduced by 
Representative Clarence F. Lea (D), of California, Chairman of the 
Committee, is expected to be reported favorably at anearlychte. 

With regard to the confusion liable to be caused in the 
South by operating on different time schedules, a very prominent 
Southern broadcaster had this to say: 

"Stories in the press here contend that not a kilowatt 
hour of power has been saved during the few weeks Daylight Saving 
Time has been in effect. If such is the case, how in the world can 
the Power Commission expect to save any power during the fall and 
winter months when darkness prevails most of the time, and electric 
lights would be required whether at the beginning of the day or at 
the end. In the summer time I can see where some power should be 
saved, but in the next few weeks it will be dark as pitch when most 
people arise, whether it be 5:00 or 6:00 o'clock. " 
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"I suppose I am Just dumb as hell, but it doesn's occur 
to me yet how we are going to save power in the wintertime by 
the application of Dayliglit Saving Time, when it is plenty dark 
at rising time, and equally as dark when most people retire.. . . 

“There is one thing pretty sure, if the Southeast is 
expected to continue on Daylight Saving Time, and the remainder 
of the country goes on Sta.nda.rd Time the 28th, us broadcasting 
stations are in one grand and glorious mess, and furthermore, 
there will be even more confusion than we had this summer because 
right now a goodly portion of Virginia is still on Standard Time, 
and there you have the preposterous spectacle of Washington, D. C., 
remaining on Standard Time when so many of its workers and others 
reside in Dayliglit Saving Time areas. What a cock-eyed existence 
we are going through these days. “ 

A bill to conserve fuel and electric power was to be 
introduced into the City Council to add a month to each end of the 
presend period of Daylight Saving Time in New York City. Newbold 
Morris, President of the Council was the sponsor and the bill was 
not expected to go into effect, if passed, until next year. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FCC AUTHORIZES THREE MORE TELEVISION STATIONS 

The Federal Communications Commission during the week 
gave the go ahead signal to three initial television enterprises 
in the widely separated cities of Los Angeles, Milwaukee and 
Philadelphia. 

They we re: 

Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., construc¬ 
tion permit for a new commercial television station to ooerate on 
Channel No. 6, 96000-102000 kilocycles; The Journal Company (The 
Milwaukee Journal), Milwaukee, Wis. , construction permit for a new 
commercial television station to operate on Channel No. 3, 66000- 
72000 kilocycles; Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia, 
Pa. , construction permit for a new commercial television broadcast 
station to operate on Channel No. 3, 66000-72000 kilocycles. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

The following appeared in Leonard Lyons’ New York 
Column on Thursday, September IS: 

“Federal Comjnunication Commission: The ra,dlo chains 
agreed on Friday that as soon as your Commission delivers its final 
ruling in the monopoly regulations case, they'll seek immediate 
relief in the law courts. “ 

XXXXXXXXXXX 
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NEWSPAPERS OPERATE STATIONS BEST, FOG TOLD 

Far from accepting the charges Inferentially made 
against the newspaper owned stations by the Federal Communications 
Commission, Roy A. Roberts, Managing Editor of the Kansas City Star, 
OMvner of Station WDAF, countered by declaring that newspapers were 
the best radio station operators. Mr. Roberts testified on 
Thursday on the second day of the resumption of the investigation 
of newspaper, owned broadcasting stations, for the purpose of 
determining whether special policies should be adopted in regard 
to the ownership and operation of stations by newspapers. 

The hearings were adjourned yesterday (Thursday) to be 
resumed next Wednesday (Sept. 24) when the witnesses will be 
Luther Hill, General Manager, Iowa Broadcasting Company, which is 
controlled by the Register and Tribune Publishing Company, publish¬ 
ing the only daily newspapers in Des Moines, la., and Joe Maland, 
Vice-President and General Manager of Central Broadcasting, licen¬ 
see of WHO in Des Moines. 

Mr. Roberts said because of newspaper affiliations. 
Station WDAF had been able to do a better job in Kansas City. He 
said the station had grown like Topsy, adding *^Once a stepchild, 
now a beautiful debutante. He said he thought the operation of a 
broadcasting station and a newspaper went hand in hand. 

Hearst’s policies on radio were explored at the first 
day’s session when Emile J. Gougli, former General Manager of 
Hearst Radio, Inc., took the stand. 

Newspaper ownership of stations, Mr. Goush said, had 
contributed, in his judgment, greatly to the formulation and main¬ 
tenance of existing standards in radio advertising and to the hi^ 
quality of news broadcasting. He said that nearly all the best 
news broadcasters were newspaper men. 

A letter offered for the record gave a revealing c ross- 
section of what a Congressman thanks most about. 

Written to Harry M. Bitner, an official of the Hearst 
Newspapers, by Gough, the letter told.of a meeting in New York in 
April, 1957, of representatives of newspaper-owned stations. Former 
Senator Clarence C. Dill of Washington, described as the man who 
wrote the Communications Act, was present. 

"Sena.tor Dill gave a most interesting discourse on the 
problems confronting owners of newspapers and radio stations”, Mr. 
Gough wrote. 

”He said that he spoke from experience as a member of 
Congress of more than 20 years’ standing; and he knew that probably 
the closest thing to a Congressman - next to his suit of clothes - 
was the next election; that his every act in Congress is predicated 
on elections. He further said that many Congressmen have found 
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that newspapers opposed them and are fearful that with newspapers 
owning stations that they may, in turn, keep them from reaching 
their constituents. He said this growing fear transcends all 
party lines. . . 

"Furthermore, Senator Dill paid a great compliment to 
newspapers operating stations by saying they had done more to 
advance the art than any other group of station owners. 

Mr. Gough, who succeeded Elliott Roosevelt as General 
Manager of Hearst Radio, said that unlike others in the beginning, 
Mr. Hearst had not been apprehensive about radio as an advertising 
competitor to the newspapers. He thought it valuable for promo¬ 
tion purposes. Mr. Gougli introduced a letter written to him by 
J. V. Connolly, President of King Features, Inc., a portion of which 
read: 

"Through your own intelligent guida.nce", Connolly wrote, 
"the Hearst newspapers that own or are affiliated with radio sta¬ 
tions have been able to protect themselves against the deflection 
of advertising appropriations from their newspapers into radio 
broadcasting companies, and, also, you have shown the radio editors 
how not to give a news report over the air that would make it un¬ 
necessary for the listener to buy a newspaper." 

Difficulties incident to the Earl Browder and Father 
Coughlin broadcasts and over a C.I.O. program, "Labor on the Air", 
a problem presented by the KYA station in San Francisco, were sub¬ 
jects of correspondence presented by D. B. Lloyd, FCC attorney. 

The C.I.O. program started in 1938 under contract was 
characterized as "dangerous" by E. M. Stoer, '-resent General 
Manager of Hearst Radio, in a series of letters written to John S. 
Brookes, Jr. of the Hearst Corooration in New York, reporting the 
desire and effort of KYA to "get the program off the air". 

Donald B. Davis, President of Station WHB, Kansas City, 
was questioned as to whether he thought it "unfair" of the Kansas 
City Star on some occasions to list only WDAF as carrying a certain 
program, although competing stations also were carrying the same 
program. 

"Not so much unfair to us, as to listeners", the witness 
said. 

He told the Commission that he thought his station had 
been given "fair treatment" in the columns of the Star with regard 
to publicizing his station. 

H. Dean Fitzer, I\ianager of Station VifDAF, was asked about 
a Sunday radio page in the Star which carried a news story announc¬ 
ing that WDAF would broadcast the Third Inaugural of President 
Roosevelt but made no mention of a similar broadcast scheduled 
for other Kansas City stations. Likewise other Kansas City sta¬ 
tions were not listed in the regular program as broadcasting the 
event. Mr. Fitzer observed that "we don't think the listener 
needs two radio stations to hear one program. " 

XXXXXXXXX -5- 
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m STATIONS FOR WEST COAST AND GREAT LAKES 

The Federal Communications Commission has granted three 
more FtA licenses as follows: 

Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., construct¬ 
ion permit for new high frequency broadcast station provided appli¬ 
cant file within 60 days for modification of construction permit to 
specify 43,700 kilocycles with not less than 38,000 square miles, 
embracing San Diego and Bakersfield, Calif. ; Hughes Tool Company, 
San Francisco, Calif. , construction permit for new high frequency 
broadcast station to operate on 44,500 kilocycles with a service 
area of 10,800 square miles; WRJ, The Goodwill Station, Detroit, 
Uich. , construction permit for a new high frequency broadcast sta¬ 
tion to operate on 45,300 kilocycles with a service area of 6,800 
square miles; applicant to assume responsibility for adjustment 
of any reasonable complaints arising from signals. 

The 38,000 square mile area stipulated in the Earle C. 
Anthony permit was unusually wide and the same range as was 
granted the Columbia Broadcasting System for an FM station on Mt. 
Wilson, near Pasadena. 

Fifty-eight FM licenses have now been granted and 52 
applications are on file. The latest application comes from the 
William Penn Broadcasting Company (WPEN) of Philadelphia where five 
stations are now under construction. 

Frequency Modulation received a new impetus when the 
Federal Co munications Commission authorized its use on a regular 
service basis in certain services other than broadcast effective 
October 1. Last spring FI! was made available for commercial broad¬ 
casting. 

In amending its rules and regulations so as to permit use 
of FM by ship, coastal and emergency services on the ultra-high 
frequencies, the Commission declared that the successful operation 
of approximately 1600 frequency modulated transmitters in various 
radio services.since January 25, 1940, has demonstrated the practi¬ 
cability of this new type of modulation for these services. 

On the basis of the data obtained through this experi¬ 
mental use, it is anticipated that no material difficulties will 
arise from the concurrent operation of frequency and amplitude 
modulated stations on the frequencies now allocated to these se3>- 
vices. Operation reports indicate that FM offers a number of 
advantages over the conventional amplitude modulation among these 
being a reduction in interference resulting from static and a 
material reduction in the required geographical separation between 
stations operating on the same frequency. 

It was also pointed out by the Commission that frequency 
modulated equipment can now be obtained from a number of manu¬ 
facturers at prices comparable to those of the conventional 
amplitude modulated equipment. 

XXXXXXXX - 6 - 
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ARMY AND NAVY AGAIN DENY PRESS AND RADIO CENSORSHIP 

No provisions for compulsory censorship of press or radio 
are contemplated by the Army and Navy but the official scrutiny 
will be confined to the control of communications passing between 
the United States and foreign countries, both the Army and the 
Navy have again assured Congress. 

The position of the Navy was disclosed in a letter which 
James Porrestal, Acting Secretary of the Navy sent to the Chairman 
of the House Naval Affairs Committee; 

"House Resolution 299, ’requesting the Navy Department to 
furnish to the House of Representatives information whether or not 
censorship of the press exists in this Department’, was referred to 
the Navy Department by your committee with request for reply. 

"The purpose of the resolution is to direct the Secretary 
of the Navy to furnish the House of Representatives with certain 
information relative to 'a plan by the Navy Department providing 
for compulsory censorship of the press and radio concerning activ¬ 
ities within the purview of the Department’. 

"The control of information, the disclosure of which would 
be inimical to the operations of the fleet is but one of the many 
problems which is under constant study by the Navy Department. Work¬ 
ing in close liaison with the War Department, joint plans have been 
prepared setting forth the measures which should be taken to obtain 
such control. Subject to approval by higher authority, and support¬ 
ed by such legislation as may be necessary, these plans provide 
the necessary machinery for the censorship of international communi¬ 
cations. 

"It may be stated without injury to the public interest 
that such plans contain no provisions for compulsory censorship of 
the press, but are limited to the control of communications passing 
between the United States and foreign countries or overseas pos¬ 
sessions and between ships and shore." 

A similar explanation of the censorship plans was given in 
a letter received by the House Military Affairs Committee from 
Robert P. Patterson, Under-Secretary of War. Mr. Patterson also 
emphasized the absence of any plan to censor the press and radio. 

"The purpose of these plans", he said, "is to have in 
readiness for use in event of an emergency which requires them, the 
necessary machinery for the control and regulation of the transmis¬ 
sion of information into or out of United States territory in such 
a manner as will best safeguard the interests of our country." 

Mr. Patterson added that President Roosevelt had not 
expressed his views on the question of censorship. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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RADIO PROPAGANDA HEARING STILL FAR OFF 

With the brickbats flying through the air and Wendell 
Willkie and others so successfully keeping the motion picture war 
propaganda investigation on the front page, the radio angle of 
the inquiry seems almost lost in the shuffle. At the office of 
Senator Worth Clark, of Idaho, Chairman of the Senate sub-committee, 
it was said that it would be at least a month before any radio 
people would be called on. One report current was that the Com¬ 
mittee might avail Itself of the questionnaire sent out to the 
stations at the request of Congress sometime ago seeking informa¬ 
tion from the stations with regard to any war propaganda or inform¬ 
ation. 

When asked if a list of radio witnesses had yet been 
prepared, the reply was that the question of who would be called 
in the radio industry had not even been discussed. 

A radio listener - who is totally blind - Eleanor 'Cath¬ 
erine Judd, of Kew Gardens, N.Y., - has written the following 
letter to the New York Times, containing her views on the radio 
or war propaganda question: 

”1 wish to add my little word of comment concerning this 
ridiculous and wildcat so-called investigation into war propaganda. 
Because of the clear-cut Issues of morality and decency involved, 
I think it would be physically impossible for the movies to make 
too many anti-Nazi films or for the papers to stress these truths 
too greatly. 

”But it is about radio that I wish to speak more partic¬ 
ularly. I am read to, and also get about to shows quite often, 
tut it is upon radio that I depend for most of my information, not 
to mention entertainment, and I manage to keep pretty well inform¬ 
ed thereby. It happens that I am totally blind - hence my special 
interest in radio. 

"I follow the schedules carefully, so as not to miss 
what I want to be sure to hear, and so I know from actual count 
tha,t there are constant and abundant listings of programs by and 
for isolationists. I seldom listen to them any more, because I 
know their line by heart, and what is the use? If one did not 
hear the opening and closing announcements on their programs, one 
would not be able to determine whether the stuff was coming from 
said isolationists, or from the Berlin and Rome propaganda offices. 

’’However, ray point is that they are there in quantity to 
he heard, and one cannot blame the lack of quality on the radio 
stations. That is due simply to the nature of the material. 

”At a time when the patience of all of us is being tried 
to the limit of endurance, it is surely particularly commendable 
that the radio industry bends over backward in its continued ef¬ 
fort to present the side of a question whose supporters at best 
challenge our credulity in their sincerity and loyalty to this very 
democracy which is allowing them this very freedom.” 

XXXXXXXXX ‘-8- 
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PEGLER QUESTIONS NEWSPAPER RADIO PROBE SINCERITY 

wro te: 
Westbrook Pegler, in a syndicated article, recently 

"Tlie scrap in Washington over the inquiry into the movie 
Industry can be divided into two phases. 

"First, does the sly and dishonest procedure by which 
this inquiry moves into action, disgused as a preliminary inquiry 
to determine whether a formal, full-dress investigation should be 
made, consist with New Deal morals and custom? 

’^ou bet your sweet life it does. 

"It is a rotten, Hitlerian subterfuge but, unfortunately 
for the Administration, and for all of us, it is solidly based on 
a recent precedent set by the Administration itself in the pre¬ 
liminary investigation of the relationship between newspapers and 
radio stations under common ownership. That clever little scheme 
has now turned on the cunning tricksters who thought it up and 
fanged them good. In the radio case the Government highbinders 
weren’t going to investigate the main proposition. No, they were 
only going to do a little preliminary questioning, insinuating and 
smearing and get over the effect of a full inquiry anyway, just in 
case there should be no full Inquiry. 

"Now the so-called isolationists who may not be pro- 
Hitler but couldn’t help Hitler half as much if they admitted 
that they were, have adopted the same unprincipled method of 
approach and, although It is still a nasty and depressing example 
to beset the people by an agency of their Government, the Govern¬ 
ment itself is in no position to denounce the trick, because the 
Government’s own hands aren’t clean. 

"The Communists have burrowed into all departments except 
the finance management, and the retention of Jimmy Roosevelt at 
$33,000 a year, ostensibly by Sam Goldwyn but actually by God knows 
whom, when the heat was rising was typical of the brassy nerve of 
those who think they can buy anything and haven’t been far wrong 
many times. " 

xxxxxxxxxx 

It will be orchids to the cleverest women workers in the 
RCA Ifenufacturing Company’s factory at Bloomington, Ind., in a 
three-month drive to get things done for National Defense, accord¬ 
ing to an Associated Press dispatch. 

Manager Jay M. Allen said an orchid would be given weekly 
to the woman who had turned in the best idea on how to simplify 
work and save time and materials. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES : 

The World Wide Broadcasting Corp. , Boston, Mass., was 
granted construction permit for new international broadcast sta¬ 
tion to oper8.te on 6040, 11730, 11790, 15130, 15350, 17750 kilo¬ 
cycles, A3 emission, 50 to 100 kilowatts, shar^ time with WRUL and 
WRUW, subject to certain engineering conditions. 

James H. Fassett has been named Acting Director of the 
CB^ Music Department, succeeding William H. Fineshriber, who 
becomes Director of CBS shortwave programs September 22nd. 

Hygrade Sylvania Corporation - Seven months to July31: 
Net profit 8623,315, equal, after preferred dividend requirements, 
to $2.57 each on 207,184 shares of common stock; net sales, 
$10,819,891. Provision for income and defense taxes and excess 
profits taxes for the first seven months this year was $667,000, 
against $427,000 tax deductions for full year 1940. 

Foreign Broadcast Monitoring Service will transfer 20 of 
its employees to Portland, Oreg., next week. Twenty-five more will 
go later. Of the 20 who are being transferred to Portland, 12 
lived on the West Coast and are anxious to get back. 

The first of a series of recordings dramatizing the 
activities of the American Red Cross are being shipped to mor*e 
than 300 radio stations. Prograjns were written and produced for 
the Red Cross by Charles Dillon and recorded NBC Orthacoustic by 
NBC Radio-Recording Division’s Washington office. 

The Federal Communications Commission suspended the 
amateur radio operator license of Elwyn B. Kazlewood, Baton Rouge, 
La. , for a period of 60 da.ys, because licensee while engaged in 
operation of radio station W5IUG- communicated with a station loc¬ 
ated in a foi^ign country, in violation of a Commission defense 
order. 

A. B. Chamberlain, CB3 Chief Engineer, described the 
network’s "International Broadcast Facilities" before the Con¬ 
necticut Valley section of the Institute of Ra.dio Engineers in 
Hartford last night. 

The latest list o-f commercial FM stations operating, 
under construction, and FM applications nending has been prepared 
by FM Broadcasters, Inc. , 52 Vanderbilt .Avenue, New York City, 
correct as of Sentember 15. A copy may be had on request. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RADIO EDITOR HAS 11,000 RECORDINGS 

The following is from New York tabloid: 

’’To you and me, when we hear something over the radio, 
that's all there is to it. It's gone, but for memory. 

"But not to T. R. Kennedy, Jr., Associate Radio Editor 
of the New York Times, Mr. Kennedy is perhaps the leading amateur 
collector of recordings of radio broadcasts. 

"They tell a story about him - that he happened to hear 
the abdication address of the guy who is now the Duke of Windsor, 
and made a record if it; and that England itself had to get the 
record from him because no broadcaster did as good a job. 

"If you drop in at Mr. Kennedy’s home, and feel an 
electric tension in the air, don’t think you're nervous. There 
is an electric tension; the whole place is wired from front to 
back. And no telling what kind of radio waves are passing through 
your solar plexus. He has more than 11,000 radio recordings, 
friends say, and is making more all the time. 

"Around Times Square the radio shop owners bow when 
Kennedy passes; and the newsstand owners try to get him to auto¬ 
graph their wireless magazines. Especially back during the days 
when Admiral Ptichard E. Byrd was communicating by wireless from 
the South Pole (copyright New York Times.)" 

XXXXXXXXXX 

SCHOOL PADIO PROGRAfil AIDS "GOOD NEIGHBOR" PLAN 

"Our American Cousins", a series of radio programs 
designed to interpret the other Americas to the students of 
Washington (D.C.) schools, will be featured in the 1941-48 school 
broadcasting schedule. 

The series will be the Washington schools' contribution 
to aid President Roosevelt's "good neighbor'* plan. 

The programs will be prepared with the cooperation of 
the Pan-American Union and designated staff members of the 
Embassies and Legations of the Latin American Republics. 

xxxxxxxx 
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NBC COi^^PLETES FIFTH SELLING PROGRAIIS STUDY 

“Heads - They Won“, a Red Network brochure, the fifth in 
a series of nationwide studies on the selling effectiveness of net¬ 
work radio programs, will be released within a few days by the 
National Broadcasting Company. The new study, like the others in 
the series inaugurated more than two years ago, was conducted by 
C. S. Hooper, Inc. It documents the selling job which “Mr. 
District Attorney” (another NBC sustainer which went commercial) 
has been doing for its sponsor, Vitalis. 

Vitalis was found to be used by 255^ more listening famil¬ 
ies than non-listening families; the monthly audience for the pro¬ 
gram was found to be b0% greater than its weekly listening audience 
as revealed in program ratings. Frequent listeners proved better 
customers than occasional listeners. 

Hooper’s survey of the Vitalis program is confirmed and 
amplified by a letter from the sponsor, Bristol-Miyers. 

Once again scientific measurement of NBC network radio 
effectiveness reaffirmed the conclusions dramatically drawn from 
NBC's first study conducted in September 1939: 1. When they 
listen they buy, and 2. The more they listen, the more they buy. 

With his background of rating programs for advertisers, 
agencies and broadcasters, Hooper developed a method of double 
check verification which involved: 

1. Segregation of listeners from non-listeners by use of 
coincidental telephone interviews. 

2. Verification of program listening by call-back. 
3. Determination of brand of product used. 

xxxxxxxx 

WGN AIR THEATRE OPENS OCT. 4 

The curtain of the Chicago Theater of the Air will be 
lifted Oct. 4 in the WGN audience studio. A new series of 
operettas, led off by the “Merry Widow”, presented to meet the 
demand of a multitude of last year's listeners, will be offered to 
the coast to coast audience of the Mutual Broadcasting System. 

Twenty-six operettas, half of them old favorites of the 
1940-’41 season, will be ore sented. The broadcasts will go on the 
air at 9:45 P.M. 

First the audience will hesr the theme. Then Col. Robert 
R. McCormick, editor and publisher of The Chicago Tribune, who has 
been heard through the Summer on the Saturday night Chicagoland 
hour, will speak. 

At the conclusion of last season's operetta series, WGN 
called for an expression of audience sentiment as to future pre¬ 
sentations of operettas. The affirmative mail response was tre¬ 
mendous. There were scores of thousands of letters from all parts 
of the country. So, in this sense, the WGN and Mutual radio 
audiences has acted as its own program director. 
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September 23, 1941 

H'lA. MOVES TO BLOCK POREICN COMPETITORS’ SUPPLIES 

Pointing to the fact that our own radio manufacturers 
can't get the supplies they need because of the defense priorities 
conditions, the Radio Manufacturers' Association is asking the 
Government to clamp down on "the practice of supplying foreign com¬ 
petitors with materials to compete with and destroy the business of 
bona fide American manufacturers". 

This is believed to be aimed at the N, V. Philips 
Company of the Netherlands, one of the largest ra.dio manufacturing 
concerns in the world, which, having been forced to leave Eindhoven 
because of German occupation, has been establishing itself in South 
America. Also having sets built in the United States which are 
later sold in direct competition with American sets in foreign 
markets. It is said the Philips people, though bitterly competing 
with us, have even been to Washington asking for special priority 
consideration. 

The action of the RMA came through the unanimous approval 
of the Executive Committee of a strongly worded report of the 
Special Committee on Foreign Competition of which Commander E. F. 
McDonald of the Zenith Radio Corporation of Chicago, is Chairman. 
The report will now be brought to the personal attention of every 
Government department interested. It is also signed by Fred D. 
Williams, Assistant to the President of the Philco Corporation of 
Philadelphia, and follows, in part: 

"We find that foreign competitors are having built in the 
United States, under contract, complete radio receivers and are 
obtaining parts and materials which have been used and will be used 
to compete with American manufacturers in foreign markets. The 
American manufacturers are unable to obtain an adequate supply of 
materials to fill their own export orders for American brands. 

"We find that foreign brands made in America are reaching 
overseas markets and building up foreign trade-marks at the expense 
of American goods and American firms. 

"In view of the fact that American manufacturers are hope¬ 
lessly behind in the delivery of their export orders, we believe 
the materials which are now being used to manufacture products of 
foreign-controlled organizations should be diverted to American manu- 
facturers for furtherance of American trade-marks in foreign fields. 

"The situation presently prevailing would be analogous to 
the Packard Motor Car Company building cars for Mercedes, at the 
expense of its own production, and permitting same to be sold in 
foreign fields in competition with American manufacturers. 

2 
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”It is fully believed by our Committee that, if there are 
any American radio manufacturers who have excess facilities and 
materials, other manufacturers within the industry will supply them 
with sufficient business for radio sets to be used in the export 
market under American brands. 

"We find the conditions which have been reported to us by 
your Subcommittee to be of such a serious nature as to warrant the 
attention of the Association and also of the Federal Government. 
This action is required for the present, as well as future, pro¬ 
tection of vital American foreign business under trade-marks which 
have been established in the export field at considerable expense 
to the American manufacturer. 

"We believe the American manufacturers should concentrate 
all their efforts on preserving and building up their own valuable 
trade-marks, rather than aiding foreign competitors, especially any 
that are Axis-controlled or influenced. 

"It is the unanimous recommendation of your Committee 
tha.t no further orders be accepted by American manufacturers from 
foreign-owned or controlled companies for the manufacture of radio 
apparatus to be used in competition in export fields with goods 
bearing American trade-marks. 

"Under normal conditions, the practice of supplying 
foreign competitors with material to compete with and destroy the 
business of the bona fide United States manufacturer is un-American, 
but in the present emergency it is doubly so. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

government agencies need RADIO SPECIALISTS 

Information specialists are needed by the Government in 
connection with every phase of national defense activity. Publica¬ 
tions of all kinds must be prepared for special interest groups and 
for the general public, and interpretative radio broadcasts written 
and put on the air. To these Jobs, and many others. War, Agricul¬ 
tural, Interior, the Office for Emergency Management, and other 
agencies assign their information specialists. 

To fill these positions, the Civil Service Commission has 
Just announced an examination for information specialists in press 
and publications, and in radio. There are over one hundred Jobs to 
be filled in the various Government agencies. Salaries range from 
?2,600 to $4,600 a year. Eligibles on the employment list esta¬ 
blished last year as a result of the Information Specialist examina¬ 
tion need not take this new examination unless they have acquired 
additional experience and wish to apply for a higher grade, as their 
names will be retained on the current register. 

Applications must be on file with the Commission's 
Washington office not la,ter than October 23, 1941. 

xxxxxxxx 3 - 
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HANDS OFF BROADCASTING EVEN IN WARTIIvIE, SAYS FCC HEAD 

Addressing the annual convention of the National Inde¬ 
pendent Broadcasters at Chicago last Monday, Chairman James L. Fly, 
of the Federal Communications Commission, said: 

”I repeat once more what I have said so often - that 
neither the Federal Communications Commission, nor the Defense Corar- 
munications Board, nor so far as I know any other agency of the 
Government, has any plans for taking broadcasting out of private 
hands, even in time of war. It is obvious that in the event of 
hostilities, stations within actual combat areas may be required to 
coordinate their broadcasts with the plans of military authorities 
in that combe.t area. Also, broadcasting would in the event of war 
be an important factor in civilian defense; indeed the DCB has 
appointed a subcommittee to cooperate with Mayor LaGuardia's Office 
of Civilian Defense in considering such problems. But DCB plans 
are contingent on an actual military need; and are based upon the 
fundamental premise that broadcasting will remain in private hands 
throu^iout any foreseeable emergency. For ray part I should whole¬ 
heartedly oppose any proposal to "take over" radio broadcasting - 
though I have never heard such a proposal from any source worthy of 
serious consideration. 

"I mentioned a moment ago the use of broadcasting by 
various defense agencies. I doubt whether any of you have found 
such requests for time unduly burdensome so far, but perhaps some 
of you fear that they may become burdensome hereafter. If at some 
future date broadcasters feel that an inordinate portion of the 
broadcast day is required for this purpose, the matter can no doubt 
be adjusted by joint conferences with the appropriate government 
agencies. Certainly the Federal Communications Commission has no 
desire to see the effectiveness of radio curtailed by an overload 
of prOsf,raras of one kind; and my impression is that that danger is 
not on the horizon at present. Indeed, the quality of many defense 
programs now on the air is a real asset to the stations broadcast¬ 
ing them. The Treasury Hour, to single out one program from many 
compares favorably in popular appeal with the most popular of com¬ 
mercial hours. It seems to me clear that your industry's contribu¬ 
tion of time for defense broadcasts is bread cast upon the waters; 
it is already being returned many fold in terras of increased public 
respect and increased public attention. " 

Mr, Fly told the convention how he had opposed the recent 
defense tax on broadcast time, saying: 

"The Commission now has instituted a study of a possible 
franchise tax, under which each of the industries regulated would 
be assessed a proportionate part of the cost of regulation; but I 
hadrly think so relatively small a tax need seriously concern any 
of you. 

"It seems to me clear that the public interest requires a 
prosperous broadcasting industry. Any circumstances which jeopardize 
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broadcasting income are bound to affect adversely the quality of 
programs, and hence the public benefits from radio broadcasting. 
While the Federal Coraraunications Commission has no direct concern 
with your profits and losses, we know that the tremendous progress 
of radio has been due in no small measure to the financial success 
of broadcasting as a business enterprise, and we welcome that know^ 
ledge. ” 

The speaker came through with quite a television alibi: 

•'Some of you with long memories may recall the ^hullabaloo* 
which accompanied the Commission* s postponement of commercial tele¬ 
vision a year or more ago until the industry engineers could develop 
an agreed set of standards. Looking back, I think that there are 
few competent observers today who would not agree that our caution 
then was sound. Many of the people who were the loudest in their 
condemnation of the postponement have since agreed that it was a 
wise and necessary action, 

"There is a moral in this, and I think I would be remiss 
in my duty if I did not point it out. The moral as I see it is 
that uproar and commotion do not alwaysor even customarily reveal 
truth. The Commission, acting after full hearings and consultation 
with representatives of the industry, sometimes finds itself obliged 
to take steps which for a time at least may seem unpopular. But 
the long-range wisdom and rightness of the steps cannot be judged 
by the temporary tumult they elicit. Noise may not be convincing. 
These matters must be viewed in a proper perspective, with an eye 
to the public interest and the good of the industry as a whole. 

•*Now the industry has developed television standards and 
television is on its way. However, television still faces serious 
obstacles - chiefly, delays by reason of the defense program. But 
these are nothing compared with the difficulties it would be facing 
if it had plunged into unwarranted premature exploitation. 

"How will the opening up of television and FM affect the 
standard broadcasting field? I hesitate to prophesy, and yet it 
seems to me clear that the long-tem result of television will be on 
the whole beneficial to aural broadcasting. I base this prediction 
upon the fact that broadcasting is essentially an institution of 
the American home. By strengthening the hold of the home upon 
families, both television and FM will similarly strengthen the hold 
of broadcasting in general. " 

As to the status of certain Commission proceedings, Mr. 
51y said: 

"The network regulations were to have gone into effect 
early last month. Informal conferences were held with representa¬ 
tives of the networks, in the course of which it appeared that the 
Ciiief bone of contention was the wording of one of the eight regu¬ 
lations - the one governing option time, and even on that narrow 
issue, the networks were unable to agree among themselves. 

5 - 
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"With respect to the ownership of more than one station 
In a community by one licensee or set of interests, I would prefer 
not to comment, since the matter is now under adjudication. With 
respect to the investigation of newspaper-radio relationships, how¬ 
ever, I think it proper to repeat an assurance contained in the 
original announcement of the inquiry. The investiga.tion is concern¬ 
ed primarily with grants of F1~!L licenses to newspapers, since in the 
FM field the measures or recommendations should grow out of the 
investigation - and on that I express no judgment - they will not 
be concerned with existing licenses, but rather with future acquisi¬ 
tions. " 

Taking a shot at the networks and the National Association 
of Broadcasters, the speaker said; 

"It seems to me that in matters such as these, or any 
other matters of common concern, the National Independent Broad¬ 
casters should take a real interest and have a real voice. Repre¬ 
senting as you do hundreds of independent station owners all over 
the country, your carefully considered views and opinions should 
carry real veight. In this body is concentrated the free and un- 
trammeled opinion of a free industry. Ventriloquism is an enter¬ 
taining art, but it is liardly necessary in your relations with the 
Government. You need not hide behind the skirts of women’s clubs 
or the cloak of religion, or come to Washington with a piece of hay 
in your teeth. Yours is the voice, and your voice is entitled to 
be heard. " 

With regard to the charges that the FCC has its axe out 
for the broadcasters. Chairman Fly said: 

"Some observers claim to distinguish in the Commission 
proceedings a common factor of antagonism towards the broadcasting 
industry. Nothing could be farther from the truth. I view the 
fostering of the American system of broadcasting, and its protection 
from any unwarranted attacks which may harrass it, as one of my 
prime duties as Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission. 
It is true that ther*e is a common factor underlying our concern with 
these matters. That common factor is based on a feeling of duty to 
protect broadcasting, and in particular the private system of broad¬ 
casting, from attacks which will otherwise certainly assail and per¬ 
haps overthrow it. Let me explain as simply, as frankly, and as 
briefly as I can exactly why "the weeding out of monopolistic tend¬ 
encies in broadcasting is a prime requisite if you gentlemen are to 
remain undisturbed in your ownership and operation of AmericaJi 
broadcasting stations. 

"The kind of attack to which broadcasting under private 
auspices might become vulnerable was very forcefully made quite 
recently before a Senate subcommittee inquiring into moving picture 
propaganda. It was there charged that a few men had seized control 
of American microphones and were using their position to propagand¬ 
ize the American people. It was further alleged tha.t these few men 
Yielded far more power than any duly elected representative or res¬ 
ponsible government official. 
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^The broadcasting industry has on the ?;hole been com¬ 
paratively immune from such attacks, though there is no assurance 
that its relative immunity will continue. 

"Without entering even indirectly into this particular 
debate, and without commenting even indirectly on either the attack 
or the defense, I do want to direct your attention to the thought 
which lay behind these words. The real justification of private 
ownership of radio is that control can thereby be left, as Mr. 
Neville Miller, Pr*esident of the NAB, says, in the hands of hundreds 
of 'men and women of all creeds and political beliefs', hundreds of 
everyday Americans. To the extent that this diversity of ownership 
and dispersion of control to which Mr. Miller points with pride is 
a fair description of the facts, to that extent the broadcasting 
industry will remain impervious to the kind of attack recently 
launched. But any trend to concentrate this control anywhere, will 
lay broadcasting under private control open to ever more insistent 
attacks, to which it may well succumb." 

xxxxxxxxxx 

DIDN'T SOUND LIKE FLY'S SWANSONG 

Those with their ears to the ground hoping that the rumor 
was true that J. L. Fly, skipper of the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission, was on his way out were not given much encouragement by 
his Chicago speech to the Independent Broadcasters, virtually 
inviting himself to their next year's convention. Mr. Fly said; 

"One day last May I was fortunate enough to receive from 
a network official a queer little plaster figure called a **wackeroo'. 
A 'wackeroo', let me explain to those who may not have one, is an 
object specifically designed to be smashed. Thrown against a wall 
or other solid surface, it is guaranteed to fly into enough frag¬ 
ments to relieve the tension, lower the blood pressure, and cool 
the brow of the person hurling it. 

"You may be interested to know that the 'wackeroo' still 
sits on my desk - unsmashed. Mine is a tough job - you may not 
know how tough. Yet should I be so fortunate as to be invited to 
your annual convention in 1942, I hope to show you tha.t little 
'wackeroo' - still intact." 

XXXXXXXXX 

More than a million bus and trolley passengers are speeded 
along the streets of New York City every da,y with the help of radio, 
yet none of them ever hears the broadcasts. To aid in rerouting 
buses and trolleys around traffic snarls, the Brooklyn and Queens 
Division of the New York Traffic System has equipped a fleet of 20 
patrol cars with two-way Westinghouse police radios. This communica¬ 
tion system relays emergency calls and instructions to cruising cars 
in less than 30 seconds. 

^ 7 - XXXXXXXXXX 
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LIFE BELIEVES TELEVISION WILL OPEN NEW HORIZONS 

Life, in its current issue (Sept. 22) gives television a 
two-page picture spread, one illustrating the progress made in color 
television, and the other large screen images. The magazine goes on 
to say: 

"During this last Summer, two years since television made 
its fanfared studio debut, the biggest television news was made, as 
before, in the laboratory. In the laboratory, it now appears, tele¬ 
vision will stay for the duration of the emergency. At the bottom 
of any priorities list, television’s audience will continue to be 
limited by the insignificant number of sets sold and selling. Tele¬ 
vision's promoters, however, are satisfied that their Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission commercial franchise, their 22 stations and 
audience of 6,000 receiver sets are a nucleus on which television 
will survive and be ready to expand when the war ends. Meanwhile 

'they are cheered by two recent milestones in television's techni¬ 
cal progress: large-screen projection of television images and 
color television. 

"Large-screen television, which was developed by NBC 
engineers and has successfully demonstrated its power to project 
television prograjiis on a full-sized movie screen, opens up a new 
horizon for practical application of the television art. Color 
television is the invention of CBS's engineers, headed by young 
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark. It employs a simple principle first applied 
to color movies, explained on the opposite page. As compared with 
the 30-to-l contrast range of black-and-white television, CBS's 
color system has demonstrated an almost unlimited reproduction 
range for all colors, hues and shades in the spectrum.. Though its 
resolution of detail is weaker than black-and-white television, 
CBS's color television system transmits much more information, in 
clear and brilliant ima.ges. There is every reason to believe tha,t 
all television programs in the future will be transmitted in color. " 

xxxxxxxxxx 

PAUL ELLISON GOES UPSTAIRS 

Paul S. Ellison has been appointed Director of Advertising 
and Sales Promotion of Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, radio tube and 
lamp manufacturers. He was formerly Advertising and Renewal Sales 
Manager of the Radio Tube Division. 

xxxxxxxx 
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FCC APPLICATIONS RECEIVED 

The following applications, among others, have been 
received by the Federal Communications Commission: 

KOT^, World Publishing Co., Omaha, Nebr., construction 
permit to install new transmitter, install directional antenna for 
day and night use, increase power from 500 watts to 10 kilowatts, 
change hours from da.ytime to unlimited time, and move transmitter 
(660 kc. )| W^M, New Jersey Broadcasting Corp., Jersey City, N.J. 
construction permit to install directional antenna for day and night 
use, new transmitter, increase power from 500 watts night, 1 kilo¬ 
watt day to 5 kilowatts day and night and move studio fr^Dra New Jersey 
to New York, N. Y. (1480 kc.); WROB, General Electric Co., Schen¬ 
ectady, N. Y., reinstatement of construction permit for a new com¬ 
mercial television station on Channel #3, 66000-72000 kilocycles, 
Ep,3100, emission A5 and special for frequency modulation, unlimit¬ 
ed hours. 

Also, Susquehanna Broadcasting Co. . York, Pa., constric¬ 
tion permit for a new broadcast station to be ooerated on 900 kilo¬ 
cycles, 1 kilowatt and daytime hours; Tar Heel Broadcasting System, 
Inc., Washington, N. C., construction permit for a new broadcast 
station to be operated on 930 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt and daytime 
hours; Albert S. and Robert A. Drohlich, d/b as Drohlich Bros. , 
Jeffepon City, Mo., construction permit for a new broadcast sta¬ 
tion to oe operated on 800 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt and daytime hours. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

LEMMON PLANS RADIO DRIVE TO BRING- HITLER'S DOWNFALL 

vnVo -p break the German people away from the 
yoke of Nazi-ism" by means of "intensified" ra.dio broadcasting 
III"! an American short-wave station that is designed to be the most 
powerful in tne world, have been disclosed by Walter S. Lemmon, 

World Wide Broadcasting Foundation, an Associated 
rrCoS dispatch from Boston states. 

Founder of Station WRUL, which now is the strongest short- 
Western Hemisphere, Mr. Lemmon said the Federal 

Commission had just authorized the establishment of 
wpMq facilities that would eventually add another 100,000 
watts of power to the Fbunda.tion's radio arm. 

Russian 
be much 

He sa.id he knew of only one other short-wave station, a 
one, that would approach it in power, and declared it would 
stronger that Hitler's radio voice at Zeisen. 

nao+c Declaring plans already liad been made to "double our broad- 
^rnan people and to 3eman-speaking 

?! i" occupied countries", he added: "Up to nov? our broadcasts tn+Vi n --up OU Iiuw 

TMII '^e"'e been mainly digests of ne^'s, but now we're 
thJv to make a drive to reach the people and show them what 
Uriey npve lost in culture under the Hitler regim " 

XXXXXXXXXX 9 
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TRADE NOTES : 

It was noticed when the recent Aurora display was at 
its hei^t, the brilliant streamers had no influence upon televi¬ 
sion. The NBC show from Radio City went on as usual, unstreaked 
and untainted in any way, even on Long Island where the Aurora was 
sharp. Engineers explain that the ultra-short waves which carry the 
pictures are immune to static and fading, even of the calibre 
stirred by sunspots and the Northern Lights. 

Dr. James Rowland Angell, public service counselor of the 
National Broadcasting Company, will address a joint meeting of six 
Mamaroneck (N.Y.) Parent-Teacher Associations, Sept. 30, at Mamaro- 
neck Junior High School on "The Moral Problems of the Modern Child*^. 

The amateur radio club of the Young Menu's Christian 
Association, Washington will inaugurate a **defense training course” 
for the Fall season when classes begin tonight in Central Y.M.C.A. 

John Walker Hundley,, who for the last year and a half has 
been coordinator of the Program and production Departments at WCBX, 
CBS international station, yesterday became Assistant Director of 
Columbia shortwave programs. 

Two more radio stations - WCOS, Columbia, South Carolina, 
and KBTM, Jonesboro,. Arkansas - Join the Mutual Broadcasting System 
as affiliates,bringing the total of outlets connected with this 
network to 175. 

Said to be the largest half-hour daytime network ever 
used in radio has been scheduled by the Armstrong Co. to promote 
Quaker rugs and Quaker floor covering. The program, entitled 
’’Arm strong * s Theatre of Toda.y”, will be aired each Saturday noon, 
starting Oct. 4, over 105 stations of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System. 

Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell, during his ”Radio Ifegic” program 
over the NBC Blue Network” last Friday, explained that the new 
development, which was introduced to speed up Uncle Sara’s produc¬ 
tion of warplanes but which undoubtedly will find much wider uses, 
employs a special rivet with a small charge of TNT in the shank and 
is specifically adapted to the fastening together of metal plates, 
such as those in the noses and wings of planes, which are acces¬ 
sible only from one side. The rate of installation of old-style 
rivets averages only two to four per minute, as against 15 to 20 
per minute for the explosive type. The rivets are set by radio. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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AMERICAN CABLE AI^ID RADIO NET INCOME INCREASES 

The Consolidated net income of the American Cable & Radio 
Corporation and subsid.iaries for the six months ended. June 30, 1941, 
amounted to $624,127 as compared with $586,923 for the correspond¬ 
ing period of 1940, as shown in the accompanying statement of con¬ 
solidated income accounts. 

The consolidated net income of all American Corporation 
and subsidiaries, after deducting interest charges in full on the 
outstanding Income Debentures and Serial Notes, amounted to 
$757,763 and $512,290 for the six months ended June 30, 1941, and 
1940, respectively. 

Operations of Cora.mercial Mackay Corporation and subsidi¬ 
aries for the six months ended June 30, 1941, resulted in consoli¬ 
dated net loss of $120,058, after deducting the full interest 
accumulating on the outstanding Income Debentures in that period, 
as compared with consolidated net income of $88,875 for the corres¬ 
ponding period of 1940. 

The report made by John L. Merrill, Chairman, also ex¬ 
plained that All America Corporation recently purcha.sed $610,500 
of its own 4 percent series A income debentures from Mackay Radio 
at 95 flat and has agreed to buy an additional $289,500 of such 
debentures before the end of the year at 95, plus interest at the 
rate of 4 percent from Sept. 15. Mackay Ridio received $300,000 
cash and $900,000 of All America’s debentures from I. T. & T. for 
Federal Telegraph, so arrangements have been made for the sale of 
all the $90,000 of All America debentures this year to the issuing 
company. 

xxxxxxxxx 

MUTUAL SETTLES STRIKE WITH MUSICIAIJS UNION 

As a result of an agreement reached last Friday between 
James C. Petrillo, President of the American Federation of Musici¬ 
ans, and Steve Cisler, Ueneral Manager of Station WG-RC, Louisville, 
Ky. , complete musical program service has been resumed over the 
Mutual Broadcasting System, it was announced by Fred Weber, General 
Manager of the network. 

Broadcasts by dance orchestras playing outside radio 
studios had been cancelled since September 12, due to a dispute in¬ 
volving WG-RC and the local Louisville Musicians’ Union. 

Mr. Cisler stated that the dispute involved wages and 
hours and that the matter had been satisfactorily settled. He 
pointed out that he had been voluntarily negotiating for the addi¬ 
tional employment of musicians on his station with the local Louis¬ 
ville union for over a year. Inability to deal successfully with 
these representatives made it necessary for the WGRC executive to 
i'ly to New York to confer with Mr. Petrillo. 

XXXXXXXXX X 
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AURORA BRIN03 OUT BIG RESEARCH GUNS 

Bombarded by powerful sunspots and magnetic storms while 
the Aurora Borealis staged a spectacular display of solar ’’fireworks" 
all along the Ea.stern Seaboard on Thursday evening last, radio men 
brought up the big "guns" that research has provided them to combat 
such attacks. Based upon world-wide results, they reported that as 
far as international communications were concerned, they were able 
to outwit the elements. 

While operators at RCA*s "Radio Central" at Riverhead, L. I. 
found the Northern Liglits bright enough by which to read a newspaper, 
they called up all their scientific tricks to cut through the 
Aurora’s scintillating curtains and great fingers of light that 
stabbed a.t the stars. 

Experience has taught the engineers of R. C. A. Communica¬ 
tions, Inc., that when a m.agnetic storm rages, the effect on radio 
usually plays more havoc on waves traveling east-west and west-east. 
Therefore, to keep the messages flowing, for example, to London, 
New York flashes the traffic on short waves to Buenos Aires where 
it is automa*.tically made to "turn the elbow" and relay on to London, 
thereby do doing the storm over a 12,000-mile detour. The messages 
make no stop in the Argentine, they merely turn there and flash 
directly across the South Atlantic to cut-trick Nature's bombardments 

Success was also achieved in reaching Europe by resorting 
to the long-wave alternators at the RCA station at Rocky Point, L.I., 
upon which the earth's magnetic currents usually have minimium effect. 
Therefore, while the powerful vacuum tubes, now generally employed 
in international communications on short waves, Yiere overpowered at 
times by the.magnetic storm, the old alternators, of 1918 World War 
fame - the only ones in service in this country - came to the rescue 
and kept the transatlantic channels open across the Northern Hemi¬ 
sphere. London, too, has similar long-wave alternators in readi¬ 
ness for any emergency, as has Sweden and Germany. 

Based upon past observations, the engineers expect minor 
ethereal disturbances, possibly beginning yesterday, September 22, 
and continuing for four or five days. This, the radio men say, is 
predictable, because the sunspot storms are directly a ssociated 
with the rotation of the sun, which requires 27 days to expose its 
entire circum.ference to the earth. These periodic storms are of 
little concern to modern radio, because they generally are not severe 
and communications have learned how to dodge them. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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HANSON AGAIN ARGUES FCC WITHOUT PRESS PROBE POWER 

Hammering away at his contention that the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission has no power to consider or to adopt a policy by 
which newspapers may be differentiated for the purpose of assignment 
of radio facilities or from disqualification from engaging in broad¬ 
casting, Elisha Hanson, counsel for James G. StaJilman, publisher of 
the Nashville Banner, in his appeal to the U. S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia, states that therefore the Commission 
has no power to initiate an investigation to consider the adoption 
of such a policy. 

The summary of Mr. Hanson’s argument is tha.t: 

"Order No. 79 (The FCC order for the inquiry into news¬ 
paper ownership of radio stations) asserts such power. Its validity 
must be determined solely by its terms and the Order shows on its 
face that it exceeds the express or implied powers conferred upon 
the Commission by Congress under the Act. 

"The discretion of the Commission is limited. In ea.ch 
case it is under a duty to pass upon a particular application or 
conflicting applications for the same facilities as measured by 
the statutory standa.rd of ’public Interest, convenience or necess¬ 
ity*. 

"The Commission cannot add standards at variance with that 
standard nor can it increase the limitations upon the holding and 
transfer of licenses as they are set forth in Sections 310 and 311 of 
the Act. 

"The broadcasting field is open to everyone, provided there 
be an available frequency without interference to others and the 
applicant can show competency, adequacy of equipment and financial 
ability. 

"Order No. 79 oversteps these limits. It singles out as 
a special class for discriminatory treatment the applications of 
persons associated with newspapers. 

"This would constitute an injurious discrimination in vio¬ 
lation of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. Such a discriminatory policy would also be in conflict with 
the nondiscrimlnatory policy written by Congress into the Act. 

"Under the Sanders decision affiliation with a newspaper 
cannot be made a separate and independent element - an inoperative 
fact - in passing upon applications. The test is not the mere fact 
of Joint control of newspapers and radio stations, or whether there 
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is competition or monopoly, but what will best serve the Interest 
of the public. No provision of the Act or rule of law prohibits 
broadcasting by the owner of a newspaper. 

"Order No. 79 is not an assertion of authority to weigh 
Joint control of a newspaper and radio station merely as one circum¬ 
stance governing particular applications in relation to the con¬ 
siderations enumerated by the Supreme Court. On the contrary the 
said Order places applicants in the newspaper field in a separate 
category for preference or incapacitation. This is in substitution 
rather than in fulfillment of the policy clearly expressed by Con¬ 
gress, 

"How far Congress could legislate on the matters herein¬ 
above mentioned is not before this Court in this proceeding ground¬ 
ed on Order No. 79. The Commission cannot usurp the legislative 
function of making aciioice between a policy of favoring integration 
of newspapers and radio stations and a policy of compelling divorce¬ 
ment of the two forms of enterprise. 

"Since Order No. 79 exceeds the Commission’s powers it is 
without warrant of law and the subpoena issued and served upon 
appellant pursuant thereto is a nullity. 

"■Kie Commission can derive no aid from the broad terms of 
Section 403 because Order No. 79 goes beyond the Act itself. The 
Sanders and Tri-State Broadcasting Corporation cases remove Order 
No. 79 from the bounds of an3^ matter within the authority of the 
Commission or any question which may arise under the Act and in 
relation to its enforcement. 

"The investigation was not ordered by the Commission for 
the purpose of making recommendations to Congress for additional 
legislation as provided in Section 4(k) of the Act. The face of the 
Order shows that its sole purpose is to conduct an inquiry to lay 
the basis for the adoption of a policy to be issued by and to be 
applied by the Commission for its own quidance. 

"Even if Section 4(k) is deemed to be involved herein the 
Commission can only demand information relevant to a power confe3>- 
red upon it by Congress. The Commission’s powers of investigation 
by testimonial compulsion are not as broad as the regulatory powers 
of Congress Itself in the field of communications. By falling out¬ 
side the Act Order No. 79 necessarily falls outside Section 4(k). 

"In any event the investigation initiated by Order No. 79 
is a general fact-finding inquiry which exceeds the powers of the 
Commission. 

"The cases of Harriman v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 
211 U.3. 407 (1908) and Federal Trade Commission v. American Tobacco 
gqmpany. 264 U.5. 298 (1924] support the conclusion that no matter 
how broad the terms of the investigatory provisions of the statute 
®ay be, an investigation by an administrative agency either on its 
own motion or pursuant to Congressional resolution must be ancillary 
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to a lawful purpose embraced by the powers granted in the statute. 

"In reaching for the power claimed by Order No. 79, the 
Commission, the creature of Congress, seeks to become greater than 
its creator contemplated. " 

xxxxxxxxxx 

PROPOSED DENIAL OF RADIO BURGLAR ALARM APPLICATIONS 

Applications by the No-Bel Radio Burglar Alarm of San 
Francisco to construct two experimental radio stations at that city 
and Oakland, Calif., to experiment with a radio burglar alarm, have 
brought proposed denial by the Federal Communications Commission, 
The applicant sought to use the frequencies 1658 and 2466, with 
power of 50 watts, for this purpose. 

In its proposed findings, the Commission concludes: 

”1. The applicant has not shown itself technically and 
financially qualified to conduct an experimental program which 
could be expected to contribute to the progress of the radio art or 
to accomplish the objectives set forth, 

I 

”2, Since the applications involve the use of the fre¬ 
quencies assigned to police radio systems located in the proposed 
area of operation, mutual objectionable interference would be expect¬ 
ed to result at times of simultaneous operation. 

"3. Since the proposed operation could not be conducted 
as outlined without the full assent and cooperation of the police 
departments which would be affected thereby, and there is no indica¬ 
tion that these requisites have been obtained or are obtainable, 
from responsible officials, the Commission is unable to find that 
applicant has made a sufficient showing as to the adequacy of faci¬ 
lities for conducting the proposed program of experimentation. 

"4. Service of the character herein proposed is available 
through existing wire facilities, and there is no showing that the 
proposed radio alarm system will produce any substantial advantage 
over such facilities. 

"5. Public interest, convenience or necessity will not 
be served by the granting of these applications. " 

XXXXXXXX 
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0PM RADIO INDUSTRY COMMITTEE AUTHORIZED 

Establishment of a Radio Industry Defense Advisory Com¬ 
mittee has been authorized by the Office of Production Management 
and the Department of Justice, the Radio Manufacturers' Association 
reports. 

0PM will hold an industry conference in Washington, to 
receive nominations and organize the industry committee, on Thursday, 
October 30. Invitations have been sent, according to the information 
from 0?M to RI\iLA, to a large selected list of radio companies, repre¬ 
sentative of all radio manufacturing groups, including sets, tubes, 
parts and accessories, transmitting and other radio apparatus. The 
organization of the industry committee on October 30th is being 
arranged by Sidney J. Weinberg, Chief of the 0PM Bureau of Clea.rance 
of Defense Industry Advisory Committees. The government presiding 
officer who has been appointed is Jesse L. Maury, Chief of the 
Electrical Products and Consumers' Durable Goods Branch of the 0PM 
Commodity Section who will act as Chairman of the Industry Committee. 

The Radio Industry Committee is the nineteenth established 
by 0PM for major industries and is purely advisory. The automobile, 
electrical, rubber, shoe, hosiery, paper and other industry defense 
Advisory Committees already have been organized, all with many sub¬ 
committees, or panels, such as the "Refrigerator Panel" of the 
Electrical Industry. Attendance and participation in the 0PM radio 
industry conference on October 30th will be restricted to the radio 
companies sent invitations, and this 0PM list has not been announced. 

Production and allocation problems, both for defense and 
civilian purposes, together with conservation, simplification and 
efficient utilization of industry facilities, are among problems 
designated by Attorney General Biddle for consideration of the Radio 
Industry Committee. 

A meeting of the RIviA Priorities Committee will be held in 
Washington on October 29th, prior to the industry meeting called by 
0PM. The Priorities Committee will be continued for action on immed¬ 
iate industry problems and also liaison with and assistance to the 
0PM industry committee. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

Export procedure and applications for export licenses are 
now being handled by the Economic Defense Board, and export license 
applications, other than for munitions, should be submitted to the 
Ohief, Office of Export Control, Economic Defense Board, Washington 
This agency now handles all export matters except those of the Army 
and Navy Munitions Board. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PROGRAM COSTS UP 24% 

At the start of the broadcast season of 1940-41, Variety 
estimates on program costs (talent, music, arrangements, royalties, 
etc. ) as distinct from time expenditures reveal that Sunda.y night on 
the three coast-to-coast webs, NBC, CBS and Mutual, represents a 
^137,000 ”Free show" to the Nation. This total outlay for perform¬ 
ances grea.tly exceeds that of any other night of the week. 

Inclusive of daytimers the aggregate cost of commercial 
network entertainment has reached a new high of $671,000 a week for 
programs, as such. This figure when compared to the expenditures 
prevailing at the height of the 1940-41 season represents a boast of 
24i%. Aside from the increase in the total number of network shows 
the relatively big margin may be attributed to the replacement of 
the inexpensive quiz-audience participation show by considerably 
more expensive variety and dramatic programs. 

The estimated cost of some of the leading network programs 
for 1941-42 (production expenses, inclusive of actors, musicians, 
writers, directors, royalties, prizes, etc.) ai'^; 

Fred Allen, $15,000-14,000; "Amos *n‘ Andy", $7,500; 
Jack Benny, $18,500; Edgar Bergen, $11,000-12,000; Ben Bernie, 
$7,500; "Big Town", $8,500; Major Bowes, $16,000; Burns and Allen, 
$7,500; Bob Burns, $6,000; Eddie Cantor, $11,000; "Cavalcade of 
America", $5,500; "Spotlight Bands", $10,000; Ford Concerts, $11,000 
Gillette Boxing Bouts, $175,000; Helen Hayes, $7,500; "Hollywood 
Premiere", $5,000; Bob Hope, $10,500; "Information Please", $8,500; 

Also, "Kraft Music Hall", $11,000-12,000; Kay Kyser, 
$7,000; "Lux Radio Theatre", $8,500-11,000; "Maxwell House Coffee 
Time, $9,500; "Fibber McGee", $7,500; Metropolitan Opera - Lump 
sura of $250,000 paid for season of 16 broadcasts; "Millions for 
Defense'; $4,500-5,000; "Pause That Refreshes", $6,000-7,000; 
A1 Pearce, $8,500; "Prudential Family Hour", $8,500; "Screen Guild 
Theatre ",$13,500; Red Skelton, $5,500; "Silver Theatre", $6,000; 
Kate Smith Hour, $10,000; Phil Spitalny, $5,500;"Telephone Hour", 
$7,500-8,000; "Three-Ring Time" Hlilton Berle-Chas. Laughton), 
$7,000; "Time to Smile", $11,000; Rudy Vallee, $9,500-10,000; 
^ed Waring, $12,000; Orson Welles, $8,000; and Walter Winchell, 
55,000. 

xxxxxxxx 

Ten awards of $15 each have been presented by the 
Columbia Broadcasting System to elementary and secondary school 
teachers who reported interesting and valuable ways in which the 
)5>School of the Air of the Americas" has been used in classrooms. 
The contest was arranged with the cooperation of the Department 
of Classroom Teachers of the National Education Association. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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RADIO MANUFACTURERS RESCIND FOREIGN COMPETITION ACTION 

A bulletin of the Radio Ifenufacturers’ Association dated 
September 19, 1941, contained a Report on Foreign Competition made 
by an RIvIA special Committee, dated September 17, 1941, with a nota¬ 
tion thereon that the report had been unanimously approved by the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association's Executive Committee on September 
18, 1941, and a further reference was made to this subject in the 
bulletin of September 25th. 

At a meeting of the Association's Executive Committee, 
held on October 15, 1941, at which all members present voted in 
the affirmative except two present and not voting, a resolution 
was passed rescinding all previous approval action on this report. 
This act of rescission was approved by the Board of Directors of 
the Association at a subsequent meeting on the same day, with in¬ 
structions not to carry out the recommendations or proceed with the 
subject matter. 

• 
The Foreign Competition report urged the Government to 

clamp down on "the practice of supplying foreign competitors with 
materials to compete with and destroy the business of bona fide 
American manufacturers". The action was supposed to have been 
directed against the Philips Company of The Netherlands, which, 
having been forced to leave that country, has established itself 
in Latin-Araerica and is having some of its sets built in the United 
States, 

xxxxxxxxxx 

A CORRECTION 

We are indebted to an official of the General Electric 
Company for the following: 

"I feel sure you won't mind a comment on one of the items 
that appeared in your September 23 issue. On page 9 you state that 
Station WRUL 'now is the strongest shortwave unit in the Western 
Hemisphere'. This we believe to be contrary to fact. I a,m told 
that WRUL is now operating at 50,000 watts, while WGEO here in 
Schenectady is operating at 100,000 watts. If you will check the 
F. C.C. records, I believe you will find that WRUL has never been 
licensed to operate at more than 50,000 watts. 

"I am writing this, not to suggest a correction, tut merely 
in the interests of greater accuracy in the future." 

Correct* 

FCC says "No, 
more than 50,000 wa.tts. 

WRUL has never been licensed to operate on 
tt 

R. D.H. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC REVISED RULES ASSURE FAIR COICPETITION, SAYS MBS 

Analyzing the Federal Communications Commission's recent 
revision of its chain broadcasting regulations, a second "White 
Paper" prepared by the Mutual Broadcasting System contends that 
the Commission's order as modified October 11, 1941, has for the 
first time inaugurated an era of fair and equal competition so 
that in the future the success of a network will depend not on 
artificial restraints and unreasonable control over station inde¬ 
pendence but on its ability to furnish superior service to its 
affiliate stations, to the public, and to the advertiser. 

Mutual's Second Wliite ?aper is signed by Fred Weber, 
General Manager, W. E. Macfarlane, President, and Alfred J. McCosker, 
Chairman. 

"Never again will the public awake to find that a success¬ 
ful and popular program which it has been receiving regularly for 
weeks or months has suddenly disappeared from the radio dials in the 
community because another network, exercising arbitrary privileges 
under a contract, has decreed that the affiliate station must carry 
another and later program for which it has arranged", the "White 
Paper" continues. "No longer will there be contraction of additional 
network service because stations have been forced to cancel programs 
thus causing the termination of permanent lines providing additional 
choice of sustaining and commercial programs to those Important com¬ 
munities with less than four stations. 

"Henceforth an advertiser will be free to make his deci¬ 
sion wholly on the merit of the facilities. No longer will it be 
possible for a network to go to the advertiser and state that the 
advertiser's purchase of another network at the same Identical hour 
would result in the withdrawal of his program from the air in many 
important 3-station cities. No more will a network and an advertis¬ 
er, who, for example, have in good faith entered into an arrangement 
for a nightly half-hour program and have secured acceptance of the 
program by the network's affiliates, be subjected to the indignity 
and the economic loss resulting from having the continuity of the 
program interrupted one, two, or more nights a week or of having 
the program completely forced off the air in important 3-station 
cities, by the action of another network acting under existing 
option-time contracts and, by threats of litigation or loss of net¬ 
work affiliation, compelling the stations in such cities to accept 
another advertiser's program (secured, perhaps, by rate concessions 
and designed largely, if not entirely, to injure the first network 
and the advertiser who has elected to do business with it). 

"The dire prophecies of some of the industry's self- 
constituted spokesmen are without basis in fact and will never 
materialize. The Commission's action will tend to promote and not 
to injure a truly American system of broadcasting. There will be no 
chaos, no disruption of operations, no deterioration in service, no 
tmpaiment in cooperation by broadcasters in national defense, no 
paralysis of freedom of the air, and no danger of government 
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Operation. There will be every incentive toward improvement in 
service through healthy competition and its encouragement of 
incentive, ingenuity and resourcefulness in accordance with the 
American traditions. ***** 

”No one, including Mutual, would go so far as to assert 
that the revised regulations are without possible defect or that 
further amendments may not prove necessary in the light of practi¬ 
cal experience, although it is doubtful that any major change will 
he required. * * * * 

•^If such contingencies should arise. Mutual will again 
take steps to bring the need for further amendments to the attention 
of the Commission. ” 

xxxxxxxxx 

SEE NEW IB ORGANIZATION A3 FURTHER JAB AT NAB 

In one quarter the recent organization of Independent 
Broadcasters, Inc., at Chicago was regarded as Just another evidence 
of dissatisfaction on the part of stations with the National Associa¬ 
tion of Broadcasters. 

"The National Association of Independent Broadcasters 
was organized because certain broadcasters felt that the National 
Association of Broadcasters wasn’t doing the Job and because they 
believed that NAB was dominated too mucy by the networks", a broad¬ 
caster commented. "I think you will find that the NIB will be a sort 
of holdine, company for Independent Broadcasters, Inc. It is about 
the same c rowd that attended the NIB convention, addressed and 
encouraebCd by Chairman Fly at Chicago. IB, Inc. , or the "Major 
Markets Group", as they originally called themselves, has been 
organized to represent certain commercial interests of the independ¬ 
ents wiiich a national association couldn’t very well do, such as 
copyright and ASCA? matters, opposition to supe2>"power, labor unions, 
and so on. It is really a trade association. 

"The NIB can only speak in general and on non-controversial 
matters for its members, that is to say, presentations to the FCC 
for the group as a whole, appearances before Congress, and other 
more or less non-commercial matters upon which the entire group is 
in accord. It was the original intention that NAB should develop 
in this manner, but id didn’t do so. " 

Eugene Pulliam of WIRE, Indianapolis, was Chaiman and 
organizer of IB, Inc. at Cliicago. Organizational and membership 
committee chosen was headed by Walter Damra of WTMJ, Milwaukee, and 
included Henry Slavik, Ronald Woodyard, William O'Neill, Campbell 
Arnoux; Copyri^it Committee which met with ASCA? leaders in New 
york was comprised of Hoyt Wooten, John Gillin, Stanley Hubbard, 
Ed Craney and Hulbert Taft. On the Super-Power Committee are John 
Shepard, III, John Kennedy, William Scripps, Ed Craney and Luther 
Kill. 

XXXXXXXX 
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It was reported that those assembled in Chicago to organ¬ 
ize IB, Inc. represented upwards of 60 stations. There are to be 
12 Directors. Stations allied with networks will have equal voting 
power so that no one network will be able to dominate the organiza¬ 
tion. 

XXXXXXXXX 

ACTION OF THE FEDERAL COMIvlUNI CAT IONS COMISSION 

Applications Cranted; Modification of license to increase 
power to 500 watts daytime granted to KVAN. Vancouver Radio Corp. , 
Vancouver, Wash.; now operates on 910 kilocycles, 250 watts daytime 
only; WRG-B, General Electric Co. , Schenectady, N. Y. , granted con¬ 
struction permit in accordance with provisions of forfeited permit, 
for television broadcast station with completion date as Dec. 31; 
W8XAL. The Crosley Corp. , Mason, Ohio, £;ranted extension of special 
experimental authority to international broadcast station W8XAL 
to operate on 6080 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt night and day; share with 
WLWO using emission AO and Al, for the period November 1, 1941, to 
November 1, 1942; WBYN. Brooklyn, Inc. , Brooklyn, N. Y. , construc¬ 
tion permit in part, to install new transmitter (transmitter formerly 
used by W\^FW), increase power from 500 watts, unlimited, to 500 
watts nifilit, 1 kilowatt "^y, unlimited; KFAR. Midniglit Sun Broad¬ 
casting Co., Fairbanks, Alaska, granted authority to rebroadcast 
certain sponsored programs from International Station WRCA, on a 
commercial basis for the period ending December 6, 1941. 

Also, W59C, WG-N, Inc., Chicago, Ill., granted extension 
of special temporary authority to operate frequency modulation 
station W59C commercially on 45900 kilocycles with power of 3 kilo¬ 
watts, on a temporary basis only for a period begiruiing Oct. 21, 
1941 and ending not later than December 19, 1941, subject to deter¬ 
mination of the issues in the hearing on Commission Order No. 79, 
pending completion of construction; WABA, Agricultural Broadcasting 
Co., Chicago, Ill., granted extension of special temporary authority 
to operate a special laboratory transmitter as a relay broadcast 
station on 39820 kilocycles with power of ^ watt in order to record 
on the ground and to rebroadcast over WLS the human voice and the 
rate of txie heart beat, and other scientific data during a free 
fall in the air prior to the opening of a parachute, for the period 
beginning October 24, 1941, to not later than November 22, 1941; 

Agricultural Broadcasting Co. , Chicago, Ill. , granted exten¬ 
sion of special temporary authority to operate relay station WEGA 
witn crystal controlled 50 watt transmitter aboard Locklieed Lode¬ 
star straosphere plane, for testing purposes and also to relay to 
Station WLS information in connection with parachute jumps to be 
made by Arthur Starnes between Oct. 21, 1941 and Nov. 19, 1941 only. 

Applications Received; KVI, Puget Sound Broadcasting Co., 
Inc., Tacoma, Wash., construction permit to install new transmitter 
and increase power from 5 kw to 5 kw niglit, 10 kw day (570 kc. ); 
MBC, Alamo Broadcasting Co., Inc., San Antonio, Texas, construction 
permit to install new transmitter, changes in antenna system, change 
frequency from 1450 to 1470 kc. , and increase power from 2 50 w. to 
oOO w. night, 1 kw day. 

XXXXXXXXXX 10 - 
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TRADE NOTES 

Two more stations are Joining tlie NBC Blue Network within 
the next two months. They are KTKC, Visalia, California, and WFTC, 
Kinston, North Carolina. 

William B. Bartlett, trading as Champion Battery Co., 549 
West Wasnington St., Chicago, engaged in the sale and distribution 
of a so-called sales stimulator plan, has been ordered by the Fed¬ 
eral Trade Commission to cease and desist from the use of unfair 
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce. The respondent is 
also ordered to cease using the word ’'Champion” to describe his pro¬ 
ducts, or otherwise representing that his products are the products 
of the Champion Spark Plug Company of Toledo, Ohio. 

Two new CBS Sectional Educational Directors have been 
appointed by Sterling Fisher, Columbia Network Education Director. 
Lloyd W. Dennis, Program Director at WJ3V, CB3*s Washington station, 
is to supervise Columbia's education activities in the East. Robert 
R. King, of KTSA, Columbia's station in San Antonio, Texas, is the 
new Educational Director for the Southwest. 

A story that a container of acid large enough to bum out 
the wiring in the control room had been found in the National 
Broadcasting Building in New York causing a "bomb scare” was declar¬ 
ed unfounded by John McKay, Manager of NBC Press Department. 

First in a series of awards by Harper and Brothers, pub¬ 
lishers of No man Weiser's "Writer's Radio Theater", has been won 
by the CBS Kate Smith Hour and Jean Holloway, one of its most prolif¬ 
ic dramatic writers. 

The contents of the RCA Review for October are; 
"A Survey of Research Accomplishments with the RCA Electron Micro¬ 
scope", G-. A. Morton; "Receiver Control by Transmitted Signal - 
'Alert Receiver' ", Harmon B. Deal; "^A Two-Side Non-Turnover Auto¬ 
matic Record Changer", B. R. Carson; '^A Method and Equipment for 
Checking Television Scanning Linearity", Vernon J. Duke; "A Modern 
Control Room for a Commercial Fladio Transmitter Central", L. E. 
Fletcher and C. L. Kennedy; "The Development of a Frequency-Modu¬ 
lated Police Receiver for Ultra-High-Frequency Use", H. E. Thomas; 
"Photography of Cathode-Ray Tube Traces", H. F. Folkerts and ?. A. 
Richards; "A Simplified Television System for the Radio Amateur 
and Experimenter", L. C. Waller and ?. A. Richards; Technical 
Articles by RCA Engineers. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 
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TRALIMELL AGAIN EXPLAINS NBC STAND RE BlU 

Following is the text in part of a letter sent to Neville 
Miller, President of the National Association of Broadcasters, by 
Niles Trammell, President of the National Broadcasting Company: 

'^Sorae broadcasters have requested tiiat we clarify the position 
of the National Broadcasting Company with reference to BMI. We made 
the following statements at meetings of the NAB Board of Directors 
and the NAB Executive Committee, and I am pleased to restate them to 
you at this time. 

”NBC believes that there should always be an open, competitive 
market in music and that no one licensing agency should be permitted 
to become or remain the sole source of supply of the music so neces¬ 
sary to the continued existence of broadcasting. BMI was formed for 
the purpose of establishing such an open and competitive market. 

”Whiie the execution of the proposed ASCAP agreements will make 
available to broadcasters a considerably larger catalogue of musical 
compositions ths,n is currently available, the open, competitive 
market in music which has now been established can be maintained 
only by the continuance of BMI and other licensing organizations. 

'•NBC sincerely hopes BMI will be continued and will be happy to 
do its part in this connection. You may, therefore, consider the 
following a firm offer on the part of NBC, subject to acceptance by 
BMI on or before Iferch 1, 1942. 

••NBC will execute license agreements with BMI, which shall - 

(a) run concurrently with its oroposed ASCAP license agreements 
(b) provide for oayments to BIM in the same amounts as those 

currently being made, so long as the BMI revenue and ex¬ 
pense budget remains the same; and 

(c) provide for an increase or decrease in such payments 
dependent upon and proportionate to any increase or 
decrease in the BMI revenue and expense budget. 

"So long as BMI music continues to be made available to NBC, 
NBC will not discriminate between it and the music of other licens¬ 
ors. Assuming the continued high quality of BMI music, this should 
assure its continued popularity. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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September 30, 1941 

NEWSPAPER CC?^EACK PROVES FCC HEADACHE 

The forceful manner in which the newspapers defended them¬ 
selves and the poor case made against them by the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission indicates a victory for the papers. According to 
an authoritative source, the FCC majority, which originally voted 
for the investigation, feels that it has been thoroughly "licked" 
and was particularly embarrassed by the Commission making out such 
a poor case and the inexcusable weakness of the Commission lawyers. 

A guess was ventured that as a result of the fiasco, few 
restrictions would be made with regard to the issuance of FM 
licenses to the newspapers whose applications are now pending. One 
of these might be that no license would be issued to a newspaper 
when it was the only paper in town and had the only station. This, 
it was explained, would be based on the old Port Huron case back in 
*38 when the Commission favored a non-newspaper applicant for a 
radio station in that city because it would afford the community 
"a medium of the dissemination of news and information to the public 
which will be independent of and afford a degree of competition to 
other such media in the area". 

Mr. Fly stated definitely in his St. Louis speech that 
whatever new regulations were made, if any, would be confined en¬ 
tirely to Fid newspaper licenses issued in the future and would not 
affect licenses already granted. 

Those who originally voted to "put the newspapers on the 
spot" were Chairman Fly and Commissioners Thompson, Walker and Payne. 
Those against it were Commissioners Craven and Case. 

It was reported that the investigation was instigated by 
President Roosevelt who still felt the sting of the newspaper opposi¬ 
tion to him in the last presidential election. Whether this was 
true or not, certainly Chairman Fly was strong for it. Considerable 
surprise was expressed that Commissioners Payne and Thompson, both 
former newspaper men, voted for the inquiry. Commissioner Thompson 
is now out of the picture, his term having expired, but Mr. Payne 
is said to have told friends that he favored the hearing because of 
the desire of Mr. Fly to thresh the thing out, Payne simply wanting 
to "see what all tiie shooting was about". 

Judging from the apparently more or less disgusted attitude 
of Mr. Payne at the exhibition the Commission lawyers made of them¬ 
selves, it is pretty safe to say that he will be found voting with 
Messrs. Craven and Case. This would make it a tie if the others 
voted as previously. Thus a single vote could now probably be the 
deciding factor. 

- 2 - 
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One Commissioner expressed the greatest impatience over 
the attitude of the FCC not only tOTTards newspapers but other 
inhere st s. 

"Just why the Commission had to stick its neck out and 
antagonize the newspapers is more than I can see. First they 
antagonized the biggest radio manufacturing companies in the busi¬ 
ness by blocking television, then they antagonized the biggest broad¬ 
casting netv-^orks by the sweeping network regulations, and then they 
antagonized the newspapers by cracking down on the newspaper-owned 
stations. That about makes it unanimous. " 

The newspaper-radio hearings will be resumed Thursday, 
October 2, fdien the press association and network phases will be 
gone into. It was said at the Commission that the hearings would 
last several weeks longer, several days each week. 

Chairman Fly was asked at his press conference last Monday 
if it wasn't unusual for the Commission to go into the files of the 
stations as in the newspaper investigation. The Chairman said there 
was nothing out of the ordinary in this procedure. In every such 
case that is the way to carry it on. Ke further said that he didn't 
see how a case like this could be run without access to the files. 

The questioner wanted to know the main objection to a news¬ 
paper owning a radio station, adding: "If you are going to condemn 
a newspaper for owning a station on the basis tha,t they are two media 
of dissemination of news, then why not condemn an individual newspaper 
covering a single area on the basis that there is but one medium of 
expression for that area?" 

Mr. Fly inquired if the newspaper man was asking whether 
we should abolish a single newspaper where that is the only expres¬ 
sion of news? 

"You can always carry a theory to the extreme and make it 
appear to be a vicious theory", I'^r. Fly said. "I don't think you 
establish anything by taking it to extremes. The question is where 
there is more than one medium of expression whether public interest 
is served by having them concentrated in single hands." 

Mr. Fly thought the situation where there was only one 
newspaper and no station in a community unfortunate, but saw nothing 
to do about it except hope for additional media of expression in the 
future. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

NBC s International Division broadcasts covers news from 
home for the benefit of Uncle Sajn's forces in the Navy, Army and Air 
services. In addition to the many programs sent abroad on a regular 
schedule, soecial feature broadcasts are recorded and sent over the 
directional beam antennas at an hour of the day most likely to 
insure a good listening audience. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 
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BECAUSE OF SERVICE TO U.S. NIB WOULD BAR RADIO TAX 

Because there is no Govemraent subsidy as in other 
countries, and because of the free service it gives the Government, 
especially in such an emergency as this, and since it is already 
being taxed, the National Independent Association of Broadcasters 
at its St. Louis convention urged that the radio industry not be 
subjected to a special tax. They also opposed negotiations between 
the networks and ASCAP on new copyright contracts, primarily because 
of affiliate station requirements. 

Other NIB resolutions included: 

That NIB expects BMI to develop a workable oer-program 
and per-oiece contract which will not contain such onerous reporting 
requirements as to force acceptance of a blanket contract, and also 
to provide an alternate blanket license agreement; and that NIB also 
expects BMI to continue to be operated for the benefit of the industr;5 
and of the individual stations which have contributed to its crea.- 
tion, its finances and its success. 

That since there are grave doubts that the proposed licen¬ 
ses on a per-use basis proffered by ASCAP and BMI meet the spirit 
and intent of the consent decrees, the Department of-Justice be 
urged to take all necessary and appropriate steps to compel strict 
compliance. 

That after deliberate consideration, the association feels 
that the granting of superpower in excess of 50,000 watts would not 
be in the interest of public defense, is economically unsound, and 
would impair the effectiveness of service now being presented by 
various governmental agencies. 

That the FCC be requested to give due consideration to 
the economics of broadcasting in all applications for new stations. 

That steps be taken to exoedite and secure priority rat¬ 
ings which will enable stations to obtain equipment necessary to 
furnish proper broadcast service to the public. 

That NIB bylaws be amended to eliminate the requirement 
of NAB membership as a condition precedent to NIB membership. 

XXXXXXXX 

Station WABA, Agricultural Broadcasting Co. , Chicago, Ill., 
will operate a special laboratory transmitter as a relay broadcast 
station on 39,820 kilocycles with cower of ■§• watt in order to 
record on the ground and to rebroadcast over WLS, the human voice and 
the rate of the heart beat, and other scientific data during a free 
fall in the air prior to the ooening of a parachute for the period 
i:)eptember 24, to Oct. 23. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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IRE-RTIA. R0CKE3TER MEETINGS NOV. 10 

The annual joint engineering meeting of the Institute of 
Radio Engineers and the Radio Manufacturers’ Association will be 
held at Rochester, N. Y., beginning November 10. Unusual interest 
is being manifested because of the added engineering problems, due 
to shortages and substitutions of material caused by the National 
Defense Program, and these problems will be prominent in the discuS' 
sions at Rochester. 

Virgil M. Graham, of Emporium, Pa., and A. P. Van Eyck, 
of New York, are the nominees for the presidency of the Institute 
of Radio Engineers. 

Meetings of many Ri^A engineering committees and subcom¬ 
mittees, including the Materiel Bureau, will be held, and several 
hundred radio manufacturers and executives are expected to attend. 

The annual stag dinner, with L. C. F. Horle presiding as 
Toastmaster, will be held Tuesday evening, November 11, and the 
annual message of Dr. W. R. G. Baker, Director of the RtlA Engineer¬ 
ing Department, will be delivered at the Tuesday morning session. 
Arrangements for the IRE-PMA Rochester meetings are in charge of 
Harold P. Westman, Secretary of I PE, and Mr. Graham, Assistant Di]>* 
ector of the RMA Engineering Department. 

xxxxxxxxx 

AMATEUR LICENSES EXTENDED 

The Federal Communications Commission has ordered that 
all amateur radio station and amateur radio operator licenses which 
by their terms have expired or will expire during the period July 
1, 1940, to December 31, 1941, inclusive, and for which apolications 
for renewal have not been granted or denied prior to the effective 
date be extended in respect to each such license until such further 
action as the Commission may take upon application for renewal or 
otherwise, but in no event beyond December 31, 1941; 

Provided, however, that tnis extension is granted only to 
such amateur licensees as have submitted or do submit a proper 
application for renewal in accordance with the Rules and Regulations 
of the Commission and have complied or do comply with the require¬ 
ments of Commission Order No. 75. 

Provided further, that this extension shall not apply to 
licensees whose licenses have been or, prior to December 31, 1941, 
may be revoked, suspended or designated for hearing. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP HEARINGS TO BE EXPEDITED 

Everything will be done to speed up the oral arguments 
before the Federal Communications Commission beginning Monday, 
October 6, on the proposed order banning multiple ownership of broad¬ 
cast stations in the same area. At first Chairman J. L. Fly said 
he didn't think the hearings would last more than a day. When told 
that sixteen briefs had been put in, the Chairman said that it might 
very well run several days. 

According to an announcement by the Commission yesterday, 
September 29, briefs and appearances had been filed by the following: 

Oregon Publishing Co. (KGW and KEX), Portland, Ore., 
represented by John C. Kenda.ll, Ben S. Fisher, anc Charles V. 
Wayland; Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. , Buffalo, represented by former 
Congressman Frank D. Scott; Westinghouse Radio Stations,_Inc. , 
(WOfO and WGL), Fort Wayne, Ind. , Represented b^'" Donald C. Swatland, 
and Richard H. Wilmer; Johnson Kennedy Radio Radio Corp. (WIND), 
Gary, Ind. , and WJJD, Incorporated (WJJD), Chicago, Reoresented 
by former Assistant Attorney General Mabel W. Willebrandt; Louis 
Wasmer, Inc., (KHQ. and KGA), Spokane, represented by John C. & John W. 
Kendall, Fisher & Wayland; Reading Broadcasting Co. (WRAW) and 
Berks Broadcasting Co. (WEEU), Reading, Pa., represented by George 0. 
Sutton and Archur H. Schroeder; Delaware Broadcasting Co. (WILM), 
and W D E L. Inconoorated (WDEL), Wilmington, Del., represented by 
George 0. Sutton and Arthur H. Schroeder, and Gene T, Dyer, repre¬ 
sented by Andrew G. Haley. 

Also, Pittsburgh Radio Supply House (WJAS) and K Q, V 
Broadcasting Co. (K<5,V) . Plttsburgli. represented by George 0. Sutton 
and Arthur H. Schroeder; West Virginia Broadcasting Corp. , (‘WWVA), 
Wheeling, West Va. , and Monongahela Valley Broadcasting Co. , (WMiCN), 
Fairmont, West, Va. , represented by H. L. Lohnes and F. W, Albertson; 
National Broadcasting Co. , Inc. WJZ and WEAF, N. Y. City, WMQ, and 
WENR, Chicago, WRC and WMaL, Washington, and KPO and KGO, San Ffan- 
cisco, represented by D. M. Patrick and P. J. Hennessey; Massachu¬ 
setts Broadcasting Corn. (WCOP), and Broadcasting Service Organiza¬ 
tion. Inc. . (WORl), Boston, represented by Ben S. Fisher; Interna¬ 
tional Broadcasting Co IT). (KWKH) and Tri-State Broadcasting System, 
Inc., (KTBS), Shreveport, La., represented by George B. Porter and 
Ben S. Fisher; Fisher's Blend Station, Inc., (KOMO & KJR), Seattle, 
represented by Donald G. Graham, Ben S. Fisher, C. V. Wayland, C. F. 

Evansville On The Air, Inc. , (WGBF & ’J7E0A) , Evansville, Ind., 
represented by Henry B. Walker. 

Although only sixteen briefs were filed, more than forty 
communities would be affected by the new order. The NBC is more 
concerned than anybody else because it has two stations each in New 
York, Chicago, Washington and San Francisco, contended in its brief 
that the Commission has no authority to adopt a regulation of the 
type proposed. It held also that no provision of the law expressly 
authorizes the enactment of the regulation and that it is not neces¬ 
sary to the exercise of any power exoressly conferred upon the 
Commission. 

- 6 - 
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Even if authority had been conferred upon the Commission 
to enact the multiple ownership rule, the proposed regulation is 
"too vague, indefinite and uncertain to constitute a valid regula¬ 
tion”, NBC insisted. Because it is imoossible to determine from 
the language of the regulation proposed "who, and what, is meant to 
be included within its prohibitions", NBC said, "we submit that it 
is fatally defective". 

In conclusion, the network contended the Commission has 
no power under the Act to adopt any regulation of the character 
proposed and that if it had, Ihe regulation as now phrased would 
not constitute a valid exercise of such power. 

Contending that the two stations enjoy no monopoly of 
programs or facilities in Chicago, the brief of Mabel Walker Wille- 
brandt, former Assistant Attorney General, representing WJJD, Chicago, 
and WIND, of nearby Gary, Ind., whose owner is Ralph L. Atlass, 
recited that the total amount of business done by them is approxi¬ 
mately 10^ of the gross net time sales for the Chicago area. If 
after a survey the Commission reaches the conclusion that a dual 
ownership rule should be adopted, Mrs. Willebrandt contended that 
it should be so worded as not to prevent the continued dual ownership 
or control of stations "where actually there is no monopolistic 
result and where the public is being benefitted". 

Such a rule, she said, would give the Commission greater 
administrative flexibility in policing monopolistic practices. 
Each station or group of stations could be made the subject of study. 
In cases where question arises as to public interest, such stations 
could be set for hearing on applications for renewal of license and 
each case determined on its merits after hearing, she concluded. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

DON LEE TO TELEVISE NEWS PHOTOS 

A television photonewscast using pictures from current 
International News Photo syndicate releases will be the subject of 
an experiment to be tried on Don Lee Television Station W6XA0 
Thursday evening, October 2, at 8:30 P.M., PST, it was announced 

Thomas S. Lee, owner-operator of the new ^200,000 studio on a 
mountain above Hollywood. 

Scores of photographs selected from hundreds made by photo¬ 
graphers all over the world and supplied by special arrangem.ent to 
W6XA) will be placed before the camera lens at the television studio 
while a commentator will voice specially prepared caption material 
from a tele script. Harry Pv. Lubcke, Director of Television is 
supervising production of the first television Photonewscast which 
^ill feature pictorial stills of war, sports, fashions and Hollywood 
personalities. 

Sound effects, musical themes and other facilities of the 
telecasting art will be used in making the presentation. 

XXXXXXXX 
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FCC CHAIR.IAN TAKES UP PRIORITIES CUDOEL 

Expressing a desire to assist broadcasters in securing 
essential materials during the present emergency. Chairman James L. 
Fly, discussing this situation, said: 

’’As many of you know, during the past summer the manu¬ 
facturers of radio receivers were faced with a crisis by reason 
of a shortage of metals. I felt that a curtailment of receivers 
and hence of listeners would adversely affect the morale and national 
defense, and so, in cooperation with the progressive leadership of 
the Ra.dio Manufacturers’ Association, I called the attention of both 
the 0PM and APAC3 to the strategic importance of broadcasting in 
national defense. 

"The immediate priorities crisis which the receiver manu¬ 
facturers faced has been averted; but as you know the problem is a 
continuing one. It affects transmitter equipment as well as receiv¬ 
ers. Some of you may be familiar with the recent case of Station 
Wise at Indianapolis, which blew out both its regular 5 kilowatt 
tube and its spare. Unable to get a replacement tube, it has been 
forced temporarily to operate with the only tube available — a 
1 kilowatt tube. Such a case brings the priorities oroblem home to 
us. 

"I have no pat solution to offer to this problem. But I 
want to point to its urgency, and to assure you that the Commission 
stands ready to cooperate in seeking a solution. 

’’As one step towards a solution, the Defense Communications 
Board has established a special priorities com.mittee. The primary 
purpose of this Priorities Liaison Committee is to cooperate with 
and assist the priorities allotment officials. The Committee will 
be concerned with telephone, telegraph, and radio communication 
priorities as well as broadcasting." 

XXXXXXXX 

FCC ACTION 

Everett L. Dillard, tr/as Commercial Radio Equipment Co. , 
Kansas City, Mo. , granted construction permit for new high frequency 
(M) broadcast station to operate on 44,900 kilocycles, with a ser¬ 
vice area of 4,400 square miles; W6XHT, Hughes Productions Division, 
of Hughes Tool Co. , San Francisco, Calif., modification of construc¬ 
tion permit as modified for a new television broadcast station, 
requesting extension of commencement and completion dates from 
4-15-41 and 10-15-41 to 18-15-41 and. 6-15-42, respectively; W6XHH, 
same as above (Hughes ) Los Angeles, Calif.; WAWZ, Pillar of Fire, 
Karephath, N. J. , granted construction permit subject to proof of 
performance and taking care of complaints in blanket area, to in¬ 
stall new transmitter, increa.se power to 5 kilowatts day, using 

- 8 - 
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directional antenna day and night. Station now has 1 kilowatt day 
and night, S~WBNX on 1380 kilocycles, 

Applicetions Receives; WWSW, Walker and Downing Rp.dio 
Corp., Pittshurgh, Pa. , constmction permit to install new trans¬ 
mitter, directional antenna for da.y and night use, change frequency 
from 1490 to 970 kilocycles, increase power from 250 watts to 1 kilo¬ 
watt night, 5 kilowatts day and move transmitter; amended to increase 
power to 5 kilowatts and make changes in proposed directional antenna 
John and Marcia Arrington, d/h as Arrington & Arrington, Roanoke, Va. 
construction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1240 kilocycles, 250 watts and unlimited hours; WHCU, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N. Y., construction permit to install new trans¬ 
mitter, directional antenna for night use, change frequency from 
870 to 640 kilocycles, increase power from 1 to 5 kilo\"atts, and 
change hours of operation from limited WWL to unlimited hours; KIDO, 
Boise, Idaho, construction permit to increase power from 1 kilowatt 
night, 2-| kilowatts day to 5 kilowatts and install new transmitter 
(1580 kc. ). 

XXXXXXXXXX 

LARG-E FM STATION TO BE BUILT ON CAROLINA MOUNTAIN 

G-ordon Cray of Winston-Salem, N. C. , has announced that 
authorization has been granted by the Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion for the operation of frequency modulated station W41MM that 
"probably will be one of the largest stations of its kind in the 
rorld". 

Operation of the station, which will be erected on Mount 
Mitchell, in Western North Carolina, the highest mountain east of the 
Rockies, is expected to begin late in the Fbll. 

Mr. Cray, publisher of the Winston-Salem Journal-Sentinel 
said the station received an authorization to operate on a temioor- 
ary basis of 3,000 watts, but that the ultimate power of the sta¬ 
tion would be 50,000 watts. 

The top of the antenna will rise 6,885 feet above sea 
level, 200 feet higher than the summit of Mount Mitchell. The cal¬ 
culated area within the 50-microvolt contour is approximately 70,000 
miles, covering parts of seven States. Programs will be transmitted 
from Winston-Salem by frequency modulated relays. 

"The erection of the station", Mr. Cray said, "was under¬ 
taken because of active interest in the many organizations and pro¬ 
jects engaged in the promotion of economic and cultural developments 
in the South. I believe that F.M. broadcasting stations of this 
power and coverage operated from Winston-Salem will be of great 
Value in furthering these public services". 

XXXXXXXX 
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HEARING m BEST TELLS WHAT IT IS, SAYS COL. McCOMICK 

Speaking at the dedicption of the Chicago Tribune's new 
high frequency (FM) station W59C recently, Col. Robert R. McCormick, 
publisher of the paper, who is also making quite a name for himself 
as a radio speaker, said: 

“A natural question would be 'What is this new method of 
transmission and what is FI^?' A question easier to answer by hear- 
ing than by simply telling. 

"Radio by the FI^ method will provide you with program 
service in your home, free from interference; free from the crash 
of lightning; free from the noise of nearby electrical instruments; 
free from the hum and buzz of natural or man made static - the four 
freedoms. 

"Moreover, it carries the entire range of sound i/^ich the 
human ear is capable of hearing. Music becomes perfectly rounded 
and balanced. The notes of the highest register and the lowest 
register are audible in perfect clarity. The human voice, or sounds 
you hear about you in life, are undistorted, Pli is sound exactly as 
you hear it. In music it conveys the instrumental tones as you hear 
them in this room. 

"There is much more that the technician - the engineer - 
could tell you about FM, and no more that I could tell you. My 
recommendation to you is - listen to it, and over our station. 

"Tonight I wish to salute our new station - W59C, and 
welcome it to our family enterprise. Like The Tribune, and like 
W-G~N, I dedicate it to service for the oublic in its oarticular 
field. " 

XXXXXXXX 

BBC OVERSEAS BROADCASTS ON WINTER SCHEDULES 

Revised program and frequency schedules will come into 
operation in all four transmission periods of the BBC's Overseas 
Service in English on October 5. 

Retimed (4:15-11:45 P.M. EST), the North American Service 
will open 55 minutes earlier than before and so brings to Canada and 
the U.3.A. each night seven and a half hours' continuous broadcast¬ 
ing from "the island fortress". Many of the regular items will be 
heard at new times, the replanned schedule of the chief daily broad¬ 
casts being: 5:45 P.M, (EST)- News; 5:55 P.M. - News Analysis; 
6:00 P.M. - War Commentary; 6:15 P.M. - News in French; 6:30 - 

Canada Calls from London"; 7:45 - "Democracy Marches" (repeat at 
11:15); 8:00 - News; 8:10 - "Listening Post"; 8:30 - "Britain 
Speaks"; 9:00 - Headline News and Views and "Flashback"; 10:30 - 

Radio News~reel"; "Front Line Family" will be broadcast from Mondays 
to Fridays inclusive at 4:30. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES : 

WOKIU, Columbia Broadcasting System, New York, was granted 
special temporary authority to use a 25-watt test transmitter on 
330.4, 333.4, and 336.4 megacycles in order to conduct antenna and 
propagation tests from either the Salmon or CBS Building in New York 
City in connection with proposed operation of ST Broadcast Stations 
W2XYN, W2XYC and W2XYP for period of 30 days. 

Majestic Radio and Television Corporation - Aug 9, 1940, 
to May 31, 1941; Net loss, $189,668, net sales $173,305. 

A plan is now being worked out to enlarge and equalize 
stock membership of Mutual among its present seven stockholders and 
an additional four (WFBR, Baltimore; WIP, Philadelphia; WCAE, Pitts¬ 
burgh, and WG-R, Buffalo). Present stockholders are WOR, New York; 
WGN, Chicago, the Don Lee Network of California, the Colonial Net¬ 
work of New England, WKRC, Cincinnati; CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, and 
WHK, Cleveland. 

The donor of the “wackeroo” which adorns the desk of 
Chairman James L. Fly, was Frank lH. Russell, Washington Vice-Presi¬ 
dent of the National Broadcasting Company. A wackeroo is something 
to throw when you get so mad you have to throw something. 

Kenneth W. Church, Sales Manager and Assistant General 
Manager of KMOX, St. Louis, will pack up his belongings and move 
over to WKRC, Cincinnati, where he will work in an executive posi¬ 
tion under Hulbert Taft, Jr. Mr. Church, a veteran in radio, has 
been with KMOX since 1933, having worked previously on the St. Louis 
Post Dispatch and the St. Louis Globe Democrat handling radio 
advertising. 

Coincident with the start of the new Fall school term, 
more than 260,000 copies of the teacher's manual for the thirteenth 
season of CBS's "School of the Air of the Americas", which opens for 
the 1941-42 season October 6th, are being distributed to teachers 
and other educators in every State in the union, in Canada, Alaska, 
Hawaii, the Philippines and all the Latin American countries. 

It is expected that the Maxine Elliott Theater on West 
39th Street in New York will be taken over and used for most of the 
Mutual Broadcasting System’s audience shows. Mutual plans to occupy 
the playhouse, effective November 3, when the Coca Cola series 
premieres. Station WOR now uses the WOR-Mutual Playhouse (New 
Amsterdam Roof) for many of its programs. 

Harper & Brothers, New York, are about to publish a volume 
which they think might be of interest to our readers. The boo^ is 
The Writer's Radio Theatre, 1940-1941, by Norman Weiser, drama 
critic of the Radio Daily. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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OUR PRIORITY SYSTEM NEEDLESSLY DIIA-STIC, SAY CANADIANS 

Emphasizing that priorities in the United States have been 
criticized severely and have caused serious disturbances in civilian 
business, the magazine Hardware and Metal, of Toronto, expresses 
opposition to Washington hints for a more sweeping program in the 
Dominion of Canada. 

•'Large scale industrial production to win the war is pos¬ 
sible without entirely 'killing the goose that lays the golden eggs' 
of governmental revenues", the Canadian magazine asserts. 

"A few administrative officials in their zeal, and lacking 
business experience, are inclined to apply unnecessarily harsh regu¬ 
lations upon business and industry with little thought to the immedi¬ 
ate and post-war dislocation which may result. 

"In the United States particularly, there is a feeling that 
some priority regulations have gone much farther than necessary in 
throttling production of civilian needs. Now Canada, is being urged 
to adopt the same program for fear of criticism." 

The article emphasizes that the supply of certain raw 
materials for civilian use in the United States ha.s been curtailed 
more drastically than in Canada. 

"This has. been due to a variety of circumstances which 
don't necessarily indicate any less concern in Cs-nada about war 
needs than in the United States", the publication says. 

The ma.gazine contends that no more oppressive measures are 
needed because present Canadian priorities have accomplished their 
purpose of providing materials for arms industries. 

"The immediate question", it says, "is whether it is 
essential for Canada to follow the lead of the United States and 
adopt a more restrictive priorities program that would create still 
further burdens for domestic business. There are many persons who, 
while not denying the urgency of war materials production, hold 
that the United States priorities plan is not well arranged and is 
proving unnecessarily burdensome to business. 

"Cs.nada's priority program to date has been less disturb¬ 
ing to business, and there is little question of its general effect¬ 
iveness. There would appear to be no reason for our departing from 
that policy and adopting a more ruthless program merely to avoid 
any little criticism that might be forthcoming." 

X X X X X X X X X X 
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CENSUS REPORTS 58^ FURNITURE-HOUSEHOLD-RADIO SALES 

The Census of Business retail trade report presenting an 
analysis of commodities sold by stores in the furniture-household- 
radio group has Just been made public. It is based upon a sample 
of all establishments in this classification that were enumerated 
in the Census of Business of 1939. Sales of the furniture stores 
that reported commodity analyses amounted to over 61 percent of the 
sales of all stores classified as furniture stores by the Bureau of 
the Census. Almost 31 percent of the furniture stores reported 
commodity analyses. Sales of the 4,718 household-appliance stores 
that reported commodity data amounted to over 68 percent of the 
sales of the 11,095 stores so classified. 

The commodity coverage for radio-household appliance 
stores was over 58 percent, this volume of sales being reported by 
29 percent of such stores. The samples for the other kinds of busi¬ 
ness in this furniture-household-radio group are as follows: Floor- 
coverings stores, 77.3 percent of sales and 36 percent of stores; 
drapery, curtain, upholstery stores, 50.7 percent of sales and 22 
percent of stores; interior decorators, 55.5 percent of sales and 
31 percent of stores; radio stores, 44.8 percent of sales and 8 per¬ 
cent of stores; radio, musical-instrument stores, 60.4 percent of 
sales and 36 percent of stores. 

In the explanation of terms, stores selling radios are 
defined as follows: 

Radio - household appliance stores. These stories are 
engaged in selling radios in combination with household appliances. 

Ra.dio stores. - These stores specialize almost exclusively 
in the sale of radios, television sets, and parts. Radio repair 
shops are classified in the Service Census. 

Ra.dio - musical instrument stores. These stores are en¬ 
gaged in the sale of radios in combination with musical instruments. 

The U. S. summaries for radio in these various classifica¬ 
tions for 1939 are: 

2 - 
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Stores 
Reporting 
Commodity 

Data 

Reported 
Sales of 
Stated 

Commoddity 
COMMODITY 

Num¬ 
ber 

Sales of 
such 

Stores 
(add 000) 

Amount 

Recorted 
(Ad*d 000) 

Radio Stores 
United States Summary 

All stores 2,409 
Sales $22,901,000 
Commodity coverage.44.8 percent 

Total analyzed. 181 10,252 10,252 

Radio, television sets, parts 181 10,252 8,929 

Radio - Musical Instrument 
Stores 

United States Summary 

All stores 502 
Sales $25,774,000 
Commodity coverage 60.4 percent 

Total analyzed. 

Radio, television sets, parts 

United States 

All stores 6.907 
Sales $190,180,000 
Commodity coverage 58.8 percent 

Total analyzed . 

184 15,564 15,564 

184 15,564 4,976 

1.983 $111.830 $111.830 

Radio, television sets, carts 1,983 $111.830 $111,830 

The number of stores, sales, personnel and payroll of the 
radio-household appliance stores for cities over 500,000 is as 
follows; 

- 3 - 
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CITY 
Number of 

stores 
Sales 

(Add 000) 

Total No. of 
Employees 

(Average for 
year) 

Total 
Payroll 

(Add 000) 

Boston, Mass. 21 1 731 72 $ 92 
Chicago, Ill. 136 6,555 388 592 
Cleveland, 0, 45 1,966 150 215 
Detroit, Mich, 76 4, 995 401 640 
Los Angeles, Cal. 108 4,139 323 393 
New York, N.Y. 290 19,460 1,341 2,201 
Philadelphia, Pa. 80 2,561 200 241 
St. Louis, Mo. 37 1,210 132 132 
San Francisco, Cal. 25 776 74 103 

The exact title of the report is "Census of Business: 1939 - 
Retail Trade - Commodity Sales - Furniture - Household - Radio 
Group", and copies are for sale by the Superintendent of Documents, 

Price 15 cents, 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

WHAT! THEY DIDN’T THANK MR. FLY? 

Washington, D. C. 

A story has been going the rounds that though congratula¬ 
tions poured in on the National Association of Broadcasters for the 
fight the broadcasters made which resulted in having the ^12,500,000 
tax on radio time sales killed, that a sufficient number forgot to 
adequately thank Chairman James L. Fly for going to the bat for them. 

It seems to be generally admitted that Mr. Fly's testimony 
was quite a factor in having the huge levy eliminated. He called 
the tax "pretty dubious". This apparently friendly gesture came as 
quite a surprise because it followed quite a series of crack-downs 
on the industry by Chairman Fly. The only "fly-in-the ointment" in 
his Congressional plea, as it were, was that while condemning the 
1X2,500,000 tax, Mr. Fly also took the occasion to put in a few kind 
words for a franchise tax of his own -sdiich he had been nursing along. 
This would only call for two or three million, Just enough to pay the 
aMual expenses of the happy and rapidly growing family of boys and 
girls at the Federal Communications Commission, but it was neverthe¬ 
less quite a drop from the amount Congress tried to extract. 

"Maybe the broadcasters ha.ve since got around to thanking 
his nibs for what he did for them, but gratitude is a rare flower and 
I an told Mr. Fly was far from pleased at the initial response", a 
iiigh official of the Commission observed to this writer, "and as a 
result of this apparent lack of appreciation, I think Mr. Fly would 
go pretty slow next time helping the broadcasters pull their chest¬ 
nuts out of the fire. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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NEW TYPE LIBERTY SHIP RADIO UNIT SUPPLY PLUGGED IN 

A new type of commercial marine radio equipment of revolu¬ 
tionary design which can be installed on board ship in one-fifth of 
the time usually required has been developed in connection with the 
emergency shipbuilding program. Among the vessels on which it is to 
be installed are the 312 Liberty type ships now being built by the 
Maritime Commission. The new unit combines in a single cabinet, 
radio equipment which ordinarily requires as many as twelve separate 
units and eliminates the intricate system of interconnecting wiring 
in the radio cabin. It includes all of the radio apparatus necessary 
for safety and communication purposes. 

The new set is being manufactured by the Federal Telegraph 
unit of International Telephone & Radio Manufacturing Corporation. 
It will be available to shipbuilding companies through the Mackay 
Radio and Telegraph Company. Both companies are associated with the 
I. T. & T. 

The equipment was designed by the Federal Telegraph to meet 
the speed requirements of the emergency shipbuilding program to do 
away with all wiring and other work usually done on the ships. It 
is practically ready to ”plug in” at the power supply and radio 
antenna system when it arrives at the ship. This releases many hours 
of highly skilled labor for other National Defense work. 

The combining of all apparatus in a single cabinet also 
means an important saving in space on the ship. 

The fact that all installations are standa.rd is expected to 
speed considerably the training of new operators. Each switch and 
each button is in exactly the same place on every ship ca.rrying the 
equipment. 

xxxxxxxx 

RADIO COMPANIES EVIDENTLY NOT ALARMED BY TELEGRAPH UNITY 

There is no apparent alarm in the radio-telegraph industry 
at the recommendation of a Senate Interstate Commerce sub-committee 
that the Communications Act be amended to permit a merger of domestic 
telegraph companies of the nation and an independent merger of 
American-owned international telegraph facilities. 

It was pointed out by a radio telegraph representative 
that if there were a merger between the Western Union and the Postal 
that the Western Union would continue to operate the cables but that 
evidently there was no clause permitting the merger companies in the 
foreign service to continue domestic services. This referred to 
R. C. A. Communications and Mackay companies handling domestic radio 
telegrams between cities in the United States where they have offices 
of their own. 

5 
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It was said that the Senate subcoramittee evidently mis¬ 
judged the value of having the domestic offices to pick up foreign 
messages and apparently contemplated their discontinuance of handl¬ 
ing of domestic telegrams. 

This brings to mind that last May Chairman James L. Fly of 
the Federal Communications Commission advocated the abandonment of 
domestic (inter-city) radio telegraph in the United States. This 
was vigorously opposed by radio telegraph representatives. Among 
these was W. A. Winterbottom, Vice-President and General Manager 
of R. C.A. Communications, Inc. , who when he appeared before the 
Senate Interstate Commerce subcommittee, said in his general conclu¬ 
sions: 

"If Congress should adopt new legislation which may result 
in mergers or a monopoly in the domestic telegraph field, but not in 
the international telegraph field, I cannot urge upon you too strong¬ 
ly the importance from the standpoint of the nation and the public of 
safeguarding the competing carriers in the field of international com¬ 
munication against destruction or deterioration by putting them be¬ 
tween the pressures which can be exerted by monopolies abroad and the 
pressures which can be exerted by a monopoly at home. This can be 
avoided by prohibiting any domestic merger from owning, controlling 
or engaging in international communication services and by requiring, 
as suggested by Chairman Fly, ths,t all outgoing international traffic 
shall be divided among the international carriers in the proportions 
in which they turn over incoming messages to the domestic monopoly 
for delivery. Unless these safeguards are provided, there is nothing 
surer than the ultimate destruction of the services of the competing 
carriers engaged in the international field, and of their ability to 
carry on further research and development, 

"If there are to be mergers or monopolies, let there be two 
distinct monopolies; one in the domestic field and the other in the 
international field. Then all questions of international traffic 
distribution would disappear automatically and the single American 
international carrier would meet foreign governments and carriers on 
an equal footing as to bargaining power. " 

Among the Senate subcommittees recommendations last Tuesday 
were the following: 

"There should be no requirement tha.t the domestic or inter¬ 
national mergers be carried out simultaneously or at all. 

"The legislation should define ’domestic' and 'internation¬ 
al* operations and should not prevent the inclusion of all existing 
operations of any domestic carrier which ma.y be engaged partially in 
international telegraph communication, and should empower the FCG 
eventually to permit the merged domestic carrier to restrict itself 
solely to domestic operations if found to be in the public interest. 

"The merged companies should be required to be of the simpl¬ 
est possible financial structure." 

XXXXXXXX 
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ROCKEFELLER CALLS SET MAKERS TOGETHER ON 3-A SITUATION 

Considerable secrecy attended a meeting of radio set manu¬ 
facturers which Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of Inter-American 
affairs called in Washington last Tuesday. No statement was given 
out by Mr. Rockefeller. One suggestion ventured as to the object of 
the meeting was that it was to discuss the possibility of enlarging 
the South American listening audience to U. S. programs by offering 
for sale cheap all-wave receivers. 

Apparently the Rockefeller officials were very much dis¬ 
turbed that anything had been printed about the meeting and stated 
that the Government had made no promises that priorities would be 
granted to manufacturers making these cheap sets, and that no manu¬ 
facturers were told to go ahead on their own pending the Government* s 
getting the matter arranged. So far the whole thing was said to be 
all just talk. 

Among the radio manufacturers Mr. Rockefeller called to 
the Capital were said to have been Larry E. Gubb, of Philadelphia, 
President of philco; E. F. McDonald, Jr. , of Chicago, President of 
Zenith, and George K. Throckmorton, of Camden, N. J., President of 
RCA Manufacturing Company. Don Francisco, head of the Communications 
Division of the Rockefeller group, and M. H. Aylesworth, credited 
with being the author of the cheap set idea, were understood to have 
been the Government representatives present. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

CHARGES PAPERS WITH UNFAIR RADIO HEARINGS REPORTING 

Strong opposition to newspaper-owned stations was voiced by 
Morris L. Ernst, counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union, when 
hearings were resumed on Thursday by the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission to detemiine future policy towards newspaper applications for 
broadcasting licenses. 

Mr. Ernst even went so far as to say that the newspapers 
had been unfair in their reporting of the radio press hearings which 
are being held by the Commission. He said they fail to state their 
stake in the matter - the money they had invested in radio stations. 
The witness said the joint ownership of newspapers and broadcasting 
stations was a menace to the Bill of Rights, 

Mr. Ernst said that he was willing to concede that news¬ 
papers could do a better job of running radio stations than any 
other interests, but he felt that radio could preserve freedom of 
speech only if there were diversity of ownership. 

Mr. Ernst charged the newspapers with unfairness in report¬ 
ing the present hearings because, he said, they fail to state their 
stake in the matter - the money they had Invested in radio stations. 

- 7 - 
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"Don’t tell me", the noted attorney and author said as he 
was questioned sharply by Commissioners and attorneys, "that the 
owner of a *mike* hasn’t an advantage in forming the public opinion 
of a community. " 

Personally, he emphasized, he would deny newspapers the 
right to run stations, on the theory that this was placing too much 
power in one group. 

Mr. Ernst said that if newspapers came to dominate "this 
pipeline to human thought", he feared practices resulting would 
bring about a public demand for the Government to take over all radio. 
"And that", he added, "is what I fear most. " 

He saw as one of the undesirable features of newspaper- 
radio affiliation the failure of these two means of communication 
to criticize each other. 

Pointing out that radio already was dominated to a large 
extent by chains, he asked: "Do you think any radio chain would 
hold a debate on the present issue before the Federal Communications 
Commission? Never. " 

Mr. Ernst said he did not care who owned radio stations, 
byt added: 

"What I want is diversity of ownership. " 

xxxxxxxx 

ROCHESTER FIRST UNDER WIRE ON PROPOSED CBS ASCAP PACT 

First reaction on the CBS letter to its affiliates on the 
proposed agreement with the American Society of Composers, Authors 
and Publishers came from Rochester, N. Y., as Clarence Wheeler, 
Vice President of WHEC, wired that he had signed the station-network 
agreement. 

Mr. Wheeler’s enthusiastic telegram to Edimrd K. Klauber, 
CBS executive Vice President, follows: 

"Have read your letter of September 27th thoroughly and am 
sending you signed copies of agreement between WHEC and CBS. I have 
followed the negotiations from the beginning and feel that all parties 
are to be congratulated on arriving at the terms for returning ASCAP 
lausic to all who wish to use it. " 

The WHEC official added that his station would sign a 
local agreement with ASCAP as soon as the Society adjusts an audit 
made by its own auditors. He did not indicate which of the several 
proposed local station-ASCAP agreements he would sign. ^ 

X xxxxxxxxxx 
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:: TRADE NOTES : 

The Chicago Board of Education for the fifth consecutive 
year has selected the stations of Ralph L. Atlass, WJJD, of CTnicago, 
and WIND of Gary, to broadcast its official educational programs. 

The hearings before the Committee on Interstate Commerce 
in the Senate last June before Senator Burton K. Wheeler, of Montana, 
on the resolution introduced by Senator Wallace White, of Maine, to 
authorize a study of the network regulations of the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission, have now been printed. As yet the Committee has 
made no reoort and there is no indication when or if it will do so^,__ 

A pamphlet ’’Meet lAr. Big" has been sent out by the Clear 
Channel Broadcasting Service, a group of independent stations, 
emphasizing the importance of clear channels as a part of a campaign 
to prevent the FCC from breaking down these channels. The pamphlet 
Is directed to the listener - especially in rural and small communi¬ 
ties - and shows how essential It is to keep these channels clear and 
free from interference. 

j.j*""Alfred H. Morton, Vice President of NBC’s Television Divi¬ 
sion, has assumed active supervision of all television programs now 
being transmitted over WNBT, the National Broadcasting Company’s tele¬ 
vision station. Warren Wade, a pioneer in the television "field, has 
been named by Mr. Morton as Executive Producer. Arthur Hungerford, 
another television pioneer, has been named Business Manager. 

^ WJZ, New York’s oldest radio broadcasting station and key 
outlet for the Blue Network of the National Broadcasting Company on 
Sunday, October 5, will celebrate twenty years on the air. Next 
week will be known as "WJZ’s 20th Anniversary -Week", with speciaJ. 
programs, both local and network, honoring the station. 

During August, never noted as a period of heavy merchandis¬ 
ing, the national total of FM sets increased by 27.6^. It was the 
greatest single monthly gain of listeners since Fli began. The na¬ 
tional total of sets is now estimated at about 70,000, with totals 
of receiver distribution in September expected to top by a good 
margin those of August. 

It was recently announced that the combined output of 
Armstrong licensees am.ong the set makers is now about 1000 units a 
day. In spite of this, demand is still well ahead of supply. 

Philco Distributors of New York, now featuring a newly 
developed FM receiving set, has bought time on WOR’s all night pro' 
gram for six announcements per night, six nights a week. 

9 
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The traffic jam confronting the NBC Chicago Spot Sales 
Department due to the fact that Chicago will remain on Daylight Time 
for another month while the rest of the country returns to Standard 
Time, has been solved without the loss of a single local account on 
stations WMAQ and WENR, an NBC bulletin states. 

Three additional programs in English, French and Dutch 
have been launched by KGEI, G-eneral Electric's 50-hilowatt short-wave 
station in San Francisco, for the benefit of listeners in Asia, the 
Antipodes and Africa. 

Chinese, both Cantonese and Mandarin, are used on the sta¬ 
tion's "Chinese Good Neighbor Hour", directed to Asia. KG-EI is said 
by G. E. to be the only U.S. station consistently heard in the Orient. 

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt now has 129 stations on her 
hook-up for Pan-American Coffee which ties her for the largest hook¬ 
up on NBC with the "Fibber McGee and Molly" program which also has 
129 stations this season, Variety reports. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FCC ACTION 

Applications G-ranted; KFEQ,, KFEQ,, Inc., St. Joseph, Mo., 
construction permit to increase power to 5 kilowatts, increase hours 
to unlimited, move transmitter locally and install new transmitter 
and directional antenna for day and night use. Now operates on 680 
kilocycles, 500 watts night, 2g- kilowatts-LS, D to L3 at San Francisco 
KDON, Monterey Peninsula Broadcasting Co. , Monterey, Cal., construc¬ 
tion permit to increase power to 250 watts day and night and install 
new transmitter. Now operates on 1240 kilocycles, 100 watts, unlim¬ 
ited time. 

Designated for Hearing; WLOL. Independent Merchants Broad¬ 
casting Co., Minneapolis, Minn., application for construction permit 
to Install new transmitter, change frequency to 630 kc., increase 
day power to 5 KW, move transmitter locally, make changes in direc¬ 
tional antenna system; MIN, WMIN Broadcasting Co. , St. Paul, Minn. , 
application for construction permit to change frequency to 630 kilo¬ 
cycles, change power to 1 kw night, 5 kw day, directional antenna day 
and night, install new transmitter and directional antenna; KSAN, 
Golden Gate Broadcasting Corp., San Francisco, Calif., application for 
construction permit to change frequency to 1460 kc., increase power 
io 1 kw day and night, install a new transmitter and make changes in 
equipment and antenna; John R. Scripps, Ventura, Calif., removed 
from pending files application for construction permit for new sta¬ 
tion to operate on 1460 kc. , 1 kilowatt, unlimited time; l-his appli¬ 
cation to be heard jointly with KSAN above. 

xxxxxxxx 
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HEAVY 3ELENIULI DEMAND FOR RECTIFIERS FORESEEN FOR 1942 

Metallic selenium of the absolute purity which is required 
in electric current rectifiers is now being refined in the United 
States in increasing commercial quantities to meet the requirements 
of the International Telephone & Radio Manufacturing Corporation for 
the manufacture of I. T. & T. Selenium Rectifiers. Early this year 
the Company doubled its Varick Street space, where the rectifiers 
had been manufactured. Last month it started prodution of the 
rectifiers in its East Newark, N. J. factory. 

Oeorge Lewis, Vice President of I. T. & T. I>/Ianufacturing 
Corp,, estimates that his requirements of ultra-refined selenium 
may be 10,000 pounds monthly next year compared with only 1,500 
poinds monthly at present. 

As for the raw material supply, selenium is found chiefly 
in copper ore and years ago it was tossed on the slag piles. Inas¬ 
much as the United States and Canada together normally produce two 
or three times more copper than the rest of the world combined, Mr. 
Lewis says that selenium is one metal of which a shortage seems un¬ 
likely in spite of its rapidly growing importance in the electrical 
industry. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

CALLS IT ’’NATION'S BULLETIN BOARD OF AGRICULTURE" 

"Whenever this department wants to send out facts nation¬ 
wide we think first of the National Farm and Home Hour. It’s one of 
the Old Reliable in our business of taking information to the American 
people. I know we’d be lost without it, and I think that millions of 
farm and city homes would be lost too. " 

This is a quotation from a letter written by Secretary of 
Agriculture Claude R. Wickard, of Indiana, to Niles Trammell, Presi¬ 
dent of the National Broadcasting Company, in commera.tion of the 
4,000th broadcast of the Farm and Home Hour. 

Vice President Wallace, who also wrote Mr. Trammell, said: 

"These broadcasts have done much to add to the knowledge 
and enjoyment of the people throughout the country, and I wish the 
National Farm and Home Hour many more years of usefulness. " 

The story of the National Farm and Home Hour has made radio 
history. Back in 1923 when radio was in its swaddling clothes, a 
young man named Frank E. Mullen came out of South Dakota to take a 
job with the "National Stockman and Farmer" to direct farm broad¬ 
casts for them over KDKA in Pittsburgh, and he went ahead and organ¬ 
ized his programs. 

11 - 
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On those farm programs, the “Daddy” of the present nation¬ 
wide daily broadcasts, Mr. Mullen was very much the whole show, 
”doubling in brass” as theme player, sound effects expert, announcer, 
commentator, weather and market analyst. And the farm folks loved 
It. In those days a 100 mile radius was all that was anticipated by 
KDKA, but letters began to pour in from far afield, and Mr. Mullen 
added telegraphic reports from the Midwest as well as the East to his 
programs, and also arranged the first regional weather forecasts com¬ 
piled by the U. S. Weather Bureau in Washington. By 1924 he was 
receiving from 2,000 to 3,000 letters a week. 

In 1926 the National Broadcasting Company was formed and 
in 1927 Frank Mullen was appointed Agricultural Director of NBC, and 
transferred to Central Division headquarters, Chicago, where he 
planned, organized and directed the first broadcasts of the National 
Fam and Home Hour. This was the first network show ever broadcast 
from Chicago, 

Mr. Mullen, the fond parent of the Fbrra and Home Hour, is 
now Vice-President and General Manager of NBC. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

TWICE AS MANY LISTENERS BUY AS NON-LISTENERS 

A booklet, “Heads...They Won”, presents in summary form the 
results of a fifth study for NBC by C. E. Hooper. Specifically, it 
is an analysis of the selling Job being done by ”Mr. District 
Attorney" for Vitalis. 

"A further step in each study has been to confirm our 
research findings with the advertiser’s own sales records”, Roy C. 
Witmer, Vice-President, concludes. "Thus we add to our verifica¬ 
tion of listeners and non-listeners a double check on the sales 
effectiveness of each program studied. These five separate program 
studies...involving interviews with more than fifteen thousand 
families from California to New York and two years of analytical 
tabulation...have revealed definite patterns in the sales effective¬ 
ness of network programs. For example, the ratio in sales of a given 
network advertised product to listeners vs non-listeners to that 
program has averaged 2|- to 1. That is, two and one-half listener 
homes buy a radio network advertised product to one non-listener 
home. " / 

xxxxxxxx 
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October 7, 1941 

BELL TELEPHONE BOOK TAKES FCC FOR A RIDE 

Following a hearing at the Capitol where the Federal 
Communications Commission was on the grill for cracking down on 
the networks, a prominent Senator remarked to this writer that the 
Commission gave him '*a pain in the neck". During the course of 
the conversation he passed from the radio situation to the A. T. & T. 
investigation. 

"There isn*t a telephone company in the world that gives 
finer service. I know because I use it frequently. I call my 
home state by telephone almost every night. A magnificent organiza¬ 
tion", the Senator said indignantly. "And yet that little bunch 
of pinheads down at the Communications Commission not being satis¬ 
fied with continually harassing the telephone company have to 
spend a couple of million dollars investigating it. 

About the time of this conversation, a high official, a 
former Commissioner, in fact, took occasion to express to me his 
opinion of some of his colleagues. Mentioning a certain FCC 
Commissioner who was vezy active in the A. T. & T. inquiry, he said: 

"He is a dumb-bell. I thought when he first went on the 
Commission the man was smart, a crusader, who really had something 
on the ball, but he is just plain dumb. 

This was all brought to mind by a book "The Bell Telephone 
I System" written by Arthur W. Page, Vice-President of the American 

Telephone and Telegraph Company, just published by Harper & Brothers. 
[ Mr. Page never gets rough with the boys, but in a calm conservative 
i manner, doesn’t have the slightest hesitancy in saying exactly what 

he thinks about Government regulation. It is the only book we 
ever heard of, wrritten by an officer of a large company, defending 
that company. The usual practice is to have some outsider do it, 
hut Arthur Page takes off the false whiskers and does the job him¬ 
self. 

A former Vice-President of the famous old publishing house 
of Double day Page and Company, but who has been with the telephone 
company for the past fourteen years, Mr. Page is well qualified to 
write such a book as this. Furthermore, he is the son of former 
Ambassador to Great Britain Walter Hines Page and a brother of 
Prank C. Page of the International Telephone and Telegraph Company. 

Of course Mr. Page discusses many other subjects for his 
hook is virtually a history of the Bell Telephone System, but the 
chapters the broadcasting industry will turn to first, being in 
hhe same boat as the A. T. & T. insofar as government regulation is 
concerned, will be those on "Telling the Public", "Politics", 
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"The Investigation (A. T. & T.) ”, "State Regulation" and "Federal 
Regulation". 

A Preface statesHhis book should, serve a useful purpose 
in furnishing the critics of big business with the record of at 
least one tremendous organization in which a deep sense of obliga¬ 
tion is shown to have been continuously manifested in its dealings 
with employees and the public". 

Commenting upon the investigation that the FCC made of 
the A. T. & T., Mr. Page wrote: 

"The chief counsel of the investigation started his hearings 
in a search for scandal, for he opened the investigation of a great 
national service with testimony on the use of telephone service by 
horse race bookies. At the end of this he suggested to Mr. G-ifford 
that this was a skeleton in the closet. 

"But the facts did not measure up to that stature. 
"The newspaper reporters looked on the investigation as a 

search for scandal and, when scandal did not appear, rather neglect¬ 
ed the hearings. 

"The investigators produced thousands of pages of reports in 
which it is hard to find any comment indicating their belief that 
the Bell System ever did anything well or from a good motive. The 
Chairman of the Telephone Division of the Commission in asking 
Congress for more money to complete the investigation 'admitted* 
that the telephone company gave the finest service in the world - 
as if that were against his Interest. 

"The ‘hearings' during the investigation were conducted with¬ 
out allowing the company to present its case on the matters brought 
up or to cross-examine the Commission's witnesses. The 'comments' 
on the investigators' reports and the 'Brief* on Commissioner 
Walker's Proposed Report which the company was later allowed to 
file with the Commission could not take the place of cross-exajnina- 
tion and the presentation of company testimony at the hearings. 
The investigators could make any statements or deductions without 
challenge and their reports, although not officially adopted by 
the Commission, were printed at Government expense and sent by the 
Commission to state commissions all over the country. The investi¬ 
gating group, while of a caliber to discover financial Juggling if 
it had been there, certainly had neither the engineering competence, 
management skill nor experience in telephone operations to give to 
a lay board like the Federal Communications Commission a balanced 
or Judicious background for its policies. It is inconceivable that 
anyone would rely on the reports of the investigating group as an 
authority if he were going to risk his own money in large quantities. 

"In its annual reports for 1936, 1937 and 1938, the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company publicly registered its objections 
to the unfair methods of conducting the investiga.tion, as it had 
also done to the Commission itself. 

"This was a most unusual proceeding for a business tha.t had 
long advocated and lived with regulation. But there were two compell* 
ing motives to register every possible objection to the methods of 
the investigation. 
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"Character is an asset of a business. Reputation affects the 
customers, the stockholders, and the employees. The method of the 
investigation, far from tending to improve service or economy, was 
calculated to create discord, destrxjy morale and frighten Investors. 
The Bell System would have been derelict in its responsibilities 
had it not protested. 

"In the second place, the people who make up the Bell System 
are citizens of the United States with standing in their various 
communities. They have children and friends like other people, and 
their reputations mean something to them. They have, therefore, 
every reason for deep seated personal resentment when an agency of 
the Government, which they help to support, sets out to attack 
their characters. 

****«-********** 

"The members of the Commission who issued the final report, 
with the exception of the Chairman of the former Telephone Division 
of the Commission, had taken little part in the investigation. Some 
had been appointed after the investigation was really finished and 
had taken no part. 

"Although the final report had to be built from the material 
of the investigators and could, therefore, hardly rise above its 
source and analyze the telephone problem from much of any point of 
view but the statistical, it did nevertheless have a very different 
tone from the conduct of the investigation. Some of the attitude 
of the investigators remained, as for instance putting in the word 
’alleged' before the mention of services by the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company, but on the whole the report isn't another 
chapter in the school for scandal. " 

Regarding the national advertising program of the Bell 
Telephone System on the radio, Mr. ^age wrote: 

"The investigators of the Federal Communications Commission, 
in commenting upon the advertising policies of the Bell System, quot¬ 
ed from a letter from an advertising agency to the American Tele¬ 
phone and Telegraph Company advising against radio advertising. 
The Federal Communications Commission's report to Congress recorded 
this in this way: 

"The Bell System does comparatively little advertising 
by radio, despite the fact that it is one of the beneficiaries 
of radio broadcasting through the leasing of circuits for pro¬ 
gram transmission service. The reasons, as stated by one of 
its advertising agents, for the Bell System's failure to 
advertise more extensively over radio are twofold: first, 
such advertising would direct the public's attention to the 
amount of money being spent for advertising purposes, and 
second, the probable adverse effects upon the established 
goodwill of newspaper editors. 

This is not of much importance except as a commentary on 
the methods of the investigation. The facts were that this letter 
was written in connection with a study of a possible radio program 
for the Bell System. The interest in radio continued after the 
receipt of the letter Just as it had before and finally resulted 
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in a program recommended by the same agency that wrote the letter. 
If the investigator who ferreted out this isolated letter, which 
seemed to fit a thesis he had in his mind, had asked any one of 
several people, he could have found out in a few minutes that the 
letter did not represent the Company*s view. We did not then have 
a general radio program for the simple reason that we hadn’t found 
a program to suit us. The Bell System was trying to find such a 
program then and it kept on trying until it succeeded. ” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

THOMAS W. SIMONS, JR. , NOTED WESTERN BROADCASTER DIES 

Because he had so recently visited the Capital apparently 
in the best of health, news of the death of Thomas W. Simons, Jr., 
head of Stations XXL in Portland, Oregon, and KFPY, in Spokane, 
came as a shock in the East. Although thought by many to be a 
Westerner, Mr. Symons was born in Washington, D. C., April 22, 
1889, the son of Col. T. W. Symons of the Army Engineers. Colonel 
Symons, as Chief of Engineers, had the distinction of laying out 
Potomac Park, now one of the Nation’s beauty spots. 

Mr. Symons, Jr. had attended the recent National Inde¬ 
pendent Broadcasters’ Convention at Chicago. He later came to 
Washington, D. C. , and then as fate would have it, went to North¬ 
ampton, Mass, for a visit with his aged mother. Following this, 
he flew back to Portland. It was on last Wednesday while on his 
farm near Newberg, Ore., outside of Portland, that he suffered a 
stroke and died early Thursday morning. 

Funeral services were held last Frida^y afternoon at the 
Newberg Chapel. He leaves his wife, Frances Rutter Symons; his 
daughter, Virginia Page Symons, and his son, Thomas W. Symons, 3d, 
now with the Royal Canadian Air Force in MacLeod, Alberta. He also 
is survived by his mother, Mrs. T. W. Symons, of Northampton, Mass, 
a brother, Noel, attorney of Buffalo, and a sister, Mrs, Cortlandt 
Van Winkle, of Northampton. 

A pioneer in both aviation and radio, Mr. Symons placed 
KFPY, Spokane, on the air in 1922. He established KG-IR, Butte, in 
1929, with E. B. Craney, and along with Mr. Craney purchased KXL, 
Portland, in 1937. His associate at KFPY is Arthur L. Bri^it, 
Vice President and G-eneral Manager. 

During the first World War, Mr. Symons was a Flight 
Commander serving from 1917 to 1919 in the Air Service. He was a 
Captain in the 41st Division Air Service of the Washington National 
Guard at Spokane for several years, and headed the Symons-Russell 
Aviation Co., operating from Spokane in the early days of aviation. 

Mr. Symons was graduated from Yale and Oxford Universitie 
He later studied law at G-eorge Washington University in Washington. 
Mr. Symons also had been a Director of the National Association of 
Broadcasts rs. 
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FCC POWER TO BAR MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP CHALLENGED 

It became very apparent at the hearing last Monday on 
the adoption of a proposed rule by the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission prohibiting ownership of more than one broadcasting station 
serving the same area, that there was not so much objection to the 
regulation itself as there was that no proviso had been made that 
each case should be taken up separately and on its own merits. The 
Commissior^ in fact, was warned that it would overstep its authority 
in making such a rule. Moving along at a speed not in keeping with 
the temperature in Washington, which climbed into the nineties, 
the hearings were concluded in a single day. Whether or not the 
sharp comeback the stations made sealed the doom of the new regula¬ 
tion, could not be told definitely, but it did seem that counsel 
opposing it scored heavily all along the line. 

"What is the reason in the mind of the Commission for the 
enactment of such a regulation?" John C. Kendall, of Portland, Ore., 
representing the Louis Wasmer stations, KHQ and KGA, argued. "What 
are the abuses that now exist requiring the adoption of such a rule? 
While the Commission up to the present time has not declared, in so 
many words, that prevention of monopoly is the fundamental reason, 
we submit that there could be no other logical basis or reason that 
ai,^t be assigned. " 

Stating that KHQ is the Spokane outlet for the Red Network, 
and KGA for the Blue, thatKGA is likewise the outlet for the Mutual- 
Don Lee Network and that KFPY carries CBS programs, Mr. Kendall 
declared that no chanrges of monopoly had ever been made against 
either KHQ, or KGA and that no monopoly could result as a climax of 
their operation. Mr. Kendall stated that the proposed rule attempting 
to prevent monopolistic control is an unlawful exercise of the power 
delegated to the Commission by Congress. He further asserted that 
the Act creating the Commission does not authorize or permit it to 
detemine what constitutes a monopoly. Mr. Kendall said the actual 
investment in KGA exceeds ^240,000. 

Representing the Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation, Former 
Representative Frank D. Scott denounced the rule as unnecessary and 
undesirable and said that the Commission already had the power to 
deny applications not in the public interest so why make another 
regulation unnecessarily. 

"I don’t think it is right for this Commission to correct 
the mistakes which it thinks Congress made when it drafted the 
Communications Act", Mr. Scott declared. "All the present multiple 
ownership stations in this country were made by the Commission or 
its predecessor. I don't know whether multiple owned stations are 
operating in the public interest, and I don't believe the Commission 
does. The Commission has these people to go ahead and invest their 
money and now they are going to try to rule them out of business. " 
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No argument was made by Mabel Walker Wlllebrandt, former 
Assistant Attorney General, representing the stations of Ralph L. 
Atlass, WJJD and WIND, in Chicago, respecting the wisdom of the rule 
in cases where dual ownership results in monopoly. Mrs. Willebrandt 
pointed out, however, with all the stations in the Chicago area 
that WJJD and WIND did less than 10^ of the business. If the Com¬ 
mission reaches conclusion that dual ownership rule should be adopt¬ 
ed the rule should be so worded as not to prevent the dual ownership 
where actually there is no monopolistic result. 

"WJJD and WIND together are but 2 of 18 stations serving 
the Chicago area", Mrs. Willebrandt told the Commission. "The other 
16 stations are owned and operated by 13 separate and competitive 
groups. Thus there are 18 stations and 14 Afferent owners. Each 
of five of the competing stations are 50 KW network stations covering 
a larger area and doing a great percentage of the business than WJJD 
and WIND combined. A sixth station has superior facilities. Two 
more stations have comparable facilities to WJJD, and an additional 
two have only slightly less desirable facilities. 

"The rates of WJJD and WIND are less than, or comparable to 
those of other stations with like facilities in other markets, and 
are substantially the same or hi^er than those of competitive sta¬ 
tions with like facilities in the same market. Entirely separate sales 
staffs are employed for each station, and the stations are as com¬ 
petitive with each other as are other stations in the market. Any 
economies effected through dual operation have been used in further¬ 
ing program service. This in turn has enabled a larger volume of busi¬ 
ness, and of service to the public. 

"Operations for the current year indicate that more than 
$700,000 will be spent in the operation of WJJD and WIND during 1941. 
This is, we believe, a larger amount than is spent by any two com¬ 
parable stations, operated by separate owners in a similar market. 
This aggressive and competitive operation has enabled us to become 
the chief source of competition to the network stations in Chicago." 

The rule was opposed by the National Broadcasting Company, 
through its counsel, Duke M. Patrick, on the grounds that it would 
tie against the public interest and beyond the authority of the Com¬ 
mission. 

Mr. Patrick pointed out that NBC assumed ownership or 
operation of two stations in each of four cities only after it had 
secured the full consent of the radio commission, and that it invest¬ 
ed several millions of dollars after obtaining such approval. 

Further, Mr. Patrick argued, NBC always has operated these 
stations upon the highest standards, a fact attested to by the 
license renewals which have geen given to each station by the present 
Commission and its predecessor at regular and frequent intervals. 
Each such renewal, it was pointed out, was predicated upon finding by 
Ike Commission that such re-licensing would be in the public interest, 
convenience, or necessity. 

- 7 
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In the present instance, he asserted, there is no com¬ 
plaint or charge that these stations are not now being operated in 
the public interest, and any change such as envisaged in the FCC* s 
proposed rules would Inevitably result in damage to the service 
the listening public now receives, as well as to the company which 
acquired them and has operated them in good faith. 

Mr. Patrick also argued that the Federal Communications Act 
of 1934 does not give the FGC power to issue such a rule. 

He read a statement by Senator Dill, co-sponsor of the 
original Hadio Act in 1927, that "The bill does not attempt to make 
the Commission the Judge as to whether or not certain conditions 
constitute a monopoly - it leaves that to the Court. '* 

”If the Commission is of the opinion that multiple owner¬ 
ship is a matter which should be dealt with, the way is open. It is 
to Congress that it should address its recommendation for additional 
authority*^, argued George 0. Sutton, for WRAW and WEEU, Reading, Pa. , 
WILM and WDEL, Wilmington, and WJAS and KQV, Pittsburgh. 

”It must be concluded that the Commission's projected 
action is without the authority and, in fact, violates the mandate 
of Congress; and proposes to dispense with due process of the Act. 
Such action becomes even more oppressive when considered in light 
of the fact that the Commission has by its own action approved the 
very conditions, now existant. The assurances given by the creator 
at the time the progeny came into being should be no less now," 

The assertion was made by Ben S. Fisher appearing in behalf 
of KOMO and KJR, Seattle, that these stations became prosperous and 
successful because of dual ownership. 

"Are the stations making any money?" Chairman Fly inquired. 

"No", Mr. Fisher replied. "KJR never made any money. " 

"How much is it losing?" 

"About ^50,000 a year. " 

Whereupon Mr. Fisher remarked that when stations were not 
successful there was no clamour about dual ownership, 

"Do you think we ought to hear from every case of dual 
owiership before arriving at a rule?" Commissioner Tam Craven 
inquired. 

"Yes", Mr. Fisher replied. 

Expressing the opinion that there was grave danger that the 
Commission had gone too far, Louis G. Caldwell, representing the 
tarle C. ^ Anthony stations of Los Angeles KFI and KECA, said that if 
I'te Commission did not have a hearing for each case, it would lose 
Its opportunity to do Justice. He suggested there might be an ex¬ 
cess of power exercised by the Commission. 

_ ^ 8 
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Mr. Caldwell said the Earle C. Anthony stations had lost 
over $900,000 in previous years and only started to make money 
recently. Only two years ago, he said, Mr. Anthony, who hmself 
was present at the hearing, had spent $400,000 to improve station 
facilities and $50,000 more to improve the capital investment. 
Proof of lack of monopoly, Mr. Caldwell said, was the fact that 
there were 18 or 19 stations operating in the Los Angeles area, 
more than in New York or Chicago - cities several times its size. 
Mr. Caldwell said it would be impossible for Mr. Anthony to sell 
a station for anywhere near what he paid for it. 

Each multiple owned station represents a different problem, 
Henry B. Walker said, in behalf of WCBF and WEOA, of Evansville, 
Indiana, and would object to being thrown in the basket with the 
others. 

"There cannot be any standard laid down by which the Com¬ 
mission can equalize this situation”, Mr. Walker continued. "The 
newspapers in Evansville are under one ownership. They will not 
print our programs so we print one of our own devoted to radio - 
20,000 to 30,000 copies." 

Mr. Walker expressed the opinion that FT^ stations will 
eventually drive the standard stations out of business. 

y 
- X X X X X X X X X X 

WOULD CRANT NEWSPAPERS LICENSES ON MERIT RECOMilENDED 

The weary grind of the inquiry of the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission into the question a.s to whether newspapers should 
own newsoaper stations will be resumed Thursday morning, October 
9th. 

Two Harvard professors were the last witnesses heard. 
Zachariah Chaffee, Jr. , Professor of Law at Harvard, told the Com¬ 
mission he did not advocate excluding newspapers from operating 
stations, but he suggested instead that each application be judged 
on its merits, with certain rules for the Commission's guidance. 

In considering future applications for station licenses. 
Prof. Cha.ffee said, the Commission might find that in one community 
it would be better, from an economic point, to have a newspaper and 
radio station combined, rather than invite ruinous competition, while 
in another community the regulatory body might well require separa¬ 
tion of the two means of public communication. 

From the viewpoint of general welfare, he added, a flexible 
rule, allowing the Commission wide discretion, might be indicated. 
On the other hand, objections to such a plan could be raised, he 
explained. 

- 9 - 
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"It might be said", Prof. Chaffee added, "That newspapers 
opposing the administration would be in bad favor, and a communica¬ 
tions commission could whip them into line with a flexible rule by 
refusing licenses. " 

C. J. Friedrich, Professor of Government at Harvard, 
warned against "monopoly in opinion", which he saw as a drift toward 
totalitarianism. He added: 

"The average man in the street, in whom I have great con¬ 
fidence, will be best able to exercise his civic functions if he 
gets information from as many sources as possible." 

But Professor Friedrich, who has made special research in 
the field of communications and conducts a seminar on the subject at 
the Harvard Graduate School, explained: 

"I am no believer in the application of abstract social 
theories to facts." 

Some towns, he said, he realized will support only one 
newspaper each and to try to force another paper on such a town would 
mean no newspapers at all. 

While he did not express categorical opposition to all news- 
paper-owned radio stations. Professor Friedrich said the presumption 
should favor diversity of ownership and the Commission should put the 
burden on a newspaper applicant to prove he should own a radio sta¬ 
tion. 

Newspapers, he added, have become"increasingly a production 
enterprise", and the man who starts a newspaper toda^ must have capi¬ 
tal, must be a businessman, in contradistinction to the early days of 
the republic when an editor started a paper to advocate certain pol¬ 
itical principles. 

Radio, he said, has barred the crusading editor on the 
ground that households do not want their firesides invaded by violently 
controversial issues. 

Presentation of news, he pointed out, is a matter of selec¬ 
tion, since it is impossible to print or broadcast everything, and 
the more diversity there is in compiling this news, the better for the 
public. 

"The public does not get what it wants", he insisted, 
"either from the press or the radio. " 

He blamed chain newspapers to an extent for the collapse 
of democracy in Europe. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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tra.de notes 

Well known to almost everyone in the industry, first ae 
Secretary of the old Federal Radio Commission, and later as Managing 
Director of the National Association of Broadcasters, James W, 
Baldwin,has been appointed Civilian Assistant in the office of the 
Chief Signal Officer of the Array. 

Direct radio telephone service connected this country and 
Hpwaii today with the Matson liner LURLINE, giving it the first 
service of its kind on American ships on the Pacific Coast, a dis¬ 
patch from San Francisco states. Ilie LURLINE sailed from Los Angeles. 
Officials said installations have been completed on three of the 
other Matson liners. 

For use by affiliated organizations, the Chamber of Com¬ 
merce of the United States is about to issue a pamphlet "What About 
Radio?" It will give the relation between local broadcasting sta¬ 
tions and local Chambers of Commerce. 

^ _ 

. Station WMUR, Manchester, N. H. has become a basic sup¬ 
plementary outlet for the NBC Blue Net. At the same time, Station 
WFEA, Manchester, became an NBC Red Network basic supplementary out¬ 
let. 

Proceedings of InteivAmerican Week, now being held in Troy, 
October 5 to 11 with the purpose of promoting good will among the 
81 American Republics are being broadcast to Latin America by WG-EO 
and WG-EA, G-eneral Electric short-wave stations in Schenectady. 
President Roosevelt ha,s given his personal endorsement to the project, 
and Mrs. Roosevelt will be a prominent figure among those participat¬ 
ing. 

Lewis M. Clement, Director of Research and Engineering of 
the Crosley Corporation, has been elected a Vice-President. Mr. 
Clement will continue in charge of research and engineering. 

Because of the valuable experience they would receive, the 
Federal Communications Commission granted the request of the Signal 
Corps to W9,ive restrictions permitting nine members of the Army 
Amateur Radio System to operate portable radio equipment during the 
National Championship Endurance Run sponsored by the American Moto3>- 
cycle Association. 

Wendell L. Willkie attended the two-day annual reunion of 
his World War regiment, the 525th Field Artillery in Kokomo. 

J. Frank Cantwell of Indianapolis, Western Kentucky Dis¬ 
trict Judge Sliackleford Miller, Jr. , and Don Thornburgh, Columbia 
Broadcasting System Vice President in San Francisco met Mr. Willkie 
In Indianapolis and took him to Kokomomo in an automobile. 
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Seven new affiliates have been added to the network of the 
Mutual Broadcasting System, bringing the total number of outlets to 
182. The stations are: WOBF, Evansville, Indiana; WEIM, Fitchburg, 
Mass.; WTRI, Sioux City, la.; KVFD, Fbrt Dodge, la.; WJMS, Ironwood, 
Mich.; WATW, Ashland, Wis.; and WBBB, Burlington, N. C, 

' -^The first Italian to leave Fascist Italy for fear of 
imprisonment because he listened to U.S. short-wave broadcasts, 
arrived in New York Sunday. Until two months ago the young man v^ras 
one of the regular listeners to Natalia Danes!, Chief of the Italian 
Section of NBC*s International Division. Although illegal, this 
practice of listening is still quite general throughout Italy, he 
stated. 

One day friends suddenly burst in to tell him that he was 
to be arrested because he had been denounced to Italy*s secret police 
as a ''listener". Fortunately for him, he ha,d made careful plans fo]r 
escape long before, even including a visa for the U.S. 

WCR*s continuing Study of Radio Audiences in Greater New 
York, notable for its discarding of the telephone check system and its 
penetration into lower income groups, uncovered two new facts about 
radio listening this week, it was said. 

1) News commentators and news programs are popular with 
all income groups; 2) 4^ of typical New York families are "available 
to listen" between the hours of 2 A.M. and 6 A.M. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 

DESPRES APPOINTED OPA RADIO AND BATTERY CHIEF 

Appointed Chief of the Ra.dio and Battery Division of the 
Durable Goods unit of the Office of Price Administration under Leon 
Henderson is Tvlaurice S. Despres, President of the Da.le Radio Company, 
Inc., of New York. He will start his administrative duties in 
Washington, D. C. immediately, having resigned last week on a leave 
of absence firom his business interests which include Dale Radio Co., 
Inc., and the Despres, Dorfman Company, Eastern Division Manufacture 
ers’ representative of the Continental Radio and Television Company. 

Mr. Despres is a veteran in the radio and battery industry 
which did an estimated consumer dollar volume in 1940 of ^400,000,000 
according to Radio Today magazine. In 1922 he operated in a country¬ 
wide capacity as a radio parts and set manufacturing agent until 
1929 and for the past 12 years has been at the helm of the Dale Radio 
Company, Inc., which serves metropolitan New York, Long Island, and 
part of New England in the distribution of Syivania radio tubes. 
Admiral radio sets and phonographs, and related radio items. 

Active in many radio industry organizations, Mr. Despres 
served the industry and the country in 1934 when he was a member of 
tbe Radio Wholesalers Code Authority under N. R. A. He is also a 
member of the New York Sales Executive Club and the American Busi- 
^6ss Congress. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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INITIAL U.S. RADIO SUBSIDIES SEEN LEADINO TO OTHERS 

Special grants to United States short-wave stations for 
good neighbor broadcasting by Nelson Rockefeller, Co-ordinator of 
Inter-American Affairs, are seen as a precedent for additional sub¬ 
sidies by our government not only for broadcasting to Latin-America 
but all over the world. Fbr years our short-wave stations have been 
limping along under a tremendous financial handicap because at first 
they couldn’t take advertising, and later when they were finally 
allowed to carry advertising, it didn’t bring in nearly enough 
revenue. 

In all foreign countries the international stations are 
either owned by the Government or heavily subsidized. Here in the 
United States they are owned by private companies who have been 
operating them at a great loss. Naturally, under those conditions, 
the companies have not had much incentive to invest large amounts 
of money in improving the service. Nevertheless, being good Ameri¬ 
cans, the U. S. broadcasters hp.ve been carrying on the work as 
patriotic Americans and all things considered, ha.ve done an excellent 
job. However, complaints have been received that Germany and Italy 
have been getting into South America better than we ha.ve or that 
our power ha.s been sufficient to keep us from being knocked off the 
track by other nations. 

Therefore, so that we may combat Germany’s radio drive 
into the countries to the south of us, it is understood negotiations 
are now being carried on with the National Broadcasting Company and 
Columbia Broadcasting System which may result in each of them 
receiving approximately $250,000 a year to expand their interna¬ 
tional broadcasting facilities. This would be $500,000 plus 
$200,000 already ®,r-raarked by Mr. Rockefeller for the World-Wide 
foundation to boost up the power of its station WRUL at Boston 
100,000 watts. 

Which sounds like fairly big money until one considers 
all the years the U.3. short-wave broadcasters have been operating 
in the red. And to give an idea what expansive business interna¬ 
tional broadcasting is, CBS has just spent $400,000 enlarging its 
facilities and it will cost $500,000 a year to operate their plant. 

Other companies engaged in the work besides Columbia, 
N3C and World-Wide just mentioned, are General Electric, Westing- 
house and Crosley. In addition to beaming their programs to South 
America, they also cover Europe. The General Electric station in 
San Francisco covers the Far East in many languages, including 
Chinese. 

- 2 - 
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So the Latin-American broadcasts are only a part of the 
chore but there is a feeling in Washington if the Government 
establishes a precedent in subsidizing broadcasts to our Latin- 
American neighbors, that it will not be long before assistance will 
be offered to American stations for broadcasts to other parts of 
the world. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

LEWIS CBS V~p DRAFTED BY LA GUARDIA 

The latest man to be brought to Washington by Mayor 
Fiorello LaGuardia, Director of the Office of Civilian Defense, is 
W. B. Lewis, Vice-President of the Columbia Broadcasting System, 
in New York, who has been granted leave to act as Liaison Officer 
between the broadcasting companies and Civilian Defense. 

Mr. Lewis went to CBS in 1935 in a job he didn't apply 
for. At that time Mr. Lewis, 30, was a free lance writer of adve]>- 
tlsing copy. He read an article on CBS in Fortune Magazine, and 
decided it was the kind of an outfit he'd like to work for. So 
he wrote a letter to President Williejn S. Paley. 

Two months before CBS had inserted an ad in a newspaper 
for a man to take the job of commercial orogram director. Mr. Lewis 
hadn't seen the ad, but several hundred other men ha.d. The appli¬ 
cants were weeded down to six, and CBS executives, impressed with 
Mr. Lewis' letter, added his name to the six. He got the job. 

Mr. Lewis joined the CBS staff on July 13, 1935, as 
Commercial Program Director. He became Director of Broadcasts on 
January 5, 1936, and was elected Vice-President in Charge of Broad¬ 
casts in December of the same year, when he was 32. 

Unusual program ideas fathered by Mr. Lewis include last 
Winter's Free Company series, the two Summer "Forecast" series, the 
Shakespeare series of 1937, the Columbia Workshop Festival. All 
CBS defense programs are under his supervision. So is the series 
of adult education programs, which won CBS the Peabody award this 
year. He brought Orson Welles to the air, in the first Mercury 
Theater of tne Air series - which was sustaining. The who-dunnit 
"Adventures of Ellery Queen" went on the air under Mr. Lewis' 
supervision. 

Mr. Lewis was born in Lakewood, Ohio. He studied journal¬ 
ism for two years at the University of Missouri, then joined the 
J. Walter Thompson Company as an apprentice. He graduated to copy 
witer, and then worked at Joseph Richa.rds Company and Badger Brown¬ 
ing and Hersey, Inc., before joing CBS. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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ARGUES DUAL OWNERSHIP SHOULD BE DECIDED ON MERITS 

Opposing the adoption of a hard and fast rule by the 
Federal Communications Commission prohibiting ownership of more than 
one broadcasting station serving the same area, Mrs. Mabel Walker 
Willebrandt, for Assistant Attorney General told the Commission at 
the recent hearing that continued operation of stations under dual 
ownership should be determined upon the merits of the case involved 
as it affects the public interest. 

Filed on the eve of the hearing was a statement by the 
Crosley Corp., operating WLW and W3AI, requesting the Commission 
to issue a statement ”as to the premises upon which the proposed 
regulation is based”. It did not file an appearance as such. 

Explaining that the Crosley Corp. knew of no facts or 
reasons which ha.ve come into existence since it acquired W3AI which 
would in any way be a basis for the Commission reaching a conclusion 
other than that the two stations are operating in the public inter¬ 
est, the statement said that the Crosley Corp. takes the position 
that its operation of the stations is serving public interest. It 
also holds that the deletion of either sta.tion would not only not 
serve public interest, but would be contra.ry to it. 

Mrs. Willebrandt who represented the stations of Ralph L. 
Atlass - WJJD and WIND, both in the Chicago area - began by explain¬ 
ing that the former is a part-time station sharing time with K3L, 
Salt Lake, and that WIND is a full time station. 

"There are 18 stations in the Chicago area", Mrs. Wille¬ 
brandt said. "Five of these stations are 50 KW, and six of them 
have facilities superior to WJJD or WIND. An additional two have 
facilities comparable to WJJD (ViTHIP and WGES) and two more (WAAF 
and WMBI) have facilities slightly less desirable than those of 
WJJD. All five of the 50 KW stations are network stations. Any 
one of the five should have more public influence in the market 
than WJJD and WIND combined. Each one of the four 50 KW channels 
should account for as much as from three to five times the combined 
business of WIND and WJJD. The facilities in the Chicago area are 
controlled by 14 different and competitive organizations. " 

Mrs. Willebrandt declared there is no monopoly and that 
WJJD and V/IND account for less than 10^ of the business. 

"Our stations while under dual control maintain separate 
program staffs, and separate sales organizations. Payrolls during 
the past eight years have almost quadrupled. They are now over 
$6,000 weekly and, as far as we know, greater than that of any 
other two stations with comparable facilities in a like market. 

"WJJD and WIND together liave been able to accord various 
educational groups a service that they apparently have been unable 
bo get over the five 50 KW stations, or any of the 16 other stations 
In the Chicago area. For instance, the Chicago 3chool Board has 
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Its classes tune in on such educational programs as they deem of 
merit. This includes programs presented by the Chicago School 
Board, as well as other selected programs. Eighty-one percent of 
all students listening in the class room listen to programs pre¬ 
sented over WJJD and WIND. This is more than four times the number 
presented over the other 16 stations combined. Further, these were 
the only two stations to clear their schedules and give the School 
Board the Board's No. 1 and No. 2 selections of times determined by 
the Board as best suited to the school's use. 

"WJJD originates more programs for Army and Navy direct 
from camps than all others this Summer. 

"A separate program policy is maintained for each station. 
WJJD features a type of program that appeals to the many Chicagoans 
who have come to the city from the smaller towns and agricultural 
areas, as well as to those areas directly. Religious programs are 
also featured. WIND has a more metropolitan and cosmopolitan appeal. 

"Program duplications are avoided to an extent not pos¬ 
sible if the stations had no community of interest. News, for 
instance, is scheduled at different times on WJJD and WIND, and at 
times different than it is heard over other Chicago stations. This 
is done in order to make news always available to Chicagoans. Con¬ 
trasted to this, there are times when as many as three of the 50 KW 
stations are presenting news at the same time. 

"Five stations formerly carried base-ball at the same 
time. WIND dropped out and developed a different type of program 
in order that the listeners might have more variety. 

"The outstanding educational service broadcast by WJJD 
last year led to the station being cited for the Peabody educational 
award. 

"The community of interest in WJJD and WIND has resulted 
only in a better operation of both stations. The great number of 
superior facilities used by other stations in Chicago necessarily 
prevents any monopoly of listeners. The 16 other stations owned by 
13 other operators provide ample competition. " 

XXXXXXXX 

NBC INTERNATIONAL STATIONS SEEK 100 KW 

WRGA and WNBI, short-wave outlets of the National Broad¬ 
casting Company, and important in defense communications, have 
applied for an increase in power from 50 to 100 kilowatts and to 
DC allowed to operate on 9670 kc. 

XXXXXXXX XX 
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BLOOD ON MOON AS FCC MULLS ANTI-NETWORK RULES VOTE 

Apparently a warrn session is ahead when the Federal Com¬ 
munications meets early in the week to decide whether it can reach 
a vote on a revision of the proposed new rules regulating chain 
broadcasting-; which the Commission and the industry have been fight¬ 
ing over for several months. According to one source of information, 
the latest pact is far from satisfactory. It was said that on the 
fact of it, the proposals upon which a vote is being sought are "a 
slight concession but that actually they would bring about a state 
of disorganization and chaos to the industry”. They are supposed 
to be a compromise but when analyzed "are even more disastrous to 
the networks than before”. 

Furthermore, Chairman Fly was described as being on the 
warpath. "Apparently the dressing down Speaker Rayburn is supposed 
to have given Fly advising him to slow down hasn’t done much good 
Judging by the way he has been acting on these network regulations", 
it was said. 

The new rules are said to postpone the time indefinitely 
subject to six months' notice when the NBC must dispose of the Blue 
network. Great doubt was by one observer as to whether anybody 
would want to buy it as things now stand. 

"Under the plan as now worked out", it was asserted, by 
William J. Wheatley in the Washington Star, "the chains are allowed 
to 'option' time for a period of 58 days in adva.nce. It is proposed 
to divide the broadcast day into four 5-day segments, and in each of 
these segments a network may option three hours. But, it was added, 
if at the end of the 58 days the network has not bought the time, 
then it becomes open to any other network. The two other hours in 
each segment are open time and are available to any network. 

"But those who have read the new rules say that the sta¬ 
tion is not required to sell this time to a network other than the 
one with which it regularly deals. In other words, it was explained, 
that if a station has sold all of its option time in each segment 
to one network, it can refuse to sell time to a competing network 
which might want an outlet on that particular station. The network 
with which it usually deals, or which has all of its optioned time, 
can buy the extra two hours in each segment, but the station licensee 
is precluded from contracting to hold it for a network, nor can he 
have any agreement of any kind to hold it, it was explained. 

"The option time provision, however, is said to be a very 
strict one. When a chain options three hours in each segment and 
then buys the time for each period, it cannot option the two other 
hours in each segment, although it is free to buy the time in com¬ 
petition with other networks, the discretion being left entirely with 
the licensee. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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ASCAP IN TILT OVER FREE USE TO UNLICENSED USERS 

The Board of Directors of the American Society of Compos¬ 
ers Thursday in New York voted against approved the action of 
John G-. Paine, General Manager, in releasing the musical score of 
Walt Disney’s ’’Dumbo” for free use by unlicensed broadcasters. The 
Board’s basis for this action was that the General Ifenager had acted 
outside the scope ofhis authority in granting suchft*ee use. 

’’ASCAP has repeatedly granted free license to religious, 
education and charitable institutions for use of the Society*s 
music on non-commercial programs”, an official explained. ”The 
Society has also released its entire catalogue for use on programs 
sponsored by the Treasury Department as part of the National Defense 
program. The Board felt, however, that the granting of a free 
license for the use of music for commercial purposes would be con¬ 
trary to the Interests of its membership. 

’’Use of ASCAP music on football broadcasts for the coming 
week-end was granted by the Board. Similar action has been taken 
on the two previous weeks during final negotiations with the major 
networks. ” 

According to the latest reports from New York, the net¬ 
works are doing everying possible to secure approval of their 
affiliates of the deal which would restore ASCAP compositions to 
NBC and CBS stations at an early date. It was said that acceptances 
were coming in at a satisfactory rate and if this continued, ASCAP 
music mi^t be back by the latter part of the month. However, 
Judging from Thursday’s action, the Composers are taking no chances. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

CLAIMS PRESSURE BY PAPER HURT STATION'S NEWS SERVICE 

The investigation of the policy of granting newspapers 
licenses to operate radio stations, like the old six-day bicycle 
races, still grinds on. It was resumed Thursday and was still 
going strong at this writing Friday. 

Rogan Jones, owner of an independent station KVCS at 
Bellingham, Wash., charged that the daily paper there, the Herald, 
brought such pressure on the press associations that he was left 
with only a skeleton news service for six weeks. 

Mr. Jones,who also has a station in Wenatchee, Wash. , said 
the Associated Press had been furnishing him a news report for that 
station, and a regional executive of Press Association, Inc., the 
radio service of the Associated Press, offered him a radio news 
wire at Bellingham. 
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Later, he said, he was told that the Board of Directors 
of the Associated Press had refused to give him service in Belling¬ 
ham because of opposition by the local member, the Herald. 

The United Press, the witness said, agreed to furnish a 
radio news wire, but when a proposed contract was sent to New York 
for confirmation, a reply came that the organization was not inter¬ 
ested in furnishing the Bellingham station with news. 

He then, he said, reopened negotiations with the Inter¬ 
national News Service, witn a view of resuming its news report, but 
was told that it would cost 50 percent more than the old contract 
called for. 

For six weeks, Mr. Jones said, "we were without any news 
service except a short-wave trans-radio report and our own reporters" 

Eventually, he said, the United Press consented to give 
him a wire and this was installed, but it was costing him almost 
twice the original estimates. He was compelled to pay, he said, 
the same amount for a special radio news wire that the Bellingham 
Heral d pays for a full leased wire report of the United Press. 

xxxxxxxx 

NBC EARNINCS PUT AT $30,041,173 UP TO 1941 

From organization of the National Broadcasting Company 
in 1926 until the end of last year, it earned $30,041,173, of which 
$22,550,000 was paid in dividends to the Radio Corporation of America 
and $2,050,000 was used for radio research work, Col. Manton Da.vis, 
Vice-President and general Counsel of RCA, testified during the 
past week in New York at the continuation of hearings before Special 
Supreme Court Referee Abraham J, Halprin on the fairness of an offer 
of $1,000,000 by the general Electric Company and the Westinghouse 
Electric and lilanufacturing Company in settlement of an accounting 
suit by stockholders of RCA. 

He denied that a cabinet factory in Cainden, N. J. , acquir¬ 
ed by RCA as a result of a marger in 1929 v/ith the Victor Talking 
Machine Company was a "white elephant" to RCA and declared that the 
suggestion for the merger came from Victor and that Victor’s world¬ 
wide contacts were valuable to RCA. 

The witness testified also that the electric companies 
through a subsidiary lent $22,500,000 to RCA to retire Victor’s pre¬ 
ferred stock and $9,500,000 to remodel the Victor plant at Camden, 
N.J., for radio and sound-film purposes. As of Dec. 31, 1928, he 
said, Victor common stock had a book va.lue of $47.69 a share, for 
which stockholders received in exchange $5 cash and RCA stocks with 
a book value of $26.43. 

XXXXXXXX 
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fxn- rEcxea-gg Sunday October 12 

ZENITH INCREASES m POWER TO 50,000 WATTS 

The pioneer frequency modulation radio broadcasting sta¬ 
tion in the Chicago area, W51C, owned and operated by the Zenith 
Radio Corporation inaugurates full time operation with a full 
50,000 watts of power Sunday, October 12th, and brings high fidel¬ 
ity frequency modulation broadcasting to the entire greater Chicago 
area. The new service range of W51C will reach as far north as 
Racine, westerly to Rockford, easterly to South Bend, and as far 
south as Peoria and with its wattage increased from 5,000 to 50,000 
watts will cover an area with an estimated 5,000,000 population. 

In order to provice adequate transmission height for the 
increased power W51C was recently moved to the tower of the Field 
Building, in downtown Chicago, which provides facilities for a mast, 
with an elevation of 650 feet and a 70 mile radius. 

Zenith’s W51C ha.s been on the air for over 18 months and 
will celebrate two years of continuous FIvl programming on February 
8th. Currently, W51C, is on the air every da.y of the week from 
8:30 A.M. until 1:00 A.M. next morning (Chicago Daylight Time. 
Programs consist of "only good music” with special concert and din¬ 
ner and dance music periods. Chicago now has two stations operat¬ 
ing - Station W59C, owned by the Chicago Tribune, having commenced 
FM transmissions on September 21st. 

"Frequency modula.tion offers to the public the third great 
radio broadcasting service”. Commander Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., 
President of Zenith said. "Its high fidelity of reproduction, when 
compared with the present best-known type of broadcasting, can best 
be expressed as the difference between a limited section of the 
piano keyboard as contrasted with the entire 86 notes. Present-day 
broadcasting delivers to the home frequencies up to approximately 
5,000. Frequency modulation can deliver frequencies up to 1^,000 - 
in other words, it gives a range of tone values that fully matches 
the capacility of the average ear to hear. 

"I do not believe that in the near future this latest 
development of Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong’s - frequency modulation - 
will entirely replace standard broadcasting. It will furnish an 
additional and long desired service which will be appreciated most 
by music lovers. Frequency modulation will undoubtedly have great 
value in National Defense, aviation and police service because of 
its ability to over-ride interference entirely apart from its abil¬ 
ity to deliver high fidelity music. " 

The Chicago Police Department now is in the course of 
converting its radio receivers for "PM" reception. 

XXXXXXXX 
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RADIO CENSORSHIP LAID TO NEW DEAL; PROBE ASKED 

Representative Richard M. Simpson (R. , Pa.) has called 
for a congressional inquiry into the "sudden and unexplained cancel¬ 
lation" of a broadcast arranged for Illinois Attorney General George 
F. Barrett, charging the Administration with "radio censorship", a 
United Press report states. 

He said the Barrett broadcast, scheduled before the 
National Association of Attorneys General at Indianapolis September 
30 was cancelled after a conference between U. S. Attorney General 
Francis Biddle and President Earl Warren of the N.A.A. G. 

"This is not an isolated case of New Deal radio censor¬ 
ship", Representative Simpson said, "There have been many other in¬ 
stances recently which suggested growing radio censorship by the 
Administration - a most unwholesome and thoroughly unAraerican 
development. . . 

"If our great broadcasting systems have been so intimidat¬ 
ed by the Federal Communications Commission that a mere nod from 
the Attorney General of the U.S. can cancel a broadcast arranged 
weeks in advance, then we have arrived at Government censorship 
of the radio as complete as that which prevails in the dictator 
countries of Europe." 

Representative Simpson said the National Broadcasting 
Company had granted time for the speech and that fir. Barrett had 
submitted to NBC a week in advance a copy of the speech which was 
"a vigorous attack upon communism and fascism, and appealed for 
restoratiop and revitalization of American constitutional procedures 
in Washington". 

He said Mr. Barrett eventually resigned from N. A. A. G. and 
delivered his speech over a local Indianapolis radio station, "but 
he had been muzzled and gagged on the nation-wide chain". 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

CONGRESSfiAN IS PRESIDENT OF NEW STATION 

The Allegheny Broadcasting Corp., listing Representative 
Randolph, (D,, W. Va. ) as President, iias applied to the Federal 
Communications Commission for authority to construct a new radio 
station at Elkins, W. Va. The station would operate on 1,240 kilo¬ 
cycles, 250 watts, unlimited time. 

Mr. Randolph holds one share in the corporation, the 
application said. Other officers and their holdings; D. L. Maxwell, 
Elkins, Vice-President; H. C. Clark, Wheeling, Secretary; James L. 
Wilverding, Elkins, Treasurer and Business Manager; C. S. Hoffman, 
Wheeling. 

xxxxxxxx 
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::I TRADE NOTES 

"Berlin Diary", William L. Shirer*s best-selling book 
about the years he spent covering Central Europe for CBS, is to run 
in daily chapters in sixty-two newspapers in the United States and 
Canada, distributed by the United Feature Syndicate. 

KFAR, The Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co., Fairbanks, 
Alaska, has applied for special service authorization to rebroadcast 
certain commercial radio prograns now released on U. S. short-wave 
international broadcast stations from, date of grant to expiration 
date of present license. 

"Wise Men Look Twice" at the market inside and outside 
Boston and at WEEI, the CBS station asserts in a booklet which 
describes WEEI^s setting, its coverage area, and finally, its lead 
in audience according to surveys of Boston's network stations. 

0. 0. Eottorff has been appointed president, and D, L. 
Cornetet Vice President of the NBC Civic Concert Service, Inc. , (a 
wholly owned subsidiary of NBC) which sponsors Civic Music Associa¬ 
tions in several hundred cities throughout the country. Through 
the office of Civic Concert Service, artists such as Flagstad, 
Rachmaninoff, Kreisler, Swarthout, John Charles Thomas, Melchior, 
and all of the major symphonies including such conductors as 
Koussevitzky, Rodzinski, Ormandy, Goossens, Golschman, Metropoulos, 
have appeared. Marks Levine has been appointed Ji/Ianaging Director 
of NBC's Concert Division. 

James C. Petrillo, National President of the Musicians 
Union, cut off seven remote sustaining bands on WABC in New York 
last Thursday because of a disagreement between the Pittsburgh 
local of the Union and Station WJAS, CBS outlet in that city. 

Zworykin, RCA television wizard, received the Ru.mford 
Medal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Boston last 
Wednesday for "outstanding contributions to the subject of light". 
In his acceptance address. Dr. Zworykin told of the results achieved 
by the electron microscope in the fields of chemistry, metallurgy, 
and ceramics. 

Pistol teams from all branches of the U. S. Armed Forces 
will compete for the "Alfred J. McCosker National Defense Trophy" 
in Event No. 3 at the 4th Annual All-Eastern States Championship 
Pistol and Revolver Matches at Port Washington, Long Island, 
October 25 and 26. 

Marine radiobeacons in the United States, of which there 
were 141 in 1940, have increased during the year to a total of 146, 
this representing a normal increase, the Coast Guard reports. 
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FCC ACTION 

Applications Received; WAGE, Sentinel Broadcasting Co., 
Syracuse, N. Y., construction permit to increase power from 1 to 5 
kilowatts, changes in directional antenna night and install new 
transmitter (620 kc.); The McKeesport Broadcasting Co., Inc., 
McKeesport, Pa., construction permit for a new broadcast station to 
be operated on 960 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt and daytime hours; WLAV, 
Leonard A, Versluis, Grand Rapids, Mich., construction permit to 
change frequency from 1340 to 930 kilocycles, increase in power 
from 250 watts to 1 kilowatt, install new transmitter, and direc¬ 
tional antenna for night use and move transmitter; WIBC, Indiana 
Broadcasting Corp., Indianapolis, Ind., construction permit to in¬ 
crease power from 1 kilowatt night, 5 kilowatts day to 5 kilowatts 
night, 10 kilowatts day, make changes in directional antenna for 
night use and changes in transmitting equipment (1070 kc.). 

Also, WFBR, The Baltimore Ra.dio Show, Inc., Baltimore,Md. , 
construction permit to make changes in directional antenna (1300 kc.) 
and to increase power from 5 to 10 kilowatts. Install new transmitter 
and make clianges in directional antenna; WHBC, The Ohio Broadcasting 
Co., Canton, Ohio, construction permit to make changes in equipment, 
install directional antenna for night use, change frequency from 
1230 ‘to 1480 kilocycles, power from 250 watts to 1 kilowatt (facil¬ 
ities WGAR, contingent on WGAR going to another frequency); WSBT. 
The South Bend Tribune, South Bend, Ind., construction permit to 
increase power from 500 watts to 1 kilowatt and make changes in 
transmitting equipment and directional antenna (960 kc.); Percy C. 
Klein, Alexandria, Va., construction permit for a new broadcast sta¬ 
tion to be operated on 740 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt da,ytime. 

Also W6XDL, Don Lee Broadcasting System, San Francisco, 
Calif., modification of construction permit for a new television 
broadcast station, requesting extension of commencement and com¬ 
pletion dates to 10-30-41 and 4-30-42, respectively. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Advertisers and agency executives are making a full in¬ 
spection tour this week of WABC’s new transmitter on Columbia Island, 
in the Long Island Sound off New Rochelle, New York, as guests of 
the Columbia key station. Trips have been scheduled for every day 
this week. 

The Journey to New Rochelle is made in a specially charter¬ 
ed coach, and then WABC's guests embark for the island on a power 
launch. Before the launch ties up at the Columbia pier, it circles 
around the island to give the guests a full view of the new trans¬ 
mitter and antenna which go into operation October 18. 

After they land, advertisers and agency men are taken on 
a tour of inspection around the island by J. L. Middlebrooks, CBS 
engineer in charge of construction of the transmitter. He describes 
the transmitter and answers questions about its construction and 
'^se. The visit is completed by an afternoon snack on the Columbia 
Island lawn. 

xxxxxxxx - 12 - 
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October 14, 1941 

MOTHER NEW DEALER GETS FCC VLJM 

Again proving the utter weakness and lack of influence 
of the National Association of Broadcasters and the communications 
industry in such matters, President Roosevelt has appointed another 
career office holder to the Federal Communications Commission as a 
Commissioner. It is Clifford J. Durr, 42 years old, New Deal lawyer, 
who though an Oxford scholar and undoubtedly a promising young 
lawyer, has had absolutely no experience in the communications field. 
Apparently two of the strongest points in favor of Mr, Durr - neither 
of which means a thing to the broadcasters - are that coming from 
Alabama, he has the strong political backing of Senators Bankhead 
and Hill of that State, and that he is a brother-in-law of Supreme 
Court Justice Hugo Black. 

Imagine a labor appointment of commensurate importance 
being made without consulting the A. F. of L. or the C.I.O or both. 
It is doubtful if in its entire history the National Association of 
Broadcasters has had any influence or been a factor in the naming of 
a member of either the old Pfe.dio Commission or the present Communica¬ 
tions Commission. Although the life of the industry has been in the 
bands of government from the very beginning, it has never yet had the 
courage or the strength to assert itself in the case of a White House 
appointment. Apparently anything the President desires to wish off 
on the broadcasting industry is taken without a murmur. Far from 
resenting this old Spanish custom, or in any way fighting back, there 
bas usually been a foot-race around to the office of the new man by 
NAB and other industry leaders to see who could get there first to 
congratulate him. 

Mr. Durr came to Washington eight years ago as a member of 
tbe ]e gal staff of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation of which 
be is now Assistant General Counsel. He is also General Counsel of 
the Defense Plant Corporation, an RFC subsidiary. 

A biographical sketch of Mr. Durr in ’’Who's Who in America", 
reads: 

Durr, Clifford Judkins, lawyer; b. Montgomery, Ala., March 2, 
1899; s. John Wesley and Lucy (Judkins) D; A. B., U. of Ala., 1919; 
B.A. in jurisprudence, Oxford Univ. (Queen's Coll.), England, 1922; 
ni. Virginia Heard Foster, Apr, 5, 1926; children - Ann Patterson, 
Clifford Judkins (deceased), Lucy Judkins, Virginia Foster. Admitted 
Ala. bar 1923, Wis. bar, 1924; asso. with firm Rushton, Crenshaw & 
Rushton, Montgomery, Ala., 1922-23, Fawsett, Smart & Shea, Milwaukee, 
Wis., 1923-24; mem. firm Martin, Thompson, Turner & McWhorter, Bir¬ 
mingham, Ala., 1925-33; legal div., R. F,C., Washington, D. C. since 
1933, asst. gen. counsel since 1936; dir. Commodity Credit Corpn. , 
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1937-39, Served in 4th O.T.C., Camp Pike, Ark., Oct.-Dec. 1918; 
Mem. Phi Beta Kanpa, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Democrat; Presbyn. Club; 
Redstone (Birmingham, Ala.). Homer Seminary Hill, Alexandria, Va. 

Mr. Durr, if confirmed by the Senate will succeed Freder¬ 
ick I. Thompson, also of Alabama, whose term expired last June. 

XXXXXXXXX 

SAYS RADIO HAS WARTS; FLY OPERATINO FOR CANCER 

Discussing the drastic supplemental FCC report on chain 
broadcasting, an official commented, "The trouble is that maybe the 
industry is suffering from warts, but Fly wants to operate on it 
for cancer. The industry has made errors which it is undoubtedly 
ready to correct but for such things you can't put it on the operat¬ 
ing table. It may die. " 

The minority report of Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and 
Norman 3. Case, which contains plenty of paprika, follows, in part: 

"We remain convinced that the majority of the Commission 
exceeds the power delegated to the Commission in the Communications 
Act. We are convinced that the aggregate effect of the proposed rules 
will not result in a broadcasting system more in the public interest 
than that of today. We fear that the nation's radio service may be 
seriously impaired at a time when efficient service is most needed. 
Furthermore, we believe that the effect of the rules is certain to 
result in deterioration of the present excellent public service 
programs now rendered to the nation by the radio industry. 

"The effect of the regulations will be to change radically 
the business structure of the broadcast industry. The present is no 
time to force revolutionary reforms upon an industry which has served 
the public interest of the na.tion, particularly when such reforms 
bear no relation whatsoever to the national defense effort. The radio 
industry has cooperated wholeheartedly with the Government in this 
national emergency. The cumulative effect of the present basic 
national economic readjustments upon the radio industry cannot be 
detennined with accuracy at this time. Therefore, it appears to us 
that to add to the instability of the radio industry by enforcing 
new Government regulations, which in themselves superimpose funda¬ 
mental economic readjustments, is unwise. There is no evidence in 
this record which Justifies such a sweeping change. Any improve¬ 
ments which may seem desirable in the operation of the existing 
broadcast structure can be obtained in an evolutionary manner by far 
less harsh measures than those proposed by the majority in the 
instant case. 

We do not condone unreasonable restraints upon competition 
within the broadcasting industry of this country and, therefore, 
advocate that if any abuses of this nature exist they should be cor¬ 
rected forthwith either by voluntary action within the industry or 
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else by procedures undertaken by agencies of the Government having 
legal Jurisdiction in the premises. Likewise, we subscribe to the 
doctrine of reasonable diversification in the control of the radio 
broadcasting channels. It is for this latter reason that we believe 
the ultimate separation of one of the two networks now operated by 
the National Broadcasting Company will be an improvement of benefit 
to the public. 

''In this respect, however, we believe that the Government 
should not force private enterorise to dispose of its property on an 
unsound business basis when such enterprise has rendered good service 
to the public, and particularly when, as in this case, the Government 
itself has previously given its tacit approval and encouragement to 
the enterprise. Consequently, we welcome the fact that the majority 
has suspended the effective date of its original regulation to force 
the sale of one of the networks now operated by the National Broad¬ 
casting Company. 

"Our present objection is centered on the modified regula¬ 
tion which permits options to be taken by a network on an affiliated 
station's time. In reality, however, an affiliate must be free to 
option identical time to all networks regardless of affiliation. 
Under such conditions it should be obvious that absurd complexities 
may easily arise in the ordinary conduct of business. It is true 
that another regulation permits a station to contract with a network 
for first call on a network's program offerings. If it be reasonable 
for an affiliate to contract for first call on a network’s programs, 
it is obviously reasonable for the network to obtain first call on 
the affiliate station’s time. However, the latter is specifically 
prohibited by the regulation. W© believe that stations should be 
permitted to utilize the same option principles as is done in 
ordinary business. 

"The time has come to create stability in the radio 
industry ra.ther than instability. We believe that service to the 
public would be enhanced by extending the broadcast station license 
period to the legal limit of three years. Network companies should 
be permitted to contract for regular affiliates with which they can 
engage in business in accord with sound business principles. In 
this connection we believe that an improvement in the existing situa¬ 
tion can be obtained if network affiliates are free at all times 
to exercise final Judgment as to whether or not any program offered 
to them by the network will serve public interest in the community 
served by the station. We also believe that the affiliates should 
have equal power with the networks to terminate the affiliates’ 
contract on due notice. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

The Southern Conference on Audio-Visual Education meets 
this year in Atlanta, Georgia, November 13 to 15. Educators and 
technicia.ns will take part in demonstrations and group forums for 
the informal discussion of mutual problems. Already many outstanding 
speakers in the fields of radio and visual education have accepted 
invitations to participate. 

XXXXXXXXXX «4~ 
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LATEST FCC BLITZ STARTS FREE FOR ALL FIGHT 

It has been a long time since the animals have been so 
badly stirred up as they were this week by the terrific blitz ?/aged 
by the Federal Communications Commission upon the major networks in 
the so-called modification of the chain broadcast regulations. 

Tliose that the new rules got an immediate rise out of were 
William 3. Paley, President of the Columbia Broadcasting System; 
Niles Trammell, President of the National Broadcasting Comnany; 
Senator Wallace H. White, of Maine; Congressman Jared Y. Sanders, Jr. , 
of Louisiana; and Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and Norman S. Case. 
All were fighting mad and Mr. Fly, defending the latest rules, 
showed his teeth as never before in his warning to the chains to lay 
off any political high pressure stuff to prevent the rules going 
into effect November 15th. 

Apparently a little cockier and even more sure of himself 
than usual, the Chairman gave the distinct impression that he felt 
certain of his ground, not only in the courts but on upstairs to the 
White House. One might have thought the way he cracked the whip at 
the FCC lashing back at his critics last Monday that he was the 
President himself. It was almost as good a perforaance as at St. 
Louis when he made a meal of Neville Miller. 

The first detonation came v/hen the Commission was hastily 
whipped together for a vote on Saturday - a da.y when orginarily 
there is less work done in Washington than any place on the face of 
the earth. Also a strange day for the Commission never noted for 
working overtime to assemble. 

At the meeting, the FCC voted 5 to 2 to suspend its promul¬ 
gated rule requiring the National Broadcasting System to dispose of 
one of its networks, and modified to some degree other rules which 
the broadcasting industry had objected to strenuously. 

The Commission suspended the rule applicable to NBC for an 
indefinite period, and further decided that if it was to be reinstat¬ 
ed, at least six months’ notice would be given to the company so that 
it could dispose of one network "without there being any form of 
legal compulsion". Provision also was made in the order for exten¬ 
sion of the time for "orderly" disposition of the property. 

The other rules modified are: 

1. Extension of the licensing period from one to two years, 

2. Modification of the rule limiting the duration of net¬ 
work affiliation contracts, extending the time from one to two years. 

5. Where a station options time from networks, such op¬ 
tions may not be exclusive and may not prevent or hinder the station 
from optioning or selling any or all of the time covered by the option 
to other network organizations. 
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There was a quick comeback from Mr. Paley of CBS, that he 
would take the matter to Court, He also hurled at Mr. Fly a rather 
significant expression the latter frequently uses ’’Then we move in”. 
Mr. Paley concluded with: 

”I want to bring home to the public that the Commission 
is stretching its loosely defined authority far beyond any area of 
regulation it has ever attempted to invade before. 

"Thus it is 'moving in' to render broadcasters more and 
Rcre subservient to it. Soon the b2?oadcasters will not be able to 
call their souls their own. Imagine a free press surviving under 
similar encroachment on newspapers and magazines, and you will have 
some idea of what is happening to radio under the cloak of an un¬ 
justified cry of monopoly. ” 

"The new rules", Mr. Fly snapped back, "contain generous 
modifications not even discussed with Mr. Paley. The public ouesht 
to know, moreover, that the Columbia Broadcasting System has always 
refused and continues to refuse to submit to any form of regulations, 
regardless of the public interest reflected therein. The public 
ought to know also that no member of the Commission has ever ques¬ 
tioned the propriety of the company's going to court on any issue con¬ 
cerning the Commission. " 

Mr. Paley, in reply to Mr. Fly’s statement, said: 

"Columbia's reputation is in our own keeping, not in Mr. 
Fly’s, and we do not believe that demagogic charges that we defy 
lawful and proper regulation will fool a public that has known us all 
these years. " 

Niles Trammell, President of the NBC, "moved in" with the 
caustic assertion that the rules were "regulations by men and not by 
laws". He too spoke of going to Court. 

Then Senator White came into the picture calling for a 
Congressional investigation into the matter. 

Senator White said he was not concerned at the moment with 
whether the new amendments to the broadcasting regulations were des¬ 
irable, but he doubted the Commission's power to issue them. 

Early in the Summer the Senate Committee heard testimony 
under a resolution to investigate the FCC and its regulations, but 
the hearings have been in adjournment since, and no action has been 
taken. Senator White said he would ask Chairman Wheeler to recon¬ 
vene the Committee to resume the investigation. The resolution set 
forth that the Commission’s rules were "alleged to constitute an 
attempt upon the part of the Commission to exercise a supervisory 
control of the programs or the business management and of the policy 
to be employed by radio broadcast stations." 
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There was also discussion of bringing up the Sanders bill 
in the House in hopes of putting the brakes on the Commission and 
also that Speaker Rayburn might give Mr. Fly another ’’dressing dovm". 
If indeed there was a previous dressing down by Mr. Rayburn, there 
was no evidence of it in the Chairman's belligerent attitude Monday. 

Asked at his press conference if anybody would go to 
Court besides Columbia, Mr, Fly said he would be surprised if any¬ 
body goes to Court. The Chairman told the correspondents that the 
nets could always come back to the Commission, and "if the operation 
is not successful, the doors are always open to them and he didn't 
see why anyone would want to go to Court." Mr. Fly said that most 
reactions to the report "have been right favorable. There has been 
considerable degree of optimism expressed by a number of responsible 
people in the industry and the Government." 

The Chairman volunteered that he thought the present option 
provision is better for the industry as a whole than anything they 
had discussed. "Relaxation of the rule as to the Red and Blue net¬ 
works was never pressed by any of the groups", he said. "Of course 
NBC has mentioned it but that was really no part of the discussion. 
Extension for license period was not a part of the option time 
during discussion. We have done the best job we can and we are pre¬ 
pared to see these rules work successfully. If they don't work 
successfully, then the networks will always know where to come." 

Someone Inquired if the nets didn't have to wait to see if 
the rules work out before they could come back to the Commission. 
Mr. Fly said: "It is about time the industry takes these rules and 
gives them an actual operation. After all the work that has been 
done and consideration that has been given them, it is about time 
they are settling down and starting on their course. I don't think 
there should be any further extensions of time, for example, on this 
business of readjusting the contract terras." 

Again, the Chairman said he didn't want to say that there 
would not be, providing assurance was given that the extension was for 
purpose of orderly compliance with rules. "If anybody wants to liti- 
gatethe rules, there never has been any objection to that", Mr. Fly 
concluded. "There always will be objection to the main form in which 
the activities of the networks have taken in terras of political pres¬ 
sure. That is one thing that we will have to stamp out in this 
industry. Democratic government cannot be run on any such basis, " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

The University of North Carolina is the first institution 
of higher learning to pro\3de a course for the training of radio 
technicians and engineers for na.tional defense, according to a bul¬ 
letin issued by the National Committee on Education by Ra.dio. To help 
ueet the growing need for radio experts a twelve-week course at the 
University's Engineering School, a class for graduate engineers, and 
off-campus instruction in principal cities of the State have been 
planned. 

XXXXXXXX 
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ROCKEFELLER SELECTS AI\1A.TEUR FOR INTER-MERICAN WORK 

At the request of Nelson A. Rockefeller, Coordinator of 
Inter-American Affairs, the Federal Communications Commission has 
waived restrictions in regard to amateurs communicating with foreign 
countries to permit Earl F. Lucas, of amateur station W2JT, Faner 
Road, Midland Park, N. J., to cooperate with the Inter-American 
Escadrille in the handling of radio communications to and from 
approximately twenty-one amateur stations in Central and South 
America. There was a proviso that none of the messages transmitted 
should relate to any business transactions or be of a character that 
would be handled by commercial communications companies. 

The Inter-American Escadrille, it was explained, was 
organized for the purpose of fostering friendship between peoples 
cf the American Republics by the promotion of travel by airplane. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

AUTOMATIC RADIO TO WARN ON LOS AN&ELES FLOODS 

Within the next few days a 400,OOO-kilocycle transmitter, 
deriving power from a windmill and wholly automatic in operation, 
built on Flint Peak in the San Rafael Hills, between Pasadena and 
Eagle Rock, will go into service for sixteen radio stations in the 
system of the Los Angeles Flood Control District, according to the 
New York Times. 

The installation is the first of its type, so far as is 
known, and will be used to relay and to expedite rainfall and run¬ 
off messages from county dams and reservoirs throughout the country. 
The system also will be used in forest-fire control and in certain 
phases of the National Defense program. 

The new automatic equipment will be controlled at all times 
from the central station by tones actuated by the turning of a dial 
similar to those on ordinary telephones. No operator will be at the 
station on the peak. 

Flint Peak was chosen for the transmitter because it is 
centrally located in the flood-control radio system. 

The station will operate on an ultra-high frequency over a 
radio beam, thereby eliminating all possibility of interference no 
matter how much static or other electrical interference. Batteries 
charged by a two-blade windmill will furnish the electric current 
for the new station. 

XXXXXXXX 
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NEWSPAPER HEARINGS RUN ANOTHER MONTH 

The inquiry into newspaper ownership of radio stations 
was adjourned until next Thursday morning (October 16), Chairman 
Fly said the hearings would probably run another month, two days 
a week. 

In answer to the charge that the United Press refused to 
serve with news, independently owned radio stations because local 
clients objected, Edwin M. Yfilliaras, Vice-President of the United 
Press admitted there were protests from newspapers in a number of 
instances, but he did not concede that this was a controlling factor 
in failure of the press association and radio stations to ”get to¬ 
gether". 

Mr. Williams admitted there were such negotiations with 
the Tampa (Fla. ) Station WBAE, owned by the Tampa Times, and they 
failed and the U.P. later signed a contract with WFLA, owned by the 
Tampa Tribune, a newspaper that already had the U.P. news report. 
Asked if the Tribune had not blocked the contract with the rival 
station, Mr. Williams said: 

”I don*t think they wanted to see another radio station 
owned by their competitor use the same service they were getting. 
And we didnH think it was fair to WBAE to ride in on the promotion 
given our service by the Tribune. 

W. J. McCambrldge, General Manager of Press Association, 
Inc., testified that the Associated Press Board of Directors had 
refused news service to radio station KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., 
because the station previously had pirated A. P. news and because 
of resulting litigation. 

He appeared after Rogan Jones, President of companies 
which operate Station KVOS andStation KPQ,, Wenatchee, Wash., had 
testified that KVOS was unable to obtain news from Press Association 
(a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Associated Press engaged in sup¬ 
plying news to 2radio stations), the United Press or the International 
News Service for a period of six weeks last Spring. 

Mr. McCambridge said the factors which entered into the 
decision to refuse the service to KVOS were the litigation, still 
unsettled, carried on by the Associated Press and the Bellingham 
lig-^ld against KVOS over a period of years at a cost of "thousands 
of dollars", and the belief of the A. P. Board of Directors that 
it is not a healthy situation when a radio station is pirating the 

news report of the Associated Press, " 

Asked why Press Association was willing to supply news to 
KPQ, when it was under the same control as KVOS, Mr, McCambridge 
replied that there had been "no complaint that the management at 
Wenatchee had stolen the news report. ” 

XXXXXXXX 
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FCC ACTION 

Applications Granted: Don Lee Broa.dcastinp; System, Los 
Angeles, Cal., granted extension of special temporary authority to 
operate frequency modulation station commercially on 44500 kilo¬ 
cycles, 1000 watts, special emission for FM, with transmitter locat¬ 
ed on top Mt. Lee, Los Angeles, for a period no later than Jan. 2, 
1942; V76XrZ, Television Productions, Inc. , Los Angeles, Cal. , 
granted modification of construction permit authorizing extension 
of completion date to 4/15/42; WITBT, National Broadcasting Co., 
Inc., New York, N. Y., granted extension of special temporary author¬ 
ity to operate a specially constructed 1 kilowatt peak power, special 
emission laboratory model FM visual transmitter in conjunction with 
the main picture power amplifier of TTIv^BT on Channel No. 1 in order 
to make comparison of FM and A5 emissions and to obtain engineering 
da.ta for the period not later than November 15, 1941; W45B, The 
Yankee Network, Boston, Mass., granted extension of special tempor¬ 
ary authority to operate frequency modula.tion station cora.mercially 
on 44300 kilocycles, 50000 watts power, special emission for fre¬ 
quency modulation, using the transmitter of High Frequency Experi¬ 
mental Station WIXOJ at summit of Asnebumskit Hill, Paxton, Mass., 
for a period beginning October 26, 1941 to not later than December 
24, 1941, without prejudice to the issues to be determined. 

Applications Received; New Jersey Broadcasting Corp.. 
Newark, N. J. , construction permit for a new high frequency broad¬ 
cast station to be operated on 47,900 kilocycles; amended: to change 
coverage to 5,580 square miles, population to 11,194,000 change type 
of trans.mitter, change frequency to 49,100 kilocycles; change trans¬ 
mitter from Jersey City to West Orange, N. J., and studio from New 
York, N. Y. to at or near Newark, N. J.; Philco Radio and Television 
Corp.. Portable-Mobile, construction permit for a new television 
relay broadcast station to be operated on channel 13 and 14, 230,000- 
242,000 kilocycles, power 60 watts. Emission A5 (to be operated with 
Commercial television station WPTZ, Philadelphia, Pa.); Don Lee 
Broadcasting System, KHJ. Los Angeles, Calif., license to cover 
construction permit as modified for changes in equipment, install 
directional antenna for day and night use, increase power and move 
transmitter; also authority to determine operating power by direct 
method; Palo Alto Radio Station, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif., construc¬ 
tion permit for a new international broadcast station to be operated 
on 6140, 9570, 11870, 15210, 17760, 21540 kilocycles, 100 kilowatts, 
Qnission A3; share with WBOS on 6140, 9570, 11870, 15210, 21540; 
unlimited on 17760 kilocycles. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 

Dr. John A. Lapp, labor counsel for the Rural Electrifica¬ 
tion Administretion, has been appointed to arbitrate wage increase 
demands by 260 technicians employed in seven Columbia Broadcasting 
System stations. The workers are members of the Associated Broad¬ 
casting Technicians' Union. (A. F.L.). 

"Parade," syndicated newspaper supplement published by 
Marshall Field, gave a two-page pictorial spread last Sunday to a 
visit of Lillian Kodok, "an average girl" to CBS television studio 
in Nev/ York. 

A decision was handed down by Supreme Court Justice (N.Y.C.) 
Ernest E. L. Hammer in dealing with a claim of unfair competition 
made by Mutual Broadcasting System and Gillette Safety Razor Co., 
Inc., against B^uzak Corporation in connection with the alleged re¬ 
broadcast by defendant over telephone wires of a radio report of the 
World Series, which plaintiffs averred was their exclusive privilege. 
The court upheld the plaintiffs and granted them a temporary injunc¬ 
tion to restrain defendant from interfering with plaintiffs* exclus¬ 
ive rights to broadcast the games. 

The National Broadcasting Company's short-wave service to 
Europe will be augmented by a new high-gain directional beam antenna, 
centering its beam on Paris, beginning October 15. 

"The new antenna", said John W. Elwood. International Divi¬ 
sion Manager, "specially built to serve the British Isles and Central 
Europe, will preduce optimum coverage. It has been especially design¬ 
ed for transmission during the time of day most favorable for 
European reception and frequencies will be adjusted accordingly. " 

Station KQ,W, San Francisco, begiruiing January 1, replace^s 
Station KSFO as the CBS outlet in the San Francisco bay area. KQ,W now 
with 5,000 watts power began experimenting with voice transmission 
as long ago as 1909, and has been in operation as a full-time com¬ 
mercial radio station since 1925. 

The programs on National Defense presented by the National 
Broadcasting Company January through July, 1941, have been listed in 
a booklet entitled "An Informed Nation is one of America's Best 
Defenses ". 

One hundred and twenty-five representatives of Bvlutual net¬ 
work stations gathered at Atlantic City last Friday to discuss plans 

fbr the handling of Coca Cola programs beginning Nov. 3rd, the largest 
account ever placed on the Mutual network for a single advertising 
product. The two-day convention heard talks by Price Gilbert, Jr., 
Vice-President in cha,rge of advertising for the Coca Cola Company; 
Jemes A. Farley, Chairman of the Board of the Coca Cola Export Corp¬ 
oration; Alfred J. McCosker, Cha.irraan of the Boa.rd of Mutual Broad¬ 
casting System, and Fred Weber, General Manager of Mutual 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RCA LAB FINDS DEFENSE REPLACELffiNT MTERIALS 

As a result of the search necessitated by National Defense 
for alternate materials in radio sets, RCA Laboratories has developed 
more than forty replacement materials. One item alone has saved 
148,000 pounds of aluminum in the plants of the RCA Manufacturing Co. 

Twenty of the newly developed materials are being used in 
RCA’s radio production, as the result of its broad, long-term pro¬ 
gram conservation, A dozen more alternates have been approved and 
scheduled for early use; many others are available for production 
as necessity arises, while the process of development continues pro¬ 
mising additional alternates. 

Early in the national preparedness program, when it appear¬ 
ed there would be a scarcity of materials, RCA Laboratories made a 
survey of the entire radio field. Ra.dio equipment v^as dismantled 
and each component part studied with a view to replacing it with a 
more available alternate, when such replacement became necessary. 

Aluminum was one of the first items, essential to the radio 
industry, affected by priorities control. d. W. Blessing, head of 
the Manufacturing Development Division, RCA I>ianufacturing Company, 
Camden, N. J., assigned his staff to solve the problem. In every 
RCA Victor radio set, an aluminum can was employed to protect inter¬ 
mediate transformer coils. Four millions of these cans had been 
used in 1940; therefore, if they could be replaced by using an alter¬ 
nate, a tremendous saving in aluminum would result. 

Mr, Blessing and his associates suggested that a fabricat¬ 
ed carboard tube, coated with a moisture-resisting substance and a 
sheet of copper foil, be used instead of the aluminum can. This was 
done with marked success. The aluminum saved has amounted to seventy- 
four tons. Another important saving of aluminum by RCA was effected 
by using a plastic in the record changer control segment of radio- 
phonographs. 

Plastics are under consideration to replace the metal hous¬ 
ing that protects loudspeaker cones in radio receivers. They can 
^0 be used in making dial faces and a number of other parts in both 
radio and phonograph equipment. Their possible field of application 
is extremely wide. But even plastics are likely to meet curtailment, 
because defense needs have created a shortage in the supply of 
formaldehyde, required to manufacture the synthetic resin used as a 
base in some plastics. Only recently, the Office of Price Admini¬ 
stration warned of a new classification prohibiting manufacture of 
phonograohs, escutcheon plates and switch plates with phenolic 
materials. Thereupon, the job of finding an alternate for an altei?- 
nate was started. The answer was a felted substance made from 
shredded wood, cardboard paper scraps, and sulphite pulp. 

Nickel, another metal almost non-existent for civilian use 
as the result of priorities, created an additional problem in the 
making of phonograoh records. A new secret method already is in use. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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U.S. RADIO CONTROLLER? IF SO, CAN YOU GUESS WHO? 

Will the fact that so many are trying to get their fingers 
into the radio pie lead to the appointment of a Federal radio con¬ 
troller of defense programs? If so, who will the new radio dictator 
be ? 

The latest official to inject himself into the picture and 
a man who is evidently itching to get control of radio, is Mayor 
Fiorello LaGuardia, Director of the Office of Civilian Defense. The 
Mayor was really first heard from sometime ago when he appeared on 
an international broadcast with D8.vid Sarnoff in a demonstration 
of the new automatic radio alert signal for sounding air raid and 
other alarms, which device he predicted would perform a great service 
in warning citizens in wartime. 

Mr. LaGuardia has apparently thought up even a better idea 
to get himself aboard with his new Government agency called the 
Office of Facts and Figures, "a small organization working within 
the Government in order not only to get more facts to the public but 
to correlate the unwieldy mass of disconnected and sometimes con¬ 
tradictory information which is now put out by various Government 
press departments.” Whatever all that may mean, Mayor LaGuardia 
appointed W. B. Lewis, Vice-President of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System to head the Office of Facts' Radio Division. There was prompt 
denial of the report that LaGuardia proposed to take over coordinating 
and clearing all Government radio programs. It was generally believ¬ 
ed that the astute New York City politician was up to something, 
but what ? 

Leaving out the established Government departments such 
as the Agricultural and Interior Departments, numerous other individ¬ 
uals and organizations were in the national radio picture long before 
Mr, LaGuardia. First and foremost of these was J. L. Fly, Chairman 
of the Federal Communications Commission, who is also head of the 
Defense Communications Board. This board is composed of Army, Navy, 
Coast Guard and other officials likewise committees representing the 
broadcasting companies, the radio communications companies, and so on. 
Also under Mr. Fly are the newly established short-wave listening 
posts now recording close to a million words of German broadcasts 
and propaganda a day. In fact its ears are tuning in on all parts 
of the world. 

Then comes Col. William J. Donovan, Coordinator of Informa¬ 
tion, who is in charge of our radio counterpropaganda in European 
areas. Colonel Donovan is described to be waging by radio and other 
means a psychological war designed to check the Axis drives. It was 
reported that Donovan would virtually take over the U. S. short¬ 
wave stations and that he might even merge the NBC and CBS stations 
though allow them to operate with the same personnel. 
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Dominating the Latin-American efforts as is well known, 
is Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Mr. 
Rockefeller has elaborate plans, including securing a half a million 
dollars as a starter as a subsidy to our U. S. short-wave stations 
which being operated by private companies are now run at a loss. 
Mr. Rockefeller has associated with him such men as M. H. Aylesworth, 
former President of the National Broadcasting Company, Don Francisco, 
President of Lord and Thomas, and John H. Payne, formerly of the 
U. S. Commerce Department. 

Not much has been heard about Lowell Mellett lately. At 
first he seemed to be generally agreed upon as the man who was to 
coordinate the defense programs and handle propaganda and censor¬ 
ship, if any, but his denials hp.ve been so vigorous and convincing 
that he is no longer so conspicuously in the limelight. It is safe 
to say, however, that he is still the President’s right hand public¬ 
ity advisor, whether it is radio or the press. 

Too many cooks spoil the b roth and there appear to be far 
too many people squabbling over who shall have the radio. As it 
looks now, this seems to be the status of the various individuals - 
Chairman Fly and the Defense Communications Board will have the 
allocating, policing of the frequencies, and general supervision of 
the broadcasting stations; DCB will furnish the means of transmis¬ 
sion. Col. Bill Donovan will continue to have the European propa¬ 
ganda under his direction. I'layor LaGuardia will have an Important 
voice in domestic defense broadca.sts, aided no doubt by his new 
radio-wise assistant Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. Nelson Rockefeller 
will have Latin-America. 

Will there be a single head eventually - a radio controller? 
Possibly there may have to be. Ivlaybe there is one already without 
portfolio. 

Who, you ask? 

There is only one person. No matter who the individuals 
are charged with the task, the head of the ra.dio works will not be 
Mayor LaGuardia, not James L. Fly, not Colonel Donovan, not Nelson 
Rockefeller, and not Lowell Mellett - but none other than President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt himself. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

School Recording Technique, a companion volume to the pam¬ 
phlet, Sound Recording Equipment for Schools, has just been released 
by the Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning, 41 East 42nd Street, 
New York City. Written in non-technlcal language, this report is 
designed to aid the teacher who lacks technical training to master 
recording equipment. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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NEW INTERNATIONAL STATION FOR FAR EAST 

A new international broadcast station to serve the Far East 
has been initiated through the cooperation of various broadcasters, 
the Defense Communications Board, the Coordinator of Information, 
and the Federal Communications Commission. 

The latter has authorized The Associated Broadcasters, Inc. , 
licensee of standa.rd broadcast station KSFO, at San Francisco, to 
construct an international station there to broadcast to the Orient 
and Australia. For 16 to 20 hours a day news and entertainment will 
be sent in English, French, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, 
and, possibly, Chinese, Thai, Russian and Korean. Frequencies of 
6060, 9570, 11870, 15350, 17760 and 21610 kilocycles will be used. 
In some instances this will mean sharing time with other domestic 
international broadcast stations, such as Columbia’s WCBX and WCRC, 
New York; Westinghouse station WBOS at Hull, NIass. , and World Wide 
Broadcasting Corporation stations WRUL and WRUW, Scituate, Rfess. 

Though about a dozen international broadcast stations now 
operate in the United States, only one - KGEI, licensed to General 
Electric - is on the West Coast (near Belmont, Calif.). The other 
stations, being located in the eastern part of the country, cannot 
serve the Orient. Distance is too great and the path through the 
North Polar regions plays hob with transmission. Yet the desirabil¬ 
ity of broadcasting across the Pacific is self-evident in the li^t 
of international conditions. The Defense Communications Board urged 
additional facilities, and the Coordinator of Information has arrang¬ 
ed for delivery of a 100-kilowatt transmitter from the General 
Electric Company to speed this new service. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

MODIFICATION OF DUAL OWNERSHIP RULE SEEN 

It was said on good authority that there would be an easing 
Up on the hard and fast rule recently proposed by the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission prohibiting the ownership of more than one 
broadcasting station serving the same area. 

”I feel sure there will be somd modification of the dual 
ownership regulation”, an FCC official said. ”It will not be so 
drastic but the spirit of having to get rid of more than one station 
will be there.” 

This led to the impression that the case of each locality 
Will be heard on its particular merit and that the sweeping order 
that all such stations should be tried on a single blanket charge 
would be amended to that effect. 
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The FCC has this matter under consideration following a 
hearing last week at which the representatives of a number of 
multiple ownership stations appeared, including the Wasmer Stations 
KHQ and KdA in Portland, Oregon; the Ralph Atlass stations in Chicago, 
yfJJD and WIND; the NBC stations in New York, Chicago and Washington, 
WlUi and WDEL, Wilmington; KOMO and KJR, Seattle; KFI and KECA, Earle 
C. Anthony in Los Angeles; and the Crosley stations WLW and W3AI in 
Cincinnati. The Commission expects to reach a decision on this at 
an early date. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

DURR APPOINTllENT UNDERSTOOD TO BE PURELY POLITICAL 

There seems to be every reason to believe that the appoint¬ 
ment of Clifford J. Durr, New Dealer and brother-in-law of Associate 
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black, of Kuklux Klan fame was purely 
political. According to an uusually reliable source, when the term 
of Commissioner Frederick I. Thompson, publisher of Mobile, Ala., 
expired last June, Senators John H. Bankhead and Lister Hill got 
the inside track with an assurai ce from President Roosevelt that 
when he filled the vacancy, he would appoint another Alabamian, 
Apparently that was all they wanted to know. 

Just who proposed the name of Mr. Durr doesn't seem to be 
clear but one of his endorsers was Jesse Jones, Secretary of Commerce 
who knew Durr as Assistant General Counsel of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation. Apparently Senator Bankhead was more active 
in the matter than Lister Hill. It was said that Durr was not on 
Mr. Fly's preferred list but that when Fly heard of Durr’s strong 
backing and that the President was considering him favorably, the 
FCC Chairman is reported to have nimbly hopped on the bandwagon. 

Because of this friendship between Fly and Durr, it was 
said that the latter would very likely be found voting with the 
majority on the Commission, namely Fly, Walker, Wakefield and Payne, 
rather than with the usual minority Craven and Case. In other words, 
that the addition of Durr probably meant another vote for Fly. 

Mr. Durr has been appointed for 7 years - his term ending 
in 1948 - and his salary is $10,000 a year. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Short wave radio, by bringing the different parts of the 
world closer together, offers the greatest means yet known to man to 
bring our people closer together, to break up the habits that bring 
on war and create a better understanding between the various races 
of the world, Arthur J. Green, of Inte=rnational Shortwave Radio at 
East Liverpool, Ohio, writes. "Nothing before was ever so potent as a 
war-preventing, peace-building hobby.. By getting a better idea of how 
the others in this world of ours get along, we become more tolerant 
of their faults, more understanding to their habits. And by becoming 
more tolerant and more under t-nding '-e became better friends. ” 

XXXXXXXXXX -5- 
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SARNOFF AFTER F.D.R. LUNCHEON CONFIRlt^S COURT ACTION 

In so many words telling James L. Fly, Chairman of the 
Federal Communications Commission where to get off, David Sarnoff, 
after luncheon last Wednesday with President Roosevelt, told the 
newspaper men as he was leaving the White House, ”We are going to 
Court”. This followed closely a similar announcement hy William S. 
Paley, President of the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

Both declarations were made in the face of an assertion by 
Chairman Fly that the networks would not go to Court. Mr. Fly warn¬ 
ed the networks further against any political pressure being brought 
to bear. Mr. Paley countered by saying that the FCC Chairman tried 
to prevent these new rules from being tested in the courts and 
offered to bargain with the companies in order to prevent court 
action. 

'•chairman Fly was willing”, says Mr. Paley, "to make 
greater concessions than those unsubstantial ones just announced, 
provided the major networks would agree not to contest in the courts 
the jurisdiction of the Commission. Columbia, however, believed it 
owed a duty to itself and to the public to have its day in court, 
since it is sincerely convinced that if the Commission can exercise 
the powers it now seeks ,to exert, its grip on broadcasting will be 
so throttling that freedom of the air will be^ a thing of the past, 
Just at a time when the minds and hearts of most Americans are so 
set on preserving essential liberties at home as well as abroad.” 

And so it was apparently more than a coincidence that Mr. 
Sarnoff, an old friend of the President should turn up for luncheon 
at the White House. According to one source of information, Mr. 
Sarnoff was with Mr. Roosevelt an hour and thirty-five minutes "an 
hour discussing national defense and twenty- five minutes discussing 
the work of the committee to prevent discrimination aga.inst the negro 
in government employment, of which committee the RCA head is a member. 
And having given all this time to national defense, Mr. Sarnoff devot¬ 
ed the last ten minutes to a vigorous discussion of self defense. ” 

If that is true, the assumption is that Mr. Sarnoff gave 
Mr. Fly and the new network regulations ”the works” and flatly told 
the President he proposed going to court. 

"If Mr. Fly tried to settle the broadca.sting controversy 
amicably within legal bounds - and there ha.ve been efforts to compro¬ 
mise it - there would be no objection from any quarter”, David 
Lawrence, syndicate writer, ha.d previously commented. "But when 
action of a Fbderal agency is based on a doctrine plainly in contr- 
diction of a. Supreme Court decision, it is not suprising that efforts 
should be ma,de by such a Commission to prevent court tests. 

"The Supreme Court has said that the Federal Communications 
Commission does not have the right to regulate the business of broad” 
Casting. It has said that the Commission can issue licenses for wave 
lengths based on 'public interest and necessity". But at no time has 
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the high court interpreted the phrase ’public interest, convenience 
or necessity' to mean the right to censor or pass judgment on pro¬ 
gram quality. 

Tilany otherwise sensible liberals have taken the reaction¬ 
ary position that because wavelengths are dispensed by the Crovemment 
the right to issue licenses carries with it plenary power over the 
business of broadcasting and program content. But the Federal courts 
have held tha.t the issuance of governmental privileges, as, for 
instance, in the matter of second-class mailing, does not give the 
Government control over the publishing business or the matter mailed 
unless obscene or immoral or fraudulent.” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

WOULD HELP STATIONS WITH DEFENSE BUILDINO NEEDS 

Chairman James Lawrence Fly revealed that the FCC had been 
giving considerable thought in connection with broadcasting station 
construction and enlargement with respect to the recent building 
stop order by Donald Nelson, Executive Director of 3PAB and that they 
were closely in touch with Mr. Nelson’s office, 

’’No day passes that we don’t discuss it”, Mr. Fly said. 
"Of course we have a difficult problem there in trying to find some 
way in which these projects can move forward without any Impediment 
with national defense operations. It isn't so easy. All of us want 
to do the best job we can but that doesn't mean that everybody will 
get all the materials he wants. Take, for example, a new station 
where there are already existing stations with adequate service, 
we are almost bound to have what for the present time is a definite 
impediment. ” 

The Chairman said he knew that the whole defense organiza¬ 
tion will take as liberal an attitude as they can. Asked if the 
Chairman considered new stations necessarily essential to national 
defense, Mr. Fly said that was too broad a question. The questioner 
wanted to know what about applications for new stations, would the 
Commission consider or hear them. Mr. Fly said the Commission has 
not yet formed any plan to delay applications or delay grants but he 
shouldn't be surprised if they would not have to get around to that, 
pother inquirer wanted to know if the rule of the thumb would apply. 
Chairman Fly said, for example, take a station that would render 
service in an area where there is no primary service today, he thought 
that would be a very convincing case. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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V..P LAUDS RADIO FOR LINKING- TWO AIIERICAS 

At probably the finest concert ever presented at the Pan 
American Union in Washington, Vice-President Wallace last night 
iThursday) declared that the "phenomenal progress which we have wit¬ 
nessed in our inter-American relations during the last decade is 
due not only to the efforts of the governments themselves but also 
to an awakened public interest in inter-American affairs; and in this 
the radio companies have played a most important part." 

The Vice-President spoke at impressive ceremonies at which 
a scroll signed by the Ambassadors and Ministers of the 80 Latin- 
American countries was presented to Niles Tra-mmell, President of 
the National Broadcasting Company by Dr. Jjla.nuel de Frey re y 
Santander, Ambassador of Peru and dean of the Diplomatic Corps in 
Washington. 

The ceremony, which comprised the final program in the 
"Good Neighbors* series, included the concert by the NBC Symphony 
Orchestra with Albert Spaldning, celebrated United Sta.tes violinist, 
and Emma Otera, noted Cuban soprano, a.s soloists. The orchestra of 
60 pieces was brought to the Capital by special train. Milton Cross 
was the announcer. J. de Jara Almonte, NBC master of ceremonials 
was likewise present. 

Also broadcast was a poetic synthesis of the works of 
Archibald t/IacLeish, Librarian of Congress, and Walt Whitman. 

Mr. JfecLeish was in the audience. Others who were present 
included British Ambassador Halifax and Viscountess Halifax. Ambas¬ 
sadors and Ministers of 19 other countries. Supreme Court Justice 
and Mrs. Robert K. Jackson, Undersecretary of War and Mrs. Robert P. 
Patterson, Assistant Secretary of State and Mrs. A. A. Berle, Jr. , 
Mrs. Frank Knox, wife of the Se ere tars’" of War, Arch Duke Otto of 
Austria, Hans Kindler, conductor of the National Symphony Orchestra, 
and a number of Senators and Representatives. 

Following the concert Mr. Trammell gave a buffet supper to 
those participating and invited guests at the Mayflower Hotel. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

More than 38,000,000 people in this country today live 
within ample listening distance of at least one - and sometimes even 
six - FLI broadcast stations operating on regular schedules for as 
long as 80 hours dally. The programs they may hear are from 60^ to 
100^ exclusively FM. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PITTSBURGH RADIO MUSICIANS’ ROW AFFECTS CTHSR CITIES 

Every effort is being made to check the spread of a strike 
when James C. Petrillo, AM President, taking action on a disagree¬ 
ment between the union and Station WJAS, CBS’s Pittsburgh affiliate, 
ordered the Columbia Broadcasting System’s New York and Chicago 
musicians on sustaining shows off the air Wednesday. The same order 
was to have gone into effect against NBC Thursday since the musicians 
on KftV its Pittsburgli outlet, waRked out in sympathy but apparently 
was help up. 

The Pittsburgh controversy began when, the union contends, 
Hugh J. Brennen, Manager of KJAS and KQV, refused to employ an 
eleven-man sustaining band for a minimum of forty-four weeks on KJAS. 
The station maintains a ten-man sustaining band. 

The following announcement was read over the CBS network; 

"Columbia is unable to present its Columbia Concert 
Orchestra program scheduled for this time because musicians employed 
by CBS in New York have been called out on strike. 

"Columbia is informed that this strike has been called by 
Mr. James C. Petrillo, President of the American Federation of 
Musicians, because of a dispute between the local of the musicians’ 
union in Pittsburgh and the Pittsburgh station which carries Columbia 
programs. 

"The Pittsburgh station is neither owned nor operated by 
Columbia and Columbia has no control over the terms or conditions 
under which that station employs musicians. 

"There is no dispute about the number of musicians employed 
by Columbia or about their wages or working conditions. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

RADIO IN FIRE EMERGENCY 

la this incident a glimpse into the future when, perhaps 
our present system of receiving telegraph alarms by bells will be as 
outmoded as the use of bell towers is today? Capt. George T. Garling- 
ton of Engine Company No. 66 asks, writing in WNYF ma.gazine of the 
firemen in New York City. 

One afternoon during construction of the new quarters of 
Engine 66, the dispatcher notified the housewatch by telephone that 
part of the house telegraph vsystem was out of order. Investigation 
showed that a steamshovel, excavating for drain pipes, ha.d crushed 
bhe cables of the temporaiy telegraph system causing a short circuit. 
Both the "Service taps Circuit" and the "Primary Circuit" were out of 
service. During the hour and a quarter required for the repairs 
bhe company radio, tuned in at 1630 kilocycles, received all alarms. 

XXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 

Television in New York last Tuesday night presented its 
first weather forecaster - a talking and singing wooly larah, created 
for television - over the National Broadcasting Conipany’s Station 
WNBT, sponsored by Botany Wrinkle Proof Tie. 

The transmitting equipment for the new Station WABC on 
Columbia Island in Long Island Sound was designed and manufactured 
to CBS specifications by the Federal Telegraph unit of International 
Telephone and Radio Manufacturing Corp., manufacturing subsidiary of 
the I. T. & T. The I. T. & T. engineers assisted also in the design 
of the antennae system which is unique. 

The transmitting installation consists of: a 50,000 watt 
main transmitter and a 5,000 watt auxiliary transmitter equipped to 
go into service immediately should anything happen to the main trans¬ 
mitter, the power amplifying and modulating tubes and their power 
supply rectifiers, and the central control desk. 

Broadcast Music, Inc. - Year to July 31: Net profit $2,177, 
equal to 3 cents a share on 73,412 shares against $1,300 or 2 cents, 
on 52,084 shares in period covering Oct. 14, 1939, to July 31, 1940. 
License fees for the year were $2,230,458, including $119,590 royal¬ 
ties and $349,851 sales of sheet music, and compared with $157,929 
license fees for the preceding period. The report for the year ended 
on July 31 last includes BMI Canada, Ltd. Current assets on July 31, 
1941, total $369,974 and current liabilities were $222,876, against 
$230,556 and $34,141, respectively, a year earlier. 

Establisiiment of the Harper & Bros. Honor Award for Out¬ 
standing Radio Writing, based on the selections of Norman S. Weiser, 
Associate Editor of Radio Daily in his new book, “Writers Radio 
Theater of 1940-1941“ has just been announced. Includea in the 
initial awards are: “Plain Mr. President'* and “Red Death” heard on 
the Cavalcad.e of America series, and “I^r. G-insburg” by Arch Oboler on 
the Red Network. Blue network program selected was “Ben Hur” which 
was heard on the “Star-Spangled Theater” series. 

A new re.dio defense invention which enables a radio pilot 
or observer to "listen in” simultaneously on a dozen wavelengths to 
detect the presence of enemy signals or friendly navigation buides, 
was recently described by Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell, Editor of Ra.dio 
Tod^. Heretofore, explained the speaker, it has been necessary for 
a listener to tune in successively one station after the other, to 
set his bearings. But with this new system of “panoramic radio” of 
Dr. Marcel Wallace, a New Jersey inventor, the ra.dio operator can 
Slimpse simultaneously a whole band of wavelengths, and see what is 
going on all along the spectirum. 

-10 - 
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A survey of 98 department stores in cities ranging from 
less than 50,000 popuM^ion to 1,000,000 or more persons shows the 
average department store spends 3.45 per cent of its gross income 
for newspaper advertising and .07 of a percent on radio advertising. 

That is the report of John A. Garber, instructor in adver¬ 
tising in the University of Pittsburgli‘ s research bureau for retail 
training, who has completed a study, "Survey of Broadcast Advertising 
for the Bureau. 

Last Saturday Leo Heatley, former night city editor of the 
New York Post, and now CBS publicity man, outdid himself as a master 
of all trades. Heatley was a one-man publicity department that day, 
with the rest of the writing and clerical staff holidying, when the 
FCC announced its new network regulations. In long phone conferences 
with William S. Paley, President, and other CBS executives, Hea^tley 
was given a statement of CBS reaction. 

The clerical staff was away, and the statement had to be 
mimeographed and sent to newspapers and press associations without 
delay. Resourceful Heatley routed a watchman, had a stationery store¬ 
room opened and got some stencils, cut them, pressed an office boy 
into service and got enougli copies of the statement mimeographed to 
meet his needs, with the result that CES’ comment hit the Sunda.y 
papers along with the FCC announcement. 

xxxxxxxxx 

FCC ACTION 

Applications Granted; The Journal Company (The Milwaukee 
Journal), Milwaukee, Wis., construction permit for new 3T station to 
operate on 331,000 kilocycles (experimenta.lly); power not in excess 
of 50 watts; special emission for PM; to communicate as an 3T broad¬ 
cast station to transmit programs to the transmitter of Fil station 
W55M; W6XHT. Hughes Product Division of Hughes Tool Co. , San Fran¬ 
cisco, Cal., modification of construction permit to extend completion 
date of television broadcast station for a period of 3 months from 
Oct. 15, 1941; also modification of construction of construction 
permit for W6XHH, to extend completion date of television broadca.st 
station for a period of 3 months from Oct. 15, 1941; J. E. Rodman, 
Fresno, Calif. , construction permit for a new station to operate on 
1340 kilocycles; 850 watts; unlimited time (facilities of KARII which 
has outstanding construction permit to use 1430 kilocycles); KVOO, 
modification of Special Service Authorization subject to same condi¬ 
tions contained in original grant, to operate unlimited time with 85 
kilowatts night, 50 kilowatts da.y, using DA at night on 1170 kilo¬ 
cycles (station licensed for 85 kilowatts; Simul. Day, S-WAPI-night; 
construction permit for 50 kilowatts unlimited, DA-N). 

Applications Received; KHJ, Don Lee Broadcasting System, 
Los Angeles, Calif., construction permit to move present licensed 
auxiliary transmitter to site new main transmitter; WCOA, Pensacola 
Broadcasting Co., Pensacola, Fla. , construction permit to change fre¬ 
quency from. 1370 to 1030 kc. , increase power from 500 w. night 1 kw 
hay to 10 kw da.y and night, install new transmitter a.nd directional 
9ni.enna for night use and move transmitter. 

XXXXXXXXXX - 11 - 
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NEW WABC TRANSMITTER TO BE DEDICATED OCT. 18 

The headliners of Columbia network's entertainment roster 
will welcome Station WABC's new 50,0C0-watt transmitter to CBS on 
Saturday, October 18. WABC broadcasts a "local" program from 10:00 
to 10:15 p .M., EST midway in which engineers throw a switch trans¬ 
ferring the program from the WABC transmitter in Wayne, N.J., to the 
new transmitter on man-made 150 feet square Columbia Island. 

Six hundred feet of sea-wall was built around the island 
and the ground level was raised to 18 feet above the low water mark. 
The building was sheathed in copper and then grounded in Long Island 
Sound for the elimination of all outside interference. To assist air¬ 
liners bound to and from LaGuardia Field, the height of the tower 
was kept to 410 feet above sea level. 

The cost is more than $600,000 and the result will be 
stronger, steadier signals throughout the New York metropolitan area 
and along the southern Ne?; England coast. 

A special fleet was organized to ply back and forth between 
the mainland and the island during construction of the island and 
station; launches, scows, tugs, lighters and even rowboats. This 
fleet carried more than 32,000,000 pounds of construction material. 
Steel for the tower alone weighed 300 tons. 

The new transmitter can be entirely cut off from the main¬ 
land for the duration of the longest recorded storm and yet give 
twenty-four hour a day service. Power would flow uninterruptedly, 
programs from WABC studios in New York would be fed in without stop¬ 
ping and the personnel would be well fed and well slept. 

For bringing programs to the transmitter, there are two sub¬ 
sea transmission lines, each containing seven pairs of wires. They, 
too, are armored by layers of steel wire wrapping, and are designed 
to withstand the lavages of the sea. 

If one of them should be cut by a ship's anchor or other 
accident, the other would be used. If both should fail through some 
unforeseen disaster, there is an emergency cable fixed to a drum 
that can be unreeled from a boat and hooked up to the shore terminal. 
If all these should fail, there is still an ultra-high frequency 
transmitting and receiving system linking the island and Columbia’s 
studios in New York. 

Fresh drinking water comes from a well sunk 960 feet 
through solid granite. 

Choice of the location was made because it is in the exact 
center of the Metropolitan, Westchester and Long Island popula.tion 
area and completely surrounded by salt water, making for ideal broad¬ 
casting conditions. 

XXXXXXXX 
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October 21, 1941 

NEWS SERVICE SALE DENIED TO SOUffi STATIONS, FCC TOLD 

Counsel for the Federal Communications Commission in its 
inquiry into newspaper ownership of radio stations continued to cen¬ 
ter their efforts In endeavoring to establish the fact that there 
was discrimination by pre'* associations against non-newspaper owned 
stations where there was a ne^tspaper owned station in that area. An 
official of the FCC remarked that the inquiry was not going "o good 
for the newspapers as it apparently had in the beginning. ”It looks 
to me as if the FCC lawyers were trying desperately to smear the 
papers. ” 

23). 
The hearings will be resumed next Thursday morning (October 

When Joseph V. Connolly, President of King Features, parent 
company of International News, testified, Marcus Cohn, FCC lawyer 
developed the fact that the International News had refused to sell 
its news reports to competing radio stations in cities where it 
serves client newspa.pers unless those papers agreed to it. 

In one instance, Ulr. Cohn alleged when INS signed a con¬ 
tract with the Savannah (Ga.) Morning News to furnish it a news 
report the agreement contained a clause providing the paper with 
"exclusive radio broadcasting rights of International News Service 
in the city", although the paper at that time did not ha.ve a radio 
station. 

Mr. Connolly said this was a policy of his press associa¬ 
tion, beca,use "the newspaper that buys rights to International News 
Service might also want to use them on the air for promotional our- 
poses." 

Mr. Cohn developed that in a number of cities in which 
I.N.S. had newspaper clients, independent radio stations either wer^ 
refused the organization's news service or else obtained it only 
through special arrangements with the papers. 

In the case of the Bloomington (ill.) Pantagraph, corres¬ 
pondence showed, the paper notified I.N. S. that it was cancelling its 
contract for news service because the organization was about to sup¬ 
ply a Bloomington radio station, WJ3C, with a news report. The paper 
also demanded payment of the "asset value" of its contract under 
terms requiring such compensation from a competing paper or radio 
station if it was allowed to use the same service in the sa.rae terri¬ 
tory. 

- 2 - 
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Later it was brought out, International News agreed to 
reduce the weekly rate to the Pantagraph from ^50 to $19 for some¬ 
thing over two months until its contract with the radio station 
could be canceled. 

A supplement to the newspaper’s contract covering this 
arrangement was signed. 

The Pantagraph had written Mr. Connolly February 11, 1937, 
protesting that "^fallowing almost 10 years of pleasant association 
with I.N.S. we suddenly discover that I.N.S. has sold to another 
party the service for which it contracted to give us exclusive 
rights in Bloomington, Ill., and Normal, Ill., and certain adjacent 
territory. " 

Herbert Moore, President of Transradio, told of Trans¬ 
radio’s fight for recognition as a news service. Transradio, he 
same, came into existence to serve radio, and also newspapers where 
they were denied press association facilities. 

Radio reporters were denied admittance to the press gal¬ 
leries of Congress and of the various State Capitals and to other 
sources of news, he recalled. But eventually this situation was 
changed, and Congress, by joint resolution, gave all radio newsmen 
the rights of other news services. 

Eventually, Mr. Moore pointed out, a suit charging conspir¬ 
acy in restraint of trade and monopoly in an interstate commodity - 
news - was brought in the Federal Court for the Southern District 
of New York against various press associations. This was settled, 
he told the Commission, in consideration for payment of $125,000 as 
indemnity and agreement to an "open door" policy thereafter, with 
Transradio accepted into full partnership in the news-gathering 
business. 

Recalled to the stand, Mr. Connolly said that newspapers 
no longer insisted on exclusive contracts and did not object to hav¬ 
ing a radio news report from the same press association sold to a 
local independent radio station. 

Asked by Judge Thomas D. Thatcher, counsel for the News¬ 
paper-Radio Committee, if certain radio stations not connected with 
newspapers did not have exclusive contracts in their localities to 
receive an International News Service report, Mr. Connolly said 
there were four. 

Mr. Connolly said that about one-third of the receipts of 
INS from the sale of news comes from radio stations. W. J. McCam- 
bridge, General Manager of Press .Association, a subsidiary of the 
Associated Press, had previously identified a list of PA radio sub¬ 
scribers, covering 123 stations, Don Lee and MBS, as the list stood 
last June. 
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Edwin Moss Williams, Vice-President of the United Press, 
when on the witness stand earlier, testified that the U.P. began 
selling its news reports to radio stations in 1935. It now derives 
about one-third of its total revenues from radio and two-thirds 
from newspapers, he said. According to his testimony, the U.P. 
serves 530 ra^dio stations. 

XXXXXXXXX 

CBS AUD NBC WALKOUT ENDS 

The musician walkouts ordered by James C. Petrillo, of 
the American Federation of Musicians on National Broadcasting Company 
and Columbia Broadcasting System in New York, and several other 
cities ended last Saturday night as abruptly as it began. 

It was said that negotiations were under way in Pittsburgh 
where the trouble started and it was believed the whole thing would 
be ironed out within the next few days. 

The Pittsburgh disagreement started when the union demanded 
that Station KJAS, Columbia outlet in that city, hire an eleven-man 
sustaining band for fifty weeks instead of ten men for forty-four 
weeks. Musicians of Station KQV, an NBC Blue affiliate, walked out 
in sympathy when the demand was refused. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

CLAIMS ONLY 6.4^ OF LISTENERS CAN TELL STATION 

In a presentation of an intensive seven-day survey of radio 
listenship in the Chicago area, C. E. McKittrick, Manager of the 
eastern advertising office of the Chicago Tribune, told the Advertis¬ 
ing Club of Boston that the investigation disclosed that only 6.4^ 
of the listeners can identify the station, program, product or 
sponsor. 

Mr. McKittrick said that the survey has already resulted 
in an additional advertising volume of $500,000 for his paper and 
has assisted manufacturers to coordinate more efficiently their newS' 
paper and radio newspaper advertising. Ke emphasized that the 
analysis was not intended to criticize radio advertising, as such, 
but to point out its strong and weak spots. Long ago, he said, the 
Tribune recognized radio as a permanent competitor - and, in fact, 
operates a radio station of its own - WON. 

During the week, speciall3'’ selected telephone operators 
called a total of 45,423 phone subscribers to determine how many 
householders were listening to radio, and what they could identify. 

- 4 — 
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The tabulation showed that out of the 38,056 effective 
calls, and taking into consideration all the sponsored shows encom¬ 
passed by the survey, on^ 6.4^ could identify the station, program, 
product or sponsor; 5.51,% identified the program, product or sponsor; 
and 3.38^ could identify product or sponsor. 

XXXXXXXX 

NEW WABC TRANSMITTER GETS OFF TO FINE START 

Mayor LaGuardia was the principal speaker at the dedica¬ 
tion of the new WABC 50,000 k.w. transmitter located on its own 
little man-made island (hereafter to be known as ’’Columbia Isla-nd”) 
in Long Isla,nd Sound last Saturda.y night. If the way the new station 
came through to Washington, D. C. was any criterion. The Columbia 
Broadcasting System has made no mistake in its new location or in 
planting the transmitter on a salt water base. The reception in the 
Capital was splendid. There was an all star program. 

Mayor LaGuardia spoke as follows: 

”We are all living in a world in which a free, untrammeled 
radio plays a most important part. Public opinion is mirrored and 
expressed by radio. Vital news tha.t affects the lives of millions 
of the world’s citizens is flashed to listeners almost at the inst¬ 
ant it happens. The world’s greatest entertainers stand at your 
radio door every day. In times of catastrophe it is radio that leads 
the rescue work. And in our own national defense, radio is playing 
a noteworthy part. 

”1 have been informed by the engineers who designed this 
new WABC that it will be able to continue transmission in the public 
service even if all regular power and communications lines are 
destroyed. This achievement" is, in itself, a great step forward in 
national defense - in the defense of democracy - a democracy which 
gives us free speech and religious and racial freedom - a democracy 
worth defending. ” 

xxxxxxxxx 

CONGRESSMAN CONNERY, FCC FOE, DIES 

A critic of the Federal Communications Commission and of 
the major networks, and large radio companies which he alleged to be 
in monopolistic control, pa,ssed in the death of Representative 
Lawrence J. Connery, of Massachusetts, 46 years old, in Washington 
last Sunday. Mr. Connery carried on the bitter fight which had been 
^aged against radio by his predecessor and brother, the late William 
P. Connery, of Massachusetts. 

. Representative Lawrence Connery was buried in Lynn today 
VTuesday, October 21). 

XXXXXXXX 
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PAUL OALVIN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF R]>.1A 

Paul V. C-alvin, of Chicago, is the new President of the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association. The Association's Board of Dir¬ 
ectors at Ne?/ York recently unanimously chose Mr. G-alvin to succeed 
former President J. S. Knowlson, who resigned to become Deputy 
Director of the 0PM Priorities Division. 

Mr. Galvin has been active in industry affairs for more 
than a decade. For several years he has been Chairman of the R:/iA 
Set Division, and during the last year also the Chairman of its 
important Priorities Committee, He is President of the Galvin Manu¬ 
facturing Corporation of Chicago. 

New RMA Chairmen of the Set Division and Priorities Com¬ 
mittee will be appointed by President (Galvin in the near future. 
Priorities and allocation problems were major subjects before the 
Board of Directors' meeting in New York, and there was a meeting on 
the preceding day of the Priorities Committee. Immediate and also 
future 1942 industry production problems were considered. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

EARLY RETURN OF AS CAP MUSIC TO MAJOR NETWORKS PREDICTED 

That the major networks would sign the new contracts this 
week and that the objections of the Independent Broadcasters had been 
met, was made known in New York last Friday by the American Soceity 
of Composers in the following statement: 

"ASCAP officials Friday cleared the final hurdle in negoti¬ 
ations aimed at bringing the Society's music back on the air over 
the major radio networks. 

"Following an all-da.y session between ASCAP and members of 
the Copyright Committee of the Independent Broadcasters, it was 
announced that a complete agreement had been reached covering all 
differences presented by the Independent Broadcasters. 

"A letter confirming this agreement ?;as mailed to all broad¬ 
casting stations setting forth the details of the agreement and clear¬ 
ing the way for immediate acceptance of the ASCAP terms by all broad¬ 
casters. The letter was signed by Ed Craney, Stanley Hubbard, Hoyt 
Wooten, Gene Pulliam, Hulbert Taft and John Gillen, members of the 
Copyright Committee of the Independent Broadcasters, Inc. , and by 
William J. Scripps, Acting Secretary, John Sheppard III, of Boston, 
and Walter J. Damro, of Milwa.ukee, also attended the conference with 
ASCAP officials. 

"Those who attended the meeting expressed the opinion that 
the new network contracts would be signed early in the week." 

XXXXXXXX 
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0PM LISTS RADIOS NON-ESSENTIAL IN COPPER EDICT 

Radios were listed among the non-essentials in the cur¬ 
tailment of 40 percent in the use of copper for specific civilian 
articles ordered by the Division of Priorities of" the Office of 
Production Management. Also by the order a curbe of 30 percent is 
fixed on civilian items not included in the list and the use of the 
metal in construction is prohibited after November 1, except for 
wiring. 

The order does not apply to Array, Navy, lease-lend and 
Government agency contracts, althou^ even in those fields officials 
are experimenting in the hope of finding substitutes for brass and 
copper. 

Other exceptions allow copper for use in products covered 
by underwriter or other safety regulation in effect on October 1; 
as a conductor of electricity; in chemical plants where corrosive 
action makes other materials impractical; in research laboratories 
if wood, glass or enamel substitutes will not serve; in condenser 
or heating exchange tubes and tube sheets; in steam generating 
plants and oil refineries and in hydro-electric plants. 

The copper order followed closely 0PM clamping a six 
months* ban on the aluminum operations of the Central Pattern & 
Foundry Company of Chicago until next Iferch. 

Donald M. Nelson, Priorities Director, issued an order 
suspending all aluminum work of the Central Pattery and Foundry 
Company until March 31, 1942, except for completion of defense orders 
on its books as of October 1. Mr. Nelson said the firm's aluminum 
business averaged about $1,500,000 a year. 

The order, first such action undertaken by 0PM, charged the 
firm with shipping 41,449 pounds of aluminum in July to six separate 
companies. The shipments were said to have included material for 
juke boxes, slot machines, coin operated machines, cameras and 
vacuum clea.ners. 

Shipments on which the order was based were listed as 
made to the Farnsworth Telephone and Radio Company, Marion, Ind. ; 
0. D. Jennings Company, Chicago; Mills Novelty Company, Chicago; 
Haywood Wakefield Company, G-ardner, Mass. ; Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester, N. Y., and the Flltex Corporation, Jackson, Mich. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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DOCTOR USING F¥ IN OPERATION DRAWS WIDE ATTENTION 

Much comment was occasioned by the use of frequency modula¬ 
tion music last week in an experiment to ease the pains of child¬ 
birth in Chicago last week. News of the unprecedented application 
of FM was carried by the Associated Press and featured in many news¬ 
papers. 

While a radio played frequency-modulated music to her, 
Mrs. Pauline Siegal was delivered of a five-pound son, by Caesarian 
section, in Henrotin Hospital”, a dispatch to the New York Times 
reported. ”Only a local anesthetic was used and the mother, evidently 
free from pain, hummed the airs of Tchaikovsky’s Concerto in B flat 
minor, while the physicians performed the operation. 

”The unusual procedure was adopted under the direction of 
Dr. Edward L.Cornell as an experiment in the use of high fidelity 
music as a partial hypnotic. Frequency-modulation, permitting the 
reproduction of otherwise less audible high notes, is considered 
more insistent than ordinary radio broadcasting. It was intended to 
act as a distraction to tie patient. 

”Tiny plugs inserted in Mrs. Siegal’s ears eliminated the 
sounds of the operating room, permitting her to hear only the 
Tchaikovsky concerto and songs broadcast from Station W51C, of the 
Zenith Radio Corporation. 

”The radio program was relayed to the hospital throu^ a 
portable receiver. The music, with the exception of the concerto, 
which Mrs. Siegal requested, was selected by Dr. Leonard Keeler, 
psychologist and inventor of ’a lie detector', and other electrical 
devices. Dr. Keeler acted as radio technician in the operating room, 
placing the ear-plugs and regulating the volume. 

"As a result of the apparent success of the experiment. 
Dr. Cornell said that further tests of the quality of frequency- 
modulated music would be made and if similar results were obtained 
a phonograph employing high-fidelity recordings probably would be 
installed in the hospital for use during local anaesthesia operations. 

"The operation by Dr. Cornell took fourteen minutes. Ten 
minutes later Mrs. Siegal drank a glass of orange juice and ate a 
breakfast of hot cereal, eggs and toast. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

"Curacaosche Radio Vereeninging" - a band of business men 
in Willemstad, Curacao, Dutch West Indies, and workers and executives 
in the Dutch Shell Oil Refinery - is installing new equipment to con¬ 
vert its little hundred-watter into a three-kilowatt transmitter. 
Priorities on radio equipment, granted by the United States, have 
speeded the construction, the A.P. reports. "With this new station 
we are going after those Nazi propagandists, not only in Europe, but 
in Latin America as well", declared Arnold Kreps, President of the 
organization. 

- 8 - XXXXXXXXXX 
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SARNOFF PAYS TRIBUTE TO GANO DUNN 

Describing him as the first person of importance who 
took any interest at all in what was to become of him personally, 
David Sarnoff gratefully referred to Gano Dunn, head of the J. G. 
White Engineering Corporation, and a Director of the Radio Corpor¬ 
ation, President Roosevelt's latest technical advisor. In 
an article "Engineer No. 1" about Mr. Dunn, in the October 11th 
issue of the Saturday Evening Post, Raymond Moley writes: 

"Dunn's relationship with Sarnoff is more or less 
characteristic. Sarnoff, a young radio operator, had, by 1913, 
become chief inspector of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company 
of America, or, as it came to be known, the American Marconi 
Company. One of his duties was to serve as a contact man for his 
company in connection with the big job of erecting the first trans¬ 
atlantic radio towers, which his company had given to Dunn's engi¬ 
neering firm. Sarnoff, at twenty-two, thus found himself dealing 
with Dunn, a man already at the top of his profession. 'He was 
the Pope of my realm', says Sarnoff. 'He first tau,ght me to see 
the engineer as an organizer. He showed me how important it was 
for the technician to understand the applications and implications 
of what he knew. And, without patronizing me, he gave me advice 
about my career. ' 

"Dunn, in 1913, pulled a young unknown named Edwin H. 
Armstrong out of the figurative hat for Frederick M. Samrais, ‘the 
chief engineer of the American Marconi Company. Dunn told Samrais 
that he'd do well to look into the work Armstrong was doing in one 
of the la.boratories at Columbia University. Armstrong, later the 
inventor of the superheterodyne and frequency modulation, turned 
out to be working on the regenerative circuit, or 'feed-back'. 
His work was to revolutionize the radio industry. 

"Amstrong was sitting in his laboratory when Dunn, tall, 
handsome and clad in the frock coat and high hat of that period, 
asked permission to enter. He had heard, he said, that Arastrong 
had a device capable of amplifying wireless signals so greatly 
that he was receiving signals from Europe with it. Would Armstrong 
show him the device and explain how it worked? Armstrong offered 
to build him a feed-back. 

"'If you don’t mind', Dunn said, 'I'd prefer to build it 
at home myself. Then I can really fix the principle of the thing 
in my mind.' 

"So he and Dunn set about collecting the materials Dunn 
would need to make a feed-back at home. When they came to the 
fiber tubing around which the coils were to be wound, they found 
none of the required length available. Dunn fell to and cut some. 
'And I will never forget the pictur', Armstrong says. 'Dunn, who 
was somebody in the engineering world, I can tell you, sawed away 
at that fiber tubing with his frock-coat tails flying. '" 

xxxxxxxx 9 
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BELAY LEAOUE HEAD NAILED TO CIVILIAN DEFENSE CROUP 

George W. Bailey, President of the American Radio Relay 
League, has been appointed to Defense Coinniuni cat ions Board's 
Committee on liaison matters for civilian defense. Mr. Bailey is 
a member also of DCB Committee on amateur radio, and Committee on 
priorities. 

Mr. Bailey has been in government service for nearly a 
year as Chairman of the Office of Scientific Personnel. In this 
capacity he ha.s located a large number of amateurs to accept com¬ 
missions either in the Navy or in the Army for the newly-formed 
radiolocator units. Himself an active licensed amateur, he has 
operated under the call letters WIKH for nearly twenty years. 

According to K. B. Warner, Managing Secretary of the 
League and expert adviser to the amateur radio committee of DCB, 
the Liaison Committee will make plans for supplementary and emer¬ 
gency communications facilities to keep local units of the Office 
for Civilian Defense in contact regardless of what situation might 
arise. In this connection, Mr. Warner said, amateur radio oper¬ 
ators will be relied on as the last method of communication after 
all other wire and radio circuits have been put out of commission, 
meanwhile furnishing supplementary contacts between centers of 
heavy message traffic. 

Other members of the newly-appointed committee are 
Lieutenant-Colonel William S. Rumbough, Signal Corps, Chairman; 
E. M. Webster, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission; Capt. Donald S. Leonard of the Michigan State 
Police; and Herbert A. Friede, in charge of communications for the 
District of Columbia Fire Department. 

xxxxxxxxx 

VOTE EX-PRESIDENT HOOVER EXPERT RADIO MiAN 

The appearance of former President Herbert Hoover in the 
studios of WOR last Sunday night to speak for the feeding of the 
populations of the small democracies attracted an unusual amount 
of interest on the part of engineers and production men, according 
to a WOR press release, which went on; 

"Even more interested were the engineers and production 
men in Mr. Hoover's broadcasting set-up, which consists of a special 
portable rack that is set on top of a desk - and a lamp. The lamp 
and rack are carried in a little bag by Mr. Hoover's staff. His 
notes for his speech are printed on cards in large type for conveni¬ 
ent reading. And if you don't think Mr. Hoover has mastered an 
individual radio technique, you don't know a kilocycle from a kilo¬ 
watt. He knows just how far he should stand f rom the microphone 
to make his voice effective, and his breathing between phrases 
sound controlled. 

10 - 
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"Only point Mr. Hoover hasn’t mastered, the WOR engi¬ 
neers report, is what to do with his hand - the hand that usually 
jingles coins in his pocket whenever he stands up to speak. Last 
night he removed the coins to his vest pocket, spent the rest of 
the broadcast nervously toying with his coat pocket as he spoke.” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

TRADE NOTES 

Although Secretary Knox said they probably would not be 
needed for some time, it was revealed that Navy censors are now 
being trained in New York City. 

The Senior High School Radio Committee, of Washington, 
D. C. , meeting for the first time this season to consider plans 
for its projected broadcast series, voted to direct the new 
student-participation programs "primarily” to school children and 
during school hours. 

The presentations, sponsored by The Washington Star and 
the Radio Committee with the cooperation of the National Broad¬ 
casting Co., will be the third separate radio series representing 
all grades of the District schools and scheduled to get under way 
early this Fall. 

J. R. Poppele, Chief Engineer for WOR, has been appoint¬ 
ed by Newark Public Affairs Director John A. Brady to serve as 
consultant on a plan to install two-way radio in the four City 
Hospital ambulances of Newark. 

W6XHY, Hughes Tool Co., Hollywood, Cal., has been grant¬ 
ed special temporary authority to operate a composite 5-watt mobile 
talkback transmitter while making field strength measurements in 
connection with construction permits of W6XHT and W6XNH. 

The contents of the Bell Laboratories Record for October 
are: Automatic Circuit for Determining Load Characteristics, D. 
Robertson; Test for Corrosion of Painted Iron, R. B. G-ibney; 
D-C Substitution Method of Measuring Higli-Frequency Attenuation, 
H. B. Noyes; Decentralized Filters for Central-Office Battery 
Supply, L. J, Purgett; "Thru" Selector for Dial Toll Calls, R, J. 
Hopf; Torque on Silicon Iron Crystal in a Magnetic Field.; Cross- 
bar Central B Board, W. B. Strickler. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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McKAY IS NEW NBC PRESS HEAD 

John McKay, public relations and special events director 
for radio station WEIL, Philadelphia, is the new Manager of the 
Press Division of the National Broadcasting Company. Earl Mullin 
will continue as Assistant Manager. 

A graduate of the University of California, Mr. McKay 
was on the staff of the San Francisco Bulletin for ten years, four 
of them as political editor and feature writer. For the last 
eight years he has been engaged in publicity and public relations 
work for various companies and organizations. In addition, Mr. 
McKay is a law school graduate and for seven years has taught con¬ 
tracts and corporation law in in law college. 

xxxxxxxx 

NEW CBS LATIN-AI^ERICAN NET READY BY JAN. 1 

The last knots are being tied in the web that soon is 
to bind by radio the nations of the Western Hemisphere. Constric¬ 
tion has already passed the 85 percent mark on the two 50,000-watt 
transmitters the Columbia Broadcasting System is building for its 
new Latin American network, it is announced by Edmund A. Chester, 
CBS Director of Shortwave Broadcasting and Latin American rela¬ 
tions. 

This means Mr. Chester adds, that the radio chain link¬ 
ing the 20 neighbor republics can be in "full swing at the outset 
of 1942". 

Affiliation contracts have been successfully negotiated 
with 72 stations to date, he announces. It is understood that 
deals with additional stations below the United States border are 
now under way. 

When the project was originally announced last December 
by William S. Paley, CBS President, on his return from an aerial 
survey of Latin America, the new network’s opening was slated for 
this Fhll. 

National defense priorities for military purposes result¬ 
ed in unavoidable delay on delivery of essential equipment for 
the transmitters, however, Mr. Chester explained. 

XXXXXXXX XX 
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HANSON AGAIN ARGUES FCC WITHOUT PRESS PROBE POWER 

Hammering away at his contention that the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission has no power to consider or to adopt a policy by 
which newspapers may be differentiated for the purpose of assignment 
of radio facilities or from disqualification frora engaging in broad¬ 
casting, Elisha Hanson, counsel for James G. Stahlman, publisher of 
the Nashville Banner, in his appeal to the U. S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia, states that therefore the Commission 
has no power to initiate an investigation to consider the adoption 
of such a policy. 

The summary of Mr. Hanson's argument is that: 

"Order No. 79 (The FCC order for the inquiry into news¬ 
paper ownership of radio stations) asserts such power. Its validity 
must be determined solely by its terms and the Order shows on its 
face that it exceeds the express or implied powers conferred upon 
the Commission by Congress under the Act. 

"The discretion of the Commission is limited. In each 
case it is under a duty to pass upon a particular application or 
conflicting applications for the same facilities as measured by 
the statutory standa.rd of 'public interest, convenience or necess¬ 
ity'. 

"The Commission cannot add standards at variance with that 
standard nor can it increase the limitations upon the holding and 
transfer of licenses as they are set forth in Sections 310 and 311 of 
the Act. 

"The broadcasting field is open to everyone, provided there 
be an available frequency without interference to others and the 
applicant can show competency, adequacy of equipment and financial 
ability. 

"Order No. 79 oversteps these limits. It singles out as 
a special class for discriminatory treatment the applications of 
persons associated with newspapers. 

"This would constitute an injurious discrimination in vio¬ 
lation of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. Such a discriminatory policy would also be in conflict with 
the nondiscriminatory policy varitten by Congress into the Act. 

"Under the Sanders decision affiliation with a newspaper 
cannot be made a separate and independent element - an inoperative 
fact - in passing upon applications. The test is not the mere fact 
of Joint control of newspapers and radio stations, or whether there 
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is competition or monopoly, but what will best serve the interest 
of the public. No provision of the Act or rule of law prohibits 
broadcasting by the owner of a newspaper. 

"Order No. 79 is not an assertion of authority to weigh 
joint control of a newspaper and radio station merely as one circum¬ 
stance governing particular applications in relation to the con¬ 
siderations enumerated by the Supreme Court. On the contrary the 
said Order places applicants in the newspaper field in a separate 
category for preference or incapacitation. This is in substitution 
rather than in fulfillment of the policy clearly expressed by Con¬ 
gress. 

"How far Congress could legislate on the matters herein¬ 
above mentioned is not before this Court in this proceeding ground¬ 
ed on Order No. 79. The Commission cannot usurp the legislative 
function of making a choice between a policy of favoring integration 
of newspapers and radio stations and a policy of compelling divorce¬ 
ment of the two forms of enterprise. 

"Since Order No. 79 exceeds the Commission's powers it is 
without warrant of law and the subpoena Issued and served upon 
appellant pursuant thereto is a nullity. 

"The Commission can derive no aid from the broad terms of 
Section 403 because Order No. 79 goes beyond the Act Itself. The 
Sanders and Tri-State Broadcasting Corporation cases remove Order 
No. 79 from the bounds of any matter within the authority of the 
Commission or any question which may arise under the Act and in 
relation to its enforcement. 

"The investigation was not ordered by the Commission for 
the purpose of making recommendations to Congress for additional 
legislation as provided in Section 4(k) of the Act. The face of the 
Order shows that its sole purpose is to conduct an inquiry to lay 
the basis for the adoption of a policy to be issued by and to be 
applied by the Commission for its own quidance. 

"Even if Section 4(k) is deemed to be involved herein the 
Commission can only demand information relevant to a power confer¬ 
red upon it by Congress. The Commission's powers of investigation 
by testimonial compulsion are not as broad as the regulatory powers 
of Congress itself in the field of communications. By falling out¬ 
side the Act Order No. 79 necessarily falls outside Section 4(k). 

"In any event the investigation initiated by Order No. 79 
is a general fact-finding inquiry which exceeds the powers of the 
Commission. 

"The cases of Harriman v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 
211 u.S. 407 (1908) and Federal Trade Commission v. American Tobacco 
Company. 264 U.S. 298 (1924) support the conclusion that no matter 
how broad the terms of the investigatory provisions of the statute 
Jiiay be, an investigation by an administrative agency either on its 
own motion or pursuant to Congressional resolution must be ancillary 
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to a lawful purpose embraced by the powers granted in the statute. 

”In reaching for the power claimed by Order No. 79, the 
Commission, the creature of Congress, seeks to become greater than 
Its creator contemplated. ” _ 

XXXXXXXXXX 

PROPOSED DENIAL OF RADIO BURGLAR ALARI>iI APPLICATIONS 

Applications by the No-Bel Radio Burglar Alarm of San 
Francisco to construct two experimental radio stations at that city 
and Oakland, Calif., to experiment with a radio burglar alarm, have 
brought proposed denial by the Federal Communications Commission. 
The applicant sought to use the frequencies 1658 and 2466, with 
power of 50 watts, for this purpose. 

In its proposed findings, the Commission concludes: 

”1. The applicant has not shov/n itself technically and 
financially qualified to conduct an experimental program which 
could be expected to contribute to the progress of the radio art or 
to accomplish the objectives set forth. 

”2. Since the applications Involve the use of the fre¬ 
quencies assigned to police radio systems located in the proposed 
area of operation, mutual objectionable interference would be►expect¬ 
ed to result at times of simultaneous operation. 

”3. Since the proposed operation could not be conducted 
as outlined without the full assent and cooperation of the police 
departments which would be affected thereby, and there is no indica¬ 
tion that these requisites have been obtained or are obtainable, 
from responsible officials, the Commission is unable to find that 
applicant has made a sufficient showing as to the adequacy of faci¬ 
lities for conducting the proposed program of experimentation. 

”4. Service of the character herein proposed is available 
through existing wire facilities, and there is no showing that the 
proposed radio alarm system will produce any substantial advantage 
over such facilities. 

"5. Public interest, convenience or necessity will not 
be served by the granting of these applications.” 

X X X X X X X X 
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0PM RADIO INDUSTRY COMMITTEE AUTHORIZED 

Establishment of a Radio Industry Defense Advisory Com¬ 
mittee has been authorized by the Office of Production Management 
and the Department of Justice, the Radio Manufacturers' Association 
reports. 

OPM will hold an industry conference in Washington, to 
receive nominations and organize the industry committee, on Thursday, 
October 30. Invitations ha.ve been sent, according to the information 
from OPM to HiilA, to a large selected list of radio companies, repre¬ 
sentative of all radio manufacturing groups, including sets, tubes, 
parts and accessories, transmitting and other radio apparatus. The 
organization of the industry committee on October 30th is being 
arranged by Sidney J. Weinberg, Chief of the OPM Bureau of Clearance 
of Defense Industry Advisory Committees. The government presiding 
officer who has been appointed is Jesse L. Maury, Chief of the 
Electrical Products and Consumers' Durable Goods Branch of the OPM 
Commodity Section who will act as Chairman of the Industry Committee. 

The Radio Industry Committee is the nineteenth established 
by OPM for major industries and is purely advisory. The automobile, 
electrical, rubber, shoe, hosiery, paper and other industry defense 
Advisory Committees already have been organized, all with many sub¬ 
committees, or panels, such as the "Refrigerator Panel" of the 
Electrical Industry. Attendance and participation in the OPM radio 
industry conference on October 30th will be restricted to the radio 
companies sent invitations, and this OPM list has not been announced. 

Production and allocation problems, both for defense and 
civilian purposes, together with conservation, simplification and 
efficient utilization of industry facilities, are among problems 
designated by Attorney General Biddle for consideration of the Radio 
Industry Committee. 

A meeting of the RI^IA Priorities Committee will be held in 
Washington on October 89th, prior to the industry meeting called by 
OPM. The Priorities Committee will be continued for action on immed¬ 
iate industry problems and also liaison with and assistance to the 
OPM industry committee. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Export procedure and applications for export licenses are 
now being handled by the Economic Defense Board, and export license 
applications, other than for munitions, should be submitted to the 
Chief, Office of Export Control, Economic Defense Board, Washington. 
This agency now handles all export matters except those of the Army 
and Navy Munitions Board. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PROGRAM COSTS UP 24^ 

At the start of the broadcast season of 1940-41, Variety 
estimates on progra.m costs (talent, music, arrangements, royalties, 
etc. ) as distinct from time expenditures reveal that Sunda.y night on 
the three coast-to-coast webs, NBC, CBS and Mutual, represents a 
^137,000 "Free show” to the Nation. This total outlay for perform¬ 
ances greatly exceeds that of any other night of the week. 

Inclusive of daytimers the aggregate cost of commercial 
network entertainment has reached a new high of $671,000 a week for 
programs, as such. This figure when compared to the expenditures 
prevailing at the height of the 1940-41 season represents a boast of 
24^. Aside from the increase in the total number of network shows 
the relatively big margin may be attributed to the replacement of 
the inexpensive quiz-audience participation show by considerably 
more expensive variety and dramatic programs. 

The estimated cost of some of the leading network programs 
for 1941-42 (production expenses, inclusive of actors, musicians, 
writers, directors, royalties, prizes, etc.) are; 

Fred Allen, $13,000-14,000; ’’Amos *n‘ Andy”, $7,500; 
Jack Benny, $18,500; Edgar Bergen, $11,000-12,000; Ben Bernie, 
S7,500; ”Bis Town”, $8,500; Major Bowes, $16,000; Burns and Allen, 
$7,500; Bob Burns, $6,000; Eddie Cantor, $11,000; ''Cavalcade of 
America", $5,500; "Spotlight Bands”, $10,000; Ford Concerts, $11,000 
Gillette Boxing Bouts, $175,000; Helen Hayes, $7,500; "Hollywood 
Premiere", $5,000; Bob Hope, $10,500; "Information Please", $8,500; 

Also, "Kraft Music Hall", $11,000-12,000; Kay Kyser, 
$7,000; "Lux Radio Theatre", $8,500-11,000; "Maxwell House Coffee 
Time, $9,500; "Fibber McGee", $7,500; Metropolitan Opera - Lump 
sura of $250,000 paid for season of 16 broadcasts; "Millions for 
Defense" $4,500-5,000; ''Pause That Refreshes", $6,000-7,000; 
A1 Pearce, $8,500; "Prudential Family Hour", $8,500; "Screen Guild 
Theatre",$13,500; Red Skelton, $5,500; "Silver Theatre", $6,000; 
Kate Smith Hour, $10,000; Phil Spitalny, $5,500;"Telephone Hour", 
$7,500-8,000; "Three-Ring Time" 'Milton Berle-Chas. Laughton), 
$7,000; "Time to Smile", $11,000; Rudy Vallee, $9,500-10,000; 
^ed Waring, $12,000; Orson Welles, $8,000; and Walter Winchell, 
$5,000. ^ 

XXXXXXXX 

Ten awards of $15 each have been presented by the 
Columbia Broadcasting System to elementary and secondary school 
teachers Wxio reported interesting and valuable ways in which the 
$School of the Air of the Americas" has been used in classrooms. 
The contest was arranged with the cooperation of the Department 
of Classroom Teachers of the National Education Association. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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RADIO MANUFACTURERS RESCIND FOREIGN COMPETITION ACTION 

A bulletin of the Radio Ifenufacturers’ Association dated 
September 19, 1941, contained a Report on Foreign Competition made 
by an RIvIA special Committee, dated September 17, 1941, with a nota¬ 
tion thereon that the report had been unanimously approved by the 
Radio Manufacturers’ Association's Executive Committee on September 
18, 1941, and a further reference was made to this subject in the 
bulletin of September 25th. 

At a meeting of the Association's Executive Committee, 
held on October 15, 1941, at which all members present voted in 
the affirmative except two present and not voting, a resolution 
was passed rescinding all previous approval action on this report. 
This act of rescission was approved by the Board of Directors of 
the Association at a subsequent meeting on the sajne day, with in¬ 
structions not to carry out the recommendations or proceed with the 
subject matter. 

The Foreign Competition report urged the Government to 
clamp down on "the practice of supplying foreign competitors with 
materials to compete with and destroy the business of bona fide 
American manufacturers". The action was supposed to have been 
directed against the Philips Company of The Netherlands, which, 
having been forced to leave that country, has established itself 
in Latin-America and is having some of its sets built in the United 
States. -sssss***" 

xxxxxxxxxx 

A CORRECTION 

We are indebted to an official of the General Electric 
Company for the following: 

"I feel sure you won't mind a comment on one of the items 
that appeared in your September 23 issue. On page 9 you state that 
Station WRUL 'now^ is the strongest shortwave unit in the Western 
Hemisphere'. This we believe to be contrary to fact. I am told 
tha.t WRUL is now operating at 50,000 watts, while WGEO here in 
Schenectady is operating at 100,000 watts. If you will check the 
F. C. C. records, I believe you will find that WRUL has never been 
licensed to operate at more than 50,000 watts. 

"I am writing this, not to suggest a correction, tut merely 
in the interests of greater accuracy in the future." 

Correct.' 

FCC says "No. WRUL has never been licensed to operate on 
more than 50,000 ^tts. " 

R.D.H. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC REVISED RULES ASSURE FAIR COIi^PETITION, SAYS MBS 

Analyzing the Federal Communications Commission’s recent 
revision of its cliain broadcasting regulations, a second ’’White 
Paper” prepared by the Mutual Broadcasting System contends that 
the Commission’s order as modified October 11, 1941, has for the 
first time inaugurated an era of fair and equal competition so 
that in the future the success of a network will depend not on 
artificial restraints and unreasonable control over station inde¬ 
pendence but on its ability to furnish superior service to its 
affiliate stations, to the public, and to the advertiser. 

Mutual’s Second White ?aper is signed by Fred Weber, 
General Manager, W. E. Macfarlane, President, and Alfred J. McCosker, 
Chairman. 

"Never again will the public awake to find that a success¬ 
ful and popular program which it has been receiving regularly for 
weeks or months has suddenly disappeared from the radio dials in the 
community because another network, exercising arbitrary privileges 
under a contract, has decreed that the affiliate station must carry 
another and later program for which it has arranged”, the "White 
Paper” continues. "No longer will there be contraction of additional 
network service because stations have been forced to cancel programs 
thus causing the termination of permanent lines providing additional 
choice of sustaining and commercial programs to those important com¬ 
munities with less than four stations. 

"Henceforth an advertiser will be free to make his deci¬ 
sion wholly on the merit of the facilities. No longer v;ill it be 
possible for a network to go to the advertiser and state that the 
advertiser’s purchase of another network at the same identical hour 
would result in the withdrawal of his program from the air in many 
important 3-station cities. No more will a network and an advertis¬ 
er, who, for example, have in good faith entered into an arrangement 
for a nightly half-hour program and have secured acceptance of the 
program by the network’s affiliates, be subjected to the indignity 
and the economic loss resulting from having the continuity of the 
program interrupted one, two, or more nights a week or of having 
the program completely forced off the air in important 3-station 
cities, by the action of another network acting under existing 
option-time contracts and, by threats of litigation or loss of net¬ 
work affiliation, compelling the stations in such cities to accept 
another advertiser’s program (secured, perhaps, by rate concessions 
and designed largely, if not entirely, to injure the first network 
and the advertiser who has elected to do business with it). 

"The dire prophecies of some of the industry’s self- 
constituted spokesmen are without basis in fact and will never 
materialize. The Commission’s action will tend to promote and not 
to injure a truly American system of broadcasting. There will be no 
chaos, no disruption of operations, no deterioration in service, no 
inpairraent in cooperation by broadcasters in national defense, no 
paralysis of freedom of the air, and no danger of government 
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operation. There will be every incentive toward improvement in 
service through healthy competition and its encouragement of 
incentive, ingenuity and resourcefulness in accordance with the 
American traditions. ***** 

"No one, including Mutual, would go so far as to assert 
that the revised regulations are without possible defect or that 
further amendments may not prove necessary in the light of practi¬ 
cal experience, although it is doubtful that any major change will 
he required. * * * * 

"If such contingencies should arise. Mutual will 
take steps to bring the need for further amendments to the 
of the Commission." 

again 
attention 

XXXXXXXXX 

SEE NEW IB CRGAI^^IZATIGN AS FURTHER JAB AT NAB 

In one quarter the recent organization of Independent 
Broadcasters, Inc,, at Chicago was regarded as just another evidence 
of dissatisfaction on the part of stations with the National Associa¬ 
tion of Broadcasters. 

"The National Association of Independent Broadcasters 
was organized because certain broadcasters felt that the National 
Association of Broadcasters wasn’t doing the job and because they 
believed that NAB was dominated too mucy by the networks", a broad¬ 
caster commented. "I think you will find that the NIB will be a sort 
of holding, company for Independent Broadcasters, Inc. It is about 
the same crowd that attended the NIB convention, addressed and 
encoura£f,ed by Chairman Fly at Chicago. IB, Inc. , or the "Major 
Markets Group", as they originally called themselves, has been 
organized to represent certain commercial interests of the independ¬ 
ents wiiich a national association couldn’t very well do, such as 
copyright and ASCA? matters, opposition to supe]>-power, labor unions, 
and so on. It is really a trade association. 

"The NIB can only speak in general and on non-controversial 
matters for its members, that is to say, presentations to the FCC 
for the group as a whole, appearances before Congress, and other 
more or less non-commercial matters upon which the entire group is 
in accord. It was the original intention that NAB should develop 
in this manner, but id didn’t do so. " 

Eugene Pulliam of WIRE, Indianapolis, was Cha.iraan and 
organizer of IB, Inc. at Chicago. Organizational and membership 
committee chosen was headed by Walter Damm of WTMJ, Milwaukee, and 
included Henry Slavik, Ronald Woodyard, William O’Neill, Campbell 
Arnoux; Copyrigiit Committee which met with ASCA? leaders in New 
york was comprised of Hoyt Wooten, John Gillin, Stanley Hubbard, 
Ed Cranej'- and Hulbert Taft. On the Super-Power Committee are John 
Shepard, III, John Kennedy, William Scripts, 
Kill. 

XXXXXXXX 
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It was reported that those assembled in Chicago to organ¬ 
ize IB, Inc. represented upwards of 60 stations. There are to be 
12 Directors. Stations allied with networks will have equal voting 
power so that no one network will be able to dominate the organiza¬ 
tion. 

XXXXXXXXX 

ACTION OF THE FEDERAL COMtIUNI CAT IONS CCMvlISSION 

Applications Cranted: Modification of license to increase 
power to 500 watts daytime granted to KVAN. Vancouver Radio Corp., 
Vancouver, Wash.; now operates on 910 kilocycles, 250 watts daytime 
only; WRG-B, General Electric Co. , Schenectady, N. Y. , granted con¬ 
struction permit in accordance with provisions of forfeited perait, 
for television broadcast station with completion date as Dec. 31; 
W8XAL. The Crosley Corp., Mason, Ohio, granted extension of special 
experimental authority to international broadcast station W8XAL 
to operate on 6080 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt night and day; share with 
WLWO using emission AO and Al, for the period November 1, 1941, to 
November 1, 1942; WBYN, Brooklyn, Inc. , Brooklyn, N. Y. , construc¬ 
tion permit in part, to install new transmitter (transmitter formerly 
used by WVFV/), increase power from 500 watts, unlimited, to 500 
watts nifght, 1 kilowatt ^y, unlimited; KFAR, Midnight Sun Broad¬ 
casting Co., Fairbanks, Alaska, granted authority to rebroadcast 
certain sponsored programs from International Station WRCA, on a 
commercial basis for the period ending December 6, 1941. 

Also, W59C, WGN, Inc., Chicago, Ill., granted extension 
of special temporary authority to operate frequency modulation 
station W59C commercially on 45900 kilocycles with power of 3 kilo¬ 
watts, on a temporary basis only for a period begirjiing Oct. 21, 
1941 and ending not later than December 19, 1941, subject to deter¬ 
mination of the issues in the hearing on Commission Order No. 79, 
pending completion of construction; WABA, Agricultural Broadcasting 
Co., Chicago, Ill., granted extension of special temporary authority 
to operate a special laboratory transmitter as a relay broadcast 
station on 39820 kilocycles with power of ^ watt in order to record 
on the ground and to rebroadcast over WLS the human voice and the 
rate of the heart beat, and other scientific data during a free 
fall in the air prior to the opening of a parachute, for the period 
beginning October 24, 1941, to not later than November 22, 1941; 
j^GA, Agricultural Broadcasting Co. , Chicago, Ill., granted exten¬ 
sion of special temporary authority to operate relay station WEGA 
witn crystal controlled 50 watt transmitter aboard Lockheed Lode¬ 
star straosphere plane, for testing purposes and also to relay to 
Station WLS information in connection with parachute jumps to be 
made oy Arthur Starnes between Oct. 21, 1941 and Nov. 19, 1941 only. 

Applications Received; KVI, Puget Sound Broadcasting Co., 
Inc., Tacoma, Wash., construction permit to install new transmitter 
and increase power from 5 kw to 5 kw night, 10 kw day (570 kc. ); 
MBC, Alamo Broadcasting Co. , Inc., San Antonio, Texas, construction 
permit to install new transmitter, changes in antenna system, change 
frequency from 1450 to 1470 kc. , and Increase power from 2 50 w. to 
500 w. ni^ht, 1 kw day. 

X X X X X X X X X X 10 - 
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TRADE NOTES 

Two more stations are joining the Blue Network within 
the next two months. They are KTKC, Visalia, California, and WFTC, 
Kinston, North Carolina. —^ 

William B. Bartlett, trading as Champion Battery Co., 549 
West Wasnington St., Chicago, engaged in the sale and distribution 
of a so-called sales stimulator plan, has been ordered by the Fed¬ 
eral Trade Commission to cease and desist from the use of unfair 
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce. The respondent is 
also ordered to cease using the word ’'Champion'* to describe his pro¬ 
ducts, or otherwise representing that his products are the products 
of the Champion Spark Plug Company of Toledo, Ohio. 

/"^Two Two new CBS Sectional Educational Directors have been 
appointed by Sterling Fisher, Colu.mbia Network Education Director. 
Lloyd W. Dennis, Program Director at WJSV, CBS^s Washington station, 
is to supervise Columbia's education activities in the East, Robert 
R. King, of KTSA, Columbia's station in San Antonio, Texas, is the_ 
new Educational Director for the Southwest. 

story that a container of acid large enough to bum out 
the wiring in the control room had been found in the National 
Broadcasting Building in New York causing a "bomb scare" was declar¬ 
ed unfounded by John McKay, Manager of NBC Press Department. 

First in a series of a?/ards by Harper and Brothers, pub¬ 
lishers of Norman Weiser's "Writer's Radio Thea.ter", has been won 
by the CBS Kate Smith Hour and Jean Holloway, one of its most piTolif- 
ic dramatic writers. 

The contents of the RCA Review for October are: 
"A Survey of Research Accomplishments with the RCA Electron Micro¬ 
scope", G-. A. Morton; "Receiver Control by Transmitted Signal - 
'Alert Receiver'", Harmon B. Deal; "A Two-Side Non-Tumover Auto¬ 
matic Record Changer", B. R. Carson; "A Method and Equipment for 
Checking Television Scanning Linearity", Vernon J. Duke; "A Modern 
Control Room for a Commercial Ra.dio Transmitter Central", L. E. 
Fletcher and C. L. Kennedy; "The Development of a Frequency-Modu¬ 
lated Police Receiver for Ultra-High-Frequency Use", H. E. Thomas; 
"Photography of Cathode-Ray Tube Traces", H. F. Folkerts and ?. A. 
Richards; "A Simplified Television System for the Radio Amateur 
and Experimenter", L. C. Waller and ?. A, Richards; Technical 
Articles by RCA Engineers. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 
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[.II^LL AGAIN EXPLAINS NBC STAND RE BM 

Following is the text in part of a letter sent to Neville 
Miller, President of the National Association of Broadcasters, by 
Niles Trammell, President of the National Broadcasting Company: 

•^Some brxDadcasters have requested tha.t we clarify the position 
of the National Broadcasting Company with reference to BMI. We made 
the following statements at meetings of the NAB Board of Directors 
and the NAB Executive Committee, and I am pleased to restate them to 
you at this time. 

’’NBC believes that there should always be an open, competitive 
market in music and that no one licensing agency should be permitted 
to become or remain the sole source of supply of the music so neces¬ 
sary to the continued existence of broadcasting. BMI was formed for 
the purpose of establishing such an open and competitive market. 

"While the execution of the proposed ASCAP agreements will make 
available to broadcasters a considerably larger catalogue of musical 
compositions than is currently available, the open, competitive 
market in music which has now been established can be maintained 
only by the continuance of BMI and other licensing organizations. 

"NBC sincerely hopes BMI will be continued and will be happy to 
do its part in this connection. You may, therefore, consider the 
following a firm offer on the part of NBC, subject to acceptance by 
BMI on or before March 1, 1942. 

"NBC will execute license agreements with BMI, which shall - 

(a) run concurrently with its proposed ASCAP license agreements 
(b) provide for nayments to BIM in the same amounts as those 

currently being made, so long as the BMI revenue and ex¬ 
pense budget remains the same; and 

(c) provide for an increase or decrease in such payments 
dependent upon and proportionate to any increase or 
decrease in the BMI revenue and expense budget. 

"So long as BMI music continues to be made available to NBC, 
NBC will not discriminate between it and the music of other licens¬ 
ors. Assuming the continued high quality of BMI music, this should 
assure its continued popularity. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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October 28, 1941 

SET MAKERS REASSURED ON COPPER; MORE ALUMINUM CUTS 

The Office of Production Management’s copper curtailment 
order at first widely thought to sharply curbe radio set production, 
exempts all essential functioning radio parts, according to an 
informal but official interpretation given to the Radio Manufactur¬ 
ers’ Association. The order, according to 0PM officials, applies 
only to non-essential, non-functioning parts of radio, such as 
trim, escutcheons, etc., and does not apply to any electrical con¬ 
duction or associated functioning components of radio. 

0PM is preparing and is expected to issue soon an alumin¬ 
um conservation, or restriction, order, similar to the copper 
curtailment order of October 21st. Immediate curtailment of 
aluminum in many consumer products, with complete prohibition in 
1942, is reported to be included in the order. 

’’Automobile and home radio equipment” is understood to 
be included, as a technical matter, in the coming alumlniun order, 
but with provision for exemption of radio components for which 
there are no available substitutes. It is reported that the exemp¬ 
tion of radio components will include electrolytic and fixed paper 
condensers and also tubes, but with a prospective aluminum ban 
beginning January 1, 1942 (when present special aluminum alloca¬ 
tions expire), for permanent magnets for speakers and possibly 
also for variable condensers. The question of aluminum for the 
two latter components is subject to future consideration. 

The complex copoer order will be clarified by a formal 
0PM ”interpretation” for the radio industry, probably/ within a 
fortnight. Preliminary but official 0PM interpretations, exempt¬ 
ing all functional electrical conduction and associated radio 
components, was given to RMA in response to requests of its 
Priorities Committee, because of the complexity of the October 21 
copoer restriction order, M-9-c. Earlier reports gave the impres¬ 
sion that use of copper and bronze in all radio sets and components 
would be curtailed from now until December 31 and prohibited after 
January 1, but the official ruling is that the order applies only 
to non-essential, non-conducting parts of radio and, therefore, is 
of minor effect on radio production. The industry voluntarily, 
months ago, largely dispensed with the use of copper and other 
critical materials for trim a.nd other non-essential, non-function¬ 
ing parts. 

The only 0PM procedure at present under which copper is 
generally obtainable for civilian production is the use of form 
PD-1, but the question of possible special allocations of copper, 
particularly wire for current radio production, has already been 
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taken up by the MA Priorities Committee with 0PM because of the 
increasingly acute shortage. Also, the immediate copper neces¬ 
sities will be one of the major subjects before the new Ra.dio 
Defense Industry Advisory Committee, upon its establishment by 0PM 
on Thursda.y, (October 30). Officials have assured the radio manu¬ 
facturers that they will give full consideration to the industry's 
immediate urgent copper requirements, and that the possibility of 
special copper allocations will be fully explored, and promptly. 

Fred D. William's of Philadelphia, Executive Assistant 
to the President of the Philco Corporation, is the new Chairman 
of the radio manufacturers* Priorities Committee. R. C. Cosgrove, 
Vice President of The Crosley Corporation, of Cincinnati, has been 
appointed to the Priorities Committee, to fill the vacancy caused 
by the retirement from the Committee of Paul V. Galvin, newly 
elected President of Bilk, 

Another change in the Priorities Committee is the appoint¬ 
ment of S. T. Thompson, of Chicago, Vice-President of the Zenith 
Radio Corporation, following the retirement from the Committee of 
John R. Howland of that company. 

The Priorities Committee will hold a meeting next 
Wednesday, October 29th, in Washington, in advance of the OBli 
industry conference the next day to organize the Ra.dio Defense 
Industry Advisory Committee. Jesse L. Maury will be the Government 
presiding officer at the Advisory Committee meeting. 

It is hoped that a priorities understa.nding may be reach¬ 
ed at a meeting which the Defense Communications Board's Priorities 
Liaison Committee expects to have with the Supply Priorities and 
Allocations Board tomorrow (Wednesda.y, October 29). It is believed 
this may result in a survey being made as to the needs of the 
broadcasting and communications industry. 0?M is to have a repre¬ 
sentative on the Priorities Committee and it is hoped the entire 
problem will be worked out. 

Leon Henderson, Price Administra.tor, said last Saturda.y, 
he was prepared, if necessary, to establish price ceilings on 
scores of consumer items such as radios and table utensils made 
largely of copper. 

At the same time, according to the Associated Press, as 
part of a comprehensive program to stabilize orices of all products 
made of copper, brass or other copper base alloys, Mr. Henderson 
said maximum prices would be set shortly on building ha.rdware made 
with copper. 

This will be followed, he said, by schedules on other 
building products made of copper as need arises. 

In addition to radios and table utensils, Mr. Henderson 
said his office was watching prices of other durable goods requir¬ 
ing large amounts of copper, including stoves, cooking utensils, 
plated flatwear, fire extinguishers, generators, motors, signal 
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apparatus, transformers and certain automobile and truck parts. 

He warned manufacturers and distributers against build¬ 
ing up inventories in anticipation of future orders. He said they 
might find themselves trapped with materials and products bou^t 
at high prices when the ceilings are issued. 

xxxxxxxxx 

FCC O.K. 'S COLLEOE SYSTMS BUT MAY ADD A FEW RULES 

Development of so-called "intercollegiate broadcasting 
systems" has prompted numerous inquiries to the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission about this newcomer in the field of low power 
radio frequency devices. In response to one such inquiry from Los 
Angeles, the Commission replies in part: 

"In the intercollegiate broadcasting systems communica¬ 
tion is effected not by the transmission of radio waves through 
space but by the transmission of radio frequency currents via wire 
lines. Radiation of energy from the lines capable of causing inter¬ 
ference is prevented by proper shielding of the lines in metal con¬ 
duit. You may obtain further information regarding the design of 
such systems from Mr. David W. Borst, Technical Manager of the 
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, 13 State Street, Schenectady, 
N. Y. 

"Preliminary investigations have indicated that these 
intercolle<^iate systems are well engineered and supervised. No 
interference ha.s been reported as a result of their use. The Com¬ 
mission has therefore not promulgated any rules governing their 
operation. 

"This type of system, however, if used on open lines or 
if improperly designed, is capable of causing very serious inter¬ 
ference. The Commission is therefore making a study with a view to 
the need for regulations in the case of extension of this principle 
of communication into other fields." 

XXXXXXXXXX 

NEWSPAPER HEARINUS IN RECESS UNTIL NOV. 13 

There will be a breathing spell until Thursday, November 
13, in the hearings on whether or not newspaper owned stations 
should be granted high frequency (FM) licenses. This, it was ex¬ 
plained, was to allow counsel to prepare documentary evidence. 

At the session last week, Irving Brant of the St. Louis 
Tine_s, who said he soon expected, to become Washington correspondent 
for Marshall Field.* s new Chicago paper, urged dtiverse ownership of 
communications practically to the exclusion of newspaper owned 
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stations, Mr. Brant suggested that the high frequencies be turned 
over to organizations representing different shades of opinions 
such as the American Federation of Labor, the C.I.O., and the 
National Association of Manufacturers. In this way he said radio 
audiences could learn all sides of various questions. The witness 
regarded chain papers and radio chains as an evil. 

Another suggestion which Mr. Brant made was that news¬ 
papers owning radio stations should be forbidden to mention their 
newspapers in broadcasts unless all competiting papers in the 
territory also were mentioned. 

”Generally speaking”, he said, "you should have a divi¬ 
sion of ownership between newspapers and radio stations, especially 
in a town where there is only one newspaper and one radio station 
and the paper owning the station could have a monopoly of news. ” 

Judge Thomas D. Thacher, counsel for the Radio-Newspaper 
Committee, an organization of publishers interested in broadcasting, 
asked the witness if he would prohibit a paper from acquiring a 
radio station in a case where it could not survive without this 
added source of revenue and the town otherwise would be left v/ith- 
out a paper. Mr. Brant said he would, adding that a paper weak 
enough to depend on a radio station could not be of great use to 
the community. 

The larger the city, said Mr. Brant, the less newspapers 
depend on radio stations. Most of the New York papers, he cited, 
"get along very well without radio facilities.” 

A publisher, Mr. Brant insisted, is "not a free agent", 
but is under economic compulsion to make a profit and is depend¬ 
ent on advertising to a large extent for his revenue. 

There is less influence exerted on the radio so far, 
Mr. Brant added, because it hps no editorial policy and is under 
regulations which require it to give both sides of a controversy. 

xxxx xxxx 

DEFENSE PEPS UP RI.IA 

It is an ill wind tha.t blows no good. The Ra.dio Manu¬ 
facturers’ Association due to the war cloud today has the largest 
membership in nearly a decade. Recent accessions in Association 
membership have brought the RI'/iA roster to its highest point since 
1932. New members, elected by the Board of Directors at its 
recent New York meeting include: Sonora Radio & Television Corp., 
Chicago, Ill.; The Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, Mich.; Chicago 
Molded Products Corp., Chicago, Ill.; Solar Manufacturing Corp., 
Bayonne, N. J. ; National Fabricated Products, Inc., Chicago, Ill. 

xxxx XXXX 
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SPECIAL BROADCASTS FOR RADIO EDITORS 

Jerry Danzig, of WCR, New York, is experimentally hold¬ 
ing a "critical jam session" on Tuesday afternoons at which record¬ 
ings of WOR programs will be played for the benefit and possible 
interest of those radio columnists who go in for reviewing. Variety 
reports. There is more published program comment in Manhattan 
lately, probably due to the stimulation provided by John K. Hutchens, 
radio editor of the New York Times. 

"WOR believes this policy may prove a method to get radio 
notice - and notices - for programs that are missed in the ordinary 
routine because of conflict with other programs. It remains to be 
seen whether (1) enough radio columnists will care, or (2) whether 
radio programs can be successfully reviewed in a room populated by 
rivals. The Milton Berle-Charles Laughton duo, "The Timid Soul", 
and the Morgan-Bolton "Go Get It" shows were the first recordings 
offered via the critical jam session. 

"On this point it may be of interest to the trade that 
except in extremely rare instances for extraordinary reasons. 
Variety has never reviewed radio programs anywhere except over a 
regular radio receiver. Although no longer practical to adhere to 
the policy as concerns motion pictures, the traditional view of 
this publication has been that films are best reviewed in theatres 
before a normal audience rather than in projection rooms. 

"One objection to the professional group being exposed to 
an entertainment in artificial seclusion is tha,t the wisecrack 
tendency of the trade-wise gathering can rapidly destroy tlia.t 
essential seriousness which is the very bedrock of criticisra. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

G.E. SPEEDS RADIO PRODUCTION BY SUB-CONTRACTING 

In a pamphlet "Sub-Contracting Speeds Defense Production", 
the General Electric Company cites radio: 

"Our procedure in connection with a contract for radio 
transmitters and receivers for one of the armed services is an 
excellent example of the coordination of the effort of many compan¬ 
ies in order to produce equipment in the huge quantities called for 
by the Government. As soon as we were asked to undertake this con- 
trace, we started the necessary planning, designing, and testing. 
We began expanding our facilities and training hundreds of new 
employees. At the same time, hundreds of potential sub-contractors 
were being surveyed in order to organize a system of suppliers who 
could provide a considerable portion of the parts required to fill 
the contract. 

"By the time the new designs had been approved by Govern¬ 
ment engineers, our assembly lines were ready and parts began to 
flow into them from more than 150 selected sub-contractors. For 
months the constant flow of these parts has never faltered - the 
hungry assembly lines have been fed at a constant rate from factor¬ 
ies scattered over a radius covering hundreds of miles. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 6 
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NEW COMRlUNi CAT IONS TAX IS ON THE FIRE 

Although the brass hats of the Federal Communications 
Commission apparently don't seem to know much about it, it is 
believed the financial experts of the Commission are working ri^t 
along with the Senate Finance Committee on a proposed tax to sup¬ 
plant the levy on broadcasting time recently knocked out of the 
1941 Revenue Bill. 

Based upon what Chairman “Jim" Fly said when testifying 
in the Senate, if he had anything to say about it (and it is believ¬ 
ed he will) the tax would bring in enough revenue to cover the 
overhead of the FCC. This is about $2,000,000. Furthermore, the 
lanky Chairman opined that all branches of the communications 
Industry should chip in and that he didn’t think the broadcasters 
should be asked to carry the whole load. He thought only about 
half the time of the Commission was devoted to broadcasting. 
Therefore, Q,. E. D. it would seem that the broadcasters would be 
called upon to contribute about 1,000,000 bucks a year. In any case 
don’t let the industry get the idea that the idea of their assess¬ 
ment has been forgotten. It was said at the FCC that it was cer¬ 
tain the Commission was contacting the Senate Finance Committee 
in this matter. 

xxxxxxxxx 

"RICHT WHERE WE WERE ON NETWORK RULES", SAYS FLY 

There wasn’t very much enlightenment as to whether or 
not the major networks were to get a further spanking at the forth¬ 
coming Department of Justice supposedly network regulations pow-wow 
called by Assistant Attorney Thurman Arnold tomorrow (Wednes*da,y, 
October 29) in a comment yesterday by Chairman J. L. Fly who said: 
"We are ri;'^t where we were on the network rules. Nothing has 
happened. " 

He said that the rules are in effect to a certain extent, 
with contracutal terras as of November 15, and added there has been 
no change. Mr. Fly said no request for deferment had been filed. 
He assumed that a petition will be filed for a further stay. How¬ 
ever in the absence of such a presentation the Commission has no 
proceedings under way which look to any change. 

XXXXXXXX 
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NEW RCA QUARTERLY "RADIO AG-E" MAKES ITS BOW 

Described as "a review of progress in the Radio Corpora¬ 
tion of America and its associated companies", Radio Age, a brand 
new and very imposing radio publication made its appearance this 
week. It is about the size of Time Magazine, is handsomely illus¬ 
trated, the first issue is thirty pages, and it will be published 
quarterly by the Department of Information of the Rp,dio Corporation 
of America, RCA Building, New York, N. Y. , for the RCA services; 
RCA Laboratories, RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., R. C. A. Communi¬ 
cations, Inc., Radiomarine Corporation of America, National Broad¬ 
casting Company, Inc., RCA Institutes, Inc. 

"In story and pictures, the new magazine aims to present 
factually and concisely the news of RCA services and activities", 
the new magazine announces. 

"Keeping step with the swiftly moving tempo of radio 
science, art and industry, the Editors hope that Radio Age also 
will catch and reflect the fascination found in these fields of 
endeavor. " 

The contents of the first issue (October) are "Beat the 
Promise", by Thomas F. Joyce; "Gateway to the Hemispheres", by John 
Elwood; "Work Begins at Princeton", by Ralph R. Beal; "Television 
Goes Commercial" by Alfred H. Morton; "Close Harmony", "600 Enroll"; 
"Glass Reflection Reduced"; RCA Alert Goes to Camden"; "Ivlagic 
Brain"; Radiophotos from Russia; "Aurora Spells Ra.dio Trouble"; 
"Radio at Sea"; "Listening Post"; "Penetrating New Worlds"; "Radio 
Across the Atlantic", by George H. Clark; "V" in Ra.dio. 

xxxxxxxx 

FCC ACTION 

Applications Granted: WCBX, Columbia Broadcasting System, 
New York, N. Y. , granted special temporary authority to operate 
International Broadcast Station WCBX with lO-kilowatt transmitter 
beginning October 29, 1941, to not later than December 27, 1941; 
^fz, Philco Radio and Television Corp, , Philadelphia, Pa. , granted 
extension of special temporary authority to operate television 
station W3XS, for a period beginning October 31, 1941 to not later 
than December 29, 1941, operation to be on channel No. 3 with ESR 
400; W2XYU, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., New York, N. Y., 
granted extension of special temporary authority to use a 25-watt 
test transmitter on 330.4, 333.4 and 336.4 megacycles in order to 
conduct antenna and propagation tests from either the Salmon or 
CBS Buildingin New York City in connection with proposed operation 
of 3T Broedcast Stations W2XYN, W2XY0 and W2XY? "to November 24, 

XXXXXXXX 
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CHICAGO m MUSICAL HYPNOSIS NOT PUBLICITY STUNT 

It W8S said the childbirth tests at Henrotin Hospital in 
Chicago were put on not as a publicity stunt, but as a real effort 
to determine whether or not FM had greater value than AM in musi¬ 
cal hypnosis. Those in charge went into the subject very carefully 
with Dr. Edward L. Cornell, who is one of Chicago's outstanding 
obstetricians, and Head Obstetrician at Henrotin Hospital, and Dr. 
Leonardo Keeler, who is^outstanding psychologist. 

When asked about the experiment. Commander E. F. McDonald, 
Jr., of the Zenith Ra.dio Corporation, owner of the FM station over 
which the FM programs were broadcast, said: 

"Music has been used before to induce hypnosis in opera¬ 
tions where locals are used. The case we tried it on was a case 
of a woman weighing between 90 and 100 pounds, whose last child was 
born dead, and upon whom they had determined to use the Caesarean 
section process and a local anaesthetic, as the woman could not 
stand a general. We had constructed a pair of crystal ear plugs 
that not only have light weight and do not annoy the patient, but, 
when inserted in the ear, are turned so that with the eccentric 
rubber form with which they are constructed the passage to the ear 
is completely filled and no outside sounds can come in. 

"The reason we wanted to try out FM is that the others 
believed, and I know, that the highs demand more attention than the 
lows. In other words, if I want soft background music in my office, 
I turn off all the highs, because the minute I put in the highs 
they simply say to me, 'Come and listen - you’ve got to listen.’ ’ 

"We have long known, but few have admitted, that the 
average radio and phonograph start cutting the intensit}'’ of the 
highs at 2,000, not 5,000 as generally believed. By the time 
present-day radios other than FM’s reach 3,000, the graph of loss 
of Intensities is like a toboggan slide, and there is practically 
nothing left at 5,000; whereas FIv! continues right through with a 
constant line from 30 to 15,000, 

"Dr. Leonardo Keeler, the psychologist, sat alongside 
of this patient with a pair of head phones on himself, listening to 
the same thing that she was listening to. He controlled the volume, 
and from time to time, when he saw her becoming nervous, he would 
push in a higher volume and she would quiet down. You may say it 
was a counter-irritant. 

"This FM set that we had in the hospital was receiving the 
program from our station W51C, and for the hour-and-a-half, I had 
a constant program of high-fidelity recordings, with no announce¬ 
ments; and the records were selected by the psychologist and the 
patient aJiead of time. It is no publicity story when I tell you 
that the patient was singing during the operation. 

"I am going to construct an FM phonogra.ph for them to use 
in the hospital with their own library of records, so it will not 
be necessary for us to disrupt our programs. " 

XXXXXXXXX 9 - 
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: TRADE NOTES 

All 239 stations composing the Red and Blue networks of 
the National Broadce.sting Company have given their approval to the 
plans for the organization of two Planning and Advisory Committees 
for closer coordination on National Defense. 

In view of present world situation the meeting date for 
the two committees of seven men each has been changed from early 
November to October 29 and 30. The Blue Network committee will 
meet in Radio City on the first date, and the Red Network Committee 
on the second. 

Maj. Cen. James G. Harbord, U. S. A. , retired, who served 
in the Philippines for many years, will appear before NBC*s tele¬ 
vision cameras to discuss the strategic military Importance of the 
Philippine Islands, outpost of American defense, during the Ra.dio 
City Matinee on Wednesday, October 29, beginning at 3:30 P.M. over 
New York's Station WNBT. 

Expanding further its program of supplying to the war- 
torn nations of Europe unbiased news of the world, WGEO, General 
Electric short-wave station in Schenectady, has added to its 
schedule of foreign-language news broadcasts 15 minutes of news 
in Czech six days a week. 

A new system, which enables the projecting of images in 
color television to screen the size which you are accustomed to 
seeing in a moving picture theatre, has just been patented 
(No. 2,259,884) by Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer in 
New York City, and formerly with the R. C. A. 

The Commission receives frequent requests for lists of 
the executive personnel of various radio stations. The reply is 
that this information is required to be shown only when applica¬ 
tions for station construction permits are filed, and the data is 
not in convenient form for distribution. All applications are 
open for public inspection at the Washington offices of the Commis¬ 
sion. 

Joseph ?. Belly, President of the American Communica¬ 
tions Association (C.I.O) said on Saturday last that efforts by 
James W. Fitzpatrick of the Labor Department’s conciliation service 
to bring accord between the Union and R. C. A. Communications, Inc., 
had failed. Mr. Fitzpatrick will report the failure to the Labor 
Department, Mr. Belly said. Negotiations , v/hich previously had 
failed, had been reopened at the conciliator's request. 

The conference ended, the union said, when the manage¬ 
ment refused to grant demands for wage increases, a closed shop and 
other points, Mr. Belly said the Union sought wage increases 
amounting to 30 percent of the ore sent oayroll or about $450,000 
yearly. 
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Most of the radio listeners of South America heard 
President Roosevelt*s Navy Day address last night (Oct. 27) 
through cooperative arrangements made by the Columbia Broadcasting 
System and the International Telephone and Telegraph Corooration. 
The address was<^arried over the regular radio telephone circuit to 
the station in Buenos Aires operated by an I.T.T. subsidiary and 
there turned over to wire facilities which delivered it to 23 radio 
stations in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay. 

G-erald Gross, Chief of the International Section of the 
Federal Communications Commission has returned to the United States 
after a study of wartime communications in England. 

Stewart-Warner Corj^oration reported third quarter net 
earnings of $599,839, equal to 47 cents a share on the capital 
stock, compared with $317,439, or 25 cents, the third quarter last 
year. Ea.rnings for the nine months period amounted to $1,370,111, 
or $1.08 a sha.re, compared with $994,684, or 80 cents, the first 
nine months of 1940. 

The company also announced that James 3. Knowlson, Presi¬ 
dent and Chairman of the Board, has been givan an indefinite leave 
of absence without pay effective October 1 to act as Deputy Director 
of Priorities under Donald Nelson, head of the Supply Priorities 
and Allocation Board. In Mr. Knowlson*s absence, Frank A. Ross, 
Senior Vice President, will act as head of the company. 

Lawrence J. Heller, of Washington, D. C., has applied 
for a transfer of the license of Station WINX to WINX Broadcasting 
Co., a Delaware corporation. Mr. Heller informed the Commission 
the corporation will issue 2,000 shares of no-par-value common 
stock, each share entitled to one vote. 

Plans have been announced for the Joint participation of 
the Ohio Department of Education, the Bureau of Educational Research, 
Ohio State University, and WLW for a Spring short course of study in 
practical radio station operation for elementary and high school 
teachers. The project, suggested by James D. Shouse, Vice-President 
of The Crosley Corporation in charge of broadcasting, was developed 
by Kenneth C. Ray, State Director of Education; Dr. I. Keith Tyler, 
Director of the Radio Division of the Bureau of Ra-dio Research; 
Cecil Carmichael, Assistant to Shouse; and William L. Barlow, of 
the WLW public service staff. 

The contents of "Long Lines" of the American Telephone & 
Telegranh Company for October include "About Ourselves" (a review of 
a book "The Bell Telephone Syste.m", the author of which is .Arthur 
W. Pa&e, Vice-President of the .American Telephone & Telegraph 
Company); "Long Lines of the West", "New Division Heads", "Safety 
Salesmen", and "With the Colors". 

One formal application for a new broadcast station receiv¬ 
ed by the Commission lists among the applicant’s assets 100 barrels 
of 3-year-old whiskey* 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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LANG AND BAKER NEW G.E. VICE-PRESIDENTS 

Two well-known radio figures were included in the crea¬ 
tion of five new vice-presidents by the General Electric ComDany - 
Chester H. Lang, for many years identified with broadcasting, and 
who will now be in charge of defense activities, and Walter R. G. 
Baker, in charge of radio and television. 

Mr. Lang, a graduate of the University of Michigan, 
joined the General E3e ctric Company in 1919 and in 1922 was made 
Assistant Director of the Publicity Department. From 1926 to 1932 
he served as Controller of the Budget and in the latter year became 
Advertising Manager and Manager of Radio Broadcasting. He served 
for two years as President of the Advertising Federation of America 
and later as Chairman of its Board. In April of last year he was 
made Apparatus Sales Manager and Chairman of the Company’s Defense 
Coordinating Committee. 

Mr. Baker is one of the country’s radio pioneers. After 
being graduated from Union College in Schenectady, he joined the 
General Electric Research Laboratories in 1917 and some years later 
was made Designing Engineer in Cha.rge of Transmitters. In 1924, 
he took charge of designing all radio products and in 1926 found 
himself supervising development, design and production. Since 1939 
he has been Manager of the Radio and Television Department. 

KTXXXXXXXXX 

TELEVISION STUDY LEADS TO SHINY GLASS ELIMINATION 

Research in television in RCA Laboratories has led to a 
new chemical process to reduce extraneous reflections from glass. 
It now becomes possible virtually to eliminate the streaks that 
glare across show windows, frp.med pictures, ground-glass screens 
on cameras, electric meters, dials on autos and airplanes, and 
other glass surfaces or panels, thus minimizing chance of error 
in reading. 

Success in the conquest of reflections has been achieved 
by RCA scientists while striving to improve contrast on television 
cathode-ray tubes. They observed that the picture contrast always 
is greater when the screen is viewed in a dark or semi-darkened 
room. Since the images are "painted” on the glass face of a cathode- 
ray tube, thence to be passed on through a thick glass protector 
plate to a glass mirror, the challenge of reflections was baffling. 

Extending the investigation of the effects of hydrofluor¬ 
ic acid liquid and vapor on glass, new signposts were found for 
clearer vision in television and in the wide fields in which glass 
is used, whether in tiny lenses or big show windows. 

XXXXXXXX 
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October 31, 1941 

NBC AND CBS SUE, FOLLOWING SECRET D.J. CONFERENCE 

Close on the heels of a closely guarded conference called 
by Assistant Attorney General Thurman G. Arnold at the Department 
of Justice, participated in by network heads and a Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission "observer”, at which everyone was sworn to 
secrecy, the National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broad¬ 
casting System "kicked over the traces" by filing suit in the U.S. 
District Court of New York Thursday to prevent the FCC from putting 
into effect the new network rules which, according to CBS, would 
"force revolutionary changes in network broadcasting". 

Columbia contended tha.t these amendments, by which it was 
sought to appease the major chains, were Insubstantial and subject 
to the seme criticisms as the original rules, which, the network 
charged, constituted "a wrecking operation". 

NBC said that its suit was filed to enjoin the enforce¬ 
ment of the FCC order "as being void and beyond the power and 
authority of the Commission to impose and also for the alleged 
reason that the order is arbitrary, capricious and contrary to 
public policy". 

Filing suit with NBC were its affilated stations WOW, of 
Omaha, and WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. 

There were several versions of the more or less mysterious 
Department of Justice conference. One was that the m.ajor networks 
were called in to again be warned against trying to buck the FCC 
by taking the case to Court. Another, and this from a very reli¬ 
able source, was that the Department of Justice men disabused the 
radio officials of ideas that a "squeeze play" for the FCC was being 
executed. 

"What really happened, I believe, was that NBC and CBS 
simply called Chairman Fly's bluff", one informant said. "Feeling 
that the FCC was on shaky ground, he did his damnedest to keep them 
from going to Court. I also think that the President tried to 
talk Sarnoff out of testing the case. Furthermore, it wouldn't 
surprise me a bit if Fly didn't get Thurman Arnold to see if he 
couldn't keep the boys in line by a few dirty looks from the 
Department of Justice, or maybe an intimation that if the networks 
didn't watch their step that Arnold would go ahead with his monopoly 

'case against them." 

On the other hand, it was said that the Justice officials 
believed it useless to argue with the chains after they had made 
up their minds to sue. The meeting between the network representa- 
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tives and the chief of the Antitrust Division vras, by this version, 
said to have been amicable and did not go into the issues raised 
by the FCC or any allegations of monopoly. Instead, the talks 
wer^ supposed to have centered about judicial procedure for pos¬ 
sible merging of issues over FCC authority and possible issues con¬ 
cerning the Sherman Antitrust statutes. 

It was declared to have been pointed out that great risk 
accompanies any monopoly action by the Department of Justice 
because the Communications Act expressly prohibits the FCC from 
granting a license to any person or group of persons found guilty 
of monopoly. Any judge who had to decide if monopoly has been 
exerted by the chains would hold the licenses of all M and 0 sta¬ 
tions in the balance. 

No definite date has ever been set by the Antitrust Divi¬ 
sion to start action against the broadcasters but attorneys have 
been at work for months and decision to file suit depends upon the 
chain companies' appeal from the FCC. In either case, it is under¬ 
stood that the bulk of material is to come from the mass of testi¬ 
mony and evidence adduced at FCC monopoly hearings. 

At the session in Mr. Arnold's office were: Louis C. 
Caldwell, Fred Weber and Alfred J. McCosker, for Mutual; John T. 
Cahill, James D. Wise and Judge A. L. Ashby, for NBC; Judge John J. 
Burns and Joseph H. Ream, for CBS; Telford Taylor, as observer for 
the FCC; and, Victor 0. Waters, Holmes Baldridge and Mr. Arnold 
for the Department of Justice. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 

DURR, FCC NEW DEAL APPOINTEE, O.K.'ED 

As had been expected, the Senate Finance Committee last 
Tuesday reported favorably on the nomination of Clifford J. Durr, 
New Dealer from Alabama, for a 7 year $10,000 a year Federal Com¬ 
munications Commissionership. A few days later the Senate confirm¬ 
ed the nomination of Mr, Durr, who is a brother-in-law of Supreme 
Court Justice Hugo Blac, of Kuklux Klan fame. Durr, like Cliairraan 
Ely, is a Government career jobholder. Also, like Mr. Fly, Durr 
is a comparatively young man. Fly was born in 1898, and Durr in 
1899. 

Formerly a lawyer in the Reconstruction Finance Corpora¬ 
tion, Mr. Durr was appointed to the FCC because of what was said to 
be his ability as a lawyer and because of his strong political back¬ 
ing, rather than for any special knowledge of the broadcasting or 
communications industry. There is only one man on the entire FCC 
who ha,s had any practical experience in broadcasting and communica¬ 
tions when he was appointed, and none was ever put on because of any 
particular demand of the industry itself. Practically every appoint¬ 
ment has been political and in many instances men that the industry 
has never heard of. 

XXXXXXXX 
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ASCAP, NBC AND CBS EQUALLY GLAD WAR IS OVER 

Judging from the statement given out by Niles Trammell, 
President of the National Broadcasting Company, Edward Klauber, 
Vice-President of the Columbia Broadcasting System, and Gene Buck, 
President of the American Society of Composers, restoring ASCAP 
music to those networks yesterday (October 30), a large sigh of 
relief was heaved by everybody concerned. 

It read: 

•'Solution of the music problem is welcomed equally by 
Radio and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. 
Never before has there existed such complete understanding and 
friendly relations between ASCAP and the broadcasters as there is 
today. 

"The task of working out a set of contracts acceptable to 
the Society and to all segments of the broadcasting industry was 
long and arduous. That this result has been accomolished is due to 
the earnest desire of all parties to bring about a lasting peace in 
the interests of public service. 

"Fladio and ASCAP recognize their need for each other. 
They also recognize their duty to the American public and the cause 
of democracy. We believe that the contracts entered into today 
between Radio and ASCAP will result in years of useful implementa¬ 
tion in the fulfillment of that duty and that cause." 

The contracts, which are identical for NBC and CBS, provide 
that the networks shall pay ASCAP 8f per cent of net receipts from 
network commercial business, and their managed and operated sta¬ 
tion will pay 2^ percent of commercial program income. ASCAP's 
original demand on the major chains was a flat 7^ percent of network 
receipts for commercial programs. 

The contracts are slated to run to December 31, 1949, at 
which time they will be renewable for nine years. They provide for 
arbitration if at tliat time ASCAP requests more favorable terms. It 
is also stipulated that ASCAP will provide its music free for tele¬ 
vision programs at the present time, but the right is reserved to 
cancel this service. 

The new contracts, an ASCAP official said, will mean a 
sharp reduction in the Society's income from radio. Whereas ASCAP 
received 15,100,000 from that source in 1940, it is estimated that 
the new scale will bring about ^3,000,000 annually. E. C, Mills, 
Chairman of the Administrative Committee of ASCAP was quoted as 
saying that the loss of revenue to the Composers because of the 
controversy amounted to more than $4,000,000. 

Broadcast Music, Inc., organized last year by the National 
Association of Broadcasters to supply its musical needs, will con¬ 
tinue to function. 

XXXXXXXX 4 - 
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UNION OPERATORS CHARGED WITH REFUSING SHIP BEARINGS 

The attention of the Department of Justice has been call¬ 
ed to charges that operators on certain American ships outside of 
the war zone have deliberately failed to respond to requests for 
bearings from the radio operators of Trans-Atlantic air clippers. 
Instead they have asked the airplane operator what union he belong¬ 
ed to. If he said none, then no data as to location or even the 
weather has been forthcoming. Already ten such cases are said to 
have been reported to the Justice Department. 

VJhat action, if any, the Department may take if the 
charges prove true, is not known, but they bring into the spotlight 
a bill by Congressman Bland passed by the House and now before the 
Senate Commerce Committee, it provides that the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission shall suspend the license of any ship’s radio 
operator when the Commission, after investigation, has found there 
is "reasonable probability that such operator is a subversive indi¬ 
vidual 

The term "subversive individual", as defined by the bill, 
is very broad and, while directed primarily at operators who are 
members of, or sympathetic with, organizations which advocate the 
overthrow or undermining of our form of Government, it also speci¬ 
fically points the finger at any persons who participate in any 
"combination or conspiracy to resist the lawful authority of the 
United States". 

In making its report on the bill to the House, Mr. Bland's 
Committee said: "It must not be considered that a large number of 
radio operators are subversive individuals or disloyal. The reverse 
is the case, but disloyal radio operators strategically placed may 
do great damage and it is against a menace of this character that 
the proposed bill is designed to guard. 

"Testimony deduced before your Committee shows that at 
roost there would be no more than 200 out of something like 2,000. 
In fact, it appeared from some testimony before your Committee that 
the numbers mi^t not be more than 105, and as to some of them they 
roay be identified for the purposes of the law with fairly reason¬ 
able dispatch." 

Although no one would comment publicly on the reports be¬ 
ing investigated until results of that investigation are aired, it 
was said, off the record, by several in Government circles that the 
ships' radio operators with which the Clipper operators have had 
difficulties undoubtedly could be found among those 150 or 200 
identified in testimony before Bland's Committee as troublemakers, 
and "subversive or disloyal". 

XXXXXXXX 
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MOTHER SENATE CLASH OVER MC DONALD'S BRITISH OFFER 

Sparks flew on the floor of the Senate for the second 
time in two weeks over the offer Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr. , of 
the Zenith Radio Corporation, received from England to supply him 
with essential manufacturing materials which our priority officials 
refused to give him here. It was participated in by Senator Burton 
K. Wieeler, of Montana, Administration foe, and Senator Alben W. 
Barkley, of Kentucky, Administration defender. 

Senator Wheeler bega.n the debate when he declared that it 
was the lack of planning on the part of the Government which caused 
the shortage of the basic materials now so badly needed. 

Senator Wheeler said: 

"I am sorry I have not brought with me today a letter 
which I received a few days ago, after I made a statement on the 
floor of the Senate about the Zenith Radio Corporation. I called 
attention to the fact that the president of that corporation had 
told me, in the presence of others, that he was unable to get a 
certain material necessary in the manufacture of radios, that he 
had finally written to England and took the matter up with the 
English, asking them if they could furnish the material. A Senator 
on the floor called my attention to the fact that there was in the 
Washington Post an editorial denying that story, and saying it was 
untrue. The editorial reads: 

REPEATING A LIE 

There is some comfort in the statement by Senator 
Wheeler that there is to be no organized fight in the Sena.te 
on the second lend-lease appropriation. Senator Wheeler 
merely says he will vote against it. Unfortunately in his 
statement on Monday he sought to bring other Senators to his 
side in a thoroughly unworthy manner. He repeated one of 
those canards against the good faith of the "fighting British, 
which the President recently felt called upon to expose. Mr, 
Roosevelt did not deal with the particular fantasy that 
Senator Wheeler trotted out on Monday. But, since the 
Montanan's story has been going the rounds from coast to 
coast since June, the facts need to be explained. Such a 
need is the greater because of the Senate consideration of 
the second lend-lease appropriation and the fresh currency 
on Capitol Hill which Senator Wheeler has given to the story. 

"I call the attention of ,my colleagues to the fact that 
the editorial refers to 'repeating a lie'. They are the ones who 
are repeating a lie. I have a letter from the president of the 
Zenith Co. himself in which he says that I quoted him correctly; 
that what I said was absolutely true, that he could not get the 
material in this country, that he did write to England, and that 
they offered to furnish it to him, but he never ordered the material. 
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’’The only mistake I made, if one ms made, was tha.t he 
got the material from England - and I do not recall having said 
that. They offered it to him from England, but he did not order 
it from England. So the distinguished editor of the Washinp;ton 
Post is the one who is repeating a lie, if a lie is being repeated, 
when he says that the story which was given currency in the Capitol 
and throu^out the country was not true. 

”1 ask that the letter to which I have referred, which I 
do not happen to have with me at the present time but which I will 
supply, be inserted in the Record as a part of my remarks. " 

There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be 
printed in the Record and is as follows: 

Zenith Radio Cori^oration, 
Chicago, October 14, 1941. 

Hon. Burton K. Wheeler, 
United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 

My deer Senator Wheeler: The British Publicity Department 
and the Chicago Tribune both called me toda.y asking whether I 
had made a statement to you that we could buy alnico steel 
from England. 

I stated to both of them that I made the public announce¬ 
ment to our stockholders at our annual meeting this past June 
that there was a great shortage of alnico steel; that we were 
having difficulty obtaining it, and that during the period 
of this shortage we ha.d had an offer from England to supply 
part of our needs in alnico steel to be used in ma^gnets for 
radio loudspeakers. 

I told the Tribune man that the Tribune had already pub¬ 
lished my statement to this effect and that it had been carried 
by one of the press services. I also told him that it had been 
published pretty generally over the United States and that it 
was a statement of fact, as we had been offered this alnico 
steel. However, I stated that we never accepted their offer. 

I want you to have this before you, so that there will be 
no twisting by the papers or others of the fact that I did 
make the above statement. And, what is more, the correspond¬ 
ence is in my files if anyone questions it. 

Sincerely yours. 

Gene. 

Mr. BARKLEY, If the Senator will read the whole editorial he 
will find it makes some reference to the fact that the president of 
the Zenith Co. had been contacted and tha.t he had denied the state¬ 
ment which had been made. * * * 

Mr. BARKLEY. I am not stating what the facts are; I do not 
know what they are — 
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Mr. WHEELER. I am stating what the facts are. 

Mr. BARKLEY. But the whole editorial should be inserted. 

Mr. WHEELER. I shall insert it. The editorial continues: 

Senator Wheeler charged that an official of the Zenith 
Ra,dio Co. of Chicago, recently denied aluminum by our oriority 
officials, had written to England for it ”just for fun^’ and 
was promised delivery in 3 weeks. There is not a word of 
truth in the allegation. 

I did not charge that an official of the Zenith Ra.dio Co. , 
of Chicago, was denied aluminum by our priority officials. I said - 
and the Record will bear me out - that the Zenith Co. could not get 
certain materials here for radio parts, but did write to En^and 
and was promised delivery in 3 weeks. I may have been in error 
about the 3 weeks, but that was my recollection of the conversation. 

I was in error if I said ''aluminum”, because it may have 
been some other material. My statement in the Senate on October 
16 was that it was "certain material". 

The editorial proceeds: 

The story, evidently, came out of the annual meeting of 
the Zenith Radio Co. as far back as last June, or within 2 
months of the signing of the Lend-Lease Act. The company was 
short of alnico steel, an alloy of aluminum, nickel, and cop¬ 
per, and the president, Capt. Eugene McDonald, whom Senator 
Wheeler quoted, said that the company might be able to get 
some of this steel from Britain. His reason was that he had 
had offers of alnico steel before. This was not odd. The 
British had had to keep up exports in order to pay for war 
imports, and even after the Lend-Lease Act was signed still 
had to make deliveries on orders obtained in the cash-and- 
carry era. But in this case the Zenith Co. received a nega¬ 
tive response. The fact is that such goods are subject to 
export licenses, and, as the British replied, "no licenses 
will be granted." 

This is only one of many fairy tales that are being 
bandied about by the isolationists. 

The fairy tales which are being bandied about are not 
being spread by the isolationists. Not only that, but the intoler¬ 
ance that is being bandied around is not on the part of isolation¬ 
ists. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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ACTION BY THE FCC 

Applications Cranted; Oak Park Realty and Amusement Co. 
Chicago, Ill. , granted construction permit for new Frequency Biodu- 
lation broadcast station to operate on 47,900 kilocycles, to serve 
10,800, square miles, and operate 4 hours day, 4 hours niglit; 
W7isB, South Bend Tribune, South Bend, Ind,, granted modification 
of construction permit to change transmitter site locally, make 
changes in transmitter and antenna system; increase service area 
to 7,100 square miles and extend commencement and completion dates 
to 60 and 180 days after grant, respectively (M station). 

Also, Commercial Padio~Sound Corp. New York City (Port¬ 
able-Mobile), granted construction permit on an experimental basis 
only for a new public address relay station to operate on 310,000 
kilocycles; 0.1 watt, special emission for frequency modulation; 
KJR, Fisher’s Blend Station, Inc., granted construction permit to 
move tra.nsmitter locally, conditional to taking care of blanketing 
situation; install a directional antenna for nighttime use, and 
increase day and night power to 50 kilowatts (new has 5 kw. on 1000 
kilocycles, unlimited time); KSFO, Associated Broadcasters, Inc., 
San Francisco, Cal., granted petition for reconsideration and hear¬ 
ing directed against Commission grant of September 9, 1941, of con¬ 
struction permit to Pacific Agricultural Foundation, Ltd. (KQW), 
San Jose, Cal., to change frequency from 1010 to 740 kilocycles and 
power from 1 kilowatt night, 5 kilowatts day to 50 kilowatts un¬ 
limited time; designated same for consolidated hearing with appli¬ 
cation of Associated Broadcasters for construction permit to change 
frequency from 5 60 to 740 kilocycles and power from 1 kw night, 
5 kw ORj, to 50 KW unlimited time; denied further request of 
Associated Broadcasters that hearing be held in San Francisco. 

Also, WRUW, World Wide Broadcasting Corn., Scituate 
(Boston), Mass., granted modification of international broadcast 
station license to add 9700 kilocycles, providing that no object¬ 
ionable interference results to service of other stations which 
have priority of assignment. 

Also, KVQS, KV03, Inc., Bellingham, Wash., granted con¬ 
struction permit to install new equipment, install a directional 
antenna for day and night use, increase day and night power to 1 
KW, change frequency to 790 kilocycles, and move transmitter to 
3 miles west of Bellingham, Wash.; KFXJ, R. G. Howell and Charles 
Howell, d/b as Western Slope Broadcasting Co., Grand Junction, Colo., 
granted constriuction permit to change frequency to 920 kc. , increase 
power to 500 watts night, 1 KW day, unlimited time; WSJL, National 
Broadcasting Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., granted special temporary 
authority to operate relay broadcast station WEJL on its presently 
licensed frequencies and power in order to communicate between the 
public address system booth in Madison Square Garden and the 
announcer on the floor of the arena so that the announcer can con¬ 
vey to the audience a close-up descriptive information concerning 
^ents at the National Horse Show on November 5, to 12, 1941, only; 
WSJI, Same. 
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Also, W9XBT, Balaian & Katz Corp., Portable-Mobile, Area 
of Chicago, granted license to cover construction permit which 
snowed decrease in power and change in equipment for new televi¬ 
sion relay broadcast station; frequencies 204,000-216,000 kilo¬ 
cycles; 40 watts, to be used with applicant's television broadcast 
station W9XBK; the license is granted conditionally; W6XDL, Don Lee 
Broadcasting System, San Francisco, Calif, , granted modification of 
construction permit which authorized new experim.ental television 
broadcast station, for extension of commencement and completion 
dates to April 30, 1942, 

Applications Received; Philco Radio and Television Corp. 
Portable-Mobile, construction permit for a new television station 
to be operated on Channel 13 and 14, 230000-242000 kilocycles, 60 
watts (peak) A5 emission (to be operated with applicant's commer¬ 
cial television station I'TPTZ); G-eneral Electric Co. , Schenectady, 
N,Y., construction permit for a new television relay broadcast sta¬ 
tion to be operated on 162000-168000 kilocycles. Aural 50 watts. 
Visual 60 watts. Emission A5, and Special for frequency modulation 
(To be used with applicant’s television (commercial) broadcast sta¬ 
tion 7mOB), 

Also, WBRK, Monroe B. England, Pittsfield, Mass., con¬ 
struction permit to install new transmitter, directional antenna for 
day and night use, change frequency from 1340 to 1150 kilocycles, 
increase power from 250 watts to 1 Kl??’; jL_Walter Tison, Jacksonville, 
Fla., construction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated 
on 600 kc. , 1 KW and unlimited hours; WFTL, Ralph A. Horton, Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla., construction permit to install new transmitter, 
directional antenna for night use, increase power from 250 watts 
to 10 KW, change frequency from 1400 to 710 kc., and move trans¬ 
mitter; Raymond C. Hammett, Talladega, Ala., construction permit 
for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1230 kc., 250 watts, 
unlimited time; Olympic Broadcasting Corp., Bremerton, Wash., 
construction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1540 kilocycles, 500 watts, unlimited time. 

Also, K300, Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn., Inc., Sioux 
Falls, S. B. , constDTuction permit to increase power from 5 to 10 KW, 
change hours from limited to unlimited, install new transmitter, 
directional antenna for night use and move transmitter and to make 
changes in directional antenna; WCHS, Charleston Broadcasting Co., 
Charleston, W. Va. , construction permit to install new transmitter, 
make changes in directional antenna for night use, change frequency 
from 580 to 640 kilocycles, increase power from 5 to 50 kilowatts, 
and move transmitter. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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; : TRADE NOTES 

Broadcasting will come of age Sunday, November 2, at 
7 P.M. On tlia,t date, and at that hour, 21 years ago, Westinghouse 
Station KDKA in Pittsburgh began an organized service of radio pro¬ 
grams and so introduced broadcasting to the world. 

Among those reported as having rented new commercial 
quarters in New York, was Carl L. Janik, Eastern District Manager 
for Radio Manufacturing Engineers, Inc,, of Peoria, Ill., in the 
Time and Life Building. 

Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation will run an 
extensive Christmas advertising campaign on the Emerson "Personal” 
set, claimed to be the smallest and lightest on the market. 

F, P. Guthrie, District Manager of R. C. A. Communications, 
of Washington, was among those who attended the dinner given to 
Maj. Gen. J. 0. Mauborgne, who recently retired after a four year 
term as Chief Signal Officer of the U. S. Army at the Officers Club 
on Governor’s Island, New York City, Saturday, October 25. 

The dinner was given jointly by the Veteran Wireless 
Operators’ Association and the American Signal Corps Association. 
W. J. McGonigle, of the New York Telephone Company, President of 
the Veteran Wireless Operators’ Association, was the toastmaster. 

There was a large attenda.nce drawn from officials and 
employees of the communications companies as well as many Airniy of¬ 
ficers who had served with General Mauborgne, and the guest of 
honor seemed touched by the many tributes paid to him. 

Twenty-one engineers and transmitter technicians of the 
Columbia Broadca.sting System, Station WABC and International Station 
WCBX, gathered at the new WABC tra.nsmitter on Columbia Island last 
Tuesday night for an inspection tour and late supper. The men - 
formerly all together at Wayne, N. J., - came from Wayne, site of 
the old WABC transmitter, and from Brentwood, L.I., home of the 
WCBX international transmitter. 

Dr. John R. Brinkley, former goat gla^nd specialist and 
broadcaster, was removed from Del Rio, Texas, to San Antonio, fol¬ 
lowing a sinking spell brought on by the wea.kened condition of his 
heart.. Physicia.ns have said that additional amputation of his left 
leg seems indicated. Brinkley also has legal difficulties pending. 
They involve a mail fraud charge and his own bankruptcy. 

Prime Minister John Curtin, of Australia, outlining plans 
to stimulate understanding between the peoples of Australia and the 
United States, announced yesterday that a powerful short-wave sta¬ 
tion costing more than $900,000 would be built so that Australian 
talks can reach American listeners. 
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In the RCA Laboratories, studies are being made through 
the powerful eye of the electron microscope to reveal for the first 
time the intricate construction of the skin, hair and wings of 
butterflies, bees, flies, beetles, and even the subraicroscopic 
details of theij’ egg shells. 

Widely accaliraed in scientific and industrial circles as 
an epochal development in scientific instruments, the RCA electron 
microscope magnifies up to 100,000 diameters, which is from 50 to 
100 times more powerful than the strongest optical microscope. 

Telephone operating subsidiaries of the International Tele^ 
phone and Telegraph Corporation in nine foreign countries report an 
aggregate net increase of 39,459 telephones in service during the 
first nine months of 1941. 

The I. T. & T. ha.s organized International Telephone & 
Radio Ifenufacturing Corp and has established factories at Newark, 
N.J, to produce equipment and supplies for the rapidly growing 
telephone systems south of the United States. These factories are 
in production and ready to meet the urgent need of communication 
equipment in Latin America as rapidly as materials are available. 

Cleveland Broadcasting, Inc., of Cleveland, Ohio, has 
applied for construction permit for a new broadcast station to be 
operated on 1300 kilocycles, 5 kilowatts and unlimited hours, using 
directional antenna day and night. 

Ralph W. 3. Bennett, Sandusky, Ohio, has applied for a 
constmction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1450 kilocycles, 250 watts and unlimited hours. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

M NETWORK SEEKS NEW YORK OUTLET 

The American Network, Fix’s first chain organization, will 
shortly file its application for a key outlet in New York City. 
The new station, if approved by the Federal Communications Commission, 
would be located in the Lincoln Building, 60 East 42nd Street, with 
transmitter and radiating antenna at the same site. 

Simultaneously with filing of its official application. 
The American Network will ask permission to make temporary use of 
a 10,000-watt FM" installation, now idle, until such time as the 
Commission has had an opportunity to consider the granting of a 
regular license. This special transmitter could be ready to go on 
the air with a daily program schedules 60 days after approva.1, if 
so authorized. 

The American Network plans the eventual establishment of 
a coast-to-coast FLl web having outlets in more than 40 principal 
cities, with approximately 75^ of the national popuhtion living 
within the proposed service areas. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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November 4, 1941 

0PM BOUQUET FOR RADIO; NEWSPAPER BRICKBAT FOR NELSON 

Complimenting the radio industry on "the best Job" of any 
industry in its substitutions of aluminum, Deputy Director Joseph L. 
Weiner of the Office of Production Management, was among the group 
of speakers who addressed about 100 radio manufacturers who came to 
Washington last week for the preliminaries in connection with the 
formation of an 0PM Radio Industry Committee. 

Brief addresses were also made by William S. Knudsen, 
Director of 0PM; Leon Henderson, Director of OPA; Sidney J. Weinberg, 
Director of the Bureau of Clearance of Defense Industry Advisory 
Committees, and other prominent CPM officials. All of the officials 
stressed the tremendous defense Job and the necessity for full coop¬ 
eration of radio and other industries; 

Paul V. Galvin, of Chicago, President of the Radio Manu¬ 
facturers* Association, headed the industry representatives in 
attendance at the conference, which was conducted by Jesse L, Maury, 
the government presiding officer of the Industry Committee, author¬ 
ized by 0PM and the Department of Justice. 

Before receiving nominations for the Industry Committee, 
Mr. Knudsen was introduced and told of the development of 0PM from a 
small program to one now totaling 65 billion dollars. Civilian dis¬ 
locations, Mr. Knudsen stated, were inevitable in such a defense 
program, which, he said, places responsibility for its success on 
industry. He urged that industry cooperate fully to "get the Job 
done quick3.y". 

The 0PM Industry Committee will consist of twenty-nine 
members, with nine members chosen from set manufacturers, four each 
from tube and transmitting apparatus manufacturers, nine represent¬ 
ing parts and accessory manufacturers, and three, miscellaneous and 
special equipment. 

Selection of the members who will serve on the OPU body 
was deferred. Mr, Maury stated that he would soon select the 
Committee, giving due consideration to companies’ size, geographical 
location and other factors. After apiproval by the 0PM Legal Depart¬ 
ment and also Attorney General Biddle, the Committee finally chosen 
would be formally appointed. 

Provision for four subcommittees of various sizes, on 
receivers, tubes, parts, and conservation and simplification, also 
was detailed by Mr. Ifeury, who said that 0PM would advise of such 
appointments, the organization and work of the subcommittees and also 
the main industry committee. Formal announcements are expected with¬ 
in the next fortnight. 
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Currently Frank R. Kent, of the Baltimore Sun, whose 
column is widely syndicated, took quite a swing at Donald Nelson, 
late of Sears Roebuck: 

"So far as the centralized authority in a single individu¬ 
al head is concerned, the hope was that this basic deficiency, from 
which so much of the futility and confusion derives, would be cor¬ 
rected by the selection of Donald Nelson as Executive Secretary of 
the 3.P.A.B. Mr, Kent wrote. "It was indicated tha.t in Mr. 
Nelson at last had been found the man to run the show; that he lack¬ 
ed neither the authority nor the ability; that under his alleged 
forceful personality the days of duplication and lack of direction 
were about to end. 

'*In the first month the publicity deuartment, headed by 
Mr. Horton, depicted Mr. Nelson as a human dynamo who could be 
depended upon to make things hum. Various stories of the switfness 
with which he eliminated red tape and reduced the accumulated mass 
of unanswered letters were printed all over the country. 

"For a while there was a real expectation that Mr. Nelson 
would measure up to these advance notices. But the expectation has 
not been fulfilled. Most definitely he has not developed into the 
individual responsible directing head, comparable to Mr. Baruch, 
and no amount of publicity describing him as a * hard-hitting, two- 
fisted, red-blooded he-man' is going to make him such. 

"Everybody connected with defense now recognizes that his 
directorship is limited and not complete.* * * Actually, he is a 
subordinate who does not report directly to the President at all 
and who can operate without interference Just so long as he does 
not clash with the views of Mr, Wallace and other New Deal members 
of his Board closer to the President than he. 

"The natural result of this situation is that Mr. Nelson 
plays a cautious game, is careful not to assume too much in the way 
of authority, or display too much individual initiative or enter¬ 
prise. In addition, those who have observed him most closely say 
that he is slightly bewildered, which, after all, considering the 
size of the Job and his lack of power, is not surprising. It seems 
fairly certain that from Mr, Nelson there will come no action un¬ 
pleasing to the New Deal politicians, who are in the majority on 
his Board and in the administration. At least, such is the view of 
some of his colleagues, who, in the interests of results, sought to 
have iiim assert himself in a big way, only to be met with the New 
Dealisn statement that 'after all we have got to hold fast to our 
social gains'." 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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WANT BROADCASTING PRIORITIES SITUATION CLEARED 

The desire was expressed by Chairrap.n J. L. Fly, of the 
Federal Communications Commission that the priorities situation 
in connection with the construction of new stations and the enlarg¬ 
ing of and maintenance of the old ones might be cleared up at an 
early date so that the industry would know where it stood. 

He seemed to be very optimistic, saying the Defense 
Communications Board has had very complete cooperation from all 
lines “ from industry as well as Government. Priorities though 
was still status quo. The Chairman said he had lunched with 
Donald Nelson of 0PM, during which they had discussed the general 
situation. It was pointed out that SPAB was frowning on new con¬ 
struction not essential to defense, and questioners wanted to know 
if this would be applicable to new broadcast applications. 

Chairman Fly said he couldn't tell how this limitation 
will apply to specific cases until the priorities situation gets 
down to specific principles. Many factors involved and must be 
given thorough going-over. Hence, he can't say in advance. 

The attitude of FCC and DCB has been to cooperate in every 
way, and rather than running the show, they are subject to SPAB and 
0PM, and are waiting for instructions. Mr. Fly was frank to say 
that there is some question of granting brand new applications which 
do not make a specific national defense showing. Such applicants 
are in quite an embarrassing position. He mentioned, for example, 
possible new applications from New York or Los Angeles, saying 
that anyone who can make defense argument out of such applications 
has ebOt to be good. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

TELEVISION DESIRED IN DEFENSE 

The Federal Communications Commission is very desirous of 
seeing television used in connection with National Defense. The 
Commission, therefore, is trying to work out a scheme to get tele¬ 
vision clicking. The two main objectives in view are: (1) utilize 
television for defense as far and as soon as possible, and (2) 
create a substantial nucleus to keep television operating and 
advancing so that it will be in better shape after the emergency 
is over. By taking advantage of scientific advances television. 
Chairman Fly should be in a highly preferred position and ready to 
move forward with a bang. 

The matter came up for discussion in connection with a 
plan for the television development presented to the Commission by 
Norman D. Waters. When asked if he ?7ould appoint a special committee 
to look into the subject as Mr. Waters requested. Chairman Fly 
replied that a lot of thought was being given to the whole situa¬ 
tion. Mr. Waters is head of Norman D. Waters and Associates, of 
1140 Brca.dway, New York, The FCC has also received a communication 
protesting against Mr. Waters' efforts from the Television Guild. 

XXXXXXXXXX -4- 
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McGRADY STANDS BY IN AIRPLANE PLANT SEIZURE 

Standing at the elbow of Col. Roy M. Jones, U.3, A. in 
charge of the Air Associates plant seized by the Government at 
Bendix, N. J. , was Edward F. McGrady, Vice-President of the Radio 
Corporation of America. Mr. McGrady was fonnerly Assistant Secre¬ 
tary of Labor and is now a $1 a year labor adviser to the War 
Department. He flew from Washington to the scene of the trouble 
in an Army transport plane to assist the Colonel. Having sat in on 
the conferences in Washington that preceded the President's action, 
Mr. McGrady was in a position to know all the answers. 

Mr. McGrady conceded that it was a good guess that he 
would remain at the plant only three or four days. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

RADIO INDUSTRY liAY BE I\IEXT, WILLKIS WARIxIS 

In connection with the movies, which he so strongly 
defended in the recent Senate hearings, Wendell Willkie, writes in 
the November 3rd issue of Life: 

"If the motion-picture industry should permit itself to 
be intimida.ted by this kind of pressure, the other great agencies 
of public expression in the U.3. are likely to be the next assail¬ 
ed. As Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, Senator 
Wheeler wields unusual power. He appoints the subcommittees of 
that committee. His committees have the power to investigate not 
only the movies but also the radio industry. He is presently engag¬ 
ed, through his committee, on a study of a new radio regulatory law 
which may determine the fate of the radio comoanies. The Federal 
Communications Commission is dependent on his committee for its 
legislative program; and this commission is today having hearings 
on the rights of newspapers to continue to own radio stations. 

"perhaps radio chains, perhaps newspapers, in their deter¬ 
mination to tell the truth about Nazism, are even now seeking advice 
of their counsel as to whether they may be brought under the scrmit- 
iny of isolationist subcommittees. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

The contents of Relay, the Family Magazine of R. C.A. 
Communications, Inc., for November are: "The First SOS"; "Picnic 
Pictures"; "Tennis Trounament"; "Veteran Number One," 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 
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FLY NON~COMICETAL PENDING NET RULES COURT ACTION 

Cha-irman J. L, Fly of the Federal Communications Commission 
declined to commit himself on the further postponement of the 
November 15 date for the network regulations to go into effect 
since the purpose of the court action initiated by the National 
Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broadcasting System is to en¬ 
join the rules and a motion for a preliminary injunction is schedul¬ 
ed for next Friday. Mr. Fly explained that the Commission therefore 
hadn’t taken any stand on possible further postponement. 

Papers in the case were served on the Commission last 
week. 

Enjoining of the order is sought as being beyond the power 
of the Commission to promulgate, and which in operation would affect 
disastrously not only the companies, which would suffer loss and 
injury thereby, but the broadcasting industry genera.lly and the 
service it now is rendering to the public. 

The way to bring the matter before the Supreme Court has 
been prepared by the demand that it be heard originally by a statu¬ 
tory court of three judges whose decision may be appealed directly 
to the hi^er court. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

PRESENTS IffiTROPOLITAN MUSEUM WITH SPEAKER SYSTEItd 

Thomas J. Watson, President of the International Business 
Machines Corporation, has presented the Metropolitan BJuseum in New 
York with a speaker system. Each major gallery will have a loud¬ 
speaker, of which there will be a total of 104. All the galleries 
can be cut in on a single lecture or concert or a program can be 
confined to a single gallery. While most programs will originate 
within the museum’s own building, equipment will be arranged for 
tuning in broadcasts from outside stations. 

Overflow audiences at popular rauseu.m lectures in the main 
auditorium can be accommodated in adjacent galleries and still 
hear the program through loudspeakers. The study of given periods 
of painting a.nd sculpture can be supplemented by the broa.dcasting 
of music of the same periods. 

X X X X X X X X 
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MINNEAPOLIS RADIO SCHOOL FILES FTC ANSWER 

Thomas J. Casey, doing business as National School of 
Electronics, Minneapolis, formerly doing business as National Insti¬ 
tute of Technology, engaged in the sale of courses of study and 
instruction designated "Electronics*^, has filed an answer to a com¬ 
plaint issued by the Federal Trade Commission which charged him 
with misrepresentation. 

The answer denies allegations of the complaint that he had 
represented that the school occupied a six-story building covering 
a half city block or was a residence school, although it has given 
residence study to some of its students; or had represented that he 
was connected with major electric companies, airports, radio and 
f)olice broadcasting stations throughout the country, or that equip¬ 
ment manufactured and invented by him is used in major aircraft, but 
asserts that he has connection with electrical companies, airports 
and broadcasting stations which might help in placing his graduate 
students in Jobs and positions; that he had represented that he has 
a permanent staff of engineers for the purpose of correcting lessons, 
although asserting that some of the best engineers in the country did 
collaborate in preparing the courses and that engineers have correct¬ 
ed lessons of students for inaccuracies, and that the students have 
the benefit of frequent visits from field engineers who act in the 
capacity of traveling teachers or instructors. The answer asserts 
that on various and numerous occasions the respondent’s airplane, 
equipped with radio devices, and his trailer trucks, similarly 
equipped, were flown and driven to students’ homes and used for the 
purpose of testing equipment built by the students. 

The answer denies that the respondent has made representa¬ 
tions that only a limited number of applicants in each community 
would be accepted for training or that persons lacking in education, 
experience or aptitude could become competent or expert electronic 
or radio men by taking the respondent’s course of study and instruc¬ 
tions. The answer also denies that the respondent represented that 
graduates of the school are guaranteed employment or that positions 
are immediately available in the radio field for those persons 
completing his courses of study. The answer asserts that at no 
time did the respondent represent that he would issue United States 
Government radio operator's licenses to any student or person, but 
did represent that graduates would be able to fill high positions 
in the radio field, and asserts that such graduates at the present 
time are filling positions of recognition in the radio field. 

The answer further denies that the respondent represented 
that he will establish numerous short-wave broadcasting stations in 
Various States or will establish such a station in the near vicinity 
of the prospective student and that the student may work in such 
broadcasting station with the engineers employed by the respondent 
to operate it. 

The complaint charged that the respondent had represented 
that a powerful short-wave radio station, W9VXZ, is a part of the 
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school’s operating equipment, when in fact the respondent does not 
control or operate the station. The answer declares that the equip¬ 
ment is the sole property of Thomas J. Casey, the respondent herein, 
and that he leases the equipment to W9VXZ, knovm at the present 
time as the ’’Downtown Radio Club”. The answer further denies that 
the name ’’National Institute of Technology” is misleading and denies 
that it is not an ”institute" as defined in the complaint. 

Hearings will be held in due course. 

XXXXXXXXX 

FCC ACTION 

Applications Received: Meadville Tribune Broadcasting 
Co. , Meadville, Pa., construction permit for a new broadcast station 
to be operated on 1340 kc, , 250 watts, share W3AJ; Jacksonville 
Broadcasting Corp., Jacksonville, Fla., construction permit for a 
new broadcast station to be operated on 1270 kc., 5 kw, unlimited 
time, directional antenna for night use; KRNR, News-Review Co., 
Roseturg, Ore., construction permit to install new transmitter and 
directional antenna for day and night use, increase power from 100 
watts night, 250 watts day, to 10 KW, change frequency from 1490 
to 1030 kc., and move studio and transmitter; KPAS, Pacific Coast 
Broadcasting Co., Pasadena, Calif., modification of construction 
permit for a new broadcast station, requesting approval of direc¬ 
tional antenna system and transmitter site as specified in original 
construction permit; Don Lee Broadcasting System, Portable-Mobile 
construction permit for a new relay broadcast station to be operated 
on 1646, 2090, 2190 and 2830 kilocycles, 100 watts, A3 emission; 
W6XLA, Television Productions, Inc., Portable-Mobile, construction 
permit for a new television relay station (Reinstatement W6XLA) to 
be used with W6XYZ, frequencies Channel 11 and 12, 204000-216000 
kilocycles, 800 watts (peak) Emission A5. 

XXXXXXXXX 

DALE NEW NBC INF0R.MATI0N DIRECTOR 

Albert E. Dale, well kno-c^n newspaperman and former manag¬ 
ing editor, has been appointed Director of the NBC Department of 
Information. 

With more than twenty years’ experience in the newspaper 
and allied fields, Mr. Dale started in Albany, N.Y., as legislative 
correspondent for the New York Sun. New York Evening Sun and the 
New York Herald Tribune. After one year as political reporter for 

New York Evening Mail, he returned to Alba.ny in 1922 to organ¬ 
ize the Albany Evening News. Joining the Hearst enterprises in 1929, 
he served as editor of the following newspapers: Detroit Times, 
Wisconsin News in Milwaukee, Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph, and the 
Chicago Evening American. In 1940, Mr. Dale became Director of 
Public Relations and Publicity for the Greater New York Fund, after 
serving for a year as Sunda.y Editor and Managing Editor of the 
jfashington Times Herald. 

XXXXXXXXXX -8- 
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TRADE xMOTES 

The "static-free” frequency modulation system of radio 
broadcasting and receiving was described to the Junior Board of 
Commerce last week by Arthur D. (Jess) Willard, General Ivlanager 
of Station WJ3V, CBS's Washington station. Addressing the Board's 
weekly luncheon, Mr. Willard also told of strides being made toward 
color television. 

The Armstrong Medal for "outstanding contributions to the 
radio art" was awarded to Harry William Houck, New York, engineer 
and radio pioneer, at the thirty-second annual dinner of the Radio 
Club of America, in New York last Frida.y night. Admiral S. G. 
Hooper was the guest speaker. 

Organization of a "pre-audition board" for children's 
radio programs was proposed by the Radio Council on Children's 
Programs in New York last week. Niles Trammell, President of the 
National Broadcasting Company, said he would welcome such an organi¬ 
zation. 

Guy C. Hutcheson, CBS engineer who is now about the mid¬ 
way mark in his 20,0007mile tour of Latin America to study radio 
reception conditions, filed reports with Columbia's home office in 
New York City which led to the selection of 11,850 kilocycles as 
the most suitable all-around frequency for that part of the Western 
Hemi sphere. 

A reader writes: 
"Your Page 7 in the October 24th issue is extremely inter¬ 

esting. 
"Your correction on the power of WRUL, of Boston, is 

quite interesting. Frankly, listening to WRUL and WGEO, at Schenec¬ 
tady, I would say that WRUL has twice the power that WGEO has. 

"It probably is because of geographical location, but 
they sure get out, ” 

The colorful and dramatic history of the radio industry, 
which in the short span of 15 years has grown from a few homemade 
"cats-whiskers" receiving sets and two or three "flea power" trans¬ 
mitters to one of America's greatest public services, will be appro¬ 
priately signalized on Saturday, Nov, 15, when the National Broad¬ 
casting Company will observe its fifteenth anniversary. 

The CBS College Broadcast Service, which got under way 
last year as the first publicity division exclusively for college 
editors, is functioning at top speed this Fall - with a weekly 
release reaching 450 editors of university newspapers and magazines. 

The releases deal with all three major networks and are 
written with a decided college slant by Walter Murphy, young alumnus 
of 3t, John's University and staff publicity-writer for the netvfork. 

9 
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As yet the FCC hasn't had any further conferences on 
multiple ownership but it was said "it would probably get around 
to it one of these days”". 

The War Department announced last Saturday the award of 
miscellaneous supply contracts totaling ^105,110,724. Included 
among these were the following: 

Chisholm-Ryder Co., Inc., Niagara Falls, antenna, insula¬ 
tors, etc, So,544; General Electric Co,, Schenectady, dynaraotor 
units, $5,960; tubes, $2,040; coils, $1,575; Eugene Greene, New York, 
antenna equipment, $18,862; Fred M Link, New York, antennae, $800; 
Radio Receptor, New York, radio equipment, $67,278; RCA Manufactur¬ 
ing Co., Inc., Harrison, tubes, $3,812; Stromberg-Carlson Telephone 
iJlanufacturing Corp. , Rochester, switchboards, $2,650; Westinghouse 
Electric International Company, N. Y. , tubes $4,977; Daven Company, 
Newark, microphones, $1,095; R. C.A. Manufacturing Co., Camden,N.J., 
radio equipment, $208,210; sound recorders, $22,320; Technical 
Devices Corporation, Bloomfield, N.J., radio equipment, $21,942. 

Thursday, November 13, still stands as the date of resum¬ 
ing the press-radio hearings according to the Communications Commis¬ 
sion. 

A thirty-page pocket size illustrated booklet “Frequency 
Modulation - An Invitation to Finer Music”, has just been published 
by the Zenith Radio Corporation, In addition to explanation as to 
how FM works, why there is no interference, fidelity of tone repro¬ 
duction, one chapter describes the Zenith FM station W51C and another 
the Zenith plant “The World's ^.p^rgest Ra.dio Factory on One Floor". 

A ten thousand, five hundred dollar prize contest for the 
composing, selection and naming of a great American operetta was 
announced last Saturday by WGN, Chicago, midwestem key station in 
the Mutual Broadcasting System. 

Col. Robert R. McCormick speaking on the "Theatre of the 
Air" broadcast Saturday night over WOR, announced the contest and 
stipulated that the "Great American Operetta" must be American in 
theme and setting. The contest opening is November 1 and the dead¬ 
line is February 10. 

A revision of a bulletin "Government Takes a Hand More and 
More in Advertising Matters" ha,s just been published by the American 
Newspaper Publishers’ Association. It lists the various Federal 
Departments and Bureaus that in one way or another have attempted to 
control advertising and bills introduced in Congress including one 
to tax radio advertising. 

Might not be a bad thing if the radio industry compiled a 
pamphlet "Government Takes a Hand More and More in Broadcasting" 
and cites the different ways the FCC, especially under Mr. Fly, 
other government agencies, and Congress are endeavoring more and 
more to £,et radio and communications into their clutches. 

WCR sales for August-September-October of 1941, set a new 
bi^ in third quarter sales for the station. It was the biggest 
third quarter in the history of WOR. 

XXXXXXXXXX 10 - 
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For Release In Mornln,g; Nevrs-papers of Thursday. November 6 

NO MIRACLE TO FTC 

William Wheeler, trading as Miracle Manufacturing Co., 
Conshohocken, Pa., engaged in the sale of certain mechanical devices 
designated ’’’Miracle Radio Control*^ and "Miracle Aerial Loop"”, is 
charged, in a complaint issued by the Federal Trade Commission, 
with misrepresentation. 

The complaint charges that in advertisements in newspapers, 
trade publications and by other means in commerce the respondent has 
represented, among other things: "World’s Master - Airways Miracle 
Radio Control. Marvelous - Unbelievable. Fbr long and short wave 
amateur; police and ship calls, code, etc., - Gets them all! Quick 
pick-up - no fade-out. Foreign stations every day clear and loud. 
Nothing like it on the market." and "Radio’s Old Reliable Miracle 
Aerial Loop gets local and foreign stations clear as a crystal; just 
connect to radio; no aerial, no ground required. Most remarkable 
reception you have ever heard." The complaint alleges that these 
representations are false and misleading and that the devices will 
not perform any of the claims made by the respondent. 

Among other statements, the respondent is alleged to have 
represented, concerning his "Miracle Radio Control", "Special factory 
adv. price $2.85". The complaint alleges that the price of $2.85 
for the device is not a special price but is the regular price and 
the only one at which the respondent has sold the device. 

charge s. 
Twenty days are allowed the respondent for answering the 

XXXXXXXXXX 

NETWORK GROUP ADOPTS DEFENSE PROGRAM 

Following a two days conference on radio defense activities 
between officials of the National Broadcasting Gomnany and fourteen 
regional representatives of NBC’s Blue and Red network affiliates, 
the two network committees adopted a four-point radio defense program 
calling for full mobilization of the joint resources of NBC and its 
243 station-affiliates. 

The four points of the program which were adopted are: 
1. The development of a coordinated plan of operations by NBC 

and its affiliated stations to insure maximum efficiency of service 
througli effective cooperation with all national defense agencies. 

2. To study plans for the maintenance of public morale and 
public physical well-being during any unexpected emergency. 

3. To maintain normal broadcasting schedules, as far as pos¬ 
sible, in the event of emergency to the end that our national life 
and normal business shall suffer a minimum of dislocation. 

4. Tlie establishment of a clearing house of information to 
expedite the procurement of radio equipment and replacement parts. 

XXXXXXXX 
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NBC MARKS ANNIVERSARY WITH NEW STUDIOS 

Marking the fifteenth anniversary of its radio service to 
America's listening millions, the National Broadcasting Com-oany will 
part the curtains in its new Copper and Silver studios on the 6th 
and 7th floors at Radio City with an impressive dedicatory program 
on November 15. 

"The Copper and Silver studios", said Niles Trammell, 
"represent a triple gift of design to radio broadcasting. They are 
in themselves recognition of the importance of the studio audience. 
The men and women who come into them will find themselves in the 
setting of the intimate theater, simply decorated and fitted with 
all the accoutrements that ha,ve made the theater galmorous. 

"The performer who cannot give his best without an audience 
will find that audience there in front of him, rising tier on tier 
and giving him the utmost in psychological stimu].us. 

"Yet, despite marked improvements for the studio audience 
and for the performer, we are certain that the entertainment from 
the Copper and Silver studios will be of sun^assing clarity." 

The stages of the new studios are 38 feet square, fitted 
with three overhead lighting strips and eight "baby spots", which 
will be trained on featured performers. The entire complex lighting 
system of each studio, including the concealed-cove illumination in 
the audience section, is controlled from an electrician's booth 
overlooking the stage. 

The theater-type chairs are so cleverly contrived that 
they enable late comers to reach chairs at some distance from the 
aisles without bumping the knees of guests already seated. Once a 
person sits down and leans against the chair's back, the seat slides 
six inches forward. That gives a comfortable sitting angle. The 
simple action of sitting up straight causes the chair to resume its 
original position, affording the passerby ample room without dis¬ 
turbing the chair's occupant. Most of the chairs are arranged in 
tiers, rising eleven feet above the studio floor level. 

Clients' booths are located at the seventh floor level 
and inserted into studio walls at an angle, affording an unobstruc¬ 
ted view of the entire stage. The booths are entirely sound¬ 
proofed, the program being fed into the room over loudspeakers. 

Both of the new studios are completely air-conditioned and 
constructed on the "floating" pattern first introduced to radio when 
NBC built its great plant at Ra.dio City. 

XXXXXXXX 
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BIG- LATIN AMERICAN DEMAND FOR ROCKEFELLER PROGRAI^S 

In one week the Rockefeller people in New York received 
letters from more than two hundred people requesting a total of 
over fifteen thousand additional printed programs of U. 3. short¬ 
wave stations. Although the programs of the British, Italians and 
German short-wave stations have long appeared in the newspapers of 
those countries, and thousands of their programs were mailed to 
listeners direct, it has only been within recent years that the 
programs of American stations have been seen south of the border. 

Recently the Rockefeller radio section compiled an 
entirely new and attractive printed program for distribution to 
Latin America newspapers and listeners. It was in three languages - 
English, Spanish and Portuguese. It is these programs that have 
been proven so popular. 

In all replies, the writers have indicated cordiality to 
the general plan, and the additional programs requested were on the 
basis that they would take the trouble to distribute them at their 
own expense, either by mall or otherwise. The increases for each 
correspondent are being limited to twelve copies, but Mr. Rockefeller 
is offering to send them to any other addresses which may be sent to 
his Bureau. This, it was explained, would seem to be the only way 
to make sure to avoid duplications. All requests from the U. S. 
or other Governments will be fully supplied in accordance with their 
request. 

Some of the responses received by Mr. Rockefeller’s 
organization have been: 

From Pan American Airways System, Cienfuegos, Cuba: 

"My heartiest congratulations on the very clear and complete 
form of these." 

From a radio dealer in Mexico City: 

"We appreciate these schedules more than you can imagine. 
To make the propaganda more effective, we are planning to 
place our receiving set at the disposal of the public 
visiting our store, so that they may listen to your pro¬ 
grams. " 

From an import-export firm in Ponta Grossa, Parana, Brazil: 

"We appreciate the courtesy of this mailing and are only 
too pleased to handle the distribution in this city. We 
are taking this opportunity to bring to your attention 
the fact that, like all friends and admirers of the 
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North Anierican shortwave programs, we regret that here, 
in Southern Brazil, reception is not perfect, which we 
attribute to insufficient power of your stations. 

“Superfluous to add that these programs are followed 
with the,keenest interest by the Brazilian public, 
especially now when international affairs of the great¬ 
est importance are focusing attention on the defense of 
the Western Hemisphere and on the salutary Good Neighbor 
Policy being developed in our continent. 

“The European stations are received here with unusual 
power and clarity, the B.B.C. , of London, foremost among 
them, and we are sure that the listeners of this region 
would be very glad if they could get the North American 
stations with the same volume and perfection,“ 

From an electric light company of Ciudad, Trujillo, Dominican 
Republic: 

“We gave the Spanish copies to the local newspaoer offices 
for re-publication . . . they have been graciously accepted 
and no doubt publication will be made. . . programs drawn 
up in this manner are in great demand.“ 

From an importing firm of Rio, Brazil: 

“Believe these programs will halp a lot in bringing a 
better understanding between South and North America.” 

From an employee of the municipal water service in Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti: 

“....I do hope you will forward it to my address regularly, 
even if I must pay a price for it.“ 

XXXXXXXXX 

ARIjIX contracts for radio equipment 

Among the week^s defense radio purchases by the War 
Deoartment were Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, fuses, $595,680; 
Stewart-Warner Corooration, fuses $2,607,267, and Philco, Philadel' 
phia, $1,020,500. 

Also, Emerson Rs-dio and Phonograph Corp. , New York, bat¬ 
tery sets, test indicators, tube sets, etc., $11,332; Haramarlund 
Mfg. Co., Inc., New York, radio equipment, $52,250; Federal Tele¬ 
phone Co., Inc., Newark, radio equipment $74,214; and RCA Hlanu- 
facturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J., socket board assemblies, $793; 
portable public address sets, $1,473. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 
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NEWSPAPER HEARINaS RESIDE NOV. 13 

The hearings on the question of whether or not there 
shall be discrimination against a newspaper owned broadcasting 
station, which has been dragging along over a period of several 
months, will be resumed next Thursday, November 13th. The Commis¬ 
sion ha.ving presented its side of the case, the Committee of News¬ 
paper Radio Station representatives, of which Harold V. Hough, of 
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram will take the stand, will have their 
say. 

There will be many new exhibits - statistics and docu¬ 
ments - also exhibits previously offered which ?/ere questioned 
will be corrected. Statistical oresentation will be in charge of 
Dr. Herman S. Hettinger, of Pennsylvania, and Paul F. Lazarfield, 
of Columbia University. It is expected the Newspaper-Radio Com¬ 
mittee testimony will require several days. 

The general purpose of the hearings is to determine 
whether the FCC should adopt some definite policy toward licensing 
newspaper-owned radio stations and whether, if so, it has authority. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

MAKERS ASKED TO PEG PRICES OP RADIOS 

Price Administrator Leon Henderson said yesterday (Thurs¬ 
day) he had asked manufacturers of stoves and radios not to raise 
the prices above those recently prevailing. 

Mr. Henderson said he took the action to hold prices on 
the important types of durable consumer goods firm pending deter¬ 
mination of the effect on the two industries of production curtail¬ 
ments. 

Manufacturers of radio sets, radio-phonograph combinations, 
radio parts and radio-phonograph parts were asked to hold to October 
15 levels; manufacturers of stoves not to increase prices above 
October 25 levels. 

Long-range price programs are being studied by the Office 
of Price Administration for both industries, Mr. Henderson said, 
and meetings will be held soon with representatives of each groun 
to work out details. 

The radio price program will be completed before January 1. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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"AMERICA FIRST" REPERCUSSIONS STILL HEARD 

Although the "America First" meeting in Madison Square 
Garden was held a week ago, repercussions are still being heard 
in Washington and New York. It is well known that the Federal 
Communications Commission has no powers of censorship, nevertheless 
complaints have been registered with Chainman J. L. Fly who, as 
usual, is going through the motions of doing something about it. 
His latest communique is to the Mutual Broadcasting System: 

""Attention is invited to a recent mimeographed press 
release by the Fight for Freedom Committee, a copy of 
which was forwarded to this office, concerning the fail¬ 
ure of Mutual to afford time to answer recent America 
First speeches. I should appreciate receiving from you 
a statement of facts as to how this matter has been 
handled by the Mutual Broadcasting System." 

Mr. Fly, following receipt of a telegram from the 
"America First" people which stated that they had been unable to 
secure adequate air facilities for Senator ¥neeler and none for 
Lindbergh, had previously asked the networks, "How come?" It was 
well understood that Chairman Fly was again Just going through 
the motions knowing full well that Senator Wheeler sooner or later 
would again be on his neck about it. 

Captioned, "Is This Censorship?", the Editor & Publisher 
carries the following editorial regarding the incident: 

"The non-interventionist New York Daily News declares 
the radio chains guilty of bad reporting, when they prevent the 
radio audience from hearing the arguments of these anti-war speak¬ 
ers. It urges that Congress demand time on the air for its own 
debates and tliat a reasonable division of this should be arranged 
’betv/een the war party and the peace party'. 

"Radio faces a problem of tremendous seriousness in 
these circumstances. One of its proudest boasts is that it has 
'no editorial policy', that its function is to bring facts and 
opinions of others through impartial channels, making facilities 
available as evenly as possible between antagonists. That claim 
falls down if minority thought is to be silenced by the 'unavail¬ 
ability' of convenient broadcasting hours. 

"The majority of New York newspapers are not in agreement 
with the program’s orators, but, as this is written (24 hours 
before) we haven't the slightest doubt that all of the newspapers 
of October 31 will carry fair and coraorehensive reports of the meet' 
ing, regardless of their editorial policies. That indicates no 
special virtue; it's simple common sense appreciation of the Job 
that must be done. If the radio people fail in that respect, what¬ 
ever the question at issue, they ar*e looking for trouble. If 
Lindbergh, Wheeler, et al. , are wrong, the best way to prove it is 
not^by censorship but by permitting the untramraeled statement of 
their views. That is the American way. " 

xxxxxxxxxx - 5 - 
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BELIEVES SET MKING SHORTAGE WILL BE MET 

A few of the radio receiving set models produced under 
the economy program may have shortcomings but such developments 
are likely to be short-lived”, Lawrence D. Batson, writes in the 
U, S. Commerce Department weekly. ”The romance of radio has for 
years attracted the best engineering and scientific talent avail¬ 
able, and it is believed that such problems as arise will be quickly 
solved. 

"Withdrawal of copper from many oarts of radio receiving 
set production by a SPAB order of October 21, is too far-reaching 
for immediate analysis. Exceptions are made in the order as to 
wire, and those parts required to be made of copper by safety rules 
of the Underwriters’ Laboratories. The rules applying are that 
lamp-holders, receptacles, switches, and similar parts, are among 
items which must be *of suitable material for the purpose*. 

"Copper and its alloys have been used in many parts 
because they were the best materials for the purposes. Tube pins, 
socket contacts, binding posts, and soldering lugs might be con¬ 
strued as required by safety rules to be of copper or copper alloys. 

"Several years ago manufacturers standardized tubes to 
what was thought at that time to be the possible limit. It is now 
believed that a further reduction may become necessary, and tha,t 
as a result, owners of old models may find it difficult to obtain 
tube replacements. 

"Aluminum has been used extensively in chassis frames, 
bases, and for other bulk work until the aluminum-steel cost ratio 
made it profitable to change to steel. Thus, the actual aluminum 
content was cut by 75 percent. Plastic cabinets are soon to dis¬ 
appear, because suitable types of plastics are now on the scarce 
list. 

"Handicapped for years by technical difficulties and the 
lack of public interest, television is probably destined for another 
setback by reason of the current materials shortage.. Progress con¬ 
tinues to be made in the field, however. 

"Public transmissions have been on the air for three 
years, on an experimental basis, but without a uniform standard 
whereby all television transmissions could be received on all tele¬ 
vision receivers. Such standards were adopted last Spring, and the 
Federal Communications Commission set last July as the date for the 
actual introduction of television. Prior to that time, however, 
the raw materials situation became so acute with certain materials 
essential to the production of television transmitters and receiv¬ 
ers that manufacturers have marked time. The number of units now 
being produced is very limited. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 
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BROADCAST ACTIONS BY THE FCC 

Applications Cranted; Board of Education of the Memphis 
City Schools, fienphis, Tenn. , granted construction permit for new 
station to operate on 41000 kilocycles, 250 watts, on condition 
that permittee file application for modification of construction 
permit specifying equipment to use frequency modulation instead of 
amplitude modulation; King-Trengle Broadcasting Corp., granted 
construction permit for new FM station to operate on 47300 kilo¬ 
cycles, 6,800 square mile service area. 

Also, Phllco Radio & Television Corp.. Philadelphia, Pa., 
granted construction permit for new station to operate on Channels 
Nos. 13 and 14, 230,000-242,000 kilocycles; power 60 watts, A5 
emission; WNBI, and WRCA, National Broadcasting Co. , Inc., New York, 
N. Y., granted modification of license to use frequencies 6100, 
9670, 11890, 15150, 17780 and 21630 kilocycles; power 50 kilowatts 
except on 9670 kilocycles on which operation with 50 to 100 kilo¬ 
watts is herein authorized; share time on all frequencies with 
each other, in addition share with WB03 on 17780 kilocycles. 

Also, Coastal Broadcasting Co. , Inc. , New Bern, N. C. 
granted construction permit for new station to operate on 1450 
kilocycles, 250 watts, unlimited; transmitter site to be deter¬ 
mined subject to Commission’s approval; WKBW, Buffalo Broadcasting 
Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. , granted license to cover constmction permit 
for increase in power to 50 kilowatts, move of transmitter, new 
equipment, and installation of directional antenna for day and 
night use. Also authority to determine operating power by direct 
measurement of antenna input. 

Applications Received; WG-ES, Oak LeavesBroadcasting 
Station, Inc., Chicago, Ill., modification of construction permit 
as modified for increase in power, change in hours, move, new 
transmitter and directional antenna for day and night use, request¬ 
ing extension of completion date from 11/20/41 to 1/20/42 (1390 kc.) 
KYOS, Merced Broadcasting Co., Merced, Calif., construction permit 
to install new transmitter, change frequency to 1490 kilocycles, 
250 watts power; WINS, Hearst Ra.dio, Inc. , New York, N. Y. , special 
service authorization to operate with power of 5 kilowatts at 
WHN’s old site, Astoria, Long Island, using WHN’s 5 KW transmitter 
for period ending 2/1/42 (1000 kc.); also authority to determine 
operating power by direct method for special service. 

Also, John D. Swing, New Orleans, La., construction per¬ 
mit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1060 kilocycles, 
50 kilowatts and unlimited hours, employing directional antenna at 
night; Florida National Building Coro., Miami, Fla., construction 
pennit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1170 kc., 5 KW 
and unlimited hours, employing directional antenna, day and night; 
^AM, The Pittsburg Broadcasting Co., Inc., Pittsburg, Ka.ns. , con¬ 
struction permit amended to change frequency from 810 to 860 kilo¬ 
cycles, power to 5 KW day and night, new transmitter, move trans¬ 
mitter and make changes in proposed directional antenna. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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CANADA APPROVES PAYING LISTENING FEE 

On November 2, 1936, the Canadian public went into the 
broadcasting business with the inauguration of the government-OTOed 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 

"In the five years which have passed broadcasting in 
Canada has greatly improved; antagonism toward a publicly owned 
broadcasting corporation has subsided; the publicly owned company 
(despite its control over the entire broadcasting industry) has 
left the privately owned stations to increase in number and prosper; 
and - what is of final importance - the Canadian listener is very 
satisfied that he is receiving his money's worth for the annual 
$8.50 listening fee required by each householder operating a radio 
set", a Toronto dispatch to the New York Times sets forth. 

"Financing of the CBC comes from the annual collection of 
radio receiving licenses amounting in the last fiscal year to 
slightly over fc,100,000, from commercial programs totaling close 
to $1,000,000 in the past fiscal year, and from repayable govern¬ 
ment loans. In the last fiscal year, ended l\ferch si, 1941, for 
which a report was recently published, the CBC had a net operating 
revenue of $185,585, spent $1,720,000 on programs, $746,000 on 
engineering and paid network stations $726,000 for commercial net¬ 
works programs. " 

xxxxxxxx 

RELIANCE ON PRESS AND RADIO UNCHANGED, SAYS MacLEISH 

In accepting appointment as Director of the Office of 
Facts and Figures, Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of Congress, said: 

"The Job of the new Office of Facts and Figures, as stat¬ 
ed in the Executive Order, is to serve as an interdepartmental 
clearing house for information and data required *for the most co¬ 
herent and comprehensive presentation to the Nation of the facts and 
figures of national defense’. In other words, the operation of the 
office will be purely within the Government. 

"The Office of Facts and Figures will not make a practice 
of issuing releases nor set up new channels for the dissemination of 
information, but will 'rely upon the services and facilities of 
existing agencies of the Government in the dissemination of informa¬ 
tion'. In other words, the establishment of the office will in no 
way change the relation between the departments and the agencies of 
Government and the press and radio services, nor will it alter the 
reliance of the Government upon these means of informing the people. 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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TRADE NOTES : 

As a means toward improving broadcast service in our 
territorial and Insular possessions, the Commission on November 4 
amended Section 3.408(c) of its Rules Governing Standard and High 
Frequency Broadcast Stations to permit standard broadcast stations 
under Commission jurisdiction outside the continental United States 
(Alaska and Puerto Rico and Hawaii) to rebroadcast commercial pro¬ 
grams of domestic international broadcast stations. 

In a report for the first nine months of 1941, the Crosley 
Corporation disclosed a profit of $1,280,368 before provision for 
taxes. This figures a net profit of $980,368 on total sales of 
$19,134,864. 

Jimmie Fidley, Hollywood commentator, who clashed with CBS 
claiming to have been muzzled, jumped to Mutual and later created 
quite a flurry when he testified at the Senate movie investigation, 
will soon be off the air, the reason being given that his sponsor 
a cosmetics concern, being a priorities victim, will cease advertis¬ 
ing because it cannot secure production materials. 

Pursuant to its Supplement Report on Chain Broadcasting 
of October 11, 1941, the Federal Communications Commission amended 
Sections 3.102, 3.103, and 3.104 (pertaining thereto), and at the 
same time, amended Section 3.34, extending the normal license period 
of all standard broadcast stations to two years, with expiration 
date of licenses on the various frequencies listed, and Section 4.3 
(re license period for broadcast stations other than standard, and 
renewal of licenses). 

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., and Subsidiaries - 
Nine months to Oct. 4: Net profit after $3,000,000 provision for 
Federal income and excess profits taxes, $3,815,435, equal to $2.22 
each on 1,716,277 shares of $2.50 par stock outstanding or to be 
outstanding upon completion of exchange of old $5 par value stock. 
This compares with net profit of $3,477,586, or $2.03 a share, for 
1940 period, when tax charges were $1,600,172. Gross income in¬ 
creased to $44,049,683 from $36,430,612 last year. 

One guess from an informed source was that David Sarnoff's 
trip to the Pacific Coast had nothing to do with radio but was in 
connection with President Roosevelt's Committee to prevent discrimi¬ 
nation against colored workers securing employment in the Govern¬ 
ment service of which committee Mr. Sarnoff is a member. 

Augustin Frigon, Assistant General Manager of the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, has been added to the Pan American Council 
of "Columbia's School of the Air of the Americas" as representative 
of Canada. 
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Assistant Head of the Radio Division in the New York 
office of the U. S. Coordinator of Information, of which William J. 
Donovan is in charge, is Robert Samoff, son of the President of 
the Ra.dio Corporation of America. Mr. Sarnoff, Jr., is 23 years 
old. 

Private telegraph advices to radio manufacturers from 
J. 3. Bache & Co. are; 

"SMITH #3 - RADIO MFRS - Contrary to earlier expecta¬ 
tions, it is now reported that the radio mfg. industry will be per¬ 
mitted to draw heavily on supplies of essential raw materials, and 
to produce its products for military and civilian uses. "A trem¬ 
endous production program’ is mentioned in these reports. The use 
of radio as a ‘morale booster’ is said to be desired by defense 
officials, and this will be one reason for the more liberal atti¬ 
tude on supplies. From a direct defense viewpoint, it is said that 
radio makers may shortly get large military orders. Among companies 
whose major activities consist of radio production are Crosley 
Radio Corp. of America, Sparks Withington, Zenith Ra.dio. " 

Two stations in Maracaibo, Venezuela, YVIRV longwave and 
YVLRA short wave, ha.ve Joined the Columbia Broadcasting System's 
new hatin American network which begins operation early in 1942. 
The new affiliates raise the chain’s station total to 74 - with 
representation in each of the 20 republics south of the United 
States border. 

Supporters of Fiorello LaGuardia and Williajn O'Dwyer made 
equal use of WOR facilities during the recent Municipal Campaign in 
New York City. O'Dwyer adherents purchased 17 quarter-hour periods 
and 1 half-hour program, or a total of 4f hours. LaGuardia cam¬ 
paigners also bought 17 quarter-hour broadcasts and 1 half-hour 
period, or 4f hours. 

Press Wireless has been granted Federal Communications 
Commission authority to transmit programs to Central and South 
American countries, via short wave for re-broadcast. The authoriza¬ 
tion permits Press Wireless to contract for the use of its facil¬ 
ities by others and it was indicated that Mutual Broadcasting System 
is negotiating but has not completed a contract. 

Press Wireless, Inc., has moved its traffic operations 
from Little Neck, L.I., to the Times Building in New York. Approxi¬ 
mately 300,CX)0 v;ords are handled daily. 

In his syndicated New York column, Leonard Lyons writes; 
"The I'fexine Elliott Theater is being converted into a 

radio auditorium by the Mutual Broadcasting System. That theater, 
narnied after and owned by the most fajmous beauty of her da.y, lost all 
its attraction, as far as Miss Elliott was concerned, as soon as the 
WPA Federal Theater began to present its plays there. . . When, in 
her villa in France, Maxine Elliott was asked about her theater, 
she'd sigh and shrug: "Oli, the Reds have it nov/. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx 
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CALLS COPPER SHORTACE "ANOTHER FAKE" 

Doubtless of interest to the communications industry is 
a scathing editorial on the copper situation which appeared in the 
Chicago Tribune last Sunday (November 2): 

"Last week there were two developments relating to copper. 
"1. The government issued an order forbidding the use of cop¬ 

per in hundreds of industries, manufacturing 108 civilian products, 
and reducing the use of copper in a number of other industries. 

"2. The Walker Mining company, the largest producer of copper 
in California, which turned out 5,000 tons in 1940, announced that 
it would suspend operations because it is unable to operate profit¬ 
ably at the price set by 0PM. 

"The government, in the person of Leon Henderson, has set a 
price for copper so low as to prevent many mines from reopening and 
forcing some already operating to shut down. Having reduced the 
output of copper by its deliberate act, the government has hogged 
the available supply, cut off the flow of materials to civilian 
factories, and thus forced factories to close down. In the next 
step some New Dealer or one of the business men who since leaving 
home has acquired political ambitions and a New Deal accent makes a 
speech telling how sorry he is for the poor little business man who 
has to be liquidated to lick Hitler. 

"In the days of NRA, when Henderson, now the price fixer, had 
just gone to Washington, the late Ralph Heilman, then dean of North¬ 
western University’s school of commerce, remarked that it was pos¬ 
sible to get a better education than in a long time because all the 
crackpots had gone to Washington. It is high time that the country 
awoke and realized the consequences of the phony economist wno has 
decreed that the people must not use any copper which costs more than 
12 cents a pound to produce. * 

"Sven at 12 cents there ought to be plenty of copper. It seems 
possible that the same sort of fake is being perpetrated in copper 
as was tried by Ickes unsuccessfully in oil. As one United States 
senator put it, we are again ’being pushed around for psychological 
reasons'. This conclusion seems inescapable from the fignores. 

"0PM says that there will be 1 million 650 thousand tons of 
copper available in this country next year. That is a reduction of 
200,000 tons from a previous estimate. Nothing is said about how 
the 200,000 tons vanished, but the disappearance came about conven¬ 
iently when the pretense about the oil shortage had to be abandoned. 

"OPM figures that 1,050,000 tons will be needed for defense pur^ 
poses next year * The largest amount used (by Germany) in any one 
year was 374 thousand tons. In three years, even taking the OPM 
reduced supply figures of 1 million 650 thousand tons, we will have 
nearly 5 million tons. If from this is deducted 1 million 300 thou¬ 
sand tons to provide for the equivalent of the German war machine 
there would remain 3 million 700 thousand tons, or nearly a million 
and a quarter tons a year. That is a lot more copper than all our 
civilian industries have any use for. 

"Next to electrical manufactures the automobile industry was 
the largest consumer of copper in the country. Mr. C. E. Wilson, 
president of General Motors, ought to know how much copper is needed. 
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Last month, before the government had lowered its estimate of sup¬ 
ply and raised its estimate of demand, Ivir, Wilson said: *The 
850,000 ton defense estimate looks high and is known to contain 
copper requirements other than strictly defense needs. It looks 
high also as compared to the availability of copper to other na¬ 
tions. The copper supply of continental Europe, outside of Russia, 
available to Germany for war and all domestic purposes is only 
about one-fifth of the above estimated requirements of our defense 
program alone.* 

”A half a million tons is all the copper that is needed for 
defense next year. The copper supply at the existing price will 
take care of that, meet every civilian need, and leave plenty to 
spare. And if more copper is needed there is plenty in the ground 
which will be mined if the government doesn’t forbid it. The 
copper shortage is as much of a fake as the steel ’shortage’ and the 
oil shortage. Congress is neglecting its duty if it does not stop 
the periDetration of these fakes. ” 

xxxxxxxxxx 

JUSTICE DEPT. DENIES AIM TO CENSOR ADVERTISING 

Assurances that Government has no desire to ’’censor" 
advertising but is "trying to maintain the complete freed of the 
competitive system" were made last Wednesday by Assistant Attorney 
General Thurman W. Amold, in charge of the anti-trust Division of 
the Department of Justice. 

In a speech before the Advertising Club of Washington, 
Arnold declared to attempt supervision of advertising campaigns would 
be the same as to attempt regulation of the number of salesmen a 
business firm should have or how much rent it should pay. 

"I do not see that advertising has any particular relation 
to monopoly", he declared. It is a problem of selling. It inter¬ 
feres with a free economy only when It interferes with the freedom 
of some other business. " 

Contrary to the opinion held by some groups, Arnold said, 
the anti-trust division has had only a few cases in which advertis¬ 
ing figured. 

"Consumer groups do not always know the cost of advertis¬ 
ing, and usually think it is much higher than it is", he declared. 
"Even the cost of tobacco advertising, for instance, is very slight >• 
although the general public might not think so." 

Mass production and distribution of standardized articles 
in this country during the last 20 years would have been impossible 
without large advertising campaigns, Arnold said. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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November 11, 1941 

PROPOSED ATLANTA STATION TRANSFER PROVES DYNAMITE 

The Federal Communications Commission affirming a prior 
decision of Commissioner George Henry Payne denying a petition by 
the Georgia School of Technology, operator of Station WGST to teke 
depositions in Atlanta in connection with*the transfer of license, 
on the surface apparently a routine matter, caused a political blow¬ 
up in Georgia resulting in loud and immediate protests to the White 
House and Congress. As a result. Commissioner Payne and the Com¬ 
mission have collided head on with Governor Eugene Talmadge and his 
well-known fighting political forces. 

The Commission explaining its side made public correspond¬ 
ence between Chairman James L. Fly and Arthur Lucas, theatrical 
magnate, of Atlanta, in which Mr. Fly said that as long as he is 
Commission Chairman "decisions are going to be made upon their mer¬ 
its and not in accordance with purely political influence, threats 
and coercion". 

An Associated Press dispatch was quoted telling of a 
"rough-and-tumble"hearing before a Civil Service Examiner on alleged 
violations of the Hatch Act which had to be transferred from the 
Georgia State Capitol because State officials refused police protec¬ 
tion to a Federal building where United States Ivlarshals provid-ed 
protection. 

The Commission said that in view of the previous unsuccess¬ 
ful attempt to have the hearing held in Atlanta, "and in view of all 
other facts herein, we are constrained to question the good faith of 
the request to take by deposition the testimony of all key witnesses 
in Atlanta". 

The correspondence which preceded the opinion grew out of 
a teletbram which Arthur Lucas, who, it was said a.t the Commission’s 
offices appears in the picture as a prospective operator of the sta¬ 
tion with William K. Jenkins, sent to Chairman Fly. 

Mr. Fly’s response to Mr. Lucas follows: 

"This will acknowledge receipt of your telegram of 
November 3 and a letter dated November 5, both complaining of action 
taken in the matter of the renewal of the license of Radio Station 
WGST, which has for years been licensed to the Georgia School of 
Technology. As I understand your Interest in the matter, through 
the intervention of Governor Talmadge you, yourself, have come to 
have a potential business and financial Interest in the operation 
of this station. Your telegram and your letter of November 5 were 
both widely distributed by you, copies having been sent to both 
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Georgia Senators and the entire Georgia delegation in the House, to 
Chairman Lea of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee 
and to Speaker Rayburn. Also at least your letter was sent to 
Stephen Early, Secretary to the President. 

"To respond first to your letter, there you chiefly com¬ 
plain that the Commission conducted inquiries concerning your 
partner and yourself and that these inquiries were 'secret* and made 
in your home state of Georgia rather than being limited to Congress¬ 
ional representatives. The public responsibilities of operators of 
broadcast stations are so great tha,t the Commission customarily 
investigates the character and standing of those persons requesting 
that broadcast facilities be entrusted to them. There is no secret 
about it; it is expressly required by the Federal Communications 
Act, In controversial situations of this kind the Commission would 
be derelict in its duty if it failed to obtain all possible informa¬ 
tion. You have sought a great public privilege - the privilege 
in effect of projecting your voice into the homes of thousands of 
your fellow citizens. It seems unnecessary to emphasize that those 
who seek a privilege of this character must be able to stand invest!■ 
gation. 

"Your telegram complained of the decision denying your 
motion to ta.ke twelve depositions in this matter. This decision 
was made in the first instance by the single Commissioner who was 
regularly assigned to motion's duty. You appealed to the full Com¬ 
mission and your telegram arrived while the matter was pending 
before it. Today the Commission unanimously sustained the decision 
of the motion's Commissioner and a copy of the decision is being 
enclosed herev/ith. 

"Previously, and prior to the time when the matter was 
presented to the motion's Commissioner, I met Mr. McClure, a private 
attorney here, who represents the St&te and presumably your inter¬ 
ests in the matter. He told me then that if the Coimnission failed 
to grant the application for the taking of depositions, he was go¬ 
ing to appeal to the courts. I told him of course, that was quite 
all right. At the same time, I did not think the previously announc¬ 
ed intention of appealing to the courts a controlling reason for 
deciding the motion one way or another. Similarly I do not deem your 
telegram, and particularly the wide distribution you ga-ve it, a con¬ 
trolling reason for the Commission deciding one way or another your 
appeal from the motion's Commissioner's ruling. 

"In view of the great congroversy which has surrounded 
the Governor, the State educational institutions and this radio 
station; in further view of the facts that the State and all of the 
parties ha.d Washington counsel; that the executives interested in 
the School and the radio station were frequently in Washington; and 
that the entire Commission's staff to be engaged on this matter are 
located in Washington where we have records, offices, hearing rooms 
and all necessary facilities, the Commission early concluded that 
the hearing should be held in Washington. Thereafter, on October 8, 
1941, a formal petition by the station that the hearing be held in 
Atlanta was denied by the presiding Commissioner of the Motion's 
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Docket. This action was taken in recognition of the fact that the 
Commission had on several occasions specifically considered the 
matter and had determined to hold the hearing in Washington. 

'•Thereafter came the motion to take depositions in Georgia; 
not the depositions of one or possibly two witnesses who were unable 
to attend the hearing, but the depositions of twelve witnesses, all 
witiiout any showing as to the necessity. At least four of these 
witnesses desired to attend the hearing in Washington. The net 
effect of this move would patently be to reverse the Commission's 
decision and to transfer the seat of the hearing from Washington to 
Atlanta. Thus, the substantial record would be built up before a 
notary public in Atlanta untrained in radio matters and the Commis¬ 
sion would be deprived of the value of examination and cross- 
examination of witnesses personally present as if in a court pro¬ 
ceeding. And it may be noted that the intervenor, Southern 
Broadcasting Stations, Inc., opposing the motion as a device to 
circumvent the Commission's decision, alleged full ability to pro¬ 
duce all necessary witnesses, books and records in Washington. 
Despite all of this, at any time you can establish the necessity 
of taking a deposition in Georgia you need ha,ve no fear but that 
the Commission will authorize that procedure. 

•^According to your plans, you are about to enter into the 
management of this station and thus to enter upon a new line of 
relations with this Commission. I think you ought to understand at 
the outset that this Commission must conform to its duty and decide 
all these matters upon the merits. The statute lays down orderly 
administrative procedires for the gulda.nce of the Commission and all 
parties. And you have various rights, including particularly the 
right to have a court of law review decisions of the Commission. 
The Commission, itself is subject to those laws and to the will of 
the Congress, and any and all parties are at liberty to appeal to 
the Congress to change the laws. You may as well know, however, 
that so long as I am Chairman of the Commission decisions are going 
to be made upon their merits and not in accordance with purely pol¬ 
itical influence, threats or coercion. I cannot refrain from com¬ 
mending to you the adoption and pursuance of a course of conduct 
which is consonant with these principles." 

At present Station WGST is being operated under lease by 
Sam Pickard as an affiliated station of Columbia Broadcasting 
System. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

Coast Guard personnel is now engaged in installing $25,000 
worth of lighting, fog signal and radio apparatus in the new $200,000 
Cleveland Ledge Lighthouse marking the southern approach to the Capo 
Cod Canal. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION RESUMES FILM SCHEDULE 

First film transmission from the new $250,000 W6XA0 tele¬ 
vision transmitter from the top of Mt. Lee were flashed across the 
airlanes in Hollywood this week, opening what is expected to be a 
very extensive movie telecasting season, according to Thomas S. Lee, 
station owner. 

A large quantity of films has been obtained for the 500 
home teleceiver set owners in Southern California. Prior to moving 
to its new home atop the 1,700 foot mountain. Station W6XA0 tele¬ 
vised more than 11,000,000 feet of picture film from its Seventh 
and Bixel Streets location. A highlight of the season this year 
will be television transmission of the winners in the home movies 
annual amateur contest sponsored by Home Movies Magazine. 

In addition to the heavy film schedule, W6XA0 plans to 
offer its ’’lookers” a number of outdoor events, said the Director of 
Television Harry R. Lubcke, who next month will celebrate the sta¬ 
tion’s Tenth Anniversary on the air. W6XA0 transmitter its first 
video-sound signal December 23, 1931. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FTC CITES ANOTHER RADIO AND TELEVISION SCHOOL 

American School of Commerce, John A. Youngstrom and Edward 
C. Dusatko, Individually and trading as American College and as 
president and treasurer, respectively, of American School of Com¬ 
merce, and D. N. Doyle, individually and as secretary of American 
School of Commerce, 210 South 18th Street, Omaha, Nebr., are charged 
in a complaint issued by the Federal Trade Commission with misrepre¬ 
sentation. 

The complaint alleges that about 1917 the respondents 
Youngstrom and Dusatko, formed a partnership under the name American 
College. Under this name, the complaint alleges, they conducted a 
school of shorthand, bookkeeping and similar courses, and also solicit 
ted and sold courses of instruction in such subjects as Diesel 
engines, radio, television, telegraphic and electricel engineering. 

In promoting the sale of their courses of Instruction and 
books of reference pertaining thereto, the complaint alleges, the 
■Respondents advertised in newspapers and distributed literature 
representing that the American School of Commerce is an institution 
of higher learning such as is commonly described as a college or 
aniversity; that the United States or State Civil Service positions 
wciuld be obtained for enrollees upon graduation; and that the School 
of Commerce maintains on its own premises the best Diesel, electri¬ 
cal and radio engineering schools in the United States 
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FCC WILL GIVE NETWORKS Tim FOR ORDERLY LITIGATION 

An agreement has been worked out by the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission which hasn't been filed in court yet, stipulat¬ 
ing that the Commission would not enforce the network regulations 
until the Court has decided pending motion for preliminary injunc¬ 
tion December 15. Asked if agreement was a court action, Chairman 
Fly explained that it was between opposing counsel and will be filed 
with the Court, being made part of the record of the case in that 
sense. Mr. Fly denied the assumption that the agreement means 
carrying over enforcement until after the final trial. Ke pointed 
out that there will be complete briefing and argument on the pend¬ 
ing injunction. 

"From then on out the case is in the lap of the Court", 
Mr. Fly said. "FCC is given time for orderly litigation of that 
issue. " 

The Chairman pointed out that the dual network item had 
been previously postponed and that the items now further delayed 
cover contractual arrangements regarding exclusivity and option 
time. 

At the time the Court set December 15 to hear arguments in 
the suits filed by the National Broadcasting Co. and the Columbia 
Broadcasting System asking an injunction against the Commission, 
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard indicated that Judge Learned Hand 
of United States Circuit Court of Appeals, and Federal Judge John 
Bright would sit with him then as a special statutory court. 
Attorneys said this would have the effect of speeding the case 
toward a possible ultimate Supreme Court decision. 

The FCC order in controversy deals with contractual rela¬ 
tionships between the networks and affiliated stations as well as 
bans on double network ownership such as the NBC Red and Blue groups. 
However, the Commission recently postponed indefinitely effective 
date of the two-chain ruling. 

The Mutual Broadcasting System, which has supported the 
position of the FCC entered the suit as "a party in opposition to 
the pending actions" of NBC and CBS. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

station KpQ, Wenatchee, Washington, became an affiliate 
of the Blue Network of the National Broadcasting Company yesterday, 
bringing the total of Blue Network stations available to advertis¬ 
ers to 168. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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I.B., INC. ALL SET POR PERI'-IANENT ORGANIZATION 

Final arrangements are being made for the permanent 
organization of the Independent Broadcasters, Inc., at Chicago next 
Tuesday, November 18th. The order of business will be: 

"Final clarification and ratification of agreements negoti¬ 
ated by our copyright committee with ASCAP. 

"Explanation of agreements with the transcription companies 
regarding clearance at the source of transcriptions. 

"Full discussion, explanation and inteirpretation of the FCC 
rules relating to chain broadcasting, including the question of 
option time. 

"Organization of concerted opposition to superpower. 

"Election of directors and permanent officers of Independ¬ 
ent Broadcasters, Inc. 

"The selection of a committee to institute negotiations 
for a reduction of A. T. & T. charges for all broadcast lines, in¬ 
cluding press service lines. " 

The Independent Broadcasters, Inc. , are for the most part 
included in the membership of the National Independent Broadcasters, 
Inc. , of which Harold A. Lafount is president, and as in the case 
of the latter group, was organized because of dissatisfaction with 
the National Association of Broadcasters. 

I. B., Inc. will deal more with special commercial pro¬ 
blems of the members, while NIB, Inc., will handle general presenta¬ 
tions such as appearances before Congress, the FCC, etc. 

xxxxxxxxx 

DONOVAN GETS SHORT-WAVE REPORTS 

The presidential advisor that Capital observers are watch¬ 
ing with closest attention toda,y is Col. William J. Donovan, Coor¬ 
dinator of Information, the Washington Post states. His job is to 
to assemble for the President material of stra.tegic value, primarily 
of a military nature and dealing largely with foreign affairs. 

Donovan’s headquarters is the old Naval Hospital, a few 
blocks from the Lincoln Memorial. Cne must have a pass to enter, 
and it is surrounded by armed guards. On the staff is Capt. James 
Roosevelt, the President’s eldest son. 

Into the OCI are brougrit copies of the secret files of the 
Army and Navy, the FBI, the defense agencies under OEM, of the State 
and Treasury Departments, and the reports of the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission's monitoring stations, which check up on Axis 
propaganda, via the short-wave. 

XXXXXXXXX X 
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NEWSPAPER KEARINaS POSTPONED UNTIL NOV. 27 

The hearings in the case of the newspapers as proper 
licensees for broadcasting stations by the Federal Communications 
Commission, which were to have been resumed next Thursday, November 
13, have been postponed for two weeks until November 27. The 
reason given for the postponement was the general press of busi¬ 
ness the Commission is now experiencing plus the loss of a day on 
Armistice Day and another at Thanksgiving further cutting into the 
Commission's time. 

Neville Miller, President of the National Association of 
Broadcasters, told the New England District meeting of the Associa¬ 
tion at Worcester, Mass., recently that the Commission's attempt to 
show that newspapers have sought to influence the editorial policy 
of their stations had been unsuccessful. 

On the contrary, he stated, it has shown that stations 
generally have no editorial policy and have been careful to present 
all sides of all issues. 

"I think the Commission has made a poor showing in the 
newspaper hearings", he said. "Most witnesses ended up by saying 
that newspaper-owned stations were pretty well run. The newspaper 
committee has handled the case exceedingly well. 

"I think the problem is whether the Commission has the 
authority to make certain rules and regulations as they propose. 
I think they realize these rules and regulations should be relaxed 
somev/hat. I think the whole matter will be headed up in two suits 
(planned by two broadcasting systems to determine the authority of 
the Federal Communications Commission to make and enforce the pro¬ 
posed regulations). I think the network officials have made up 
their minds tliat any deal with the Commission would be a recogni¬ 
tion of its power and that within six months the Commission could 
say it didn’t work, but we have the power and will to go further. 

"I think the best chance to settle the matter is in hear¬ 
ings before Congress, lily guess is that the lawsuits will be trans¬ 
ferred from the Commission to Congress, which can lay down definite 
rules and regulations. Then you will have definite rights and they 
can’t be changed. But if the Commission lays down rules, it has the 
power to make rules and it will have the power to change them. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Latest to Join The American Network, FT-I’s first chain 
organization, is the Atlanta (G-a. ) Constitution, which will shortly 
file an application for a transmitter in Georgie’s capital city. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC WATCHING ITS STEP ON PRIORITIES PROMISES 

The Federal Communications Commission is not making any 
rash promises about what it will or will not do in connection with 
priorities of materials stations may need for expansion or in the 
erection of new stations. 

Asked if under the Communications Act applicants for 
broadcast facilities are entitled to a hearing, Chairman James L. 
Fly said he assumed that is true in a general sense, but pointed 
out that two factors are involved in the current situation, namely, 
granting construction permits and the ability of the applicant to 
obtain materials. It is conceivable that the Commission might 
postpone hearings if they appeared to be a futile gesture in the 
liglit of the hopelessness of applicants to construct. The admin¬ 
istration of the priorities situation might reflect the Commission 
policy but will not be a controlling consideration. 

By way of personal conjecture, the Chairman said the 
Commission could authorize new stations and let such authorizations 
accumulate. On the other hand, the Commission might not want to 
do that. Mr. Fly didn’t know what the Commission might want to do 
about it. At any rate, it hasn’t adopted a policy on this matter 
up to this time. Such a policy would not be a simple one anyway, he 
added. Therefore, the Chairman doesn't want to project too far into 
the future. It is necessary for the Commission to wait until it 
gets a general appraisal and answer in an orderly way. The situa¬ 
tion must be considered ’’awfully carefully”, he concluded. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FREE AIMEUR RADIO SERVICE FOR SOLDIERS STARTS 

The first link in a network of short-wave radio stations 
to enable service men to send free messages to their families was 
dedicated yesterday, November 10th. ’ 

The station is located at the United Service Organiza- 
tions-National Catholic Welfare Service Club at New London, Conn. 
This U.3.0. club serves the naval base there. 

At the New London ceremonies were Rear Admiral Clark H. 
Woodward, U.S.N. (ret.), attached to the Office of Civilian Defense 
and W, Spencer Robertson, Chairman of the Executive Committee of 
U30. 

From the studios of radio station WOL, Washington, D. C., 
MaJ. Gen. Dawson Olmstead, Chief Signal Officer of the Army, broad¬ 
cast his annual message to the more than 60,000 amateur radio 
operators of America in conjunction with a congratulatory address 
to the New London station. 

XXXXXXXX 
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ACTION BY THE FCC 

Applications G-rantedi WGGA, Cainesvllle Broadca^sters, 
Gainesville, Ga., granted license to cover construction permit for 
new station, and authority to determine operating power by direct 
measurement of antenna power; WTJS. The Sun Publishing Co., Inc., 
Jackson, Tenn. , granted license to cover construction permit for 
change in frequency, increase in power, installation of direction 
antenna for night use, and transmitter; W9XBB, Balaban & Katz Corp., 
Area of Chicago, Ill., granted modification of construction permit 
which authorized new television station for extension of completion 
date to May 25, 1942; W9XPR, Balaban & Katz Corp., Chicago, ill., 
same as for W9XBB; Hugh Mcciung, Fresno, Calif., granted petition 
to remove from hearing docket application for construction permit 
for new station, and granted leave to amend said application so as 
to request power of 1 kilowatt and change location to Sacramento. 

Applications Received: KHQ, Louis Wasmer, Inc., Spokane, 
Wash. , construction permit to install new transmitter and increase 
power from 5 kilowatts to 5 kilowatts night, 10 kilowatts day (590 
kc.); Metropolitan Television, Inc., New York, N. Y., construction 
permit for new commercial television broadcast station (formerly 
W2MT) to be operated on Channel #8 162000-168000 kilocycles. Emis¬ 
sion A5 and special for frequency modulation, ESR*. 721, unlimited, 
Aural 500 watts; Visual 1 kilowatt; 

Also, WAAT, Bremer Broadcasting Corp., Jersey City, N.J., 
construction permit to increase power from 1 to 5 kilowatts day and 
night, install new transmitter and make changes in directional 
antenna for night use (970 kc.); KSEI, Radio Service Corporation, 
Pocatello, Idaho, resubmitted a,pplication for construction permit 
to increase power from 250 watts night, 1 kilowatt day to 500 watts 
night, 5 kilowatts day, install new antenna system, and make changes 
in transmitting equipment (930 kc.); WKRC, The Cincinnati Times- 
Star Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, construction permit to change frequency 
from 550 to 640 kilocycles, increase 'power from 1 kilowatt ni^t, 
5 kilowatts day to 50 kilowatts day and night, install new trans¬ 
mitter and new directional antenna for da^ and night use and move 
transmitter; WDBO, Orlando Broadcasting Co., Inc., Orlando, Fla., 
construction permit to make clianges in equipment and increase power 
from 5 kilowatts to 5 kilowatts night, 10 kilowatts day (580 kc.), 

XXXXXXXXXX 

At a testimonial dinner in the new General Electric 
television studio. Dr. ?/. R. G. Baker was recently honored in recog¬ 
nition of his election as Vice President in Cha.rge of the Radio and 
Television Department of the General Electric Company. G. “^ir. 
Kenyan, Manager of Sales of G-E transmitters and radio tubes, was 
toastmaster. 

More than 200 members of the Radio and Television Depart¬ 
ment and Company officials from the Schenectady a.nd Bridgeport Works 
attended. Dr. Baker was presented witn a gold belt buckle and a 
scroll bearing the signatures of all those present. 

XXXXXXXXX' 
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NEW ICONOSCOPE LETS AMATEURS IN ON TELEVISION 

A new Iconoscope has made it possible for amateurs to 
participate in electronic television, L. C. Waller and ?. A. 
Richards write in the RCA Review. An experimental amateur tele¬ 
vision system including camera unit, receiver, and 2-| meter trans¬ 
mitter is briefly described. In this system, the frame frequency 
and lines per picture are, respectively, 50 and 120. 

”For many years, leading radio amateurs have dreamed of 
carrying on two-way television communication”, Messrs. Waller and 
P. A. Richards state. "Having satisfactorily mastered the art of 
projecting their radio telegraph and telephone signals around the 
world, it is only natural that these scientifically-minded pion¬ 
eers of tne short-wave ether la.nes should turn their attention next 
to the transmission of pictures 'through the air*. 

"Early amateur television experimenters investigated the 
possibilities of Nipkow discs and related mechanical contrivances. 
But it was not until electronic television began to emerge from 
the laboratory that the realization of their dream seemed close at 
hand. As evidence of their interest in this fascinating new electr¬ 
onic art, the American Radio Relay League, national association of 
radio amateurs, began publishing in QST, in 1937, a series of 
articles on the basic principles involved in electronic television. 
Many amateurs, especially those in the New York area who were within 
range of the NBC station atop the Empire State building, hastened 
to build television receivers. However, the reception of signals 
was only half - and the lesser half - of any radio amateur's 
existence. What he really wanted was a television transmitter of 
his own, so tha.t he could televise his own subjects. 

"Until very recently, there has been one very effective 
deterrent, or bottle-neck, in the development of amateur television 
transmissions - and that was the lack of a low-cost picture pick¬ 
up tube, or 'Iconoscope'. The large camera tubes used by the ex¬ 
perimental commercial stations were prohibitive in cost, so far as 
the average amateur was concerned. This bottle-neck has no?/ been 
removed, by the recent availability of an inexpensive miniature 
Iconoscope designed expressly for amateur and experimental use, 
developed largely by Mr. W. H. Hickok. 

"The new Iconoscope, type RCA-1847, is only 7-5/8 inches 
long. It contains a transparent mosaic, soraewha.t less than 2 inches 
in diameter, on which the image of the scene or object to be tele¬ 
vised is focused. The new tube operates at the relatively low 
second-anode voltage of 600 volts and employs electrostatic deflec¬ 
tion of the electron beam. An excellent explanation of how the 1847 
operates has been given by James J. Lamb. 

"In order to demonstrate the possibilities of the miniature 
Iconoscope in amateur-type television equipment, the essential 
apparatus for a complete amateur television station has been design¬ 
ed and built in the RCA laboratories at Harrison, N. J. 

"The camera unit, designed by J. B. Sherman, is the heart 
of the entire system; it includes a Type 1847 Iconoscope and its 
optical system, a Type 902 monitoring kinescope, and a 6L6 video 
modulator. Auxiliary circuits include the scanning oscillators 
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and amplifiers, the blanking-and sync~signal amplifiers, the 4- 
stage video amplifier, and the low- and high-voltage power supplies. 

"The system is based on a tentative amateur television standard 
of 120 lines and 30 frames per second. Straight progressive scanning 
is used in order to avoid the additional complications involved with 
interlacing. Thus, the vertical and horizontal scanning frequencies 
are 30 a.nd 3600 cycles per second, respectively. 

"The video-channel width required is quite small, being in the 
order of 200 kc. With double-sideband modulation of the carrier, a 
400-kc channel is necessary. Since the amateur 2|--meter band (for 
which this equipment is intended) covers 4 Me, there are about 10 
usable channels available in this band alone. In addition, the 224- 
230 Me channels band provides 15 more channels in the vicinity cf 
1| meters. The pronounced directivity of u-h-f beam antennas will 
tend to reduce interference between stations greatly, even when they 
are on the same frequency. The limited range of u-h-f transmitters 
will also help in this respect. Thus, from the technical point of 
view, there are no serious obstacles to the rapid development of 
amateur television. **«••!>* 

"The first ’field test’ of the amateur television equipment was 
conducted with the transmitter located at Delawanna, N. J. and the 
receiver at Nutley, N.J. - an air-line distance of about 1^ miles. 
The pictures received were quite good, there being no apparent loss 
of detail in the modulating or transmitting processes. Ample signal 
strength was obtained, even with a poor inside antenna on the 
receiver. On the basis of results obtained in this test, it is 
anticipated that this same equipment will be capable of covering 
10 or 15 miles - possibly more - under favorable circumstances. A 
highly directional beam antenna placed at a fairly high elevation 
will greatly increase the effective range of the transmitter. 

"The reliability of the amateur television equipment is well 
illustrated by its performance at the Radio Parts Manufacturers' 
Trade Show held at Chicago June 11 to 14, 1940. Operating with the 
experimental station call WIOXEL, the apparatus was demonstrated con¬ 
tinuously for four days, running about 12 hours a de.y, without a 
single interruption due to technical difficulties. Most observers 
who witnessed these demonstrations were frankly surprised at the 
good detail which could be obtained in a 120-line picture, especially 
in view of the compactness and simplicity of the apparatus. Success¬ 
ful pick-ups were made of stationary pictures, live talent, and 
street scenes on Michigan Boulevard in front of the Blackstone Hotel, 
The outdoor pick-ups were surprisingly good on bright, sunny days. 

"Now tha.t an inexpensive Iconoscope is available, it is apparent 
that amateur television is in a position to go forward. The pioneer¬ 
ing amateur, who has contributed so much to the art of radio com¬ 
munication, again has a vast new field for research and experimenta¬ 
tion. As in the field of radio broadcasting, he can be expected to 
do much in bringing this new art to the American public. " 

XXXXXXXX 
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RADIO MUSIC A SUCCESS IN ENGLISH WARTIME FACTORIES 

Reports from all sources, the British Broadcasting Corpor-- 
ation tells us, confirm that music broadcast to workers in England-s 
wartime industrial establishments does actually increase production, 
often to a surprising extent. These ’’Music Wliile You Work” broad¬ 
casts have now been carried on for almost a year and a half. 

”It had long been established by industrial research 
specialists that in factories where the work is largely repetitive, 
occasional musical interludes relieve monotony and consequent 
fatigue”, the BBC states. ”The rapidly expanding army of industrial 
workers, a large percentage of them women, provided the opportunity 
to put this experience into practice on a nation-wide scale through 
the medium of broadcasting. 

’’Reports from all sources confirm that music during work 
does actually increase production, often to a surprising extent. 

’’The Medical Research Council, in their research on 
Fatigue, and Boredom in Repetitive Work found, as a result of an 
experiment, that the increase in output during a period of music 
ranged from 6.2 to 11.3 per cent, and that individual increases 
reached a figure of 23.1 per cent. 

”A canning firm in Kent stated that a program of dance 
tunes daily stepped up production by 30 per cent. B.B.C. corres¬ 
pondence gives further confirmation of the often remarkable benefi¬ 
cial effect of music on production, one firm stating that with 
suitable programes they would be able to reduce overtime by half. 
A warehouse reported an increase of between 10 and 15 per cent ow¬ 
ing to music of the right sort during working hours. 

”But there are still strenuous days ahead - the need for 
increasing war production up to the maximum is urgent to carry the 
country to victory - and the B.B.C. is anxious to do its share by 
making ’Music While You Work’ one hundred per cent effective.” 

The ”Music While You Work” broadcasts began in June, 
1940. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC FORMALLY SUSPENDS MONOPOLY RULES 

In accordance with stipulations entered into with NBC and 
CBS in their actions brought in the District Court for the Southern 
District of New York to set aside the Chain Broadcasting Regulations 
which would have gone into effect November 15th, the Commission on 
Wednesday suspended the regulations pending the Court's decision on 
the plaintiffs' request for a preliminary injunction. The stipula-- 
tions are as follows: 

"It is hereby stipulated by and between all the parties 
by their respective counsel: 

"1. That counsel for all parties will cooperate to 
bring on for hearing on or before December 15, 1941, 
the Motion for Preliminary Injunction heretofore filed 
by plaintiffs and the defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
the Complaint or, in the alternative, for Summary 
Judgment. 

"2. Pending such hearing by this Court and the determi¬ 
nation by it of plaintiffs' said Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction, the "defendant Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sion is suspending, and will take no steps for enforce¬ 
ment or application of, the Commission's Order of May 2, 
1941, in Docket No. 5060, as last amended October 11, 
1941, with respect to any failure by any radio station 
to comply with such Order. 

"3. Any party hereto may move before the Court to mod¬ 
ify the terras of this stipulation to the same extent 
which such party would be entitled to had this stipula¬ 
tion been in the form of a temporary restraining order 
issued after hearing. " 

A hearing before the Court has been scheduled for 
December 15, 1941, which will cover both the plaintiffs' application 
for a preliminary injunction and defendants' motion to dismiss the 
complaint or, in the alternative, for summary judgment. 

xxxxxxxxx 

NEW CBS PRESIDENTIAL ANNOUNCER 

In a shift caused by sending Bob Trout to London to 
temporarily replace Edward R. Murrow as CBS European news chief, 
now on three months' vacation, John Charles Daly, CBS presidential 
announcer has been transferred to New York. Park Simmons, of 
Station WJSV, will take Mr. Da.ly's place on the White House assign¬ 
ments. 

Mr. Simmons has been with WJSV for about a year and 
formerly was with WBAL in Baltimore. Bob Trout shares with Murrow 
the distinction of being among the few major radio correspondents 
who are exclusively a product of radio - neither of them ever hav¬ 
ing worked for a newspaper. 

XXXXXXXXX 3 
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FAVOR APPLICANT MOST FAl/IILIAR WITH TOWN 

As the result of hearing on two mutually exclusive appli¬ 
cations, the Federal Communications Commission proposes to grant a 
construction permit to the Community Broadcasting Corporation for a 
new broadcast station at Middletown, N. Y., to operate on the fre¬ 
quency 1340 kilocycles with power of S50 v/atts unlimited time. Such 
action necessitates denial of application by Herbert L. Wilson for 
like facilities there. 

In its Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions, the 
Commission holds: 

’’Both applicants are qualified to construct and operate 
the stations proposed; and either of the proposed stations would 
provide a satisfactory technical service throughout the City of 
Middletown, and the contiguous rural area. But, inasmuch as the 
applicants request identical facilities and are mutually exclusive, 
a selection between the two must be made, 

"From the foregoing, it is clear that Martin Karig, Jr., 
who would manage the station proposed by Community Broadcasting 
Corporation, has spent considerable time in Middleto\/m and has 
demonstrated a greater familiarity with local conditions than 
Herbert L. Wilson or any of the individuals who would be employed 
at his proposed station; that those financially interested in the 
Community Broadcasting Corporation would move to Middletown and 
devote their entire efforts to the supervision and management of 
its proposed station, while the other applicant, Herbert L. Wilson, 
would still be primarily interested in his other businesses and 
would not be able to devote full time to supervising the operations 
of his proposed station; and that the station proposed by Community 
Broadcasting Corporation would have more time to devote to programs 
of local interest than would the station proposed by Herbert L. 
Wilson, in that the former proposes to operate without a national 
network affiliation while the latter may secure such an affiliation. 
In this connection, it has been shown that the listeners living in 
Middletown already have some degree of service available from sta¬ 
tions carrying programs furnished by the four national networks. 

"After considering the foregoing factors in the ligiit of 
the entire record, we conclude, and so find, that public interest, 
convenience and necessity would be better served by the granting of 
tne application of Com.munity Broadcasting Corporation, Could it be 
concluded, after consideration of all the facts, that both applica¬ 
tions were of equal merit, we would still be compelled to reach the 
same decision with respect to the Community Broadcasting Corporation 
application, since it was filed with this Commission orior to that 
of Herbert L. Wilson." 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RADIO RECEPTION IN VEHICULAR TUBES ACHIEVED BY KDKA 

Radio reception in automobiles passing through Pittsburgh* 
mile-long Liberty Tubes under Mount Washington has been accomplished 
by KDKA engineers after months of experiments, it was announced by 
James B. Rock, General Manager of the station. 

As far as is known, it is the first time tha.t reception 
has been achieved in vehicular tunnels. The success of KDKA’s 
experiments is expected to be of great interest not only to radio 
experts but also to highway construction engineers throughout the 
country. 

T. C. Kenney, assistant to D. A. Myer, Chief Engineer of 
KDKA, took personal charge of the experiments, and in outlining 
the work he said that the installation of temporary power lines in 
the tunnels two years ago first led to the discovery that radio 
reception might be possible. During the course of some repair work, 
a wire was strung along the top of each tube, and motorists who had 
better-than-average receiving sets found they could pick up a weak 
signal. 

Mr. Kenney decided to install permanent wires in the tubes 
to act as antennas. To bring the radio signals in to these wires, 
an outside antenna and lead-in were required. The obvious location 
for the outside or '’pickup" antenna was on top of Mount Washington. 

Tests were made to determine the strength of the signal 
received in the tunnels. It was very weak - in technical terms, 
less than one-half milivolt. Some sort of amplifier was required 
to counteract the loss of strength which the signal suffered in the 
transmission line from the top of the hill to the tunnels. 

A three-stage amplifier, giving enough amplification over 
the entire broadcast range of 550 to 1600 KC to offset tnis loss, 
was installed in one of the ventilation buildings. But despite the 
"push" given at the top, the signal obtained in the wires in the 
tunnels was still too weak to be satisfactory. 

A second wire in each tunnel gave very little improvement. 
Mr. Kenney then decided to lower the first wires, bringing them 
closer to the antennas of the automobiles passing through, and also 
decreased the loss of signal strength through earth absorption. For 
the first time a fairly satisfa.ctory reception was achieved. 

Ur. Kenney decided to move the outside antenna and ampli¬ 
fier from the top of the hill to the foot of the hill, at the Pitts¬ 
burgh end of the tunnels. Here, signals from all five Pittsburgh 
stations could be picked up .and fed directly from the amplifier to 
the wires inside the tunnels. 

With this change completed, tests were again made inside 
the tunnels, and Mr. Kenney then found that the signal strength had 
Jumped from one-half milivolt to almost 60 railivolts at the Pitts¬ 
burgh end of the tunnels, decreasing gradually to about 25 milivolts 
at the other end, a mile and one-tentn away. 

With this signal strengtxh, motorists can now drive through 
the tunnels without having to adjust the volume control of radios. 

XXXXXXXX -5- 
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MORE DISCRETION GIVEN IN ANNOUNCING CALL LETTERS 

The Federal Communications Commission en banc on November 
12 took the following action on Rules and Regulations: 

Amended Section 3,406 of the rules and regulations relat¬ 
ing to station breaks for identification announcements so as to per¬ 
mit stations to announce call letters either at the quarter hour 
before and after the hour or at the half hour as they elect. This 
places all half-hour programs on a parity as far as station breaks 
are concerned. 

The rules previously required a break at the half hour, 
with certain exceptions covering broadcasts of operatic productions, 
football and baseball games, continuous speeches and the like. The 
requirement that station identification announcements be made on the 
hour remains in effect, subject to the exceptions in the case of 
particular broadcasts as indicated above. 

xxxxxxxx 

NEWEST D. C. STATION OPENED AT GEORGETOWN U. 

Ra.dio Station GBS, Washington’s smallest radio station, 
began operating last Wednesday night at Georgetown University as 
part of a growing Intercollegiate Bf'oadcasting System, The program 
was heard by 800 students in dormitory rooms and an invited group 
in the auditorium of the Speech Institute. 

The station will broadcast coming events at Georgetown 
in the mornings from Monday through Friday at 8:40 o'clock, EST. 
Special broadcasts are planned for Sunda.ys from 10:30 A.M. to noon. 
The station is an adjunct of the University’s Speech Institute under 
the direction of Prof. Albert A. Austen. Both the institute and 
the radio station was provided by an alumnus who has asked to remain 
anonymous. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

"Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy, who will be costarred 
in M-G-M’s ' TiToraen of the Year’, were invited to broadcast for the 
Screen Actors Guild program - which is sponsored by a gasoline com¬ 
pany", Leonard Lyons writes. "The stars decided that the broadcast 
would be a playlet in which they’d portray the roles of General and 
Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant. . . The script was written for them - the 
story never touched upon before this by the historians of Broadway 
and Hollywood. At the last minute the sponsors sent a wire to Miss 
Hepburn, notifying that they had decided against broadcasting the 
story of the Grants. ’It might offend our customers in the Southern 
States', wa.s the explanation ’Please wire alternate suggestion'. . . 
Alternate suggestion'. Miss Hepburn wired, ’let's do story of 

Gen. and Mrs. Robert E. Lee.’" 
XXXXXXXXXX 
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LONG-LINES STRIKE PROSPECT POSTPONED 

At the request of the Government, the threatened strike 
of 15,000 long-distance telephone workers will be held in abeyance 
for another week. This strike would affect network broadcasting 
because telephone long-lines make it possible to connect the stations 

The appeal, telegraphed to John J. Moran, President of the 
Union, was made by Dr. John R. Steelman, Director of the United 
States Conciliation Service, shortly after the union announced that 
transmission of news and news photos by wire would not be affected 
by the threatened walkout. 

William S. Paley, President of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System, said Mr. Moran had telegraphed a request that he be advised 
as to "which spots we can set up a sufficient force to keep open 
those radio wires which are hooked into national defense projects." 

Mr, Paley said he had replied that the functions of CBS 
were to "contribute to the maintenance of high public morale by our 
varied and full program service; to broadcast specific programs deal¬ 
ing with defense subjects, and to be ever ready to carry emergency 
messages to the American people." 

"To maintain these functions", he added, "our operations 
must be continued on a Nation-wide basis without interruption and 
we must be left in a position to expand our schedule on short notice 
whenever necessary. * * *" 

The Union has been asked by Major Gen. Dawson Olmistead, 
Gnief Army Signal Officer; Rear Admiral S. C. Hooper, Chief Naval 
Signal Officer, and Donald K. Connolly, Administrator of Civil 
Aeronautics, to arrange for the maintenance of sufficient forces to 
man the Army, Navy and CAA communications system, all of which will 
take at least a week of preparatory e ffort. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

RECENT ARLiY AWARDS 

The War Department has awarded contracts to the following 
concerns: 

Aerovox Corporation, New York, capacitors, ^960; General 
Electric Company, Schenectady, radio equipment ^348,583; transmitting 
units, $48,034; International Standard Electric Corporation, New 
York, tubes $31,790; Pfedio Receptor, New York, rectifier power equip¬ 
ment and tube sets, $280,083; Technica.l Appliance Corporation, New 
York, antennae, socket caps, etc., $7,529; Amperex Electronics Pro¬ 
ducts, Brooklyn, tubes, $553,250; Westinghouse Electric Interna¬ 
tional Company, New York, tubes, $580,000. 

XXXXXXXX 
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INDIANS AT MICROPHONES DEFY CODE UNSCRAMBLERS 

Unquestionably the best "war” story of the season was this 
one from the Creen Bay (Wis.) Press-.Gazette brought to the attention 
of Congress by Representative Joshua L. Johns, of Wisconsin: 

"There are 17 Miciiigan and Wisconsin Indians on the war- 
path for the Thirty-second Division, and if the redskins are armed 
with microphones rather than tomahawks, it is because, thanks to an 
idea of Lt. Col. Glenn B. Arnold, of Ypsilanti, Mich,, Thirty- 
second signal officer, they are proving of extraordinary value so 
equipped. 

"Their use has come as a surprise solution to one of the 
fundamental difficulties in the employment of the Army^s convenient 
and popular voice radio sets. The division had been faced with a 
dilemma in its previous use of voice radio - either messages were 
sent in the ’clear' thereby permitting the enemy to easily pick them 
up or much valuable time was consumed in coding and decoding messages 
The realization on Colonel Arnold's part that Indian dialects had no 
roots with the English language and that there were too many of them 
to make it probable that a casual listener would understand the cor¬ 
rect one prompted the Thirty-second Division’s novel experiment. 

"The net result of the experiment is that three Thirty- 
second Division radio nets are now aided by Indian operators: The 
Provisional Anti-Tank Battalion net, by nine Indians from a western 
Wisconsin tribe; the Fifty-seventh Field Artillery Briga.de net, by 
four Indians from northern Wisconsin; and the division command net, 
by four Indians from northern Michigan. The three groups each speak 
altogether different dialects and are able to transmit and receive 
in cheir own tongue with only the faintest chance of it being trans¬ 
lated by any but their own group. Translations from and to English 
takes an amazingly short time and although the messages in Indian 
dialect translate ideas and not words they are transmitted with sur¬ 
prising fidelity. 

"The Indians were obtained for the assignment after a 
careful check of the entire division. Although there were numerous 
Indians in the Thirty-second Division, two major obstacles were met. 
One was the fact that many of them had either forgotten the language 
of their forefathers or were able to translate only with difficulty. 
The other was that since the Indian languages vary so widely as to 
become unintelligible between tribes it was necessary that enough 
men from an individual group be obtained to form a complete team. 

"Once the Indians were finally selected, another difficulty 
was encountered. Indian vocabularies are limited and quite naturally 
do not contain many modern military terras. To overcome this the men 
themselves suggested substitute terms in their own la.nguages. A 
tank, for example, became a 'turtle'. Various arms of service such 
as infantry, field artillery, and cavalry were designated by colors. 
Thus, Infantry became 'blue', artillery 'red', and cavalry 'yellow'." 

XXXXXXXX 
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FCC ACTION 

Applications G-ranted; WNBC. State Broadcasting Corp. , New 
Britain, Conn, , granted construction permit to increase niglit power 
to 5 KW, make changes in directional antenna for day and night use 
(Present assignment is 1 KW night, 5 KW local sunset, unlimited, 
directional antenna, on 1410 kilocycles) ; KQ-ER, Consolida,ted Broads- 
casting Corp. , Ltd., Long Beach, Calif., granted construction per- 
mit to make changes in equipment, increase power from 1 kw unlimited 
to 5 KW, unlimited, and install a directional antenna for night use; 
WOV, G-reater New York Broadcasting Co. , New York, N. Y. , granted 
permission to exchange call letters with Station WNEW, New York, hy 
mutual arrangement; Mid»-America Broadcasting Corp. , Louisville, Ky. , 
granted construction permit for operation on 1080 kilocycles, 1 kilo¬ 
watt night, 5 kilowatts day, unlimited time, employing directional 
antenna, subject to special proof of performance. 

Applications Received; WHEC, WKEC, Inc., Rochester, N.Y., 
construction permit to install new transmitter, directional antenna 
for day and night use, change frequency from 1460 to 790 kilocycles, 
increase power from 500 watts night, 1 kilowatt day to 5 kilov/atts 
day and night; WORK, York Broadcasting Co. , York, Pa., modification 
of construction permit for installation of new directional antenna, 
requesting authority to install new transmitter, increase power from 
1 kilowatt to 1 kilowatt night, 5 kilowatts da,y; using directional 
antenna night; Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp., Jacksonville, Fla., 
construction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1270 kc., 5 KW, unlimited hours, directional antenna ni^t; WSPA, 
Spartanburg Advertising Co., Spartanburg, S.C., construction permit 
to make changes in directional antenna system and increase power 
from 1 KW night, 5 KW day to 5 KW day and night (950) kc.) 

Also, WAPO, W. A. Patterson, Chattanooga, Tenn., construc¬ 
tion perait to make changes in directional antenna system for night 
use, increase power from 1 KW night, 5 KW day to 5 KW day and night, 
(1150 kc.); WFAC, Memphis Publishing Co., Memphis, Tenn., construc¬ 
tion permit to install new transmitter and increase power from 1 KW 
night, 5 KW day to 1 KW night, 10 KW day, using directional antenna 
night; KITE, First National Television, Inc., Kansas City, Mo., 
transfer of control of corporation from D. E. Kendrick, Sam Pickard, 
and M. K. McCarten to A. L. Glasma.nn and Paul R. Heitmeyer (9,678 
shares) (1590 kc.); Portland Broadcasting Co. , Portland, Ore., con¬ 
struction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1450 
kc. , 250 watts, share with KBPS (facilities of KXL when vacated); 
KPAS, Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co., Pasadena, Calif., special 
service authorization to operate with power of 5 KY/, non-directional 
antenna, for period ending 5/1/42 (1110 kc.) . 

XXXXXXXX 
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TRA.de notes : 

The Federal Communications Commission on Wednesday took 
the following action on Rules and Regulations; Amended Sections 6,9 
and 6.51 of Rules G-overning Fixed Public Radio Services to peniiit 
interception of addressed program material at points other than these 
specifically named in the license of fixed public and fixed public 
press service, with particular view to transmission of such program 
material to Central and South America. 

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers 
has dropped its long fight in the State of Washington against a 
1937 State law requiring the filing of its compositions with the 
Secretary of State. With the filing of its list of thousands of 
copyrighted compositions. Attorney General Troy of Washington State 
said ASCAP would have complied with the law and would be able to 
license Washington broadcasting stations to use ASCAP copyright 
materials. 

WWPG, a new radio station in Lake Worth-Palm Beach, Fla,, 
and KFRE, Fresno, Calif., Join the Mutual Broadcasting System on or 
about December 1. This brings the number of outlets in the United 
States, Canada, and Hawaii affiliated with Mutual to 192. 

There has been organized in New York a non-profit organi¬ 
zation known as Short Wave Research, Inc., to prepare scripts in 
different languages. It is said the organization will work closely 
with Col. William J, Donovan, U. S. Coordinator of Information. 
Mrs. Marya Blow is listed as President, Ward Cheney and Bertram Cox, 
Vice-presidents; Edward C. Carter, Secretary, and David Seiferheld, 
Treasurer. 

Among those who attended the recention at the Russian 
Embassy, marking the 24th anniversary of the Union of Soviet Social¬ 
ist Republics, were Admiral S. C. Hooper, of Naval Communications and 
Mrs, Hooper; F, P. Guthrie, of R,C.A. Communications, and Mrs. 
Guthrie; Kenneth Berkeley, Manager of NBC in Washington, and Mrs. 
Berkeley; Carleton Smith, Assistant NBC Manager, and Mrs. Smith; 
Gerald Gross, Chief of the FCC International Division, and Louis G. 
Caldwell, counsel for WGN, Chicago. 

The cornerstone of the new RCA Laboratories being built 
by the Ra.dio Corporation of America, at Princeton, N.J,, will be 
laid Saturday, November 15, at 11:30 A. M. MaJ. Gen. James G. 
Harbord, Cimirraan of the Board of RCA, will officiate. Mr. Sarnoff 
will speak by radio from the S.3. MAT30NIA, bound from Honolulu to 
San Francisco. 

Certificates of necessity were issued to the following 
firms during October 1-15, the National Defense Advisory Commission 
announces: American Lava Corporation, Chattanooga, Tenn,, insula¬ 
tion parts for radios $408,000, and the Collins Radio Co,, Cedar 
Rapids, la., radio equipment $20,000. 
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G-uy Hutcheson, Columbia’s traveling engineer, is making 
his way up the Eastern Seaboard of South America on the last lap of 
a six-month tour of the member-stations of the new CBS Latin Ameri¬ 
can network. His expedition has been a technical one, and he has 
helped station officials gear their equipment to the high-power 
international broadcasting which starts shortly after the turn of 
the year. 

A new series of 30-rainute daytime variety shows, featuring 
switches to major U.S. cities where outstanding talent will be avail¬ 
able, and scheduled to be broadcast four times weekly, was the impor¬ 
tant project developed at the semi-annual meeting of Mutual network 
station program directors. The meetings were held November 10 and 
11 in Chicago and 13 key network station program directors, along 
with network depa.rtraent heads, attended. 

Joining top-flight stars from every sector of the enter¬ 
tainment world. Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of the 
Navy Frank M. Knox, and James L. Fly, Chairman of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission, will pa^rticipate from Washington in a gala 
special program on Saturday, November 15, at 11:15 ?.M., marking the 
15th anniversary of the National Broadcasting Company. 

Hal Rorke has been appointed Assistant Director of Public¬ 
ity of the Columbia Broadcasting System succeeding Ted Weber, who 
resigned to become amusement advertising manager of Marshall Field* s 
newspaper in Chicago. Mr. Rorke is now Publicity Chief of the 
Columbia Pacific Network. Before that, he was Managing Editor of the 
Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News and a member of the Publicity 
Department of Metro-Goldwyn-ffe.yer. 

Mark F. Ethridge, former President of the National Associa¬ 
tion of Broadcasters, Chairman of the President’s Committee on Fair 
Employment Practice, announced the appointment of Elmer W. Henderson, 
of Baltimore, Md., former Research Director for the Illinois State 
Commission on the Condition of the Urban Colored Population, as a 
field representative to investigate complaints of discriminatory 
employment practices by defense industries against minority groups. 

Co-operating in one of the greatest short-wave radio pro¬ 
jects ever undertaken in this country, WCEO and WGEA, powerful 
International stations of the General Electric Company in Schenect¬ 
ady, N.Y., have revised their schedules to send a continuous stream 
of news to Europe, from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. , six days a. week (appro¬ 
ximately 3:00 P.M. to 11 P.M. in Western Europe and 5 P.M. to 1 A.M. 
in Eastern EuropeK 

The new schedule, announced by R. S. Pea.re, G. E, manager 
of broadcasting, includes broadcasts by WGEA in seven languages - 
Swedish, Finnish, Italian, German, French, Portuguese, and Spanish, 
and by WGEO in Spanish, French, and English. It is now in effect. 
In addition, WGEO will continue its 15 minutes ofnews sent out six 
evenings a week in Czech and its Sunday afternoon broadcasts of 
news in Greek. 

xxxxxxxx 
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SEES PRIORITIES SETUP MIRED IN CONFUSION 

Frank R. Kent, hard-hitting and widely syndicated columnist 
of the Baltimore Sun writes: 

"The really terrible thing about the defense setup is the 
almost incredible lack of clarity in the thinking at the top - if 
it can be called thinking. With three major shifts in the managerialiu 
arrangement in less than a year, with Immense activity and enormous 
expansion, the program still remains mired in a confusion tha.t 
appears steadily to increase. 

"After 15 months of frenzied mulling around, those in best 
position to judge insist that the defense effort is well organized 
in one respect only - publicity. Certainly it is not well organized 
for production. Like the giant squid, it squirts a constant stream 
of speeches, statements and claims from its self-filling ink bags, 
but its orogress in other respects (except in the constantly in¬ 
creasing size of the pay roll) is slight. This is openly charged by 
responsible men on the outside, and, to an astonishing extent, it is 
also concurred in by those on the inside. The stage has been reach¬ 
ed where it almost seems that a species of panic has taken possession 
of the so-called leaders of the organization. 

"A somewhat startling example is the most recent announce¬ 
ment, made through the ink bags, that a new 'all-out* allocation 
program, affecting every pound of material used by American industry, 
is being proposed by the S.P.A.B. in cooperation with the 0PM and 
'all other defense agencies'. 

"The size of the undertaking, coupled with the size of the 
undertakers, makes it pretty clear that it is not going to be suc¬ 
cessfully undertaken. In the first place, the thing it is proposed 
to do - in effect, to control the scope and activity of every 
industrial enterprise in the country - is far too immense a job for 
any such setup and any such men as are now running things in Washing¬ 
ton. 

"If priorities are thus to be enormously extended, and 
'all-out' allocation introduced, clearly it cannot be done by bureaus. 
Clearly, it cannot be done by the O.P.M. Bureau of Industrial Con¬ 
servation, which, after adopting its allocation schedule, reports to 
the S.P.A.B. , which approves, disapproves or modifies, before turn¬ 
ing the schedule over to the O.P.M. Priorities Division. The latter 
then 'will try to make available necessary materials as needed 
through issuing required priorities, ratings or througli allocations*. 
That is the way the ink bags say it is to be done, but hardly any 
one tiiinks it can be done that way. For one thing, it passes through 
too many hands. Everybody will have an excuse and nobody real res¬ 
ponsibility. " 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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November 18, 1941 

PRINTERS STILL ON BROADCASTERS' NECKS ABOUT TAX 

That the printers have not forgotten the Senate eliminat¬ 
ing the ^12,000,000 defense tax on broadcasting time and that they 
are vigorously continuing the fight, was evident from a speech 
John B. Haggerty, Chairman of the International Allied Printing 
Trades made at the annual convention of the United Typothetae of 
America in Chicago last week. 

"Even after the payment of these excise taxes the radio 
networks and commercial stations would have retained yearly net 
profits of more than 50^ on their investments", Mr. Haggerty declared. 

"For reasons best known to members of the Senate this pro¬ 
vision was rejected, and, in lieu thereof millions of wage workers 
and their families, those least able to pay, will have to suffer 
many privations to make up the twelve millions of dollars yearly 
which the government must have. 

"Many members of the House of Representatives, mindful of 
the exorbitant yearly net profits of these radio net^porks, and, 
realizing the injustice of levying high taxes on those least able to 
pay, in order that radio networks should escape payment of proper 
excise taxes, may support the recently presented Vinson Bill which, 
if enacted, would place almost impossible to bear burdens on print¬ 
ed publications. One of the provisions of this Vinson Bill makes 
illegal the deduction of payments for advertising as operating costs. 

"The International Allied Printing Trades Association, 
through their Governing Board, fully realize the need of printed 
publications securing advertising and the benefits which such adver¬ 
tising renders to producers who advertise in printed publications. 
We believe that such advertising is a proper charge against operat¬ 
ing costs and we will do our part in opposing that provision of the 
Vinson Bill or any other legislation which places printed publica¬ 
tions on a par with War Profiteers. We will oppose the contention 
of Thuniian Arnold and those he speaks for that advertising in print¬ 
ed publications is not essential and should be curtailed. We will 
also continue our campaign to deprive radio networks of the unfair 
and illegal advantages they nov7 have throu^^i their virtual monopoly 
of radio broadcasting, and, their illegal granting of rebates and 
volume discounts which has promoted ra.dio advertising at the expense 
of printed publications." 

Leading up to this, Mr. Haggerty had said: 

"National advertising is the life blood of -orinted publi¬ 
cations. During the past ten years most of the employing interests 
have set idly by while a governmental beneficiary, namely ra.dio 
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under the guise of providing free amusement, have yearly diverted 
millions of dollars from printed publications to radio broadcast¬ 
ing. 

"Operating, as we believe, wholly contrary to our Federal 
laws, much of this radio advertising has been secured through the 
granting of rebates and volume discounts to large advertisers and 
advertising agencies. Because of the granting of these illegal 
rebates and volume discounts radio networks ha.ve increasingly divert¬ 
ed advertising from a total of two cents of the national advertising 
dollar spent on radio in 1930 to more than thirty-five cents of the 
advertising dollar in 1940. 

"Radio time sales for 1940 exceed 150 millions of dollars 
while the current issue of Variety shows that in addition there was 
spent, in 1940, some 200 millions of dollars in talent, prizes, etc., 
to attract the attention of the listener. 

"Realizing the loss to printing trades workers of many 
thousands of Job opportunities, and, after a careful survey we 
initia.ted a campaign to at least lessen the unfair advantages which 
these radio networks possess over printed publications. Bear in 
mind that desnite their own reports showing yearly net profits of 
100^ and 200^, secured wholly through their holding a governmental 
franchise which they secured without cost from the government, these 
governmental beneficiaries pay little local taxes, not state taxes, 
and in view of their exorbitant yearly net profits they pay rela¬ 
tively small taxes to maintain the government which made these 
yearly net profits possible. 

"We prevailed upon the House of Representatives to levy 
taxes which would have cost the radio networks and commercial radio 
stations some twelve millions of dollars yearly. In addition, the 
language of the tax provisions definitely out-lawed the continuance 
of these illegal rebates and volume discounts." 

Concluding, Chairman Haggerty saidi 

"We respectfully suggest that the employing printers, 
especially those who produce printed publications, instead of being 
influenced by those who have helped to divert hundreds of millions 
of dollars away from printed publications to radio networks, for 
which they receive revenues of from 30^ to as high as 50^, instead 
of the 15^ paid by printed publications, do a little thinking for 
themselves and Join with us in helping to protect and expand the 
field for printed publications with additional and better Jobs for 
those dependent for a livelihood on the printing industry." 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FOREIGN MONITORING SERVICE STRENGTHENS STAFF 

THe Foreign Monitoring Service of the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Com.raission has been made considerably stronger by the addJ.- 
tion of three new officials - Peter C. Rhodes, former war corres¬ 
pondent, newly appointed head of the Monitoring Service’s London 
branch office; Dr, Goodwin Watson,of Columbia University, Chief 
Analyst of the Service, and Thomas B. Grandin, CBS war correspond¬ 
ent, who will be Chief Editor of the Monitoring Report Section. 

Mr. Rhodes Joined the Paris staff of the U.P, in 1936, 
and as a war correspondent covered the early stages of fighting in 
France, the invasion of Norway, the Russian occupation of the Baltic 
countries, and crossed Siberia in preparing a report on Soviet pre¬ 
parations for war. Rhodes was at Narvik before the Germans occupied 
this Norwegian town in the Spring of 1940, and then stayed with the 
Norwegian and Allied troops to cover the entire campaign in the Far 
North. Upon his return to this country he became Press Publicity 
Director for the United China Relief campaign. Mr. Rhodes’ present 
assignment will return him to familiar ground, since he was a student 
at Oxford University in England for two years and previously had 
graduated from and received a post-graduate degree from Columbia 
University. 

Dr. Watson, a social psychologist, is an editor of the 
Journal of Social Psychology and of the Yearbook of the Society for 
the Psychological Study of Social Issues. He is 42 years old, and 
for the past 16 years has been a member of the faculty of Teachers 
College of Columbia University, where he was Professor of Education. 
He is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and received his 
doctorate from Columbia University. Dr. Watson has pursued graduate 
studies in education and psychology at the universities of Berlin 
and Vienna. As Chief .4naiyst, it is announced that Dr, Watson will 
head a section of psychologists in the Monitoring Service which 
interprets and evaluates foreign broadcasts originating all over the 
world, with particular attention to those directed to the Western 
Hemisphere. 

Thomas B. Grandin, a native of Cleveland, Ohio, was head 
of the Paris office of the Columbia Broadcasting System. A veteran 
CBS correspondent, he reported the Munich crisis and other events 
leading up to the present war. He was at the microphone when the 
Blitzkrieg against France began in May 1940. Grandin talked for 
the Columbia network from such places as England, Belgium, Italy, 
Yugoslavia, Rumania and Turkey. Under the auspices of the Geneva 
Research Center, he organized a radio listening center in Europe and 
had occasion to study at close range monitoring already being done 
by European governments. He is the author of ’’The Political Use of 
the Radio”, published by Columbia University Press which volume was 
among the first to describe psychological warfare by shortwave radio. 

For the Council of Foreign Relations, Grandin turned out 
reports on Latin America. Before that, he was a specialist on world 
transportation problems for the International Chamber of Commerce. 
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Mr. G-randin ms educated at Kent School in Connecticut, 
and at Yale University. Upon graduation, he worked his way to 
Europe on a freighter, and pursued post-graduate studies at the 
Ecole des Sciences Politiques in France and at the University of 
Berlin. He was frequently at the Reich thereafter and made it his 
business to study Nazi propaganda methods. 

xxxxxxxxx 

PRIVATE BROADCAST TAKES PRESS PARTY TO PRESIDENT 

If the average person were taken down with a heavy cold 
on the evening of a dinner he exoected to attend, he would just be 
out of luck. It was different with President Roosevelt who had 
expected to attend the National Press Club banquet last Saturday 
night, and was floored by a cold in the last minute. Thanks to 
quick thinking on the part of Carleton D. Smith, Assistant I^Ianager 
of the National Broadcasting Company in Washington, who conceived 
the idea of piping the Press Club show into the White House, the 
President didn’t miss a thing. 

The NBC has a circuit permanently installed in the 
Executive Ivfension to broadcast speeches from there, and it occurred 
to Mr. Smith, who for many years has also served as presidential 
announcer, to simply reverse the process. Instead of the broadcast 
being fed out on this occasion, it was fed in. A loud speaker was 
installed in the President’s study. 

Even then it was thouglit the President’s listening might 
be just perfunctory but he surprised everyone by listening to the 
program to the end. Furthermore, he proved it by sending written 
messages in to Melbourne Christerson, of the Associated Press, 
who as head of the Press Club presided at the dinner. The first 
one came in just after William E. Coyle, NBC announcer, had sung a 
toast to the President written by Phelps Adams, head of the New York 
Sun Bureau, and Howard Acton. It read: 

”I am deeply appreciative of Bill Coyle’s toast. Did 
the members ever play the game of forfeits? Here is my 
forfeit for not getting there tonight: 

"I will sing a song at the next dinner. I may get 
expelled from the club, but it might be a popular hit. 
For that reason it v/ill be copyrighted by me - not by the 
club. 

”Your fellow member. 

"F. D. R. " 

A presidential dinner without the President, as could 
well be imagined, might be pretty much of a flop, but between 
President Roosevelt’s quips and the NBC establishing a liaison 
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between the White House and the Press Club, the evening was saved. 

Gene Buck, President of the American Society of Composers, 
who supplied the out-ot-town talent, while addressing the President, 
laughingly mentioned something about the boys having ’’snuk in a few 
BMI numbers on their prograju”. Also referring to the late ASCAF- 
Broadcasters unpleasantness, Mr. Buck made a humorous analogy which 
would not have gotten by on a regular network but which Mr. Roose¬ 
velt probably enjoyed and which proved that Buck was a good loser. 

Among those present at the dinner from the radio industry 
we re: 

Louis Caldvi-oll, Counsel for Station WGN; Raymond Claprer, 
NBC commentator; Earl Godwin, NBC commentator; F. P. Guthrie, 
R. C.A. Communications, Inc., representative in Washington; L. M. 
Lamm, National Association of Broadca.sters; Frank E. Mullen, Vice- 
President, NBC, New York; William R. Neel, National Broadcasting 
Company; Paul A. Porter, Counsel, CBS, Washington; Louis Ruppel, 
head of CBS Public Relations, New York; Oswald F. Schuette, Mdio 
Corporation of America; George 0. Sutton, radio counsel; Sol J. 
Taishoff, Broadcasting I'lagazine; Eugene S. Thomas, Sales Manager, 
WOR, New York; and Albert L. Warner, Commentator, CBS. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

BMI APPARENTLY LIKE JOHNNIE WALKER 

Though BMI reportedly has been "killed off" dozens of 
times during the A3CAP fight and thereafter, actually it seems to 
be going stronger tha.n ever. Not only was a Si,000,000 annual 
budget approved for its continuance another year when its Directors 
met in New York, but provisions were made for long terra contracts 
for performance of BMI music, overlapping the terms of the eight- 
year ASCA? agreements. The budget for the ore sent year was 
$1,800,000. 

The term of the new contract, covering blanket licenses, 
will be from March 12, 1942, until March 11, 1950. ASCA? contracts 
signed with the networks and with individual stations run until 
January 1, 1950. Current BMI contracts expire next March 12. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

A cartoon "Side Glances" by Galbraith shows the head of 
an advertising agency rejecting a copy-writer’s manuscript and 
saying to him: 

"Sorry, old ma.n, but your radio script that we enthused 
about six months ag(j> is out’ The sponsor's first wife liked it, 
but his new one won t ha.ve any part of it} " 

XXXXXXXX 
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FLY MUM ON WHITE HOUSE CONFAB 

When Chairman J. L. Fly was asked about his visit with 
President Roosevelt last week, he put on one of his best "cat-ate.- 
the-canary” smiles and said he had no comment to make other than 
that they discussed matters in general. This, he said, included 
policy matters of course and then added that the conference had 
been very pleasant. 

It was such a mysterious meeting, however, that four days 
afterwards, one of the Commissioners himself didn’t even know it 
had been held. 

xxxxxxxxxx 

CALDWELL AND CLEMENTS GOBBLE "RADIO RETAILING" 

Successful in the publishing business from the start, 0. H. 
Caldwell, a member of the original Federal Radio Commission, and 
M. Clements, his partner, in addition to making a go of a then 
brand-new publication, "Radio Today", had the satisfaction of pur¬ 
chasing the well-known McGraw-Hill magazine "Radio Retailing", 
which Messrs. Caldwell and Clements themselves started sixteen 
years ago. 

"Unprecedented as this step may appear, it was inevitable 
if the interests of the trade are to be held paramount. It not 
only gives the reader the benefit of two great magazines in one, 
but will give him more actual help in half the reading time", the 
publishers state. 

"That ’Radio Retailing’ again comes under the direction 
of the two men who originally launched it in 1925, and who during 
its first ten years supervised its editorial and publishing opera¬ 
tions, gives assurance that the best traditions of both publications 
will be continued in the new ’Ra.dio Retailing’ combined with ’Radio 
Today’. 

"In December, Caldwell-Clements will publish ’Radio 
Retailing’ in its present form as an interim issue for subscribers 
to both magazines. In January, however, the first issue of the new 
consolidated magazine will make its appearance, greatly stepped 
up in service and attractiveness." 

XXXXXXXXX 
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NBC ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION GOES OVER BIG 

Everybody from President Roosevelt down Joined in con- 
gratula,ting the National Broadcasting Company on its 15th birthday 
last Saturday night. ’’Simultaneously and at the same time", as 
our old Hoosier friend Joe Cook used to say, there was a three hour 
gala broadcast which went not only to the hundreds of NBC stations 
but was specially rebroadcast to our naval vessels around the world 
and to our soldiers in Iceland, the Canal Zone or wherever they 
happened to be. 

Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox and Under Secretary of 
War Robert P. Patterson spoke in behalf of the armed forces. David 
Sarnoff, President of the Radio Corporation of America, was heard 
from mid~Pa^ifiC^ r^_tuxning from Hawaii. Niles Trammell, President 
of NBC>CacJ,_ed aj^J4_._C^_i^.N^^^James L. Fly spoke for the 
Federal Communications Commissionr^-^. 

”Our generation has witnessed so many scientific achieve¬ 
ments - such as the incadescent lamp; the automobile; the airplane; 
the radio - that we are inclined to take them for granted, and seldam 
pause to pay tribute to the scientists who have made them possible^', 
Chairman Fly said. "The radio receiver is not merely something you 
got at the store. It is the product of the human mind working at 
its best. May we not in this brief moment recall the role of the 
men behind your radio. 

"First came the abstract scientists who laid the theoreti¬ 
cal groundwork - Faraday, Clark Maxwell, and Hertz; then Marconi who 
first put radio waves to practical use; after that such men as 
Alexanderson, Fessenden, Zworykin, Pupin, de Forest, Armstrong; and 
the whole battalion of less known but important men of science. 
Working anonymously in telephone, radio, and electrical laboratories 
everywhere, each has contributed a share in making radio possible. 
They are not all public figures. Yet, it is men of this caliber who 
form the shock troops of our modern civilization. 

"Nor should the practical men who built upon these scien¬ 
tific achievements be forgotten; the men of the Bell System who 
first linked stations into a chain by telephone wires for simultan¬ 
eous broadcasts; The Radio Corporation of America, born of a national 
emergency and growing, better to serve in this another period of 
great national stress; The National Broadcasting Company who just 
fifteen years ago demonstrated the vision and the initiative to 
inaugurate the first nation-wide network. 

"Marked ability was theirs, and a perseverance born of 
faith. Today broadcasting is both nation and world wide; and its 
great impact falls upon us - in peace and in war. 

"An invention is in itself neither good nor evil. It is 
"t-o be appraised in the light of its effect upon people. In the 
world toda.y, we see radio used to spread the greatest evil and the 
highest good. 
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”To the National Broadcasting Company; its officers and 
staff, a well earned 'Happy Birthda.y’. And may we not, here in 
America, seize this significant moment again to resolve that the 
achievement of all these men in radio shall he bent to serve the 
common good. Thus can we realize the benefits implicit in radio, 
and thus can we repay in some measure our debt to the men who have 
made broadcasts like this possible. 

XXXXXXXXX 

FCC CHEERED BY NBC COLOR TELEVISION Fi:?ORT 

The Federal Communications Commission has received a 
letter from Dr. C. B, Jolliffe of the Radio Corporation of America 
on National Broadcasting Company color television indicating con¬ 
siderable advancement and inviting the members of the Commission 
to New York to take a look. Chairman Fly said he was very happy to 
get the news and thinks the Commission may be able to view this 
development soon. 

When the Chairman wa.s asked how television was coming 
along, he replied that what Dr. Jolliffe reported sounded like pro¬ 
gress. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

RADIO WAR PROPAGANDA PROBE STILL FAR OFF 

Apparently the Senate is no nearer to the radio phase 
of the investigation of the alleged movie-radio war propaganda than 
it was a month ago. 

Nor has the report yet been received which the Senate 
asked the Federal Communications Commission for as to whether or 
not broadcasting stations were whooping it up too much for war. 

Chairman James L. Fly said that the survey included many 
thousands of programs and the Commission's staff had been at work 
on it ever since the report had been called for. 

Mr. Fly said that he had seen enough of the station replies 
to know that no complaint concerning the general treatment of war 
news by the radio industry is involved. Hov^ever this is something 
he said he would not want to speculate on with any degree of final¬ 
ity, since the survey is not completed. This may take several more 
weeks as raa.ny programs of each station are concerned and many detail¬ 
ed questions are involved. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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::: TRADE NOTES : 

Stating that 1941 New Deal nublicity was costing the 
people $27,770,000 annually, Congressman Earl C. Michenor, of 
Michie>an, inserted a newspaper article into the Record which stated 
that $435,000 was spent in 1941 on radio and $600,000 in motion 
picture s. 

Edward R. Murrow, Chief of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System-’s European staff of war correspondents will be the guest at 
a dinner given to him by William S. Paley, CBS President, in the 
grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria Tuesday, December 2nd, on the 
occasion of his return to the United States for an extended vacation. 

The first live-talent variety show from the new $250,000 
W6XA0 Don Lee television plant in Hollywood was shown last night 
(Nov. 17), Thomas S. Lee, owner of the only licensed operating 
transmitter west of Chicago, reports. 

Next month W6XA0 will celebrate its tenth anniversary. 
The new W6XA0 station has not yet been completed but a basic film 
and remote schedule has been put into effect, anyway, since the 
building was opened a few months ago. 

The first issue (July) of ’’The WOR News”, a semi-monthly 
publication issued by WOR's Promotion Department for listeners, had 
a circulation of 5,000. The most recent edition hit the 12,000 
mark. That figure, it was explained, doesn't include special issues 
put out for a particular sponsor, such as the R. & H. Brewing Co., 
issue which reached 45,000. 

All persons attending WOR broadcasts receive copies of 
"The WOR News”. Every letter going out of the WOR offices carries 
the paper. Each reception desk has a special box filled with copies. 
WOR sponsors and staff members also receive the publication regularly. 

John Dyer, CBS television engineer, addresses a meeting 
of the Baltimore section of the Institute of Radio Engineers on tele 
vision in natural colors Friday, November 28 at 8:15 P.M. in Mary¬ 
land Hall, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. 

For the last few months, under the technical 
supervision of Dr. Peter G-oldmark and Mr. Dyer, CBS has been on the 
air with color television transmissions, now totalling more than 
125 hours. 

note - DUE TO THE THANKS01VINO HOLIDAYS BEINO OBSERVED IN 
WA3HIN0T0N AND THE FACT THAT THE OOVERITMENT OFFICES WILL BE CLOSED 
ON NOVEMBER 20, THERE WILL BE NO ISSUE OF THIS SERVICE ON FRIDAY, 
NOVEMBER 21. 

R. D.H. 
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To further improve the wo rid-wide service of short-wave 
station WLSO, James D. Shouse, Vice-President in Charge of Broad¬ 
casting, The Crosley Corporation, Cincinnati, has announced that 
the station’s European Transmissions of news and features in German, 
Spanish, French and English is being supplemented by similar pro¬ 
grams in Swedish, Finnish and Italian. 

Wilfred Guenther, General Manager of WLWO, was recently 
appointed as a consultant to the office of the Coordinator of 
Information in Washington headed by Col. William Donovan, and has 
been assisting the short-wave industry in improving broadcasting 
schedules to Europe. 

A reproduction of the office of the nation’s first bank 
is on display at the Atwater Kent Museum in Philadelphia. Desks, 
safes, ledgers, strong-boxes and a cashier’s cage taken from the 
Bank of North America, founded by Robert Morris in 1781, have been 
presented to the museum by William Fulton Kurtz, President of the 
Philadelphia Company, ’’lineal descenda.nt” of Morris' bank. 

With important results for defense and civilian industry 
indicated by preliminary studies of heavy armor plate and various 
carbon steels, RCA Laboratories has announced development of a new 
technique that permits heretofore impossible microscopic examination 
of the grain structure of metals. 

Using the new process in connection with the RCA Electron 
Microscope, designed to accommodate only very thin transparent ob¬ 
jects, laboratory technicians obtain detail in metal surfaces that 
is at least 15 times finer than results with the best raetallographic 
microscope. 

Columbia's decision to turn three ’’Church of Air" broad¬ 
casts over to Army chaplains, led Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson 
to express his appreciation to CBS President William S. Paley in 
a message which read; 

"I wish to express my appreciation of your part in 
arranging for addresses of Army chaplains during the Church of the 
Air broadcasts. 

"The participation of Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant 
chaplains reflects the fact that in our Army, as throughout our 
democracy, the form of a man’s faith is a matter of his own free 
choosing. " 

Harry Miller, Manager of the newly-titled Mutual Radio 
Theater No. 1, is a New Jersey commuter via Weehawken ferryboat. 
He also knows the ferryboat captains - and said to the skipper on 
the bridge the other night: 

"Do you mind going downriver a few blocks to 39th Street 
so I can take a look at ray new sign from the river." 

The skipper T’?ent downriver. Miller took a good look. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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RCA LABORATORIES’ CORNERSTONE LAID 

Predicting the defeat of v/ar-raongering dictators, MaJ. Gen. 
J, G. Harbord, Chairman of the Board of the Radio Corporation of 
America, officiated last Saturday at Princeton, N.J., in laying the 
cornerstone of RCA Laboratories, designed to be the foremost center 
of radio research in the world. General Harbord emphasized the 
importance of scientific research to national defense and warned of 
dangers ahead. 

David Sarnoff, President of RCA, spoke by radio from the 
S.S. MAT50NIA enroute from Honolulu to San Francisco. Gano Dunn, 
member of the RCA Board of Directors, discussed the significance of 
the Laboratories in opening new frontiers for industrial activity. 
Otto S. Schairer, Vice-President in charge of RCA Laboratories, 
presided. 

As the cornerstone was put into place. General Harbord 
said; ’’Exactly S3 years ago, as head of our Services of Supply in 
France, I was faced, immediately following the Armistice, with some 
part of the task of throwing a huge war production machine into 
reverse, without stripping the gears. Knowing something from person¬ 
al experience of the battle area, too, I can assure you that the sud¬ 
den switch from a war economy to a peace economy has perils for a 
modern nation scarcely less da.ngerous in their own way than the per¬ 
ils of a division fighting in the front line. 

"The problems of a quick economic about-face are even more 
difficult now than they were then. In 1918 we had a reservoir of 
prosperity, built up through practically uninterrupted decades, ready 
to be tapped. In 1*918 we had practically no social and e conoraic un¬ 
rest. We had indulged in no experimental departures from our tested 
and trusted principles of government. In 1941 we have only recently 
emerged from an economic depression, and have not yet emerged from 
the social, economic and political uncertainties that followed in 
its wake. ” 

”We meet today”, said Mr. Sarnoff in his radio-telephone 
messac.se from the Pacific, "with the solemn resolve that the corner¬ 
stone we lay at Princeton shall help support the great cornerstone 
which went into the building of our nation: the freedom of the men 
and women of America. ” 

Calling attention to the fact that the cornerstone of RCA 
Laboratories was being laid on the same day that the National Broad¬ 
casting Co. was celebrating the conclusion of fifteen years of net¬ 
work broadcasting, Sarnoff declared: "Both research and broad¬ 
casting are dedicated to public service. The research laboratory 
serves the public through the power of the human mind to translate 
the laws of nature in terms of useful services and products. The 
broadcasting network serves the people througii the s.bility of men and. 
women to express ideas and emotions in terms of human understanding, 
* * ■"'"If the RCA Laboratories were being built in a world free f.rcm 
voices of hate and threats of aggression, they would have but a 
single purpose: to improve existing services and products and create 
new ones, in the peaceful pursuits of communications, industry and 
science. That purpose holds good, and will be a constant objective 
of RCA Laboratories." 

XXXXXXXX 12 - 
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FCC PROPAGANDA LISTENING GETS DOWN TO REAL BUSINESS 

With Lloyd A. Free, Director of the Foreign Broadcast 
Monitoring Service of the Federal Communications Commission flying 
to England on the Yankee Clipper to set up the new FCC listening 
post in London to check on European radio propaganda, tne United 
States is taking a big step forward in the matter of defense sur¬ 
veillance. Peter C. Rhodes, former United Press war correspondent, 
recently appointed to head the Commission’s Monitoring Service’s 
London Branch Office, is accompanying Mr. Free on the trip. 

Before he left New York, Jsir. Free said the monitoring 
facilities of the British Broadcasting Corporation would be used by 
the new listening post, with two purposes: to listen to propaganda 
broadcasts within Continental Europe, from the various governments 
to their own peoples, and to relay to this government any informa¬ 
tion in them of value to the United States. The reports will cover 
medium and long range broadcasts from Europe. 

Explaining that the office would be essentially a part of 
the intelligence service of the government, Mr, Free declared tha.t 
Q,we want to know what the propaganda strategy of Europe is. " He 
pointed out that monitoring stations have been in operation in 
Washington, Puerto Rico and Oregon. They have been supplying infor¬ 
mation to about nineteen government agencies which also will get 
reports from the new office. 

Urging the expansion of the U. S. listening facilities, 
the American Communications Association, a CIO union, ha.s submitted 
to the Senate a plan, several points of which are said to ha.ve met 
with approval by those considering the Bland Bill regarding sub¬ 
versive activities which the Union opposes. The A. C.A. urges: 

The transmission of radio messages would be placed under 
the absolute control of the master of the vessel, with the location 
of a master switch on the bridfie or in the master’s office, con¬ 
trolling the power supply to the transmitter. 

Limit ship radio transmission to authorized wavelengths. 
This would prevent a subversive operator from employing for illicit 
communications wavelengths not regularly heard by the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission, the Navy, or the Coast Guard. 

It is also proposed that all vessels be required to carrj' 
three radio operators, to add to the monitoring service. Operators 
at sea provide the most efficient monitoring service available to 
the government, since they are required by the FCC to take down and 
report all unusual signals. 
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Ship transmissions on intermediate wavelengths would be 
prohibited except when vessels are within one day’s sailing of the 
port of destination. This would prevent betrayal of position, which 
can be determined by listeners, whereas shortwave transmission does 
not give away the position of the sender. 

All ’’ancient” receivers would be replaced with modem 
equipment, since many ships still carry receivers of World War 
vintage, which give off squeals, and these can be heard by snoopers 
even when the ship is ’’silent”, or not sending. 

Ships desiring to contact shore stations, for instance, 
would simply call stations for which messages are destined a.nd con¬ 
tinue sending such messages without waiting for acknowledgment. 
Later, when the vessel is in a safe zon^^ or in port, messages could 
be acknowledged in a general ’’broadcast and a check-up on delivery 
would be possible. 

A "telltale recorder” would be installed on each ship 
either in the radio room, in the master’s office or the navigating 
room. On this recorder every signal emitted by the ship's radio 
would be set down in dots and dashes on a permanent tape such as is 
already in use in many commercia.1 stations. 

Thus every signal sent out by the ’’Sparks” or the merchant 
marine, as ship operators are kno?rn, would be preserved ineradicably 
on paper for the perusal of FOG and naval authorities or any one 
else interested. 

XXXXXXXX 

FRANCHISE TAX STILL ON THE FIRE 

The idea of a franchise tax for broadcasting stations is 
still simmering along at the Federal Communications Commission, It 
was said that the Treasury officials and Congress might substantially 
differ from the FCC’s ideas on this but that both are in touch so 
that anything the Commission would do will not conflict with the 
Treasury - that the FCC can conceivably do the spade work for the 
Treasury. It was stated that there seems to be an agreement in two 
main particulars - that there be a tax and that it be worked out in 
cooperation with the Treasury. 

It was further pointed out that the idea of some sort of 
tax to bear the cost of regulation has been the FCC’s ’’own baby” for 
sometime. In face. Chairman Fly said the FCC had been working on 
it ever since he came into office. 

XXXXXXXX 
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PULLIM HEADS NETWORK AFFILIATES 

Representatives of more than 100 independent affiliated 
network stations perfected a permanent organization in Chicago last 
week and elected Eugene C. Pulliam, President of WIRE, Indianapolis, 
president and a slate of officers and directors to serve until the 
first convention which will he held in Chicago next Aoril. They 
changed the name from Independent Broadcasters, Inc., to Network 
Affiliates, Inc. Membership is confined to independently-oiimed net¬ 
work stations. 

Hulbert Taft, WKRC, Cincinnati Times-Star, was elected 
Vice-President, and William J. Scriops, WWJ, Detroit News, Secretary 
and Treasurer. Twelve Directors, in groups of three committees, 
selected from among the affiliates on each of the four networks, 
were elected, as follows: 

NBC-Red affiliates - Ed Craney, KGIR, Butte; W. J. Scripps, 
WWJ, Detroit; Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis. NBC-Blue - 
Ronald Woodyard, WING-, Da.yton; Luther L. Hill, KRNT, Des Moines; 
H. J. Brennep, KQ,V, Pittsburgh. CBS - Hoyt Wooten, WRSC, Memphis; 
John A. Kennedy, WCH3, Charleston; Edgar Bill, WMBD, Peoria. 
MBS - Donald Davis, WHB, Kansas City; Hulbert Taft, Jr., WKRC, 
Cincinnati, and Leonard H. Kapner, WCAE, Pittsburgh. 

The group opposes power grants above 50,000 watts, is a 
trade body, and is reported to favor a reorganization of the Nation¬ 
al Association of Broadcasters v/ith the networks excluded from full 
participating memberships. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

CIO HITS FCC FOR FAILURE TO GUARD LABOR 

The Federal Communications Commission was accused in 
Detroit last week by the C.I.O. at its convention of failing to pro¬ 
tect the "rights” of labor to use the airways. 

A resolution said the FCC inquiry into newspaper control 
of radio stations had bared discrimination and disclosed the threat 
of further restrictions by "anti-labor publishers" and called on 
the Commission for an investigation to determine how far unions had 
thus far been affected adversely by the renuted unfair device of 
radio time. 

The newspaper radio controlled station hearings will be 
resumed in Ws.shington on Thursday, November 87th. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC TO SEE N.Y. COLOR TELEVISION DEC. 1 

Responding to an invitation recently extended by Dr. C. B. 
Jolliffe, of the Radio Corporation of America, the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission will go to New York next Monday (December 1st) 
to witness a demonstration of the nrogress the National Broadcasting 
Comoany has made in the development of television in color. Asked 
if the Commissioners would witness the NBC exhibition only, Chair¬ 
man James L. Fly replied that the Commission would not turn anybody 
down who had something new to show but this was the only thing in 
mind for BAonday. He said there was no reason to stop off at 
Philadelphia this time. 

Chairman Fly recalled that there is a January 1st da.te 
for adjusting flexible television stand8.rds if necessary. Synchro¬ 
nization pulse is still a vital problem. It never has been settled 
to the satisfaction of the industry or the Commission. Mr. Fly 
remarked that Philco-Hazletine had demonstrated a “synch" pulse 
Which withstood considerable interference. RCA, DuMont, and CBS, 
it was said, are using two or three different detailed foms of 
“synch” pulses. The latest report is that they are not very well 
set or settled in clearing up this problem, the Chairman remarked, 
so it is not certain that it can be cleared up by January 1st. 

Asked if there would be another hearing on television 
standards, Mr. Fly said he doubted it unless the industry wanted it. 

xxxxxxxxx 

PROGRAM FILING NOT NECESSARY, FCC RESTATES 

To many inquiries about the availability of broadcast 
scripts, the Commission explains that it does not require broad¬ 
casters to file program material with that office and suggests that 
persons interested communicate with the stations over which broad¬ 
casts in question were transmitted. It adds: 

"The Commission has imposed no requirement on broad¬ 
cast stations that copies of the continuities or scripts 
of programs must be filed with or retained by a broadcast 
station; likewise, the law does not require that any 
speeches broadcast over the air be reduced to writing or 
furnished in manuscript to the station licensee. On the 
other hand, there is no law or regulation of the Commission 
which prevents a station from requiring such a script 
before peraitting a person to broadcast over its facilities." 

X X X X X X X X X X 
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CHICAGO TRIBUNE STARTS NEW RADIO LISTING 

The Chicago Tribune will inaugurate an expanded daily 
listing of radio programs, virtually doubling the space devoted to 
such listings. The programs will be set in nonpareil, instead of 
agate tyre, and individual programs will occupy full column meas¬ 
ure, instead of two-thirds. 

Large condensed numerals will be used to denote hourly 
listings, with lightface type for morning programs and boldface type 
for evening listings, similar to railroad timetable st^^’le. In 
addition, the listings will be broken up under proper headings to 
indicate morning, afternoon and evening listings. The radio pro¬ 
gram guide in the '^ibune will be in excess of four columns da.ily, 
it ¥jas stated. A ’’^Listener's Choice” will also be included. 

News broadcasts will be listed in a separate box and 
snort wave listings will be expanded. Considerably more pictorial 
material will also be used, according to ■‘-'arry Wolters, Tribune 
radio editor. The Tribune has revised its method of listing pro¬ 
grams, he said, after a careful two-month study, ba.sed on reader 
interest surveys and public suggestions. 

Hearst newspapers in six cities, including Chicago, have 
inaugurated weekly tabloid radio sections, listing programs for a 
week in advance. 

XXXXXXXX 

AI^ENDMENT TO COMPEL PRICE CONTROL OMITS RADIO 

An amendment restored to the Price Control Bill in the 
House last Monday provided for licensing of businesses to sell 
commodities for which orice ceilings have been established. The 
amendment, however, exempted sellers of radio time, newsoapers, 
periodicals and farmers. 

Among those whose salaries the bill vjouid freeze are 
radio telegraph and telephone operators, and radio announcers, 
directors, managers and officials. 

XXXXXXXX XX 

’’The Ra.dio Amateur's Handbook”, Nineteenth (1942) Edition, 
by the Headquarters staff of the ARRL. Published by the American 
Radio Relay -league, Inc., West Hartford, Conn. 552 pages, including 
8-page topica.l index and 96-tpa.ge catalogue section of amateur radi^ 
equipment. Approximately 630 illustrations and over 100 charts anl 
tables. Price, paper bound, $1.00 in continental U. S.A., $1.50 
elsewhere; buckram bound, $2.50. Spanish edition, $1.50- 

XXXXXXXX XX 
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FULL SPEED AHEAD FOR MNUFACTURER3 0PM COm^IITTEE 

Full speed ahead was assured last Friday by Sidney J. 
Weinberg, Chief of the Bureau of Industry Advisory Committee of the 
Office of Production Management when he announced the formation of 
the following Ra,dio Industry Advisory Committee: 

Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., New 
York, N. Y. ; W R, G-. Baker, General Electric Co. , Bridgeport, 
Conn.; M. T. Balcora, Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, Emporium, Pa.; 
W. J. Barkley, Collins Radio Company, New York, N.Y.; A. Bloom, 
General Instrument Corp., Elizabeth, N. J.; H. C. Bonfig, RCA Manu¬ 
facturing Company, Camden, N.J.; Roy Burlew, Ken-Had Tube & Lamp 
Coip., Owensboro, Kentucky; H. W. Clough, Belden Manufacturing Co., 
Chicago, Ill.; Allen DuMont, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Passaic, 
N.J.; P. V. Galvin, Ga-lvin Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.; Larry 
Gubb, Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.; K. D. 
Hamilton, Isolantite, Inc., Belleville, N.J.; W. P. Hilliard, 
Bendix Radio Corporation, Baltimore, Md.; H. J. Hoffman, Westing- 
house Electric Co., Bloomfield, N. J.; J. J. Kahn, Standard Trans¬ 
former Corp. , Chicago, Ill.; L. L. Kelsey, Stewart-Warner Corpora¬ 
tion, Chicago, Ill.; R. H. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. 
Go., Rochester, N.Y.; Jack M. Marks, Fada Radio & Electric Co., Long 
Island City, N.Y.; Victor Mucher, clarostat Manufacturing Co., 
Brooklyn, N.Y.; L. F. Muter, Muter Company, Chicago, Ill, 

Also, Harold L. Olesen, Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corp., Newark, N. J. ; W. E. Satterthwaite, General Dry Batteries, Inc. 
Cleveland, Ohio; Ernest Searing, International Resistance Co., 
Philadelphia, Pa.; S. N. Shure, Shure Brothers, Chicago, Ill.; 
Ray Sparrow, P. R. MpHory & Co., Indianapolis, Indiana; R. C. 
Sprague, Sprague Specialities Company, North Adajns, Mass. ; Arthur E. 
Thiessen, General Ra.dio Co., Cambridge, Mass.; S. T. Thompson, 
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill.; a.nd A. 3. Wells, Wells-Gardner 
Co., Chicago, Ill. 

It was exipected tha.t the new committee would meet at an 
early da.te at which time subcommittees would be formed - allocations, 
conservation, simplification, receivers, parts, tubes and kindred 
divisions. 

Going to the rescue of little business and its problems 
growing out of the defense programs, Senator O’LIahoney of W>'oming, 
wno has given the problem study for months, has obtained a promise 
from the Chainnan of the Senate Naval Affairs Committee, Senator 
Walsh of f-iassachusetts, that the Committee will consider an C'Mahoney 
Bill for the establishment of an agency before which civilian busi¬ 
ness - as distinguished from business producing for military pur¬ 
poses - may have open hearings on applications for raw materials. 

Lambasting 0PM, the Chicago Tribune last week declared: 
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'^The Senate did an extraordinary thing on Monday. It 
adopted a resolution calling upon the 0PM to make a full report of 
its administration of the priorities act, and its plans for reliev¬ 
ing the hardships priorities have caused to little business all 
over the country. The resolution was adopted following receipt 
of reports from two Senate Committees. One Committee, headed by 
Senator Joseph 0*Mahoney (D. , Wo.), had found that there is no 
serious shortage of strategic materials in this country with the 
exception of tin and nickel. The other Committee, headed by Senator 
Harry S. Truman (D. Mo.), had found that but 2 per cent of the 
strategic materials would save the 130,000 small manufacturers who 
are being crushed by priorities. 

“The shortages are not real, with the possible exception 
of nickel and tin. The public has been pushed around for psycho¬ 
logical reasons. The attempt was to give people a feeling that 
they are sacrificing for the common good. 

“The government by declaring that there are shortages when 
none exist is trying to supoly psychological satisfaction to those 
who are looking for sacrifices to make. To create the illusion 
hundreds of thousands are thrown out of jobs. Any one who thinks 
there are shortages should examine the data of the Department of 
Commerce. The inventories of manufacturers are the largest of 
all times - substantially larger than in 1937 Just before the inven¬ 
tory crisis which started off a severe decline in business and 
stock prices. 

"Now that the Senate has been told by two of its committeet 
that the shortages are phonies, it should follow thru to see that 
the 108 industries which have been denied copper and the other 
industries affected by priorities are quickly given relief. Senator 
O’Mahoney stated the situation well when he said, ’The fundamental 
wrong, stated in its simplest terras, is that Congress is not 
functioning. Congress ha,s delegated the whole problem of admin¬ 
istering raw materials to the executive officials in the 0PM, who 
are changed from week to week, and whose responsibilities are not 
the sajne today as they were yesterday. ’ " 

XXXXXXXXXX 

An Oregon concern wrote to the Federal Communications 
Commission about reports of minority stock changes in licensee 
broadcast corporations. He is informed that all information shown 
on broadcast applications, including changes in stock, is open to 
public inspection. However, reports dealing with finances of 
individual stations are not made a public record. This is because 
broadcast stations, unlike radio and wire communication services 
for hire, are not deemed “common carriers” under the Communications 
Act. 

xxxxxxxx 
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ACTION BY THE FCC 

Applications Granted - Standard Broadcasting Co. , Los 
Angeles, Calif., granted construction permit for new station to 
operate on 333400 kilocycles with power of 25 watts, for the purpose 
of transmitting programs to the transmitter of high frequency broad¬ 
cast station K53iA; General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., grant¬ 
ed construction permit for new experimental television relay broad¬ 
cast station to operate on Cha.nnei No. 8, 162000-168000 kilocycles, 
special emission for frequency modulation and aural and A5 emission 
for visua.l, 50 watts aural power and 60 watts (peak) visual power, 
for the purpose of transmitting programs from studio to transmitter 
of television broadcast station WRGB, 

Also, KWKW, Southern California Broadcasting Co., Pasadena 
Calif., designated for hearing application for modification of con¬ 
struction permit to change frequency to 830 kilocycles and approval 
of antenna and transmitter site. 

Application Denied - Evening News Press, Inc., Port 
Angeles, Wash., denied petition to reconsider and grant without hear 
Ing application now in pending files pursuant to Order No. 79, for 
new station to operate on 1450 kilocycles, 250 ?atts, unlimited time 
site to be determined. 

Applications Received — WKRC, The Cincinnati Times-Star 
Co. , Cincinnati,. Ohio, construction permit to change frequency from 
550 to 640 kilocycles, increase power from 1 kilowatt night, 5 kilo¬ 
watts day to 50 kilowatts day and night, install new transmitter, 
directional antenna for day and night use and move transmitter; 
KISM (Resubmitted), Redwood Broadcasting Co., Inc., Eureka, Calif., 
modification of license to increase power from 500 watts ni^ht, 1 
kilowatt day to 1 kilowatt day and night (1480 kc.); KG-pM; (amended) 
E. F. Peffer, Stockton, Calif., construction permit to change fre¬ 
quency from 1130 to 1140 kilocycles, change hours from daytime to 
unlimited, requesting increase in power from 1 to 5 kilowatts, new 
transmitting equipment and directional antenna for night uie; KXA, 
American Radio "Telephone Co., Seattle, Wash., construction permit to 
install new transmitter, directional antenna for day and night use, 
increase power from 1 to 10 kilowatts, hours from limited to un¬ 
limited and move transmitter. 

Also, KOB. Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., .Albuquerque, N.M. , 
modification of construction permit as modified for new equipment 
and increase in power, requesting extension of completion date from 
12/2/41 to 1/31/41 (103D kc.); WNBF, Wylie B. Jones Advertising 
Agency, Binghamton, N. Y., modification of construction permit for 
installation of new transmitter, directional antenna for night use, 
change in frequency, increase in power and move, requesting author¬ 
ity to install new transmitter and changes in directional antenna 
system (1490 kc. ) . 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 

Christmas buyers will get their old credit this year and 
radios, refrigerators, metal musical instruments and similar mer¬ 
chandise can be bought for 20^ down with eighteen months to nay, the 
Federal Reserve Board announced November 23rd. Curtailment of 
installment sales is being studied but only items which compete with 
defense for materials are on the regulated list. 

Nelson A. Rockefeller, who as Coordinator between the 
American Republics, ha.s been endeavoring to strengthen broadcasting 
relations between the countries, has been made a member of the 
Economic Defense Board of which Vice-President Wallace is Chairman. 

Ground conductivity of the United States is discussed in 
the Federal Communications Commission’s "Standards of Good Enginee]>- 
ing Practice Concerning Standa.rd Broadcast Stations", which is 
obtainable from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., 
at a cost of 30 cents a copy. 

The American Network, Fli/I’s first chain organization, 
recently exioanded its plans to take in three more members who will 
also be stockholders in the group. These include the St. Louis 
Star-Times Publishing Co., the Indianapolis Broadcasting Company, 
Inc,, and WCAE, Inc., of Pittsburgh. 

The Board of Directors of the American Society of Composer 
Authors and Publishers last week voted to extend the terras of the 
present officers of the Society until April 1, 1942, when the next 
annual election will be held. President Gene Buck and other offic¬ 
ers of the Society will‘continue in office. 

A year-end distribution of 37^ cents was announced by 
the Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corooration. The previous payment on this 
stock ms a similar amount distributed on December 20, 1938. 

The Federal Communications Commission has had to caution 
the manufacturer of an inexoensive transmitter who implies that this 
Workable instrument can be operated by anyone and, furthermore, may 
be used to communicate with amateurs in Europe. The Communications 
Act requires every person operating a radio transmitter to obtain 

license from the Commission. Moreover, amateur radiocommunication 
witiL foreign stations has been banned during the emergency. 

The Commission tells a Maine theater owner that there is 
no provision in the Communications Act or Commission regulations to 
prevent a radio receiver being linked to theater sound equipment for 
the amplifying of newscasts by a local broadcasting station. 
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Fhilco Cor|3 last week reported consolidated earnings, 
exclusive of those of its Canadian subsidiary of $739,939 for the 
first nine months of 1941, equal to 534 cents per common share, com¬ 
pared with 53 cents a share in the like period of 1940 if the same 
number of shares had been outstandAng. The 1941 earnings viere after 
provision of $1,125,000 for Federal and State income taxes and 
excess profits taxes. 

Arthur Kurlan, producer of WOR’s new Sunday niglit defense 
show, "Keep ’em Rolling" when asked for a general outline on his 
production plans, came back, according to R. W. Stewart in the New 
York Times, with a list of items he will not have, to vdt: 

1. Raymond Massey in a scene from "Abe Lincoln in Illinois”. 
2. Charles Laughton reading Lincoln’ s "C-ettysburg Address". 
3. Lucy Monroe singing "The Star-Spangled Banner". 
4. Singers or actors, making speeches about national defense; 

or defense officials singing or acting. 
5. Guests beginning their remarks with "in this time when 

clouds are gathering on the horizon". 
6. An album of American music built around "'God Bless America” 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

EDUCATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS ?R0GFAt,'IS NOT MANDATORY 

A college president last week wrote to the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission asking "what per cent of time in each 24 hours or 
each week a local radio station is to ^ive the educational, cultural 
and religious orograms without charge?" The Commission replied: 

"The Communications Act of 1934 provides that the 
licensee of a radiobroadcast station is under a duty to 
serve public interest, convenience, or necessity, and in 
carrying out this obligation a station licensee is requir¬ 
ed to provide the listeners with well-rounded orograras. 

"However there is no provision in the Act or in any 
rule or regulation of the Commission which requires radio 
stations to allot free time to any educational, cultural 
or religious organization, or which requires ths.t they 
allot a certain percentage of broadcasting time to such 
programs. The determination as to whether such organiza¬ 
tions shall be i^ermitted to utilize the facilities of 
radio broadcast stations and, if so, how much time, is a 
matter which under the law is decided in the first in¬ 
stance by the particular licensee of the station. " 

X X X X X X X X 
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WOR-S m STATION TO BE DEDICATED NOV. 30 

New York City’s 10,000 watt FM transmitter and said to be 
the first of its kind in the country will be dedicated officially 
on November 30 when W71NY, the FM station owned by WOR, commences 
transmitting on ten times its present power. 

A special ceremony at the transmitter. 444 Madison Avenue, 
will inaugurate the first formal broadcast by the station’s new 
equipment. Mayor LaGuardia, representatives of the Army and Navy, 
Maj. Edward H. Armstrong, as well as leading technical experts have 
been invited to the ceremonies at 8:45 P.M., EST. 

Following W71NY‘s dedication ceremonies, the station will 
join its new voice to that of its big sister WOR for a special pro¬ 
gram at 9 P.M. when Russell Bennett, eminent composer-conductor, will 
trace the history of musical development coincidentally with the 
g2X)wth of radio technique, demonstrating various stages of develop¬ 
ment in musical terms from the beginning of radio to FIvI. 

An added feature of the opening ceremony, as announced by 
Charles Godwin, manager of W71NY, will be the transmission of a 
portion of the 8:45 P.M. program by an electric beam of light in 
place of the land wire that normally carries programs from I^INY’s 
studios at 1440 Broadway to W71NY’s transmitter at 444 Pfedison Ave. 

Charles Singer, WOR’s supervisor of transmitters, working 
in cooperation with the station's chief engineer, J. R. Poppele, 
have been making intensive tests of light beam transmission to deter¬ 
mine its effectiveness as an emergency alternative for land wire 
transmission. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

SO MR. KNUDSSN DIDN'T USE ANY SCRIPT! 

Apropos the apoearance of Defense Chief William Knudsen 
last Sunday night on WOR’s new "Keep 'Em Rolling”, the following 
conversation was reported: 

PRODUCER: 

MR. KNUDSEI^^: 
PRODUCER: 

MR. KNUDSEInI: 
PRODUCER: 

MR. KI-JUDSEIv: 

I'll have the script for you on Sunday morning, Mr. 
Knudsen. 
I never use a script. 
It's the customary procedure, Mr. Knudsen. Mrs. 

Roosevelt used one, and so did Donald Nelson. 
I never use a script. 
In the interests of the program, Mr. Knudsen, it 

will be much easier to time the show if. 
No. 

And that was why Mr. Knudsen did not use a scriiDt last 
Sunda.y night. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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NEW GROUP WARNED AGAINST 500 KW AGITATION 

There was a call for swift action to combat what was des¬ 
cribed as a powerful lobby on the part of clear channel and network 
stations for 500 KW power by Paul D. P. Spearman, Washington radio 
attorney, addressing the final session of the newly fomed Network 
Affiliates at Chicago. The meeting was held behind closed doors and 
only now are the facts as to all tha.t was said there becoming known. 

Mr. Spearman, who spoke to the Network Affiliates at 
their request and who was formerly General Counsel of the Federal 
Communications Commission, not only warned against the superpower 
advocates but also urged that recently organized group to try to 
work in a little closer harmony with the Commission and Congress. 

Mr. Spearman said, in part: 

"Those who favor a change in the rules of the Commission 
so as to permit the operation of a limited number of clea.r channel 
stations with 500 KW or more power, have been assiduous in their 
efforts. Those station licensees who want authority to operate with 
super-power are active, have been active, and will continue to be 
active. They have employed men who are neither lawyers nor engi¬ 
neers and have assigned to them the task of building and cultivating 
sentiment in the proper places with the hope that favorable senti¬ 
ment built by them will result in their dreams coming true. 

"One of the things they have tried to do ha.s been to con¬ 
vince those in high places that the operation of stations with 
greater and greater power would be a valuable adjunct in support of 
National Defense during the present crisis. They have ma.de the 
unsupportable claim that the operation of stations with greater an^ 
greater power would build a better and greater morale. Wha.t is 
worse, my very distinct impression is that in some agencies, and I 
do not refer to the Federal Communications Commission in this con¬ 
nection, they have gotten somewhere and have made an impression. 
While they were doing this, you who are opposed to the operation 
of stations with greater and greater power have been doing nothing, 
and I merely remind you that sooner or later this continued drive 
may result in your being faced with the competitive practicalities 
of just such operation with higher and greater power. When the 
interests of your communities and your listening audiences are to 
be considered, there can be no doubt about the wisdom of your pre¬ 
paring to meet and opoose this activity. Do not let anyone tell 
you that the activity on the part of those who are desirous of 
being permitted to operate with greater and greater nower is not 
a real threat because it most definitely is, not only at present 
but as a continuing threat. " 
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Mr. Spearman then urged the Network Affiliates to coope]>- 
ate with the Federal Communications Commission and Congress as far 
as possible, saying: 

"The greatest service which you could render to Congress 
and to the Commission, and especially to the Commission, would be 
to hold your organization in readiness to aid and assist the Com 
mission in making such studies as will lead to correct conclusions. 

I believe the Commission would welcome your aid and assistance in 
working out the problems of regulation so long, but only so long, 
as you demonstrate by your action that you are willing to make the 
real facts of radio operation known to them. You will get nowhere 
if you attempt to deal with the Commission at arm's length. In 
this connection, you should determine to give the fullest possible 
aid and cooperation to the Commission and its members and you 
should realize that in doing this, you will most certa,inl./ owe a 
small obligation to be frank, lair and unselfish, in presenting 
facts for the Commission's consideration and guidance. This type 
of cooperation will beget the respect and confidence of the Com¬ 
mission and it will realize and know that it can deoend on your 
Association to advise and counsel with it and especially to pro¬ 
vide it with facts and in particular with facts based on experience 
in operating radio stations. When this kind of cooperative spirit 
is demonstrated by you, and the Commission begins to realize and 
appreciate it, as it must, you will find that the quality of regu¬ 
lation will go up in direct proportion to such cooperation. 

"I might also presume to say that if you approach the 
Commission in this spirit and offered to aid and assist it in this 
fashion, the Coniraission will owe you as much consideration as you 
show it. I believe you will get that kind of reception and that 
character of cooperation from the Commission. If you do not get 
this, I will be greatly disappointed because I know you will be 
entitled to it. 

"In this connection, therefore, I urge as strongly as I 
know how that you start and continue on the basis of a determina¬ 
tion to work and cooperate with the Commission to the limit of your 
capabilities and then you will have every right to expect a recipro¬ 
cal attitude at the hands of the Commission, and if the Commission 
should not meet you half way in this attempt, it will not be your 
fault. I am convinced that if you go about this with the unself¬ 
ish determination to keep the public interest uppermost in your 
mind, and if you exhibit the necessary energy, you will reap great 
and beneficial rewards from following this fair and laudable line 
of conduct. " 

X X X X X X X X X 

It is believed the men the Navy is urgently seeking with 
technical experience in radiq, are to operate the radio-locaters 
now being installed upon ships for the purpose of spotting approach¬ 
ing aircraft. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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PRESS-RADIO POSTPONED ANOTHER WEEK 

Stating that counsel for the Nei^-spaper-Radio Committee 
and for the Commission lia,ve indicated the need for additional time 
to work on the extensive statistical exhibits presented by the 
Federal CommunicationsCommission, resumption of the press-radio 
hearing, scheduled for last Thursday has been postponed for one 
week - to December 4, the Commission announced, adding: 

”It was felt that the utilization of this time in clari¬ 
fying the material will tend to expedite the proceedings as a 
whole. ” 

This hearing is pursuant to Order No. 79 making inquiry 
to determine what policy or rules, if any, should be promulgated 
in connection with operation of new high frequency (FM) broadcast 
stations and future acquisition of standard broadcast stations by 
newspapers. 

xxxxxxxxx 

WESTINGHOUSE TO GO IN FOR RADIO ON BIGGER SCALE 

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company plans 
to become active again in the field of radio, particularly in the 
development of new uses for radio equipment for National Defense, 
A. W Robertson, Chairman of the Board of Directors, announced last 
week. 

Increased activity and enlargement of the company’s opera¬ 
tions in the radio field, it was said in radio circles, would put 
Westinghouse Electric on a more direct competitive basis with the 
Radio Corporation of America and other concerns which, in addition 
to broadcasting operations, have specialized in radio manufacture, 
development and research work. 

Military secrecy forbade revealing details of new develop¬ 
ments now, Mr. Robertson said, but he declared that since the begin-- 
ning of the emergency period the company’s radio factory in Balti¬ 
more, Md., had increased its manufacturing space 400 per cent and 
its production 800 per cent. Virtually all the production there 
was for defense, he said, and unfinished orders of the radio divi¬ 
sion exceeded $40,000,000. 

"As a result of this activity", Mr. Robertson continued, 
"Westinghouse Electric is greatly expanding its activities in the 
radio field - in manufacture, development and research - a field 
in which it pioneered twenty-five years ago with the work that led 
to the development of commercial broadcasting. In 1937, foreseeing 
greater military interest in radio, we moved our radio factory from 
Chicopee Falls, Mass., to Baltimore to be nearer the headquarters of 
the Navy and Army officials who were sponsoring the newer develop¬ 
ments in the field. Now, because of these developments, we plan to 
become active again in the broad field of radio." 

XXXXXXXXXX 4 
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DR. WATSON, ALLEGED FCC REQ DISPUTES DIES 

Dr. Goodwin Watson, Professor of Education, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, recently appointed Chief Propaganda. 
Analyist of the Federal Communications Commission, and denounced 
as a "Red” by Representative Martin Dies, of Texa,s, bangs back with 
a complete denial. Dr. Watson had been warmly defended by Chair¬ 
man James L. Fly, who declared tha.t at no time had Dr. Watson 
endorsed the Communist system and added; ’’It ought to be made 
clear that Dr. Watson did not seek the position he now occupies. 
We sought him. 

Dr. Watson*s denial was in the form of a letter to the 
New York Times, which read; 

"Cn Nov. 19 you published a report of the attack made 
by Chairman Martin Dies on* ray appointment as Chief Ana,lyst of the 
Foreign Broadcast Monitoring Service. Two lines of evidence for 
ray p.lleged communism were offered in the Dies letter. One was a 
list of some thirteen organizations with which I was alleged to be 
connected. 

"Passing over the disputed question as to the amount of 
Communist influence in many of these so-called ’fronts’, the fact 
remains that I have been a member or been active in only one of 
the thirteen. That one is Consumers Union, a research agency'" with 
something more than 85,000 subscribers. Neither my secretary nor 1 
could find in our files or memories any basis for the alleged con-» 
nection with the other groups mentioned. Perhaps I have been on 
their mailing lists, or made a speech at a meeting they assisted 
in arranging, or signed some petition they were circulating for 
what seemed to me at the time a worthy cause. Certainly, I have 
been much more active in some other organizations which, in the 
usual view of the Dies Committee, might be thought to be subver¬ 
sive because connected with labor or consumer cooperation. 

"The second line of evidence was my writing, wi'ich, 
according to Mr. Dies, ha.d been that of an open propagandist for 
Russia and communism. Actually, among more than two hundred 
articles and books, I find only two brief articles devoted to the 
Soviet Union, those being reports of a trip, and full of both pros 
and cons. It is not surprising, although it is unfair, that Mr. 
Dies passed over all the criticism of the U.3.S.R., in ray work, but 
it is strange that he should quote, as the one sentence supposed to 
be representative of my position, the following; ’I wish I knew 
whether it would take longer for the Soviet Union to develop ef¬ 
ficiency or for the United States to develop socialism. Then I 
would know where I want to live.* Those words are in my article, 
but they are clearly stated there to be a. direction quotation from 
Anna Louise Strong. 

"The ordinary citizen has so little protection from the 
kind of misrepresentation practiced in these two ‘charges’ that I 
hope you will find it possible to give this some publicity. " 

XXXXXXXX 
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ANOTHER RIvlA HUDDLE ON PRIORITIES 

Paul V. Oalvin, President of the Radio Manufacturers’ 
Association, has called the meeting of the Association's Board of 
Directors at Chicago, on Thursday, December 4, for consideration 
of National Defense, priorities and other problems. The Board 
meeting follows the recent appointment of the 0PM Industry Advisory 
Committee and also the recent radio price "freezing” action of the 
Office of Price Administration. 

Advisory functions and organization of subcommittees of 
the 0PM Industry Committee are exp^ected to follow soon, and in the 
meantime the RI/iA Priorities Committee is continuing to function on 
immediate problems relating to supplies of material, allocations, 
etc. for industry operations. Fred D. Williams of Philadelphia 
has succeeded Mr. Galvin as Chairman of the Priorities Committee, 
with 3. T. Thompson of Chicago as Vice Chairman. 

Special allocations of aluminum, nickel and copper, to 
continue set production in January, February and Llarch, 1942, also 
for maintenance and repair parts, have been requested recently of 
0PM by the RliA Priorities Committee. The Materiel Bureau of the 
KiA Engineering Department has been assisting the Priorities Com¬ 
mittee in submission of the tentative industry operation program 
for the first quarter of 1942. 

Emergency plastic allocations also ha\'e been arranged by 
the Manufacturers* Association, which also lias secured official 
"interpretations" of the recent 0PM copper conservation order. The 
latter rulings have largely exempted the radio industry from the 
copper restriction procedure and virtually restrict the use of 
copper in radio manufacture only in non-functional, non-essential 
usages. 

At their Chicago meeting next week, the RMA Directors 
also will consider 1942 Industry promotion and other plans, includ-- 
ing the date and program for the Association’s annual convention 
next year. 

XXXXXXXX 

FCC CLEARS UP MEANING OF "LEGALLY QUALIFIED CANDIDATE" 

Rules governing political broadcasts have been clarified 
by the Federal Com.muni cat ions Commission so as to define a "legally 
qualified candidate". This is pursuant to Section 315 of the 
Communications Act which reads: 

"If any licensee shall oermit any person who is a 
legally qualified candidate for any public office to use 
a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportun¬ 
ities to all other such candida.tes for that office in 
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the use of such broadcasting station, and the Commission 
shall make rules and regulations to carry this provision 
into effect: Provided, That such licensee shall have no 
power of censorship over the material broadcast under 
the provisions of this section. No oblige.tion is hereby 
imposed upon any licensee to allow the use of its station 
by any such candidate. ” 

It should be noted that this section does not impose 
uoon radio station licensees the obligation to give or sell time to 
any candidate for public office unless the station has afforded 
such use of its facilities to other candidates for the same office. 
In that event, the station must then provide equal opportunities 
to all other such candidates for that office. 

A person whose name is not included on the printed ballot, 
but possesses the requisite legal qualifications to hold tha.t parti¬ 
cular office, is a "legally qualified candidate" within the meaning 
of this section of the Communications Act and the Commission’s 
related inles. The names of such persons can be written in by 
voters and a valid election result. It is evident that the Section 
should be construed also to include ca.ndidates for nomination for 
office where the names of candidates are not required on printed 
ballots. 

In consequence, the Commission has changed Section 3.422 
of its rules to define a "lega.lly qualified candidate" as follows; 

"A 'legally qualified candidate’ means any person who 
has publicly announced that he is a candidate for nomina¬ 
tion by a convention of e. political party or for nomina¬ 
tion or election in a primary, special, or general elec¬ 
tion, municipal, county, state or national, and who meets 
the qualifications prescribed by the applicable laws to 
hold the office for which he is a candidate, so that he 
may be voted for by the electorate directly or by means 
of delegates or electors, and who (a) has qualified for 
a place on the ballat or (b) is eligible under the appli¬ 
cable law to be voted for by sticker, by writing in his 
npjne on the ballot, or other method, and (l) has been duly 
nominated by a political party which is commonly known and 
regarded as such, or (2) makes a substantial showing that 
he is a bona fide candidate for nomination or office, as 
the case may be." 

In so doing the Commission is cognizant, of course, that 
the mere fact that any name may be written in does not entitle all 
persons wiio may publicly announce themselves as candidates to demand 
radio time under Section 315, for the obvious reason that the lim¬ 
ited broadcast facilities will not accommodate all who might desire 
to speak. The Commission also recognizes that broadcast stations 
may make suitable and reasonable requirements with respect to 
proof of candidacy of an applicant for the use of facilities under 
^:>ection 315. 
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Since determination as to who shall appear on programs is 
a matter resting in the first instance with the individual broad¬ 
cast station, Section 315 does not require stations to give broad¬ 
cast time to any candidate unless that station has previously per¬ 
mitted a broadcast by another candida-te for the same office. 

xxxxxxxx 

ARCTIC EXPLORERS BRING VALUABLE RADIO DATA 

The Louise A. Boyd Arctic Expedition, which sailed from 
Washington, June 11, brought bach from Greenland, Baffin Land a,nd 
Labrador scientific data of great value in connection with the radio 
v;orh of the National, Bureau of Standa.rds. 

Aside from Miss Boyd, who contributed her long experience 
as an arctic explorer to the Bureau on a •’dollar a year" basis, 
personnel of the party included A. S. Taylor and F. R. Gracely of 
the Radio Section of the Bureau of Standards, a radio operator 
detailed by the United States Coast Guard, a physician, the famous 
Capt. ”Bob" A.Bartlett, master of the ship "Effie M. Morrissey", 
and a crev of eleven. 

The principal purpose of the expedition was to secure 
date on radio wave propagation in the regions covered. Special 
radio recording equipment and apparatus for determining character¬ 
istics of the ionosphere operated continuously throughout the 
voyage. The ionosphere is the electrically conducting region high 
in the earth’s atmosphere which makes long distance radio trans¬ 
mission possible. 

Indirect evidence had indicated that ra^dio transmission 
conditions in the arctic regions differ considerably from those 
elsewhere. As the paths traversed by radio waves from the United 
States to many parts of the world include the arctic regions, the 
Bureau considered it important to secure data on radio conditions 
there. This objective was very satisfactorily achieved by the 
expedition. 

The same conditions in the Ionosphere which affect radio 
transmission also affect other physical happenings, especially 
terrestrial magnetism. For this reason the expedition carried 
magnetic measurement equipment, loaned for the'purpose by the 
Department of Terrestrial 'vlagnetism of the Carnegie Institution of 
Washington. Valuable data were secured on magnetism, and also on 
the aurora, the effects of which are closely related to magnetism 
and to radio transmission. Continuous m.easurements were also made 
on ultraviolet light intensity. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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ACTION BY THE FCC 

Ap^licptlons Granted; W3XTF, Philco Rpdio & TelevivSios 
CoriD. , Philadelphia, Pa. , granted special temporary authority to 
install and operate special experimental television relay trans- 
mitter at Wyn*dinoor, Pa. , on 230,000-242,000 kilocycles with power 
of 15 watts in order to conduct experiments relative to reception 
and retransmission of television programs to Television Station WPTZ. 

Also, ^J, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, Cal. , 
granted construction permit to move present licensed auxiliary'' 
transmitter to new site of main transmitter (7 miles west of busi¬ 
ness district, Los Angeles, Cal.); KG-A. Louis Wasmer, Spokane, Wash., 
granted modification of construction permit for changes in dire¬ 
ctional antenna system, and change in type of transmitter; KTM, 
Krasin & K2rutzner Broadcasting Co. , Tucuracari, New Mexico, granted 
license to cover construction permit for new station and granted 
authority to determine operating power by direct measurement of 
antenna input; WAKR. Summit Ra.dio" Corp., Akron, Ohio, granted 
authority to determine operating power by direct measurement of 
antenna input, for special service authorization using 5 kilowatts 
power da.ytime. 

Also, Bartlesville Broadcasting Co., Bartlesville, Okla., 
granted construction permit for new station to operate on 1400 
kilocycles, 2 50 wa.tts, unlimited time; Brainerd-Bemidji Broadcast¬ 
ing Co. , Brainerd, Minn. , granted construction permit for new sta.~ 
tion to operate on 1400 kilocycles, 250 watts, unlimited time; 
granted subject to selection of a transmitter site which will meet 
Commission approval; WKZO, WKZO, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich., granted 
construction permit to increase night mower to 5 kilowatt and make 
changes in directional antenna; KWLK. Longview, Wash., nlaced in 
pending files pursuant to Order No. 79, application for consent to 
"the voluntary transfer of control of Twin City Broadcasting Corp., 
Station KWLK. 

Applications Received: WCLE (Amended), United Broad¬ 
casting Co., Cleveland, Ohio, amended to request 640 kilocycles, 
50 kilowatts, unlimited hours, directional antenna day and night, 
move and install new transmitter; liTOIO, North Ce-rolina Broadcasting 
Co., Inc., Greensboro, N. C., construction permit to install new 
transmitter, new directional antenna for day and night, change 
frequency from 1470 to 640 kilocycles and increase power from 5 to 
50 kilowatts and move transmitter; KFFA. d/b as The Helena Broad¬ 
casting Co., Helena, Ark., license to cover construction permit 
for a new broadcast station and authority to determine operating 
power by direct method.; K30, Iowa Broadcasting Co., Des B.iIoines, 
Iowa, modification of construction permit as modified for move of 
transmitter, directional antenna for night use, new transmitter 
and increase in power, requesting extension of completion date from 
12/9/41 to 1/9/42 (1350 kc.) 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 

An FM station, authorized by the Federal Communications 
Commission, is to be constructed by Hughes Productions, a division 
of the Hughes Tool Company, in Los Angeles. Employing the call 
letters K49LA, the new transmitter will be required to serve an 
area of 7,000 square miles, operating 18 hours daily. This is the 
second M construction permit*issued to the Hughes group, headed 
by former round-the-world flyer Howard Hughes. K453F, another 
full-fidelity station, was approved for San Francisco several 
months ago. 

Headquarters fcr NBC*s International Division Sales staff 
will be moved from the second to the seventh floor of the RCA 
Building immediately. The move is being made to allow for expan¬ 
sion of the International Division staff, which already exceeds 
60 members. 

The radio amateur operator license of Edward Davis 
Wells of G-rand Rapids, Mich. ,* was suspended for two months for 
violating emergency regulations by using his station W8A00 to com¬ 
municate 77ith stations XEIAM and XEl)M in Mexico. 

Directors of the Stromberg-Carlson Teleohone Manufacturing 
Coraoany voted a dividend of 50 cents a common share and the regular 
quarterly dividend of 6^ per cent on the $1. 62-|- preferred stock. 
Both dividends are payable on Dec. 24 to holders of record of 
Nov. 29. The common dividend is the first since 1937. 

Colonial Dames, Inc.’s renewa,! - coming after almost a 
year of continuous broadcasting on the Columbia Pacific Network, 
CB3 states, is the result of its sales having soared 100^ in one 
leading department store, 93^^ in an important drug chain, 76^ in 
another drug chain, and 68^ in a third. 

Steere Mathew has been appointed Assistant Manager of 
the NEC Traffic Department. Mathew*has been with the Traffic 
Department fourteen years. 

Edrolax Company of New York, laxative, to Charlew W. 
Hoyt Company, Inc. Advertising plans include a radio test carapaigi. 
in Riclimond, Va. 

Durward Kirby, NBC arjiouncer on the staff of Btation 
WENR, Chicago, will receive the H, P. Davis Announcers Awa.rd for 
1941, It was created in 1933 by the widiow of the late Harry P. 
Davis, former Westinghouse official who contributed greatly to 
the development of network broadcasting in America. 
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The largest network of FM stations carrying a single pro¬ 
gram to date will be formed for the dedication broadcast of 
W71NY's new lO-kilowatt transmitter Sunday night, November 30. 
Stations linked to W71NY will include ¥2X1:^^, Alpine, N. J. ; W65H, 
Hartford; W4wB, Boston; W53PK, Philadelphia; W39B, Boston; W47A, 
Scnenectady. Some of the stations have arra^nged '^salutes'' to the 
New York transmitter and these will be woven into the gala official 
opening of the transmitter between 7:30 and 11:30 P.M. 

Facts, drama and nationally known guest speakers are some 
of the elements in a timely new series of six public service pro¬ 
grams, ’’Defense and Your Dollar", to be heard over the NBC Red Net¬ 
work on Saturday afternoons, 3:00-3:15 E.S.T., starting Dec, 6th, 

The programs are produced by the National Broadcasting 
Company in collaboration with The TT^entieth Century Fund, a priv¬ 
ately endov^ed, independent institute for research in economic 
questions, which was founded in 1919 by the late Edward A, Filene, 

The aim of the series is to provide tips for patriotic 
Americans on how to regulate their daily buying and spending so as 
to protect their own pocketbooks and help out the defense program 
at the same time. 

xxxxxxxxx 

RESINS FOR RADIO-TUBES - B4 

Two new amendments to G-eneral Preference Order M-25, 
governing the supply and distribution of formaldehydes and the 
synthetic resins made from them were announced by the Priorities 
Division. 

Amendment No, 3 places bases for radio tubes under 
Classification 1 of the permitted uses, as no suitable substitute 
for plastics for this purpose has been discovered - deliveries of 
the resins for the production of bases are assigned a rating of 
B-4 

Amendment No. 4 assigns a preference rating of B-8 to 
deliveries of synthetic resins molding powder to radio manufactur¬ 
ers in the amounts required to produce molded cabinets for their 
existing inventories of radio chassis. 

X XXXXXXXXX 
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December 2, 1941 

HYGRADE SYLVANIA RADIO TUBE PLANT TO EMPLOY 500 

A new radio tube plant for the manufacture of specie! pur¬ 
pose redio tubes will be constructed for the Kygrade Sylvenia Cor¬ 
poration in Montoursville, Pennsylvania, by the Industrial Properties 
Corporation, Subsidiary of the Williamsport Community Trade Associa¬ 
tion, according to an announcement made by C. E. Noyes, Manager of 
the Williamsport Community Trade Association, and B. G. Erskine, 
President, and K. Ward Zimmer, General Manufacturing Manager, Hygra.de 
3ylvania Corporation, Pennsylvania. The property comprises some 
16 acres of land on Broad Street, just east of Williamsport on the 
Harrisburg highway. It is expected that ground will be broken for 
the new plant in the near future, and its construction rushed to 
completion. 

The Hygrade Sylvania Corporation is the second largest 
manufacturer of radio receiving tubes. It is the third largest manu¬ 
facturer of incandescent lamps. In the field of Fluorescent light¬ 
ing, including both lamps and fixtures, the company has enjoyed an 
amazing growth. A new plant at Danvers, Ma^ssachusetts, now under 
construction for the manufacture of fluorescent lamps will be com¬ 
pleted before the first of the year. Company plants are now located 
in Emporium, St. Marys, and Towanda, Pennsylvania and Salem, Ipswich, 
and Danvers, Massachusetts". 

Plans for the new plant in the Williamsport area call for 
a building with a total floor space of approximately 50,000 square 
feet. It has been designed by Clarence Wagner, well known archi¬ 
tect of Williamsport. It will be erected to Hygrade Sylvania 
Corporation specifications under the direction of Stanley U. Brown, 
the firm's General Plant Engineer. 

The structure will have one main building and two wings. 
The one-story main building, 380 feet wide by 100 feet deep, has 
been designed for the most modern radio tube manufacturing efficiency 
An 80 feet by 90 feet front wing will contain general offices and 
engineering laboratories. A 60 feet by 70 feet rear win*, will con¬ 
tain equipment such as boilers, generators, compressors, etc. Thus 
the entire plant will be self-contained. 

It is estimated that the total investment in building, 
grounds, and manufacturing equipment will be approximately one-half 
million dollars. When completed, the structure will simulate the 
appearance of a modern school. Attractive landscaping will decorate 
the grounds and compliment the building as well as the general sur¬ 
roundings . 

It is anticipated that the new plant will eventually 
employ approximately 500 people, about 60^ female and 40^ male. It 
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is to be noted that oylvania executives, after a very extensive 
study of several locations, selected the Williamsport area as tieing 
ideally suited for their particular manufacturing requirements. 

This plant will be known as the Williamsport Works with 
Frank J. Prime of Emporium, as Plant Superintendent. 

xxxxxxxx 

FLY'S QUICK COMEBACK O.K.'ING ALLEGED RED MJGERS DIES 

Representative Dies of Texas denounced James L. Fly, 
Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission on the Floor of 
the House for the latter's all-out defense of Dr. Goodwyn Watson, of 
Columbia University, alleged Red, recently appointed Chief Broad¬ 
cast Analyst of the FCC and the speed with which the defense was 
made. 

"Chairman Fly absolutely ignored my offer to show him the 
evidence. Instead of availing himself of the opportunity to in¬ 
spect the evidence in our possession", Representative Dies declared, 
"Chairman Fly replied to my letter on the ver;>- next day, stating 
that he had taken pains to make a full inquiry into the subject and 
that as a result of his inquiry he ha.d found my charges against 
Watson to be baseless. Instead of looking at our evidence. Chairman 
Fly wrote to me that Goodwin Watson is a man 'of tenth generation 
American ancestry'. It is my understanding that Earl Browder also 
describes his American ancestry in some such quantitative terras. I 
am not concerned about the ancestry of Goodwin Watson or Earl Browder. 
I have never brought any charges against either one of them on the 
grounds of his forebears. I changed categorically that Goodwin Wat¬ 
son iiad been publicly associated with a large number of Communist- 
front organizations. I hold in iijy hand unirapeacha.ble documents to 
establish the charge, and I intend to have a show-down with the 
Gha.irraan of the Federal Communications Commission as to the truth or 
untruth of this charge. I further charged that Goodwin Watson has 
for years been a propagandist for communism and the Soviet Union. I 
have Watson's undisputed writings to prove that charge. 

"instead of giving one moment's consideration to the evi¬ 
dence in our possession, Chairman Fly replied to me that Goodwin 
Watson holds the degree of doctor of philosophy from Columbia Univer¬ 
sity. One of the most prolific writers of Communist literature in 
the United States, a man who was a publicly avowed member of the 
Communist Party, also held the degree of doctor of philosophy from 
Columbia University. His name was M. J. Olgin. 

"I do not have sufficient time at my disposal today to give 
anything more than a few excerpts from the writings of Goodwin Wat¬ 
son, but I offer a few which are typical of what Watson has put into 
print under his own name during the past years. 

"Speaking on the mistake of the Austrian Socialist Party 
in supporting measures of gradual socialization, Goodwin Watson wrote 
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'Again a people learned in tragedy that there is no 
safe compromise i/^ith capitalism. ' 

"According to Dr. Watson, the Austrian Socialists 'took 
the deceptively attractive highway of gradualism'. Lest anyone mis¬ 
understand him, Dr. Watson did his utmost to make it clear that he 
supported a sharp and sudden break with capitalism, which is usually 
described by the word 'revolution', and that he rejected the customary 
Socialist procedure to attain Socialist ends by gradual measures. In 
other words, Dr. Watson not only made it perfectly clear that he 
advocated the destruction of capitalism, but that he also advocated 
the Communist rather than the Socialist method of destruction. At 
the conclusion of his article from which I have quoted. Dr. Watson 
wrote: 

'Only Soviet Russia has gone up to the left, in an 
ox cart that was nearly wrecked before the trip started, 
but they report now that the road is growing better. Our 
machines are more powerful but more delicate than ox 
carts. Can't we stand the rough beginning if we prepare 
the road, the cars, the drivers, and the passengers?' 

"In another article in which he dealt with the question of 
gradualism or revolution, G-oodwin Watson wrote: 

'The Austrian Socialists actually did the things 
F.D. R. makes speeches about. They provided real social 
security, built cooperative houses, set up health in¬ 
surance and enriched life generally for the forgotten 
man. The Socialists were sure that they had chosen the 
peaceful, gradual, practical way. They wanted to avoid 
bloodshed, even at the last, when they were disarmed by 
ruthless reactionaries and shot down in the 5-day battle 
in Vienna streets.' 

"Could anything be clearer than DT. Watson's own words 
that he rejected a prograjn of gradual socialization for America and 
put himself on the side of revolution? I quote his exact words: 

'We must choose the swift, total transfomation. ' 

"In a speech before the National Education Association, 
Dr. Watson called for public ownership of great newspapers and 
radios, and in that same speech he declared: 

'Our Government, and that of France and England, may 
pretend to be democracies, but they are in truth pluto¬ 
cracies. In the present economic crisis, foreign policies 
of all capitalist nations will necessarily be far more con¬ 
cerned to keep plutocrats in power tha.n to build world 
democracy.' 

"Lest there be any misunderstanding in any quarter, I wish 
to say that when it comes to the question of permitting Communists 
to hold high Government positions in this Capital City of the Na¬ 
tion, I have just begun to fight." 
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Representative Dies in conclusion read a letter from a 
group pleading for the release of Earl Browder, who has only served 
7 months of his 4 year sentence and convicted, so this letter says, 
"of technical violation of a passport statute", among the signers 
of which was Dr. G-oodwyn Watson, now of the FCC. 

xxxxxxxx 

SEES D.J. NETWORK PROSECUTION URGE DYING DOWN 

Broadcasting networks, now in Federal Court trying to over¬ 
turn FCC chain broadcasting rules, have received a turn in luck at 
Washin^-^.ton because of personal dissension vdthin the Department of 
Justice, according to Edgar M. Jones, correspondent for The Bill¬ 
board, who says a threatened anti-trust action against the radio 
companies has almost died down because Attorney General Francis 
Biddle is feuding with his Assistant Attorney General, Thurman 
Arnold, who is Chief of the Anti-trust Division. 

"Although political circles here don't need much evidence 
to gossip about rifts between Government officials, the FCC chain 
broadcasting case is being accepted on the inside as proof that all 
is not well between Messrs. Biddle and Arnold", Mr. Jones writes. 
"Ordinarily, when the Attorney General has to defend the Fbderal 
Communications Act in the courts, the Antitrust Division under Mr. 
Arnold swings into action. But in this case when NBC and CBS went 
into the United States District Court in Nev/ York to seek an injunc¬ 
tion against the FCC, Mr. Biddle ignored his Antitrust Division and 
appointed a youthful attorney on the staff of U. S. Attorney in New 
York. 

"Persons close to the Government's case dismiss the inci¬ 
dent and declare that it is small comfort to the chains since the 
FCC law department is all-out in its preparation of answers to NBC 
and CBS. It is not the FCC defense, however, that the action by 
Attorney General Biddle is being questioned. Rather it is the anti¬ 
trust prosecution which Mr. Arnold's division is known to have pre¬ 
pared against the two radio companies and is now dying on the vine 
because Mr. Biddle must give his approval to the case before action 
begins. 

"History of the matter follows this order: In 1940 the 
Anti-trust Division wearied of the FCC monopoly investigation of 
chain broadcasting and demanded all of the evidence and testimony 
given to the FCC in this inquiry. FCC delayed but promised to get 
out its monopoly' report right away and then send over the desired 
records. Then the Anti-Trust Division bega.n to prepare its own 
action against NBC and CBS and a.ny others believed violating the 
3iierman Act. However, the FCC issued its Chain Broadcasting Rules 
and Thurman Arnold* s office sat back to see if they would have a 
salutoiy effect upon the industry. When radio executives resorted 
to Congressional committees and then showed signs of going into 
court, Thurman Arnold called officers of NBC, CBS and MBS into his 
office to tell them that he had an anti-trust case against them in 
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his mind. That was on October 29, and the next day NBC and CBS went 
into court to ask injunction against the United States (FCC). 

‘’Since the Antitrust Division of the Deoartment of Justice 
is assigned to defend the FCC in the Federal Courts, it was under¬ 
stood that Victor 0. Waters, of the D.J. staff, began to stud^'' the 
NBC and CBS arguments. Then in a surprising move Attorney General 
Biddle appointed Samuel Brodsky as Special Assistant to the Attorney 
General, which left theAnti-trust Division wondering if its own 
case against the radio companies had not a.lready received a coup de 
grace. ” 

XXXXXXXX 

WOULD STANDARDIZE AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT 

Standardization of ultra-high frequency radio equipment 
for civilia^n protection amateur radio networks, soon to be set up 
throughout the nation under the office of Civilian Defense in co¬ 
operation with the American Radio Relay League, is proposed in 
the December issue of "QST", official organ of the League. 

“The purpose of the plan is to make the separate units of 
112-megacycle emergency stations, as constrnicted by individual 
amateurs, universally interchangeable through use of a standard 
system of plug and socket cable connections and the adoption of 
standard voltages and currents”, the proposal states. 

"Recommendations are also given concerning preferred 
types of tubes, antennas and power sources. Self-powered equipment 
is essential for emergency needs because of probable failure of 
power lines. Since there is a shortage of dry batteries because of 
military requirem.ents, a widely-available vibrator-type of pov^er 
supply equipment delivering approxim.ately 30 watts from a 6-volt 
automobile storage battery has been selected as the standard power 
source. Such equipment can be constructed with parts from discard¬ 
ed broadcast receivers when necessary. 

"Under the standardization plan it is expected that prob¬ 
lems of replacement and repair during emergency operation will" be 
minimized. Should a particular unit develop trouble in operation, 
a spair can be plugged in with only a moment’s interruption. Even 
though this spare might be taken from a different station, it would 
function without difficulty due to the standardizing of connections 
and power source. " 

X X X X X X X X X X 
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NAVY COMPLETING MD. PLANT FOR SECRET RADIO TESTS 

At the top of a 109-foot cliff along the west side of 
•Chesapeake Bay, a little south of North Beach, Maryland, the Naval 
Research Laboratory is comoleting an extension oroject that may solve 
or simplify many of its most acute radio testing problems, according 
to Claude A. Mahoney, Washington Star correspondent. 

Along these quiet shores, the most secret devices of the 
Navy will be tested. A powerful location and detection apparatus, 
only recently hinted at officially by the Navy, may be checked in 
the waters where Capt. John Smith's men once mutinied, saying the 
famous explorer was lost. 

The station, composed of three structures - a laboratory, 
overseer's house and a dormitory - will be an annex of the larger 
station at Bellevue, D.C., and will enable scientists of the labor¬ 
atory to carry on many experiments that cannot be satisfactorily 
conducted in highly populated areas. 

It is no longer possible to conduct the most delicate tests 
of ship radios and radio equipment in a region that is criss-crossed 
with high-tension wires and beset by low-flying airplanes, Mr. 
Mahoney writes. So the research laboratory has picked a rural site 
for its new work shop that commands a view of nearly 15 miles of 
Chesapeake Bay. 

Somewhere near the middle of this bay is the steamer 
channel and all manner of craft ply back and forth to Baltimore. 
This same deep-water lane will accommoda.te battleships that might 
come near the new laboratory for two-way tests. (The British battle¬ 
ship King George V came farther than this point when it brought Lord 
Halifax to a point near Annapolis, and the new battleship North 
Carolina here found quiet waters for tests last summer after she had 
made her firing trials on the Atlantic Ocean.) 

By making the tests off the Maryland shore, it is thought 
that the work of taking heavy loa„ds of testing equipment aboard ship 
will be obviated. 

There is an octagon to\»7er, about 28 bj’- 28 feet, above the 
main building, a tower built entirely of wood to keep out even the 
faintest trace of interference. Approach wires are buried for the 
same reason. In addition to the testing space in the tower, there 
will be a series of concrete platforms near the edge of the cliff 
where instruments may be set up in the open. Proof of the value of 
the locality as a ra.dio center is the fact that a few hundred yards 
nortn of the new laboratory there is a set of "mystery" radio towers, 
said to be operated by another Federal agency. 

No equipment is in the laboratory as yet, and exactly what 
IS to go in is, of course, a naval secret. There is a dormitory 
with quarters for from six to nine men, and additional quarters in 
the caretaker's building. It is expected that most of the workers 
will be transitory, vrorking at the laboratory only on specific 
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details. It is also thought that manufacturers* representatives 
may come to the station and remain while their products are being 
tested. The six or seven acres in which the buildings are located 
are heavily fenced, and a military guard will be maintained. 

It probably will be necessary in the near future to erect 
some sort of a barrier or sea wall at the base of the cliff to pre¬ 
vent erosion of the shore line. The cliffs are part of the long 
line of high banks known to historians and. geologists as the "cliffs 
of Calvert". 

XXXXXXXXX 

QUESTION NEW LEGAL DEFINITION RE "WRITTEN IN CANDIDATE" 

In connection with the statement issued last week by the 
Federal Communications Commission clearing up the meaning of "leg¬ 
ally qualified candidate" in the rules governing oolitical broad¬ 
casts the question has been raised as to the status of candidates 
where it is not pennissible to write the name of a candidate on 
the ballot? 

The FCC definition of a "legally qualified candidate" 
given out last week was: 

"A ‘legally qualified candidate' means any person who 
ha.s publicly announced that he is a candidate for nomina¬ 
tion by a convention of a. political party or for nomina¬ 
tion or election in a orimary, special, or general elec¬ 
tion, municipal, county, state or national, and who meets 
the qualifications prescribed by the applicable laws to 
hold- the office for which he is a candida.te, so that he 
may be voted for by the electorate directly or by means 
of delegates or electors, and who (a) has qualified for 
a place on the ballot or (b) is eligible under the appli¬ 
cable law to be voted for by sticker, by writing in his 
name on the ballot, or other method, and (1) has been duly 
nominated by a political party which is commonly known and 
regarded as such, or (2) makes a substantial showing that 
he is a bona fide candidate for nomination or office, as 
the case may be. " 

Commenting on this, a wrell-knov'U radio lawyer said: 

"The next time you go over to the Commission, you ask 
them these questions: 

"Is it not a fact that in some states the law governing 
the holding of elections for the purpose of electing public 
officials specifically provides that candidates for such offices 
must file written documents with certain officials to make them 
legally eligible to be voted on at such election? 
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"Is it not a further fact that the law of certain states 
specifically prohibits names to be written onto ballots? If the 
answer to either or both of these questions is in the affirmative, 
then is it not impossible for one who has not met these require¬ 
ments, although he possesses the requisite legal qualifications to 
hold that particular office, to make the legal claim he is a legally 
qualified candidate as contemplated by Section 315 of the Act, and, 
if the answer to this is in the affirmative, is it not a fact that 
station licensees may refuse time to be used by him without in any 
way violating either the letter or the spirit of Section 315 of the 
Act ?" 

The counsellor who had propounded these questions conclud¬ 
ed by saying, "The answer is *yes’. They’ve got a lot of young 
lawyers over at the Commission writing these things and they just 
don't know what they are talking about." 

xxxxxxxxx 

FCC MAJORITY MErJBERS CALLED AlilBITIOUS BUREAUCRATS 

An editorial in Collier's Weekly, written before NBC and 
CBS resorted to Court, comments caustically upon the network ruling, 
saying: 

"We're pleased to record that the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission ha,s retreated a little from the big talk it was making a 
while ago about chaining American radio to the FCC* s chariot wheels. 

"The FCC was going to force the National Broadcasting Company 
to give up one of its two networks, ha.nds down. Now, the FCC has 
decided to suspend this ruling indefinitely, and to give NBC six 
months' notice if the ruling is ever revived. The FCC also lia.s ex¬ 
tended its licensing period for radio stations from one year to two 
years. 

"All this is fine - and a direct result of the big radio com¬ 
panies' decision to stand up and fight. The pres^, very sensibly, 
lined up with radio in the fight. The newspapers and magazines also 
will have to show courage if they are to be free. 

"But the main fight is not won. The FCC remains a board of 
seven men, of whom five are ambitious bureaucrats unfriendly to 
privately managed radio a.nd operating under a vaguely worded statute 
which gives them wide leeway to grab for more and m.ore power. They 
can be counted on to make further grabs the moment they think the 
wea.tner ha.s turned favorable for such grabs. The present reversal 
is only a strategic retreat. 

"What we need is a more carefully drawn law, strictly limiting 
the^ FCC to its proper function, which is mainly that of traffic¬ 
policing the air waves. Until Congress enacts such a law, radio in 
this country will remain in da.nger of being turned into a mere pro¬ 
paganda vehicle for the political party in power at Washington. '' 

xxxxxxxx 
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TRADE NOTES 

Dr. Ray H. Manson, Vice President and General Manager of 
the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company of Rochester, 
New York, has been elected the new Chairman of the Set Division of 
the Radio Manufacturers' Association, which carries with it a Vice 
Presidency of the Association. He also has been named by President 
Galvin a member of the Association's Executive, or governing, Com¬ 
mittee. The Set Division's executive committee recently chose Dr. 
Manson to succeed Paul Galvin as the divisional Chairman. The 
Rochester manufacturer also succeeds Mr. G©.lvin on the Executive 
Committee. Dr. Manson has been a Director of RMA for several years 
and active in Association and industry affairs. 

In the debate on price control. Representative Harry Saut- 
hoff, of Wisconsin, said: "Let us see who is making the money and 
getting the fat salaries, and how many farmers you find among them. ” 

Whereupon Mr. Sauthoff read off a list of the highest 
salaries people in the country, which included William 3. Paley, of 
GB3 at $204,270 a year, David Samoff, of RCA, $100,240, and W. E. 
MacFarlane, of the Chicago Tribune, President of the Mutual Network, 
$111,419. 

Also in the price control debate, in an effort to show how 
the farmers were "getting it in the neck", esnecially the cotton 
farmers. Representative John E. Rankin, in the Congressional Record 
of November 28, asserting the cotton farmer only receives 16 cents 
an hour for his labor, offered a release of the Labor Department 
which showed that all industrial laborers received on an average of 
75.8 cents an hour. A detailed list of hours and earnings per hour 
in the principal industries was set forth among these being the radio 
and phonograph industry where the average earnings per hour was put 
at 69.7 cents. 

Declaration of an extra 20-cent dividend in addition to 
tne regular quarterly of 15 cents on the common stock of Decca 
Records, Inc., will increase disbursements to $1.15 this year from 
65 cents paid in 1940. 

A new broadcasting station XEMJ, 250 watts, on 920 kilo¬ 
cycles, has been opened at Pledras Negras, in Mexico, B. P. Foot of 
the Public Utilities Unit of the Commerce Department, has been 
advised. 

The television image on the viewing screen of the receiver 
would be automatically maintained at top visiblity, regardless of 
changes of illumination in the room, by an electric eye compensator, 
which is the subject of a patent (No. 2,264,172) awarded to'John C. 
Batcnelor of ^astings-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
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Vincent F. Callahan of the Defense Savings Staff of the 
Treasury Department writes: 

’’"we have been advised by the Procurement Division of the 
Treasury Department that the Defense Savings Staff transcriptions 
which have outlived their usefulness need not be returned to this 
office, since they are surplus property and, further, since the 
return postage would be in excess of their re-sale value. There¬ 
fore, these Defense Staff transcriptions which have outlived their 
usefulness may be destroyed. ” 

After a lapse of 10 years, the Bloomington (Ill.) Panta- 
graph will again print radio programs, according to Arthur Moore, 
Managing Editor. The Pantagraph plans to print the complete week* s 
programs in advance each Sunday. 

Four sponsors took time on a special seven station FM net¬ 
work last Sunday night on the occasion of the dedication of "WTINY, 
New York*s new 10,000 watt transmitter. The sponsorship was on a 
one-time basis as was the special network. 

Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp. has discontinued all 
magazine advertising and is now concentrating its advertising appro¬ 
priation in dealer copy in newspapers, says Editor & Publisher. From 
how until Christmas the company plans to spend some ^300,OUU in 
newspapers, with the dealer, in most cases, paying half the costs. 
Emerson figures that its newspaper advertising for 1941 will show 
at least a 45^ increase over 1940. 

Brig. G-en. Alexander Surles, head of the War Department 
Public Relations Bureau has appointed A. A. Schechter, Director of 
News and Special Events of NBb, to that post of looking over the 
present Army public relations set up. Mr. Schechter* s duties will 
keep him in Washington for about two days a week. At the same time 
he will continue to head his division at NBC. 

Responsible directly to General Surles, Mr. Schechter*s 
duties will be to see how the Army can improve service to newspapers, 
radio, magazines and other media. Mr. Schechter*s title will be 
Advisor on Public ReM-ions to the War Department. 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

CORRECTION 

In reporting the address of Paul D. P. Spearman in our 
last issue, which Mr. Spearman made at the meeting of the Network 
Affiliates at Chicago, a mistake was made. The sentences in ques¬ 
tion should have read: 

"You will get nowhere if you attempt to deal with the 
Commission at arm's length. In this connection, you should 
determine to give the fullest possible aid and cooperation 
to the Commission and its members and you should realize 
that in doing this, you will most certainly owe it no small 
obligation to be frank, fair and unselfish, in presenting 
facts for the Commission's consideration and guidance.** 

xxxxxxxxxx 
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TRAMMELL SHAKES UP NBC PACIFIC COAST PERSONNEL 

Sidney Strotz, National Broadcasting Company Vice Presi¬ 
dent, now in charge of Programs, with headquarters in New York, 
will take cliarge of the entire Pacific Coast NBC operations, with 
headquarters in Hollywood, according to announcement by Niles 
Trammell, President of NBC. 

Don Gilman, NBC Vice President, is placed in charge of 
Public Relations in the Pacific Coast area. A. E. Nelson will con¬ 
tinue as Assistant Vice President in San Francisco, under the dir¬ 
ection and supervision of Mr. Strotz. 

The new set-up becomes effective January 1 next. 

C. L. Menser, who has been National Production Manager 
for NBC, will succeed Mr. Strotz as Program I%.nager, with head¬ 
quarters in New York City. 

Mr. Strotz started with NBC in 1933 as Manager of the Pro¬ 
gram and Artists Service Departments, with headquarters in Chicago 
where he was born. Before joining NBC, Mr. Strotz was President 
of the Chicago Stadium Corporation which promotes all sorts of 
entertainment from hockey and boxing to national conventions and 
grand opera. Mr. Strotz became Vice President in charge of the 
Chicago division in Decem.ber, 1939, succeeding Mr. Trammell, and a 
year later was brought to New York as Vice President in charge of 
the Program Department. He attended St. John's Military Academy 
and Cornell University which he left to enter the United States Tank 
Corps in the World War. 

Mr. Menser comes to the head of NBC's program work after 
a long career in dramatic work which started when he went to college 
at Heidelburg in Ohio and was continued at the University of Michi¬ 
gan. He has studied dramatic technique abroad, has written several 
plays and for some years was in charge of dramatic arts at Knox 
College and the University of Utah. 

Mr. Gilman, who will take charge of West Coast public 
relations, was bom in Indianapolis, the son of a newspaper man, 
and from the time he was in high school conducted a publishing and 
printing business. He has always been fascinated by newspaper work. 
He went 7ifest in 1906 and since then has become one of the most 
widely known advertising men, serving on many national and inter¬ 
national committees and in conventions. In the West he served 
several -t^acific Coast papers, studied electrical engineering and 
business administration, was superintendent of several publications, 
and became outstanding in advertising work. In 1937 and 1938 he 
was National President of Alpha Delta Sigma, the professional 
advertising fraternity. He joined NBC in 1927 and two years later 
was Vice President in charge of the Western Division. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC FURTHER CHARG-ED WITH EXCEEDIN& PRESS PROBE POWER 

Advancing the case another step, Elisha Hanson, counsel 
for James G. Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner, in the 
reply brief for the appellant in the appeal to the U. S. Court of 
Appeals maintained that the Federal Communication Commission's 
argument that Order No. 79 (The FCC order for the inquiry into the 
newspaper ownership of ra.dio stations) is authorized by the "public 
interest, convenience, or necessity" standard of the Communications 
Act fails to meet the issue that the terms of the order fall outside 
of the powers of the Commission. Furthermore it was contended that 
the order is within the authority of certain sections of the Act 
(4 and 403) also fails to meet the issue that the order is beyond 
the powers of the Commission. 

Highlights of Mr. Hanson's latest argument were: 

"Appellee asserts that the inquiry directed by Order No. 
79 (for the newspaper inquiry) is expressly for the purpose of secur¬ 
ing information essential to the administration of the statutory 
standard of 'public interest, convenience, or necessity'. 

"The terms of the Order show no such purpose. On the 
contrary Order No. 79 on its face shows that the Commission is 
claiming power to consider or to adopt and apply a general policy 
or rriles by which persons engaged in the newspaper publishing busi¬ 
ness may by reason of tha,t fact alone be placed in a separate 
category with a view either to preference in the assignment of radio 
facilities or to disqualification from engaging in radio broadcast¬ 
ing. 

"The Commission has no such power under the Communications 
Act. And the precise terms of the Act negative the delegation by 
Congress of any such power." 

"A choice between a policy of encouraging integration of 
newspapers and radio stations and a policy compelling divorcement 
of these two enterprises is one that only Congress can make, if it 
Can be ma.de at all. " 

"The field of radio broadcasting is open on equal terms to 
all persons except those specifically disqualified by the Act." 

"Newspapers and persons associated with newspapers are 
not among those disqualified by the Act. As this Court has held, 
there is no provision in the Act or rule of law that prohibits broad¬ 
casting by the owner of a newspaper. 

"Just as the Act does not disqualify newspapers or persons 
associated with newspapers from holding station licenses, neither 
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does it give them a preferential status in respect of applications. 

’’The Commission’s case falls because it has no power 
under the Act to group the applications of persons merely by reason 
of their association with newspapers for the purpose of arriving at 
a general policy with respect to such applications and the qualifi¬ 
cations of the applicants. It therefore has no power to promulgate 
rules or regulations to eccectuate such a policy. 

’’The Commission confuses public interest with public 
policy. In so doing it seeks to appropriate to itself the policy 
making powers of Congress. This is beyond its authority under the 
Act. ” 

"As now written in the Act, the public policy is non- 
discriminatory. In its proceeding instituted by Order No. 79 the 
Commission asserts the power to change the non-discriminatory policy 
fixed by Congress to a policy of discrimination. It cannot avoid 
the issue precipitated by its Order No. 79 either by saying it may 
never adopt any policy as a result of its inquiry made pursuant to 
the terms of that Order or by pleading that it may use the inquiry 
for some purpose not disclosed in the Order. 

’’The phrase 'public interest, convenience, or necessity' 
cannot be used as a lever by which the Commission can legislate on 
public policy which it mistakenly calls public interest." 

"Public interest must always be determined with reference 
to the specific factual situation in connection with a particular 
application or conflicting applications. The determination of the 
qualifications of a particular applicant as they bear upon the ele¬ 
ments of public interest announced in the Sanders case cannot stamp 
newspaper oiwiership or association in and of itself as a disqualify¬ 
ing factor or as a factor of preference. Therefore, it is plain 
that the Commission is not investigating to provide a basis for pass¬ 
ing upon a particular application or a comparative appraisal of con¬ 
flicting applications but is going beyond the sphere of its powers 
to arrive at a public policy upon which Congress ha.s not yet spoken, " 

"The argument of appellee that one of the purposes of 
Order No. 79 is to secure data for the purpose of recommending 
legislation to Congress is pure subterfuge. It was not until July 1, 
1941, or nearly three and one-half months after Order No. 79 was 
promulgated, that this idea occurred to the Commission, and then 
appellee expressed it only in a press release. 

"If the Commission has the power to issue statements of 
policy or rules concerning applications for high frequency broad- 
case stations or future acquisition of standard broadcast stations 
by persons associated with newspapers or newspapers themselves, 
then there is no occasion for it to make any inquiry for the purpose 
of recommending legislation to Congress on this subject. 

"If it does not h3,ve that power then its inquiry under 
Order No. 79 is an unlawful one and this Court should so hold. " 

XXXXXXXX 
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THE RADIO SPECTRUM EXPLAINED 

"Whet is the radio spectrum? How do you define it? 
What are its limits?" 

These are typical questions asked by the layman in connec¬ 
tion with technical considerations of radio regulation, a news bul¬ 
letin of the Federal Communications Commission states, and continues 

"Engineers are accustomed to think of the radio spectrum 
in terms of frequencies available for radio services. But physic¬ 
ists envision the radio spectrum as an Infinitesimally small part 
of the entire ‘electromagnetic spectrum’. The latter extends in 
one direction to slow electrical oscillations and in the other dir¬ 
ection up through the various classes of rapid radiation known as 
infra-red; solar, including visual; ultra-violet; X-ray; gamma, and 
cosmic, to frequencies which stagger the imagination. From that 
viewpoint, the radio spectrum is but a tiny segment of a greater 
spectrum of almost unlimited size and very indefinite boundaries. 

"All electromagnetic waves are propagated in empty space 
at the same velocity, in accorda.nce with the same recognized physi¬ 
cal laws. Scientists have classified these waves primarily in 
accordance v/ith the manner in which they are generated and detached 
and, secondarily, in accorda,nce with their differing behavior as 
affected by the medium throu^ which they travel. 

"There are no definite bounda.ries between the classes of 
waves in the electromagnetic spectrum. Waves of all classes merge 
slowly into the waves of other classes. 

"The Federal Communications Commission has construed the 
total spectrum of radio waves as ‘those extending in frequency from 
10 to 500,000 kilocycles, inclusive’, with the added nrovision, how¬ 
ever, ‘that such construction shall not be interpreted as precluding 
authority of the Commission over the use of waves less than 10 kilo¬ 
cycles or more than 500, 000 kilocycles in frequency if and when 
such waves, by reason of progress in the art, become available for 
radio communication either practically or experimentally. . . .‘ 

"Tnus, no restrictions have been placed on the future 
development of radio communication by any attempts to define or 
limit the boundaries of the radio spectrum for the purpose of regu¬ 
lation or control. In effect, the boundaries of the radio spectrum 
increase automatically as and when additional frequencies become 
available for radio co.mmunic°tion either practically or experiment¬ 
ally. The rapid development of radio is pushing further and further 
into upper frequencies which in the pa.st were not believed useful 
Tor such pU2rposes. 

"It is possible tha^t some d.ay the radio spectrum will 
extend in range from 10 kilocycles to ten million kilocycles. To 
plot this spectrum on a linear scale, with an inch representing 
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100 kilocycles, would require a chart nearly a mile and one half in 
length. Considering the electromagnetic spectrum on the same basis, 
such a chart would be over ten million million miles long. It is, 
therefore, not only convenient, but necessary to use a logarithmic 
scale. However, this figuring gives some idea, of the astronomical 
proportions of the electromagnetic spectrum v/hen considered as a 
whole. ^ 

xxxxxxxxx 

BLUE NET' REVAMPING REPORTED PROGRESSING 

Following unconfirmed rumors that the NBC Blue network 
was being separated from the Red and made into an independent 
organization in case the Blue had to be ”sold down the river" if 
the Federal Communications Commission order survived the court 
test, there was a report from New York that Mark Woods or Edgar 
Kobak might head the Blue. 

had been 
System. 

It was said 
asked by NBC 

further that the Secretary of State at Albany 
to reserve the title United Broadcasting 

XXXXXXXX 

GO PEGLER CNE BETTER SLAimNG CONGRESS 

Evidently getting "cold feet" on his stronger declara¬ 
tions about Westbrook Regier a few days before. Representative 
Clare E. Hoffman (R. ), of Michigan, arose in the House last Thurs¬ 
day to say: 

"Mr. Speaker, here is a card from Hagerstown, Md. , 
received this morning stating: 

"•Some radio commentator said you were going to put 
Pegler on the carpet for some reflection on Congress. I 
read his column almost daily and have not read anything 
yet but what was mild to what one can hear on most any 
street corner about the weakness of Congress and one of 
it would be fit to print.' 

"I did not put Pegler 'on the carpet'. I only asked that 
he be given opportunity to offer proof of his charges. 

XXXXXXXX 
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PRINTERS CHARGE RADIO PRIORITIES INEQUALITY 

A new line of attack which may cause the broadcasting 
industry some trouble was made by John B. Haggerty, President of 
the International Allied Printing Trades in the assertion that 
while the printing trades had been hobbled by defense restrictions, 
broadcasters ha.ve not suffered. 

"The time is close at hand when the United States Govern¬ 
ment, through priorities, the allocation of paper, ink, metal for 
plates, stapling wire, etc., may decree that commercial printing, 
including magazines and periodicals, and, to a lesser extent news¬ 
papers, must be substantially reduced in size and volume. This 
will mean less type set, less plates made, less impressions made, 
less binding, - ail of which means fewer Jobs for Printing Trades 
workers", Mr. Gatterty declared to his members. 

"We are striving to offset this threatened loss of work 
opportunities for Printing Trades workers. It is necessary that we 
have the militant cooperation of your organization in petitioning 
your Congressman and United States Senators to help us have the 
legislative program of the International Allied Printing Trades 
Association adopted, if we are to be successful." 

"It is interesting to note that while certain types of 
paper and other essential supplies necessary for the continued pub¬ 
lication of periodicals, magazines and newspapers are to be sub¬ 
stantially curtailed - possibly as much as 30^ or 40^ - thus fewer 
work opportunities for Printing Trade workers, there has been no 
curtailment of power necessary for radio broadcasting. It is com¬ 
mon knowledge that there is a shortage of electrical power. In 
several sections of our country electrical power has been rationed 
even in plants producing for National Defense needs. Yet, the 
'Soap Drama.s' and other similar radio programs can be heard, in 
many sections, over as many as five or six separate radio stations 
at the same time. Surely, such constitutes economic waste. A great 
part of the many thousands of kilowatt hours of electrical energy 
used da.ily in the duplicating of radio broadcast programs could be 
put to better use. 

"Despite the facts above outlined with Jobs of many thous¬ 
ands of Printing Trades workers Jeopardized througli the lack of 
paper and other necessary supplies, and with electrical energy need¬ 
ed for national defense, we find that radio stations are being per¬ 
mitted to increase the amount of rower they use for some 16 hours 
daily. 

"The Board of Governors of this Association, of which your 
International Union is a part, realizing the loss of work opportun¬ 
ities of many thousands of Printing Tra,des workers, through the 
transfer of x^rk opportunities from printing plants to radio net¬ 
works, have sought to eliminate some of the many unfair adva,ntages 
which Federal laws grant to radio moguls by seeking certain legis¬ 
lative changes. " 

- 6 
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stating they did not favor the Sanders bill (H.R. 5497) 
in its present form, Mr. Haggerty said the printing trades proposed 
the follov/ing legislative amendments. 

"1. The imposition of an Excise or Franchise Tax on Radio 
Net-PTorks and Commercial Broadcast Stations. 

”9. The elimination of Illegal Rebates and Volume Discounts 
to large Advertisers and Advertising Agencies. 

"3. Eliminate Monopoly. Radio Broadcast licenses are issued 
serve Public Interest. Only persons in locality served 
by Station know what is Public Interest in such localities. 

"4. Radio broadcast licenses to be issued only to persons in 
locality where station is located. 

"5. Not more than one radio broadcast license to be issued 
to any one group. 

”6. 50 per cent of radio facilities to be allocated to non¬ 
profit Labor - Farm - Educiational - Religious Associations 

"7. Radio time used for commercial or advertising purposes be 
restricted comparable to restrictions imposed on printed 
publications using the mails. 

"To seek a franchise or Excise Tax on radio networks and 
commercial radio stations which tax would, in part at least, place 
the radio networks and commercial radio stations on a ta.x basis 
comparable to that collected from the printing industry. The 
printing industry - in reality the Printing Trades workers as such 
taxes force our acceptance of lower wages - pays high taxes locally 
and to the States on land and valuable equipment while the radio 
moguls pay no local or state taxes and small federal taxes, consider¬ 
ing their meager investments. The radio stations pay nothing for 
the franchise from which they derive yearly profits as high as some 
870 per cent. 

"We believe that much of the growth of Radio Advertising - 
transferred from the printed page to radio stations and networks - 
from some 5 cents of the American advertising dollar in 1930 to some 
35 cents of the same advertising dollar in 1940 - is due to the il¬ 
legal granting of rebates and volume discounts to large advertisers 
and advertising agencies. Of course, with the networks allowing com¬ 
missions, rebates and discounts, amounting to as high as 50 per cent, 
while printed publica.tions allow but a 15 per cent commission, 
there is good reason why radio advertising lias been promoted. " 

"That not more than one license be issued to any one 
group, thus protecting our people from the monopolistic control of 
this means of moulding of public opinion. 

"At the present time, a few persons located mainly in New 
York City a,nd Hollywood, through their control of the major networks 
can and do determine what radio programs more than 80 per cent of 
the American people may listen to. " 

7 - 
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"That the amount of time radio stations may use for the 
sale of advertising be limited, both as to day and ni.ght time opera¬ 
tions. ' 

"Postal regu!la.tions deny second class mailing privileges 
to publications issued 'primarily for advertising purposes'. As 
almost every commercial radio station is oprated primarily for the 
sale of advertising, we oropose that the Federal Communications 
Commission be authorized and directed to set a definite limit as to 
the a.mount of time, prior to six P.M. and after six P.M. which any 
radio station may use for the sale of advertising or commercial 
purposes. Failure on the part of any radio station licensee to 
observe these regulations to be punishable by the immediate revoca¬ 
tion of said license." 

Mr. Haggerty's appeal to his members concludes with this 
admonition: 

"Your national officers can help you protect your work 
opportunities if the Printing Trades Councils, Local Unions, State 
and District bodies, and the officers and members thereof will write 
their Congressmen and United States Senators insisting that the 
legislation herein advocated be adopted. 

"Bear in mind that the Congressional elections, as well 
as the primaries and election of 52 United States Senators are only 
a few months away. Those seeking office will seek your support. 
They will support your legislative proposals, and thus protect your 
work opportunities provided the Printing Trades organizations and 
workers make these demands strong enough, 

"We trust we will have your cooperation and we are hopeful 
you will Tj;rrite us the attitude of your Congressman and Senators on 
the legisletion herein proposed. ” 

XXXXXXXXX 

SONGWRITERS GIVE BUCK CONFIDENCE VOTE / 

Following a stormy meeting of the American Society of 
Composers in New York last week, at which Gene Buck opened with both 
barrels on the publisher memerabers who had demanded his resignation, 
Mr, Buck centered his fire on Louis Bernstein, Saul Eornstein, and 
Hermann Starr, publisher directors. He was defended by Billy Rose 
and Irving Caesar of the song writers. 

Finally the songwriters (the organization is composed of 
upwards of a thousand songwriters but 
gave their president a rising vote of 

only about 250 publishers) 
thanks but the publishers 

who had sou^t Llr. Buck's resignation remained seated. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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NEW RADIO LAW PROPOSED AT SAN FRANCISCO 

That rfdio lies done much, is doing much and is planning 
to do even more for the service of the country and the public was 
the National Defense theme of the convention of the Fifteenth Dis¬ 
trict of the National Association of Broadcasters held last v>reek 
in San Francisco. Neville Miller, President of the National Associa¬ 
tion took occasion to advocate a new radio law m.ore adaptable to 
the present emergency. 

Representatives of 30 broadcasting stations of Northern 
California and Nevada were present. Howard Lane, of KFBK and the 
McClatchy stations, with offices in Sacramento, presided at the 
convention in his capacity of NAB Director for the fifteenth dis¬ 
trict. Wilt Cunzendorfer, Manager of K3R0, Santa Rosa, Chairman 
of the NAB Sales Managers Committee, and Rplph R. Brunton, of KJBS 
and KWQ,, District Chairman of the Labor Committee, also were active. 

The entire convention was invited to the new NBC Build¬ 
ing, Taylor and 0'Farrell Streets, for a tour of the new raillion- 
dollar broadcasting home and a special program. 

"Our present radio law is 14 years old”, said Mr. Miller, 
"so w are going to talk about a new one that will be more up to 
date and more in keeping v/ith the 1941 Importance and oroportions 
of broadcasting. 

"We will plan closer cooperation with the Government, 
better service to our listeners, better equipment and more efficient 
personnel, tax problems, music, radio and labor relationships and 
all m-atters that are in anj'’ way related to the task of doing a bet¬ 
ter job for the general public. 

"Radio is playing a much more important part in this war 
than people realize. Wlien entire pooulations are involved, as they 
are in this emergency, nothing is more vital than this means of mass 
communication. 

"Short wave is keeping South American informed of the 
news and this service is largely responsible for keeping Germany 
out of South America." 

Edward M. Kirby, head of the radio branch of the Public 
Rela.tions Division of the War Department, discounted rumors that 
the Army would take over radio broadcasting. "Tha.t could only hap¬ 
pen in the case of stations in the combat zone if the United States 
is invaded. After the emergency, such stations as w'ere taken over 
would be returned to their owners just as the War Department has 
always returned any property which it might need temporarily. 

"People have confidence in an independently operated 
system of broadcasting. We want it to stay tliat way. That confi¬ 
dence would be destroyed if the Army operated broadcasting. 

"For these and similar reasons there will be no censor¬ 
ship of broadcasting. Even the War Department will release every¬ 
thing except such military secrets as information regarding the 
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bomb sight, the movement of troops, etc. We don’t want to give that 
sight to any enemy and we don’t want to make our soldiers targets 
by revealing their movements. 

’’This is the first time since the Civil War that armies 
have had a new method of mass communication so it is a pioneering 
effort for both radio and the Army. During the last war the press 
set up its own control and censorship. Radio is doing the seine in 
the public interest today. 

•'Another great service of short wave broadcasts is in giv¬ 
ing news to array units at remote points. Standard band broadcasts 
from the army camps are most helpful. In some camps records are 
made by groups of soldiers from a given area. These are sent ba,ck 
to the home towns of the boys in camp and played as broadcasts over 
local stations. It is a great reassurance to parents and friends to 
hear the voices of their boys in this way. •* 

XXXXXXXXXX 

FLY ACCUSED OF STIRRING U? TROUBLE FOR NAB 

In an editorial '^An Epidemic of Trade Associations”, an 
editorial in Variety read, in part; 

"Wonderment whether the National Association of Broad¬ 
casters will be able to keep its ranks tight and avoid being stig¬ 
matized openly as primarily the mouthpiece of the networks is the 
liveliest trade subject just now. With regiona.ls and affiliates 
asked to rally under the new Network Affiliates, Inc., banner and 
the non-network stations still planning to set up a vigorous 
National Independent Broadcasters (feeling is spreading that NAB*s 
always numerous problems are multiplying to a dangerous point). 

"Rightly or wrongly, the spreading anti NAB feeling is 
traced to FCC Chairman James L. Fly. At any ra.te, the coramish 
chairman has ’encouraged' formation of such groups as NAI and NIB 
and has let it be known how suspiciously he regards NAB. New Dealer 
group here quite openly sneers at NAB as the mouthpiece of the net¬ 
works, with Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold seen as con¬ 
sidering the organization as virtually synonymous with NBC and CBS 
in all his conversations." 

r Th( 

XXXXXXXXXX 

The Federal Communications Commission has adopted Order 
No. 77-a, suspending from Jcanuary 1, 1942, until further order of 
the Commission, but in no event beyond January 1, 1943, Sections 
12,86 and 12.66 of the Rules Governing Amateur Radio, and Section 
13.88 of the Rules Governing Commercial Radio Operators, insofar as 
the required showing of service in connection with renewal of 
license is concerned. 

XXXXXXXX 
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ACTION BY THE FCC 

Applications Granted; The Baltimore Radio Show, Inc., 
Baltimore, Md., granted construction permit for a new FM broadcast 
station to operate on frequency 45,900 kilocycles, 5500 square mi¬ 
les, subject to field intensity measurements; Tar Heel Broadcast¬ 
ing System, Inc., Washington, N. C., granted’ construction permit 
for new standa.rd broadcast station to operate on frequency 930 kc. , 
1 KW, daytime only; WCBW, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., New 
York, N. Y., granted extension of special temporary authority to 
operate television broadcast station V/CBW in accordance with con¬ 
struction permit except with 4 KW aural and visual power to not 
later than December 27th; W2X0Y, General Electric Co., New Scotland, 
N. Y., granted special temporary authority to operate a high fre¬ 
quency experimental broad cast station on 43200 kilocycles, 2500 
watts power, special emission for frequency modulation, with trans¬ 
mitter located at New Scotland, N. Y., for period November 27, 1941 
to not later than December 26, 1941. 

Applications Received; Sacandaga Broadcasting Coit). , 
Gloversville, N. Y,, construction permit for a new broadcast sta¬ 
tion to be operated on 1340 kc. , 250 watts, unlimited time; Luding- 
ton Broadcasting Company, Ludington, Mich., construction permit for 
a new broadcast station to be operated on 1490 kilocycles, 250 
watts, unlimited time, facilities WKBZ, contingent on WKBZ’s appli¬ 
cation for change in frequency; Cleveland Broadcasting, Inc., 
constrmiction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 
1300 kc., 5 KW, unlimited hours, using directional antenna for day 
and night; amended: re stock ownership; Northern Ohio Broadcasting 
Co., Elyria, Ohio, construction permit for a new broadcast station 
to be operated on 640 kc., 1 KW," limited time, facilities WHKC; 
Amended: to request 660 kc. , daytime operation, omit request for 
facilities WHKC and that application be contingent on WCLa applica- 
tion; 

Also, Hawley Broadcasting Co. , Reading, Pa. , constmction 
permit for a new high frequency station to be operated on 46,500 
kilocycles, popu]a. tion: 889,600; coverage 4,275 square miles; 
Andrew L. Todd. Murfreesboro, Tenn. , construction perm.it for a new 
broadcast station to be operated on 1450 kc., 250 wa.tts, unlimited 
hours; Josh Higgins Broadcasting Co., Waterloo, la. , construction 
permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1540 kc., 50 
KW, unlimited hours, using directional antenna. 

Also, Hugh Me Clung, Fresno, Calif., construction permit 
for a new broadcast station on 1590 kc., 5 kw., unlimited time; 
amended to request changes in antenna and transmiitting equipment, 
power of 1 KW, and to specify studio site ^s: site to be determined, 
Sacramento, Calif, and transmitter site at Washington Township, Cal. ; 
Same, Sacramento, California, construction permit for a new bjToad- 
cast station to be operated on 1590 kc. , 1 KW, unlimited hours; 
Amended: to request 1340 kc. , power to 250 watts; KEGA, Ea,rle C. 
Anthony, Inc., Mobile, construction permit to make changes in equips 
ment and increase power from 2 to 10 watts; amended; to change power 
from 10 to 4 watts. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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TRADE NOTES : 

Commissioner Clifford J. Durr of -the FCC has announced 
the appointment of Walter Erwin James as his secretary in place of 
J. R. Maumenee, who is now in the Array. Mr. James is a native of 
Montgomery, Alabama, and prior to his appointment was an assistant 
to the Secretary of Commerce, assigned to the Division of Admini-^ 
strative Management. 

* The Proctor & Gamble Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, has donat¬ 
ed time on its four daytime serial radio programs to aid the Office 
of Emergency Management in informing the public about the defense 
program. Such problems of interest to the public as nutrition, 
health, prices, salvage campaigns and participation in the Civilian 
Defense program will be discussed on the "Vic and Sade", "Against 
the Storm", "I^Ia Perkins", and "The Goldbergs" programs. 

"The first issue of the Chicago Sun, Marshall Field’s 
paper, yesterday (Dec. 4) carried a page of radio news. Evidently 
this is to be a daily feature. Half the page is devoted to programs 
(including those of WGN, of the Chicago Tribune) and half to news. 
Among the news story is one "FI^ Scores in the Mid-West" which also 
carries the programs of the Chicago FM stations including W59C 
also owned by the Chicago Tribune. 

Clinton Winant, brother of John G. Winant, United States 
Ambassador to England, has been appointed the Columbia Broadcasting 
System correspondent in Vichy, France. Mr. Winant graduated from 
Princeton University and further studied at Colum.bia Law School. 
He served during the first World War as a Captain of Infantry in 
the 18th Division, seeing action in France. 

At the close of the war he became a traveling investiga¬ 
tor for prominent American industrial concerns which wanted detail¬ 
ed information on foreign patents offered for use in this country. 

Mrs. Lena Sarnoff Fox, 73 years old, mother of David 
Sarnoff, President of the Ra.dio Corporation of America and Chairman 
of the Board of the National Broadcasting Company, died in New York 
Thursday. 

Mrs. Sarnoff was born in Uzlian, Pvfinsk, Russia, and came 
to this country forty-one years ago. Surviving, besides Mr. Sarnoff 
and her husband, Jacob Fox, are three other sons, Lew, Morris and 
Irving Sarnoff, and a daughter, Mrs. Ida Baer. Mr. Sarnoff's 
Abraham Sarnoff, first husband of Mrs. Fox, died thirty years 
Mrs. Fox was orominent in Dhllanthronic ’vork. 

father, 
ago. 

The Right Rev. Monseignor Fulton J. Sheen, Professor at 
Catholic University, Washington, D. C. , will be the .main speaker at 
the fifth annual dinner of the McCosker-Hershfield Cardiac Founda¬ 
tion to be held in New York on Saturday, Dece.mber 13th. Monseignor 
Sheen’s address will be carried over WOR’s FM station W71NY, in an 
hour’s broadcast beginning at 10 P.M. Dr. Frank Kingdon, Gov. 
Harold Hofftian of New Jersey, Louis Nizer,Alfred J. McCosker a.nd^ 
Harry Hershfield will also be among the speakers. 

XXXXXXXXX -12- 
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December 9, 1941 

JAP ATTACK GIVES RADIO GREATEST NEWS BREAK 

Never in the history of radio have the broadcasters had 
such a news break as the Japanese attack on Hawaii. If they had 
timed it themselves, they could not have done it more perfectly. 
With every newspaper office in the country closed that quiet Sunday 
afternoon, the broadcasting stations had the field entirely to them- 
selves. Furthermore, the stations were not hampered by military 
censorship as they will be now and could go on the air immediately 
with dispatches received direct from Hawaii, Manila a^nd other red 
hot news centers. 

An hour before any newspaper extra, made its appearance, 
eye-witness accounts were being flashed direct from Pearl Harbor 
and Honolulu. One of these, an NBC commentator whose broadcasts 
were frequently interrupted by the fighting, said tha.t a bomb had 
dropped within 50 feet of the tower of Station KGU, where he was 
talking. He reported that two Honolulu radio stations announced 
the attack but that residents were skeptical until bombs began 
failing in various parts of the city. 

Newspaper extras finally began to appear but in Washing¬ 
ton people seemed to be buying them more to see what they were 
hearing about actually in print or for a. souvenir to preserve for 
future reference rather than for their news value. Never before 
has the radio out-distanced the press so far on a great news 
event. Everybody was at home on that particular day or was wathin 
hearing of a radio and that was the way practically everyone 
received the news. 

It wasn’t until about eight hours after the first flash 
came from the White House regarding the Pearl Harbor attack that 
restrictions on all outgoing radiograms and cables from the United 
States and its outlying possessions was placed in effect by the 
Army and Navy. The censorship was covered in two actions, the War 
Department order which gave rules limiting the reporting of Army 
matters, and the Navy action which set in motion control over all 
cable and radio messages addressed abroad and originating in this 
country. 

Naval personnel had been trained and distributed to the 
control points for its part of the program, it was understood, and 
censorship of outgoing messages had been started before the Navy 
announced the procedure in the evening. 

The War Department plan was based on a law known as the 
Espionage Act of 1918, which in itself represented an amendment of 
a law first passed in 1798. Under authority of that law, the War 
Department made the following announcement: 

2 
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"All information relative to strength, location, designa¬ 
tion, composition and movement of United States troops or Array 
transports outside the continental limits of the United States are 
designated by the War Department as secret and will be so consider¬ 
ed under the law. " 

The Array and Navy order with regard to scrutinizing out¬ 
going messages was received by F. P. Guthrie, District Manager of 
R. C.A. Communications, Inc. in Washington at 10 P.M. Sunday night. 
Mr. CTUthrie explained that several very simple rules had been laid 
<lo\m in connection with the censorship. 

1. That all messages should be in plain English and that 
the text should be clear. 

2. Registered addresses prohibited - that is code addresses. 

5. All messages should be fully addressed with the name 
entirely written out and the street number. 

4. Messages should be signed by the full name of the sender. 

Mr. Guthrie explained that the British censorship in 
the beginning had not allowed code messages to be sent but had 
later relaxed this ruling to the extent of allowing commercial 
messages to be sent in code if the sender used a standard code 
and told what code-book he was using. Mr. Guthrie said tha.t under 
the U. S. censorship now in effect, the teiegra.ph companies were 
not guaranteeing the sender time of delivery of message because of 
necessary delay Involved in censor examining the messages. 

Chairman James L. Fly of the Fsderal Communications Com¬ 
mission immediately announced that special restrictions had been 
placed upon all international communications pending a more com¬ 
plete determination of censorship. The order affects 50,000 
amateurs in the continental United States, its territories and pos¬ 
se ssio-ns. 

All amateur radio operators, except those with specific 
Government authorization were barred from the airways by order of 
the Federal Communications Commission. 

The Commission gave out the following statement yester¬ 
day afternoon (December 8): 

"Follov/ing special meetings this morning of the Defense 
Communications Board and the Federal Communications Commission, the 
ban imposed last night on amateur radio communications in the United 
States, its territories and possessions was tightened by the Com¬ 
mission to include all amateurs except those who may be permitted 
to function in a special national defense category upon specific 
recommendation of the Defense Communications Board. 

3 - 
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"Until further notice the Commission has canceled all 
monitoring schedules by broadcast stations heretofore maintained 
after midnight hours for the purpose of checking frequency stabil¬ 
ity of such stations. This was done in order that full use may be 
made of broadcast stations for defense purposes. Previously, each 
station was required to maintain silence during periods after mid¬ 
night so that frequencies of stations sharing the same channel could 
be monitored effectively. " 

Burke Edwards, of Chevy Chase, Md. , a member of the Army 
Amateur Ra.dio System said "hams" last week received special Govern¬ 
ment questionnaires requesting information on types of sets, amount 
of equipment and operating frequencies. This, he said, was appar¬ 
ently done in preparation for calling qualified operators to 
emergency duty. 

Roy Corderaan, also of Chevy Chase, emergency coordinator 
for the Potomac Valley Relay Radio League, reported that many ama¬ 
teurs are currently busy improving their equipment in order to meet 
emergency operation requirements. 

"We expected this prohibition", said Cordeman, and he 
agreed v/ith Edwards that all local ajmateurs stood ready to serve in 
any way possible. 

Edwards Interpreted the FCC order as a move to thwart 
alien agents who might attempt to communicate with their home 
countries by "hiding" in the amateur frequency bands. ^ 

xxxxxxxxx 

BROADCASTERS STAND READY FDR WAR SERVICE 

■ Neville Miller, President of the National Association of 
Broadcasters, last Monday (December 8) sent the following telegram 
to President Roosevelt: 

"The broadcasters of the United States place their ser¬ 
vices at your command. We sta.nd ready to serve in every way pos¬ 
sible. ” ^ 

XXXXXXXXX 

The Directors of the Network Affiliates, Inc. called in 
a group at the Federal Communications Commission shortly after war 
was declared to make a general offer of cooperation and service. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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ROCKEFELLER ENLARGES COMMUNICATIONS UNIT FOR WAR 

Strengthening his Communications Division for war service, 
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, has 
added three key men. 

Russell Pierce was appointed Associate Director of the 
Communications Division, in charge of administration and projects of 
the New York office. 

John W. G. Ogllvie was named Associate Director of the 
Communications Division with special radio responsibilities. 

Merlin H. Aylesworth continues as Chairman of the Radio 
Section, and Sylvester L. Weaver becomes Director. 

All three of the new appointees will be on the New York 
staff of Don Francisco, Director of the Communications Division. 

Mr. Pierce helped organize the South American operations 
of the J. Walter Thompson Company. He was Manager for Argentina 
and later Vice President of the domestic company. 

Mr. Weaver was formerly Advertising Manager of the Ameri¬ 
can Tobacco Company. On September 1, he obtained leave of absence 
to serve as Associate Director of the Communications Division in 
WashiUoton. He was formerly Manager of the Radio Deoartment of 
Young and Rublcam. A native of California, Mr. Weaver graduated 
from Dartmouth College in 1930. 

Mr. Ogilvie assumes the position formerly held by Mr. 
Weaver but will be located in New York. He has ha.d long experience 
in the other American Republics, traveling extensively on business 
in Argentina, Chile, Cuba, and Puerto Rico. He was recently Dir¬ 
ector of Radio for the International Telephone and Telegraph 
Company. FVom 1935 to 1938, hlr. Ogilvie was President of Radio 
Corporation Puerto Rico. He was a Spanish post-graduate student at 
Qpeens College, Oxford, England, after finishing at Hamilton College, 
Clinton, N. Y., in the class of 1924. 

xxxxxxxxx 

CLAIMS NEW AMATEUR SET ELIMINATES STATIC 

Karl E. Pierson, an amateur radio operator of Los Angeles, 
has developed a receiver wiiich he claims is more effective in 
eliminating sta.tic than any now available. 

Dr. Lee DeForest was quoted by the Associated Pi-^ss as 
saying: 

’’Pierson employs special silencers which possess the 
unique quality of cutting out or reducing in their intensity to 
an out standing degree all sorts of Interference.” Dr. DeForest 
said tests showed the receiver can pick up messages through 
interference noises four times the intensity of the signals them¬ 
selves, exceeding in this respect frequency modulation sets. 

XXXXXXX -5- 
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SAYS NO ALAM IN PBISIDENT’S WAR EMERGENCY POWERS 

Reassurances were given by James L. Fly, Chairman of the 
Federal Communications Commission that there should be no alam on 
the part of the broadcasters about taking over properties wholesale 
by the President under his war emergency powers in the Communica¬ 
tions Act. Only the essential things needed would be taken, he 
said, and certainly there was no prospect of taking over broadcast 
facilities generally. 

Chairman Fly, when asked if an Executive Order is neces¬ 
sary to transfer these communications war emergency powers to the 
President, said he was not sure that such an order is essential to 
accomplish it. Evidently this power goes to the President automati¬ 
cally with the declaration of war. He said the Navy undoubtedly 
will need some properties. However, the Navy has already talked 
such things out with the companies concerned, he told questioners. 
The taking over would be accomplished by contracts. 

Chairman Fly said he had talked with communications com¬ 
pany heads and there was complete cooperation in the desire to help 
the Government. Any taking over of circuits and transmitters would 
be by a.greement with companies. The war emergency powers of the 
President in the Communications Act read: 

’’Section 606 authorizes the President during the continu¬ 
ance of a war in which the United States is engaged, if he finds it 
necessary for the national defense and security, to direct tha.t com¬ 
munications essential to the national defense and security shall have 
preference or priority with any carrier subject to the Act, Any 
carrier complying with such order is thereby exempt from any and 
all other provisions in the existing law regarding preference or 
priority. During such war, it is declared unlawful to obstruct or 
retard communication, and the President is authorized to employ the 
armed forces of the United States to prevent any sub.x obstruction 
or retardation of communication. Paragraph c provides that upon 
proclamation by the President that there exists war or a threat of 
war or a state of public peril or disaster or other national emer¬ 
gency, or in order to preserve the neutrality of the United States, 
the President may suspend or amend, for such time as he may see fit, 
the rules and regulations applicable to any or all stations within 
the jurisdiction of the United States as prescribed by the Commission 
and may close any station for radio communication and have its appar¬ 
atus and equipment removed or authorize its use or control by any 
denartment of the Government. The Senate bill contained a provision 
authorizing the President in time of war or public peril to take 
over wire and radio offices and stations, but the provision concern¬ 
ing wire communications was eliminated. In all cases, just compen¬ 
sation shall be paid to the owners. These provisions, adopted from 
5ec. 6 and 7 of the Radio Act, grant necessary emergency powers and 
are self-explanatory. ” 

XXXXXXXXX 
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WHITE HOUSE AND MILITARY TAKE OVER CENSORSHIP 

It was made clear that neither the Defense Communications 
Board nor the Federal Communicstions Commission was exercising 
censorship. Presumably this was being exercised solely by the Army 
and Navy with outgoing short-wave broadcasts being scrutinized. 
Actually the main restrictions were being exercised by the White 
House. The lid was clamped down on news at about 5 o’clock Sunday 
afternoon and since then outside of routine announcements the 
Executive Mansion - probably from the President himself - has been 
the source of all important communiques. 

Reports filtered into Washington Monday night and Tuesday 
that West Coast broadcasting stations, such as Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Spokane had been closed down temp¬ 
orarily for fear that Japanese planes might be guided in. All the 
Federal Communications Commission said they knew about this was 
what they read in the newspaper dispatches. 

According to these reports all stations but one in the 
Pacific Northwest region will go off the air nightly at 7 P.M. The 
broadcaster to remain on later is to be selected by the War Depart¬ 
ment. 

The Navy disclosed that it would enforce the Espionage Act 
of 1918, providing heavy penalties for wilful disclosure of such 
information. 

The War Department extended its ban on military informa¬ 
tion to include information relating to the routes, schedules and 
destinations of troop movements within or without the continental 
United States. 

In a memorandum to the press, the Department said: 

"Information tending to disclose the number of troops, des¬ 
ignation of units and disposition of forces overseas is restricted. 

"Information as to movements of transports within or with¬ 
out territorial waters is restricted. 

"Casualty lists will, if possible, include home addresses, 
but will not include designation of units." 

Both the Defense Communications Board and the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission are constantly holding special meetings but 
their role, they say, is making communications facilities to other 
government departments and it is for them to say - not the DCB or 
tne FCC,- what, if any censorship is to be exercised. 

XXXXXXXX 
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MUTUAL PLEDGES WARTII.®: COOPERATION 

The following wire was sent Sunday night following the 
Pearl Harbor attack to James L. Fly, Chairman of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission by officials of the Mutual network: 

"Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In the face of this great national emergency the 
Mutual Broadcasting System offers and pledges to you and 
through you to the United States its loyal and whole¬ 
hearted cooperation in making its facilities available 
for whatever may be required in the public interest. 

Alfred J. McCosker, Chairman Board 
W. E. Macfarlane, President 
Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-President" 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

W. G. PRESTON, JR., OF NBC, ENDS LIFE 

Walter G. p2reston, Jr. , I^.nager of the Public Service Divi¬ 
sion of the National Broadcasting Coraoany, ended his life early 
Sunday morning by taking an overdose of sleeping tablets, in his 
apartment in New York City. Mr. Preston was 39 years old and was 
former assistant to Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, President of the Univer¬ 
sity of Chicago. 

Mr. Preston was born in Dawson, Yukon Territory, Canada. 
He entered Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass., where he stayed two 
years before entering Yale University, from which he was graduated 
in 1925. At Yale he was business manager of The Daily News, student 
nev7spaper. 

When Dr. Hutchins became President of the University of 
Chicego in 1929, Mr. Preston was appointed his assistant, which post 
he held until 1932, when he became administrative vice president and 
director of the Bankers Reserve Life Company. 

Mr. Preston Joined the National Broadcasting Company in 
1935 as Assistant to the Vice President and Treasurer. The follow¬ 
ing year he was made Director of the General Service Department of 
NBC, and in 1938 was appointed Assistant to the Vice President in 
Charge of Education. Later he became manager of the Public 3erv 
Division, which arranges radio forums and does other oromotional 
work. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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WAR BRINaS BI& I. T. & T. MANUFACTURING EXPANSION 

International Telephone and Ra.dio Manufacturing Corporation, 
I. T. & T. subsidiary, has moved its selenium rectifier manufacturing 
facilities from 157 Varick Street, New York,to its new plant in East 
Newark, N. J. Production of the rectifiers has been divided between 
the tfro plants pending consolidation at the new premises a.t East 
Newark. 

This rectifier is an important item in certain electrical 
apparatus and is being used in aircraft, tanks, battleships, destroy¬ 
ers, submarines, range finding apparatus, field communication equip¬ 
ment and other military purposes in addition to a wide application 
in normal industrial fields. 

Present plans call for quadrupling the 1941 output of 
I. T. & T. rectifiers in 1942. 

Although the selenium rectifier was introduced in the 
[Jntted States only three years ago and until this year was manufact¬ 
ured on a small scale, the new division in East Newark is the largest 
air conditioned rectifier plant in the world. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

JOHN C. WILSON, TELEVISION ENGINEER, DIES 

John C. Wilson, English television engineer, who resided 
in recent years in the United States, died in New York last week 
after a protracted illness. He was only 32 years old. 

Mr. Wilson was born in London, son of the late A. J. 
Wilson of the British Patent Office. He early showed an interest 
in television, and in 1928 joined the Baird Television Development 
Company. He was engaged in research and development work there 
until 1935 when he transferred to Ferranti, Ltd., continuing in the 
same field. The next year Mr. Wilscon came to this country to assist 
the Columbia Broadcasting System which was then inaugurating a sub¬ 
stantial program of television development. 

Mr. Wilson’s textbook "Television Engineering", on which 
he had worked for somiC years, appeared in the Autumn of 1937. 

Mr. Wilson joined the Hazeltine Service Corporation, Little 
Neck, L. I., where he continued his work as an engineer and inventor, 
his patent related to various branches of the television ard, includ¬ 
ing scanning, improvement of picture quality, and color television. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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• TRADE NOTES 

Don Flamra, former owner of Station MCA, New York, came 
back into the radio field this week by applying for ? construction 
permit for a new broadcast station in New York to be operated on 620 
kilocycles, 5 kilowatts, unlimited time, using directional antenna. 

Station WRUL, short-wave station, World Wide Broadcasting 
Ccmpany, of Boston, seeks to increase its power from 20 to 60 KW. 

Leonard Hole, Manager of CBS television operations, takes 
over the last six in a series of fifteen lectures on television at 
New York University. The first nine lectures in the series were 
given by Tom Hutchinson, who recently Joined Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. 

Apropos some discussion to the reported sinking of the 
Battleship OKLAHOIiiLA. at Pearl Harbor, Chairman James L. Fly of the 
Federal Communications Commission remarked that he had once served 
as an Ensign on the OKLAHOf/IA. Mr. Fly is a graduate of the Naval 
Academy. 

Finland got its first-hand information over the radio 
from America in its native tongue beginning last night (Dec. 8) 
when NBC*s International Division broadcast the initial daily Fin¬ 
nish program over its short-wave facilities, 50,000-watt stations 
WRCA and WNBI, from 1:30 to 2:00 ?.M, , EST. 

A system for using frequency modulation in telegraph oper¬ 
ation has been developed by Western Union Telegraph Company engi¬ 
neers and is being used in the Western Union network. Mile tele¬ 
graph lines are not affected by static, sharp weather changes some¬ 
times throw sensitive carrier currents out of balance, and this has 
been remedied by the use of M. 

. Among the letters of congratulations addressed to Marshall 
Field which hi:- new paper, the Chicago Sun, printed in its first 
issue, were a number from broadcasters including David Sarnoff, pres¬ 
ident of RCA, Harry C. Koff, Vice-President, NBC, Chicago; Jules 
Herbuveaux, NBC Program Manager, Hal Totten, GB3, Chicago, and Todd 
Hunter, WBBM. 

Mr. Sarnoff concluded: ’’May the faith and higli purposes 
of those behind the new paper be reflected brightly in the sunrise 
of each day. " 

Mr. Koff said; "Freedom of speech is the keystone of our 
democracy and a fearless, unbiased editorial policy the foundation 
of every abiding conveyor of news. ” 

Mr. Totten wrote: "The very might of our country is based 
Upon a full presentation from all sides of every issue, controvers¬ 
ial or otherwise. " ^ 

XXXXXXXX ^ 
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RCA PAYS 20 CENTS ON COMMON 

Following the meeting of the Board of Directors of the 
Radio Corporation of America held yesterday in New York, David 
Sarnoff, President of the Corporation, announced that the following 
dividends had been declared; 

On the outstanding shares of First Preferred stock, 
87^ cents per share, for the period from October 1, 1941, to Dec¬ 
ember 31, 1941, payable in cash on January 1, 1942, to the holders 
of record of such stock at the close of business December 18, 1941. 

On the outstanding shares of "B” Preferred stock, ^1.25 
per share, for the period from October 1, 1941, to December 31, 
1941, payable in cash on January 1, 1942, to the holders of record 
of such stock at the close of business December 18, 1941. 

On the outstanding sha.res of Common stock, 20 cents per 
share, payable in cash on January 28, 1942, to the holders of 
I’ecord of such stock at the close of business December 19, 1941. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

/ MUTUAL NOVEMBER BILLINGS APPROACH MILLION MARK 

Mutual Broadcasting System billing figures just reported 
for the month of November, 1941, and the 11-months cumulative, 
toppled two records; 

1) The November, 1941, figure of $958,935 is the highest ever 
reached in one month since the network was organized in 1934. This 
represents an increase of 52.8 percent over November, 1941, when the 
billings were $627,562. (Without political revenue, November, 1940, 
billings were $516,338, bringing the increase up to 85.7 percent.) 

2) The 11-months 1941 cumulative figure of $6,352,457 was also 
the highest in the network’s history, topping 1940's similar period 
($4,017,189) by 58.1 percent. (if 1940’s political revenue is deduct¬ 
ed, last year’s 11-months total would be $3,905,965, jumping the 
increase to 62. 6 percent.) 

Mutual’s 11-months’ total of $6,352,457 exceeds 1940's 
full year’s billings of $4,767,154 by $1,585,403. 

XXXXXXXXX 
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RCA VICTOR AD RECOMfffixNDS CCKIPETITCRS 

"Of course, ve know you're disappointed, raada.ra, but our 
competitors make good phonograpli-radios" is the heading of an RCA 
Victor ad which will appear in the Dec. 20 issue of the Saturday 
Svening Post. 

Part of a plan to help RCA Victor dealers do more busi¬ 
ness during the period of the national emergency, the full-page ad 
urges “If you can't get a Magic Brain RCA Victrola, we suggest you 
follov; your dealers' advice on other good phono graph-radios he has 
in stock. 

The Post spread explains in the text that RCA Victor is 
cooperating to the full with national defense requirements, and 
that consequently the Company does not have sufficient manufactur¬ 
ing facilities and materials to take care of the greatest demand 
for RCA Victoria models in its history. 

XXXXXXXX 

NBC DEFENSE ADVISORY GROUPS ELECTED 

A major development in the formation of the NBC Stations 
Planning and Advisory Committees on National Defense was reported 
by Niles Trammell, NBC President, when he announced that final re¬ 
turns from the elections held by NBC affiliated sta.tions for perma¬ 
nent members for the Blue and Red network committees ha.ve been 
received from 13 out of the 14 districts. 

Biembers elected to the permanent committee representing 
the NBC Red Network are: 

Paul W. Morency, Station WTIC, Hartford, Conn., District 1; 
James D. Shouse, Station WLW^ Cincinnati, 0., District 2; Stanley 
Hubbard, Station K3T?, St. Paul, Minn., District 3; Harry Stone, 
Station WSM, Nashville, Tenn., District 4.; 0. L. Taylor, Station 
KGNC, Amarillo, Texas, District 5.; Ed. Yocum, Station KGHL, Bill¬ 
ings, Mont., Dis.trict 6, Arden X. Pangborn, Station KCW, Portland, 
Oregon, District 7. 

Members elected to the permanent committee representing the 
NBC Blue Netv.^ork are: (District 6, as yet unreported) 

Harry Wilder, Station WSYR-WTRY, Troy-Syracuse, N.Y., 
District 1; Allen Campbell, Station WXYZ, Detroit, Mich., District 2; 
Earl Blay, Station KMiA, Shenandoah, la., District 3; Henry P. Johns- 

Station W5GN, Birmingham, Ala. , District 4; Harold Hough, Sta¬ 
tion KGKO, Fort Worth, Tex., District 5; H 
Sacramento, Calif., District 7. 

XXXXXXXX 
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NO TAKING OVER OF PRIVATE RADIO SEEN IN U. S. COxNTROL 

Chairman James L. Fly was quick to reassure private radio 
interests that the Government taking control was Just an automatic 
wartime procedure and not a thing tha.t should alarm the industry. 

”The Executive Order signed by the President”, the 
Chairman explains, ”raeans simply that the Chief Executive is dele¬ 
gating to the Defense Communications Board certain authority 
which is already given him under Section 606 of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Act. It does not mean that any general talking over 
or operation of private radio by the Government is contemplated. 
There is no change in policy or in plans. The step is a procedural 
one. It has long been known that the military may require certain 
communications facilities in connection with the national defense. 

”Many of these needs have already been arranged for by 
agreement. Under toda.y’s Executive Order, the Army or the Na^'y 
will now, where necessary, arrange to take over or close radio 
facilities through the Defense Communications Board, thus reliev¬ 
ing the President of this extra responsibility. The Defense Com¬ 
munications Board, which has made coordinated plans for utilizing 
wire and radio services in the present emergency, is not undertak¬ 
ing censorship. ” 

The Executive Order signed by President Roosevelt at 
the White House last Wednesday prescribing regulations governing 
the use, control and closing of radio stations and the preference 
or priority of communications, reads; 

"WHEPJEAS the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled have declared that 
a state of war exists between the United States and the Imperial 
Japanese Government; 

”And WHEREAS Section 606 of the Communications Act of 
1934 (48 Stat. 1104; U.S.C., title 47, sec. 606) authorizes the 
President under such circumstances to cause the closing of any 
radio station and the removal therefrom of its apparatus and 
equipment, and to authorize the use or control of any such station 
and/or its apparatus and equipment by any agency of the Government 
under sucn regulations as the President may prescribe upon Just 
compensation to the owners, and further authorizes him to direct 
that communications essential to the national defense and security 
shall have preference or priority; 

"AND WHEREAS It is necessary to insure the national 
defense and the successful conduct of the war that the Government 
of the United States shall take over, operate, and have use or 
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possession of certain radio stations or parts thereof within the 
jurisdiction of the United States, and shall inspect, supervise, 
control or close other radio stations or parts thereof within the 
jurisdiction of the United States, and that there should be prior¬ 
ity with respect to the transmission of certain communications by 
wire or radio; 

'•‘NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of authority vested in me 
under the Constitution of the United States and under the aforemen¬ 
tioned joint resolution of Congress dated December 8, 1941, and 
under the provisions of the aforementioned Section 606 of the Com¬ 
munications Act of 1934, I hereby prescribe that from and after 
this date the Defense Communications Board created by the Executive 
Order of September 24, 1940 (hereinafter referred to as the Board) 
shall exercise the power and authority vested in me by Section 606 
of the Communications Act of 1934 pursuant to and under the follow¬ 
ing regulations: 

"I. The Board shall determine and prepare plans for the allo¬ 
cation of such portions of governmental and non-governmental radio 
facilities as may be required to meet the needs of the armed forces, 
due consideration being given to the needs of other governmental 
agencies, of industry, and of other civilian activities. 

'*2. The Board shall, if the national security and defense and 
the successful conduct of the war so demand, designate specific radio 
stations and facilities or portions thereof for the usecontrol, 
supervision, inspection or closure by the Department of War, Depart¬ 
ment of Navy or other agency of the United States CTOvernment. 

'^3, The Board shall, if the national security and defense and 
the successful conduct of the war so demand, prescribe classes and 
types of radio stations and facilities or portions thereof which 
shall be subject to use, control, supervision, inspection or closure, 
in accorda.nce with such prescription, by the Department of War, 
Department of Navy or other agency of the United States Government 
designated by the Board. 

'H. Every department and independent agency of the governm.ent 
snail submit to the Defense Communications Board, at such time and 
in such manner as the Board may prescribe, full information with res¬ 
pect to all use made or proposed to be made of any radio station or 
facility and of any supervision, control, inspection or closure which 
has been or is proposed to be effected pursuant to paragraph 3 hereof, 

”5. No radio station or facility shall be taken over and oper¬ 
ated in whole or in part or subjected to governmental supervision, 
control or closure unless such action is essential to national 
defense and security and the successful conduct of the war. So far 
as possible, action taken pursuant to this Order shall not interfere 
with the procurement needs of civilian governm.ental agencies, the 
noraal functioning of industry or the maintenance of civilian morale. 

'*6. Until and except so far as said Board shall otherwise 

provide, the owners, managers, boards of directors, receivers, 
officers and employees of the radio stations shell continue the op¬ 
eration thereof in the usual and ordinary course of business, in 
the names of their respective companies, associations, organizations, 
owners or managers, as the case may be. 
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”7. The head of any department or agency which uses or con¬ 
trols any radio station pursuant to the terras of this Order shall 
ascertain the just compensation for the use or control of such 
radio station and recommend such just compensation in each such 
case to the President for approval and action by him in accordance 
with the provisions of subsection (4) of Section 606 of the Com¬ 
munications Act of 1934 (U.S.C., title 47^ sec, 606(d)). 

”8. By subsequent order of the Board, the use, control, or 
supervision of any radio station or facility or class or type 
thereof assumed under the provisions of this Order may be relinquish¬ 
ed in whole or in part to the owners thereof and any restrictions 
placed on any radio station or facility prusuant hereto may be 
removed in whole or in part. 

”9. The Board is hereby designated, in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 606(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, to 
make such arrangements as may be necessary in order to insure that 
communications essential to the national defense and security shall 
have preference or priority with any carrier subject to the Com¬ 
munications Act of 1934. The Board may issue any regulations which 
may be necessary to accomplish this purpose. 

"10. All terras herein used shall have the meanings ascribed 
to such terras in Section 3, as amended, of the Communications Act 
or 1934. 

"11. All regulations of general applicability issued by the 
Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, or any other govern¬ 
mental agency under these presidential regulations shall be pub¬ 
lished in the Federal Register. " 

XXXXXXXX 

BUCK ISSUES CALL TO WAR SONG WRITERS 

Gene Buck, President of the American Society of Composers, 
follov/ed the U. 3. declaration of war with this message: 

"Every member of the American Society of Composers, Authors 
and Publishers is urged immediately to make America's war effort his 
first concern. The songs of ASCAP members played a major role in 
cementing national unity in 1917. Men in uniform and the folks at 
home joined in singing ASCAP songs throughout our land. These same 
songs echoed over seas and on Flanders' fields. 

"The nation needs fighting songs toda.y. America's citi¬ 
zen armies have always been singing armies. They have sung the 
melodies written by free men and free women. They have shouted the 
words of marching songs which have flung a challenge to oppressors 
of liberty. The writer members of ASCAP have the genius to create 
such songs for America, todav. The publisher members have the 
ability and will to make these songs quickly available. Let us 
then go 'all out' for America in war as we have in peace. " 

XX XXXXXXXX 
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TEETH PUT INTO SUBVERSIVE SHIP RADIO OPERATOR BILL 

The House last Wednesday strengthened the bill to oust 
subversive radio operators from ships of the American Merchant 
Marine by adopting this amendment, recently inserted by the Senate; 

"That during the national emergency declared by the Presi¬ 
dent on May 27, 1941, to exist, but not after July 1, 1943, or the 
date upon which the President proclaims the existing national- 
defense emergency terminated, whichever occurs first, for the pur¬ 
pose of strengthening the national defense by providing additional 
safeguards, it shall be unlawful to employ any person or to permit 
any person or to permit any person to serve as radio operator aboard 
any vessel (other than a vessel of foreign registry) if the Secre¬ 
tary of the Navy - 

"(1) has disapproved such employment for any specified voyage, 
route, or area of operation, and 

"(2) has notified the master of the vessel of such disapproval 
prior to the departure thereof, 

"No such vessel shall be granted clearance, depart or 
attempt to depart from any port or place in the United States, its 
Territories or possessions, or the Canal Zone, while having on board 
a person serving as radio operator in violation of this Act, For 
any violation of this Act, the master and the owner shall be sever¬ 
ally subject to a penalty of not more than Si,000 for which penal¬ 
ties the vessel shall be liable. Such penalties on application may 
be mitigated or remitted by the Secretary of Commerce. " 

"The House bill defines a subversive individual as one 
who teaches, advocates, or believes in, the duty, necessity, or 
propriety of overthrowing the Government of the United States, or 
is, or at any time has been, a member of the Communist Party, the 
German-American Bund, the Young Communists League, or any organiza¬ 
tion which teaches, advocates, or believes in, the duty, necessity, 
or propriety of controlling, conducting, influencing, seizing, or 
overthrowing the Government of the United States by force", Repre¬ 
sentative Eland, of Virginia, explained. "The bill further provid¬ 
ed the machinery by which such individuals might be eliminated im¬ 
mediately, with the right of appeal afterward, and also provided 
for general investigations as to the general situation in the marine 
radio service. The evidence that was brouglit before the committee, 
as well as the evidence generally, was that there were about 200 
radio operators who were under very considerable suspicion. That 
list was supplied by the Navy. The Sena.te a.mendraent, which is sub¬ 
mitted now, is an emergency bill, while the House bill vp.s both 
emergency, and permanent legislation. " 

"Will the gentleman also tell the House whether it is the 
intention of the Navy to immediately declare that these 200 people 
wno have subversive connections will be disciiarged?" Representative 
Thomas, of Nev/ Jersey, a.sked. 
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"I could not say they would be dlscherged”, Mr. Bland 
replied, "but I can say that that list was made up by the Navy and 
I am sure that the Navy will say that they cannot serve and that 
the Navy will say to any employer that these men cannot be employed 
on a particular ship or a particular voyage or to go into certain 
specified zones, areas, or services, if it thinks such action is 
necessary.” 

XXXXXXXXXX 

SYSTEM OF ARI'ilY’S SILENCING STATIONS EXPLAINED 

The Federal Communications Commission at the request of 
the Army, has assigned field inspectors to perform liaison duties 
betv/een the Interceptor Command and the commerci^ radio stations 
in each area where radio silence may be required. When the inspect¬ 
or directs a station to maintain radio silence, it should be under-- 
stood that the order originated with the Interceptor Command of the 
Army and carries with it the authority of the Federal Communications 
Commission. 

Radio stations will be advised as promptly as possible 
when rp,dio silence is no longer required so that they may resume 
normal operations. In this connection, plans are being made to 
effect a more rapid system of communication between the Commissions's 
inspectors and the radio stations which may be required to go off 
the air. 

At the present time radio inspectors may be reached 
througli the First Interceptor Command Headquarters, Mitchell Field, 
New York, the Second Interceptor Command Headquarters, City-County 
Building, Seattle, the Third. Interceptor Command Headquarters, Drew 
Field, Tampa, Florida, and the Fourth Interceptor Com.mand Head¬ 
quarters, Riverside, California. Later, it is expected that addi¬ 
tional inspectors will be placed on duty at information centers in 
19 other cities, thereby affording more efficient and convenient 
communication service to all concerned. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

DENY THAT WARTIME HIGH POWER CUT IS CCNTEMT^LATSD 

It was denied at the Federal Communications Commission 
that a study was being made of a plan to close dovn high-powered 
stations on the coasts and possibly the interior of the country to 
conserve electric power. Under this plan, according to rumor, the 
country was to be served by 1000 watt and 500 watt stations with 
possibly only a 50 KW strategically located here and there. A 
reason given for desiring to cut down the higher powered stations 
'was that bombers could hear them at a greater distance. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FINDINGS OF TREASURY DEPARTMT ON RADIO 

As a further justification of a franchise tax on the 
broadcasting stations, John B. Haggerty, President of the Inter¬ 
national and Allied Printing Trades Association quotes a report 
the Research Division of the Treasury Department made to the 
House. Although the report was submitted sometime ago, it was 
said to have had little or no publicity. It follows in part: 

'**'The case for a special tax on the (radio) broadcasting 
industry is supported by several considerations. Broadcasters pos¬ 
sess a profitable public franchise awarded to them free of charge. 
The principal operators in commercial broadcasting earn high rates 
of return on investments and possess a profitable public franchise 
awarded to them free of charge. The principal operators in com¬ 
mercial broadcasting earn high rates of return on investments and 
possess unusual tax-paying ability. Radio broadcasting requires 
regulation at public expense. 

"The Treasury Department proposed a formula which would 
alone have taxed the highly profitable radio networks and stations 
some $10,000,000 yearly, and, the Treasury Department found, 'after 
the imposition of these rates the (radio) broadcasting industry 
would have been left with a very high rate of return on investment 
even if it absorbed all of the tax. On the average (238 stations 
and two networks) all taxable stations would have been left with a 
net income equal to 43.8 per cent of invested capital. The corres¬ 
ponding figure for networks would have been 33.3 per cent.’ 

"The Treasury Department, continuing, reported 'The case 
for a special tax on radio broadcasting distinct from a tax on 
advertising, one medium of which is radio, is supported by several 
considerations. Radio broadcasters are the possessors of a public 
franchise, awarded to them free of qharge, on the condition that 
they operate in the public interest. Because of the technical 
limitations of the broadcasting band, the number of commercial 
broadcasters at any one time is for all practical purposes limited. 
In consequence, a franchise to operate a broadcasting station in 
particular areas carries with it a measure of monopolistic privil¬ 
ege and the opportunity for an extremely profitable investment. 
Through the exercise of that privilege and the exploitation of that 
opportunity, many broadcasters make substantial profits and virtu¬ 
ally all broadcasters derive less tangible benefits in the form of 
publicity and good will. The principal operators in commercial 
broadcasting earn high rates of return on relatively small invest¬ 
ments. They possess unusual tax-paying ability which, in view of 
the Government's present requirements, could properly be subject to 
special taxation. Ra.dio broadcasting requires public regulation. 
3uch regulation is provided at public expense, with great benefits 
to the industry but without any special costs to that industry.' 

"Total (radio) broadcast revenues increased from $103 
millions in 1937 to $111 millions in 1938, $124 millions in 1939, 
and $147 millions in 1940, The Broadcast Income (net profits 
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before Dayraent of Federal Income Taxes) was $21,313,723 in 1937, 
$18,854', 784 in 1938, $23,837,944 in 1939 and $33,296,703 in 1940. 
A large portion of the broadcasting profits accrue to a relatively 
small number of operators. The principal operators who conduct a 
large part of the business and earn a large part of the profits 
operate in the densely populated areas under conditions approach¬ 
ing monopoly’, reported the Treasury Department. 

”The Treasury Department, in this report, did not add to 
the net time sales of radio networks and commercial radio stations 
the additional costs of entertainment, etc., which, for 1940, 
Variety estimates was something more than 200 millions of dollars 
alone. Without the expenditure of these additional millions radio 
advertising Just would not happen.” 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

SABOTAGE SUSPECTED IN C BOSLEY STATION TAJIPERING 

James D. Shouse, Vice President of the Crosley Corporation 
in Charge of Broadcasting, revealed the fact that all company engi¬ 
neers on duty at the two company transmitter locations at Mason, 
Ohio, and Mt. Healthy are being deputized as civil officers follow¬ 
ing an alarm set off mysteriously Sunda.y evening at the former WSAI 
transmitter in Clifton. The Clifton equipment has not been used 
for broadcasting purposes since the completion of a new WSAI trans¬ 
mitter in Mt. Healty several months ago". 

Investigation revealed that wires had been short-circuit¬ 
ed, and other damage done which could have been perpetrated only by 
persons with some knowledge of precision equipment. 

Late Sunday, Mr. Shouse announced that the number of armed 
guards at the gigantic Mason property, including what he' described 
as the world’s most powerful short-wave transmitter currently en¬ 
gaged in broadcasting to Europe and Latin America, had been quadrupl¬ 
ed. The experimental 500,000 watt transmitter W8X0, subsidiary 
station of WLW, also is located at Mason. It is said to be the most 
powerful standard wave broadcast transmitter ever built and ha.s been 
operating at full signal strength only one hour nightly, fromraid- 
night to 1 A.M. With the advent of war with Japan, however, the 
hours^of operation have been extended to 6 A.M., to serve those com¬ 
munities where no network-affiliated stations exist and where signal 
from 50,000 watt stations is not strong enough for good service. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

All widely recognized warning noises, such as the blowing 
of sirens and the cla.nging of alarm gongs, have been banned from 
dramatic programs on the networks of the National Broadca.sting Co. 
as a precautionary measure so that radio listeners will not confuse 
radio sound effects for official air raid warning signals. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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ACTION TAKEN BY FCC 

Applications G-ranted; K?AS, Pacific Coast Broadcasting 
Co., Pasadena, Calif., granted authority to operate T^ith power of 
5 kilowatts employing a directional antenna system for use both 
da.y and night for the period ending May 1, 1942, subject to submit¬ 
ting proof of performance; WQAM, Miajni Broadcasting Co., Miami, Fla., 
granted construction permit to install new transmitter and increase 
daytime power from 1 to 5 KW subject to selection and approval of 
new site; K51LA, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., Hollywood, 
Calif., granted petition to modify condition in July 16, 1941 grant 
of construction permit for new FM station on Mount Wilson, Pasadena, 
Cal., to operate on 4310C kilocycles so as to change coverage from 
not less than 38,000 square miles to not less than 28,000 square 
miles on a temporary basis, providing that within one year the per¬ 
mittee prepare to render service over 34,000 square miles. 

Also, K37LA, Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., 
granted petition to modify condition in September 16, 1941 grant 
of construction permit for new Fli station at Los Angeles, Calif., 
to operate on 43,700 kilocycles so as to change coverage from not 
less tha.n 38,000 square miles to not less than 28,000 square miles 
on a temporary basis, providing that within one year the permittee 
prepare to render service over 34,000 square miles. 

Application Denied; KVI, Puget Sound Broadcasting Co., 
Inc. , Tacoma., Wash. , denied petition for rehearing directed against 
the Commission's grant on August 22, of construction per.mit to West- 
coast Broadcasting Co. (KPQ,), Wenatchee, Wash., to change frequency 
to 560 kc. , and increase power from 250 watts to 500 wa.tts night and 
1 kilowatt day. 

Designated for Hearing! Broadcasters, Inc., San Jose, 
Calif., San Jose Broadcasting Co., San Jose, Calif, and Luther E. 
G-ibson, Vallejo, Calif. , - applications for constructions permits 
for new station to operate on 1490 kilocycles, 250 watts, unlimited 
time. 

xxxxxxxx 

WOULD CONTINUE FORSION LANGUAGE BROADCASTS 

The National Association of Broadcasters advised broad¬ 
casting stations to keep on with their foreign language broadcasts. 

The Association told all stations, in a Special Bulletin 
that to discontinue foreign language broadcasts would "tend to 
demoralize large segments of our population". 

"We believe it is of greatest importance that these people, 
who can best be reached in languages other than English, be kept 
reliably informed of developments as well as entertained, less they 
turn to shortwave propaganda of the enemy", the bulletin stated. 
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”A Government committee is investigating the subject. We 
expect the policy of the Government will be to continue foreign 
language broadcasts. Stations will be immediately informed of 
any developments. '• 

The Association urged all broadcasters to exercise extra¬ 
ordinary precautions in airing foreign language broadcasts. These 
precautions include verification that the writers and announcers of 
foreign language broadcasts are persons of unquestionable integrity 
and loyalty; a double check in advance of all translations; and 
careful preservation of either script or recording of each broad¬ 
cast. It has been estimated that 15,000,000 persons can be reached 
most effectively by foreign language broadcasts. About 200 sta¬ 
tions scattered throughout the United States broadcast some foreign 
lan^^uage programs. 

xxxxxxxx 

NU-TONE DElv'IES MISREPRESENTATION CHARGE 

Nu-Tone Laboratories, Inc., 115 South Market St., Chicago, 
has filed an answer to a complaint issued by the Federal Trade Com¬ 
mission charging it with misrepresentation in the sale of devices 
designed to be attached to radio receiving sets and described as 
"aerial eliminators" and "line noise eliminators". 

The answer denies that the respondent has represented, 
directly or through implication, that the device Improves the tone 
and selectivity of the radio to which it is attached or that noises 
due to static or other causes will be reduced; that the radio will 
be enabled to receive broadca.sts from stations more distant than 
would otherwise be the case; and that the use of an outside aerial 
or any aerial may be dispensed with without impairment to the per¬ 
formance of the radio, but admits that the device is represented 
as constituting an indoor aerial for radio reception. 

The answer denies allegations of the complaint that the 
respondent represented on labels attached to the devices "greater 
distance", "perfect selectivity", "less static", "eliminates all 
outside wires" and "reduces static and noise". 

The answer asserts that the use of statements alleged to 
be misleading and exaggerated has been abandoned by the respondent 
for more than three years and that the labels now in use contain 
only tne simple statement of the purpose for which the device is 
Intended. It denies that the use of the statements now admitted to 
be used either directly or through implication imply that the device, 
when attached to a radio, eliminates noises entering through the 
power line, improves the tone of the instrument, or removes noises 
due to static or electrical interference. 

Hearings will be held in due course. 

XXXXXXXX XX 
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TRADE NOTES ;i 

The "I. T. & T. Good Neighbor News", news gathered and 
assembled by the United Press from the American Republics is broad¬ 
cast by the United Press from the American Republics, is broadcast 
by the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation over CBS 
stations every week-day evening at 6:15 P.M., EST (exceot Tuesday). 
On Tuesday it will be heard at 6:10 P.M. 

The "R. C.A. " sign on the Radio Corporation of America 
building in Rockefeller Center has been blacked out for the duration 
of the war. 

Shortwave news, measured in number of programs and total 
hours of broadcasting, zoomed more than 400 per cent over normal in 
the first 64 hours of war - according to a statistical renort 
charted by the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

The Commission en banc last Tuesda^y took the following 
action; 

I ' To preclude further complaints alleging that certain manu¬ 
facturers are operating experimental radio stations for demonstra¬ 
tion of equipment in connection with prospective sales, the Commis¬ 
sion amended Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.51 and 5.53 of its Rules and Regu¬ 
lations Government Experimental F^dio Services, effective immediately. 
The amendments are desi,:^ed to provide the Commission with a more 
effective control of such stations, both for the purpose of insur¬ 
ing compliance with intent of such regulations and enabling the 
Commission to pass on the propriety of the particular operation. 
Accordingly, Class 1 and Class 2 experimental stations are redefined, 
and licensees are required to file certain pertinent information 
with the Commission. 

Declaration of a 31-| cent dividend on the common stock of 
the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation brings payments in 1941 to $2.18f 
against $2.50 last year. 

The Federal Comm.unications Commission has announced that 
it had granted the application of the long Lines Department of the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. for permission to increase the 
communication facilities between the West Coast and Honolulu. The 
company was granted authority to erect a new radio transmitter at 
Dixon, Cs-llf. and was given pe rmission to use three additional radio 
frequenciesfor the transmission of telephone conversations between 
tne continent and the Hawaiian capital. 

First of a series of events presented especially to com- 
! memorate Don Lee’s Tenth Anniversary in Television was a two hour 
: W6XA0 film show last Tuesday night, aired from the new $850,000 Don 
il Lee transmitter atop Mount Lee, overlooking Hollywood. Whether or 
I not the war interfered with this presentation has not been learned. 
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Next Tuesday, Don Lee Telecameras will go to the Olympic 
Auditorium ringside where they will pich up the featherweight 
championship bout between Pittsburgh Jackie Wilson and Richie Lemos 
A series of other events throughout December will bring Don Lee*s 
Tenth Anniversary to a brilliant conclusion, W6XA0 went on the air 
December 23, 1931. 

The Federal Communications Commission supplemented the 
’’National Defense" section of its G-eneral Rules and Regulations with 
a new wartime rule dealing with "Naval instructions regarding ship 
radio services" which rea.d.s as follows: 

"No provision of the Commission’s Rules and Regulations 
shall, in time of war, prevent the master of any vessel of the 
United States from taking any action whatsoever inrega.rd to the 
radio installation, the operators, the transmission and receipt of 

messages, and the radio service of the shin whenever in his discre¬ 
tion such action is necessary to carry out the instructions of 
United States Nava,l control officers and other instructions issued 
by the Navy Department." 

Sale of portable radios and newspapers skyrocketed on 
Monday, first weekday of the war between the United States and Japan, 
the Columbia Broadcasting System discovered in a check-up of depart¬ 
ment stores and newspaper business offices, in New York City. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

CONRAD, FAMOUS FOUNDER OF KDKA, DEAD 

Dr. Frank Conrad, founder of KDKA, Assistant Chief Engi¬ 
neer of the Westinghouse Company at Pittsburgh, died at Miami last 
Friday as the result of a heart attack while driving down to Florida 
a month or so ago. Dr. Conrad was 67 years old and. leaves a widow 
and two sons. 

His connection ?;ith rp.dio dates back to 1912, v/hen he put 
together a crude receiving set which picked up time signals sent out 
at regular intervals by the Naval radio station in Washington. 

After the war. Dr. Conrad returned to his garage radio 
station and started broadcasting two-hour phonograph recordings 
twice a week. These programs gave the late Dr. Harry P. Davis the 
idea that regular broadcasts would be the means of creating a new 
field for radio development. They joined and created Pittsburgh’s 
radio station KDKA. 

One day a department store advertised sets on which you 
could hear the Conrad programs. This advertisement gave the inventor 
an idea. He in turn gave the idea to the Westinghouse Publicity 
Depa.rtment. Westinghouse got a license for Station KDKA. from the 
Federal radio authorities, a new station was built at East Pitts- 
burth, and commercial radio was launched. 

X X X X X X X X 
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December 16, 1941 

PLAN FOR SILENCING STATIONS FriEN AIR RAIDS IMPEND 

Plans have now been worked out to avoid further confusion 
and to a^ssure the immediate closing down of broadcast stations if an 
air raid is threatened. It is the result of joint action by the 
Federal Communications Commission, the radio branch of the War 
Department’s Bureau of Public Relations, telephone services and the 
Amy air force’s interceptor command. 

Stations will be grouped by radio control areas within the 
regions of the interceptor commands. In case of an alarm, the inter¬ 
ceptor command will order stations in given areas to shut down. 

The orders apply to standa.rd broadcast, high frequency, 
television and relay broadcast stations. 

Officials said the plan should assure ’’speedy and accurate 
transmission” or orders to cease broadcasting and also should elimi 
nate ’’unnecessarily imposed silences”. 

When all is clear, the Interceptor command will advise 
stations in the control area to resume operations. 

The department said the following, or a similar, announce¬ 
ment would be made when service must be temporarily suspended: 

”At this time, ladies and gentlemen, radio station. 
is temporarily leaving the air in conformity with the national 
defense program. Keep your radio on so that upon resumption of our 
service, we may bring you the latest information. ” 

President Roosevelt told his press conference that news¬ 
papers and the radio should refrain from using war casualty lists in 
full; that is, compilations of names of those dead or wounded. 

J. Edgar Hoover was appointed to coordinate censorship of 
all news and communications until a permanent censor is named. 
Attorney General Biddle explained that Mr. Hoover was merely assign¬ 
ed to coordinate and will not be the official censor when the system 
becomes effective. 

In New York, the Nsvy took over censorship of outgoing 
communications within a few hours Sunda.y night. Twenty-five news¬ 
papermen, commissioned as ensigns and lieutenants are among 100 
censors operating on four floors of the I. & T. Building, 67 
Broad Street. The Ne^?" York setup, occupying 90,000 square feet, is 
within a block of the principal cable and radio companies in the 
financial district. At the Press Wireless office, 1475 Broadway, 
a separate staff of censors is maintained. 

2 
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At San Francisco a smaller staff handles about 10^ of 

outgoing press, another at New Orleans 5^. The remaining outbound 
file is cleared through New York censors. 

International telephone messages are handled by the Navy 
at the source in New York and Sa,n Francisco. 

Addressed "To the press and radio" was the following from 
Chairman Emory S. Land of the U. 3. Maritime Commission; 

"The U. 3. Maritime Commission, in adopting a wartime 
policy, requests all agencies of public information to refrain from 
publication or announcement of anything, or the use of photographs, 
which contains a.ny information, either direct or Indirect, concern™ 
ing the movement, position, cargoes or destination of any merchant 
vessels in any waters." 

^ nn Assistant 3ecretary of Commerce Robert H. Hinckley issued 
the following statement to the press and radio; 

"Weather information may be of value to enemy aircraft 
or vessels operating near American shores. The United States 
Weather Bureau is cooperating fully with military and naval author¬ 
ities in the effort to keep useful information from passing into 
enemy^hands. To this end it may be necessary at times to curtail 
distribution of weather reports and forecasts, particularly over 
high-powered radio stations whose broadcasts could be immediately 
picked up by air-craft and ships at sea. Weather Bureau Offices 
throughout the country will be guided by the circumstances and the 
relative urgency of special warnings. In order to make this co¬ 
operation effective all agencies of public information are requested 
to refrain from publication or announcement of weather information 
from sources other than official Weather Bureau Offices." 

XXXXXXXX 

WAR CAU3E3 CB3, NBC, FCC 3UIT P03TP0!JEr.!lENT TO JAN. Ig 

War was one of the factors entering into the postponement 
of the FCC monopoly hearings in the New York Federal Court until 
Monday, January 12th. There were other reasons for the arguments 
being put off until that date, among them that of giving Charles E. 
Hughes, Jr., appointed as trial counsel, more time to familiarize 
himself with the case. 

At the preliminary hearing last Friday, presided over by 
Circuit Judge Leonard Hand and District Judges Henry Goddard and 
Jo^ Bright, briefs were ordered filed by December 29th. The CB3 
motion for postponement was vigorously opposed by the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission and MN3 counsel. 

XX XXXXXXXX 
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REPEATS RADIO TO BE DISTURBED AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE 

There is still no need for the communications industry 
to be unduly apprehensive, Chairman J. L. Fly reassured inquirers at 
his press conference last Monday. When someone inquired about the 
Wheeler-Lee bill to amend Section 606 of the Act, by which the 
President through the Defense Communications Board took over radio 
control. The Chairman explained that the amendment was submitted at 

: :i|.the initiative of the DCB but with the unanimous support of the Cora- 
1 ^■'mission as well as the different departments represented on the DCB. 
I! He said it ought to be made clear that it is nothing more nor less 
l! than a defense measure. They are not strengthening the present 
i section but rather broadening it to include wire and cable which 
j were omitted in the statute. It will enable the Army and Navy to 
i take over any particular facility or equipment as part of the fight- 
i vlng mechanism. He reiterated that there is no general plan to take 
I over broadcasting or radio communication facilities; they will 
1 remain in private hands with the least interference as possible to 
' their private operation. The recent Executive Order pertaining to 

Section 606 sets up a procedure for the Array and Navy to deal with 
specific problems in relation to specific facilities. As far as 
the question of censorship is concerned, Mr. Fly said it was hardly 
necessary to retell the press that the DCB is simply not going into 
censorship. It doesn’t have that job under the Executive Order and 
has no plans or desire to censor. 

In reply to the inquiry if Section 606 provisiore included 
broadcasting as well as other forms of radio communication, the 
Chairman said that he had been speaking broadly of the whole field 
and was avoiding specific question of where military operations 
which might impinge. Serious problem on the Pacific Coast. The war 
has already interfered with broadcasting out there. The Navy may 
leave some operation in private hands or operate itself. So far as 
plans go and as far as he can appraise the situation, Mr. Fly’s 
desire is to leave operation in private iia.nds. 

The FCC also has no statutory authority to engage in 
censorship. It might be authorized by law to do so but no one has 
suggested that. The current activity is in getting communications 
in state of preparedness and dealing with particular situations 
presented in" pai’ticular areas. He said it was important that every- 
bo(3y in communications field ’’keep their shirts on”. In the last 
war the Government took over the telephone system. The Chairman has 
yet to hear the suggestion that the Government do anything of that 
sort in this war. He said he speaks for both DCB and FCC in the 
thought that private operation should continue as far as practicable. 
He was simply undertaking measures and procedural means, and doesn’t 

I want any misunderstanding of what ^';e are shooting at. 

One correspondent didn’t remember that telephone had been 
taken over in the World War. It was pointed out that telephone oper- 

I ation was then under the Wire Control Board. The Chairman said 
j| that there is general assumption tha.t operation by the people running 

a business every day is preferable to wholesale taking over. The 
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former is what present plans provide. It doesn’t mean that a 
particular line or switchboard might not be needed by the Army or 
Navy. Mr. Fly said that there seemed to be a misunderstanding in 
certain news and press services that censorship is involved in FCC- 
DCE plans. He denied this. Such a thing might happen somewhere 
else'and it is not in the Chairman’s province to say what the 
restrictions might be, but this question has no place in DCB-FCC 
procedure. Hence, wire services are unnecessarily alarmed and 
wasting energies in so interpreting our plans. 

The Chairman continued that broadcasting has a close rela¬ 
tion to public and to public psychology. Fbr that reason broadcast¬ 
ers should not become unduly alarmed or spread alarm among people. 
"By and large, broadcasters have done an awfully fine Job”, Mr. Fly 
concluded. ’’Broadca.sters are now probably reappraising their work 
in the light of not only military needs but public psychology as 
well. Best thing they can do is to stick to their Job and keep in 
close touch with the problem in view of public service and other 
actual emergency needs.” 

XXXXXXXXX 

FCC BLAIdED FOR NOT CLEANING OUT RED OPERATORS 

In the debate on the Bland bill to purge the American 
Merchant Marine of subversive radio operators, Representative Fred 
Bradley, Republican, of Michig8.n, addressing Representative 
Schuyler Otis Bland, (D.), of Virginia, asked: 

"And will the gentleman not Join me in my personal belief 
and that of the other members of the committee that we felt that 
much of the danger in the merchant marine today from subversive 
radio operators is due to the fact that the Federal Communications 
Commission has not in the past used due diligence in cleaning out 
that nest of hornets? 

"I think that is true", Representative Bland replied. "I 
will say that we were in close touch with the results of the study 
of the Dies committee." 

xxxxxxxxxx 

SUGGESTS WARTIIv^E MONOPOLY RULES COMPLIANCE 

Asked if the monopoly regulations might be suspended 
during the war,- Chairman James L. Fly said he thought that the sim¬ 
plest way to settle that situation under the emergency would be for 
the networks to write a one-paragraph letter to their affiliates to 
observe the regulations. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 
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TEN THOUSAND AllATEURS ALREADY ENGAGED IN WAR WORK 

Hundreds of amateur radio stations are being returned to 
the air by the Defense Communications Board to furnish communica¬ 
tions vital to the national defense, according to officials of the 
American Radio Relay League, national amateur organization at West 
Hartford, Conn. 

All auxiliary and emergency communications services deemed 
necessary for OCD and defense uses will be in operation in a short 
time, it was stated. 

Examples of the networks being authorized or planned in¬ 
clude the civilian defense net of Westchester County, New York; the 
amateur communications section of the Florida State Defense Council; 
a communications chain of the state guard organization of California, 
sponsored by Governor Olson; and Connecticut's comprehensive state 
police network. 

While normal amateur activities have been suspended due 
to the war, amateurs capable of performing necessary defense'func¬ 
tions are being given special DCB authorization upon application by 
Federal, State and municipal officials. Where emergency networks 
of amateurs are already organized, activation of all stations in the 
net results from request and certification by the appropriate 
official. At the plea of local and State officials, other systems 
which will require the services of additional thousands of licenses 
amateurs are now being organized. 

Nearly ten thousand licensed amateur operators are already 
engaged in the war effort in many branches, such as operating 
aboard battleships or in the Signal Corps, designing radiolacator 
equipment, as radio monitoring officers for the FCC, instructing 
Army pilots in radio communications, and similar tasks. 

XXXXXXXXX 

BELIEVES WAR WILL ADVANCE TELEVISION 

Contrary to the general opinion expressed. Chairman James 
L. Fly, of the Federal Communications Commission believes instead of 
being retarded by the war that television will continue to advance 
and parallel defense work. 

Mr. FLy said he saw a long and successful future for tele¬ 
vision. ”We cannot yet tell specifically about prospect of new 
stations", the Chairman added. "The problem has got to be worked out 
in view of emergency conditions. Television must be kept alive and 
ready to go when the time comes, with plenty of plant capacity and 
all that. " 
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LOUIS ISSUES SUMMONS TO MEET BAR ASSN. WARTIME HEAD 

Keeping right up Fith the times, and as he usually does 
about this season of the Year. Louis G. Caldwell has issued the 
following summons to a party in honor of the newly elected president 
of the Federal Communications Communication Bar Association, Former 
FGC Chairman Judge E. 0. Sykes. 

Before the 

Federal Communicant ions Bar Association 

A Quasi-Legal Tribunal 

In the Matter ) 
of ) ORDER TO SHOW UP 

Hon. Eugene Octave Sykes ) 
et Uxor ) 

PROCLAMATION 

I hereby proclaim that a state of limited emergency exists in 
the Federal Communications Bar Association beginning 

Sunday, December 21, 1941 
at 5 p.m, 

at 
2900 Cleveland Avenue, N. W. 

and continuing thereafter until you hear the all-clear siren. 

NATURE OF THE EMERGENCY 

The emergency arises out of the rumored election of Honorable 
Eugene Octave Sykes as War-President of the Federal Communications 
Bar Association (which election may have taken place even by the 
time this notice reaches you) and the ouster of Herbert M. Bingham, 
Est. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Be present. 
2. Don^ t use the A. T. & T. for your R. S.V.?. It has 42^ 

more business than usual. 
3. At your option, accompany your appearance (R. 3.V.P.) with 

a declaration or reasons for and/or against the new president, and 
whether the emergency is sufficient, or sufficiently limited, to 
justify this step. 

(Signed) LOUIS CALDWELL 
(My commission expired four years ago) 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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BELIEVED FLY WILL STAI'ID SQUARELY BEHIND NEW NIB 

George B. Storer, ox-mer of Station WSPD, Toledo, WAGA, 
Atlanta, and several other stations, and L. B. Wilson, of WCKY, 
Cincinnati, two of the best known men in the business were elected 
president and vice-president of the completely revived and reorgan¬ 
ized National Independent Broadcasters, Inc. Because of the war 
situation the proposed convention of the organization was cancelled 
and the election held by telegraph. 

Harold A. Lafount was continued as Chairman, E. M. Spence, 
of WWDC, Washington, Secretary and Treasurer, and Andrew 7L Bennett, 
Washington, counsel. 

It is believed that Chairman Fly who already has given 
this group, which is known to be opposed to the National Associa¬ 
tion of Broadcasters considerable encouragement, will stand squarely 
behind the new officers. Mr. Storer is expected in Washington soon 
at which time it is believe he will outline future policies of the 
Association and very likely confer with members of the FCC. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

COMMISSIONER TMH CRAVEN PROMOTED TO COMt^ANDER 

Congratulations are being received by FCC Commissioner 
Tunis Augustus Macdonough (sometimes referred to as ”Tunis Algiers 
Morocco”, but more generally as ”Tara”) Craven, has been promoted 
from Lieutenant Commander, Retired, to Commander. He has passed 
his physical examinations 100^. It is believed that sooner or 
later he will be called into active service. 

Commander Craven comes from a famous Navy family. He 
once remarked: ’’There hardly ms ever a tine when there wasn’t a 
Craven in the Navy.” 

The story is told of Admiral Craven, Tara’s grandfather, 
if this writer’s memory is correct, first Commandant of the Washing¬ 
ton Navy Yard, who felt so completely in possession of the place 
that he willed it to a relative when he died. 

Tam Craven was born in Philadelphia in 1893 and graduated 
I from the Naval Academy in 1913. He was Fleet Radio Officer of the 
1 U. S. Asiatic Fleet and went right up the ladder and finally served 
I in the same capacity with the U. S. Fleet. He retired after about 
‘ 15 years’ service and later became Chief Engineer of the Federal 

Communications Commission. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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TRADE NOTES 

A Christmas gift equivalent to one week's salary will be 
paid to the 6,000 employees of Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, it was 
announced by W. E. Poor, Executive Vice president. The order affec'cs 
personnel in the executive offices in New York, all field salesmen 
and employees in plants at Salem, Ipswich and Danvers, Mass., and 
at Emporium, St. Jvlarys and Towanda, Penna. 

Five times a week NBC has set aside a five minute broad¬ 
cast period for Civilian Defense instruction and news. 

Wartime powers granted to President Wilson in the first 
World War and expected to be given to President Roosevelt by 
Congress include legislation which would perrait him to centralize 
control of all communication and transportation systems. 

The Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company announces that it 
has established radiotelegraph service between New York and Honolulu 
direct and between New York and Manila direct to supoleraent its 
regular service to these points via San Francisco. Permission for 
the direct operations was granted by the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission last Friday. 

Admiral Luke McNamee, President of Mackay Radio, says that 
these direct channels have been established in order to provide un¬ 
interrupted service to the Island Possessions during black out per¬ 
iods at San Francisco when the radio stations are inoperative. 

Station KIRO, Seattle, has made arrangements to ship 
monthly a special complete set of records transcribed from KIRO's 
daily broadcasts of "Columbia’s School of the Air of the Americas" 
to Station KFAR in Fairbanks, Alaska. 

Richard G-. Spencer, editor of the NBC Red Network News, 
has been named Photo Editor of the National Broadcasting Company, by 
John McKay, Llanager of the NBC Press Department. Sid Desfor has 
been promoted to Head Photographer to succeed Tommy Webber, who 
resii^hed. 

Turkisii has been added to NBC's regular schedule of 
foreign language short-wave broadcasts over international stations 
WRCA and WNBI. 

It was reported last week that John Paul Dickson, WCR- 
Mutual's representa.tive in Berlin, Germany, had been interned, a.long 
with 14 other U. S. newsmen, by the German authorities. 

George J. Vogel, Manager of CBS Ifenila affiliate KZFl^, 
who returned to the United States a week before outbreak of wpr, com¬ 
piled a pronouncing glosssry of Filioino town and island najnes for 
tne use of CBS war corresoondents. 

- 9 - 
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Suggesting Zenith portables for war emergencies, Davega 
who operates 30 retail stores in New York City took a half page in 
the New York newspapers to highlight this portion of an announcement 
by the Civil Defense authorities: 

”. during the San Francisco alarms Monday night house¬ 
holders kept their radios going so as to hear any command? that 
might be g’^ven by defense authorities. 

The Office of Civilian Defense wants you to do this, It 
may be of utmost importance for you to do it. 

’■With electric power cut off, your radio may be silenced - 
in which case one of the trusty portable sets, with good batteries 
inside it, would be mighty handy to have around the house.” 

The Federal Communications Commission has granted the 
Mackay Ra.dio and Telegraph Company permission to establish direct 
radiotelegraph service between New York and Moscow, Russia, it was 
announced by* Admiral Luke McNamee, President of Mackay Rs-dio. All 
classes of messages will be handled over the nev/ circuit to the 
U.S.S.R. , the announcement stated. 

Columbia’s television station WCBW quickly entered the 
war work last week by televising representatives of the Air Raid 
Protection Service, the New York City Police, the Red Cross Motor 
Corps, the American Women's Volunteer Service and the Recruiting 
Section of the Army. 

In addition, a copy of Mayor LaGuardia's ”If It Comes” 
brochure was televised imm.ediately after it wa.s issued. The tele¬ 
vision cameras also picked up a diagram of an Air Raid Protection 
Service city block map prepared by Senior Post Warden Edward E. 
Georges, who described in detail precautions taken throughout the 

||ity. 

After eight days of 24-hour,round-the-clock service, con¬ 
tinuous since Japan* s attack on Hawaii December 7, the Columbia. 
Broadcasting Syste.m shut down at 3 A.M. as of Tuesday, December 16./ 
This closing hour, two hours later than the pre-war 1 A.M. good- \ 
nigiit, continues until further notice. 

WA3C, key sta.tion in New York City, however, continues 
its 24-hour broadcasting service to the Metropolitan area. Columbia' 
two international stations, WCBX and WCAB, also continue on 24-hour 
a day duty, with three half-hour lapses daily to shift positions on 
the wave band. 

Applications Received by FCC: WGBI, Scranton Broadcasters, 
Inc. , Scranton, Pa.. , construction permit to install new transmitter, 
directional antenna for night use, increase power from 500 watts day, 
1 kilowa.tt night to 5 kilowatts; WJMO, WJIviO, Inc., West Palm Beach, 
Fla. , construction permit to change frequency from 1230 to 1430 kilo¬ 
cycles, increase rower from 250 watts to 1 KW day and night; luding- 
ton Broadcasting Co. , Ludington, Mich. , construction perm.it for a 
new broadcast station to be oper^'-ted on 1490 kc. , 250 mtts, unlim¬ 
ited hours. Facilities WK3Z, contin::;ent on WKEZ being granted 
changed in frequency. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FCC HEAD ACKNOWLEDGES MUTUAL NETVifORK PLEDGE 

James L. Fly, Chainian of the Federal Communications Comv- 
raission, has acknowledged the Mutual network’s message pledging, 
"loyal and wholehearted cooperation" in a letter sent to the net¬ 
work’s executives, Alfred J. McCosker, Chairman, W. E. Macfarlane, 
President, and Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice President, which follows: 

"I read with pleasure your telegram of December 8 pledging 
to the government of the United States the loyal and wholehearted 
cooperation of the Mutual Broadcasting System in making its facil¬ 
ities available for whatever may be required in the public interest. 

"I appreciate highly the patriotic considerations which dic¬ 
tated your telegram and which must now motivate all of us. Please 
be assured that in any contingency in which you would be helpful we 
shall avail ourselves of your offer without standing unnecessarily 
on any ceremony." 

XXXXXXXXX 

CBS INCREASES WAGES OF ALL EARNING UNDER |75 A WEEK 

Salary increases ranging from ^104 to $221 a year are to 
be given to employees of the Columbia Broadcasting System, earning 
|75 a week or less, it was announced yesterday by William S. laley, 
president. 

The only exceptions are among CBS personnel whose salaries 
have been adjusted since last October 1 and those paid under a union 
wage scale. Formula under which the increases are to be granted; 
On all salary up to and including $30.00 - 10,^; On all salary be¬ 
tween $30.00 and $40,00 ~ and on all salary between $40.00 and 
$50.00 - dfo. 

The increases affect 980 employees. CB3 has more than 
2,000 employees, including executives, union members, and all other 
types of workers. 

XXXXXXXXX 

SOUTH AI/iERICAlJ STATIONS QUICK TO BACK U. 5. 

"Until yesterday we collaborated. Toda.y we offer you our 
alliance", was the messa.ge from Station CX14, Montevideo, one of 
many_radiograms received by the National Broadcasting Comoany from 
its Pan American Network. 

Station LR4 of Buenos Aires radioed that, "In keeping with 
the official attitude of our government we wish to express to you 
our warmest solidarity in this historic moment for the defense of 
liberty in America." 

11 - 
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Officials of XEW in Mexico City said, ’’We are one hundred 
percent with you. All our facilities will be available when you 
call for them.” 

TGW of Guatemala City radioed, "You may count on our 
fullest complete support.” 

And Caracas, Venezuela's station YV5RA assured NBC that, 
”You can always count on us one hundred percent,” 

XXXXXXXXX 

NBC SELLS ARTISTS SERVICE TO EXECUTIVES 

The National Broadcasting Company has sold its concert 
and talent divisions ~ including Civic Concert Service, Inc., - to 
Alfred H. Morton, D. 3. Tuthill, 0. C. Bottorff and Iiferks Levine, 
four veteran NBC executives. 

A new company will be foraed - the National Concert and 
Artists Corporation - to carry on the business. It will occupy 
offices at 711 Fifth Avenue, with branch offices in Chicago, Holly¬ 
wood and San Francisco. 

In a letter announcing the sale to the several hundred 
artists and instrumentalists under contract to NBC, including 
Kirsten Flagstad, Fritz Kreisler, Serge Rachmaninoff, Ezio Pinza, 
and John Charles Thomas, Neles Trammell, NBC President, stated; 

“After several discussions with Mr. Morton and his associ-l 
ates I have every reason to believe that the new company will be in | 
a position to perform even more valuable personal service to the 
many talented artists under contract to NBC, particularly as no sub- ji 

stantial changes are contemplated in the personnel who have served 
so long and faithfully. ’* ^ 

In the new set-up Mr. Tuthill will be Manager of the Popu¬ 
lar Division, Levine in charge of the Concert Department, Bottorff 
continuing as president of the Civic Concert Service, In., and 
Morton, Chairman of the Board of Civic Concert Service, Inc., which 
will become a wholly owned subsidiary of the National Concert and 
Artists Corporation. The management and staff of the new company 
bring to it years of experience in supplying talent - the raw mater¬ 
ial of all forms of entertainment. 

Mr. Trammell also pointed out that the present affiliation 
with S. Kurok Attractions, Inc., woudl continue as it has in the 
past. The Hurok organization has under contract such attractions as 
the Ballet Russe, the Ballet Theater, Parian Anderson, Jan Peerce, 
xMischa Elman and Artur Rubinstein. NBC has had exclusive booking 
rights to all concert talent managed by S. Hurok Attractions, Inc. 

xxxxxxxx 
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DCB WARNS ON ACCESS TO COMRfUNICATIONS PLANTS 

A general wprtime tightening up with regard to visiting 
communications establishments has been ordered by the Defense Com-* 
raunications Board in the following instructions from Cha.irman James 
L. Fly to ”A11 Persons Engaged in the Wire or Radiocommunications 
Industry, Including Manufacturing: 

"^Reference is made to the attached Resolution of the 
Defense Communications Board restricting access to communications 
plants and stations. Pursuant to this resolution, no alien shall be 
oermitted to enter any premises containing communications equipment 
or facilities (other than the premises necessarily omen to the gen-* 
eral public) unless such alien receives permission to do so in 
acccrda,nce with the nrocedure outlined below. 

"In cases where it is desired that aliens visit manufactur¬ 
ing plants engaged in the execution of contracts for the Army or 
Navy, or engaged in scientific research and development in collabor¬ 
ation with the Office of Scientific Research and Development, aporov- 
al must be obta.ined from the War Department, Navy Department, or the 
Office of Scientific Research and Development, as the case may be. 
In a.ll other cases where it is desired that aliens shall enter pre¬ 
mises containing communications facilities or equipment, approval 
must be obtained from the Defense Communications Board. 

"Applications requiring approval by the Defense Communica¬ 
tions Board shall, in the first instance, be submitted to the per¬ 
sons in charge of the premises to be visited. They shall be made in 
writing and contain the name and address of the alien and his nation¬ 
ality, a specification of the plants or stations desired to be visit¬ 
ed, and the dates for which the permission is desired. Documentary 
evidence from the highest diplomatic or other appropriate accredited 
representative of the alien’s native country shall be attached to 
this application. Such attached documentary evidence shall contain 
a statement by such diplomat or accredited representative setting 
forth the official pun^ose of the alien’s visit to this country and 
the purpose for which the visit to the plant is desired and the use 

to which the information is to be put. 

"Upon receipt by the company, such application, together 
v/ith the documentary evidence attached, shall be forwarded to the 
Chairman of the Defense Communications Board, Room 6107, New Post 
Office Building, Washington, D. C. In forwarding such applications 
and attachments, it is directed that the company include its state¬ 
ment as to whether or not it is engaged in manufacturing or research 
for any branch of the United States Government, and if so, for which 
agency or agencies such manufacturing or research is being carried 
on. 

- 2 - 
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•'Upon receipt of these three dociiments by the Board, the 
application will be promptly considered and the company infonned of 
tiie Board* s action. When the Board's permission for the visit has 
been received, no other evidence of governmental authority will be 
re quired. 

"Each comoany whose oremises have been visited by aliens 
during any month shall make a report in writing to the Chairman of 
the Defense Communications Board on the first day of the succeeding 
month giving a complete list of all such aliens, stating furthei*- 
the address of each such alien; the federal agency authorizing the 
visit; the particular premises visited; and the dates of each such 
visit. 

"Nothing in the procedure outlined above is intended to 
restrict or alter the rights established by la^w or by contract of 
representatives of responsible labor organizations to visit communi¬ 
cations companies for the legitimate puriposes of labor representa¬ 
tion, provides such representatives are citizens of the United States 
Aliens ma.y be invited by officers of the United States G-ovenriment to 
visit plants or stations, if it is in the interest of the United 
States G-overnment so to do. In such cases, the Government agency 
concerned, except those mentioned in the second paragraph above, 
should first obtain clearance through the Defense Communications^^. 
Board. " 

xxxxxxxxx 

ANDY CRUSE AGAIN BUCKLES ON THE OLD SWORD 

Andrew W. Cruse, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Common 
Carrier Division of the Engineering Department of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission, a graduate of the U. S. Naval Academy in 
the Class of 1922, has been called to active service as a Lieutenant 
Commander in the Navy. 

To fill this most while Mr. Cruse is on duty with the 
armed forces, the Commission appointed Assistant Chief Engineer 
Gerald C. Gross to be in temnorary charge of the Common Carrier Divi¬ 
sion. At the same time it appointed George ?. Adair as Assistant 
Chief Engineer on a temporary basis to serve as Chief of the Engi¬ 
neering Broadcast Division, to fill the va.cancy caused bjr Ur, 

Gross' appointment, and John A. Willoughby as Assistant Chief of 
the Broadcast Division, on a temoorary basis to fill the post from 
which Mr. Adair was advanced. 

"Andy" Cruse was born in Bellefonte, Pa., in 1898. After 
finishing his course at Annapolis he also graduated from the Navy 
schools for optics in Washington, torpedoes, Newoort, chemical war¬ 
fare, Edgewood, and submarines in Nex’^ London. After serving two 
years in the Navy, he went with the Bell Telephone Company of Pennsy¬ 
lvania and later with the I. T. & T. in Central and South America. 
Later Mr. Cruse was Chief of the E3e ctrical Division of the Bureau / 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. / 

XXXXXXXXX ' : 
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RADIO WILL HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR FROM NEW CENSOR 

The broadcasting industry should heave a large sigh of 
relief that Byron Price, Executive News Editor of the Associated 
Press will be the new censor. It is the toughest job in the war¬ 
time intelligence service but our guess is that Byron Price, one 
of the fairest, squares! and most capable newsoaner men in the 
country will come through with as few brickbats as anyone who could 
ha.ve been selected. Unless we are wrong, it will orove to be one 
of the most pcpoular appointments the President has made. 

Although Mr. Price has never specialized in radio, he has 
grown up v^ith it and knows its news requirements. And though es¬ 
sentially a newspaper maxi there need be no fear of his playing any 
favorites. Be.cking Mr. Price will be '^Steve” Early, the President's 
secretary, who for years was a star man of the Associated Pr^ss and 
is well known to the industry, and Lowell Meliett, foimerly of the 
United Press and Scripps-Howe.rd. If this trio cannot deliver the 
goods in this particular situation, nobody on earth can. 

At best, however, Mr. Price's position will be unenviable 
but he is well awa.re of all this - he has forgotten more than many 
others will ever know about Washington in either war or peacetime 
and whatever the criticism is, will be a aretty hard person to rattle 
because he hs.s all the answers. 

Vice President Wallace, Attorney General Biddle and Post¬ 
master General Walker have been drafting for presidential approval 
a comprehensive program for excluding military information from the 
press, radio, mails and all other channels of public communication. 

The three officials, Mr. Early disclosed, are -oreoaring 
the general outlines of the censorship prograjn which Mr. Price is 
ex".ected to put into effect within a fe-^ days. 

Mr. Price is ex'-^ected here today (Friday) for a confer¬ 
ence with the Cabinet officials who are working on the censorship 
problem. 

Mr, Early explained that the new censorship setup v;ill 
differ from that In operation here in 1917-18, when all war informa¬ 
tion cleared through the bureau headed by George Creel, which had 
its ovm reporters posted in the various Government departments. 

Under the new system Government news sources already 
established will remain open to correspondents, Early said, with 
the censorship operating directly in the Federal agencies concerned 
with defense and military information. 

Individual^ stations and newspapers are not likely to have 
direct contact with ^rice's organization except in cases where they 
have a.n "exclusive story" not released by a Government department. 
Early said. 
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In announcing the appointment of Mr. Price, who is 50 
years old, hails from Indiana, said in part: 

"It is necessary to the national security that military 
information which might be of aid to the enemy be scrupulously with¬ 
held at the source. 

"It is necessary that a watch be set upon our borders so 
that no such information may reach the enemy, inadvertently or 
otherwise, through the medium of the mails, radio or cable trans¬ 
mission, or by any other means. 

"Finally, the Government has called upon a patriotic press 
and radio to abstain voluntarily from the dissemination of detailed 
information of certain kinds, such as reports of the movements of 
vessels and troops. The response has indicated a universal desire 
to cooperate. 

Press and radio coverage of the v’ar news to date "has 
indicated a universal desire to cooperate" with the Government, the 
President said. 

The chief immediate effect of the Government censorship, 
it appeared from Mr. Roosevelt's announcement will be the establish¬ 
ment of strict inspection of messages crossing the country's borders 
throu^ the mails, radio or cable transmission or any other means. 

xxxxxxxx 

MACKAX HAWAII STAFF STUCK TO POSTS THIRTY HOURS 

A reriort in detail of last week's operations at the Honoluli 
station of the Mackay Radio and Telegraph Comnany received at head¬ 
quarters of the company in New York shows that all employees stood 
firm at their iposts during the great bombing attacks. Each man on 
on the staff worked an average of 33 out of the first 41 hours after 
the attack. They handled what they described as a "deluge" of mes¬ 
sages. There was no injury to employees and no damage to the radio 
property. Continuous radiotelegraph communication was maintained 
?/itii both Manila and continental United States. 

In response to the report Admiral Luke McNamee, President 
of Ma.ckay Radio, telegraphed S. B. Maddams, his manager at Honolulu 
as follows: "I recognize and deeply appreciate the long hours and 
great risks yourself and staff have undergone througli loyalty and 
devotion, not only to the company but to your country which is most 
commendable. My sincere congratulations to yourself and staff." 

XXX XXX XXX 
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DCB EXPLAINS PRIORITIES HANDLING 

Coordinated plans for handling material needs for the 
communications industry in war time have been worked out by the 
Defense Communications Board in cooperation with the Office of ?rO' ■ 
auctions Management. 

In brief, here is how it is proposed to handle expedi¬ 
tiously the priorities problems of the radio and wire services undei’ 
the present emergency: 

The Defense Communications Board assumes the responsibil¬ 
ity of acting as advisor to the Office of Production Management in 
all such matters. The former, on which all branches of electrical 
communications are represented in an advisory/ capacity, will under¬ 
take to formulate a program covering the overall requirements of 
the industry for a particular period. Further, it will recommend to 
the 0PM or the Supply Priorities and Allocations Board, as the case 
may be, policies covering comm.unica.tions problems, make recommenda¬ 
tions as to orders which should be promulgated in this connection, 
and recommend basic rules for the guidance of the various branches 
of 0PM which orocess applications. 

The Communications Branch of the Division of Civilian 
Supply is to be assigned office space in close proximity to the 
Engineering Deoartraent of the Federal Communications Commission. 
The Chief of this Communications Branch will be assisted by three 
engineers appointed by the DCB to serve on a full-time basis. These 
liaison officers will be loaned for this purpose by the FCC or other 
agencies represented on the DCB. 

The Priorities Committee of the Army-Navy Munitions Board 
now maintains liaison with the CPM and will have liaison with the 
DCB staff for the purpose of coordinating all studies and recommenda¬ 
tions which may have a direct bearing on priority matters of concern 
to the military services. 

The Priorities Liaison Committee of the DCB, and the prior¬ 
ities representatives of other numbered committees, will continue to 
function on a part-time basis to consider broad questions of policy 
and proposals which may affect the industry as a whole or major 
portions of it. 

X X X X X X X X 

In consideration of the obvious necessity for creating an 
additional suprly of experienced radio operators during the present 
war. The Federal Com.munications Commission has adooted an order, 
suspending for a further period of six months beginning January 9, 
194*8, the provisions of Section 13.61(c)(3) and (d)(2) of the Rules 
Governing Commercial Radio Operators which required that such oper¬ 
ators nossess six months' rfrevlous shin service to be eligible for 
emplo:/ment as the single radio operator on a cargo ship. 

X X X X X X X X 
- 6 - 
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NEW MISSISSIPPI FADIOPKONE STATION AT ST. LOUIS 

The Federal Conanunications Commission gra.nted a construc¬ 
tion permit to the Radiomarine Corporation of America for a coastal 
harbor radiotelephone station at St. Louis, Mo., to serve vessels 
on the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers). The Commission authorized, 
use of the frequencies 2782 and 4162.5 kilocycles (unlimited time.) 
and 6455 and 8840 kilory'cles (ds.ytirae only). It denied that part 
of the application with respect to use of 6240 and 11,090 kilo¬ 
cycles in view of applicant’s withdrawal of request for 6240 and 
admitted inability to use 11,090 kilocycles. 

A motion to withdraw an ap'^^-lication filed by Spencer A. 
and Lela C. Merrell, doing business as WaterwaysRadio Company, for 
a like coastal harbor station at St. Louis was granted October 22, 
1941. 

X X X X X X X X 

COMMISSION GOES INTO RADIO CHARGES FOR PHILIPPINES 

In a oroposed report adopted last Wednesday, the Federal 
Communications Commission holds that higher charges for radiotele¬ 
graph messages from the United States, Guam and Hawaii to the Philip¬ 
pine Islands than for similar messages from the Philippines to the 
United States, Guam and Hawaii ’’constitute an unjust and unreason¬ 
able discrimination” and that maintenance of a differential in 
charges in connection with such westbound and eastbound traffic is 
an ’’unreasonable practice”. 

Accordingly, it concludes that six com.panies - Commercial 
Pacific CableCo. , Macks.yRadio and Telegraph Co. of California, RCA 
Communications, Inc., The Western Union Telegraph Co., Postal Tele¬ 
graph-Cable Co, and Globe Wireless, Ltd. , - should file schedules 
establishing ’’just and reasonable charges, practices, classifica¬ 
tions, and regulations” in connection with such service. 

At the same time the Comm.ission declares Globe’s ”Radio- 
raail” is not a just or reasonable classification of messages under 
Section 201(b) of the Communications Act. (”Radiomail” service, 
established by Globe in 1934, is not a classification of services 
recognized by international telegra’^h regulations. It embodies 
rates lower than for other classifications.) 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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MERCHANT MARINE SEEKS AfvlATEUR OPERATORS 

Federal Security Administrator Fa.ul V. McNutt is calling 
for licensed amateur radio operators to apply at State employment 
offices for free training in Marine radiotelegraphy. 

Enrollment of radio operators is a part of the Nation-wide 
drive to recruit 40,000 trainees to man new merchant ships of the 
United States Maritime Commission now being carried on by State 
employment service offices. 

"Any young man, 18 to 23 years of age, in good health, 
of good character, and having com.pleted two years of high school, 
including one year of algebra, may be admitted and should apply at 
his nearest State employment office'^, McNutt said. 

Radio students receive from. S36 to $60 per month during 
the ten-month training period course, in addition to free clothing, 
food, quarters, textbooks, and medical and dental care. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

WIRE CONTROL APPROVED 

Legislation to permit President Roosevelt to take control 
of telephone and telegraph facilities during the war was approved 
last Thursday by the House Interstate Commerce Committee. 

Members said that the authority, similar to that already 
enacted for radio, was designed to give the government priorities 
where necessary over the use of telephone lines. 

Committee action on this bill was halted for a time by 
strong opposition of some members who denounced its provisions as 
"ridiculous”, contending it would permit the Government to seize 
arbitrarily the facilities of press services or telephone com.panies. 
Chainnan Lea, Democrat, of California, said an effort would be m.ade 
to limit the bill's power to facilities which prove essential to 
military operations. The administration already has broad power 
over radio stations and Mr. Lea said similar authority wa.s desired 
over other means of comimunication. 

In its original form, the bill would amend the Communica¬ 
tions Act to give the President power to suspend the rules and regu¬ 
lations applicable to all wire or radio communication facilities or 
stations and permit him to close such facilities, seize and transfer^ 
their equipment or commandeer them for any use by any Government 
agency. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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N.Y. TIME3-WLW-MBS-KG0-CBS WIN PRIZES 

In acknowledgment of the excellence of the paper’s 
criticism of radio programs the New York Times was awarded a plaque 
by Variety, the theatrical trade weekly. It is the first time such 
recognition has ever been given to a newspaper though Variety has 
for years been giving prizes to radio stations which excelled in 
respective fields. 

In addition to the Times, plaques were awa,rded for 1941 
as follows: 

For Showmanageraent - CKCL, Toronto; El Mundo, Buenos Aires; 
WCAU, Philadelphia; WJNO, West Palm Beach; WJR, Detroit;WQAM, Miami. 

For Patriotic Leadership: 1/LW, Cincinnati; WNYC, New York 
City; WRCA-WNBI, Bound Brook, N.J.; The Council for Democracy. 

For Public Relations: - The Mutual Network; KGO-KPO, San 
Francisco; WCKY, Cincinnati; 

For Regional Service: The Rocky Mountain Radio Council. 
Programs: - The CBS ’’Forecast” Series. 

i 
I With regard to the New York Times, it was said: 

T0n. ■ 

’’Last year Variety looked and failed to find any news¬ 
paper, daily or weekly, which regularly published first-rate serious 

- Criticism of radio programs. This unrewarded search was told last 
'|^;December in some detail under the heading, 'The Plaque Nobody Won’, 

Since then John K. Hutchens has been appointed Radio Editor of the 
New York Times and has proceeded to publish a promising type of 

Illiterate analysis of radio programs. It ha.s long been the theory 
of Varlet.y that it was singularly regrettable, from a social point 

,gof vievr, that the greatest medium of communication and, if aesthetes 
don't mind, that the greatest entertainment ‘art’ in the country, 
was going more or less uncriticized, in a serious sense, save for 
the efforts of Variety itself. The Times now, happily, seems to 
have rounded out its reviewing services and it is to be hoped that 
eventually other dailies may follow.” 

With regard to WLW; 

”In giving WLW a special award for its contributions to 
national defense. Variety is not skipping over its achievements in 
other categories. The WLW Consumers’ ''foundation, founded in January 
of this year is, for example, a smart step ahead towards more con¬ 
structive use of radio. It is simply that in so early deciding to 
do more than its nominal part in the defense program, the station 
went all-out. Other activities at the moment seem dwarfed. 

”During the past year, ’WjW broadcast the war maneuvers in 
Louisiana and offered the privilege of rebroadcasting the programs 
to 25 stations in the four-state primary area of WLW. 

9 
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”So ambitious an undertaking to acquaint the public with 
its army reveals a knowledge of Americanism, and radio's place in 
that Americanism, of the first order. That they carried it through 
without fumbling underscores their sense of showmanship. " 

Of Mutual was written: 

"The 'public relations' of the radio industry, as a whole, 
is wdthout fame. In the average large radio organization the func¬ 
tion either is apt to be neglected or entrusted to a hopelessly 
unimoortant hireling, or, alternatively, taken over personally by 
some senior officer who brings to the task a fine flair for doing 
things big, but wrong. 

"iMutual has had a long, slow climb. Its future is still 
not unclouded even as it nears its first $1,000,000 month. Mutual's 
public relations staff, consisting of Lester Gottlieb and a handful 
of persons in New York City, has done a very considerable job." 

Referring to KOO-KPO, Variety said; 

"There is general unanimity that head man A1 Nelson is 
terrifically public relations-conscious. Discounting an abundance 
of 'stunts' which it is not the policy of these surveys to celebrate, 
and making allowrance for a mild dementia he suffers on the subject of 
tiie new NBC building, it's clear that Al Nelson with the unflinch¬ 
ing support of Milton Samuel, his master of ceremonies, makes it 
practically impossible for any San Franciscans possessing their 
hearing and si^t to remain unenlightened about KGO-KPO. ” 

With regard to CBS the theatrical magazine commented: 

"Columbia is, of course, not alone in occasionally spend¬ 
ing lavishly to produce special non-sponsored shows. But for the 
second year in a row, and with special success in 1941, its summer 
'Forecast' series has revealed that a network program department 
can distinguish itself. The 'Forecase' programs were, week by week, 
better than good. The hours of planning and rehearsal, the solici¬ 
tous attention to casting and production detail showed showmanship 
in the finest manifestation. These program.s ■'’^ere not radio stunts, 
a flash in the pans, of page one stories. These were the solid^^..- 
meat and potatoes of radio entertainment. " — 

X X X X X X X X X X 

Applications Received by Federal Communications Commission: 
Eastern Bennsylvania Broadcasting Coro., Scranton, ?a., construction 
permit for a new broadcast station on 590 kilocycles, 5 KW night and 
day, using directional antenna night, unlimited hours: WJZ. volun¬ 
tary assignment of license from National Broadcasting Co., Inc. to 
Radio Corporation of America; Station KGO, San Francisco and 
Station VffiNR, National Broadcasting Co. , Chicago, Ill., voluntary 
assignment of license from ^'^ational Broadcasting Comoany, Inc. , to 
Radio Corporation of America. 

X XXXXXXXXX 
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12/19/41 

TRADE NOTES 

A new radio transmitting tube especially suitable for 
operation as an ultra-high-frequency power amplifier has been 
announced by the Radio and Television Department of the General 
Electric Company, Schenectady, New York. Designated GL 8010-R, this 
tube when used as a class C radio-frequency amplifier, has a maxi¬ 
mum d-c plate voltage of 1350. Ifeximum plate current is 150 milli- 
araperes; maximum plate input, 100 watts; maximum plate dissipation, 
50 watts, and an amplification factor of 30. 

Among the 
as members 

Congressmen, radio and newspaper executives 
sworn in as raemDers of the District ofColumbia auxiliary police 
force were Kenneth H. Berkeley, General Manager of WRC and MAL in 
Washington; A. D. Willard, Jr., General Manager of WJSV; William B. 
Dolph, WOL; Norman Reed, WDC, and Lawrence J. Keller of WING, 

The largest billings of any month in the twenty-year hist¬ 
ory of Station WEAF were attained during November, 1941, with five 
new accounts added to the schedules, according to James V. McConnell, 
Manager of National Spot and Local Sales for the National Broadcast¬ 
ing Co. 

KOY, Salt River Valley Broadcasting Co. , Phoenix, A.riz, , 
has been granted a construction permit by the Federal Communications 
Commission to install a new transmitter and increase daytime power 
to 5 kilowatts. 

NBC’s short-wave stations WRCA and WN3I, augmented by 
Westinghouse station WB03, will operate on a new schedule and new 
frequencies. Each station operates with 50,000-watts power. Station 
WB03 broadcasts NBC short-wave programs all but two hours of the 
day. NBC ha,s increased its’’language pattern” from 7 to 9. They 
are English, 
Finnish, and 

French, Creimian, 
Turkish. 

SiDanish, Portuguese, Italian, Swedish, 

As the result of a hearing, the Federal Communications 
Commission last Wednesday granted Wayne M. Nelson, of Concord, N.C., 
a construction permit for a new standard broadcast station at that 
place to operate on the frequency 1410 kilocycles with po’iyer of 1 
kilowatt, daytime only. 

A. D. "Jess” Willard, Jr., General I^fenager of Station 
'^fJSV, has just been installed as a new board member of the Washing¬ 
ton Young Men's Christian Association to serve through 1943. 

A large and powerful unit of the type called by its 
originator the rheotron, opening up a new field for scientific 
exploration by its production of an electron stream far more pene¬ 
trating than the electrons from radium, was announced by the General 
Electric Research Laboratory. By means of the new unit, electrons, 
the smallest negatively charged particles, are accelerated to the 
highest speed ever produced by a man-made aooaratus. It gives these 
particles energy corresponding to 20,000, OOO* volts and a.lso pro¬ 
duces X-rays of this oower. 

XXXXXXXXX - 11 - 
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12/19/41 

KERSTA TO IMIsTAGE NBC TELEVISION 

Appointment of Noran E. Kersta as Manager of the Televi¬ 
sion Department of the National Broadcasting Company, effective 
January 1, 1942, was announced at Re.dio City by Frank E. Mullen, 
NBC Vice-President and G-eneral ^ianager. Kersta succeeds to the 
duties of Alfred H. Morton, president of the nev;ly formed National 
Concert and Artists Cor5:)oretion. 

A pioneer in television, Mr. Kersta, who is 30 years old, 
has been employed in NBC television since 1935. 

In succeeding years he was a student assistant engineer 
at the Bell Laboratories in New York City, and a student at George 
School of Technology, New York University and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. " 

XXXXXXXXX 

CROSLEY PUTS IN NEWS PLAI-J WORKED CUT MONTHS ACtO 

An emergency broadcasting plan, worked out in a minute 
detail many months ago for presenting the news completely, has been 
announced by James D. Shouse, Vice-president of the Crosley Corpora¬ 
tion in charge of broadcasting. 

A half-page display advertisement will be carried by 42 
newspapers in 23 cities of the 5 Midwest States, - Indiana, 
Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia and Ohio, explaining the plan. 

This emergency broadcasting plan has taken into consider¬ 
ation: enlarged housing facilities for an augmented newsroom per¬ 
sonnel; additional wire service from the AP and INS news bureaus and 
the installation of the British Reuter’s teletype machines; expert 
news analysts and others who have been added to the staff. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

The Contents of the December Issue of the Bell Laboratories 
Record are: Telephone Network Aids Air Ra.id Interceptors, Albert 
Tradup; Improved Method of Splicing Rubber-Insulated Wire, C. 
Shafer, J r.; A Ten-Megacycle Oscilloscope , J. 0. Edson; Terminal 
Equipment for the LI Carrier System, R. E. Crane; Varistors as 
Modulators; Station Keys for Telephones, E. C. Matthews; and 
Routes of Broad-Band Carrier Systems. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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December 23, 1941 

HOUSE PROVISO ASSURES RETUPUINa OF FACILITIES 

The House last Friday passed a bill (H.R. 6263) amending 
Section 606 of the Communications Act for the purpose of strengthen 
ing the provision that when the Government takes over communica¬ 
tions facilities in wartime that there be no question about them 
being returned after the war. Also there was a clarification of 
the proviso that when facilities are taken over that they be duly 
compensated for. 

Explaining the new bill, Representative Lea, Chairman of 
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee said: 

"The essential parts of this bill very closely follow 
the act passed for the same purposes during the World War in July 
1918. The bill as reported, however, makes som.e changes in the 
provisions of the old act. The three powers given to the President 
are here taken from the act of 1916. Tne effect of the act would 
be that the President, when there is a state of war or threatened 
war, involving the United States, if he deems it necessary in the 
interest of national security and defense, may, during a period not 
later than 6 months after the termination of such state or threat 
of war, end not later than such earlier date as Congress by concur¬ 
rent resolution may designate; first, suspend or amend the rules 
and regulations applicable to any and all fecilities or stations 
for wire communication within the Jurisdiction of the United States 
as prescribed by the Commission; a.nd, second, cause the closing of 
any facility or station for wire communication and the removal 
therefrom of its apparatus and equipment, and, third, authorize 
the use or control of any such facility or station and its appa.ra- 
tus and equipment by any department of the Government under such 
regulations as he may prescribe, provision being made for Just 
compensation to be paid the owner. The provisions requiring Just 
compensation are taken from the present law, xahich applies to radio 
It is orovided that the Government can make its offer, and if the 
owner refuses to accept it, the Government can pay the owner 75 
percent of the amount offered, and the owner then has the right to 
go into court to recover whatever value he may be able to establish 

"I call attention to the provisions for terminating the 
powers conferred uoon the President by this bill. The powers given 
the President rill terminate in 6 months after the treaty of peace, 
or at such earlier period as the Congress may ty concurrent resolii-- 
tion orovide. 





12/23/41 

/ 
"I hFve F.n amendment I feel I should offer. I am not 

authorized to offer this amendment as Chairman of the Committee. I 
do so in order to clarify two provisions of the bill. One relates 
to the period in which the orders or regulations of the President 
may be operative. The bill clearly indicates the period in which the 
President may make the order, but I think it is subject to doubt as 
to when those orders sha.ll terminate. In order to remove any doubt, 
I prooo-se an amendment that will confine the operation of these 
orders or regulations to the period in which the President has power 
to exercise such authority. One effect of this amendment would be 
to prohibit any exercise of censorship over domestic communications 

wire, so far as the previsions of this bill are concerned. The 
amendment I propose reads as follows: 

”'(s) Nothing in subsection (c) or (d) shall be con¬ 
strued to authorize the President to make any amendment to 
tne rules and regulations of the Commission which the Com¬ 
mission would not be authorized by law to make; and nothing 
in subsection (d) shall be construed to authorize the Presi¬ 
dent to take any action the force and effect of which shall 
continue beyond the date after which taking of such action 
would not h8,ve been authorized. *" 

This amendment was also passed. 

"It is needless to say that the committee in reporting 
this legisla.tion to the House does not intend that its section shall 
be taken as any indication of a willingness to support governmental 
ownership of our communications system". Representative Wolverton, 
of New Jersey, said. "Our report definitely and clearly sets forth 
our opposition to any such policy. " 

"A reading of the bill will show that the committee ha.s 
restricted the use of the power to a time of war or threat of war. " 

"I would like to point out that this bill definitely 
grants power to take over, to operate, to shut down, and to control 
any facility of communications by wire or radio, including such 
leased facilities as are utilized by the Associated Press, the 
International News Service and the United Press", Representative 
Boren sa.id. 

"Personally I found it possible only to agree to such- 
sweeping grants of rower to the Communications Commission after we 
had drawn up some safeguards which leaves the residual power with 
the Congress to withdraw from the Co.m:nuni cat ions Commission this 
pov/er at any given time, and then only out of consideration to the 
very important military aspects of the problem we are trying to 
deal witii. " 

I The bill now goes to the Senate where hearings will be 
/held by the Interstate Comi.ierce Co:m'>ittee at an early date. y 

XXX X XXX XXX 
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12/83/41 

NAVY QUICKLY JUSTIFIES DELETING WEATHER BROADCASTS 

Although the stations obeyed without question the order 
to discontinue many types of v/eather broadcasts, it is doubtful 
if many realized the importance of this until they read the follow¬ 
ing bulletin last Saturday: 

"How a press news radio broadcast about v/eather aided 
operation of enemy submarines on the Atlantic Coast was revealed 
today by the Navy Department. 

"The commanding officer of a Naval Base in the Atlantic 
heard a news weather broadcast specifically mention sub-freezing 
weather in the Dakotas and a temperature of nine degrees below zero 
at Dulutii, points remote from the coast and apparently not concerned 
witn naval or military operations. 

"Being weather-wise the commanding officer immediately 
concluded that in a few da.ys hence his patrol area would have a 
clear da.y or tv^-o with high visibility and conditions ideal for enemy 
submarine a.tte.ck. 

"Special precatuions were taken in pa.trol work on the 
calculated da.y, which turned out as predicted, and in the course of 
operations it became apparent that enemy submarines had also picked 
up the same information and made the same deduction. 

"It was pointed out that the information so inadvertently 
broa.dcast would also have been of benefit to an enemy air atta.ck 
along any point of the ’weather route’ in the North American conti¬ 
nent. " 

Incidentally thip was the first word that there were 
enemy submarines operating in the Atlantic as well as the Pacific 
Ocean. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

/ NOT BELIEVED FCC WILL BE MOVED CUT OF WASHINGTON 

Because of the fact that the Federal Communications Commis-- 
Sion's work is so closely related to the war effort, Chairman James 
L. Fly apparently is not concerned over the possibility of moving 
the Commission out of crowded Washington as is the case with the 
Patent Office, and some of the other government organizations not 
directly tied into defense activities. 

Chairman Fly said: 

"I think we made a pretty complete report of activities 
several months ago. The problem of removing Government departments 
from the Capital has been developing over a period of months but I 

4 - 





12/23/41 

don’t know that any question has been given to moving any of our 
people. I TOuldn’t want to say that the Budget Bureau will do. 
Frankly, I have not been awfully apprehensive due to the knowledge 
that our activities are so related to defense activities. But 
again I am not forming a judgment on this matter and I don't know 
where they all stand procedurally.” 

xxxxxxxx 

NEW ECC ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER HAS HAD WIDE EXPERIENCE 

George Perrin Adair, who has just been appointed. Assist¬ 
ant Cnief Engineer on a temporary basis to serve as Chief of the 
Federal Communications Commission's Engineering Broadcast Division, 
has had a score of years of experience in varied field.s of ra.dio 
communication. 

Bom at Rancho, Texas, in 1903, Mr. Adair attendeed local 
schools and. was gra.duated from Texas A & M College in 1926 with a 
B.S. degree in electrical engineering. Even while in high school 
he worked on electrical installation and repair, and held an 
amateur operator's license. While in college he specialized in 
communication engineering, taking special courses and. serving as 
Gadget captain in charge of radio training. During the period from 
1921 to 1926 he attended Signal Corps officer training camps and 
otherwise participated in mathematical and electrical instruction, 
work and study. 

Upon grad.uation from college, Mr. Ad.air was emnloyed. for 
approximately three and one-half years by the Rad.io Engineering 
Department of the General Electric Company, d.uring which time he 
traveled, extensively developing, d.esigning, testing, and installing 
radio equipment and systems. In 1929 he became associated with 
Straus Boc.enheimer, Texa.s electrical distributor, which brought him 
additional experience in problems of radio interference, service 
blanketing, cross mod.ulation andi static. 

In 1931 Mr. Adair joined the broad.cast engineering staff 
of the Fbderal Radio Commission, From April 1936 to August 1939, 
he served as Acting Assistant Chief of the Engineering Broadcast 
Division of the Federal Communications Commission. Cn August 1, 19 
hems promoted to Assistant Chief of the Broadcast Division. 

In his official capacity Mr. Ad.air has made extensive 
studies of all phases of broadcast allocation, including recoramenda 
tions and. reports on applications, equipment, service and interfer¬ 
ence, and. was active in drafting the St.andard.s of Good Engineering 
Practice governing broadcast and other rad.io services. 
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RADIC I>iIANUFACTURERS OUTLINE VICTORY VROQTUM 

A Victory progra.m for military radio production and also 
civilian production in 1942 were considered at meetings in Washing¬ 
ton last ?jeek of the 0PM Industry Advisory Committee and the Ra.dio 
Manufacturers' Association. Announcement was made of special radio 
allocations of aluminum for January, Pehruary and March 1942, con¬ 
tinuing siniilar aluminum allocations begun last July. Nickel for 
permanent magnet speakers was allocated during the previous week, 
and further allocations of copper and plastics for radio during 
the first 1942 quarter are promised this week. The special allo¬ 
cations are based on the 0PM policy to maintain the radio industry 
facilities and skilled personnel pending receipt of large defense 
radio contracts scheduled in March. 

The all-da,y session of the 0PM Radio Industry Committee 
was presided over by Jesse L. Ifeury, representative of the Govern¬ 
ment. Afterward there were meetings of the PI5A Executive Committee 
the Rii^iA Priorities Committee and informal conferences. James P. 
Quara, of Chicago, one of the Associations's Vice-Presidents, was 
unanimously nominated as a member of the OPM Industry Committee. 

The industry military and civilian programs were con¬ 
sidered at a meeting of the RIvIA Board of Directors in Chicago prior 
to the Washington industry meetings. T^o m.embers of the Washington 
OPM staff, W. H. Maxwell and M. E. Whitney, were there for prelimin¬ 
ary and informal conferences. 

Decisions regarding the 1942 civilian radio program, 
simplification, continuance of present models, and other major 
policies were deferred at the Washington conferences last week. In 
prospect is a general OPM limitation order, similar to those cur¬ 
tailing production of automobiles, refrigerators, etc., but for the 
1942 first quarter the special allocations of aluminum, copper, etc. 
will be made available for new set production and also for mainten¬ 
ance parts. 

After long months of inaction, the OPM provided for a sup¬ 
ply of materials for maintenance and repair parts in the hand.s of 
the public, through a new "Production Requirements Plan", effective 
in the first quarter of 1942. This permits manufacturers to apply 
for materials and special ratings for maintenance parts and their 
sale, subject to the OPM restrictions, to jobbers, dealers and 
service men. The volume of such manufacture and sales will be deter 
mined later by OPM. 

In the RR'IA Priorities Committee requests for special allo¬ 
cations of aluminum, copper, nickel and plastics, applications were 
made on a tentative production basis of 750,000 sets each month 
during January, February and Ma.rch. The OPM aluminum authorizations 
for the first 1942 quarter were reduced below this basis, but gen¬ 
eral opinion is that, considering existing aluminum, inventories, 
the special allocations will permit substantial maintenance of pro¬ 
duction in the industry during the next three months and pending 
formulation by OPM of the additional 1942 civilian radio program. 

XX XXX XXX '-6- 
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12/23/41 

BROADCASTERS FORGET PRIVATE DIFFERENCES IN WAR EFFORT 

putting a united patriotic effort ahead of their private 
differences, the heads of the various broadcasters trade organiza¬ 
tions have orga.nized a ”War Broadcasting Council”, and have noti¬ 
fied FCC Chairman Fly that they are squarely behind him in any 
effort he desires them to make. 

The formation of the council was the idea of George B. 
Storer, recently elected president of the National Indeoendent 
Broadcasters, Inc. , and the first meeting was held in Washington 
last Monday. 

Other members of the Council are Neville Miller, Presi¬ 
dent, National Association of Broadcasters; John Shepard, 3d, Pres 
dent of FIv^ Broadcasters, Inc. ; Eugene C. Pulliam, President of Net¬ 
work Affiliates, Inc. , and Edwin W. Craig, Chairman of the Cle-ar 
Channel Broadcasting Service. 

xxxxxxxx 

PEEBLES LIKELY HEAD OF COM^iUNI CAT IONS PRIORITIES 

It seemed settled in official circles that Leighton Peebles 
would head the 0PM Communications branch on priorities. 

Under the plan, the Defense Communications Board will act 
as advisor to the new Priorities Communications branch with regard 
to materials needed by the broadcasting industry. 

Mr. Peebles, who is 58 years old, hails from Petersburg, 
Va. , and had his engineering training at Union College in 3chenectac3y 
following which he went with General Electric. 

He has recently been Chief of the Plumbing and Heating 
branch of the Division of Civilian Supply since October 9. Before 
coming into the National Defense organization in June, 1941, as heed 
of the Power Section of the Office of Price Administration and 
Civilian Supply, Mr. Peebles was with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. 

He was at one time Chief of the Lumber Division of the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, remaining there until 1933. 
Later he was named Deputy of Public Utilities and Communications. 
He was also with NFA until it ^as disbanded late in 1936. 

Before this he was a consti-uction supervisor for the J. G. 
White Engineering Corp., New York, in charge of construction of 
power houses and dams, as well as radiotelegraph stations. 

Donald Nelson was quoted as saying that he and others in 
CPM believe that the new DCB setup ”holds great promise for well 
considered and efficient action.” 

XXXXXXXX XX -7- 
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/ 
DOESN'T BELIEVE RADIO INDUSTRY ^ARS CENSORSHIP 

Again declaring that the Federal Communications Commission 
would give censorship as wide a berth as possible, Chairman Fly said 
that he had assured Byron Price, the new censor, that he would 
cooperate with him in every way possible. 

Ashed if he had heard of anybody worrying about the 
threat of censorship, Mr. Fly replied: 

"I don't think there has been any great expression of 
fear, I believe everybody has been pretty realistic about it, know¬ 
ing that some form of censorship was coining, and are prepared to 
cooperate. 

"Of course the broadcast industry has its own point of 
V3.ew and its own specific problems but I don’t think there is any 
great fear that it will not have those problems properly reflected 
and considered. I will undoubtedly talk about some of those special 
problems with Mr. Price." 

xxxxxxxx 

GAY ANNUAL PARTY HONORS FCC BAR HEAD 

At his annual party - where fun is poked at all and 
sundry - Louis Caldwell was host last Sunday afternoon at his home 
in Washington in honor of the new President of the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Bar Association, Judge Eugene Octave Sykes, and Mrs. Sykes. 

Guests were much amused to find a sign over the head of 
Judge Sykes in the receiving line that read "F. C. B. A, W^r President, 
no limit of quasi-emergency." 

Senator and Mrs, Frederick Van Nuys were in the group as 
were Senator and Mrs'. Burton K. ’Wheeler, Representative and Mrs. 
Cha.rles A. Halleck, Representative Luther Johnson. 

Directions to the bar (a bomb shelter) were so intriguing 
that all who read them decided immediately that they should try it 
out. They read "First a-id administered and no priorities. " 

A hint that the host read the front page of the paper was 
disclosed wiien it was suggested by placard arranged in the drawing 
room that the SEC be moved to Hot Springs. And it added, "Write 
your Congressman. " 

In the library a huge placard proclaimed the headquarters 
of the "Committee to Defend the Mackerel by Aiding Moonlight" - and 
so on. 

XXXXXXXX 
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: TIIA.DE NOTES 

Efforts to secure preferential rating for police radio 
for municipal, state and other authorities is being made by the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association with the assistance of Chainnan 
Fly of the FC^. City officials have reported difficulties in secur¬ 
ing essentia.l police radio apparatus in connection with the Civilian 
Defense work, where its need is obvious. 

No more musical numbers are being broadcast by request. 
This is a precaution against anyone using songs or musical selec¬ 
tions for code. 

Visitors to the KDKA studios, which average a total of 
100,000 a year, have been barred, except upon proper identification, 
during the war. 

Enlisted men in the U.S. Array, Navy and Marines have a little radio 
chain of their own, the new Star Spangled Network. These wired 
radio station programs will originate from Station NCM3, at Sackett■s 
Harbor, Hollywood, and New York, 

Each station will broadcast with low nower in the Aiwiy 
post or Naval station adjacent to the U3C Club in which studios are 
located. They are systems similar to those in use on many college 
campuses today. 

t Station WOR will remain on the air twenty-four hours a 
1 day, seven days a week, for the duration of the War. 

Philco Distributors, Inc., New York Division, has started 
to reorganize Rs.dlo Manufacturers Service in the metropolitan New 
York and New Jersey area. An advertising campaign in newspapers, 
radio and telephone books will be paid for by Philco. Uniform 
repair charges on all makes of radios will be stressed, a plaque 
showing these rates will be displayed and customers will be given 
a standa.rd billhead with rates printed on the reverse side. Job- 
stickers will be pasted on the chassis of every ra.dio set repaired 
by rae.mbers of the" service. 

Federal excise taxes collected on radio sets, phonographs, 
and components, totalled $847,148.39, compared with $896,860.00 
during "the previous month of October, and with $791,483.01 in Novem.-- 
ber, 1940. " The collections of last month v-ere the first returns 

\ under the new 10 percent rate. 

DUE TO THE HOLIDAY SEASON AND THE OOVEraiMENT DEPARTI-ENTS 
BEINC CLOSED ON THURSDAY, DECEI^BSR 25, THERE WILL BE NO ISSUE CF 
THIS SERVICE ON FRIDAY, DECEEIBER 26TH. 
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Chairman Fly, whose praise for the National Association 
of Broadcasters has been faint since the row at the St. Louis 
Convention, expressed more tlian the usual enthusiasm over the NAB 
Wartime Guide to stations, saying that it was ”sound and construct¬ 
ive. " 

The International Telephone and Telegraoh Company - s nev; 
evening digest of Latin American news, which begins on WA3C, Monda3'' 
December 29, will be without commercials. 

Isabel Manning Hewson has received more than 17,600 
requests for a give-away offered on her daily WEAF "looming Market 
Basket" program on December 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9. The first day 
brought 3,300 letters. 

The following new members have been elected to the Radio 
Manufacturers’ Association: 

Warwrick Manufacturing Corporation, Chicago, Ill. ; Watter- 
son Radio Manufacturing Co. , Dallas, Texas, and The Ross flanufa.ctur- 
ing Company, Chicago, Ill. 

The Federal Communications Commission has received a 
request for a modification of construction permit from K3ES, Earle 
C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., for a new television broad¬ 
cast station, to request commencement date of 1-15-42 and exten¬ 
sion of completion date to 7-15-42. 

Asked what the Federal Communications Commission could 
do if a station violated a censorship regulation, Chairman Fly 
replied: 

"I don't know. It seems to me that is something for the 
lawyers to get their teeth into. " 

In a. Christmas greeting to members of the Radio Manu¬ 
facturers' Association, Paul Va. G-alvin, its president, said, ajnong 
other things. "This coming New Year will no doubt be different, 
but if we a.ll keep our sense of proportion, our adjustments will 
be orderly. " 

The Federal Communications Commission received many com¬ 
plaints about radio interference of local electric origina. To 
such persons, it explains that it is without power to intervene, 
but points out that some municipalities have ordinances on the 
subject, adding: Hlany public service companies maintain investiga¬ 
tion departments and upon request are generally willing to assist 
in locating the source of the trouble and in correcting it, if 
possible. 

XXXXXXXXXX 
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FTC TONES DO WIT DETROIT LiAIL ORDER CLAIMS 

Alfred Johnson Smith, Arthur James Smith and Paul Smith, 
trading as Johnson Smith 8: Co. , Detroit, engaged in the mail order 
business and the sale and distribution of miscellaneous merchandise, 
have stipulated with the Federal Trade Commission to cease repre¬ 
senting, by use of the words "broadcasting transmitter", or words 
of similar implic8.tion, that their "Wireless Transmitter Set" or 
other wireless transmitting device not capable of broadca^sting 
sound such as the voice, is capable of transmitting spoken words 
or the articulate sound of the human voice; representing, by 
statements such as "Complete Two Tube Transmitter Kit", by illustra¬ 
tions depicting a wireless transmitter set equipped with tubes, or 
in any other manner, that such set is equipped or provided v/lth 
tubes when, in fact, the set so described is not equipped with 
tubes as represented. 

They also represented that there are 100,000 radio ama¬ 
teurs in the United States or that there are any number of amateur 
radio operators in this country in excess of the number actually 
licensed to operate by the Federal Communications Commission; dis¬ 
seminating any advertisement pertaining to wireless transmitter 
sets or kits which fails to reveal that a person is not permitted 
to operate a broadcasting station or set, amateur or otherwise, 
except by authorization or under license issued by the Federal Com-■ 
municationsCoramission; and disseminating any advertisement which 
fails to reveal that extreme care must be exercised in the use of 
the respondents’ "Wireless 'T’ransm.itter Set" or of any other set of 
similar construction, due to exposed connections or terminals and 
the character of the insulation of the wiring thereof and the result¬ 
ant potential danger to life or health and fire hazard. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

/ 
EDITORS WOULD BAR NEWS AS COMFERCIALS 

Commenting unon the inroads the radio has made since the 
beginning of the war on the newspapers, the Editor & Publisher says; 

"We aren't yet prepared for prophecy on the eventual effect 
both on newspapers and the broadcasting industry, of the tremendous 
impact of war news on ra.dio facilities. We doubt that anyone else 
in either the printed or the verbal news processes can do more than 
guess - but certain it is that there will*be some fundamental 
changes in the relations of the media before many years pass. 

"They are competitive, in one sense, today. The hourly, 
sometimes quarter-hourly repetition of news bulletins over the air 
most certainly creams the news headlines of both morning and evening 
newspapers. It emphasizes the function the newspapers must under¬ 
take of giving the audience a story which radio cannot imitate, even 
thougii for accuracy both may be equal. 

"We have speculated also on the eventual effect upon the 
listening public of getting their radio news interlarded with com¬ 
mercials that occasionally rival the old patent medicine advertising 
for bla.tancy. Indeed, we suspect that some of the news program 
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sponsors ?,re indeed tne old patent medicine people which find their 
copy barred from some newspapers and magazines. Even in triumph, 
war news is essentially tragic, and it must Jar ears that are 
sensitive to ordinary human proprieties to have the story of a 
bombing followed immediately by unctuous advice to avoid ’sluggish¬ 
ness* or some other failure of essentially personal functions. 

"Not knowing how many other people are offended by the 
combination, we’ll tender this as a suggestion to the broa.dcasting 
companies: Either bar the sale of news periods for commercial 
sponsorshi-o, or limit rigidly the tone and time of the commercial 
announcement." ^ 

XXXXXXXXXXX 

AUTO RADIO OUTPUT CUT 

Government curtailment of automobile production has 
forced the Colonial Ra.dio Cor')oration of Buffalo to half five 
assembly lines turning out auto r^^dios, President Allen H. Gardner 
reports. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

DEFENSE HAS GREEN LIGHT IN FCC ACTIVITIES 

The Federal Communications Commission is giving priority 
the many communic*^tions problems which arise from the Nation’s 
defense effort, according to an abbreviated annual report by the 
Commission, ma.c'e public Sunday. This 66-page summary of Commission 
activities under the emergency also takes cognizance of the new 
horizons opened in the broadcast and other radio fields, as well as 
developments In the write services. The renort is extended from 
the close of the fiscal year to Include important happeninga within 
recent months. One of the report’s highlights may be briefed as 
follows: 

National Defense - Typical of the Commission’s augmented 
activities are development of new facilities and services necessary 
to defense; expediting wireline extensions and new radio links; 
providing additional frequencies for military pun^oses; improving 
the service of short-v^ave stations beamed on foreign countries, and 
at the same time, forestalling possible misuse of existing facili¬ 
ties by more effective ether policing, banning amateur communica¬ 
tion for the duration of the war, and checking the citizenship of 
more tlian 150,000 radio operators and communications employees. 
All such defense work is in close cooperation with other Federal 
agencies, as well as with the industries and operators concerned. 

xxxxxxxxx 
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December 30, 1941 

ALL ALIM EHIMY SHORT-WAVE SETS TO BE SEIZED 

The Department of Justice ordering the Japanese, Germans and Italians in 
the West Coast states to give up their short-wave receivers and transmitters is just 
a forerunner of a similar demand upon enemy aliens on the East Coast and throughout 
the entire United States. Cameras are included in the sweeping order. 

The Federal Communications Commission foreign "broadcast monitoring ser¬ 
vice will ferret out any sets that have not been turned in and though no penalty 
has as yet been fixed for those violating the orders, it will unquestionably be 
very severe. Arrest would follow and probably internment for the duration of the 
war. 

The first order, which will be followed today or tomorrow for other 
sections of the country, applied to states in the Ninth Corps Area of the Army - 
California, Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Utah and Nevada. It was hurriedly 
issued, it was understood, because of disquieting reports reaching Army head¬ 
quarters in connection with the recent submarine attacks on merchant ships off the 
California coast. 

Because of the summary nature of the order, Department of Justice 
officials expect confusion in its enforcement, but it was said that no other 
course was open than to cope promptly with the situation. In San Francisco and 
other Western cities the Japanese and others were reported to be rapidly turning 
in their sets to the police, v;ho will probably pass them along to the Department 
of Justice and the FCC, 

The Attorney General defined a short wave radio set as one receiving 
messa,ges sent on a freq_uency of 1750 or more kilocycles or 540 kilocycles or less. 

The order declared that "no enemy alien who is found in possession of 
any short wave radio receiving set vail be excused in any manner on the ground 
that he did not know that the set was a short wave radio receiving set." 

All radio sets end cameras are to be forfeited to the United States 
Government if not surrendered willingly. Receipts for surrendered apparatus v;ill 
be issued by local police. 

In issuing the order confiscating short v;avc radio sets Attorney Genera-1 
Biddle warned employers not to discriminate against foreign born: 

"I am sorry to say," declared the head of the Justice Department, "that 
numerous instances have come to the attention of the department...of employers 
discharging workers because of some vague ’suspicion' that they may bo disloyal 
aliens, and even because they have 'foreign-sounding' names! 

'!To bar aliens from employment is both short-sighted and wasteful. Our 
country needs the skills and services of every ahle-bodied and loyal person, 
citizen or alien, and to deprive it of such services is an economic waste and a 
stupid error. 
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”It is the stated policy of the Federal Government 'chat there shall he 
no discrimination in the employment of workers in defense industries because of 
race, creed, color or national origin. 

"Under law, there is only one restriction: In the case of secret, con¬ 
fidential or restricted government contracts, and in the case of contracts for air¬ 
craft parts or accessories, the employer must secure permission from the head of 
the Federal department concerned for the emploj/ment of aliens." 

Lloyd A. Free, Director of the FCC foreign monitoring (or propaganda 
listening) service, returned to Washington last week from London aboard the Pan 
American Airways Atlantic Clipper. Mr, Free said that his trip had been quite 
successful but declined to amplify his statement beyond pointing out that he had 
had a "full discussion" of his trip when he left here Uov. 21 to fly to Europe, 
At that time he said the office he planned to establish by using the facilities 
of the British Broadcasting Company would send reports here on any information 
or intelligence that could be sifted from broadcasts v/ithin Germany and Italy, 
He also declared that "the office will be essentially a part of the United States 
Government intelligence service, as we want to know the propaganda strategy of 
the other countries." 

The Columbia Broadcasting System will dedicate WCRC, first of its two 
new 50,000 watt international short-wave stations to be completed, with a one- 
hour program beamed to Latin America - - beginning at the stroke of Midnight, EST, 
Hew Year’s Eve, 

William S. Paley, CBS President, will deliver an address in English 
to the radio audience of the neighbor republics. Edmund A. Chester, Director of 
short-wave broadcasting and Latin American relations, is to speak briefly in 
Spanish. 

X X X X X 

WRUL GETS BIG BOOST III "LIFE" 

"Propoganda from the U. S. A. - the Uazis hate and fear Boston’s station 
WRUL" is the caption of three pages of pictures and an article in a recent issue 
of LIFE. The article reads: 

"Wot many Americans realize the U. S. is waging a mighty war of propo— 
ganda against Adolf Hitler and his allies. U. S. propaganda, however, is quite a 
different thing from the mixture of Jew-baiting, personal abuse and chest-thumping 
boasts that sprays nightly from the short-wave stations of Berlin and Breslau, The 
best propaganda that the U. S. has is the truth. Night and day eleven U, S. short¬ 
wave stations, of which the most powerful is Boston’s WRUL, are sending large doses 
of this commodity to millions in Europe, Africa, Asia aJid friendly Latin America. 
Recently, for instance, the Nazi propaganda stations dropped the subject of South 
Russia after their retreat from Rostov. V/RUL’s big staff of broadcasters took to 
the air and hammered home the Rostov defeat in 24 languages. Again, at the moment 
when General Maxime Weygand was deposed from his North African command, V/RUL broke 
through Vichy's censorship and spread the news in French and Arabic. Many African 
desertions resulted, WRUL’s celebrated Yugoslav announcer. Dr. S. S. Petrovitch, 
is a hero of the present Serbian revolt. His broadcasts caused the Germans to 
issue a statement accusing WRUL of "interfering in the affairs of a sovereign 
nation." 
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*'VJIIUL is run "by a radio genius named '^Valter So Leiamon vho vias at the 1919 
Peace Conference ■with ¥oodrov; ^filson and later made millions hy iirc-'enting single- 
dial tuningo It is a nonprofit, nonconutercial station, supported hy Leramon, gifts 
from foundations and worldwide listeners* Its staff is largely made up of ardent 
young refugees and students* Its two transmitters, of 50,000 and 20.000 watts, 
are a team equaled only "by Radio Moscow^c Lemmon is stepping up power to a total 
of 150,000 watts and is talking of an eventual 250,000, v:hich ^^^ill make WRUL the 
loudest voice ever heard around the planet.” 

X X X X X 

SEES DIPITICUXTY CEAIJGIHG OYER SET MAKIITC- PLAITTS 

Qpite a problem is seen by Dr. R. G* Rsker, ‘Vice President, General 
Electric Company, in adapting set making establishments to military uses. 

"It is with the facilities normally?' used for radio receivers that the 
industry will probably experienue the greatest difficulty in converting to defense 
production. These facilities are normally geared for mass production, utilizing 
female labor v/ith the production rate controlled by the flov; of material”, Mr. 
Baker explained. 

'’Usually these factories have a minimum of machine tool equipment, use 
standardized parts produced by other specialized plants, and produce a product in 
whose manufacturing cost the engineering content is generallj^ low. 

”This tj-pe of plant is not readily adaptable to defense requirements and 
very little can be done to make the facilities more adaptable. The solution is 
rather the design of military equipment that can be manufactured with these facili 
ties. This is neither a quick nor an easy undertaking, but the industry has made 
some progress,” 

X X X X X 

I. T. & T. "GOOD NEIGHBOR" BROADCASTS BEGIIT 

A daily broadcast of news from the Latin American nations was stau’ted in 
New York on last Monday by the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 
The program is called I.T.&T. Good Neighbor News and \ri.ll be heard over Radio 
Station W.\BC Monday through Friday, 6:10-6 215 P.M. The news will be supplied and 
prepared for broadcast by The Associated Press. 

In announcing the broadcast, Mr. Frank C. Page, Vice President of I.T&T. 
said that such a program had been under consideration for some time but that the 
coming of war and the grsa.t additional importance which that lends to daily occur¬ 
rences in the Lo^tin itmoricari natjons, hastened arrarigenents. Mr. Page stated also 

■that this was a "round trip affanr" inasmuch as I, T, & T. has been handling since 
last spring nightly l5-ninube w'orld news broadca.sT,s over the radiotelephone 
channels for re-broadcast in South America uidei sponsorship of the American 
Chambers of Commerce in Buenos iires, Montevideo and La Paz* 

A similar Good Neighbor News program is sponsored by the I*T, & T. over 
Radio Station WJSY, Vfashington, D, C., a,lso from 6.10 to 6;15 each evening t-dth 
news prepared by the United Press Association. 

X X X X X 
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lilDUSIRY HAILS RYAH AS CEITSOR - HAPPY SPLECTIOH 

Great assurance seems to have Deen given the "broadcasting industry, which 
has "been pretty Jittery on the su'bject, in the naming of John H. Ryan, of ToQ.edo, 
"Vice President and General Manager of the Port Industry Company, as censor of radio 
broadcasts. Mro Ryan is one of the most competent and highly respected men in the 
industry. He has made a great success in his own business and the general opinion 
is that he is an ideal man for one of the toughest positions in the Government 
information service. 

The appointment was entirely unsought by Mr. Ryan, having been recommend¬ 
ed for the place by the key men in the radio industry. Mr, Ryan dropped everything 
instantly and was in Washington and on the Job before hardly anyone knew that the 
appointment had been made. He is working directly with Byron Price, Director of 
Censorship, Mr. Ryan’s title in fact is Assistant Director of Censorship. 

Seen here shortly after his arrival in the Capitol, Mr. Ryan’s big prob¬ 
lem - which is also the worry of Mr, Price and John H, Sorrells, Executive Editor 
of the United Press, another newly appointed A.ssistant - appeared to be in finding 
working quarters. Mr, Price first v;as assigned to a little office next to that of 
the Postmaster General, then to a couple of different offices in the new Post 
Office Building, which is the same building in which the ECC and the Interstate 
Commerce Commissions are housed. One report was that the Censorship people might 
land in the Apex Building. Another was that the ECC would be moved out of its 
present happy home to accommodate the censors. 

Asked about this at his weekly press conference, which by the way Mr, 
Ryan attended, Chairman J, L, Ely, Chairman of the ECC, seemed to doubt that the 
Commission would be disturbed saying: 

"I certainly think that the Office of Censarship ought to have plenty 
and good space but I don’t believe we will run into any conflict either actually 
or potentially there. We have been in a tough situation on our own space problems, 
I think we have as many as nine engineers in one room now. I suspect that my 
office is the only one where there is any real space in the whole establishment, 

"We might have to cut it up to provide for 20 engineers. We are going 
to have a substantial number of people on this priorities problem and the 0PM 
people will be working i^rith us so we O’urselves will have not only a continuing 
problem but one which is quite aggrevating, but I didn’t hear of any inconsistent 
position betv/een this office and Censor, I don’t think there is any siaggestion of 
that kind and I have some reason to believe that they have their eyes on space 
in another spot." 

The correspondents then turned to Mr. Ryan and asked him about the 
situation. 

"Well, we would like to have some place to put our feet under the desk," 
he said. 

"Under. Mr. Ryan?", a newspaperman queried. 

"I think that is significant too". Chairman Ely interjected, "Mr. Ryan 
wears no spurs". 
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0:ife opinion expressed was that if anybody moved out of the building it 
would not be the PCC, whose work would be closely related to the censorship, but the 
Interstate Commerce Commissiono 

Asked by the writer if his work would be confined to nev^s broadcasts, Mr,-, 
Ryan replied in the negative. He said questionable program scripts would be scru- 
tinited as well. 

The new Assistant Director of Censorship is 57 years old, was born and 
raised in Toledo, 0,, and is a Yale graduate. As Vice President and General Manager 
of Port Industry Co», he was in charge of WSPD, Toledo; W¥VA, VHieeling; \vMifM, Pair- 
mont, W. Va.; ^VLOK, Lima, 0,; WHIZ, Zanesville. 0,, and WAGA., Atlanta. Mr, Storer 
is President of the Port Industry Co., and is Mr. Ryan’s brother-in-law. 

Por a time after leaving College, Mr. Ryan v/as Secretary of his father’s 
concern Arbuckle-Ryan Company of Toledo, manufacturers of agricultural equipment 
and railroad supplies. With Mr. Storer, Ryan was for a period engaged in the gaso¬ 
line business - the Port Industry Oil Company. They began using radio as an adver¬ 
tising medium and finally bought the station WTAL, changing it to WSPD. In 1928 
VGH? was purchased in Detrait, but after three years it was sold to the King-Trendle 
interests and now is WXYZ. In 1931 the gasoline business was sold, WiTVA was pur¬ 
chased and placed under Mr, Ryan. In 1932, CKOK, which later became CKLW, was 
established in Windsor, Ont., serving the Detroit area. It \iras later disposed of. 
In 1935 W'^MH was purchased and in the fall of 1938 \/L0K joined the Storer-Ryan 
group. A year later came ^^HIZ and last year VfAGA was acquired. 

Mr. Ryan is residing temporarily in Washington but later may move his 
family to the Capitol. 

X X X X X 

A call for more than 200 qualified young men in the Array's Seattle-Alaska 
radio communications system was issued at Port Monmouth, H. J., hea.dquarters of the 

Signal Corps. 

Snecial inducements, the announcement said, included allowances of $2.35 
a day at Seattle and $4 a day in Alaska in addition to pay, rations and quarters. 
The enlistment requirements are high and include ability to send and receive messa¬ 
ges in the international Morse code, typewriting skill and a high school education 

or its equivalent. 

X X X X X 

President Roosevelt complimented the radio stations and newspapers on 
the way they had complied with censorship suggestions. Mr. Early said Mr, 
Roosevelt v;as very much pleased and commented several times upon the fact that 
Prime Minister Churchill's trip was not announced before his arrival here and tha-t 
his departure for Ottawa had not been mentioned until Mr. Churchill had arrived 

there. 

X X X X X 

DUS TO MOST OP THE GOVERH'-ISHT DEPARTMENTS BEING CLOSED ON THURSDAY, 
JAIRJARY 1, THERE V/ILL BE NO ISSUE OP THIS SERVICE ON FRIDAY, JAiWARY 2. 
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Wj^TIKE SmTAED 31?EQ,ir£;NCIES MNOUHCSD 

Ohe wartime standard frequency service of the National Bureau of Standards 
station has been extended to include another carrier frequency (15 megacycles;c 
Temporary equipment is still in use while a new transmitting station is being 
builtc The broadcast is continuous at all times day end night from 1-kilowatt 
transmitters, and carries the standard musical pitch and other featureso The radio 
frequencies areI 

5 megacycles ( =■ 5000 kilocycles = 65000,000 cycles) per second 

15 megacycles ( - 15,000 kilocycles - 15,000,000 cycles) per second. 

The standard musical pitch carried by the broadcasts is the frequency 440 
cycles per second, corresponding to A above middle C. In addition there is a 
pulse every second, heard as a faint tick each second when listening to the 440 
cycles. The pulse lasts 0.005 second, and provides an accurate time interval for 
purposes of physical measurements. 

The 440-cycle tone is interrupted every five minutes for one minute in 
order to give the station announcement and to provide an interval for the checking 
of radio measurements based on the standard radio frequency. The announcement is 
the station call letters (VJW) in telegraphic code (dots and dashes). 

The accuracy of the 5 and 15-megacycle frequencies, and of the 440-cycle 
standard pitch as transmitted, is better than a part in 10,000,000. Transmission 
effects in the medium (Doppler effect, etc.) may result in slight fluctuations in 
the 440-cycle frequency as received at a particular place; the average frequency 
received is hov/ever as accurate as that transmitted. The time interval marked by 
the pulse every second is accurate to 0.000 01 second. The 1-minute, 4-minute, 
and 5-minute intervals, synchronized with the seconds pulses and marked by the 
beginning and ending of the announcement periods, are accurate to a part in 
10,000,000. The beginnings of the announcement periods are so synchronized with 
the basic time service of the U, S. Naval Observatory that they mark accurately 
the hour and the successive 5-minute periods; this adjustment does not have the 
extreme accuracy of the time intervals, but is within a small fraction of a second. 

In general, during the winter da^', the 5-Mc carrier frequency can be used 
at all distances out to about 1000 miles and the 440-cycle tone out to about 700 
miles; the 15-Mc carrier frequency is usable from about 800 to 5500 miles, and the 
440-cycle tone from about 800 to 4000 miles. During the v/inter night, i. e. 
between about 8 PM and 6 AI4 E.S.T., the 5-Mc carrier frequency is usable from about 
700 to 7000 miles and the 440-cycle tone from about 700 to 5000 miles; the 15-Hc 
broadcast is not usable during the winter night, except for the short-distance 
ground wave (see below). During the summer day, the 5-Mc carrier frequency is 
usable at all distances out to about 400 miles and the 440-cycle tone out to about 
300 miles; the 15-Mc carrier frequency is usable from about 900 to 3000 miles and 
the 440-cycle tone from about 900 to 2500 miles. During the summer night before 
midnight EST, the 5-Mc carrier frequency is usable out to about 2500 miles and the 
440-cycle tone out to about 1400 miles, except for a period of 2 or 3 hours before 
sunrise when it is difficult to receive at distances between about 50 and 400 miles 
the 15-Mc carrier frequency is usable from about 1000 to 7000 miles and the 440- 
cycle tone from about 1000 to 5000 miles. 

Besides the distances covered by the sky wave as just described, the 
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ground wave provides coverage at short distances as follows. At all tines, the 
5-Mc carrier frequency is usahle out to about 100 miles and the 440-cycle tone out 
to about 50 miles; and the 15-Mc carrier frequency is usable out to about 70 
miles and the 440-cycle tone out to about 35 miles. 

The service from the temporary transmitters will continue for some months. 
It will be continuous except for such breakdowns as may possibly occur because of 
the use of temporary apparatus. As rapidly as possible the Bureau is establishing 
a new station to provide more fully than in the past standard frequencies reliably 
receivable at all tines throughout the country and adjacent areas. 

X X X X X 

NEWSPAPER HEARING STILL SET EQR JANUARY 8 

The Eederal Communications Commission's inquiry into nev/spaper ownership 
of broadcasting stations apparently will resiome Thursday, January 8, the war to 

i the contrary notwithstanding. Chairman Ely said last Monday that he was under the 
impression that the Newspaper Committee wanted additional time but added that as 
far as he knew there had not been any formal request from them. 

I X X X X X 

: H0V7 COME, JAPS ON U, S, WAVE ECC ASKED? 

The question was raised at the Eederal Communications Commission as to 
how it was that the Japanese could use an American frequency and be permitted to 
get away with it? This was on the broadcast to the Philippines that San Erancisco 
was being bombed. 

It v;as said at the Commission that there had been some interruption 
reported on a broadcast of one of our international stations to Manila and that 
they were looking into it and expected soon to have a full report in the matter. 

X X X X X 

SMOKE EATERS RADIO CLUB EQPJ^S 

Out in Pawhuska, Okla,, is located the headquarters of the Smoke Eaters 
Radio Club, a nation-wide organization of ”ham" radio operators connected with the 
fire service. The service which ”ham” operators have performed in connection with 
disasters in recent years is generally recognized. Where earthquakes and tidal 
waves have occurred, the first v;ord to the outside world was oft-times by these 
amateur radio operators. They were the means of securing help promptly and they 
provided the much needed means of inter-communication between relief organizations 
and stricken communities. 

The Smoke Eaters Radio Club would be of tremendous value to the fire ser¬ 
vice following air-raids. No matter how destructive a blitzkrieg may have been 
there will still be plenty of amateur stations to maintain contact betv/een fire 
fighting forces and other defense and emergency bodies. The Club deserves en¬ 
couragement and support, (Ered Shepperd in September Eire Engineering.). 

X X X X X 
-8- 
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PRIORITY i^iACHIlISRY IR^ER COIISIDSRATIOU 

Asked if he had anything to give out about the Defense Cor-inuni cat ions 
Board, Chairnan J. L, Fly replied: 

"IJo, we are getting out a little order in a matter which is of no great 
interest and for that matter of no concern to the industry - maybe of some little 
general interest. It may be out in a day or two.” 

"Is that priority machinery worked out yet?”, the Chairnan v/as asked. 

"I'm not sure", he replied. "As j’^ou know the QPM is going through some 
reorganization pains over there and I don't know whether they are entirely clear as 
to hov/ they want to do their particular end of the job. V/e ourselves are, our 
plans are definite and, for that matter, the framework of the plan over there is 
definite. At the moment there is some question as to where the communications 
section there will be located and to whom it v/ill be responsible. .That is in pan- 
ticular, I think, whether it will be responsible to the Director of Civilian 
Supply or directly to Mr. Knudsen. I ha,ve not heard that this has been clarified 
but I assume that it will be very promptly and of course we hope to get moving on 
the v/hole thing.” 

"Have you heard the report that is going around that the broadcasting 
industry is going to meet with Mr. Ryan and possibly yourself on war set-up and 
censorship?", Mr. Fly was asked. 

"Ho, I don't think I have”, he replied. 

"Do you think ouch a conference would be helpf’ul?", the Cha.irnan was asked 
further. 

"I assume there v/ill be continuing conferences", he concluded. "I have 
had some talks here with different individuals and leaders of the industry and 
trade association people from time to time - generally on more or less specific 
angles of the natter and I know there will be continuing contact. However, the 
question which you are posing, I think, is whether or not there is a formal con¬ 
ference arranged in round-table fashion, and as far as I am concerned the answer 
is no." 

X X X X X 

The Defense Communications Board has prescribed that a,ll ship radio 
stations and facilities shall bo subject to use control supervision inspection 
and closure by the Havy Department. 

X X X X X 

All of its employes in the armed forces received a Christmas gift of a 
week's salary at their former rate of pay, the Hygradc Sylvania Corp., Hew York 
City announced. 

The corporation likewise gave Christmas checks amounting to one week's 
salary to each of its 6,000 employes in plants at Salem, Danvers, and Ipswich, 
Mass., and Emporium, St. Mary's, and Towanda, Pa. 

X X X X X 
-9- 
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PRSSIDEITT JOINS IN OPENING RAEIO TO AUSTRALIA 

An exchange of messages "between President Pranklin E. Roosevelt and Prime 
Minister J« Ho Curtin of Australia featured the opening hy RCA Communications, Inc®, 
of the first direct radiotelegraph service "between Australia and the United States. 

Others participating in the opening were the Hon. Ro G. Ca.sey, Australian 
Minister to the United States; James Lawrence Ply, Chairman of the U. S. Pederal 
Gomnunications Commission; the Hon, Senator W, P. Ashley, Postmaster General of 
Australia; David Sarnoff, President of the Radio Corporation of America; Maj. Geno 
Janes G. Har'bord, RCA Chairman of the Board; W, A. V/inter"bottom, Vice President and 
General Manager, R, C. A. Communications, Inc., and Sir Ernest T. Pisk, Managing 
Director, Amalgamated Vlireless Australasia. 

The texts of the messages follow; in part: 

"The opening of a direct radiotelegraph circuit "between Australia and the 
United States normally would "be an event of great interest to our respective 
peoples. Today, hov/ever, the event which we cele"brate assumes proportions that 
extend far "beyond its peace-time significance. The deep-rooted and sturdy friend¬ 
ship which has existed "betv/een us has survived the years "because it has "been nur¬ 
tured in the principles of democracy. In my opinion this new link will serve not 
only to facilitate the more rapid exchange of communications "betv/een the United 
States and Australia "but to serve notice on the axis powers that the free peoples 
of the world are leaving nothing undone effectively to guarantee, throxigh spiritual 
and physical unification, an ultimate victory which lies ahead of us. 

"I extend my greetings to you personally and to you as the representative 
of the people of Australia. Mr. Churchill, who is staying with me. Joins in these 
greetings, and we give you our assurance that we consider the safety of your great 
commonwealth as a definite essential in every plan of defense and in every plan of 
offensive action against our common foes. 

ERANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT " 

"The inauguration at this time of direct radiotelegraph service "between 
the commonwealth of Australia and the United States of America has a profound and 
far-reaching significance. It not only serves to forgo another link in the chain 
of friendship that "binds together two great Bnglish-spealcing nations, "but a,lso 
symbolizes the unity of purpose for the accomplishiiient of a common task to which 
your country and mine are dodicaded. I send you my most cordial greetings on this 
momentous occasion. 

DAVID SARNOEE" 

'’I am especially happy that a dream has come true by the opening of our 
radio circuit with your great country. I have only plea,sant memories of my visit 
to Australia. Please transmit my greetings to Lady Eisk; Their Excellencies, Lord 
and Lady Wakehurst; former Prime Minister and Dame Mary Hughes; my friend, former 
High Commissioner to this country, Herbert Brookes and his wife at Melbourne; Mr. 
and Mrs. Molesworth; Mr, and Mrs. Hooke; and Mr. and Mrs. McClure Smith of the 
Herald, 

J. G. HARBORD" 

"The establishment of direct radiotelegraph conm\inication between 
Australia and the United States marks a new epoch in Pacific relations and will 
inure to the everlasting benefit of both peoples. Please accept my sincere 
felicitations. W. A. WINTSRBOTTOM" 
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Z31TITH TO DEVOTE l^'LAJOR PRODUCTION TO DEPENSE 

It is expected, according to Commander E. P» McDonald, Jr., President of 
the Zenith Radio Corporation, that the rapidly increasing defense requirements for 
radio apparatus v;ill he greater than the present capacity of the entire industryc 
It will, therefore, he necessary for Zenith to devote the major part of its efforts 
to the production of electronic equipment for defense. Present indications are 
that the industry will he taxed, not only to its limit for defense work, hut expan¬ 
sion and additional shifts will he required to meet the Government’s needs. 

"Fortunately, our facilities are ideal for such a program, and the ex¬ 
perience being gained during this emergency will he of incalculable value to our 
organization after the termination of hostilities, when the electronics industry?- 
will, in our opinion, he one of the main three industries to lead business hack to 
normal”. Commander McDonald said. 

"Zenith has Just put on the market a radically nev/ development in a 
battery and line-operated Portable which receives not only broadcast, hut short-v/ave 
European stations, in the home, on tra.ins, on boats, in planes and other metal- 
shielded structures. This new standard and short-wave Portable has been coming 
through our laboratories for over two years, but deliveries have Just started this 
week. This product v;ill be invaluable, not only in blackouts, but for our forces 
in foreign or isolated areas where the men want to listen to home news ond standard 
broadcast does not penetrante. 

"The Zenith Radio Corporation reports a consolidated operating profit 
for the first six months ended October 31, 1941 of its current fiscal year, amount¬ 
ing to $1,150,073 after depreciation, Excise taxes and liberal reserves, but before 
provision for Federal Income and Excess Profits Taxes, as per the company’s books, 
lifter deducting estimated Federal Income and Excess Profits Taxes, based on pre¬ 
sent existing regulations, the net profit will amount to approximately $754,533." 

X X X X X 

ADVANCE TIPS FOR LISTENERS ON SPECIAL WAR MS 

Alert CBS listeners can detect the operation of the system to warn 
technicians at every station on the network that special nev/s will follow. 

Five minutes before a regularly scheduled broadcast goes off the air, an 
unobtrusive tone signal is added to the sounds of the program. Just a little less 
loud than the level of the program which the listener is hearing. 

Three short dashes indicate that special bulletins will follow the end 
of the current show. Five short dashes means the news to be heard is more than 
usually important. 

One long tone advises technicians over all the CBS network that an urgent 
announcement will be made, not in five minutes, but at once. Ten seconds after 
that dash of tone is heard, whatever is being broadcast is interrupted so that 
vital information may go out to the country. 

X X X X X 

_11_ 
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DR. MGELL APPROVES IIBC SCHOOLROOM TRAITS CRIP TI OHS 

APter foxrr years of experimental study"- in the field, of radio education 
through recorded programs, the Public Service division of the National Broadcasting 
Company established a transcription service for the nation’s classrooms. 

The four-year research project was conducted under the direct supervision 
of Dr. James Rowland Angell, ITBC public service counselor and former President of 
Yale University. 

"Results indicate, " Dr. Angell said, "that radio recordings are an 
effective supplement in afrording background information for the student, motivating 
his interest in a subject and stimulating a desire for further study. They also 
serve to remove some of the difficulties inherent in the presenta.tion of classroom 
broadcasts simultaneously to the classrooms of an entire nation." 

Dr. Angell pointed out that network broadcasts presented during school 
hours present obvious difficulties. These are the differences in time zones from 
coast to coast, lack of uniformity in classroom schedules where the rotating plan 
is used and variations in curriculum and course content." 

"All of these problems," he said, "present arguments in favor of the 
recording, for no one series of network broadcasts for the schools can hope to 
serve the teachers of an entire nation at the hour best suited to their needs and 
v/ith subject matter best adapted to their requirements. The recording, offering 
a permanent transcription of educational material available for prelirainary audition 
by the teacher and for repeated playings in part or as a whole, at any time, solves 
these problems most effectively when proper utilization methods are observed." 

"To determine the most desirable utilization methods, practical experi¬ 
ments were conducted in actual classrooms in several sections of the nation under 
NBC auspices. A striking result of these tests was the unanimity of impression 
made by each recording upon any class. In many instances, more than 80 per cent 
of the essential facts were recalled by the students, with pupils strongly in favor 
of the recordings. In every case, pupils and teachers jointly agreed that record¬ 
ings generally increased the scope of the course of study. 

In establishing this educational recording service, NBC’s plans are govern¬ 
ed by the desire to supplement the effectiveness of a large and varied offering of 
public programs presented over NBC networks during out of school hours, direct into 
the classrooms of the nation at a tine best suited to the individual requirements 
of all schools, large and small. 

Dr. Angell indicated that permanent central libraries for the circulation 
of recordings on a loan basis will be established in key cities of the country. 
He predicted that educational recordings of network broadcasts will be as widely 
accepted in the future as the educational film is accepted today. He also pointed 
out that inevitably the audio-vis-ual field will include a combination of both 
devices. 

XV V V V X A 
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